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$WDJODQFH
This is the first section in every evaluation. It shows the major conclusions in our
analysis, plus a summary of the scores in each dimension of our evaluation.

Developer
The name and location of the company that develops the product.

Versions evaluated
The name of the product, the version evaluated and the release date.

Key points
Base data
•

Types of support system best suited for this product

•

DBMSs the product runs on

•

Server platforms the product runs on

Strengths
•

Strength

•

Strength

•

Strength

Points to watch
•

Point to watch

•

Point to watch

•

Point to watch

Scores
1

Example

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability
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Price points
We give a price point for 10, 50 and 200 concurrent analysts, based on the information
provided by the vendor. Prices are given in thousands of US dollars.
Where the product is not aimed at a number of analysts this is noted as not applicable
(n/a).
1
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We list product components and complementary applications that we refer to in the
evaluation. This list also provides some insight into the product’s architecture and the
vendor’s philosophy.
The glossary is product-specific and augments our global Glossary.
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We express our opinions of the product, based on our evaluation. Our conclusions are
drawn from our findings in each dimension, and are presented in a form that enables
potential purchasers to assess the overall capabilities of the product.
We also include a statement on the typical usage of the product, including (where
available) the average number of analysts per installation and the average
customisation effort required.
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Product positioning
We explain the target market for this product, positioning it in our market model. We
also examine whether the product is targeted at a particular vertical market, or has a
specific philosophy that may affect its suitability for certain organisations.
We use a ‘shamrock model’ diagram to show what the product offers. (See Figure 1 for
an example.) Refer to our briefing paper, Differentiaitng between software products, for
a full discussion of the model.
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Figure 1 Ovum’s Shamrock model – example
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3URGXFWDUFKLWHFWXUH
A description of the technical architecture of the product, including the development
language and client-server model (if appropriate). We also note any Internet/intranet
support.
We detail the platforms that the product is available on, including:
•

operating system (server)

•

operating system (client)

•

hardware (server)

•

databases supported (and whether native or via OBDC).
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8VDJH
To give a concrete idea of the scope of the product, we ask the vendor to name three
up-and-running implementations of the product. We look for a typical application, a very
large implementation, and one that has been technically challenging.
We do not check out the validity of the reference if we can name the organisation – we
make it clear that the vendor supplied the details. Otherwise (if anonymity is requested
by the organisation), we always investigate the reference.
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Changes since last evaluation
This section only appears if we have evaluated the product before. We comment on
changes implemented, and we refer back to the promises made by the vendor in the
previous evaluation.

Future enhancements
We report on the vendor’s priorities for enhancing its product. We press for information
on release dates. If in the future we re-evaluate the product, we will use this information
to check progress and make comments in our Changes since last evaluation section.
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History
We concentrate on milestones and headlines, both in the company and in the product
history. We include information on when the company was founded, when its first
support system was launched, and major steps in the evolution of the product. We also
note significant mergers and partnerships.

Commercial
We comment on the vendor’s commercial background, concentrating on its support
system sales. We quote the revenue and profit figures and other interesting information
from the vendor’s annual report, where available. We try to isolate support system
revenues from other revenues, but this is not always possible. Figures from different
vendors cannot always be compared. We provide, where possible, the breakdown
between revenue from product licences and from related services (including
maintenance fees and consultancy).

Vendor positioning
We explain the vendor’s entire product set and where this particular product fits into the
vendor’s overall strategy. For example, is this the only product it develops or is it part of
an integrated suite?
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Training
We report on the training courses provided by the vendor and discuss its overall
training philosophy. We also comment on the necessity of training, whether the vendor
recommends a minimum amount and whether customers make use of it.

Consulting
Some vendors are major consulting firms or software houses in their own right. Others
focus exclusively on developing and selling their products, and have little to offer in the
way of practical project support or ready-made applications. This section will give you
an idea of what to expect.
We also discuss consulting partnerships, referring to relationships with VARs, SIs and
OEMs.

Support
We assess the vendor’s arrangements for support, including:
•

pricing (is it inclusive of licence fee?)

•

hand-offs to third parties

•

local/regional support

•

local/international user groups

•

choice of support programme.
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3ULFLQJDQGGLVWULEXWLRQ
Price details
We give detailed pricing breakdowns if possible. We note optional extras and state
whether these features are included in the evaluation scores.

Distribution
We outline the distribution arrangements for the product and provide up to three
contact addresses (one each for North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific).
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3URGXFWHYDOXDWLRQ
This section contains the detailed analysis and scores for each of the dimensions of
our evaluation:
•

process management

•

asset tracking and management

•

problem resolution

•

integration

•

scalability

•

customisation

•

usability.

What we look for in each of these dimensions is explained further in our Scoring
sections.
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(YDOXDWLRQPHWKRGRORJ\
Ovum evaluates the leading technologies in the help desk software market.
Our extensive research programme is funded entirely by Ovum. We do not charge
vendors for appearing in our reports, nor do we expect to sell them reprints of our
evaluation. We write information to inform prospective buyers; we give our frank
opinion, supported by ascertainable facts; we question; we challenge. Our aim is to
help users choose the product that is most appropriate for them, and to advance the
state of the art through our critical analysis.
Values are at the very heart of our evaluation exercise. We declare our values up front,
so that you can see what they are. We build an evaluation framework, populate it with
detailed criteria, and then apply it rigorously to each of the products we evaluate. The
individual criteria are not mere checklists of surface-level features, but questions about
core capabilities of the product – capabilities affecting the product’s business benefit
and applicability.
For each evaluation, research is a process of inquisition. We never take features for
granted; always asking ‘show me then’; always referring back to our evaluation
framework.
Ovum always maintains editorial control of its analysis. Our information is drawn from
Ovum’s primary research programme.
Usually we meet directly with vendors to discuss their products and strategies. This
involves spending a full day at their development headquarters, meeting with senior
personnel. Evaluations contain our analysis of functionality, which is gleaned from
conversations, documentation and presentations; supplemented by discussions with
real users. This is followed by a review period, where vendors may comment on the
accuracy and fairness of our findings.
Where vendors are unco-operative, we still perform and publish the evaluation by using
the product in-house or by working with an advanced customer in the field.
Our evaluations are supported by user references.
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The purpose of the score is to enable readers to differentiate products in each of our
seven dimensions. Scores are based on criteria alone and are not relative or
normalised.
Each dimension scores out of 9 points. The remaining point is held in reserve as a
bonus point, to be awarded where we find a tool that exceeds our criteria. Thus a score
of between 7 and 9 represents a high degree of compatibility with our evaluation
criteria, a score of between 5 and 7 is respectable, and between 3 and 5 shows
capability below our expectations. A score below 3 shows a capability that is poor or
dated.
Scores are rounded for the scorebar at the head of each dimension. Where a product
scores up to (not including) .5, the score is rounded down. Where a product scores .5
and over, the score is rounded up. For example:
•

the scorebar for a product scoring 4.45 displays 4

•

the scorebar for a product scoring 5.5 displays 6

•

the scorebar for a product scoring 6.9 displays 7.

In general, we score functionality as it is delivered out-of-the-box, but we give credit
where only trivial customisation is necessary to provide the feature. Full customisation
capability is measured in its own section. In some cases, features are optional extras –
we highlight these situations and explain whether these options are included in, or
excluded from, our score.
We caution readers not to add up the scores for each dimension to determine the
‘best product’. Selecting a product is more complicated, involving organisational
and business factors as well as technical considerations.
In our product evaluations we introduce each dimension with its score, and give a brief
summary to explain the rating we award.

Conventions
Product capabilities are listed as statements that are either true or false. For example:
The product can:
9 provide a structure for the analyst to ask general questions
8 support different levels of dialogue, according to skill levels of analysts and callers.
For each area we count the number of 9s, then normalise this rating to a score out of
9.
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Within the standard features of the product, we expect business processes to be
defined using drag-and-drop and point-and-click methods, activating pre-set
parameters that drive the business rules engine. Further specification of business
processes, beyond out-of-the-box capabilities, are assessed in Customisation.

Logging
1.5 points
We score the product’s ability to log information directly from callers or from other
computer systems. We comment on the technologies used for providing these
features, but they are scored separately in Integration.
The product automatically:
98 maintains an audit trail of every event on system
98 allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
98 prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
98 stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket, change request
98 assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
98 displays caller event histories
98 displays caller details on identification
98 allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
The product automatically:
98 allows callers to log trouble tickets/change requests themselves
98 differentiates between analyst-entered records and caller-entered
98 allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
98 differentiates between system-entered trouble tickets and caller-entered.
The product supports automated logging by:
98 e-mail
98 CTI
98 SNMP and/or DMI events
98 Web browsers.
The product can score a maximum of 16 9s.

Maintaining dependencies
0.5 points
We look for the ability to maintain relationships between different types of records, and
within them, between tasks.
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The product can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
98 between combinations of problems and changes
98 between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
The product enables:
98 dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be set
98 dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
98 tasks for one trouble ticket/change request to be performed by independent parties
in parallel
98 an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
98 an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests, trouble tickets intermingled in
the same queue.
The product can score a maximum of 7 9s.

Routing
1 point
We look for basic ability in the product to dispatch trouble ticket and change request
information to the most appropriate place. We concentrate on the automation of
routing, supplemented by storing of analysts’ details that enables this routing to take
place.
The product:
98 records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
98 maintains a calendar of analyst availability
98 supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
98 spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
98 allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
98 dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
98 assigns a trouble ticket/change request to multiple analysts concurrently
98 tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.
The product can score a maximum of 8 9s.

Notification and alerts
1 point
In this section we look for the product’s ability to generate messages based either on
events or on time dependencies.
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The product:
98 sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
98 sends alerts by e-mail
98 alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
98 runs alerter separately from main support system
98 deploys alerter separately from main support system
98 allows paging of key personnel
98 alerts analysts on receipt of events
98 notifies callers of change in status
98 notifies callers of impending problem
98 alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
98 alerts supervisor on change of status (for example ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
98 defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
98 defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.
The product can score a maximum of 13 9s.

Prioritisation
0.5 points
We score the ability to track priority of calls, based on predefined configurable criteria
and time dependencies.
The product:
98 maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
98 has configurable levels of urgency
98 has configurable levels of severity
98 has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
98 allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.
The product can score a maximum of 5 9s.

Escalation
1 point
We measure the capability to escalate calls automatically, based on time
dependencies. We also score the flexibility of the escalation business rules engine, and
the inter-dependencies of multiple rules.
The product allows:
98 multiple escalation levels
98 different response targets for problem resolution and trouble ticket closure
98 routing of event/task to other analyst on escalation
98 multiple escalation clocks
98 multiple time dependencies
98 definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
98 modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour, flashing).
The product can score a maximum of 7 9s.
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Contract support
1 point
We look for the ability to represent agreements with suppliers and with customers, and
the degree of flexibility in defining agreements. We also credit awareness of financial
measures.
The product has:
98 support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
98 support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
98 support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
98 multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
98 monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
98 flexible monitoring of elapsed time
98 multiple, configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties to
agreements
98 budget and/or cost monitoring and control.
The product can score a maximum of 8 9s.

Multi-process support
1 point
Supporting multiple concurrent processes is a requirement not relevant to all support
operations. However, it is sufficiently complex to merit evaluation.
We give credit for multi-process support, whether or not it is supplied out-of the-box.
Several products can be customised to provide this functionality; we say whether
customisation is required.
The product allows:
98 definition of multiple trouble ticket, change request types
98 differentiation of type at call time
98 logical segmentation of database (for example, trouble ticket numbers for each
trouble ticket type)
98 multiple analyst queues
98 dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
98 dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (of routing,
escalation, and so on).
The product can score a maximum of 6 9s.

Reporting
1.5 points
Our criteria define functions that we expect to find in support systems. Many off-theshelf reporting tools exceed our requirements, and include OLAP capabilities; these
features are beyond the scope of support system reporting functionality.
We score reporting only if it is supplied as standard: a separate purchase for reporting
capability should not be required.
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We look for ability in the product which:
98 allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
98 supplies predefined reports
98 supplies at least 50 reports as standard
98 produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
98 supports ‘query by example’ (QBE) reporting
98 can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
98 reports on audit trail/activity log
98 saves previous queries for re-use
98 relates events to specific products/services for management information
98 tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
98 calculates time taken to resolve a problem
98 allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
98 enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing, and so on).
In addition, a product scores higher marks if it includes charting capability.
The product reporting capability has:
98 line graphs
98 bar charts
98 pie charts
98 pictorial charts
98 3-D surface.
A few systems give a graphical presentation – changing in real-time – of servicesystem activity. This assists in supervising the current support system activity for
analysts and groups of analysts, and also the status of unresolved
problems. We give extra credit for this capability.
The product:
98 has real-time monitoring
98 has monitoring that runs in a separate window, or on a stand-alone machine
98 allows definition of refresh period.
The product can score a maximum of 21 9s.
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Our asset management score ranges from zero to nine points. The remaining point is
held in reserve as a bonus point, to be awarded where we find a product that exceeds
our criteria. The score is derived from the following four components:
•

capture asset information, which looks for facilities to aid the recording of asset
information, including the ability to automatically detect assets, and to aid asset
tagging. This contributes up to three points

•

maintain asset information, which refers to the ability to store current and historic
information about assets, including value. This contributes up to two and a half
points

•

maintain asset links, which measures support for relationships between assets, and
their users, change to relationships. This contributes up to two and a half points

•

maintain supplier information, which measures support for storage of supplier
information and maintenance contracts for assets. This component contributes up
to one point.

Where functionality is provided by proven packaged bi-directional integration to
systems management or other asset management systems, full credit is given, but the
source of functionality is noted.

Capture asset information
3 points
ToolName can automatically:
98 detect hardware and software assets
98 collect asset performance statistics
98 receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
98 capture software usage information (software metering)
98 generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
98 record information from, and generate software distribution
98 update assets as required by a task.
ToolName can achieve:
98 remote access to files on a networked PC
98 remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
98 remote startup and shutdown of networked PCs.
The product can score a maximum of 10 9s.
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Maintain asset information
2.5 points
ToolName can:
98 keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
98 for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
98 check software licences are up to date
98 check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
98 record information at asset and asset type level enabling common data to be
maintained once
98 list current problems and changes per asset, and per type of asset
98 maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
98 maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
98 issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life; for example, warranty
expires
98 record more than one service level agreement/warranty against each asset type
98 monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price, replacement value
98 enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning, purchasing.
The product can score a maximum of 12 9s.

Maintain asset links
2.5 points
ToolName can:
98 maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in this PC)
98 maintain peer-to-peer asset dependencies (for example, PC connected to
network)
98 provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
98 provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
98 maintain occasional links (sometimes this laptop is connected to the network)
98 link people and their assets
98 show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
98 have an asset without an owner
98 have an asset with more than one owner
98 enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
98 enforce rules about the configuration of assets, for example, check software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on
98 record site level information
98 display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.
The product can score a maximum of 13 9s.
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Maintain supplier information
1 point
ToolName can:
98 keep a record of suppliers, with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
98 link supplier to asset type it supplies
98 enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
98 maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
98 enable processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
98 enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the supplier
as well as internally.
The product can score a maximum of 6 9s.
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Our problem resolution score ranges from zero to nine points.
The remaining point is held in reserve as a bonus point, to be awarded where we find
software that exceeds our criteria, or performs exceptionally well.
Support involving the following aspects of problem resolution are covered elsewhere:
•

call routing (see Call management, Routing)

•

integration with relevant systems, or providing domain-relevant facilities (see
Integration).

Standard responses
1 point
Standard responses are implemented in various ways; what is important is that there is
a quick and easy way to solve a common problem.
The product can:
98 add and update standard responses
98 access standard responses by one key or option
98 suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
98 make standard responses directly accessible to callers.
The product can score a maximum of 4 9s.

Information access
2.5 points
Reference material for the support system is increasingly available electronically. This
material can be electronic documents (such as manuals and training notes), packaged
solution sets, previous responses to similar problems, even external sources via the
Web. The support system makes the analyst’s job easier when reference material can
be directly searched and accessed without having to exit the support system
environment. More important is the ability to integrate the search of reference material
so that the analyst does not have to enter and perform the same search for each
source of information available.
The product can:
98 provide integrated access to electronic documents
98 provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
98 provide integrated access to previous responses
98 provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
98 provide integrated access to Web-based information (intranet/Internet)
98 use existing trouble ticket details to search information directly without entering a
separate search
98 perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
98 add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
98 add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
98 give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.
The product can score a maximum of 10 9s.
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Information use
2.5 points
It must be possible not only to access information, but also to find which information is
most relevant or useful to solving the current problem. Here we evaluate the ability of
the product to use the information that can be accessed; that is, to search for relevant
information and retrieve it, ranked on some basis of relevancy. Relevant information
may include any of the sources evaluated in Access to information, hence the
techniques evaluated here may apply to any of the information sources used. We will
describe which techniques are available for each source.
The product can:
98 perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
98 perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
98 enable refinement of search criteria during search
98 perform natural language queries, eliminating non-key words ‘and’ ‘the’ ‘a’
98 define the scope of the search; for example, only search headers, summary or
abstract
98 regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
98 enable multi-lingual search.
The product ranks search results:
98 and suggests them in order
98 based on semantic similarity to query
98 based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
98 by number of times they have been used
98 by age
98 by a combination of rules.
The product can score a maximum of 13 9s.

Diagnosis
2 points
Diagnosis is often necessary where an analyst does not know what the problem is, only
that there is a problem.
More proactive systems are able to determine that there is a likely problem before it is
realised.
For example:
•

everyone in accounts called the support operation today with questions about Excel
– do they need training?

•

the printer on the fourth floor always fails when there are more than 30 people in; do
we need another printer?

•

there are ‘many’ calls from sector D today complaining about water pressure; is
there a slow leak in the arterial pipes there?

These proactive systems analyse calls and problems as they occur, or just after, to
identify patterns or evidence of deeper problems.
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The product can:
98 help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
98 help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
98 keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
98 support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
98 provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
98 start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
98 detect deeper problems by analysis of current problems.
The product can score a maximum of 7 9s.

Solutions management
1 point
In a support environment, previous responses are always a useful source of
information. It is sensible to manage this source of information so that it may be easily
used to solve ‘new’ problems.
Management of previous responses may be performed by the software, a person or a
mixture of both. Management tasks include:
•

selecting representative problems suitable for re-use

•

checking that proposed solutions to these problems are actually correct

•

adding problems to the database of past problems

•

integrity checking; that is, checking that a new solution fills a gap in the knowledge
and is consistent with existing solutions.

We are particularly interested in how much of the management of problems and
resolutions can be performed by the software, regardless of which paradigm it operates
under, and rate this accordingly. If the software does not perform management of
previous responses, then by implication this must be performed by a person, or it is not
done.
The product can:
98 add new problem-solution pairs to solution set by administrator
98 optionally add a new problem-solution pair to solution set as it arises
98 perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
98 suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to solution set
98 select and add problem-solution pairs to solution set automatically
98 aid in organising solutions to optimise search
98 load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
The product can score a maximum of 7 9s.
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We score the ability to pass information to and from the support system. There is a
wide range of methods of achieving this and we score each individually.

Data access
2 points
In this section we credit only the capability of direct, real-time data access between the
support system and another system. We do not credit batch or periodic data transfers,
or specific API access here; this is included in the packaged interfaces, command line
interface or API criteria, depending on the method of access. We do not include data
replication between peer support system implementations, which is discussed in
Scalability.
The core requirement here is to define an external source for each field on a screen;
that is, to derive its data from a source other than the product’s own database.
The product:
98 allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
98 allows write access to an external source of data at field level
98 publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
The product can score a maximum of 39s.
If the product allows definition of an external source for data at field level, we credit the
mechanism for this, either by ODBC or using proprietary means.
The product defines external sources for data at field level by using:
98 ODBC, and/or proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six common
DBMSs:
Informix version 7+
•
CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
•
MS SQL Server version 6.5+
•
Oracle version 7+
•
Sybase version 11+
•
DB2.
•
The product receives 19 for one or more of the above mechanisms.
Allowing write access to a support system database may be technically possible, but it
is not recommended due to issues of data and system integrity. Likewise, allowing the
support system to write to an external database must be treated with caution. If
required, both are best approached through API calls to maintain data integrity.
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Application programming interface (API)
2 points
We only score a product’s API if it is documented and published.
The product’s API:
98 initiates a function
98 retrieves data about the status of a function
98 returns error codes to initiating system
98 retrieves data from the product
98 modifies data from the product
98 deletes data from the product
98 creates data from the product.
The product can score a maximum of 7 9s.

Packaged interfaces
2 points
We assume that the support system can specify the launch of an external application.
We only award points for other more advanced means of integration between the
support system and external resources.
We assess the range of interfaces in three areas:
•

packaged proprietary interfaces

•

integrated suites of applications

•

integration with common IT management systems.

We count the 9s in each area, and add them to give a total for this section. We count
up to a maximum number of 12 9s for Packaged interfaces. No extra credit is awarded
in this section once 12 9s have been achieved.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
We expect a level of integration with external applications that matches or exceeds our
API criteria, supporting the integration of process and data to or from the support
system. For example, integration with billing systems, third-party asset-management
systems and legacy systems is often offered.
Specific integration with CTI applications (that is, not compliant with a generic CTI
interface) is credited here, assuming it meets similar functionality requirements.

Integrated suite of applications
We give full credit where a vendor offers integration with a suite of products. We
demand a high level of integration between applications in a suite, including a single,
common database, data sharing and integrated workflow across applications.
Examples include network management, systems management, asset management,
defect tracking and change management systems.
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Integration with common IT management systems
Integration with these systems is often offered, either by the support system vendor or
by the management system vendor.
Network management systems
98 HP OpenView
98 Sun Solstice.
98 Cabletron Spectrum.
Inventory management systems
98 Tally Systems NetCensus
98 Intel LANDesk
98 IBM Info/Man.

Systems management systems
Microsoft SMS
CA UniCenter
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems
98 Funk Proxy
98 Wanderlink
98 Timbuktu.

98
98
98

Compliance with common/standard APIs
1.5 points
We credit compliance with published and common APIs for CTI, e-mail and the Web,
plus emerging support system information exchange standards.
CTI

98
98
98

TAPI
TSAPI
CallPath.

E-mail
98 MAPI
98 VIM
98 SMTP.

Web

98
98
98
98

HTML
CGI
NSAPI
ISAPI.

Information exchange
98 DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
98 DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
98 DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
98 ITU X.790
98 SNMP.
The product can score a maximum of 15 9s.

Component architecture fit
1 point
We give credit to any product that supports one or more distributed component
architecture.
The product is compliant with:
98 Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
98 Javasoft Java beans
98 OMG CORBA IDL
98 other.
The product scores one point for one or more 9s.
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Command line interface
0.5 points
We give credit to a product that supports one or more command line interfaces.
A command line interface exists for:
98 Unix
98 DOS
98 OS/2
98 Win95/Win NT
98 other.
The product scores 0.5 points for one or more 9s.
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Our continuum reflects the overall scalability of the product. A tool may support few
analysts in one location, but provide a critical element of your organisation’s
requirements, such as having a mobile client. We recommend that you match each
element of our scalability criteria with your specific needs.
We also refer you to Usage, which provides examples of scalable implementations.
Note that large implementations may be achieved by high performance servers and
networks, and do not necessarily reflect inherent scalability of the support system.

Technical architecture
5 points
We rate the product architecture, assessing whether it is inherently scalable or whether
it depends largely on the database and operating system to increase its scope.
We examine and score specific features that the product architecture delivers, to
differentiate the more scalable models.
The product:
98 can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
98 uses a high level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
98 can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
98 can support multiple application servers
98 can launch multiple application processes dynamically
98 can change partitioning of processing between client and server
98 is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture (name it).
The product can score a maximum of 7 9s.

Data replication
1 point
Data replication is necessary where multiple database servers exist, in three-tier and
specialised distributed servers’ architectures, and where data is common between
these servers.
The product:
98 can support multiple DBMSs.
The product’s data replication capabilities:
98 are independent of native DBMS replication
98 are configured in a logical master-slave topology
98 selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
98 flexible reconciliation of data conflicts is catered for
98 enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.
The product can score a maximum of 6 9s.
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Web application
1.5 points
We score this section if a web version of the product is available – it is usually offered
as an optional extra. It may be available as a mechanism for distributing the product to
analysts in remote locations, or it may be used to enable access to end users or
customers, to log and track their own calls, for example.
The Web version is available as:
98 a distributed analyst application
98 a distributed end-user application.
The Web version can distribute:
98 non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
98 interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
98 distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The Web server offers:
98 automated Web client generation derived from the standard application
98 data retrieval (for problem, change tracking)
98 data creation (for logging of trouble tickets, change requests)
98 data modification (for updating existing records)
98 ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
98 a secure method of access to trouble tickets, change requests
98 a secure method of access to solutions.
The product can score a maximum of 12 9s.

Mobile client
0.5 points
The product is available in a:
98 mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
98 has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution (name them)
98 has a mobile database with small system requirements (specify the size)
98 has data update synchronisation (name the mechanism).
The product can score a maximum of 4 9s.

Native DBMS support
0.5 points
Software can target a DBMS in four different ways:
•

directly, exploiting DBMS-specific features

•

directly, using generic SQL

•

through a third-party gateway

•

through a standard protocol; for example, ODBC.

Using generic SQL, a gateway or ODBC there is often some loss of functionality and
efficiency, as these options give access to a limited set of common services only and
do not exploit DBMS-specific features.
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We score how many native DBMS drivers the software provides. We also state
whether the use of generic SQL allows an option to add DBMS-specific features,
although we do not credit this feature in our score. The list below shows Ovum’s five
most common database management systems, plus IBM’s DB2. (Source: European
Software Markets Service, May 1996.)
The product offers direct support for one or more of:
98 Informix version 7+
98 CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
98 MS SQL Server version 6.5+
98 Oracle version 7+
98 Sybase version 11+
98 DB2.
Each DBMS above is scalable, thus we award the available 0.5 points if any of these
are offered. Other systems supported gain no credit in this area, nor does ODBC
support. A full list of supported DBMSs is given in Platforms.

Operating systems
0.5 points
Ovum’s server platforms
98 OS/2 Warp
98 OS400
98 Unix
98 Windows NT version 4.0+.
Each operating system above is scalable, thus we award the available 0.5 points if any
of these are offered. Other operating systems supported gain no credit in this area. A
full list of supported operating systems is given in our Product architecture section.
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While customisation is generally a good thing, our enthusiasm is dampened if simple
changes cannot be made simply.
Our customisation score ranges from zero to nine points. One point is held in reserve
as a bonus point for software that has significant, easy-to-use customisation features.

Range and ease of customisation
Customisation can range from cosmetic type changes, through screen specification
and the ability to change workflow, to complete re-working of the package to suit your
organisation’s requirements.
The three areas of customisation are:
•

interface

•

data access

•

business process.

The ease with which customisation can be performed ranges from drag-and-drop,
point-and-click style changes, which give the ability to make a limited set of changes,
through to packages that provide their very own development environment where only
trained staff or consultants are qualified to make changes.
We express the ease of customisation using layers – see Figure 2. These layers are
the means by which change may be performed. The layers closest to source code are
more difficult to use; the code interface layer, for instance, is probably the layer that the
vendor’s own consultants would use to perform complex customisation. Layers towards
the top are simpler to use and do not require specialist knowledge of SQL, script
languages, programming languages or principles.
Note that although you may not use the code interface layer directly, its existence
means that complex changes can be made without interfering with source code. This is
necessary for the ability to upgrade to a new version of the application without reperforming customisation.

Figure 2 Layers of customisation
Point-and-click, drag-and-drop
Option driven
Script language
Code interface, through API

Source code
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Interface customisation
2 points
The look-and-feel of the interface is particularly important in support systems – see
Usability. It is therefore important that changes can be made to represent information in
the way preferred by the users of the support system. In addition, customisation of the
interface may be necessary to support changes to data and processes.
The product may be customised by:
98 allowing colours and fonts to be changed
98 changing field labels to be displayed
98 changing/removing fields
98 adding fields
98 adding screens
98 removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
98 a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
98 option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.
The product can score a maximum of 8 9s.

Data access customisation
2 points
Support systems are concerned with both the logical and the physical representation of
data.
The support system uses a logical model to express all the information that it uses. It
then maps this onto the physical representation and storage of data. Changes to
information used by the support system must then be handled at three levels: the
logical, the physical and the map in between.
Changes at the logical level must be made using the support system. Likewise, the
mapping must also be performed within the support system. Changes at the physical
level may be made either using the support system or directly to the database, using
database administration tools.
Changes to the logical level must be made when the organisation has different
requirements for the information to be stored and accessed. For example, customer
service has different information requirements to internal IT help desk. Changes to the
mapping and the physical level must be made when changes are made at the logical
level so that new information requirements can be implemented.
Changes to the mapping level must also be made when the support system needs to
access data in other separate databases, such as customer information, employee
information, inventory, product or assets.
For a small organisation where the support system has little or no integration with other
systems and databases, it is easy and convenient to make direct changes to the
database using facilities bundled with the support system. Point-and-click, drag-anddrop interfaces enable support system administrators to make changes to the physical
database at the same time that they make changes to the logical model.
Some organisations have a large and complex operation. Changes to a database are
non-trivial and can have a substantial effect on performance. Particularly where data is
used by more than one application, it is sensible that changes to databases can only be
made by your organisation’s database administrator. In this case, it is necessary, so
that when changes are made they can be detected and recognised by the support
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system. The physical changes that are made must be mapped to the logical data
model within the domain of the support system.
The product has:
98 a logical data model independent to implementation
98 a map of the logical model to physical data.
The product may be customised by:
98 changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
98 using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
98 using columns from external databases as source of data for a field, process
98 adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field, process
98 removing columns
98 adding/removing tables
98 changing a relationship between tables
98 adding/removing a relationship between tables
98 changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
98 changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
98 a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
98 option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.
The product can score a maximum of 14 9s.

Business process customisation
3 points
Business processes are the ‘glue’ that makes all the elements of the support system
work together. Business processes in support systems are ‘escalation’, ‘notification’
and ‘routing’. These processes are normally expected to occur in a support system and
should be supported as standard by the software.
Defining parameters to these processes is not customisation. For example, defining
that the escalation period is two hours, rather than three, is a simple parameter change
to a process that is still performed the same way with the same entities. These
standard business processes are evaluated in Call management.
However, where these business processes are changed, or new business processes
are defined, it is customisation.
Change a business process by adding a new event
The support system may allow notification to an analyst when a call is routed to them. A
new event in the business process ‘routing’ might also be to notify the customer by email, fax or telephone (in that order), depending on what call information is available. A
further requirement might be to notify the customer, but only if they have indicated that
they would like to be kept informed, and only by their preferred method.
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Define a new business process: order a replacement part
When a call is made and it is determined that a part is faulty and cannot be fixed, then
it needs to be replaced. A business process may be invoked by the support system to
order a replacement part. This may be defined and automated using the support
system as:
•

send a request to the part ordering system

•

send notification to the customer that the part has been ordered

•

post a reminder to the analyst within the next two days to check that the part has
arrived.

The product may be customised by:
98 changing existing events and tasks
98 defining new events and tasks
98 changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
98 defining and adding new business processes
98 removing processes
98 allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
98 allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
The product:
98 enables definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than one
process
98 uses templates for processes, enabling just specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
98 a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
98 option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
98 a scripting environment
98 providing API through which custom code components can be used.
The product can score a maximum of 13 9s.

Management of customisation
2 points
Customisation must follow some discipline if it is to be managed. The support system
should aid management.
The product supports:
98 deployment of different versions to different users
98 version control – that is, it maintains a history of implementation and change
98 configuration control – that is, it maintains information about ‘who has what’
98 the ability to administer customisation from one point
98 upgrade without re-doing customisation.
The product vendor offers support by:
98 issuing upgrade plans.
The product can score a maximum of 6 9s.
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Our usability score ranges from zero to nine points. The remaining point is held in
reserve as a bonus point, to be awarded where we find software that exceeds our
criteria. For example, some products offer advanced GUI features and/or multimedia
features. Where these contribute to ease of use, a bonus mark is allocated.
In general, we comment on:
•

look-and-feel

•

ease of navigation

•

the chance of losing track of a ‘thread’, that is, the sequence of screens, forms or
windows related to a particular call where there are many dialogues in use

•

the use of colour – especially to convey semantic information

•

the use of graphics (not necessarily icons) to convey information such as an item’s
status.

Interfaces
3 points
Usability is partly dependent on individual preferences. We rate features that contribute
to good ease of use. We look for quality of the end result, rather than the way it is
achieved.
The product has:
98 standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
98 clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
98 common identification of all related open dialogues
98 use of graphics to convey information
98 use of colour to convey information
98 screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
98 dynamic display of context-sensitive data
98 context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
98 diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests and
assets (for example, trees).
The product can score a maximum of 9 9s.
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Ease of performing functions
3 points
There are particular functions that staff using the support system will commonly
require.
We rate the ease of performing functions specific to support operations. The nature of
the support environment means that the speed and ease with which these functions
may be performed will make a tangible difference to support staff.
Support staff need to be responsive; therefore, they need to be able to work flexibly. It
is important that an analyst can record information in the appropriate order for each
call. The support analyst may have someone waiting while they perform tasks, and
cannot feasibly ask the caller to hold while applications load and screens appear. It is
annoying and time-wasting to request all required caller details when one would be
sufficient for identification (where details are already held centrally).
The analyst can:
98 work on more than one record at the same time
98 start at any point with a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
98 fill caller’s details based on a single field (extension number, last name)
98 switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
98 link related records
98 navigate by more than one method, including menu and tabs
98 navigate by hyperlinks, ‘drill-down’ metaphors
98 clone an existing record, for ease of use.
The product can score a maximum of 8 9s.

Documentation
1 point
We request a full set of documentation from vendors and discuss its content and
structure.
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Documentation includes (or equivalents):
98 system administrator’s guide
98 reference guide/user’s guide
98 getting started guide
98 tutorial
98 installation guide
98 customisation guide.
Available on:
98 paper
98 CD-ROM
98 Acrobat (.PDF) files
98 HTML.
The documents:
98 reflect the system accurately
98 provide all information required to use the system
98 provide all information required to administer the system
98 provide all information required to customise the system
98 include examples of screens
98 include a complete glossary and index.
The product can score a maximum of 16 9s.

On-line help
1 point
We consider the following:
The product has:
98 an on-line tutorial
98 on-line documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
98 ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
98 context-sensitive help
98 keyword searching
98 configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
98 capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
98 wizards to aid use of the system.
The product can score a maximum of 8 9s.

Multi-lingual support
1 point
We assess the provisions made by the vendor to support local language requirements,
both organisationally and in the product and its documentation. These are important
factors, not only for non-English speaking organisations, but also in the deployment of a
support system in multinational organisations where more than one language requires
support in the same installation.
Several vendors offer product support for languages other than English. Some vendors
already offer, or are currently developing, double-byte versions of their products to
support Kanji scripts, which can require a complete revision of the software itself. Most
companies offer local technical support and training in the countries in which they have
offices or distributors.
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Particular features credited are:
98 locality-specific date formats
98 locality-specific time formats
98 locality-specific currency formats
98 swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
98 translation tables for literal strings
98 right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
98 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
98 Unicode support
98 multiple language versions in same installation.
Local language support for:
98 local language versions (name them).
We give one 9 per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
The product can score a maximum of 14 9s.
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Administration is important to the successful operation of the system. Some systems
provide more support for systems administration tasks than others. Vendors often
forget to mention particularly onerous requirements – for example, the database must
be backed up every week to enable adequate performance.
We comment on, but do not score, the set-up, administration and security of the
system.
Factors we consider include:
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•

how long does the average installation take?

•

what administration tasks, such as back-up, are automated?

•

what are the security/access control mechanisms for the system?
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Adding real value

Clear
Information is more easily understood if it is delivered simply. Our evaluations are
presented in a precise format, written in plain language.
The layout of the evaluations is designed so you can find the information you require
quickly. It is consistent across all products, so you can compare and contrast easily.
We also remove ‘vendor-speak’, which confuses reality with jargon and hyperbole. Our
evaluations contain clear descriptions of what functionality products do and do not
contain.

Detailed
Ovum evaluations are detailed, in order to ascertain true differentiation in a crowded
and confused market. We define our criteria specifically to expose strengths and
weaknesses of products, and we provide the depth of information you need to make
informed decisions.

Authoritative
Ovum is renowned worldwide for its opinions. Our evaluations are not just lists of
features. We measure product functionality against our independent criteria, and
declare our assessment of worth in each category. You may disagree with our
conclusions, but you have an informed judgement on which to base your own
conclusions.

Informed
Ovum always maintains editorial control of its analysis. Our information is drawn from
Ovum’s primary research programme.
Most commonly we meet directly with vendors to discuss their products and strategies.
We spend a full day at their development headquarters, meeting with senior personnel.
Evaluations contain our analysis of functionality, gleaned from conversations,
documentation and presentations, supplemented by discussions with real users. This is
followed by a review period, where vendors may comment on the accuracy and
fairness of our findings.
If vendors are not co-operative, we still perform and publish the evaluation either by
using the product in-house, or by working with an advanced customer in the field.
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Our criteria for the evaluation of support systems are based on the following seven
dimensions.

Process management
Process management is about managing the basic data and processes within a
support operation. It is the basic, mechanistic function that is mundane yet
fundamental. Process management is a key target for automation support, using
computer telephony integration (CTI), the Web and other technologies to improve
efficiency and effectiveness of the operation.

Asset tracking and management
Asset tracking and management is for storing and maintaining information about IT
equipment. This information is useful to the help desk solving asset-related problems.
Also, in many organisations the responsibility for asset maintenance and management
is with the same staff as for the help desk. Asset tracking and management is a special
requirement for IT help desks, yet the functionality it provides can also be useful in
other situations, such as building management, and fleet management.

Problem resolution
Problem resolution capability in support systems aids problem solving through the
central storage, access and re-use of information, knowledge and techniques. This
enables:
•

increased analyst productivity, because it is easier and quicker for the analyst to find
a solution to a problem

•

the support operation to hire staff with people skills, rather than technical skills,
since the software takes a more active role in solving problems.

Integration
Integration involves leveraging support information resources throughout the
organisation. The support operation may require integration with a variety of systems
and technologies, depending on its scope. Value comes from true integration, not
duplication or repetition – we define the features that facilitate a cohesive systems
infrastructure.

Scalability
Scalability is important when considering the size and distribution of the support
operation. Large or disparate operations have an immediate need for scalable systems.
However, many support operations have the capacity to grow in size and responsibility;
therefore, choosing a scalable system is crucial if it is a long-term investment.
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Customisation
Customisation enables an organisation to adapt the support system to its changing
requirements. It is not enough for software to be ‘customisable’ by adapting it at
source-code level. Rather, the vendor must provide an environment where change can
be implemented simply. When customisation is permitted, the software must help the
administrator to manage changes. In particular, it is vital that upgrades can be installed
without needing you to re-perform the customisation process.

Usability
Usability considers how easily the system can be used by analysts. Support analysts
work in a crisis environment; analysts must be able to learn to use support systems
quickly and easily. A system that is difficult to use will be redundant.

Using the dimensions
Of these dimensions, only three relate to the functionality of the product: process
management, asset tracking and management and problem resolution. The remaining
four are concerned with how well the software fits into the organisation’s environment.
This is as a result of two factors:
•

it does not matter what the product can do if it does not fit your environment. If it
does not support the number of users you require, does not integrate with your
existing systems, is difficult to use or cannot be adapted to fit requirements, then no
amount of functionality will compensate

•

similar functionality is, more or less, available in all products. It does not provide a
reasonable basis on which to distinguish products.

The dimensions should be examined together as well as separately. It may be possible
to overcome low functionality or lack of usability if there are good customisation
facilities. Poor problem resolution capability may, in some cases, be overcome by
integration – both with specialist problem resolution software and with management
systems such as network management systems or systems management systems,
depending on the problems your support operation is trying to solve.
Poor scalability may not be important if your support operation is small and unlikely to
grow quickly. However, if your support operation is large, multi-functional, multinational,
or likely to be in the foreseeable future, good scalability, and probably integration and
customisation, is critical.
Integration is almost always important; the support operation will be more effective
when it can directly access the most relevant and up-to-date information. Integration is
more crucial when the supported environment is large and/or complex.
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3URFHVVPDQDJHPHQW
What is process management?
Process management in this context is recording contact with the support operation,
then tracking and monitoring the process by which resulting queries, problems and
change requests are handled. It involves the definition and maintenance of your
business processes that define events and responses within the support domain.
The basic unit of measure in the support operation is the call. Traditionally a ‘call’ was
an actual telephone call to the support operation or even physically approaching the
analysts (‘walk-ups’). Increasingly, ‘calls’ are generated by e-mail messages, telephony
systems interfaces, network management events and other management systems. A
call is simply a notification to the support operation that something of interest to it has
occurred. A call can initiate action (but not always), most typically to solve a problem or
to implement change.
Once action is initiated, the help desk needs to manage its workload to ensure that not
only this, but all other outstanding actions are completed on time. This requires that
tasks are prioritised, allocated and monitored.

Why is process management important?
The precise definition of process management depends entirely on the specific
responsibilities and capabilities of each support operation. There is therefore no single
process for handling problems and changes. Generically, trouble tickets and change
requests are recorded, actioned by one or more analysts, then closed. But the many
dynamics and variables of these three broad activities make a definitive process
description untenable. There can be many variants of the process, depending on the
identity of the caller, the subject of the trouble ticket/change request, and so on.
This lack of standardisation means that support systems have been forced to evolve
with a high level of customisation capability, in order to support a wide variety of
processes. The degree to which products are customisable is still variable, and many
customisable products offer out-of-the-box operation in addition to their flexibility
features.

What we look for
When evaluating the process management capabilities of products we assess the
functionality provided. We also give credit where the required functionality can be
achieved through trivial customisation (taking only a few hours).
Similarly, the data that is captured by the support operation is variable, and is
determined by the scope of the operation. Data may be mandatory for some support
operations but optional or immaterial to others. Knowledge of a customer’s identity may
be fundamental to some operations but irrelevant to others (for example, those
supporting several million consumers).
There is a continuum between too much flexibility in support processes and not
enough. We prefer some basic features to be provided out-of-the-box or through
templates, supplemented by customisation where necessary. Since processes can vary
considerably, some degree of flexibility is mandatory. We evaluate flexibility of systems
in Customisation and we encourage you to consider process management and
customisation together, in order to determine the support for your particular
requirements.
Process management consists of nine capabilities:
•

logging

•

maintaining dependencies
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•

routing

•

notification and alerts

•

prioritisation

•

escalation

•

contract support

•

multi-process support

•

reporting.
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Logging
Logging involves recording each call the support operation receives. It should also
record details of the call, including its purpose, when it was received, from whom, and
by which analyst.
The only mandatory feature in support systems is the availability of a configurable,
automated and secure audit trail. The logging of all activity within the support operation
domain is vital, in order that events are retraceable and disputes are avoided. Individual
support operations will want to determine the exact amount of information captured by
the audit trail, but it must be automated to avoid neglect, and it must be tamper-proof.
Logging considers both incoming and outgoing information, created by a variety of
sources. An analyst usually creates the log, acting as a proxy for the caller. However,
callers may also be able to log trouble tickets and change requests directly into the
support system via e-mail, the Web or CTI, for example. Other computer systems may
also be able to log trouble tickets, by integrating with the support system and
exchanging events and messages. The mechanisms for integrating with other systems
are discussed under Integration.

Maintaining dependencies
Dependencies arise both within trouble tickets and change requests and between
instances of each. It must be possible for the support system to maintain both kinds of
dependency.
Each support operation has a different name for its records of problems, changes and
solutions, and correspondingly, different ways of maintaining relationships between
them. There may be separate records for a problem, a solution, a change request and
associated tasks performed, they may all be incorporated in one record or some
combination in between.
However a support operation, or a help desk system vendor, chooses to represent
problems and change requests, it must be possible to record and maintain
relationships between those that are related. A problem that leads to change, or a
change that causes a problem both require a link so that the help desk can understand
and learn from work that is being performed.
It is becoming more common for support operations to break down a record of a
change request or a problem into the tasks that must be performed, partly so that tasks
can be allocated between different analysts or groups, but also because it helps the
help desk to schedule and manage work to be performed. The help desk system can
provide help by showing dependencies between tasks, and correspondingly managing
work at task level using its inherent capabilities – routing, prioritising, notification and
reporting.
Some support operations are able to implement a ‘one-stop shop’ approach to solving
problems, where all support operators can access the information needed to resolve a
problem on first call. This is, however, the exception rather than the rule. Most
operations have at least some need for routing trouble tickets and change requests
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among individuals, whether based on a hierarchical or peer basis. Routing can be used
in conjunction with problem resolution techniques, when trouble tickets are
automatically routed to analysts with the appropriate knowledge to solve a problem.
This is recorded in the support operation database. Routing is also used to distribute
tasks for a change request to the different people or groups responsible.
For small support operations, there might be just a few expert analysts covering, for
example, hardware, networking and software problems. In such cases it might be
sufficient to route tasks to each individual by name.
Larger support operations can have groups of experts in key technology areas. One
option is to route the tasks to a specific group, with each analyst selecting tasks for
investigation from those allocated. Some systems improve on this by monitoring the
workload of individual analysts and selecting someone to allocate each task to, based
on urgency and complexity, and each analyst’s current workload.
Large support operations with many analysts need to take account of illness, holidays
or even their working hours, so that work intended for a particular analyst can be routed
to a nominated deputy to avoid delays. This requires support for individual operator
calendars.

Notification and alerts
There are a variety of ways to inform analysts that a task needs their attention. The
simplest, though perhaps least satisfactory, is to place the task in an analyst’s queue.
This relies on the diligence of individual analysts to check their queue regularly if urgent
changes and problems are not to be delayed.
The next level of capability is to flash a message or icon onto the analyst’s screen
(sometimes with an audible warning) as soon as a new task is allocated, or an event
occurs. This gives immediate notification of a situation requiring attention – provided
the analyst is logged-on to the support system. Alternatively, some products allow
distribution of a memory-resident executable alerter that is separate from the main
application and does not require analysts to be logged on. This can also be used by
management that needs to be kept aware of critical business issues, but does not need
full access to the support system.
Where analysts are not logged-on to the support system, some systems can still advise
them of a problem needing attention via e-mail or by sending a telephone bleeper or
pager message.
Processes can also be triggered as particular actions take place (including systemgenerated actions such as automatic escalation). Most support systems support
notification of pre-specified actions (such as closure of a problem) between analysts.
A rarer capability is to notify the caller automatically regarding progress on the trouble
ticket or change request. This is being adopted by an increasing number of systems,
where notification by e-mail is favoured. Facilities range from periodic status reports, to
direct notification of key events (such as automatic escalation). Direct communication
from an analyst is also supported (for example, to seek additional information or to
provide pre-emptive notification – ‘your system is about to go down’).
These features will often be used internally to notify supervisors of key events.

Prioritisation
Prioritisation is the status used by management processes to order work. It is therefore
an important element of support system capability. Trouble tickets, change requests
and tasks are prioritised on receipt and/or on subsequent analysis; the assigned priority
determines the order in which work is addressed.
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Priority is a factor of two dimensions, urgency and severity. A change in priority is not
the same as escalation, although escalation may occur as a consequence of increased
priority.
Severity relates the problem or change to its impact on the organisation; a high severity
means a significant business area is under-performing with immediate consequences
for the organisation. Assigned severity rarely changes throughout the life of the problem
or change (unless the potential impact is misdiagnosed). There are rarely more than
four levels of severity in a support process.
Urgency determines the timeliness of resolution of the problem. Urgency usually
increases over time, as the longer a problem remains unresolved the more urgent it
becomes.
The combination of severity and urgency creates interesting dilemmas for the support
operation. A trouble ticket with the highest level of severity can be supplanted in order
of priority by a lower severity change request with higher urgency, especially if a form of
contract is in force. A highly urgent trouble ticket may never be actioned if its severity is
too low and it is continually superseded by more severe trouble tickets.
Flexibility is therefore required, both in the support system definition priorities and the
subsequent use of these definitions. The need to override priorities is a much used but
often unacknowledged requirement.

Escalation
Efficient support operations solve problems and implement changes quickly. An
important aspect of this is the prompt identification of work that is taking unusually long
or requires undue effort to perform. These are identified and brought to the attention of
supervisory staff so that appropriate action can be taken. This process is known as
escalation.
Most support operations have target response times for problems, depending upon
their severity and urgency. In some cases these can be contractual commitments,
which can be different for each customer: this applies even for internal support
operations where contracts may exist in the form of service-level agreements.
Some systems escalate problems for supervisors’ attention as soon as the target
response time is exceeded. Others allow for ‘informative’ escalation – a fixed period in
advance of the target response time. These systems might colour-code the status to
give a clear visual presentation of current escalation status.

Contract support
A contract is the generic name for an agreement between the support operation and an
outside party. It can exist as a legal contract between two companies, or it may be a
formal (but legally unenforceable) service level agreement (SLA). A SLA is an
arrangement between a provider of a service and the user of that service, whereby
quantifiable and measurable parameters define the extent of the service.
A contract should be part of an overall service management business function. This
means that any support for contracts within a support operation can operate effectively
only if the appropriate management processes are in place. Service management
includes the following processes:
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•

definition

•

negotiation

•

agreement

•

monitoring

•

review.
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Support operations aid the monitoring process within service management.
The support operation is both a service provider (to its customers) and the service
consumer (to its suppliers). This bi-directional capability is an important but often
neglected requirement.

Multi-process support
A growing number of support operations need to differentiate the service they provide,
according to a variety of business and practical factors. Some products enable the
support operation to process trouble tickets and change requests in different ways
depending on, for example, the customer profile, the product purchased or credit rating.
This is referred to as ‘multi-process support’. It allows a support operation to distinguish
the service offered to multiple customers at call time. Multi-process support is a
specialised form of process management; it modifies the workflow dynamically,
depending on the profile of the incoming call and the caller.
This feature is particularly useful for companies that offer outsourcing operations,
where customers are treated depending on their supplier, product purchased, service
contract details and so on. It is also useful for consolidating several internal support
operations in an organisation into one physical system, enabling the use of the same
database and licensing regime, and a single centralised administration and
maintenance overhead, while catering for differences in the support requirements of
organisational departments.

Reporting
The ability to extract information from the support system database is a key benefit
resulting from the installation of a good support system product. Just as some vendors
offer third-party problem resolution tools, instead of their own, many companies supply
third-party reporting packages integrated with their tools. Others have developed their
own reporting mechanisms. All approaches are valid and most of the products we
evaluate offer good reporting capabilities.
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As the capability of third-party reporting tools is so good, we have emphasised the
availability of a good range of supplied standard reports as an important criterion. This
not only allows analysts to produce good reports as soon as the system is installed, but
it also provides a sound basis for generating customised reports by modifying a
standard report.
The ability to produce charts and trend data is much less common. Many of the
systems evaluated rely on external spreadsheets to mimic this. Although the
presentation of the result can be good, the need to export and import data makes the
process tedious.
We evaluate each product’s standard range of reports. Several products provide a
third-party tool as their reporting mechanism – Crystal Reports is the most common.
This package offers excellent report facilities, so we give full credit to those products
offering it. Products receive no credit if you have to purchase your own reporting tool,
as we believe reporting functionality should be included as standard.
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$VVHWWUDFNLQJDQGPDQDJHPHQW
What is an asset?
In this context, an asset refers to IT hardware, software and peripherals. Assets may
be known as composites (‘a PC’) and components (‘hard drive’ and ‘modem’). In this
report, we are concerned primarily with these IT assets.
In reality, an asset may be anything your support organisation needs to keep track of in
order to provide support. For example, cars for fleet management, desks and chairs for
facilities management, hospital beds in clinic administrative support. Many of the
criteria used here can be applied to any asset that needs to be tracked.
As the assets a support organisation is concerned with may be different in every
support situation, and also because there are different varieties of assets, it is
important that the asset tracking and management capabilities of the software are
flexible.

What is asset tracking and management?
Asset tracking and management is concerned with managing the whole lifecycle of
assets. Asset management commonly refers to the process of financially managing
assets – keeping track of various measures of their value as they depreciate. Here we
refer to asset tracking and management to emphasise that it is not just the financial
aspect that we are interested in. We are also interested in maintaining an asset
inventory which stores information useful to the help desk – version numbers, systems
specifications, speed and configuration. In managing IT assets, there is a special
requirement – to be able to find them, since IT assets can often enter an organisation
other than via the IT department. It is not unknown for a help desk to receive calls
about items nobody in the IT department knows anything about.
In the past, asset management for the IT department was easy; there was a mainframe
that was physically in one place. The costs associated with this infrastructure were
such that nobody was able to circumvent central control. Asset management for the IT
department is more complex when IT is distributed and can be sourced independently.
Asset tracking, detection, configuration and management software supports the
management and maintenance of assets by keeping records of what IT assets exist
and their attributes, including value, their ownership, problem and maintenance
histories and their configuration, as well as other useful information such as supplier
details. Asset management can be simple for smaller or strictly centralised
organisations. However, it is more likely to be complex; particularly when coupled with
network management and multi-site installations.

Why are we interested in assets?
From the perspective of the help desk, asset information is important because it helps
analysts to solve problems. For example, a printing problem may be resolved by
knowing that the caller’s PC has the wrong printer driver installed for the new printer.
However, the trend is for companies to see both help desk and the management of IT
assets as part of a greater task – that of managing the IT infrastructure of an
organisation. Sometimes called ‘enterprise management’, the idea is that various
management systems work together to manage the complex components of a
company’s IT. Help desk is often the ‘console’ in this configuration, because it offers a
central point for managing work that must be done to ensure the smooth running of the
IT department, as well as a central point of contact for the rest of the organisation.
This integrated approach is a wide topic in itself – suffice to say that benefits to the IT
department reside in being able to use information about past and current situations to
not only solve problems more quickly, but also to proactively spot problematic
© Ovum Ltd 1998. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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situations, and avoid or solve problems before they occur. These benefits are not
accrued without cost (being those costs associated with keeping information up to date)
and added complexity. For example, it is not uncommon for installation of network
monitoring software to substantially degrade network performance by the increase in
traffic – with use and experience, traffic decreases as the installation is optimised.
However, the benefits of integrated asset, system and network management generally
outweigh its costs, sometimes through factors such as determining the right number of
software licences required.
Particularly for smaller operations, there is a tendency for internal help desk and asset
tracking and management to be closely coupled. Where this is the case, the asset
tracking and management facilities of the help desk software are vital, since they may
provide the only IT asset management system for the company.
Where the domain is not internal IT, there may still be a requirement to store, retrieve
and associate information about ‘things’. For example, the domain of vehicle fleet
management may require information about assets, such as cars, to be stored,
associated with the allocated driver – this information can then be used by the fleet
vehicle help desk to answer customer queries.

Examining asset tracking and management
We evaluate the asset management capability of help desk tools, with the following
caveat: integration by links is to be preferred to integration by duplication.
In the case where the asset management facilities of the help desk software are the
only asset management facilities, then certain features should be present. However, if
the organisation already has asset management, integration to that system is to be
infinitely preferred to the situation where integration may only be achieved by taking a
copy of the asset management database for use within the help desk system, and vice
versa. To recognise this, where asset management is facilitated by bi-directional
integration to existing asset management systems, full credit is given. We recommend
that the sections Asset tracking and management and Integration are used together in
order to completely understand the capability available.
As for process management, we encourage you to consider Asset tracking and
management and Customisation together, in order to determine the support for your
particular requirements. Asset tracking and management consists of four capabilities:
•

capture asset information

•

maintaining asset information

•

maintain asset links

•

maintain supplier information.

Capture asset information
Just finding assets and keeping track of where they are is particularly difficult in an IT
environment. Where highly portable, inexpensive IT assets can be bought and
deployed by different parties within the organisation it is often the case that the
organisation overall has little better than an estimate of what assets it has and where
they are.
Some IT departments take the approach that assets must be centrally acquired and
deployed – if the IT department does not know about the asset then it will not be
supported.
However, even where such strict rules are in force, IT assets slip into the organisation
via back doors. While the IT department may be able to state that support is not
provided for assets that slip into the organisation other than via its gates, the fact
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remains that IT equipment is interdependent. The purchasing department might be
quite happy to accept that the PCs they bought are not supported by the IT department
– but because they are connected to a network that is supported, the IT department
faces the issue of trying to determine the cause of network problems without full
information. Software installed without permission can affect performance of other
programs – the IT help desk finds itself trying to solve problems without all the
information it needs.
Asset detection is a facility not often offered directly by help desk software; however, it
is an important one that help desk software ought at least to enable.
Finding assets is one thing, but of course it is also necessary to continue to keep track
of them. Facilities that help desk systems offer to keep asset records synchronised with
detected assets are invaluable.

Maintain asset information
Asset details need to be kept up to date to be useful. The asset tracking and
management software needs to be able to not only record asset information, but also to
maintain it.
Asset information can also be used to ensure that assets are maintained. For example,
by alerting when a service call is due, showing all software versions that require a patch
from a given date and aiding analysis to determine how many licences are utilised. The
processes required to implement such functionality are those used in managing trouble
tickets and change requests; therefore, it should not be difficult for support software to
apply these processes to asset data as required.
IT assets have different properties – to record and maintain asset information
adequately it must be possible to record different properties for each.
Asset management also includes keeping track of asset values – which are multiple
and include purchase, depreciated and replacement.

Maintain asset links
In terms of supporting IT, assets are interesting not only because they are the objects
being supported and can break or fail in isolation, but also because interaction between
these objects gives rise to a whole raft of complex support situations. It is often the
dependencies between different pieces of equipment that are not known, yet this
information is the most useful to the help desk.

Maintain supplier information
The help desk supports end users, but is in turn supported by suppliers, a relationship
that is often neglected by help desk software. Where support to end users is dependent
on the support provided by suppliers, it is useful to keep track of what the supplier is
doing, in order to ensure that the end result is a satisfactory and timely response.
Maintenance of supplier information enables tiered support to be implemented. This is
important where support activities must be performed by an outside organisation; for
example, service calls to the photocopier. It is especially important where parts of the
IT operation are outsourced.
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What is problem resolution?
A problem is anything that a caller needs to contact a support operation about. We
recognise three main types of problem:
•

request for information – the caller needs information; for example, what time is the
next train?

•

‘how to’ – the caller needs instructions; for example, how to fill out a form correctly

•

‘fix it’ – the caller wants to fix something that is broken or not working, or they want
to arrange for it to be fixed. For example, when can an engineer come to fix my
boiler?

Problem resolution is the process of solving the problem, which could mean answering
a query, giving instructions or arranging for equipment to be fixed.
In this context, problem resolution refers to the process of finding and retrieving
information that is useful for solving the problem.

Knowledge gap
The knowledge gap is the difference between the knowledge needed to solve the
problem and the knowledge and experience of the support staff themselves.
The extent to which the system should ‘answer’ the problem depends on the
knowledge gap. This is increasingly critical to support systems due to two factors:
•

support staff are required to ‘know’ more about a wider range of subjects because
the support function is centralised and environments are complex

•

support staff actually ‘know’ less, due to a tendency to hire friendlier, if less
specialist or technically knowledgeable, support analysts.

This knowledge gap is filled by support systems. It is not enough for the system to
merely manage trouble tickets, it must actively contribute to solving problems as well.
The knowledge gap is at its widest in self-help situations. Self-help facilitated by the
Web is gaining support, increasing the importance of problem resolution to support
systems.

How well does the software support problem resolution?
Ovum looks at the following techniques and resources used to provide support for the
problem solving process:
•

standard response

•

information access

•

information use

•

diagnosis

•

solutions management.

More sophisticated techniques are not necessarily ‘better’ – in fact, higher
sophistication can come at the cost of more difficult administration of the system.

Standard response
In any support operation there are several calls that occur frequently to which there is
always the same response. For example, forgotten passwords have the standard
response ‘authenticate caller and reset password’.
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Support systems can support the response to common problems by storing a file of
common questions and answers that can be accessed directly. When a common
problem occurs, the analyst can log the trouble ticket by accessing the relevant
response to automatically fill in the details of the trouble ticket, including the solution.
Standard responses go even further when they actually initiate or perform the solution
as well. For example, for reset password, the standard response could not only log the
trouble ticket, but also execute a program to reset the password for the user.
There are three important reasons why these responses should be supported by
support systems.
To aid in training
It is important to have some means of keeping common knowledge where it can be
accessed by everyone, particularly when staff turnover is high.
To aid in ‘self-help’
All support operations that give access to callers via the Worldwide Web should include
standard responses, even if only in the form of a ‘frequently asked questions’ section.
This encourages people to use the support system, rather than wasting time figuring it
out themselves or asking the ‘office expert’.
To ensure that the support function can be measured adequately
When support staff solve the most common trouble tickets, they may not bother to
record it. In fact, they might not even consider that a ‘problem’ has occurred since the
response has been repeated so often. Standard responses allow the trouble ticket to
be recorded without creating work for support staff.
Standard responses can be recorded directly or derived from past experience.
Wherever there is evidence that a question is asked frequently, a standard response
should be created. This should then be accessed via a menu, hot key or some other
form of direct access. When a new problem is standard, the response can be selected
and stored with the trouble ticket.

Information access
Reference material for the support operation is increasingly available electronically.
Reference material can be:
•

electronic reference documents (such as manuals and training notes)

•

packaged solution sets

•

previous responses to similar problems

•

web-based material (internal and external).

Support systems make the analyst’s job easier when reference material can be directly
searched and accessed without having to exit the support system environment. More
important is the ability to integrate the search of reference materials so that the analyst
does not have to enter and perform the same search for each source of information
available.
Electronic reference documents
Electronic reference documents are those that are relevant to the domain; for example,
manuals, release notes and training guides. They may also be graphical materials such
as diagrams, maps or graphs. Where reference documents are available electronically
they can be accessed directly and searched like any other source of information by the
support system itself.
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Packaged solution sets
Solution sets are products that package and sell solutions to common problems, more
usually found in an IT support environment. Some solution sets are based on
experience, including solutions to problems that have been encountered by others – for
example, ServiceWare and KnowledgeBroker’s products. Other solution sets, such as
those provided by Microsoft, are specific to a product being supported. Solution sets
can generally be provided in a format suitable for use – for example, as cases, if used
in conjunction with a case-based reasoning system or as text for use with a search
engine.
Previous responses
Use of previous responses is based on the premise that the answer to the question is
the same as the last time it was asked. The relevant past response is accessed by
searching for similarities between the current trouble ticket and previous trouble tickets.
Once a similar problem is found, the associated solution can be applied to the current
trouble ticket.
Previous responses can be utilised by support systems in one of two ways:
•

search all past trouble tickets

•

search all past problems.

There is a difference between trouble tickets and problems; trouble tickets are the
record of interaction between callers and analysts, whereas problems are the incident
that occurred.
For example, the problem ‘the printer does not work’ is one that may occur many times
and result in many trouble tickets. To re-use the solution it is only necessary to have
one record of the problem, whereas a trouble ticket is recorded every time it occurs.
Web-based material
The Web uses the concept of ‘pages’ to publish information in electronic format. To find
relevant information, it is necessary to know the page reference – ‘address’ (the URL)
or to use a web-based search engine. Web-based search engines operate like search
functions for other media, where relevant information is found by entering keywords
and Boolean operators.
Organisations are beginning to use intranets to distribute information internally. This is
an excellent source of information for the support operation and should be available
directly via support systems without needing to use a separate search interface. All
search engines operate under the same principle, which is to find information that
matches the search criteria (albeit with important differences that affect the quality of
the result). Therefore, enabling integration with web-based search engines to search
the intranet and Internet is not more difficult than enabling integration to other search
engines.
It is a logical extension to enable the integrated search of external material (via the
Internet) as well as internal material, particularly if internal materials are already
accessed using web-based tools.
The main difficulty with using external sources of information is that the volume of
returned material may be large and unwieldy, to the point where it hinders rather than
helps the operator (see Information use, Text search and retrieval engines).

Information use
Reference materials are used by searching them for relevant information. There are
several different ways of searching information; sometimes the method of searching
dictates how the information must be stored. For example, case-based reasoning
dictates that information must be stored in a particular format – a case – to be
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retrievable. What is most important is whether relevant information can be retrieved
when required, rather than the system that is used to do it.
The techniques for information usage commonly used by support systems include:
•

text search and retrieval engines

•

case-based reasoning systems

•

neural networks.

Text search and retrieval engines
Text search and retrieval engines vary from simplistic exact text matching, to
sophisticated concept matching – that is, where a search for ‘PC’ will also retrieve
matches on desktop and laptop. Other search engines, which match on patterns and
can be used for pictorial information, are not often used by support systems.
Text search and retrieval engines are commonly used to search electronic documents,
but may also be used to search previous responses. The Web has increased the
importance of search engines so that there are now several sophisticated alternatives
available – for example, products from Verity and Fulcrum.
Text searching is useful because it is simple to use. There is no special format for
storage of data, and the search criteria themselves can be straightforward (although
more sophisticated search engines can enable complex searches).
Text-based search engines are useful and powerful tools that enable a wide range of
sources of information to be accessed. However, the flexibility of search engines may
also be their downfall when the amount of material to search is large.
There are two common problems with text-based search engines: over-retrieval and
zero retrieval. At opposite ends of the frustration spectrum, over-retrieval is the problem
of retrieving too much to be useful, and zero retrieval is the problem of retrieving too
little. These problems are addressed to some extent by more sophisticated search
capability: Boolean expressions that allow the user to specify more precisely what they
are looking for, or wild cards that allow the user to be less precise. Of course, there
may still be the ‘nothing in between zero and infinity’ problem.
More insidious is the problem of missing relevant information. That is, while some
information is retrieved, information that would be more useful and relevant is not found
by the search criteria. It may be that the searcher is not aware that ‘screen’ may also be
referred to as ‘monitor’, or does not have the time to think of and try all the
permutations of ‘screen’, ‘monitor’, ‘colours’, ‘lines’, ‘flickering’, ‘flicking’, ‘tracking’,
‘scrolling’ and so on.
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Case-based reasoning
Case-based reasoning systems are a kind of expert system. Expert systems are a
branch of artificial intelligence that perform ‘thinking’ tasks – those tasks requiring
judgement and experience to come to a decision or provide advice. Expert systems
embed this ‘knowledge’ in different forms.
Case-based reasoning systems are based on the premise that knowledge is more
intuitively and simply stored as examples or ‘cases’, than as rules or decision trees.
Case-based reasoning is seen as an improvement over rule-based systems because
knowledge does not need to be gathered by asking an ‘expert’ to explain how they do
something – a time-consuming and error-prone process. A case-based reasoning
system can gather and maintain knowledge simply by collecting examples as they
arise.
Case-based reasoning systems can be utilised by the support operation when
problems and resolutions are stored as ‘cases’. Cases can be retrieved on the basis of
the similarity of the current problem to previous problems – the solution(s) used for
previous problems can be applied to the current problem. This technique has been
seen to be particularly applicable to support operations, since their function is to answer
questions that often occur more than once.
Case-based reasoning systems have been successful because they:
•

are intuitive – experts often describe how they solve a problem using an example

•

directly address the knowledge acquisition bottleneck – knowledge can be gathered
as the system is used.

Case-based reasoning systems are more powerful than a search engine when they go
beyond simply storing and retrieving past calls, to actively managing and helping to
diagnose problems.
A case-based reasoning system only uses problems, not calls, in the case base. In this
way, searching can be optimised to prevent ‘over-retrieval’. Case-based systems use
complex search and matching algorithms to determine which case, or minimal number
of cases, is the ‘best’ match for a new problem. Cases must be characterised by
standard attributes, addressing the ‘missing relevant retrieval’ problem and going partway to addressing the ‘zero-retrieval’ problem. If no cases are found then it is likely to
be because this is a genuinely new problem.
Some vendors are starting to use case-based reasoning to access other reference
materials, in the same way that previous responses are accessed. The convergence
occurs where information is required to solve a problem that can be found in several
different places, including past responses and electronic documents, or even the
Worldwide Web. One search is performed, without first needing to know where and in
what form the relevant information may exist.
By its nature as a ‘learning’ system, the case-based system undergoes a learning
curve. It may be difficult to overcome disappointment in the early days of
implementation in order to get the system to a point where it is useful. This early
learning curve may be addressed by utilising pre-packaged knowledge bases – for
example, those sold by KnowledgeBroker, ServiceWare and Inference. Software
vendors are starting to sell knowledge bases relevant to the software with their own
software; for example, those supplied with Microsoft Office97.
Vendors forget to mention that time and effort are required to manage the case base.
While case-based systems help in the creation and maintenance of cases, they still
require manual intervention.
Neural networks
Neural networks are a branch of artificial intelligence that focus on decision-making
problems. They are a kind of algorithm that use the analogy of the human brain’s
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neural processing. Neural networks are mainly applied to statistical-type applications –
prediction, classification and clustering.
Neural networks solve problems by looking for patterns in data and determining how
close the current situation is to an existing pattern. For example, in deciding whether to
give credit, a predictive neural network would determine which characteristics are
associated with default – people who have defaulted on other credit payments, for
instance. It would then determine how closely the current applicant fits the profile of a
defaulter and would make its decision to grant or refuse credit on that basis.
In terms of support systems, neural networks are used to store previous problems in
clusters; the best match to a new problem is the cluster of problems that is ‘nearest’ to
it. The advantage of neural networks is that there is no need to maintain separate
databases of calls and problems – the maintenance required is reduced. However,
neural networks are a ‘black box’; that is, a query is made and an answer is given –
there is no explanation or supporting information supplied that might also be useful to
the analyst.

Diagnosis
Diagnosis occurs when the caller and/or the analyst does not know what is causing the
problem. It involves refining the symptoms of the problem until its cause is found.
Refinement usually involves ensuring that all symptoms and the environment where the
problem occurred are described, and ruling out probable causes starting with the most
practical or the most likely, depending on circumstances.
For example, the most likely cause of screen failure may be electron gun failure, but it
is more practical to check that the power is plugged in and the monitor is switched on
first.
Once the cause of the problem is discovered, it can be solved.
Diagnosis can be supported by support systems implicitly by providing access to
information, and by integration with domain-relevant systems. Diagnosis can also be
supported explicitly by case-based reasoning systems and by providing structured
dialogues.
Structured dialogues
A structured dialogue provides a path to a diagnosis using proven best practice.
Where a problem cannot be solved in the first instance, it helps second-line support if
first-line support has asked the right questions. The trouble ticket must still be referred,
but will be easier for the second line to solve if all relevant information has been
solicited first.
It should be possible to use dialogues appropriate to different skill levels. For example,
it is probably unnecessary to ask the chief systems engineer if they have switched the
monitor on; however, this is often not implemented.
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The drawback to using structured dialogues is that it takes time and effort to create
useful ones. Branches should always include a ‘do not know’ option, which increases
the size and complexity of the dialogue. There is always the risk that after a lot of time
and effort there are still gaps where possible situations are not covered, particularly as
change occurs over time.

Solutions management
In a support environment, previous responses are always a useful source of
information. It is sensible to manage this source of information so that it can be easily
re-used to solve ‘new’ problems.
Searching past trouble tickets is appropriate only when the distribution of trouble tickets
is limited. Even small organisations can end up with a big database of past trouble
tickets over time.
A simple search on trouble tickets will retrieve every occurrence of every similar
problem; if there are ten similar problems and each has occurred ten times, then the
number of trouble tickets retrieved is 100. This is clearly much more difficult to process
than ten known problems.
Where the use of previous responses is confined to searching past trouble tickets with
a basic search engine, there are ancillary functions that may not be performed, or at
least have to be performed manually to achieve satisfactory performance.
Management of previous responses can be performed by the software, by a person or
a mixture of both. Management tasks include:
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•

categorisation of trouble tickets to pre-empt zero-retrieval, over-retrieval and
missing relevant information problems

•

selecting representative problems suitable for re-use

•

checking that proposed solutions to problems are actually correct and useful –
rebooting the PC might make the caller go away, but it might not solve the problem

•

adding problems to the database of past problems (separate to past trouble tickets)

•

integrity checking – that is, checking that new solutions do not contradict old ones.
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What is integration?
Integration considers the extent to which the support system conforms with the existing
information systems environment within an organisation. Lack of true integration has
been a major weakness in most support systems in recent years.
Support systems vary a great deal in how much responsibility they take for the
computer-based information resources needed to perform tasks in a support operation.
This is one of the essential differences between the design philosophies of different
support system products.
Integration concerns the sharing of information resources, whether these provide
support for processing or data, or both. Support systems can provide:
•

a range of internal, native resources

•

the means for integrating other external resources

•

the means for extracting native resources for use by external systems.

Very few tools are endowed with the full set of capabilities.
There are three key questions to ask when considering the sharing of information
processing and data required in a support operation.
•

What information is required? Information that the support operation needs must be
accessible to it.

•

Does it exist in a computer-based information resource already? Access must be
available to that system.

•

Does native support information have a use elsewhere? It must be available to other
systems that need it.

Underlying these questions is a core principle: duplication of information or computing
resources between the support system and other systems is wholly undesirable.
Most support system vendors have long accepted that data required by the support
operation needs to be integrated within their supplied product. However, the
mechanism for sharing data was rudimentary; data was copied manually (into some
transitional format) and loaded into the support systems operation. This copying can be
done just once, at implementation time, or it can be done on a regular basis, perhaps
weekly. Whatever the case, it represents a wasteful use of processing, storage and
staff resources, as well as being difficult to administer. It cannot be done adequately.

Why is integration important?
It has been both a blessing and a curse that the support community has seen itself as
the centre of the business. This egocentric position has given the support operation
belief in itself, providing a determination to prove its worth to the organisation, then to
exceed that worth by becoming a central source of corporate intelligence, the ‘brain’ of
the corporate organism. Having achieved this position, over the last five years in
particular, the support operation is now faced with re-inventing itself again.
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In fact, the support operation is no more the brain of the organisation than any other
business function. What the support community has achieved is recognition that the
support operation is no less the brain either. The support operation has proved its
worth by demonstrating its contribution to the organisation as a whole. But it must also
recognise that it, in turn, depends on the other constituent parts of the organisation for
its success.
The focus in this section is on the mechanisms for integrating the support function with
other business areas, and their supporting systems. If the support operation is (one of)
the sensors of information for a business, then it must receive from, and give out,
sensory information, exchanging information with its peer business systems and also
with the outside world.
Finally, the support operation must integrate all the information it needs from inside and
outside the organisation, manage it coherently, and thereby improve the organisation’s
holistic well-being.

What do you want to integrate with?
Integration with information systems (primarily) concerns access to common data. That
is, retrieving from external data sources (such as human resources information
systems), purchasing, inventories and so on.
Support systems can also integrate with system processes, where events in these
external systems trigger action within the support operation, and vice versa. For
example, the creation of a new employee in the human resources system initiates a
change request in the support system to order and install a new PC and other
equipment.
In some cases, integration is achieved via a standard or common interface (such as a
third-party API), and the support system has no knowledge of the external system. This
is often the case when integrating with other technologies, such as CTI, e-mail and fax
machines. It is easier for the support system vendor to offer integration with a single
interface to CTI, for example, than to offer explicit support for a wide variety of CTI
products. It also increases the choice and flexibility for the organisation implementing
support systems.

IT management systems
The support operation often requires integration with other IT management systems, so
that the entire IT operation runs efficiently, particularly in problem resolution activities.
The value of information in each of the IT systems is leveraged when it is re-used by a
peer system, such that knowledge of events in one domain of operation can improve,
or limit the damage in other areas.
Systems to integrate with include:
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•

network management

•

systems management

•

change management

•

defect tracking

•

configuration management

•

asset management

•

operations management

•

cost management

•

contingency/business continuity
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capacity management.

Internal business systems
The support operation requires integration with internal business systems if it performs
an information and assistance provision role to employees. The systems it integrates
with are entirely dependent on its domain of responsibility; a human resources help line
requires integration with employee directories, for example.
Systems to integrate with include:
•

accounting

•

order processing and invoicing

•

purchasing/procurement

•

inventory management

•

decision support tools (OLAP and data mining)

•

human resources (including employee directory)

•

directory services (for example, Yellow Pages and telephone books)

•

ERP

•

document management.

Technologies
Irrespective of the domain of the support operation, there are several technologies that
are useful to the provision of efficient service. Integration is usually achieved via APIs.
These technologies include:
•

fax

•

e-mail

•

computer telephony integration (CTI)

•

bleepers and pagers

•

Worldwide Web and the Internet/intranet.

How is integration achieved?
There are various mechanisms for integrating support systems with other resources.
Vendors often provide more than one method; the appropriate use depends on the
complexity of the integration and target system.

Data access
The data source for support information may exist outside the domain of the support
operation. Where this is the case, the support system requires access to this data,
notwithstanding issues of security and data integrity.
Alternatively, the support system may hold information required by other systems, in
which case the support system database must be accessible to the other systems.
The mechanism for data access can involve a specific, proprietary exchange method
between the support system and a legacy system. Or, if both the support system and
the external data resource are SQL-based, then either ODBC or ANSI SQL calls are
usable.
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Finally, if the support system operates on a range of common DBMSs it is more likely
to conform to corporate standard database platforms. It is considerably easier to
exchange data between systems if the DBMS is the same in both cases.

Application programming interface (API)
An API is a mechanism for an external system to communicate with the support
operation. An API usually consists of a list of function calls, messages and data
structures that the external system can use to access the functionality of the support
system without needing to know how that functionality is achieved.
APIs usually require knowledge of a programming language (C is most common), plus
technical knowledge of the two environments to be integrated. It is crucial that the API
is well documented, to facilitate efficient interface construction.

Packaged interfaces
Instead of using published APIs, or where no API exists, vendors and systems
integrators may create an interface between specific systems, as a resellable
proprietary product offering. Packaged proprietary interfaces are limited in functionality
and applicability, but can be useful in very specific cases.
A second case of packaged interfaces is where the vendor offers an integrated suite of
applications, one or more of which applies to the support operation. Many vendors now
offer support systems in a suite that includes sales force automation tools,
telemarketing, field service and so on.
A third type of packaged interface is where support system products offer integration
capabilities with common management systems. Integration with network and systems
management systems is particularly popular. Integration is usually achieved using
either or both communicating systems’ API; again, since this is hidden from
implementation, with no programming involved, it is considered separate from provision
of an API.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
In addition to the support system API, many other defined interfaces are available, with
which the support system can communicate. Support of these external APIs allows
support systems to integrate with features that are useful in support operations.
Examples include:
•

e-mail APIs, such as Microsoft’s MAPI

•

CTI APIs, such as Novell’s TSAPI

•

desktop interfaces, such as DMI.

Component architecture fit
A growing trend in the late 1990s is the development of distributed component
architectures, based on distributed, interoperable objects. While this technology is new,
Ovum recognises the importance, both here and in Scalability, of the ability to integrate
software applications seamlessly and across networks.
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Command line interface
In a command-driven system, such as Unix or DOS, the CLI is the area on screen that
accepts typed-in commands. Examples of operating system command line interfaces
include the DOS C:> prompt, and the Unix > prompt.
Command line interfaces allow invocation of processes on external systems by the
support system, or permit the start of a support system process by the external system,
as if commands had been typed in at the command line. Usually the passing of
parameters and the return of results are available.
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What is scalability?
Scalability is the flexibility of a product, which enables it to support a variable size of
support operation, in a distributed environment. Scalability encompasses the current
required capacity, plus the potential to migrate to different, though not necessarily
larger, environments as the need arises.
A degree of scalability of software applications can be achieved by the deployment of
high-performance computers, optimising data access in the DBMS and operating
system, and increasing network bandwidth. In fact, for many years, scalability meant
running on an Oracle database under the Unix operating system.
It is not so clear-cut now. Scalability is a function of the design of the product itself and
the underlying technical infrastructure. This combination of architecture and platform
will allow a system to scale orders of magnitude.
In our evaluations we consider those features in the product that enhance the
scalability of the system, providing a flexibility of application deployment. In many cases
this will be limited to installing the system on large servers with high-performance
databases. These products record low scores. Other systems that include features that
inherently increase scalability, independent of the technical infrastructure, score more
highly.
We do not consider performance specifically. Performance is reliant on the appropriate
mix of software architecture, DBMS capacity, operating system efficiency, network
bandwidth and hardware. Poor performance may indicate a lack of power in one or
more of these areas, not necessarily the support system. Alternatively, poor
performance in one area may be compensated for by increasing capabilities in other
areas. For example, high-performance server machines will increase the performance
of a poorly designed client-server system, to some degree at least. Some support
system products allow flexibility in implementation in order to optimise performance
around resource constraints.
When evaluating the scalability of support systems, Ovum examines the dimensions
determining the requirements of the support operation, before assessing the technical
architecture and platform considerations.

Dimensions of scalability
There are two dimensions of scalability of support systems that affect the requirements
for scalable products. These are:
•

analyst population using the support system concurrently

•

distribution of the support operation.

Support operations must assess their scalability requirements in each dimension
before assessing the capabilities of products.
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Analyst population
The number of analysts working concurrently on the support operation directly affects
the complexity of any technology commissioned to augment the operation. Factors
affecting complexity include communication between analysts and frequency of
database access, which will increase demands on network bandwidth and hardware
components. Scalability is important where the support operation has a relatively large
number of analysts, or where this number may become large in the future.
There are orders of magnitude of analyst population that demand a greater degree of
scalability. Scalability is not a continuum. As the number of concurrent analysts grows,
the requirement for a scalable system also grows. However, the relationship is not
linear, and follows a series of steps (shown in Figure 1). As the analyst population rises
above 50, the scalability requirement increases to a higher level. At around 500
concurrent analysts the scalability requirement jumps to the next level, and again at
5,000. These numbers are derived from our experiences of help desk and customer
service system implementations.
Our research shows that these orders of magnitude are good guides to assessing the
requirement for scalable systems. They are not absolute limits of system capacity and
may be exceeded, depending on the overall intensity of usage by analysts.

Distribution
There are four broad types of deployment for support systems, dependent on the
location of the analysts.
•

Single site support operation. Most support operations are deployed in a single
location, with analysts using their support system via a LAN.

•

Multi-site support operation. Larger organisations deploy their support operation
across multiple locations, possibly across national boundaries and time zones. All
sites may access a single source of support information, across a WAN, or they
may have local copies of data that are reconciled and synchronised periodically.

•

Web-based operation. The support operation may exist only in name, with analysts,
knowledge bases and other resources widely dispersed in a virtual organisation.
The support system may be deployed directly to the end users via the Internet, or to
analysts connected to an organisation-wide intranet.

•

Mobile operation. In a large organisation particularly, analysts may rarely be
physically at the help desk. Mobile analysts can be supported through the use of
mobile (usually laptop, but also handheld) computers. In fact, any type of support
function could benefit from such equipment, as the location of callers and analysts
becomes more geographically widespread.

Again, the demands for scalability are not absolute, but serve as good guides to the
requirement for a scalable system.
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Scalability requirement

Figure 1 Scalability is not linear
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Scalability components
The two dimensions of scalability are supported by a range of attributes:
•

technical architecture

•

data replication

•

web application

•

mobile client

•

native DBMS support

•

operating systems.

Technical architecture
Support systems can contain several built-in features that make the product inherently
more scalable. These are not coded into the software, but designed from first
principles, and are therefore very difficult to add later. Such capabilities give an
indication of the vendor’s original intention to provide a scalable system. Products that
have been developed or re-architected recently should contain more scalability in their
design.
Many vendors proclaim the virtues of a client-server architecture. This is not inherently
scalable in itself. However, the ability to separate application logic from screens and
databases is useful in providing flexibility in deployment of each of these elements.
Subsequent ability to alter this division (often called partitioning) between client and
server computers adds a further degree of flexibility.
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Some systems use a high-level protocol, such as remote procedure calls, to
communicate between the user interface and the database (possibly via a middle
application server). This reduces the dependence on network bandwidth for fast data
access. Less scalable systems will use SQL statements, which take up more
bandwidth.
Flexible systems allow the segregation of resource-intensive tasks to specialised
servers. Such tasks include full-text searching and printing. The main system should
not wait for these tasks to complete before continuing with other functions, and
specialised servers must operate asynchronously with the support system.
As the support operation grows, the deployment of more than one application and/or
database server becomes critical. Within each application server the ability to launch
multiple application processes as the need arises (that is, dynamically) is useful if multiprocessing operating systems are deployed; these systems include Unix, OS/2 and NT.
Scalability can be achieved by using a distributed object computing architecture. This
provides a fine granularity of software distribution and a high degree of hardware
independence, granting near-infinite flexibility in deployment of applications. CORBA
and Microsoft’s DCOM are examples of frameworks for building such architectures.
These are, however, immature technologies yet to be proven in industrial-strength
applications.

Data replication
Data replication is necessary where multiple database servers exist, in three-tier and
specialised distributed servers’ architectures, and where data is common between
these servers.
Most DBMS vendors provide data replication as a standard feature in their products;
however, this capability is not tuned to the specific needs of the support operation. Data
replication within the support system means that control of what data is replicated, and
when, is one of the responsibilities of the support operation.
Data replication supports scalability by allowing distributed database servers to
communicate and remain in step. This reconciliation is performed in an intelligent
manner, such that discrepancies in data sets can often be resolved automatically.
Attempting to maintain multiple database servers without data replication would lead to
lengthy exercises in data comparison, with the likely consequence of error.
Data replication requires consideration of the following issues:
•

high-bandwidth channel between servers is desirable, given the amount of data that
may be exchanged

•

logical topology of the server ‘family’ should enhance data reconciliation. Servers
should be designated ‘master’ or ‘slave’ for specific data, where the master server is
assumed to have the most correct data set (and will override attempts to alter its
data). A true peer-to-peer topology, where no hierarchy is implied, may result in
confusion over precedence if two servers both have different but recently updated
versions of the same data

•

reconciliation of data conflicts must be catered for, and give flexibility on how to
handle reconciliations

•

the selection of data to be replicated must be granular to field level, to avoid whole
data tables being transferred across the network. It also makes data conflict
reconciliations easier.
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Web application
The provision of a web-based application allows utilisation of the Internet or an
organisation’s local intranet, on which to deploy a support system. There are two
fundamental approaches to deployment:
•

an analyst application, distributed to support analysts in various (possibly remote)
locations. This approach supplies all the usual support system functionality, but the
interface is provided by a web browser

•

an application that is distributed to the end user. This allows trouble tickets and
change requests to be logged and tracked directly (not via an analyst). Some
systems also offer remote problem resolution capability. Functionality provided to
the end user is a subset of the full system functionality.

The wide availability of web access, together with its low cost of software management
and distribution, makes it an attractive alternative to distributed support operations.
Scalability is achieved by virtue of the Web’s extensive connectivity. It is limited only by
modem speed and the performance of downloaded applications.
Web-based applications are divided into three levels of capability:
•

non-interactive (though perhaps animated) web pages, which resemble form filling,
with minimal field validation at the client (browser) end

•

interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language (such as Java Script), and
featuring field validation and other usability aids

•

fully featured distributed applications, indistinguishable from traditional PC
applications, communicating via distributed component architectures such as
DCOM/ActiveX.

To ensure consistency between the main support system and the web application, the
web client should be generated from the standard application. This feature also
increases the ease of web software implementation.
The web server component should offer data retrieval and creation modification. This
enables the web-based system to track existing trouble tickets and change requests,
log new problems and changes, and update existing records.
Web-based applications have the following constraints:
•

existence of a secured intranet, or reliance on the insecure Internet. If the Internet is
used, specific attention to security must be built-in to the application

•

immaturity of application development tools for Java, the main component in
interactive web applications

•

unproven scalability of Java applications, especially in terms of achieving adequate
performance on the client.

Mobile client
The provision of a mobile client component means that support analysts can be
situated in the most convenient location. This could include working at end-user
locations or at home. On-line communication with the central support function is neither
manageable nor practical; mobile analysts may not have access to a network
throughout their working day.
A mobile client version of support systems provides a mechanism whereby the analyst
operates the system normally, but call logs are stored on a local PC and are uploaded
to the central database periodically. At this time, information can also be downloaded to
the analyst’s machine, such as new customer information and problem resolution
knowledge.
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Scalability is achieved by allowing the distribution of support systems to a lot of
analysts, possibly dispersed over a wide area. Network communications are only
required periodically, across a standard telephone line.
Mobile client has the following issues:
•

control of selective data for replication and distribution

•

mobile database with small demands on PC resources (storage, memory and
processor)

•

data update synchronisation and conflict resolution.

Native DBMS support
There are five key database management systems (DBMSs) commonly used by
support systems: Oracle, Microsoft SQLServer, Sybase, Informix and CA-Ingres. Each
platform can support several hundred concurrent users, assuming sufficient processing
speed and memory are provided by the hardware. The other significant advantage of
using a relational DBMS is that SQL-based systems are relatively easy to get data into
and out of, for migration, upgrade and reporting purposes.
Many vendors offer their software on their own, or a lesser known, DBMS, usually for
cost-based reasons. This DBMS is often bundled with the software at no extra charge.
Most of these systems support up to 12 concurrent users perfectly adequately, but will
begin to show strain beyond this level. If you have in excess of 50 concurrent users,
this generally demands a DBMS with greater capacity – one of our common five.
Oddly, IBM’s DB2, which is capable of supporting many hundreds of users, is not
commonly utilised by support system vendors.
For many organisations, the choice of DBMS is constrained by some pre-agreed
company-wide standard platform. This is common practice; it is also sensible as it can
reduce the total number of DBMS implementations within the organisation, and it
amasses administration and implementation knowledge in the chosen DBMS (see
Integration). Most vendors recognise this and are offering support for the common
platforms, as well as a proprietary or small-scale DBMS.
We expect scalable systems to take advantage of DBMS-specific features that
enhance performance. There is often some loss of functionality and efficiency where
this is not the case (ODBC for example), and some systems give access to a limited
set of services only.

Operating systems
The multi-processing, multi-tasking advantage of Unix servers is now being challenged
by the latest Windows NT version. Most vendors offer their server component running
under NT, as well as several variants of Unix. OS/2 is not common.
Unix, NT or OS/2, plus OS/400 and MVS, are suitable for hosting the server software
for several hundred concurrent users, again dependent on the processing power being
available. We note which operating systems are supported.
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What is customisation?
Customisation is the ability to change support systems to suit an organisation’s
requirements.
A package that can change its presentation, terminology and workflow to suit the
organisation stands a better chance of being accepted and used effectively. At the
same time, should the effort required to perform these changes be overly complicated,
or need to be performed at source code level, then there is a point at which you must
ask: is the application being customised or developed?

Implementation or modification?
There are two points at which customisation may be considered.
•

At implementation, the application is changed to suit the organisation’s
requirements. This is different to, though sometimes blurred with, installation, since
they both occur before the application goes live. Installation work includes systemoriented tasks such as setting parameters, ensuring that there is sufficient disk
space, and testing. Implementation may include customisation.

•

During the life of the product, the application is changed to suit evolving
requirements. Needs must be specified before the application is bought; however, it
is not until after the application is in use that other needs become apparent. Perhaps
the need was always there and not noticed, or the need arose as things changed;
either way, the application must be adaptable in order to accommodate both
foreseen and unforeseen change.

Support systems need to be customisable or ‘built for change’ to do both. Designing the
initial workflow and changing it are examples of customisation. For example, at
implementation, design the workflow for the support system. Two months later,
discover that routing all secondary trouble tickets to one analyst is causing a backlog.
The workflow must then be changed to route all secondary trouble tickets to the
support group that the analyst belongs to, so that anyone in the group can pick up
trouble tickets directly.

Where customisation stops and development begins
The ability to customise has increased since our report Ovum Evaluates: Help Desk
Tools in November 1995. Several vendors deliver ‘customisability’ to the extent that
there is a very real question as to the nature of the software delivered: is it a flexible
application package or is it a targeted application development toolkit?
An application package is a separate package that can be bought complete for a
particular purpose.
In contrast, an application development toolkit provides an environment in which an
application can be built. There is no application. The toolkit might be targeted at a
particular market. It might provide templates as a starting point and in some cases
come very close to delivering ‘an application’. However, work must be performed to
develop the application; there is no application to begin with.
A customisable application should start with an application. That is, assumptions must
be made about the work that will be done, the way it will be done, and what it will be
done to and with. ‘Customisable’ means that it should start with assumptions about
what changes you might want to make to the application and make it easy to do them.
Customisation can be seen as a continuum from one extreme where changes cannot
be made, to the other extreme where everything can be changed.
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It is easy to see why vendors are moving towards providing ultimately flexible
applications. Each support operation works in a different domain; even if the domain is
well defined, such as internal IT, each organisation has its own idiosyncrasies. It can be
argued that if extensive changes need to be made for each installation, then why not
build such functionality rather than adapt it?
It is better to adapt than to build, because needs differ not only between organisations,
but also within an organisation over time. Where an application is built for change,
customisation can be performed not only on installation, but to match changing needs
and requirements over the life of the product. Our research shows that, as support
systems increase effectiveness, the popularity of the support operation grows. Needs
that were not perceived when the system was implemented must be catered for as the
workload increases.

Simple changes should be made simply
Making assumptions about what might be changed is where a vendor makes a choice
regarding where it wishes to position itself on the flexibility continuum. At one extreme,
vendors assume ‘nothing’, allowing change to ‘everything’.
There is nothing wrong with this approach. Indeed there is much to be gained through
the rigour required to implement an architecture permitting this degree of flexibility.
However, the maxim ‘simple changes should be made simply’ should be adhered to as
much as possible.
The vendor may provide an API to enable complete flexibility, but this does not mean
that simpler interfaces for more common changes are not required. If there is only a
scripting or API route to make changes, then simple (small and/or non-critical)
changes, such as changing field labels, become a laborious exercise requiring
specialist knowledge. This is not acceptable.

Complex changes are complex
Of course, where an organisation requires significant change to the application in order
to make it ‘fit’ its environment, this might require more work than ‘normal’
customisation. Large-scale customisation should only be considered once you have
determined that there are no products on the market offering a closer match to your
requirements.
This level of customisation should only be attempted by the vendor’s own consultants
or a recommended third party. We make this recommendation for three reasons:
•

specialist staff know the application and are experienced in its customisation. They
may look expensive, but they will do the job more quickly, more thoroughly, and
almost certainly more cheaply than your own staff could

•

the vendor maintains responsibility. The more you do on your own, the easier it is for
the vendor to claim that any operational problems are due to your customisation
rather than its product

•

if your staff work alongside the vendor’s, your staff will benefit from on-the-job
training, reducing longer term support needs.

Should large-scale customisation be carried out, the importance of support by the
vendor cannot be over-stressed. Refer to Company background in our evaluations and
consider it carefully, in addition to performing your own checks.

Customisation must be managed
If a product is customisable then it should also support management of the change
process.
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There is no such thing as a trivial change if good management is not provided.
Something (or someone) needs to keep track of versions, including version histories,
where the product is changed over time, and multiple deployed versions, where users
require different features, functionality and presentation. Upgrades should be easy to
install and, more importantly, usable without requiring customisation to be reperformed.
While good management should be an obvious requirement for complex changes, it is
also necessary for the simpler ones. It is tedious, annoying and inefficient to expect
changes to be re-implemented every time an upgrade to the product is installed; even
the so-called ‘minor’ changes to screens. This scenario is worse still if changes to
screens cannot be administered from one point – not only does the administrator need
to make the required change for every analyst when the system is installed, but also
whenever an upgrade is issued. In this way, a ‘simple’ change of labels on a screen
that takes five minutes in the vendor’s demonstration could end up taking well over a
day of your employee’s time.
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What is usability?
Usability is concerned with how easily a product can be used.
We consider the everyday use of the product in this section, while ease of
administration is commented on but not scored in System administration. Ease of
customisation is rated in Customisation.
Usability refers as much to the process as to the presentation. There should be no
onerous duties; where information can be found elsewhere, it should not need to be
entered. The order in which information is required should fit your organisation’s
procedures – or be made to (see Customisation).
Finally, we expect software built to support the support process to be well supported
itself. Help facilities should be readily available on-line. Documentation ought to be
clear and easy to use.

Why is usability important?
Usability is critical to support systems, since it is employed in a highly stressful
environment. A key requirement for a support operation is quick and accurate
response. Therefore, the software that supports the support operation must enable this
by conveying information as intuitively and clearly as possible.
Usability is also important due to staff issues. Staff turnover on support operations
tends to be high, meaning that staff will generally be inexperienced users of the
systems. There is often little time available for, or devoted to, training for the support
systems, as well as everything else that must be learnt. Support systems need to be
easy to use so that analysts can be productive from day one.
For the user interface, some products follow established practice or standards for
personal computer-based interfaces (including Windows, OS/2 and Macintosh
platforms). Others adopt a unique approach. There is not a standard for support
system interfaces, although some practices are adopted by more than one vendor.
For support systems, the need to convey much information quickly makes the use of
visual cues preferable to adherence to standards. In many systems, the reason for lack
of colour coding and use of graphic symbols is that Microsoft has issued guidelines that
recommend against this practice – principally because national, industry and individual
preferences preclude the general acceptance of a specific colour coding or symbol
standard.
Many systems use colour to highlight priority – red is the natural choice to signify
urgency, compared to green which signifies non-urgent. While this is a ‘good’ use of
colour, alternatives should be available. For example, some forms of colour blindness
make green and red indistinguishable.
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Most sites will modify screen presentations to suit their particular needs – especially to
reflect their own terminology. Screen content and layout are also likely to be subject to
change by users, to suit their personal preferences. However, usually the general style
of the interface cannot be changed. For example, an interface where navigation is
driven by buttons and icons cannot readily be changed, if at all, to a ‘card-file’ tabdriven interface.
Multi-lingual support is of specific importance in the growing European and Asia-Pacific
markets. It is particularly important where support operations span more than one
country.
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3270
A terminal used for accessing IBM mainframes. Some programs emulate a 3270 in
order to access information stored or processes running on a mainframe.
ACD
Automatic Call Distributor. A PBX designed for call centre operations, which
distributes calls automatically between the staff available to ensure an even
workload.
ActiveX
The client-side portion of Microsoft’s component architecture, COM. ActiveX is a
packaging technology for components which can be downloaded from server to
client, over the Internet for instance.
Agent
Another name for the user of the help desk system, usually one of the support
personnel. See analyst.
Analyst
A person who works in the support operation. The analyst may take trouble
tickets and change requests, and then route them to second-line support, or may
solve problems, only routing trouble tickets if a solution cannot be reached. Also
see trouble ticket, change request.
ANI
The US term for caller ID.
ANSI
American National Standards Institute.
API
Application Programming Interface. A set of formalised software calls made
available by one program or object for the benefit of other programs or objects.
Asset management
The process of recording the location, condition, status and ownership of the
equipment assets of an organisation. Also called ‘asset tracking’.
Bounce count
Counts the number of times a trouble ticket has been routed to different
analysts/agents. Used to prevent trouble tickets from being continuously referred
without actually being solved.
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Call centre
An operation that provides information, products and services by telephone. Call
centres may handle inbound or outbound calls, or both. Some call centres function
to provide support; not all call centres are support operations, and not all support
operations are call centres.
Call ticket
Another name for a trouble ticket. See trouble ticket.
Caller
The party contacting the support operation. We refer to this party as ‘caller’ even
when the contact is not made by the telephone. The caller may be a customer if
the support operation provides customer support or a user/employee when the
support operation provides IT support.
Caller ID
See CLI.
CAM
Customer Asset Management. A concept for managing customer relationships
across customer service systems, sales force automation and other customerinteracting functions.
Case
A ‘case’ can mean different things depending on the vendor’s implementation. For
example, a case can equate to a trouble ticket (see trouble ticket), or it can mean a
pairing of a problem with a resolution. We do not use the term widely because of
this inconsistency.
CBR
Case-Based Reasoning. An artificial intelligence technique used by support
operations for problem resolution. Works on the principle that the answer to a
question is the same as the last time the question was asked, so stores queries and
solutions as ‘cases’ for re-use.
CGI
Common Gateway Interface. A protocol for defining how a HTML-based web form
can exchange data with external programs. The user inserts parameters into a
form defined in HTML. This is interpreted on the server, the requested query is
executed using the CGI script and the results are returned to the client in HTML.
Change management
The policies, procedures and practices used to control and introduce change, such
as software upgrade, into a technical and business environment.
Change request
A record of each change required; including information about the requestor,
actions that need to be performed to implement the change, authorisation,
scheduling and prioritisation. A change request may also include information
about risk analysis and impact analysis.
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CIS
Customer Interaction Software. A collective term coined by the Aberdeen Group.
It refers to internal help desk, external customer service, sales force automation,
field service management and quality assurance.
CLI
Calling Line Identity. Used in computer telephony integration to identify the
number that the calling party is calling from. This information can then be used
to display information relevant to the caller when the call is answered. See also
CTI. We now prefer the term ‘caller ID’ to ‘CLI’ or ‘ANI’.
Client-server
A model of computing where programs co-operate to do work. The program that
initiates the work, the client, makes requests on the second, the server. Clients
and servers can be assembled into mutiple layers, to form ‘n-tier client-server
systems’.
Client processes typically deal with the user interface and validate simple rules.
Server processes can execute query requests (from the client) and validate rules
involving data not requested explicitly by the client. The architecture can get
quite complex, with some processes acting both as servers and as clients. Clients
and servers typically, but not necessarily, reside on different machines.
COM
Component Object Model. Microsoft’s distributed component architecture,
embracing ActiveX.
Consolidated operations management
An internal IT help desk where several disparate functions are merged into a
single (though possibly distributed) managed function.
CORBA
Common Object Request Broker Architecture. A standard for object request
brokers developed by the Object Management Group.
CRM
Customer Relationship Management. A concept for managing customer
relationships across customer-facing functions: sales, service, marketing and other
points of contact with customers.
CSC
Customer Support Consortium. The CSC has teamed with the DMTF to come up
with standards for exchanging trouble tickets and solutions between different
support systems. These are the Service Incident Standard (SIS) and the Solution
Exchange Standard (SES). See DMTF.
CTI
Computer Telephony Integration. The functional integration of computing and
telephony to provide a platform for applications that streamline or enhance
business processes. In support this could mean that when a caller makes contact,
CTI enables their details and history to be displayed automatically as the call is
picked up, and that when the call is referred to another analyst, caller details are
automatically passed on with the call.
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Customer
The external party who contacts the support operation. See caller.
Customer service system
Refers to a support system in use for an external customer support operation. See
support system.
DBMS
Database Management System.
DCOM
Distributed Component Object Model. The middleware-based, server-side portion
of Microsoft’s COM, allowing distribution of, and interaction between, object
services.
DDTP
Digital Document Transfer Protocol. Designed to facilitate the exchange of
support information in an Internet or intranet environment.
DMI
Desktop Management Interface. A specification for uniquely identifying IT
products to facilitate management and support of desktop PCs. It includes four
components: the management interface, the service layer, the component interface
and a definition of a management data structure called the Management
Information File (MIF).
DMTF
Desktop Management Task Force. A multi-vendor organisation to address and
create open management standards. The DMTF has teamed with CSC to devise
standards for exchanging trouble tickets and solutions between different support
systems. These are the Service Incident Standard (SIS) and the Solution
Exchange Standard (SES). See CSC.
DNIS
Dialled Number Information Service. A CTI service that passes the number
dialled by the caller to the call recipient. In support, where different telephone
numbers are used for different types of system, this could be used to identify the
specific system the caller has, route the call to the most appropriate analyst and
give the analyst appropriate information on his or her screen before they take the
call.
ERP
Enterprise Resource Planning. A suite of software embracing all common business
functions such as human resources, accounting and production planning.
Escalation
The process of increasing the urgency of a trouble ticket so that it will come to the
attention of an analyst and be solved.
Front office
A term borrowed from trading rooms, used to denote customer-facing systems. It
has been abused to suit vendors’ product sets, including internal IT help desk and
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product development (especially software development), but is now generally
accepted terminology.
GUI
Graphical User Interface. A bit-mapped screen interface that is characterised by
the use of windows, icons, pull-down menus, mouse-driven interaction and
context-sensitive help.
HDI
Help Desk Institute. SSPA, HDI and Ziff Davis are all owned by one organisation
– Softbank. See SSPA.
Help desk system
Refers to a support system in use for an IT help desk. See support system.
HLAPI
High-level API. IBM’s API for communication with mainframe computers.
HTML
Hypertext Mark-up Language. A language based on SGML (Standard Generalised
Mark-up Language), which allows text in web pages to be tagged, formatted and
linked to other web pages.
IDL
Interface Definition Language. A purpose-built language used to define the
interfaces between objects which may be written in different computer languages
such as C, Smalltalk or C++.
ISAPI
Internet Server API. Microsoft’s API for allowing third-party access to its web
server services.
ITIL
IT Infrastructure Library. A structured approach to IT services, developed by the
CCTA and available worldwide.
ITSMF
IT Service Management Forum.
ITU X.790
A recommendation for a standard put forward by the ITU (International
Telecommunications Union). X.790 is a recommendation within the family of
recommendations for OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) management. X.790
specifies functionality for the management of malfunction in systems and
communications networks; that is, the reporting of problems, the tracking of
progress to resolution and the clearing and closure of the problem.
IVR
Interactive Voice Response. A telephony facility that uses voice to drive computer
processing.
Java
Object-oriented programming language from Sun Microsystems.
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Java beans
Object component architecture devised by JavaSoft to support heterogeneous,
distributed applications including (but not restricted to) Java components.
JavaScript
A script language from NetScape. It is supported by NetScape’s browsers, among
others.
Knowledge engineer
The person who elicits knowledge and develops a knowledge base.
LAN
Local Area Network.
MAPI
Mail API. Microsoft’s API for allowing third-party access to Microsoft Mail.
MVS
IBM’s proprietary operating system for mainframe computers.
Network management
Managing all aspects of a network, including configuration, performance,
accounting, security, operations and crisis management.
NMF
Network Management Forum. The NMF is a consortium of more than 120
companies including vendors, systems integrators, VARs, government agencies
and user organisations. The goal of the NMF is to promote user-driven, worldwide
acceptance and implementation of a common, standards-based approach to the
management of networked information systems. The NMF does not define
standards; it just defines functional profiles of the ISO and ITU-T standards.
NSAPI
Netscape Server API. Netscape’s API for allowing third-party access to its server
services.
Object
An identifiable, encapsulated entity that provides one or more services that can be
requested by a client (OMG definition).
ODBC
Open Database Connectivity. Microsoft’s API for accessing databases in a
heterogeneous environment.
OEM
Original Equipment Manufacturer.
OMG
Object Management Group. A group of vendors and users formed to promote
object technology and provide standards for its evolution.
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ORB
Object Request Broker. A piece of systems software that routes messages such as
service requests between objects. Can include services such as global naming and
directory, transaction control and systems management.
Out-of-the-box
Refers to the state in which the application arrives. Most support systems have
some customisation facility; we use the term ‘out-of-the-box’ to distinguish
functionality that is available without undertaking customisation.
Priority
The measure of relative importance of trouble tickets and change requests. It
determines in what order trouble tickets and change requests should be dealt
with. Priority is determined by severity and urgency. See also severity and
urgency.
Problem
A problem occurs when something is broken, when something does not work
properly or when the caller requires instruction on how to do something. Solutions
or responses to problems can be re-used when a similar incident occurs. See
trouble ticket.
QBE
Query By Example. A point-and-click method for defining SQL queries.
Routing
The process of sending a trouble ticket or change request from one analyst to
another analyst or group of analysts. Routing is performed when a problem cannot
be solved by the analyst recording the trouble ticket; the call is sent to a person or
group with the ability to solve the problem. Routing is also performed when a
change must be implemented by a particular group or party.
RPC
Remote Procedure Call. A protocol governing the method by which an application
activates processes on other nodes of a network and retrieves the results. Issuing
a RPC is analogous to calling a sub-routine, except that the sub-routine may exist
somewhere else within the network.
Self-help
Occurs when a caller accesses information to find a solution to their problem
directly. Most commonly provided via the Internet/intranet, but can also be
provided using IVR. See IVR.
Severity
The measure of impact of a problem to the organisation. A problem that prevents
the organisation from functioning is of high severity; a problem that prevents noone from working but slows one person is of low severity. See also priority and
urgency.
Service request
Another name for a change request. See change request.
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SI
Systems Integrator. A term for a consultancy company which will perform handson programming and implementation services.
SLA
Service Level Agreement. An arrangement (not legally binding) between a support
group and the supported party that specifies the level of service to be provided.
For example, a SLA may specify that calls must be responded to in under two
hours, and trouble tickets solved in under seven hours.
SMART
SMART is a group of committees run by NMF. SMART defines service processes
so that aspects can be automated. Different SMART teams work on different
aspects of service processes; for example, SMART Ordering, SMART Customer
and SP Trouble Tracking.
SMTP
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. A mechanism for sending ASCII text e-mails from
one site to another.
SNMP
Simple Network Management Protocol. Collects and stores information about the
network that can be accessed to track and analyse network events.
SQL
Structured Query Language. An industry-standard computer language used to
access relational databases, originally developed by IBM.
SSPA
Software Support Professionals Association. SSPA, HDI and Ziff Davis are all
owned by one organisation – Softbank. See HDI.
Support system
The system that tracks and manages trouble tickets and change requests, perhaps
also aiding problem resolution and asset management. Can also be known as a
help desk system or customer service system. We use the term ‘support system’ to
refer generically to both help desk and customer service systems.
Support operation
The function within an organisation providing support. This could be to fellow
employees, or external customers, or both. This is the generic term that we use for
all support and service operations.
System administrator
The person in charge of a system or all systems in an organisation. Must perform
administration tasks for the system including back-up and security; will oversee
installation of upgrades and customisation as well.
TAPI
Telephony API. Microsoft’s API for application integration to telephony systems.
See CTI.
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Task
An action associated with a trouble ticket or a change request. A task needs to be
performed as part of solving a problem, or implementing a change. Not all trouble
tickets have tasks, but all change requests do.
Ticket
Another name for a record of a problem. See trouble ticket.
Trouble ticket
A record of interaction made when someone contacts the support operation for
help with a problem. May include contact details for the caller, the problem,
enquiry or event reported and the solution/action taken. Traditionally, contact
was made with the support operation by telephone, but may now also be made by
e-mail or in person.
TSA
Technical Support Alliance. A relationship between computing product vendors
for providing co-operative technical support for customers in multi-vendor
computing environments.
TSAPI
Telephony Services API. Novell’s API for application integration to telephony
systems. See CTI.
Urgency
The measure of how quickly a problem needs to be solved or a change
implemented. Urgency may vary over the life of a change or problem, so a low
urgency problem or change becomes more urgent the longer it remains unsolved
or outstanding. See priority and severity.
User
The party that contacts the support operation. See caller.
VAR
Value Added Reseller.
VIM
Vendor Independent Messaging. Lotus’s e-mail interface standard.
WAN
Wide Area Network.
Wizard
A facility offered by some applications, which guides the task in hand by asking
the user questions about the task and acting on them. Wizards often generate
results based on assumptions that have been coded into them.
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Differentiating between
support software products:
Ovum’s model for
positioning support
software
Introduction
Support organisations can provide support in different ways, to different types of
people, for different reasons. What all support organisations, including help desks,
have in common is that they answer the questions being asked of them.
Support organisations use support software to help them to do this. While all
workgroups need to organise and manage work, support is reactive, and therefore
difficult to organise effectively on-the-fly. Particularly where there is more than
one person trying to do this, it is very difficult to allocate work sensibly so that the
most important tasks are done first, the staff with the most appropriate skills
work on each task and no task is forgotten or overlooked.
All support software performs this organisation of work, its core functionality,
reasonably well. But this causes confusion in the market – what is the
differentiator? To choose the right help desk software, it is necessary to
understand the wider market for support software in general. There are two
factors that determine differences between products, neither of which are well
understood by the market. These are:
• the subject of support determines the focus of the product
• for each focus, support products differ not by functionality, but by their
scalability, flexibility, usability and ability to integrate.

Core functions
Given that the support organisation cannot change the way work arrives (an
interesting thought nevertheless – ‘please have all your network problems
between 10:00 and 12:00, and notify us in order of severity’), support software is
used to aid the organisation and management of work. This is process
management – making sure incidents and change requests are logged and
prioritised, and that notification/escalation occurs if questions are not being
addressed according to specified conditions (a SLA, for example).
In addition to organising the work that it does, the support organisation needs to
think about the work itself – finding or implementing answers to the questions
being asked.
A support organisation might use some kind of special problem resolution
technique to find information to answer questions. Or it might implement a
structure, so that calls are sent, or routed to the individual or group with the best
skills to answer this question. Support organisations might use a combination of
both. In all cases, the approach taken depends on the nature of the questions
being asked, and how answers need to be provided – whether it is enough to
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provide information or whether something has to be done physically to implement
the answer, such as sending a technician on site to service a photocopier.
Whether answers are provided using problem resolution/information retrieval
techniques or by routing incidents to people who provide the answers – the
support software that organises work will also address this functionality, to a
greater or lesser extent.
What we have discussed so far is the core of all support software. That is, it
organises work, and implements some way to get an answer, whether this is by
sophisticated information retrieval or some kind of workflow – and most likely by
a combination of both.
This core of functionality is common to all support software. Most software can
support this functionality reasonably well. It is this that makes it difficult to
distinguish between, and choose from the range of support software available,
since most organisations compose their selection criteria based on core
functionality alone.

Differentiation
The support organisation performs support in a particular environment. The
questions it is asked are to do with a certain subject – and the information and
facilities that are required to answer these questions are particular to that
subject. Here specialist components and integration to external systems
differentiates between products, because the specialist functionality and
integration the product provides makes it fit some subjects of support better than
others.
This is where the domain in which support is provided becomes critical. At Ovum,
we have classified three different areas:
• internal IT support
• customer service
• business support.
They are all based on the core of process management, as shown in Figure 1. We
will discuss these three in turn.

Internal IT support
Where internal IT support is being provided, questions are asked about the IT
infrastructure of an organisation. Whether the support organisation is in-house,
outsourced or a combination of the two is immaterial – the subject of questions is
computer and information technology and that dictates what information and
facilities will be useful in answering questions.
In all domains it is good to have access to as much useful information as possible
before a question is asked. So, in IT support, information that will be useful
includes knowledge of the IT being supported – what kind of PC? Which network?
What modem, hard drive, RAM or software is installed? And which callers use
which equipment? When a caller asks a question, it will be easier to give an
answer

Figure 1 Core functionality
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if the support organisation is aware of the context in which the question is asked.
This is asset tracking/management capability; but it could also include change
management – for example, was new equipment installed over the weekend which
has inadvertently affected performance on the network?
Many support packages that specialise in internal IT support provide these
functions integrally. But they may also be provided by specialist software, which
the support software integrates with.
Real-time information about the network and systems is also useful. So, if a
branch of the network has gone down, then knowledge of this will help the
support operation to answer questions about e-mail that does not work or files
that cannot be accessed or printed. Even better, if information like this is
available, the support organisation can warn people that they will experience
problems before they occur. As well as enabling problems to be reported
(information flows only one way, towards the help desk), integration may also be
used to enable problems to be solved; for example, notification of a certain problem
initiates a program to reset systems remotely.
At this level, not all support systems have to provide their own network
management facilities – but they should all provide integration with leading
network management products.
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At the furthest extreme, by integrating the support software with asset-, change-,
network-, systems-management and other facilities, the IT organisation may
approach a state whereby operations are automatic. Some data centres operate in
a ‘lights out’ environment – this requires integration with the support software, so
that as problems occur, they are logged and solved and enable IT management to
understand what is going on.
Again, it is highly unlikely that the support system will have all the facilities
required to do this work – and indeed, it may not integrate directly with the
system that manages facilities automatically. But information from the support
operation is useful to this system and vice versa – so information flows between
(maybe by means of systems management systems).
To illustrate the specialist extension of the support environment for internal IT
support, we augment our diagram in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Internal IT support
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Customer service
Customer service is provided to external customers of an organisation. Again, this
function can be performed in-house or outsourced – but the nature of questions
asked is the same.
Customer service is provided for a variety of products and services. Here,
information about the status of your organisation’s network is not likely to be
useful, but information about the status of a customer’s account is. It is becoming
more common for vendors to sell integrated suites of service, with sales
automation and marketing software products. This enables the organisation to
keep track of all its contact with customers, enabling a relationship to be
maintained. This relationship can engender loyalty by the customer, leading to
higher value sales. Good service is key to loyalty. This relationship, if badly
managed, can lead not only to lost sales to previous and existing customers, but
also to a bad reputation which discourages new customers.
Without going into detail on this subject (which is a large one in itself), it is
enough to say that integration with customer, sales and marketing information
provides the kind of background information that makes it easier for service staff
to answer questions they are asked. Sales information includes the
products/services bought, warranty information and service contracts. It may even
be desirable to check if the customer is paying their bills, and direct their call to
debt collection from customer service.
It should also be possible to supply integration to systems that provide
information about the subject that the customer is calling about. For example, for
billing enquiries, the support analyst should not need to start the billing system to
find out information about the customer’s account – it should be provided via
integration directly by the support software, if it is known that this is information
that is often enquired about.
Finally, service information is useful to field service engineers – and vice versa.
Meter reading equipment and other sensors can provide information that feeds
into the support system – but this integration is indirect.
As for internal IT support, customer service adds another lobe to our diagram, as
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Customer service
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Business support
Support can be provided for any subject. In a large organisation, it is common for
departments within it to need to provide a support function to other departments.
For example, human resources may have a ‘helpline’ or enquiry service for
answering staff questions about conditions of employment, wages and salaries.
Even if the department does not have a formal enquiry service, there is often an
informal one, whereby ad hoc queries are taken, passed on to the appropriate
member of staff, and answered. But in the same way that, historically, IT
departments implemented a support system to make sure queries were actually
answered, and to overcome the loss of notes left on desks or stuck to PCs, other
departments can benefit from using support systems to ensure the reactive part of
their job is performed in a timely manner.
While support systems have, by and large, specialised to provide either internal IT
support or external customer service, with all the integration and extra facilities
provided to cater for that segment, none have specialised in general business
support. This segment has not been targeted directly, although it has proved to be
a good expansion path for a vendor wishing to extend sales to existing customers –
once the customer is using the support system for IT support, it is possible to sell
Page 6 of 13
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more licences by suggesting the system could also be used to support HR,
accounts, vehicle fleet management and other departments.
Two reasons why it is not targeted directly are:
• only large organisations generate enough queries between departments to
justify the requirement for support software to perform business support
• very often, these departments do not think of what they are doing as a support
function, requiring support software. They are more likely to combine a
selection of tools, including mail and messaging, MS Excel and MS Access,
than to actively search out a ‘support solution’.
Business support is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Business support
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Logistics • Finance
Manufacturing • ERP systems
Business support

Putting it together
Questions of a particular nature can be better addressed by the support
organisation when contextual information and facilities are integrated with the
support system.
We have built up the positioning model shown in Figure 5, showing its different
elements. We have used three different levels in each of the lobes to illustrate that
this domain can be provided directly (first level), by integration (second level), or
indirectly (third level).
It can now be used to position different products, and therefore help you to
distinguish between support packages.
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Figure 5 Ovum’s positioning model
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Using the positioning model
Map your own requirements
Remember that the core functionality of support software is important; it is after
all the job that the software does.
How well this functionality is provided is not just a question of looking at whether
incidents can be routed, escalated and monitored according to SLAs. There are
other factors to consider.
Subject of support
Use the diagram to map your own support needs – what is the subject of the
questions that you are asked, and what information do you need to maintain and
access in order to answer those questions?
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Environment of support
The efficacy of the software is also determined by how well it fits its environment.
How many analysts does your support operation have, and will it have in the
future? Are your analysts all in one location or in distributed locations, even
globally? What are your particular processes for organising and doing work? What
is your requirement for usability and do you also have a requirement for multilingual support?

Map vendor offerings
Look at the model and its mapping for products that you may be interested in.
Some examples of well known products are provided here.
Remedy
Remedy is a vendor specialising in the Internal IT support market. Remedy’s
product – Action Request System – has core process management functionality. It
also has asset and change management capability as part of the product (see
Figure 6). It does not perform network and systems management functions, but
does provide integration to these products, so that this information can be
accessed and used in answering questions.
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Figure 6 Remedy’s products
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It is clear from this diagram where Remedy’s focus lies, and how it is targeting a
particular market segment by building partnerships with vendors in this area.
Other vendors, such as Computer Associates, have their own network
management and systems management suite, of which the help desk product is a
part.
Onyx
In comparison, Onyx is a company that specialises in customer relationship
management. Onyx has, at its core, customer information. Support, sales and
marketing functionality are provided (see Figure 7), with the ability to integrate
to other software if required in order to provide answers to questions.
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Figure 7 Onyx’s products
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Vantive
Vantive is an interesting company because it supports all three lobes, specifically
internal IT support with its Vantive Helpdesk product, and external customer
care with its Vantive Service product (see Figure 8). Few vendors cover more than
one lobe in such detail (Clarify is another).
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Figure 8 Vantive’s products
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Match requirements to offerings
Our positioning model illustrates the focus for each of these vendors and their
products. This model provides a basis on which to find products with best subject
fit to your requirements.
Having found a set of products that best suit your focus, then differentiate
between them based on how well they match your requirements for scalability,
customisation and usability.
Scalability
Scalability is important in considering the size and distribution of the support
operation. Large or disparate operations have an immediate need for scalable
systems. But many support operations have significant capacity to increase in size
and responsibility; choosing a scalable system is therefore crucial if it is a longterm investment.
A degree of scalability of software applications can be achieved by the deployment
of high performance computers, optimising data access in the DBMS and
operating system, and increasing network bandwidth. In fact, for many years,
scalability meant running on an Oracle database under the Unix operating
system.
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It is not so clear cut now. Scalability is a function of both the design of the product
itself and the underlying technical infrastructure. This combination of
architecture and platform will allow a system to scale orders of magnitude.
Customisation
Customisation enables an organisation to adapt the support system to support
changing requirements. It is not enough for software to be ‘customisable’, as all
software can be adapted at source code level. Rather, the vendor must provide an
environment through which change can be implemented simply. When
customisation is permitted, the software must aid the administrator in managing
change. In particular, it is vital that upgrades can be installed without having to
re-perform customisation.
Several vendors deliver ‘customisability’ to the extent that there is a very real
question as to the nature of the software delivered: is it a flexible application
package or is it a targeted development toolkit?
A customisable application should start with an application. That is, assumptions
must be made about the work that will be done, the way it will be done, and what
it will be done to and with. ‘Customisable’ means that it should start with
assumptions about what changes you might want to make to the application and
make it easy to do this.
It may be argued that if extensive changes need to be made for each installation,
then why not build such functionality rather than adapt it?
It is better to adapt rather than build because needs differ, not only between
organisations, but also within each organisation over time. Where an application
is built for change, customisation can be performed not only on installation, but
also to match changing needs and requirements for the life of the product. Our
research shows that as support systems increase effectiveness, the popularity of
the support operation grows. Needs that were not perceived when the system was
implemented must be catered for as the workload increases.
Usability
Usability considers how easily the system can be used by analysts. Support
analysts work in a crisis environment; they must be able to learn to use support
systems quickly and easily. A system that is difficult to use will simply not be
used.
Usability refers as much to the process as to the presentation. There should be no
onerous duties. Where information can be found elsewhere, it should not need to
be entered. The order in which information is required should fit the
organisation’s procedures.
Finally, software built to support the support process should itself be well
supported. Help facilities should be readily available on-line. Documentation
ought to be clear and easy to use.
Cassandra Millhouse
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The turning point has happened
What is the market?
The market for help desk software has taken a clear focus since our last forecast.
A year ago, it was an ill-defined segment of a market where vendors sold all kinds
of support products. This year, as we forecast, the leading vendors are those which
have put their stake in the ground, defined the kind of support their product is
suited to and made acquisitions/mergers or strong partnerships accordingly.
Ovum foresaw this change, and we altered the format of our report to track one
distinct market – internal help desk. This is the sector of the support market that
is concerned with products which are used in managing the internal IT
infrastructure of an organisation. It is no longer enough for these products to
simply track and manage queries and problems; they must also manage change,
track and manage assets. These products are unlikely to stand alone, they must
work in unison with other management systems that provide real-time diagnostic
information and access for implementing fixes.

Consolidation cometh
Last year we predicted strong growth would continue, and that consolidation
would not occur in the near future, based on the huge potential of this market.
But while growth continued, consolidation did occur, and it occurred for a number
of reasons.

The market’s potential is limited
Last year our research showed that one-third of organisations build their own
system rather than buy one. New research this year indicates that the proportion
of companies building their own is higher than that – and that these organisations
are not moving to packages as quickly as expected.

The market wants a leader
In the early stages of this market, three factors encouraged a proliferation of
rapidly growing suppliers:
• entry barriers were low
• there was a huge market of early adopters willing to experiment with a new
vendor
• no single supplier was any bigger than any other, so buyers’ product choices
were not based on a recognised brand.
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This has changed due to three factors:
• the overwhelming success of some of the suppliers means that there are now
recognised brands
• the entry into the market of established giants HP, IBM and CA
• buyers are no longer early adopters, but the early majority which require
‘known’ or proven products.
On both the buyer side and the vendor side, therefore, there has been pressure on
the market to provide a choice between a few well-known products, rather than
many lesser known products.

Critical mass – creates jumpiness
Given the above factors, the market has become frantic with vendors merging,
acquiring and selling as though their survival depended on it. Once consolidation
begins it proceeds rapidly, as a race to position profitably within the new pecking
order.
Consolidation is affecting vendors in three ways:
• smaller vendors are dropping out or transferring to similar markets such as
customer care, or niches such as training and HR support
• vendors in the mid-tier are acquiring or being acquired to form an entity with a
chance of survival
• vendors in the mid to high-end tier are considering offers from outside larger
vendors that want to offer help desk as part of a suite of products.

A new market dynamic
Changes over the past year mean that in the help desk market there is a new
dynamic. The help desk market is dividing into three distinct groups – high
volume query support, help desk as part of the IT systems management suite and
point solutions.

High volume query support
This is required by some outsourcers and large internal help desk departments,
which, by nature of the style of operation and the questions asked, are similar to
customer service operations in character. Vendors providing software to support
this include Vantive, Clarify and Quintus. These vendors continue to provide help
desk and customer products, which makes sense because in this context the
applications are similar.

Help desk as control tower
As we stressed last year, the need for the help desk function to be integrated with
the rest of IT management is imperative. The market is listening, with most major
vendors delivering functionality to support this either directly or via integration.
In this context, managing the IT environment is most critical to the organisation.
Systems management, network management, change management, automatic
inventory discovery, configuration and asset management are crucial to this
process.
Page 2 of 14
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In this vision, the help desk performs a critical function in co-ordination and
providing a point of contact, rather than as a query solver or informational
hotline. Although it may perform these functions as well, they are secondary.
Vendors specialising in this space tend to come from a network or systems
management background. This type of system sells where there are large
numbers of supported users (and equipment), but not necessarily large numbers of
help desk agents. In this environment, actually determining the problem is more
difficult than fixing it.
All the major network management and systems management players have now
got their own help desk product – by acquisition. Two interesting exceptions are
Microsoft with SMS, and Intel with LANDesk.
To compete in the systems management space, vendors are pointing to their help
desk functionality as a competitive feature of the systems management product,
rather than as a product in its own right. It is at this point that the question of
which help desk software to buy is subsumed by a larger one – which approach to
take to managing IT infrastructure. Making a choice as to which network or
systems management product to use is usually tied to hardware choice.
For Intel and Microsoft then, it is likely that help desk functionality will ‘soon’ be
part of their products. The question remains as to whether that functionality will
be developed internally or acquired, and if so from where. Help desk functionality
appears to be easy to develop: if you are already building systems management
software some functionality is already available. However, it is still quicker and
easier to get a help desk product by acquisition, particularly if you are as cashrich as Microsoft, for example.

Point solutions
There remains a core of independent help desk vendors which have no intention of
being anything else. Among them is Remedy, which is still the largest vendor of
help desk software, with a market share of 23%. In the past year, most
independent vendors continued to grow at a healthy rate – some faster than those
that were acquired.
The independent vendors continue to be strong for the reasons listed below.
Established products
Vendors such as Remedy, Bendata, Vantive, Clarify and Peregrine Systems
continue to be invited to bid deals, because their products are mature and their
brands are recognised. They continue to win deals where they have the capability
to provide integration – little is lost functionality-wise (so far) by going with an
independent vendor rather than with an integrated approach – see Strong
relationships.
Just the help desk
Many buyers do not want a ‘complete solution’ – in this case, they want a help
desk product. The ability to start small and expand has been a strength for
Remedy. By contrast, a suite scares off some buyers because it is perceived to be
large, complex and to take too long to implement.
Strong relationships
Independent vendors are successful against a suite even where the buyer does
want all functionality, when it can be provided by integration. At this stage
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(although this will change), there is no functional advantage to a suite that an
independent vendor cannot provide via integration
Vendors which are successful in the help desk market are those that have
established strong relationships with service providers, especially outsourcers.

What does this mean for the market?
Prices will come down
The entry of large vendors CA, HP and IBM into the help desk market may not
bring immediate technological advantage. But it will force prices down. The
primary motive for price cutting is not to dominate the help desk market, which is
small beer for them. If IBM had 100% of the $724 million help desk market in
1997, it would still account for less than 1% of its total revenues. For HP, the total
help desk market represents only 1.7% of its revenues (based on 1997 revenues of
72.5 billion for IBM and 42.8 billion for HP). Price reductions are occurring
because help desk is now just as likely to be given away as part of a bundle of
network and systems management as to be sold.
For independent vendors competing against suite vendors, this is alarming. There
are two directions they can take: become the outsourcer’s product of choice for
every IT department they manage, or dominate the low-value, high-volume sales
at the low end of the market.

Outsourcing is critical
Vendors that are successful in the help desk market are those that have
established strong relationships with service providers, especially outsourcers.
In an organisation, help desk is usually designated a cost centre. This means
many IT departments find it difficult to stretch their budget to help desk software,
making do with some internally developed system instead. However, when IT is
outsourced, the help desk becomes a profit centre (for the outsourcer) and is
automated using a package. Outsourcing continues to grow worldwide – see our
briefing paper, Outsourcing and the virtual company.
An outsourcer going into a new client site has certain requirements. It needs to be
able to access information and integrate with systems that are already being used;
it needs to be able to implement each client’s particular requirements and it needs
to get the whole lot up and running quickly. Products that appeal to outsourcers
are those that score highly against our integration, customisation and scalability
dimensions.

Get out while the going is good
Vendors that have not been acquired and do not have established relationships
with service providers are leaving the help desk market in droves. Where are they
going? Either to establish niche support markets for business processes such as
HR and training, or to the vastly hyped customer relationship/customer
management/front-office market.
Customer relationship management
The most attractive option is certainly this one: this market is growing rapidly,
faces few entry barriers, is not dominated by one or a group of vendors (yet) and
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has a vast potential audience willing to try a new vendor – in fact, it has all the
characteristics of the early help desk software market.
But, let the vendor beware! Buyers in this market have the same requirements for
integration, scalability and customisation as buyers in the help desk market – and
more. Vendors that were unsuccessful in the help desk market because of
limitations to architecture (making integration, customisation and scalability
difficult, if not impossible) will not survive in this new market either, unless they
overhaul their products.
In addition, this market buys through business departments, not the IT
department – a completely different way of making a sale, and places a higher
after-sales support burden.
Business support
Business support is an unacknowledged, but important, part of the support
systems vendors’ strategies and revenues in the mid-tier. For vendors wanting to
increase sales to existing customers, business support is a fertile and relatively
easy increment. Many of the vendors which are going from the mid-tier internal
IT support market to the external customer support market are finding that
business support is a useful and lucrative step.

Market forecasts
Methodology
We look at the help desk software market according to region – North America,
Europe, Asia and the rest of the world. We forecast future revenues by studying
current revenues, sizing the potential market and determining the growth rate.
We make several assumptions to establish the potential market size.

Assumptions
Potential market
Simplistically, ‘every’ company needs a help desk. Therefore ‘every’ company
needs a help desk product.
We temper this assumption with the proviso that small companies do not use or
need packaged support systems. Although companies with less than 100
employees will probably have a help desk function (truer for companies with 90
employees than for companies with 10), for this size of company the help desk is
probably staffed by one or at most, two, analysts. Where a help desk has less than
three analysts, our research indicates that a help desk system is unlikely to be
used.
At present, support systems for internal business processes (for example, an
enquiry line for personnel) are only relevant to the largest companies. We have
not included demand for these systems in the potential market.
Regional demand
Some geographic regions are less technologically developed than others; therefore,
potential is overstated by simply looking at the number of companies in those
regions. We assume that the potential in these regions is better understood as
being close to current consumption – for the next five years at least.
© Ovum Ltd 1998. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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Replacement rate
Our research indicates that one in five systems bought is a replacement for an
existing system.
The reasons why the replacement rate is so high are to do with confusion and the
need for education – currently the market tends to buy on functionality alone. It is
only after the system is acquired that its scalability, flexibility and integration
capabilities may be seen to be inadequate and requiring replacement.
This explains the high growth in the number of advisory consultancies,
specialising in, and focusing exclusively on, support organisations. This is a
flourishing business, and will continue to do well over the next five years.

To determine potential market
We categorise the number of companies in the world by region and size (see
Figure 1).
We conservatively estimate that each medium-sized company requires a help desk
system with approximately two to five seats per system, and each large company
requires systems with five or more seats. See Assumptions for reasons why small
companies, the regions Africa, the Middle East and South/central America, and
demand for business support systems have not been included in the potential
market.
Using these estimates, we determine the potential market for help desk software
in each region (see Figure 2).

To determine current revenues
For the companies we track, we determine current product revenues by
subtracting service-derived revenues, and accounting for third-party channel
sales. Our research shows that the companies we evaluate make up 80% of the
overall market.
Based on these companies, we determine the revenue split between regions.

Figure 1 Number of companies in the world (thousands)
Region

Number of companies
Size (by number of employees)
1–99

100–499

500+

North America

9,302,781

119,900

34,278

Europe and Middle East

3,201,229

87,191

23,236

549,821

39,640

11,217

69,817

15,263

5,446

13,123,648

261,994

74,177

Asia-Pacific
Rest of world

World total
Source: Dun & Bradstreet, 1998
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Figure 2 Potential market revenues in $ millions
Region

Company size
Medium (100–499)

Large (500+)

All companies

North America

899

1,371

2,270

Europe

654

929

1,583

Asia-Pacific

297

449

746

World total

1,850

2,749

4,600

To determine growth rate
By looking at the potential market, and the current market, we can see what
scope there is for growth.
Given the events of the past 12 months, we need to ask:
• are there constraints that will limit the market from reaching its potential?
• will growth continue?
These questions are answered by region (see Figure 3 and Figure 4).

North America will continue to grow
The North American market is approaching flatter growth rates for help desk
systems, because it is nearing its potential. However, rates are buoyed by the
tendency for buyers from multinational companies to make their purchase in the
US, rather than in the region of use. In particular, outsourcers based in the US
conclude their bulk deals at head office, rather than regionally.
We forecast that the help desk market in North America will grow from the
current value of $465 million to $1,010 million in 2003 (see Figure 3).
North America remains the most significant region for help desk software
revenue, but will become slightly less important, due to growth in other regions,
rather than a decline in the North American market. It will still account for
approximately two-thirds of market revenues in 2003.
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Figure 3 Market revenues ($ million)
1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

North America

465

580

700

810

890

960

1,010

Europe

225

260

290

320

350

380

400

Asia-Pacific

34

36

40

44

48

53

58

World total

725

875

1,030

1,175

1,290

1,390

1,470

Europe grows more slowly than predicted
The market for help desk did not take off as expected in Europe. There are three
main reasons why:
• companies tend to be smaller in Europe than in North America. This affects
the market for help desk software, in that smaller companies are less likely to
need it (see Assumptions)
• where companies in Europe have outsourced their help desk, and help desk
software is therefore acquired by the outsourcer rather than directly, it is
likely that the purchase is made in North America as part of a large deal
between the outsourcer and the help desk vendor
• vendors are mainly US-based and have been slow to establish themselves in
Europe.
The help desk market in Europe will continue to grow, albeit more slowly than
supposed last year, from its current value of $225 million, to $400 million in 2003.
Ultimately, the help desk market in Europe will always be smaller than that of
North America, despite Europe’s higher population and its larger economy, for the
reasons given above.
The importance of local vendors in Europe should not be overlooked, as small local
vendors currently servicing their own markets have a language advantage.
However, the same advantage also limits these vendors to their home markets
and smaller revenues in comparison to global vendors.
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Figure 4 Growth in the help desk market
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Everything has changed in Asia
‘Asia with its huge population and fast rates of economic growth is seen as the
engine of almost all global growth and the saviour of all markets’.
This is taken from last year’s forecast – included to show how external events can
completely change a market. Asia’s economic woes have dampened spending in all
markets, and help desk software is no exception.
Accordingly, the market for help desk software is forecast to be relatively flat for
the next few years, valued at $58 million by 2003. Beyond that, the help desk
software market in Asia is limited by a number of factors:
• the region generally supports smaller companies (with the exception of Japan)
that do not use help desk software (see Assumptions)
• language is a barrier to global vendors – Asian languages need more than
translation for implementation, sometimes requiring complete re-engineering
of products to cater for double-byte characters
• as for Europe, the biggest companies in Asia that are likely to use a help desk
product will probably outsource (in which case revenue will accrue to the
outsourcer’s home market – usually North America), or will be part of a
multinational firm, in which case the sale is likely to be made in the currency
of the multinational’s home country – either in Europe or North America.
Business process support in Asia will remain insignificant in the short term
(around one to two million dollars).
Again, as in Europe, local vendors are important in local markets.
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Figure 5 Market share
Allen Systems Group 3%
Applix Inc. 3%
Bendata 2%
Clarify 1%
Other 27%

Computer Associates 6%
HP 3%

Network Associates 8%

Workgroup Systems 2%
The Vantive Corporation 4%

IBM (Software Artistry + InfoMan products) 12%

Peregrine Systems 5%
royalblue 1%

Remedy 23%

Source: Ovum

Winners and losers – market share
Things have changed – in 1995 when we began research in this area there were
over 200 vendors. In 1998, the number is closer to 40, and 16 of them make up the
lion’s share of the market. Many vendors which started in help desk have crossed
over to the customer management/customer relationship/front-office space, by
adding to their existing products, or by merger or acquisition. The vendors we
profile here are ‘significant’ in the help desk market. Significance, in most cases,
still means under 10% – the market has leaders but is by no means dominated.

Computer Associates
Computer Associates has incorporated its help desk product (which it acquired
from Legent) into its network and systems management framework, and, drawing
on its installed base is quietly increasing its penetration rate. Computer
Associates is using the notion of ‘help desk as control tower’ – its help desk
product initiates network and systems management functions (by integration), as
well as taking information. CA’s overall strategy is for infrastructure
management, in which the help desk is primarily the console. In CA’s view, a
user’s call is only one source of information about a problem – and probably the
least reliable. This view relegates the ‘how do I print an Excel spreadsheet?’
question to second place, although such queries can be handled through provision
of KnowledgePaks, for example.
CA’s current market share is estimated to be 6%. This is growing and, due to the
association with Unicenter, movement to the more prolific NT space and the
fundamental strength of the software, will become one of the dominant packages.
Page 10 of 14
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In 1998, CA acquired PHD in order to use its knowledge technology, and to appeal
to small help desks.

HP
HP has been quietly consolidating and stabilising its technology after its
acquisition of Prolin in May 1997. HP continues to partner other help desk
vendors in the market for integration to OpenView. ITSM is managed within the
OpenView group and is HP’s help desk offering. Again, by drawing on its installed
base, HP will increase its share of this market from the current 3%, but growth
will be limited to the Unix and Oracle-based IT departments.

IBM/Tivoli/Software Artistry
IBM has maintained a presence in this market indirectly via its ownership of
Tivoli, and its role as a systems integrator, selling in continental Europe as a
reseller (mostly for Remedy). In early 1998, Tivoli completed acquisition of
Software Artistry, giving IBM its own help desk product. Strangely, InfoMan
continues not only to be used, but also to be bought new as a ‘helpdesk’
application.
Software Artistry (together with Vantive, Scopus and Clarify) was one of the early
independent entrants to this market, but somehow never achieved the recognition
that the other three command. Nevertheless, Software Artistry has a significant
(in this market) share of 12% – set to grow steadily through its association with
the Tivoli and IBM brands.

Peregrine Systems, Allen Systems Group
Peregrine Systems was one of the first players to really understand the
relationship between the IT infrastructure management systems and the help
desk – and to exploit it. Both Peregrine Systems and Allen Systems Group tend to
do well in the large and more ‘traditional’ IT departments (which include a mix of
mainframe and client-server computing) – which means that there is plenty of
scope for Peregrine and Allen Systems Group to grow from their respective 5%
and 3% shares, although in a steady, conservative manner.

Vantive and Clarify
Vantive and Clarify, together with Scopus, made up the ‘three amigos’ of the
support market. All three grew quickly in ‘support’. With the emergence of two
distinct markets in support in 1996/97, Scopus alone declared that the help desk
market was no longer its target. Vantive and Clarify continue to position, develop
and sell in the help desk market – most successfully where installations are so
large that they resemble a customer support call centre; that is, where internal
support is run as an ‘external’ support operation.
Vantive has two support product lines, one of which addresses the IT help desk
arena. This product includes asset management, and integration to network and
systems management. However, without a strong relationship, or further
commitment to this arena, Vantive is likely to be affected by the vendors offering
help desk as part of an IT infrastructure approach. Vantive’s current share is 4%,
but this is unlikely to grow, given the company’s stronger position in the customer
management market.
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Despite its greater focus on the customer management market, Clarify maintains
a foothold in the internal IT help desk market with a 1% share.

Remedy
Remedy is the market leader, with 23% of the market, although – given the
margins – leadership could change rapidly.
Remedy continues to grow, and to market aggressively, recognising that its
current leadership is anything but assured. There has been a market swing away
from a desire for flexibility, with customers indicating their preference for
packages that require little customisation – on one hand this is bad news for
Remedy, because it is perceived as a toolkit requiring customisation in order to be
implemented. On the other hand, it is precisely this kind of flexibility that makes
Remedy attractive to outsourcers and other service providers – and service
providers are lucrative customers.
Given its technology, there is no reason why Remedy could not address other
markets – even non-support markets.

Network Associates
Network Associates (NAI), as a fairly recent entry, has gained market share
quickly in the low end of this market. With its recent acquisition of Network
General it shows commitment to the integrated IT infrastructure management
approach. NAI is an aggressive market player (earlier in 1998, it also acquired
Magic Solutions in a move that was calculated to gain market share and to
dispense with its closest competitor).
There are doubts that NAI has the will to divert resources from the profitable
anti-viral/security part of its business to invest in its help desk products. Also, in
its handling of the Magic Solutions acquisition, NAI generated considerable illfeeling among its customers (existing and acquired) and prospects.
However, assuming that NAI can get its act together with the unified release
(Merlin) expected in early 1999, it will increase its share from the current 8% to
be one of the dominant players in the mid-market by 2003.

Royalblue, Bendata, Workgroup Systems, Applix et al
There are many vendors which will continue to do well by appealing to the
smaller, typically under-funded, IT help desk – if they are not seduced by the
faster-growing, easier sales and more attractive customer support market. At this
end of the market, there is currently less emphasis on an overall approach to IT
infrastructure as the means to solving problems, and more on solving the ‘how do
I print my spreadsheet?’ style problems. The functions these vendors provide are
consequently more easily transferable to the customer support market, but there
is still much opportunity in internal IT support for these vendors if they can
withstand the temptation to follow the crowd. This end of the market is where
much potential for growth still lies.
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Other
This category appears to have the largest market share of all. The help desk
market still has many local players (in France, Germany, Korea, and Japan in
particular), and many players at the individual application level. These players
maintain their advantage through cost and locality. This category will continue to
exist, although it will inevitably reduce. Reduction will be slowest where language
is a factor and quickest for the simpler call-tracking type applications, which face
competition not from help desk systems but from in-house developments (built in
MS-Access, Lotus Notes, MS-Outlook or browser-based tools).

Future issues
Internet activity
Self help
Service and support have been seen as ideal functions to put on the wire – why
should users and customers make a call to the support centre when they can login and find a solution themselves? Support is a costly and people-intensive
function – companies recognise that ‘self-serve’ support could decrease their
headcounts and consequently lower their costs.
Vendors have, accordingly, rushed to add web capability to their product lines
(whether or not the above assertions are true is another matter). Vendors offer (or
are about to offer) web-based interfaces in Java or HTML and suggest that the
support system be run on the corporate intranet (or extranet), rather than on
LANs and WANs. However, this is still far from reality for most organisations.
What vendors have not done unfortunately limits the usefulness of a web
interface. People will not change their behaviour for the sake of using the latest
gimmick – at least, not permanently. However, people do change their behaviour
if they get something better as a result. For self-help to be possible (let alone
successful), it requires problem resolution functionality. For most vendors in this
space, problem resolution functionality remains an add-on, a ‘check-box’ item that
is not critical.
But its not just up to the vendors! Support organisations need to implement and
maintain problem resolution functionality – enabling access to, and re-use of,
stored (previous or pre-solved) solutions. Solutions must be managed to be usable
for self-help.
These factors are preventing self-help from being successful – unless they are
addressed, self-help will wither and die.
Who does the help desk support?
Last year we forecast that the Internet was unlikely to foster a change in demand
for help desk products overall; rather, it was viewed to be more likely to encourage
a change in delivered platform and functionality. While this remains true, what
we also see is that Internet activity will change the help desk’s mandate within
the next five years – and that will have an effect on demand for help desk
software.
When a customer accesses a company’s web site, either for information or for
commercial activity, it becomes a user of the company’s IT. Should anything go
wrong, then who should the customer contact? Customer support is usually
© Ovum Ltd 1998. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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provided to the customer for the products and services that they have bought. But
in this instance, the customer is not buying the company’s web site – it is using it.
The logical answer is for the company’s help desk to support all users of the
company’s IT, whether internal or external.
But ask yourself – do you really want to let your help desk loose on your
customers?
Reasons why you might not include that your help desk is under-resourced or
your help desk staff are technical people who are not skilled in dealing with
customers. If these are some of your reasons, then the chances are that your help
desk is not adequately supporting your own staff – which is another issue entirely.
Whatever your situation, there are three facts you cannot ignore:
• the Internet and its users are not going away
• the Internet is not managed as a critical business system, yet it is starting to
be relied on as such
• as Internet users come to rely on your web site for commercial transactions,
they will expect it to work, and for support to be provided if it does not.
This means that the decision to use the Internet in your business includes a
requirement to choose how to support external users of your IT. Organisations
that do not budget for help desk software to support internal users will find it
necessary to provide help desk software to support external users. Increased
Internet commerce will act as an extra incentive to acquire help desk software
over the next five years.

Year 2000
Most help desk software is fairly new – all help desk products we evaluate are
year 2000-compliant (this assumes that the database version in use is also
compliant).
The help desk is worried about 2000, because it is obvious that problems will
occur, and help desk will be the point of contact. Organisations struggling to get
IT budget allocated for anything other than year-2000 projects can exploit this to
get help desk software. Change management software is also useful for managing
year-2000 projects – where a change request is ‘make our organisation’s IT year
2000-compliant’ and tasks are the various jobs that need to be done.
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Why services?
The help desk or customer service operation is the last resort for employees and
customers that require problem solving. But where in turn does the support
organisation look for help?
Services comprise the largest part of the help desk and customer service industry;
this area is also increasing more rapidly than any other. The market for IT
services in the US alone is estimated at more than $60 billion, and is expanding
by approximately 15% per year. Outsourcing, or facilities management, provides
the largest share of market, accounting for 40% of the business. This is followed
by systems integration and application development at 32%, and consulting and
training at 28%.
We put some definitions in place to help you distinguish between the myriad of
services – and providers – on offer. We provide profiles of a range of service
providers that focus on help desk and customer care services, from the biggest in
the industry to some of the niche providers.

What services are required?
Here, we define services according to when a support organisation requires them.
This is provided using a simplistic lifecycle for the support organisation.
Different services will be important to a support organisation at different stages
during its life. These stages are not always all necessary and may occur in
different sequences, so they are intended to provide a rough guide only.

Inception
At inception, a support organisation needs to determine what services it will
perform, according to what standards, and how the service will be provided.
Outsourcing may be one of the options considered. At this stage, the organisation
turns to service providers, which advise on the definition of goals and strategy.

Implementation
At implementation, a support organisation needs to be equipped with staff and
resources. Choices to be made include:
• logistics – deciding where the support organisation is located, equipping a
building to be a call centre
• IT (hardware and software) – deciding what products will be used to run the
support operation, and on what platform
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• telephony and/or other methods of access (such as the Internet) – deciding
which telephony products (such as ACD and IVR) to use and how to integrate
with computer systems (CTI). This includes deciding how to provide support
via the Worldwide Web – whether to enable self help or simply direct incident
logging
• staff – deciding whether to hire staff directly or to use an agency; determining
training requirements.
At this stage, a support organisation requires systems integrators and other
specialist service providers, such as recruitment agencies.

Management and maintenance
On an ongoing basis, the support operation must manage its day-to-day operations
as well as planning future goals. The support organisation (or the organisation
that the support organisation supports) may choose an external group to do all, or
part, of this job – an outsourcing supplier.

Help desk for the help desk
At any stage (and in fact at every stage), the support organisation uses providers
of guidance and resources to aid its operation; this includes user groups, forums,
conferences and publications.

Which service when?
We discuss four services that are important to a support organisation. These are:

•
•
•
•

guidance/resources
advisory
systems integration/implementation
outsourcing.

For the above lifecycle, different services may be provided by different providers.
For example, an advisory or ‘consultancy’ provider may also supply systems
integration and outsourcing. It is important is to understand what service is being
provided and which provider is best equipped to provide that service.

Guidance/resources
This category includes user groups (whether run on a co-operative or commercial
basis), as well as forums for information sharing and technical resources.
There are two types of user group. One is where people with a common
requirement (for example, support for a particular product) meet to discuss their
problems and mutually help each other.
The other type of user group is a commercial organisation to which ‘members’
(customers) subscribe. These organisations are run for profit and offer a variety of
services and sources of information. In the help desk and customer service
industries, these ‘user groups’ include HDI (based in the US, with local chapters
in other countries), SSPA (US and others) and HUG (in the UK). These can be
good sources of information on topics ranging from the tactical to the strategic.
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Other sources of information include web-based forums and organisations such as
TSANet, which exist to share content for problem solving (that is, to help the help
desk do its job, not manage it).

Advisory
This service is concerned with providing advice for managing support.
This category of providers includes consultancy to advise on the setting up and
running of a support operation. Some would argue that consultants also perform
systems integration and outsourcing; some consultants do.
However, this category of service refers to the process of giving advice rather than
being its provider (which may also do other jobs). Consultancy may be provided for
topics including what should be supported, how service should be provided
(internally or by an external party) and according to what requirements (service
level agreements or contractual). Consultancy may include advice on running a
support operation more efficiently, processes or BPR.
Advisory work is the traditional ground of the ‘Big Six’ management
consultancies. However, ever-expanding numbers of organisations believe
themselves capable of offering advice. In 1997, the management consulting sector
in the US alone was worth $25 billion. Hardware manufacturers (usually with a
smaller affiliation or subsidiary) outsourcers, niche consultancies – even the user
groups – are increasingly likely to have an advice-giving arm.

Systems integration/implementation
A support organisation is a specialist at providing support, but it does not follow
that such an organisation is best suited to provide the tools it will work with.
Tools include IT, telephony and staff. The aspect with which we are concerned
here is IT, specifically support software (although profiles on service providers list
other implementation services provided).
Software is built to requirements, supplied via a customised package and/or
implemented by systems integrators. It is most common in help desk and
customer service for systems integrators to supply packaged application software
(rather than custom build), although substantial customisation may need to be
performed.
Vendors make a decision as to whether they will get involved in providing services
alongside their products, and to what extent. Two successful companies, Oracle
and SAP, have taken different strategies: Oracle provides services directly, and
SAP do not. In the support arena, Remedy and Siebel Systems, do not provide
services, passing the work onto their service provider partners such as Andersen
Consulting (Siebel) and IBM Global Services (Remedy).
Most vendors do provide systems integration services associated with the
installation and customisation of their products. See our product evaluations in
Ovum Evaluates: Help Desk Software for information as to which vendors provide
services.
Most independent systems integrators have relationships with vendors. The
meaning attached to such a relationship varies from being willing to publicise
each other, to some degree of exclusivity. Providers prefer to be associated with
the market leaders. However, most systems integrators will also work with any
chosen package on request, although insisting that the provider implements a
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package it is not familiar with, may be a sign that you should be dealing with a
provider that is, if possible.

Outsourcing
Ovum defines IT outsourcing as ‘the provision of computer processing and
associated services by an outside supplier’.
It is most common for an outsourcing service to supply support (help desk)
services as part of a full IT outsourcing arrangement. However, partial
outsourcing, for example for support services (or other) only, also occurs.
Increasingly, outsourcing operations may also support an organisation’s own
customers; that is, the entire business function customer service is outsourced.
In some senses, outsourcing is a fashion item, at the mercy of the latest
management style. In the same way that organisations periodically teeter between
centralisation and de-centralisation, organisations may now also lurch between
‘in-house’ and ‘outsourced’ operations (and combinations thereof). Outsourcing
may be a fashion item, but it is not a fad; it will not eventually disappear.

What to look for in a service provider
It is difficult to differentiate between service providers. Products can be tested in
advance, but services cannot. There is no standards body, and the industry is a
close knit one.

You get what you ask for
Service providers will give you what you ask for, which means that in the words of
the old proverb you must ‘be careful what you wish for’.
It is necessary to understand exactly what you are asking for, and specify it. It is
unwise to make any assumptions about services that are (and are not) included in
the venture.
In particular, consultants are adept at re-using work from one project to another.
This is not necessarily a bad thing; in fact, it is desirable to gain the benefit of a
consultant’s previous experience. Most consultants don’t promise individual
attention – they promise objective advice and some solutions that can be accepted
or rejected.
It is common to hire a consultant in order to have an external, objective opinion.
Frequently, a company is capable of performing a task, and may even duplicate
the work a consultant performs, but may still require the consultant because it is
necessary for the resulting recommendation to be objective. More often,
consultants and other service providers do work that clients do not want to do.
This is the ‘dirty work’ of cutting jobs, providing ammunition for political
skirmishes within the organisation. Where there is a hidden agenda for hiring a
service provider, results are likely to be less satisfactory if the two reasons, real
and purported, are contradictory.
Having retained the service provider, it is necessary to manage what the provider
does in the same way that you would manage your own staff (specifying deadlines
and deliverables) to make sure they are doing what you want them to do.
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Know what you’re buying
All service providers do what they say they will, but BPR from Joe Smith is
different to BPR from Andersen Consulting. Service providers sell on the basis of
their reputation. Just because one firm has had a good experience with a service
provider does not guarantee your success, but it helps to know that the service
provider is capable of doing the job. Spend time talking to references (in
proportion to the significance of the project); it is the equivalent of taking a test
drive, and as close as you can get to testing the service.
The quality of the service provider is determined by the quality of the staff it
employs. Consider the people who are doing the job, as well as the company. It is
common for the senior partner to be involved in negotiating the project, but for
juniors to do the work. If you particularly want the firm’s expert to be engaged in
performing your task, then it is necessary to specify it in the terms of the contract.
Of course, if you require the firm’s most senior and experienced staff, then you
must also be prepared to pay for them.
Consulting partnerships deliberately allocate as many raw recruits as a client will
accept to the project. It is no bad thing to have some, but again, maintain an
interest in staffing and billing to ensure that your entire project is not being run
by a roomful of graduates.

‘Someone who understands me’
Service providers are hired to be specialists in particular horizontal industries, for
example, services, running IT operations and re-engineering business processes.
It is important that the provider knows this business well. However, it is also
important the service provider will understand that business in your context.
Look for providers that have completed a lot of work in your vertical industry, in
firms of a similar size and geographical spread, as well as in the field you are
buying their services for. This goes for staff as well as the firm.
Look for providers that take time to understand what you really need. This may
well be the 386th implementation of Brand X software that the service provider is
performing, but it is the first time it has done it for you. Understanding the
differences between your firm and others is crucial.

Price – high, low and in between
It is often said that you get what you pay for. The cut-price option will be
inexpensive for a reason. However, the highest price is not always the best quality
– nor does your project always warrant the best that money can buy. ‘Somewhere
in between’ is an accepted rule of thumb for choosing the right price. However, the
only way to accurately decide if the price is right is to know what it should cost,
which should be straightforward if you have spent time specifying clearly what
you want done. Bids close to your expected price indicate that the bidder
understands what you are looking for (although bidders may also just get lucky).
So, do not decide on a service provider based on price. If, after considering a short
list of providers, you find the prices are not what you think they should be, then
contact the provider and ask them how the venture has been priced. Check prices
that are too low as well as too high; you need to know why they are inexpensive
just as much as why they are expensive – what are they doing less of than you
think they should be doing? What are they doing more of than you thought of?
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Ask the service provider to consider value-based billing, where the service
provider is rewarded proportionately to the amount of money saved or made
resulting from their recommendations. Value-based billing is not common and its
not always appropriate. However, for high-risk projects and long-term
relationships, it boosts confidence to see the provider taking the same risks as you.
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People to help you
There are numerous organisations set up to offer advice and information to
support other organisations. Many operate as a user group. Some are ‘true’ user
groups, but most are real companies with a real profit motive. In the following
pages, we provide a short guide to some of the more frequently encountered
organisations.

Useful web-sites
There are a number of web-sites set up to provide problem solving information.
The organisations profiled here all provide links to such sites.
HelpDeskFAQ

www.duke.edu/~pverghis/hdeskfaq.htm

Microsoft Network

www.msn.com

TechWeb

techweb.cmp.com

Information Super Library

www.mcp.com

Publications
There are a number of publications set up to track the support industry. Some of
these (with their web-site addresses) are listed here.
Service News

www.servicenews.com

Support Management Magazine

www.supportmgmt.com

Call Center Magazine

www.callcentermagazine.com

Service & Support World

www.zilker.net/business/pci/ssm

Customer Service Review

www.csr.co.za

Service Management

No website – Tel: +44 1322 222 222

Service International

No website

Customer Service Management

www.customers-int.com

The following also include regular information on the support industry:
Communications Week, Computer Shopper, Customer Service Group, Datamation,
InfoWorld, LAN Magazine, LAN Times, Microsoft Systems Journal, PC Magazine,
PC Week and Computing.
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Help Desk Institute (HDI)
Background
The Help Desk Institute was set up privately by Ron Muns, who had also founded
the help desk software vendor Bendata (developers of the HEAT product). It was
set up along the lines of a user group, although it is a profit-making organisation.
Ron Muns sold HDI to Ziff-Davis Publishing Company. Softbank Forums bought
Ziff-Davis in 1994. Softbank Forums now owns Ziff-Davis, HDI, SSPA and
Comdex.
Help Desk Institute (HDI) provides information about the technologies, tools, and
trends of the help desk and customer support industry. It offers a variety of
services for customer support professionals, including the semi-annual
International Support Services Conference & Exposition, training programs and
publications. HDI has recently begun offering consultancy services, expanding
what is usually considered the remit of a typical ‘user group’.
As a ‘member’ of HDI, you receive subscriptions to publications and discounts for
the HDI conferences and seminars.

Publications
These publications are provided to all members as part of the membership fee:
• LifeRaft – HDI’s flagship bi-monthly journal with articles on the operation of
help desks and support centres
• The Help Desk Handbook
• the annual Help Desk Buyer’s Guide
• a cross-referenced directory of members
• Focus Books – a concise overview of a topic important to the industry.
These publications are available at additional cost (with a discount to members):
• The Executive Bookshelf – a concise synopsis of a selected business publication
• Management Matters – a series of reports on management issues such as
motivating technical support staff and team building
• Help Desk Institute’s annual Help Desk and Customer Support Practices
Report
• Help Desk Institute’s annual Help Desk Salary Survey.

Events and training
HDI sponsors the two biggest conferences in the support industry – the semiannual International Support Services Conference & Expositions (both held in the
US). HDI also sponsors a regional seminar series presented to regions of the US
and offering training seminars, a products showcase and keynote presentations.
HDI offers training seminars and self-study courses; topics include customer
service skills for help desk professionals, successful problem-solving techniques for
help desk professionals, how to design and set up a successful help desk, how to
manage and improve help desk operations, support automation solutions –
evaluation, selection and implementation, how to manage, motivate, and coach
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support professionals, process improvement toolbox for support services, how to
manage conflict and improve performance, and proactive user support strategies.

Consultancy
HDI offers research and consultancy services on a commercial basis:
• customised consulting – HDI offers a range of consultancy services, including
offerings for staff management, product selection and implementation,
workflow and process design, outsourcing, migration and project management.
HDI can also help with requirements analysis, and then (acting as a
matchmaker), can set you up with an ‘HDI-approved’ consultant
• industry research.

Contact
Help Desk Institute
650 Townsend Street
San Francisco, CA 94103-4908
USA
Tel: +1 415 551 4600
Fax: +1 415 551 4610
Toll-Free US and Canada: (800) 248-5667
E-mail: CSSC@zd.com
Worldwide Web: http://www.HelpDeskInst.co
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SSPA
Background
The Software Support Professional’s Association (SSPA) was founded in 1989 to
provide a forum for service and support professionals in the software industry to
share ideas, discuss developing trends and network with their peers. One of
SSPA’s chief concerns is to raise and professionalise the status of help desk and
customer software support staff.
SSPA has 450 member companies. Access to SSPA is on a membership basis.
SSPA provides training courses, seminars & conferences and publications.

Publications
Innovations – SSPA’s bi-monthly newsletter featuring new developments in
software support, case studies of successful new strategies, member company
profiles and issues of interest to the support industry.
Membership Directory – a guide to SSPA’s members, with information as to which
products and vendors they support, their application sector, annual revenues,
number of employees, support tools being used and areas of expertise.
SSPA Solutions – accessible via the SSPA web-site or e-mail, the SSPA Knowledge
Base can be queried to access statistics, information and frequently asked
questions (FAQ).

Events and training
SSPA sponsors several conferences each year.
SSPA provides a forum on its web-site for information exchange between
members. SSPA also conducts ‘Virtual Roundtables’, where topics are set and
discussed on-line. SSPA arranges Benchmark Tours, which are visits to support
sites to observe how world class support is provided.
SSPA provides training in subjects including: professional software support,
effective software support, recruiting, training and motivating, support
automation solutions, measuring your support centre performance, problem
solving & troubleshooting, software support 101 and software support 401. SSPA
runs a certification program for support staff and centres.

Consultancy
SSPA provide consultancy services via its Professional Services division to advise
on setting up and running a support centre.

Contact
Software Support Professional’s Association
650 Townsend Street
San Francisco, CA 94103-4908
Tel: +1 415 551 4650
Toll free: +1 800 653 9653
Fax: +1 415 551 4610
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ZD Service and Support Consultants (ZD/SSC)
Background
ZD/SSC used to be known as Softbank Service & Support Consultants (SSC). It is
a consulting and training division of ZDEducation Associations (ZDEA), a division
of Softbank created in January 1998. Softbank owns Ziff-Davis, and via that
company, HDI, SSPA and Comdex. ZD/SSC works through HDI and SSPA.

Publications
Support Sense – ZD/SSC’s regular newsletter contains articles, case studies, tools
and templates. Best-in-class support organisations are regularly featured to
provide a benchmark for what others in the industry are doing to improve
customer satisfaction.
1997 Software Support Practices – looks at major trends in the computer software
support industry. The survey is designed to examine key topics including:
software support practices, pricing practices, quality and customer satisfaction
levels, salary practices, productivity measurements, revenue sources, use of
software support tools and service fees. The report includes a CD of the survey
data, to enable members to perform their own analysis.
ServiceScan – monitors industry media and news wires, summarises articles
relevant to service, support and training, and delivers the summaries to its
customers on a weekly basis via fax or e-mail.
ZD/SSC also publishes a range of white papers and reprints of popular articles on
support.

Events and training
ZD/SSC provide training courses in subjects including: professional software
support, problem solving and troubleshooting for software support, electronic
support skills, real-time support, support automation solutions, measuring
support centre performance, recruiting, training and motivating, and effective
software support.

Consultancy
ZD/SSC provides consultancy for:
• assessment – of support centres, help desk and automation
• re-engineering – improving support processes and procedures, defining and
implementing metrics, optimisal facilities design and moving to real-time
support
• strategic planning – insight on future trends in delivering software support
• service marketing programs – advice on promoting your support operation
• international support – developing international support strategies,
implementing ‘follow the sun’ support
• requests for proposals (RFP) – assistance in the selection process for
outsourcing and automation.
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Other
ZD/SSC is working with 24 software industry sponsors in a program to certify the
quality of IT service provided by internal and external support operations. The
certification process uses eleven evaluation criteria, broken down into specific
factors. The key criteria of the program are customer relationship management,
customer feedback, corporate commitment and strategic direction, people
programs, training programs, performance metrics, automation tools, electronic
service delivery, total quality management, R&D interface and sales interface.
ZD/SSC intends to make its certification a benchmark of quality for the support
industry.
The program sponsors are Hyperion Software Corporation, IDX Systems, Intuit,
Lawson Software; Oracle, Rockwell Automation/Rockwell Software, The Sabre
Group, Silicon Graphics, Software AG Americas, Xerox, Sybase, CompuCom
Systems, HBO & Company, Lockheed Martin, FutureSoft, Landmark Graphics,
QAD, SPSS, State of the Art, Ultimate Software and Vantive.
Typically, it will take a support centre 30–90 days to complete the self-assessment
and prepare for the on-site visit from SCP auditors. Usually, the audit will be
completed in two days.

Contact
Ziff Davis Service & Support Consultants
11858 Bernardo Plaza Court
Suite 101C
San Diego, CA 92128
USA
Tel: +1 619 674 4864
Fax: +1 619 674 1192
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Customers International
Background
In 1998, Customers International was formed as the amalgamation of HUG
(Helpdesk Users Group) and CSM (Customer Service Management – a journal).
The two organisations continue to run their own publications, conferences and
events separately.
HUG was founded as a commercial user group in the UK by Howard Kendall in
1988.
Customer Service Management is a journal for the service industry, with a
subscription base of 6,500. CSM runs the UK-based Customer Service Conference.
CSM was launched in 1993.

Publications
HUG has its own regular newsletter, Product Guide, Website Guide and Help
Desk User Group Handbook – all available to members of HUG as part of the
membership fee.
CSM publishes the CSM Journal bi-monthly. It is only available by subscription.

Events and training
HUG holds monthly regional seminars on support and customer service issues.
HUG also hosts its own annual conference. The Group presents an annual
Customer Service Excellence award – to enter the competition you must be a
member of HUG. The CSS Exhibition (held in the UK, usually in Brighton but
now at Olympia) was originally wholly hosted by HUG, but is now a joint venture
with VCM Communications.
CSM runs the Customer Service Management Conference annually, usually in
London.
HUG organises a range of training courses.

Consultancy
HUG offers consultancy services ranging from defining help desk processes to
implementing call centres, including staffing and technology.

Contact details
Customers International
21 High Street
Green Street Green, Orpington
Kent BR6 6BG
UK
Tel: +44 1689 862 999
Fax: +44 1689 855 010
E-mail: C-S-M@dial.pipex.com
Worldwide Web: www.customers-int.com
© Ovum Ltd 1998. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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Customer Support Consortium
Background
The CSC aims to advance the state of the art in customer support by developing
strategies, business models, standards and operational guidelines. The
Consortium was founded in 1992. Twenty-four technology organisations joined to
form it, with Primus as the managing partner. In January 1997, CSC became an
independent, non-profit making organisation. The Consortium initially focused on
creating a technology vision for problem resolution. It soon broadened its focus to
look at how solution knowledge could best be captured and re-used. This led to the
creation of the solution-centred support strategic model. Additional projects have
included a multi-vendor support model and an exchange standard for support
information.
CSC’s members include Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel, Lotus, Microsoft, NCR,
Novell, SHL, Softbank Services and Tandem. Support technology vendors such as
Clarify, Inference, Scopus, ServiceWare and Vantive have also joined. There are
three membership categories: sponsor, participant and associate.

Publications
White papers, briefings and strategy papers are distributed to members.

Events and training
The Consortium holds annual conferences and small-group strategic sessions. It
has three projects underway for 1998:
• solution-centred support – to define a set of principles and practices to capture
and re-use knowledge
• exchange standards – a joint effort with the Desktop Management Task Force
(DMTF). CSC and DMTF have published Release 1.0 of the Service Incident
Standard and the Solution Exchange Standard. This project aims to promote
adoption and work on refinements to the standards, based on experience
• multi-vendor support strategy – a standards-based business framework to
enable support organisations to interact through the sharing of knowledge and
analyst-to-analyst communications.

Consultancy
The Consortium does not provide consultancy services.

Contact
Customer Support Consortium
1601 El Caiman Real Suite 202
Belmont, CA 94002
Tel: (650) 654-6650
Fax: (650) 654-6654
E-mail: info@customersupport.org
Worldwide Web: www.customersupport.org
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Association of Support Professionals (ASP)
Background
The ASP is organised as a federation of individual chapters, each of which has full
authority to elect directors and develop local meeting content and programs.

Publications
ASP Website – industry and chapter news, interviews and management tips. ASP
members gain expanded access to ‘members only’ pages, including access to PCoriented benchmarks, forecasts of trends and cost ratio studies.
A Membership directory.
ASP Technical Support Salary Survey – identifies pay levels for seven categories
of support jobs (with breakouts by skill level, company revenues, support
organisation size, product price and geography).
ASP members also get copies of upcoming studies on costs, operations, automation
systems, outsourcers and other topics.

Events and training
Each chapter hosts six to eight meetings and social events a year. Meetings
typically include an expert speaker, a tour of a local support facility and at least
an hour of open discussion and networking.
In addition, the ASP hosts the annual Customer Support Conference.

Consultancy
No consultancy services.

Contact details
Worldwide Web: www.asponline.com
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The Resource Centre
Background
The Resource Centre for Customer Service Professionals was founded in 1995 by
Nina Kawalek, a technology company re-engineering and cost reduction specialist.
The idea of The Resource Centre is to assemble products from publishers
worldwide in one place for help desk, customer service, technical support and call
centre professionals. The Resource Centre does not publish any products itself.
The Resource Centre guarantees 48-hour delivery on help desk books for a $3
shipping charge.
The Resource Centre provides free research services to its customers and will
locate materials relevant to any call centre or technology topic.

Contact details
The Resource Centre for Customer Service Professionals
PO Box 401, Western Springs,
IL 60558
USA
Tel: +1 708 246 0320
Fax: +1 708 246 0251
Worldwide Web: www.the-resource-center.com
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TSANet
Background
TSANet was established in 1993. It is a technical support alliance that provides a
communication process between vendors to solve mutual customer problems and
issues. Via TSANet, members follow a procedure when placing and receiving
multi-vendor technical support calls.
Manufacturers of computer hardware, software and related products are invited
to become part of TSANet, which helps facilitate multi-vendor problem resolution
for customers. TSANet is an extension of the original TSA concept and many
vendors joining TSANet will continue to sponsor their own TSAs. TSANet allows
companies to expand the support alliance concept to reach even more companies
and keep pace with the multi-vendor computer environment.
A board of trustees oversees the long-term strategic direction of the alliance.
Dennis Smeltzer, executive director, manages the day-to-day operations of
TSANet.
Members include: 3Com, Third Wave Innovation, Acer, Acucobol, Adaptec, All
Components, Allied Telesyn International, APC, Apple, Applix, Ascend, AST,
Attachmate, Banyan, Bay Networks, Broderbund, Citrix Systems, Cognos,
Compaq, Computer Associates/Cheyenne Software, Data General, Dell, Digi
International, Dr Solomon’s Software, Edify, Eicon Technology, EMC, Epson,
Exabyte, FileNet, Fore Systems, FTP Software, General DataComm, Genesys
Telecommunications, GTE Internetworking, Hewlett-Packard, Hughes Network
Systems, IBM, Informix, Insignia Solutions, Intel, Interleaf, Interphase
Corporation, Kingston, Legato Systems, Level 8 Systems, Lotus, Madge, Memco
Software, Microsoft, Mylex, NCR, NetFRAME, Novell, Olicom, Olivetti, Oracle,
PictureTel, Pilot Software, Platinum Technology, Powersoft, Progress Software,
Prestrac, SAG (AG and America), Seagate Software, Secure Computing, SCO,
Sequent Computer Systems, Shiva, SMC, Sterling Software, Storage Technology,
Sybase, Symantec, SysKonnect, Tandem Computers, Tektronix, Tivoli Systems,
Toshiba America Information Systems, Tricord Systems, US Robotics, Unisys,
Wall Data and WRQ.

How TSANet escalation works
It begins with a customer reporting a problem to Vendor F. Vendor F determines
that the problem is multi-vendor in nature and involves Vendor B and G. Since all
three vendors are members of TSANet, Vendor F contacts vendors B and G to
isolate the issue. The problem is identified and the original vendor (Vendor F)
contacts the customer with the solution.
Most end users will never know that TSANet is working – it was designed to be
behind the scenes. Member companies know how to utilise TSANet, while the
customer may only know that his or her problem was solved using TSANet.
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Contact details
TSANet
7101 College Blvd., Ste. 380
Overland Park, KS 66210, USA
Tel: +1 913 345 9311
Fax: +1 913 345 9317
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Towards business-meaningful service-level management
Business-critical IT infrastructures must be managed so that they provide a
reliable, high quality service to the end-user community. However, IT
architectures and the personnel structures that support them have evolved to
make this proposition very difficult.
In modern distributed architectures, the IT supporting a single user business
process consists of many software and hardware resources. The network of
dependencies connecting these resources is highly complex and is never fully
understood. There is therefore a ‘management gap’ between user business
processes and the low-level resources that can be directly managed.
The vision of business-meaningful service-level management is to provide a
management paradigm within which all of these groups can work towards a
unified goal of maximising the performance of business processes, and close
this management gap.
Help desks are geared towards end-user problem resolution, while second-line
support groups aim to maximise the performance of the particular low-level
resource they manage. These roles fall on either side of the management gap,
which means they cannot be perfectly co-ordinated.
Some systems management suppliers have narrowed the management gap
with new functionality but, at best, they offer only partial solutions. In the
meantime, help desk managers should exploit the potential of current tools,
processes and staff to deliver a more business-focused approach, as explained
in this briefing paper.
This briefing paper is partly based on research undertaken for, and originally
published in, Ovum’s 1998 report, Distributed Systems Management: The Key
to Business-Driven IT.
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Traditional IT support management
Today, corporate IT support departments are generally structured with a help
desk as the interface, with end users, and separate technically-focused groups
– such as LAN management, database administration and server
administration – to maintain systems and solve all but the most
straightforward problems.
Both help desk managers and team leaders managing technical resources
often use the terms service-level management (SLM) and service-level
agreement (SLA) to describe how they prioritise work and assess their
performance over time.
However, in today’s practice, service levels are defined using different metrics
for each discipline, and there is rarely any overarching framework for
measuring the level of service delivered to the end user by the IT organisation
as a whole.

Help desks have SLAs with end users
A help desk’s SLAs set out the standard of service IT end users are entitled to
in terms of responding to and rectifying problems.

Defining the seriousness of problems
While exact terminology varies, problems are generally prioritised along two
dimensions:
• severity – a time-independent measure of the business impact of the
problem
• urgency – a measure of how soon the problem needs to be resolved.
In some instances, there is a direct correlation between severity and urgency:
a very severe problem will always be assigned high urgency. The difference
arises in less severe issues, which become more urgent the longer they are left
unresolved.
Severity and urgency are not directly measurable. They must be derived from
information the user supplies when reporting the problem, and from the help
desk’s accumulated knowledge of the systems it supports. The assignment
process may be one of negotiation between the user and the help desk analyst,
or alternatively be governed by rules incorporated into the (either paper or
computer-based) help desk system.
The following are examples of factors influencing the severity and urgency
assignment of end-user problems:
• what application is affected. Most companies will regard temporarily being
unable to take orders as more severe than not being able to design
presentations
• what department the user is in. Some departments, such as accounts, use
IT for almost all their processes, so will be entirely unproductive without it
• how senior the user is. Senior staff are more expensive to employ and it is
therefore especially inefficient for them to be unable to work due to IT
failure
• when the problem occurs. Payroll failure is much more disruptive on and
immediately before pay-day than at other times
• whether the application is degraded or not functioning at all.
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Responding to problems
For each combination of severity and urgency, the SLA requires the help desk
to fulfil two obligations:
• response time – acknowledge the problem and give an indication of how
and when it will be resolved
• fix time – restore the affected system or systems to normal operation.

Help desk performance metrics
Help desk managers typically produce monthly statistics related to the SLA to
show how well the support organisation has performed, such as:
• the percentage of calls closed on first call
• the percentage of calls closed within the time set out in the SLA
• the number of calls open at the end of a period (for example, month) as a
percentage of calls received.

Technical management groups work to technical performance levels
Administrators of specific resources in the IT infrastructure, such as
databases, are judged by their ability to maintain:
• maximal uptime
• fast data transfer and high transaction throughput
• minimal error rates.
These administrators, who collectively make up the systems management
function, are well served by standard management tools – detailed information
on network transfer and error rates, database throughput and so on is readily
available. Unplanned downtime can often be averted by monitoring lower level
parameters (such as memory usage and free disk space in the case of a
database server), as managers know the thresholds of performance
degradation in each case.
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What’s wrong with the current situation
There is a huge ‘management gap’
At the end of each month, the help desk can present a set of statistics showing
how quickly it has closed calls, and the network and systems management can
post details of the availability and performance of resources such as LAN
segments and database servers. Regardless of the number of colourful charts
produced at this stage, the overall IT management has no means to relate one
set of data to the other, or to the end-user IT experience.
The help desk data is valuable in that it gives an insight into the end-user
computing experience – albeit an unsystematic insight. The low-level technical
data is important, because the end-user experience ultimately depends on the
resources it documents.
What is missing is an understanding of how the performance of individual lowlevel resources aggregates to give good end-user performance (where the help
desk receives few calls – not including ‘how to’ enquiries) or poor performance
(where the help desk receives many calls).

The help desk suffers…
Inability to identify root causes of problems
The help desk’s key role is to diagnose user problems and administer the
process by which they are routed or escalated to other groups. Since the other
groups typically specialise in a particular low-level technical resource, the help
desk analyst must establish which of these resources is affected before the
problem can be forwarded.
For example, a user’s problem with a client-server accounts package being
slow may be caused by a problem in a database server, an application server, a
LAN or the user’s PC.
The help desk analyst will, in the first instance, forward the call on the basis
of similarity to previously solved problems. Help desk software normally offers
searchable knowledge bases to aid this process. The problem with this
approach is that most sets of symptoms can have more than one cause, so,
regardless of ability and knowledge, the help desk analyst may misdirect the
call.
This classic help desk set-up is damaging in that it wastes the time of secondline personnel by bothering them with problems which are outside their area,
and it reduces the credibility of first-line analysts. What help desk analysts
need is a structured way of deriving root causes from a combination of end
user reports and technical data. Unfortunately, the dependencies underlying
these causal relationships are not known, since they lie in the management
gap set out above.

Not able to implement fixes
Even if the help desk software has a knowledge base and the analyst can
correctly diagnose the problem, the analyst has no direct control over the lowlevel resources in the IT infrastructure. The only option, even in the case of a
problem which has been seen and fixed dozens of times, is to escalate the call
to one of the technically-focused groups in the second line.
There are three problems with this:
Page 6 of 12
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• there is an overhead in escalating the call, and chasing up the second-line
group if a solution is not implemented in a satisfactory time
• any call escalated to second-line support is several times more expensive to
resolve than one closed on the first call
• help desk analysts become frustrated as they must let other people solve a
problem they could solve themselves.

Cannot be proactive
End-user satisfaction depends on as few problems as possible being noticeable
to the users. The more that is known about the specifications of devices in a
network, the network topology and the status of the devices, the more IT
problems are foreseeable. An ideal IT support organisation would use
information gathered from end users (via the help desk) and from agents or
probes in the enterprise network to anticipate and avert future problems.
The management gap, however, means that there is no way to combine these
data sets to manage the environment proactively. Both help desks and systems
management groups therefore spend too much of their time ‘fighting fires’,
that is, responding to problems which have already affected ‘fire fighting’; the
ability of end users to do their work.
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The proposed solution – business-meaningful service-level
management
A new kind of service-level management
Vendors of systems and network management software have started to
promote a new kind of service-level management (in their domain). In
Distributed Systems Management: The Key to Business-Driven IT, Ovum
defines SLM as a process that iterates over three distinct activities:
• identifying IT services that are meaningful to business customers – things
such as ‘order processing’ or ‘product shipping’
• agreeing satisfactory ‘quality of service’ levels for these, and documenting
them in service-level agreements (SLAs). Three aspects of quality are key:
uptime
throughput/performance
fault recovery time
• managing IT infrastructure to ensure the business-meaningful service
levels are met.
The goal entailed by this definition (to maximise end-user productivity) is the
same one that help desks and systems management are already implicitly
working towards. The second element of the definition incorporates quality
metrics that are already familiar – systems management traditionally aims to
maximise uptime and performance, while help desks measure their
performance in terms of fault recovery times.
What is new lies in what is being measured and optimised, not in the metrics.
Services that are meaningful to business people are key, and the individual
roles that the help desk and the database administration team play in keeping
the order processing system at target uptime are secondary.

How business-meaningful service-level management could work
Mapping dependencies
The third element of the definition – achieving business-meaningful, useroriented service levels by managing low-level resources – requires tools or
processes to bridge the management gap. The management gap is caused by a
lack of understanding of several types of dependencies:
• the dependence of business processes on an array of functionality provided
by software applications. A single business process may depend on more
than one application, and a single application may service more than one
business process
• dependencies between architectural layers, such as business applications
depending on databases, which themselves depend on operating systems
which, in turn, depend on hardware
• dependencies within architectural layers, such as separate sales and
distribution applications which make API calls to each other, such that a
degradation in the performance of one can affect the performance of the
other
• the effect of competition for shared resources. A typical LAN environment
has many users of several different networked applications, so it is their
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combined load on the network that influences whether each user
experiences satisfactory response times.

The vision
Root cause identification
If every dependency influencing the performance of a given user process is
documented, and data on the status of each IT asset included in the map of
dependencies is available, the root cause of every problem can theoretically be
deduced. This systematic approach is a progression from the help desk relying
on previous problem–solution pairs or support analysts’ tacit knowledge.

Establishing solutions
As well as being able to map symptoms to root causes, complete knowledge of
the dependencies within a computer network enables the reverse process to be
executed. That is, a solution (such as re-tuning a database) can be proposed by
the help desk or systems management, and the map of dependencies will
enable analysts to decide whether this will return the applications, as the user
sees them, to their desired state.

Proactive notification
Moving from problem resolution to the day-to-day management of resources, a
full knowledge of the dependencies in the network enables low-level
information to be aggregated, such that problems likely to be detrimental to
the end-user experience are anticipated.
The help desk benefits by being able to escalate problems it cannot solve itself
before the users start calling, and being able to assure the users that the
problem is already being dealt with when they call. If problems are anticipated
far enough ahead, users can be notified in advance that they should not plan
to use the affected IT service at the time specified.

More efficient use of staff resources
The IT skills shortage, both now and in the future, is well documented.
Business-meaningful SLM promises to take the guesswork out of IT
management, freeing staff to do more proactive work. If fulfilled, this will be
very significant to IT departments, which must support ever more complex
infrastructures but do not have the budgets to recruit at current market rates.

Better service levels
The improvements in both proactive and reactive IT support can only result in
improved service levels. Good proactive management maximises uptime and
performance, while efficient reactive support minimises fault recovery time. A
business-focused approach to managing IT will ensure that current resources
deliver maximum benefit to the business, and that future investment is
targeted at doing the same.
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Problems with the proposed solution
If managing IT were simple, all the major corporates would be doing it. Many
companies have attempted to move in this direction by implementing high-end
systems management products to consolidate and augment processes and
software designed to manage individual technical resources. Despite the high
cost and profile of these projects, Ovum believes that the majority of enterprise
management packages are still neither fully implemented nor meeting the
goals of their users several years after purchase. One reason for these failures
is that the state-of-the-art is not sufficiently advanced for tools to support the
management paradigm previously outlined.

Problems with building the map
The service-level management vision outlined in the previous section depends
entirely on being able to describe and document the hierarchy of dependencies
from business processes down to individual items of IT hardware.
The behaviour of IT systems, from end-user applications down to individual
hardware assets, is coded as software, middleware, hardware and firmware.
The rules and procedures specified in these pieces of code logically entail the
map of dependencies needed to bridge the management gap – except the final
leap from software applications to business processes. IT dependencies are
therefore theoretically knowable. However, standard tools do not provide a
means of extracting them from the chaotic form in which they are coded.
The only practical approach would be to build up the network of dependencies
by manually or semi-automatically coding them on the basis of what is already
known about the network. For example, the only client-server application a
small company runs might be a sales and contact management system,
depending on a single LAN and a single server running the application and
the DBMS. As soon as the environment scales up, however, problems are
encountered.

The need to be dynamic to reflect changing technology and business
Even if the map of dependencies can be established, the rate of change in all
but the smallest and simplest networks means that maintainability is a key
issue. Networks constantly expand, shrink and change in topology as new
employees join the company, applications are introduced or retired, network
capacity is increased and so on. One small change, such as re-organising a
LAN that has grown too large into several segments, introduces new IT assets
(for example, routing devices) that must all be incorporated into any
dependencies that previously included the original LAN.
If the map of dependencies has been created using manual or semi-automatic
processes – and without a formal method for documenting it – updating it will
be both time-consuming and prone to error.

Partial solutions
Existing technology addresses some of the concerns in relating the
performance of low-level resources to the end-user computing experience. For
example:
• using agents to monitor the performance of end-user applications. By
measuring the time from the user pressing ‘enter’ or clicking the ‘submit’
button to the screen being populated with the requested data, the agents
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can forward the most important aspect of the end-user experience to the
help desk and systems managers
• collecting disparate performance data from monitored objects and
performing event correlation. Event correlation requires dependencies to be
programmed into the system as rules. Given the maintainability problems
previously mentioned, event correlation is usually only applied to certain
segments of the network, and does not climb up the technology stack as far
as end-user applications.
A combination of these approaches allows IT departments to attack the
management gap from above and below. However, the current state-of-the-art
in establishing and maintaining dependencies prevents the two fronts from
meeting in the middle.
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Steps that help desk managers can take now
The typical help desk has the capability to do much more than reactive
support. It can improve the service it offers to its customers by taking full
advantage of the functionality of the available software, and of analysts’ skills
and knowledge. Most help desk software supports SLAs in some form, and this
functionality can bring real benefits if it is aligned with how the business
actually uses IT. More generally, the help desk is uniquely placed to receive
information from both users and equipment, and can overcome some of the
management gap by consolidating this information manually to improve the
end-user computing experience.

Keep SLAs in line with business requirements
While SLAs governing response time and fix time are only part of the solution
in assuring IT service delivery, careful attention to their exact terms can bring
significant business benefits. Help desk managers should take advantage of
the facilities in many software packages to define SLAs according to multiple
variables. For example, the time in the business cycle a problem occurs, and
the effect on the business as a whole of particular staff being unable to carry
out particular tasks.
It is all too easy for SLAs to be defined when a help desk system is installed or
upgraded, and not be reviewed until the next upgrade. The effectiveness of
SLAs is dependent on their being updated in line with both business and
technical changes. When the help desk’s performance is being reviewed,
managers go further than assessing whether the help desk has solved
problems in line with its SLAs, and also consider whether the SLAs have
matched business requirements.

Fully exploit the potential of current tools, staffing and processes
The vision of business-meaningful service-level management demands an
integrated software system which reconciles diverse information sources and
unifies help desk and systems management processes. However, even the
current state-of-the-art allows the help desk to improve the quality of support
through manual processes, for example:
• many performance problems are the unforeseen consequences of changes to
the infrastructure. The information available from, for example, network
management software and from asset and change management
applications, means the help desk can manually derive likely causes and
solutions
• experienced help desk personnel’s tacit knowledge of the environment they
support and current problem resolution systems using knowledge bases can
go a long way towards making up for the lack of knowledge of dependencies
in IT systems
• the help desk can contribute to end-user productivity by properly managing
the inevitable interruptions in IT services. Most help desk tools have some
facility for ‘broadcasting’ issues (such as warnings of server downtime) to a
number of users. Good use of asset management software (which relates
equipment to users and their roles) means this kind of notification can be
precisely targeted towards only the affected users.
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Service providers
Who are they?
There are hundreds of service providers, ranging from IBM Global Services to one
person operations. The profiles provided here aim to give an indication of the
range of service providers, which specialise in services related to help desk and
customer service.
The following companies are profiled:
• Andersen Consulting
• Bentley Group
• Cambridge Technology Partners
• Cap Gemini
• Digital
• Groupe Bull
• HP
• IBM Global Services
• ICL
• Knowledge Networks
• Siemens Nixdorf
• Unisys.

What do they do?
There is no attempt to evaluate the services of the providers included. All the
profiles follow a standard format, including the sections listed below.
Company background
An overview of the company’s history, structure, commercial results and
positioning (for example, its vertical and geographical markets, or alliances).
Market strategy
A comment on the company’s philosophy and strengths. Some of the companies
profiled have a focus on help desk/customer services; for others, this is one of a
number of specialties.
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Services
Classified as consultancy, systems integration or outsourcing – although in some
cases, an additional section is devoted to service ‘packages’ for the help
desk/customer service fields. A comment on staff recruitment and training is also
included here, since the skills and experience of staff are crucial to services
offered.
Contact details
Addresses for the service provider – the head office and European head office (as
appropriate). Worldwide Web and e-mail contact details are also provided.
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Andersen Consulting
Summary
Andersen Consulting has an extremely strong position in the computing services
market.
Andersen Consulting has a considerable interest in the customer relationship
management (CRM) field. Through this line of business Andersen Consulting
offers CRM-focused consulting and systems integration services. At present, CRM
comprises 10–15% of the work Andersen Consulting does, although the firm
expects this figure to grow to 20–25% in the next five years.
Business process management (BPM) is Andersen Consulting’s approach to
outsourcing. Through BPM, Andersen Consulting takes responsibility for one or
more of a client’s business processes. BPM is the fastest-growing part of Andersen
Consulting, having expanded at an average compound rate of almost 50% over the
past two years.
In its CRM practice, Andersen Consulting has a worldwide alliance with Siebel
Systems (in which Andersen Consulting has equity) and has worked with other
vendors, including Aurum, Vantive, Remedy and Clarify.

Company background
History
Andersen Consulting was formed in 1989, when the organisation was created as a
separate business unit from accounting firm Arthur Andersen. The accountancy
practice retained the name Arthur Andersen, and a new co-ordinating entity
called Andersen Worldwide was formed. This is legally based in Switzerland.
Andersen Worldwide is merely an administrative co-ordinating body for Andersen
Consulting and Arthur Andersen.
Andersen Consulting’s revenues have increased from $1.5 billion in 1989 to $6.6
billion in 1997, and from 21,000 people in 1989 to 53,000 in 1997. The firm has
evolved into a global management and technology consultancy through the
development of its four competencies, change management, technology, strategic
services and processes. Since the early 1990s, the firm has stepped up its
involvement in outsourcing considerably through its Business Process
Management offering. It has locations in 47 countries and is managed privately by
more than 1,100 partners.
Andersen Consulting, having successfully grown up in association with Arthur
Andersen, is now starting to overtake. Dissatisfaction between the two
organisations reached bursting point in 1997, when Andersen Consulting filed for
independent arbitration to sort out their differences. At the core of the discontent
is Andersen Consulting’s belief that Arthur Andersen has violated the terms of its
operation by intentionally setting up competencies in IT/business integration
consulting, competing against Andersen Consulting, poaching Andersen
Consulting staff and blurring the market distinction between Andersen
Consulting and Arthur Andersen. Andersen Consulting still distributes
considerable revenues to Arthur Andersen each year – giving rise to the belief
that the newer company is merely funding the older one to compete against it.
Andersen Consulting wants to dissolve the relationship between Andersen
© Ovum Ltd 1998. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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Consulting and Arthur Andersen (on the grounds that the terms of their
arrangement have been violated). Arthur Andersen has not responded to the
arbitration filing.

Commercial
Andersen Consulting is a worldwide management and information technology
consulting firm. Originally based in Chicago (US), it now has 148 offices in 47
countries, employing 53,000 staff.
Andersen Consulting had revenues of $6.6 billion in 1997, up 25% from $5.3
billion in 1996.
Since 1993, growth has been steady at 20–26% worldwide and between 13–32% in
the Europe/Middle East/Africa/India (EMEAI) region.
Ovum estimates that 85% of the firm’s revenue comes from services related to
computing, principally from systems integration and systems consultancy.

Structure
Andersen Consulting operates through a matrix structure comprising industries,
geographic areas and competencies. Industries constitute the firm’s sales channels
and revenue streams. Competencies comprise the firm’s skills, tools and methods
(delivery of service). The firm also has three geographic regions, through which
resources are clustered. The three areas are the Americas, EMEAI and AsiaPacific. These geographic areas are also the means through which Andersen
Consulting manages emerging markets.
The executive committee consists of a small group of managing partners
comprising Andersen Consulting’s matrix structure. George T. Shaheen is the
managing partner and CEO.

Vendor positioning
Vertical industry markets
Andersen Consulting’s main distribution channels are its industries. There are 16
industry practices that are organised under five global market units, each with
profit/loss accountability. The market units are: communications, financial
services, government, products and resources. In Europe, Andersen Consulting
has particular strengths in two vertical markets: financial services and products.
The products sector is Andersen Consulting’s largest market and includes
automotive & industrial equipment, electronics & high tech, food & packaged
goods, media & entertainment, pharmaceuticals & medical products, retail and
transportation & travel services.
Finance is the second-largest sector and includes banking, health services and
insurance. Resources (such as chemicals, energy and natural resources) and
utilities is the third-largest, followed by communications and government.
Each global market unit has defined organisational units (called lines of business)
that comprise clusters of skills, expertise and repeatable solutions that can be
transferred across industry groups. Each line of business is responsible for
tracking and gathering Andersen Consulting’s best industry experience, as well as
developing skills and capabilities important to client work in each global market
unit. One example is the customer relationship management line of business.
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Competitors
Andersen Consulting has few direct competitors worldwide, but many that it
competes with partially.
It competes most directly with the general computing services companies where it
overlaps on systems integration, systems consultancy, software development and
outsourcing. Andersen Consulting’s main competitors here are IBM and EDS.
Many of these companies are also targeting the management and change
consultancy area. For example, Cap Gemini Sogeti is slowly building its
capabilities in management consultancy and is the greatest threat through sheer
size.
Most of the management consultancies are increasing their IT work, but all are
significantly smaller than Andersen Consulting.
Systems manufacturers are highly active in the systems integration area, possibly
presenting the greatest threat to Andersen Consulting. However, they are also
keen to partner the firm in large contracts.
Alliances
An important part of Andersen Consulting’s strategy is to work with third parties.
Andersen Consulting has a portfolio of alliances with the major software and
hardware vendors to meet specific global, geographic or industry needs.
Worldwide alliances include companies such as: Hewlett-Packard, Oracle,
PeopleSoft, SAP, Siebel Systems and Sun Microsystems. Andersen Consulting has
alliances with leading technology vendors, including 3Com, Bay Networks, Digital
Equipment, Documentum, FileNet, IBM, Informix, Microsoft, Sybase, Viasoft and
Viewstar. Industry-focused alliances include Baan, Manugistics and Retek.

Market strategy
Andersen Consulting has historically positioned itself as a management and
technology consultancy at the top end of the computing services market. However,
the firm’s major services are systems consultancy and systems integration, and
this places it close to the general computing services companies. The firm has
gradually expanded its expertise into business strategy, change management,
people issues and business processes; these services are frequently linked to
computing services.
Andersen Consulting works with three out of four Fortune global 100 companies
and 44 of Fortune’s most profitable firms. The firm targets ‘change agents’ within
a client’s organisation – buyers that are willing to embrace change in order to
improve the client’s business. Each of the 16 industry group divisions in Andersen
Consulting focuses on selling unique statements of value to each client (for
example, ‘we will improve your performance by x percent’).

Services
Andersen Consulting provides a broad range of management and information
technology consulting services. The firm has four competencies through which it
develops and delivers the skills necessary for client solutions. The four
competencies are:
• strategic services, which focuses on helping clients to choose an appropriate
strategic direction and then implement the appropriate solutions
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• change management, which helps clients to maximise human performance via
a rigorous, systematic approach to shaping skills and day-to-day behaviour
• process, which aims to achieve an improvement in business performance
through process re-engineering
• technology, which is responsible for developing technology-enabled
opportunities and delivering systems.
Andersen Consulting is increasingly undertaking implementation work from
solution centres. Solution centres are permanent facilities where Andersen
Consulting staff customise technologies for multiple clients. The idea behind
solution centres is to enable domain experts within Andersen Consulting to
develop and re-use their knowledge and tools internally, rather than at a client
site – technology can be tested before implementation. By 2000, Andersen
Consulting expects that 50% of its system building will be performed at solution
centres. The firm has more than 40 centres worldwide.

Consulting and systems integration - customer relationship management
Andersen Consulting has several lines of business in which it offers consultancy
and systems integration services, using its four competencies. In this profile, we
focus on the customer relationship management line of business. Other lines of
business offer a similar variety of services, as appropriate to the domain.
The customer relationship management (CRM) line of business focuses on
improving a client’s marketing, sales and customer service business processes.
The aim of CRM is to help clients find new ways to generate profitable revenue
growth by building and maintaining long-term relationships with their customers.
Approximately 10–15% of the work Andersen Consulting does is related to CRM.
The firm expects this figure to increase to 20–25% in the next five years. Dale H.
Renner is the global managing partner of CRM for Andersen Consulting.
CRM involves two fundamental steps:
• developing a customer strategy built on an understanding of customers’ needs
and expectations
• aligning a company’s business processes, technology and people to deliver value
to the customer.
The CRM line of business provides expertise in customer strategy, customer
insight, market effectiveness, service effectiveness and sales effectiveness. The
firm also helps companies optimise the use of different channels, including field
sales, call centres and electronic commerce.
Call centre solutions
Andersen Consulting’s CRM call centre solutions practice aims to improve
customer interaction with the client by fitting the call centre into the company’s
overall customer relationship strategy. This includes implementing measures to
ensure consistently high levels of service, across all customer interaction channels
(for example, mail, fax, e-mail, phone and Internet).
Andersen Consulting provides clients with a range of services options, including
operational improvements and consolidations, strategic improvements, greenfield
start-ups and call centre outsourcing. The company has provided call centre
solutions services to clients worldwide, in industry segments: automotive &
industrial equipment, banking, chemicals, communications, electronics & high
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tech, energy, food & packaged goods, government, health services, insurance,
media & entertainment, natural resources, pharmaceuticals & medical products,
retail, transportation & travel services and utilities.
Andersen Consulting employs a proprietary ‘business architecture’ when
providing call centre solutions services. This defines the process, technology,
people and strategy considerations for each call centre business model, including
inbound sales, outbound sales, customer service, technical support, field dispatch
and billing/collection. The call centre ‘business architecture’ provides a foundation,
or blueprint, from which client-specific call centre solutions are developed.
Additional resources and ‘thought leadership’ initiatives within the CRM line of
business include:
• a worldwide network of CRM solution centres that work with on-site client
teams to provide CRM solutions to clients. Housing a concentration of skills
and resources, solution centres enable the re-use of knowledge capital,
processes, architectures and applications to provide clients with higher quality
solutions, faster delivery and reduced risk
• a research initiative with the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) to report
global trends in the management of customer relationships. Early findings
from the comprehensive Andersen Consulting/EIU study indicate that
increased competition, emerging technologies and rising customer expectations
are driving companies worldwide to take a process-oriented approach to
managing customer relationships
• an education and research initiative with the University of Texas-Austin. In
conjunction with the university, Andersen Consulting recently founded the
centre for customer insight. This program for business executives is centred
around building and maintaining customer relationships, and will offer a MBA
in customer insight.

Outsourcing
Andersen Consulting entered the outsourcing business in 1987. In many respects,
it is a service that runs counter to the firm’s traditional business model of
implementing a change and then handing on to clients.
Business process management (BPM) is Andersen Consulting’s approach to
outsourcing. Through BPM, Andersen Consulting takes responsibility for one or
more of a client’s business processes.
The firm does not offer outsourcing at the bureau services end of the scale, for
contract staff, or third-party maintenance. It offers some disaster recovery
services, but Ovum estimates the revenues involved are tiny.

Staff
Andersen Consulting has more than 53,000 employees worldwide. Personnel has
grown quickly in order to expand the company’s business integration skills base.
In 1997, one out of three new staff was experienced.
The firm has a strong commitment to training and professional development. It
spends an average of 6–10% of fee revenues on its professional development
programme. More than 700 courses are available to each consultant, including
advanced computer technology, business information consulting, business and
strategic planning, and vertical industry-specific courses. Consultants will have
© Ovum Ltd 1998. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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received more than 1,400 hours of education by the time they reach the associate
partner level.
Specific to CRM, consultants are offered a variety of professional development
training courses, including: an advanced call centre training workshop, a five-day
intensive ‘generate demand’ course, and intensive training in call centre
technologies and applications from companies including Aurum, Clarify, Remedy,
Scopus, Siebel Systems and Vantive.

Use of software
Andersen Consulting uses a best-of-breed strategy when working with software
packages. The firm has worked with many vendors in the customer service
marketplace, including Aurum, Clarify, Remedy, Scopus, Siebel Systems and
Vantive. Software selection is driven by client requirements.
In 1995, Andersen Consulting established a worldwide strategic alliance with
Siebel Systems, which includes an equity position in the company

Contact details
Worldwide headquarters

EMEAI headquarters

Andersen Consulting
100 South Wacker Drive
Chicago
IL 60606
USA

Andersen Consulting
2 Arundel Street
London
WC2R 3LT
UK

Tel: +1 312 372 7100
Fax: +1 312 507 7965

Tel: +44 71 438 5000
Fax: +44 71 831 1133

Web-site: www.ac.com
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Asia-Pacific headquarters

Customer relationship management

Andersen Consulting
Wing On Centre,
23rd Floor
111 Connaught Road Central
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Frank C. Forest
Andersen Consulting
901 Main Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
USA

Tel: +1 852 2852 0388
Fax: +1 852 2850 8956

Tel: +1 214 853 3261
Fax: +1 214 853 2900
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Bentley Group
Summary
The Bentley Group is a specialist service provider in the customer
service/enterprise customer management field. It operates in the US and
worldwide through its parent company, Technology Solutions Company (TSC).
The Bentley Group offers consultancy and systems integration services; it does not
provide outsourcing, although advice on forming an outsourcing arrangement may
be provided.
The Bentley Group works with products from vendors, including Clarify, Metrix,
Remedy, Vantive and Scopus.

Company background
History
The Bentley Group was established in 1989 by William W. Bentley. The company
was acquired by TSC in June 1997 through a stock option and cash transaction at
a value of $19 million.
TSC is also a business and technology consulting services provider, specialising in
customer relationship management, enterprise application systems, electronic
commerce, financial services and systems integration. TSC is based in Chicago,
with offices in the US, Canada, Latin America and Europe, employing more than
2,000 staff worldwide. As well as The Bentley Group, TSC has also recently
acquired Aspen Consultancy, HRM Resources and McLaughlin & Associates.

Commercial
Before its acquisition by TSC, The Bentley Group was a private company. Ovum
estimates that revenues of $15 million were attributed to the Bentley Group in
1997. TSC reported revenues of $63.896 million in fiscal 1997, up from 1996
revenues of $39.52 million.
The Bentley Group has over 100 employees.
Clients include Compaq, Gillette, Hewlett-Packard, Kodak and Microsoft.

Vendor positioning
Vertical
The Bentley Group does not specialise according to vertical market, having chosen
to specialise in a horizontal sector – customer service. However, its clients are in
industries such as high technology, medical and manufacturing.
Geographical
The Bentley Group is based in Massachusetts, US. It has several other regional
offices in the US. It does not have offices elsewhere in the world, although TSC (its
parent) does.
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Competitors
The Bentley Group competes with consultants specialising in the customer
service/help desk markets. Typically, the company would be involved in
implementation projects in the $1–5 million range.
Alliances
Bentley maintains close relationships with key industry organisations, such as the
Help Desk Institute, the Association for Service Management International and
the Independent Service Network International association. Members of the firm
are frequent speakers at help desk and customer service events in the US.
William Bentley (president and CEO) is a member of the advisory board of the
Help Desk Institute. Michael Levinger (senior vice president) is a member of the
advisory board of ServiceNews and is a HDI training course author and speaker.

Market strategy
The Bentley Group’s objective is ‘to help clients build world-class service
organisations’.
The company spotted the lucrative customer service niche of the consultancy
market early, and built a name for itself as an expert in this field with Fortune
500 companies. The Bentley Group and its parent TSC provide services across
aspects of enterprise customer management, including:
• call centres
• field service and logistics
• sales force automation
• help desks and information technology support.
The company provides operations, management, technology and marketing
services addressed to the enterprise customer service and related markets.

Services
The Bentley Group offers a full range of services, from advisory to
implementation, all targeted at customer-facing operations.

Consulting
The Bentley Group provides advisory services, including:

• sales and service business planning
• customer service assessment, including call centres, help desks, field service,
service parts and logistics and sales operations

• software selection, including customer service, call centre, sales force

automation, field service, logistics, distribution and materials planning, and
asset management applications

• customer information/satisfaction surveys (design and administration). These

are increasingly fashionable in the US as a means of measuring the
performance of customer service organisations, particularly as administered by
an outside firm.
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Systems integration
The Bentley Group has performed systems integration since 1996.
The Bentley Group specialises in the rapid deployment and implementation of
major service applications, including products from vendors such as Clarify,
Metrix, Vantive and Scopus, as well as complementary products. The Bentley
Group also performs systems integration for sales force automation applications
and IT help desk. TSC provides related integration of call centre technology such
as CTI systems.
The Bentley Group uses its own implementation methodology – the
Comprehensive Rapid Implementation Services Program (CRISP). CRISP is a
rapid deployment methodology.
The Bentley Group’s systems integration deliverables vary by service application.
A typical customer management system implementation includes:

•
•
•
•
•

installing, testing and verifying the software
reviewing customer process flows
mapping process flows to applications
customising tables, screens and views
implementing additional software features

• integrating and interfacing with other, related applications

• setting up, testing and performing data import.
Outsourcing
The Bentley Group does not provide outsourcing. However, The Bentley Group
does provide consultancy to help a company implement an outsourcing
arrangement.

Staff
The Bentley Group hires consultants with expertise in service & sales systems
integration.

Use of software
The Bentley Group is certified to implement technology solutions from a wide
range of vendors, including Clarify, Metrix, Vantive, Remedy and Scopus. The
Bentley Group does not have a preferred product.

Contact details
The Bentley Group
22 Kane Industrial Drive
Hudson, MA 01749, USA
Tel: 978-562-4200
Fax: 978-568-9468
E-mail: info@bentleygroup.com
Web-site: www.bentleygroup.com
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Cambridge Technology Partners
Summary
Cambridge Technology Partners has grown rapidly since its inception in 1991,
partly due to a steady program of acquisition, but also to being in the right place
at the right time – the customer-focus market. Cambridge Technology Partners
has become recognised as a specialist service provider in this field and has grown
at a corresponding rate to this fast-growing market.
Cambridge claims that it is not technology that prevents success in customer
management projects but ‘soft issues’; this is borne out by Ovum research.
Cambridge has a culture of emphasising business objectives in technology projects.
The company stresses its willingness to offer fixed-time, fixed-priced projects as a
differentiator, although it is Ovum’s understanding that not every contract is
offered under this arrangement.
In the CMS group, Cambridge has arrangements with customer care vendors,
including Siebel Systems, Vantive and Clarify. Cambridge will also work with
other vendors on a project by project basis.

Company background
History
Cambridge Technology Partners began as a custom-application builder using RAD
techniques in client-server environments. Huge demand for customer-focused
systems found Cambridge Technology Partners specialising in that market.
Since its inception in 1991, Cambridge has grown to 45 offices and more than
3,100 employees worldwide; it has been publicly traded on Nasdaq since 1993
(stock symbol: CATP).
The company’s rapid growth has been achieved by successful hiring efforts and an
aggressive program of acquisition, the latest of which was in 1997.
Acquisitions by Cambridge between 1994 and 1997 include: Peter Chadwick
Holdings (1997), a UK-based management consulting firm; Ramos & Associates
(1996), a specialist in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions; NatSoft
(1996), a systems integrator and IT consultancy in Switzerland; Systems
Consulting Group (1995), now fully-integrated into Cambridge Technology
Partners; Axiom Management Consulting (1995), now a fully-integrated business
unit called Cambridge Management Consulting; IOS Group AB (1994), now
Cambridge Technology Partners Scandinavia.

Commercial
For 1997, Cambridge Technology Partners reported revenues of $406.7 million, an
increase of 49% from $272.9 million in 1996. Net income increased by 52% to $37.7
million in 1997 (net income numbers do not include business combination costs).
Cambridge Technology Partners has enjoyed rapid growth at high rates since its
inception in 1991. Net revenues have consistently grown at more than 49% from
$112.6 million in 1994, $179.7 million in 1995, $272.9 million in 1996, to $406.7
million in 1997.
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Structure
Organisation
At the highest level, Cambridge Technology Partners is structured according to
four strategic business units (SBUs). Two are geographical and two are strategicfocus areas, which are:
•

the Americas

•

Europe

•

Cambridge Management Consulting

•

Enterprise Resource Solutions.

A suitable candidate for becoming a SBU is an area of business that has become
big enough to manage itself.
Areas of focus
Cambridge Technology Partners has specific specialised areas of focus. Customer
Management Solutions (CMS) is the largest of these groups (around 50% of
Cambridge Technology Partners’ business).
The five areas of focus, with areas of speciality are:
• customer management solutions
sales force automation (around 35% of the CMS group and growing)
customer service & support (around 65% of the CMS group)
enterprise marketing applications (scheduled for launch in 1998)
• knowledge management solutions
data warehousing
collaborative computing
money management & trading (asset management & trading)
• interactive solutions
electronic commerce
electronic procurement
interactive marketing
on-line communities
interactive service
new media
• enterprise resource solutions:
finance
human resources
manufacturing and distribution
supply chain.
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Vendor positioning
Cambridge Technology Partners provides a range of professional services, from
business re-engineering through the implementation and deployment of
technologies and applications, to end-user training. Cambridge provides these
services in five areas of expertise.
In customer management solutions, projects include inbound and outbound
telemarketing, order entry and processing systems, call centre/Internet
integration, computer telephony integration (CTI), Internet contact centres, sales
force automation (opportunity management systems, sales configuration systems),
enterprise marketing, supply chain integration and sales & marketing data
mining.
Vertical
Ovum estimates that more than half of Cambridge’s CMS projects focus on
providing solutions in telecommunications, financial services, insurance, ‘hi-tech’
and utilities industries.
Geographical
Cambridge Technology Partners is based in the US, with offices in Europe, Latin
America and Asia-Pacific.
Within the European group, Cambridge Technology Partners is structured into
four regions – northern, western, southern and central. Within regions, staff are
organised into ‘groups’ at the lowest level; for example, Thames Valley, London.
Cambridge has 16 offices throughout Europe.
Competitors
Cambridge Technology Partners views its primary competitors in the customer
management solutions space as the ‘big six’ accountancy/management consulting
firms.
Alliances
In the CMS group, Cambridge Technology Partners has arrangements with
customer care vendors, including Siebel Systems, Vantive and Clarify. It is
Cambridge Technology Partners’ aim to be associated with the leaders in the
customer-focused applications market.
The arrangement with Siebel Systems is the most formal. It specifically
encourages Cambridge to promote Siebel Enterprise Applications as a global
solution for sales, marketing and customer service information systems, and for
Siebel to promote Cambridge as a global consulting and systems integration
partner. In addition, the companies have joint sales efforts, a market development
fund to support joint marketing programs and a program where Cambridge
professionals are trained and certified to design, install, configure, train and
support Siebel Enterprise Applications worldwide.

Market strategy
Cambridge has a culture of emphasising business objectives in technology projects.
Cambridge stresses its willingness to offer fixed-time, fixed-priced projects as a
differentiator.
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CMS specific
The CMS services offered focus on initiatives to generate customer loyalty and
improve customer retention.
Cambridge Technology Partners claim that the lifecycle of organisations’
relationships with customers is central to business. Its positioning here draws on
the research in this area, showing relationships between customer loyalty and a
company’s performance. Briefly, the research shows that there is a distinct
difference between loyal customers and satisfied customers. Loyal customers are a
company’s best customers (often generating a high proportion of revenue, as well
as being the most profitable), and also become ‘evangelicals’ or promoters of the
company, telling others to buy their products. Simply satisfied customers may not
re-purchase, refer other customers, or become profitable over time.
Cambridge Technology Partners works at a high level in its client organisations –
customer-focused strategies are cross-departmental and require top-down
implementation. It is Cambridge Technology Partners’ experience that what
makes customer-focused strategies within an organisation fail is not technology,
but ‘soft’ issues, including unmet expectations, poor project management, poorlydefined and understood processes, lack of training or incongruity with the
company’s culture. Cambridge Technology Partners positions its strength as
successfully addressing soft issues.

Services
Initially, Cambridge Technology Partners built custom applications in the CMS
market; however, by 1995 Cambridge Technology Partners found that 60–80% of
required functionality could be acquired with packaged applications. Cambridge
continues to work in CMS to customise packages and to integrate packages with a
client’s existing systems. However, Cambridge defines its approach in terms of its
understanding of customer-focused processes, and its project management – which
is why it views its competitors as the traditional management consultants, rather
than the computing companies.
Cambridge services fit into our definitions as follows:

Consulting
Cambridge offers management consulting services for business process evaluation
and improvement.

Systems integration
Application development
• Rapid Application Deployment (RAD) – a fast and flexible approach to
deploying technology applications.
• Rapid Process Implementation – combining management consulting and RAD
technologies to redesign business processes and implement supporting
applications quickly.
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CMS specific services
If requested, Cambridge Technology Partners will work on just one phase of a
client’s project; however, the company views the process of implementing
customer-focused strategy as critical and prefers to be involved in all phases.
These are:

•
•
•
•
•

CMS Assessment
CMS Business Model
CMS Technology Evaluation
CMS Rapid Application Deployment
CMS Training and Assimilation.

Cambridge Technology Partners will provide assistance at each (and every) stage
in the adoption of technology to support a customer service operation.
CMS Assessment
During this phase, sales, marketing and service/support operations are scrutinised
for areas that are hindering productivity, or where lost revenue opportunity may
exist. Once opportunity areas are identified, a business case and initial ROI model
for implementing a CMS solution is developed. The client prioritises opportunities
and capital funding, and project formation begins.
CMS Business Model
This includes the standardisation of processes, measures, roles and automation
required for customer service/sales force automation. Detailed ROI metrics and
preliminary functional system requirements are determined.
CMS Technology Evaluation
Using requirements determined previously, an assessment may include the
evaluation and selection of packaged CIS applications. Additionally, it is during
this stage that supporting technologies (such as computer-telephony integration
middleware or database synchronisation technology) and integration with existing
technology are incorporated and evaluated with respect to the complete CMS
solution.
CMS Rapid Application Deployment
This stage includes four phases: scope, design, development and roll-out. Here,
business assimilation needs, a detailed project workplan, costs and delivery dates
are determined. Configuration, interfaces, conversion and all technical aspects of
the project are designed and developed, so that the desired functionality can be
configured into the selected application(s). It is during this stage that a prototype
is built, for roll-out to a pilot group. With a pilot, a preliminary ROI assessment is
executed, helping the client determine if the goals that were established in phases
one and two can be realistically achieved. Lastly, planning for a full roll-out
occurs. Cambridge Technology Partners will acquire and implement all enabling
technology – PCs and networks as well as software.
CMS Training and Assimilation
Cambridge Technology Partners provides training and education in preparation
for the roll-out of the final application. Additionally, a network services offering
assures that end users will be able to use the implemented solution where and
when they want.
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Outsourcing
This is not available at present, although Cambridge Technology Partners intends
to offer Business Process Outsourcing in 1998.
Cambridge Technology Partners has recently begun offering outsourced support
services for the systems it has deployed.

Staff
Cambridge Technology Partners hire experienced staff and recent graduates.
More than one-third of new employees are found via internal referrals.
All new employees attend the two week New Employee Orientation (NEO)
program at the company headquarters in Cambridge, MA.
Cambridge Technology Partners’ in-house Enterprise Learning group provides
classroom and computer-based training in technical skills and career development
to enhance the capabilities of its existing employees.
Cambridge Technology Partners also provides tuition reimbursement for
continuing education.
Employees participate in a stock option plan.

Use of software
Cambridge has relationships in the CMS area with independent software vendors,
including Aurum Software, Calico Technology, Clarify, Concentra, Genesys,
Graham Technologies, Point Information Systems, SalesVision, Scopus
Technology, Siebel Systems, Trilogy and Vantive.
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Contact details
Corporate headquarters

Western European headquarters

304 Vassar Street
Cambridge
Massachusetts 02139
US

Eton House, 18-24 Paradise Road
Richmond-upon-Thames
Surrey TW9 1SE
UK

Tel: +1 617 374-9800
Fax: +1 617 374-8500

Tel: +44 0181 334 2700
Fax: +44 0181 334 2701

Web-site:
http://www.ctp.com

Central European
headquarters

Southern European headquarters

Apollo House, Apollolaan 15
1077 AB Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Air Center
16, ch. des Coquelicots
CH-1214 Vernier/Geneva
Switzerland

Tel: +31 20 5750575
Fax: +31 20 5750500

Tel: +41 22 306 4646
Fax: +41 22 306 4647

Northern European
headquarters
Årstaängsvägen 17, Box
47064
100 74 Stockholm
Sweden
Tel: +46 08 578 770 00
Fax: +46 08 578 772 99
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Cap Gemini Group
Summary
Cap Gemini Group (Cap Gemini) is by far the largest indigenous European
computing services company. Despite only a limited presence outside Europe, it is
one of the top dedicated computing services companies worldwide.
Cap Gemini is now operative, but not yet running at full strength. The company
was internally focused at a time that coincided with the growth of US-based rivals,
Andersen Consulting (as well as EDS in Europe). Cap Gemini is now a single
entity – it needs to use its new unity to maximum effect to regain the initiative.

Company background
History
Sogeti was founded by Serge Kampf in Grenoble, France in 1967. In 1975, Cap
Gemini Sogeti was formed through the merger of Sogeti, Gemini Computer
Systems and CAP. In 1985, Cap Gemini Sogeti was listed on the ‘second market’ of
the Paris Stock Exchange.
In 1991, Daimler-Benz took a 34% stake in Sogeti, Cap Gemini Sogeti’s parent
company. In 1992, Programator (the Swedish market leader) and Volmac (the
Benelux equivalent) became part of the Group. A program of internal reorganisation (Genesis) was initiated. In 1993, the UK-based firm Hoskyns became
a wholly-owned subsidiary, and the UK and Irish operating arm of Cap Gemini
Sogeti.
In 1996, the Group’s capital structure was re-organised to create Cap Gemini
Group. Operating companies worldwide re-branded in order to trade under the
Cap Gemini name and use a single name and logo.
In 1997, Cap Gemini completed its acquisition and integration of Bossard
Consulting, and Daimler-Benz withdrew from Cap Gemini. debis Systemhaus
bought back the 19.6% stake that Cap Gemini had in debis, and CGIP increased
its stake in Cap Gemini from 20% to 30%.
In historical terms, Cap Gemini is a true pan-European player.

Commercial
The final accounts for the year ending December 1997 show consolidated revenue
of FFr20.2 billion ($3.4 billion), an increase of 36% over 1996 (FFr14.8 billion –
$2.4 billion) and 18% at constant structure and exchange rates. Operating income
was FFr1,636 million ($262 million, up 56%), or 8.1% of revenue (versus 7% the
previous year).
This increase is due largely to the overall range of service offerings. Outsourcing
(information systems management) has been a significant source of revenue
growth (21%). Revenues associated with the implementation of package-based
solutions also represent a significant 20% of total group turnover.
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Cap Gemini Group employs 31,000 staff, of which almost 29,000 are attached to
the IT services arm, and 2,300 to the management consulting arm (Gemini
Consulting and Bossard). Of this total, 8,350 people are employed in France.
In 1998, the Cap Gemini Group expects to continue this momentum, anticipating
revenue of slightly less than FFr24 billion ($3.9 billion), and additional
improvement in its operating income – this should be close to the 1998 forecast of
9%, which appeared in the plan announced two years ago.

Structure
The Cap Gemini Group is established in two core businesses:

• management consulting
• information technology (IT) services.
The management consulting business is organised around four regions: the
Americas, Europe, South Africa and Japan.
The IT services business is organised around geographic market subsidiaries,
known as strategic business areas (SBAs).
There are six SBAs: France and southern Europe (covering Austria, Italy, Spain,
Portugal and Switzerland); Benelux; Scandinavia; UK, Ireland and Asia;
Germany; and the US.
The SBAs have two responsibilities:
• developing the full range of business in all market sectors in their own
geographic areas, where they have profit and loss targets
• to lead in developing a vertical market on behalf of the group. The subsidiaries
act as the main (but not only) source of expertise in their areas of
specialisation.
The SBAs therefore comprise three units each:
• sales and systems delivery for its territory
• market development units (MDUs)
• skills (solutions) centres, which specialise in an area of expertise, whether it be
line-of-business, vertical market or horizontal application.
In addition, there are four global marketing units (GMUs), which offer integrated
management consulting and IT services for four vertical industries: telecom &
media, travel & tourism, insurance and life sciences.
The development of service offers and their deployment is managed and coordinated through trans-national groupings known as Natural Work Teams
(NWTs). NWTs include representatives of the management consulting arms and
the SBAs. SBAs are occasionally given the responsibility for developing specific
lines of business group-wide (for example, the UK for information systems
management (outsourcing) business and the US for trans-millennium services).
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Vendor positioning
Vertical industry markets
Cap Gemini divides its business into several broad sectors, each with sub-sectors
(segments). Each GMU or SBA has worldwide responsibility for one vertical
market. This responsibility includes supporting other SBAs bidding for major
projects.
Finance is Cap Gemini’s largest sector, followed by manufacturing.
Geographic
Cap Gemini remains a small player in the US, although an expanding one.
Income from Asia-Pacific is a relatively small component of the total business,
principally originating from Singapore and Hong Kong, with some revenue in
Japan from Gemini Consulting. Only Andersen Consulting and IBM can claim to
have significant positions in all three of the so-called ‘triad’ markets (America,
Europe and the Pacific Rim).
To develop significantly, Cap Gemini needs some extremely large strategic
purchases, particularly in the US and Germany.
Competitors
Cap Gemini has three main competitors across Europe: Andersen Consulting,
EDS and IBM. In individual country markets, there are strong local competitors,
including Sema Group in France and the UK, and Finsiel in Italy.
Andersen Consulting is the most serious competitor because its main business is
similar to Cap Gemini’s, especially as Andersen Consulting has finally committed
itself strongly to outsourcing. EDS’s strong performance in the UK government
market is of some concern. CSC is growing in strength in the outsourcing market.
IBM is a customer, partner and supplier to Cap Gemini. However, the two
companies are increasingly competing for the same business: primarily to be
selected as the prime contractor by large clients. IBM Global Services is becoming
a strong competitor.
Alliances and partners
Cap Gemini supports three levels of alliance:
• global, particularly in the area of Enterprise Resource Planning solutions
(including Baan, Oracle, PeopleSoft, SAP and SSA)
• complementary – these alliances are made with companies whose products
support package-based applications. Cap Gemini has complementary alliances
with i2 Technologies, Manugistics and Industri Matematik
• local – 200 alliances have been made with local partners to satisfy the local
needs of clients.
Other co-operative areas are with:
• hardware manufacturers, including IBM, Bull, Digital, Hewlett-Packard, Sun
and Tandem
• a wide range of software suppliers, including Foxboro, PSDI, QAD, IDI and
Sherpa.
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Market strategy
Cap Gemini positions itself as a full-range supplier, with a range of competitive
advantages in its market, beyond those of sheer size and scope:
• its entrepreneurial culture, which allows managers to take full line
responsibility for selling to clients, hiring people and implementing projects
• its ability to be simultaneously local and global. Cap Gemini contrasts its
ability to work in the local culture with that of its US-based competitors, which
have all (to lesser or greater extents) imposed American culture on their staff
• its sales-driven orientation. It aims to meet market needs and anticipate future
requirements by keeping close to its customers, rather than deciding what
would be good for the market through abstraction. This strategy depends on
keeping good current contacts in the important vertical sectors and having an
insight into their challenges.
Cap Gemini deploys very senior managers in the sales area. These managers,
which have typically been line managers of 100 or more people, have the
experience and strength to deal with senior managers and directors as clients.

Services
Cap Gemini has developed an integrated service strategy around a cycle. Rather
than an open-ended develop/implement/support model, the service strategy
anticipates continuing change. The strategy envisages a cycle:
• managing existing systems and applications
• process transformation, from new or revised business processes to IT systems
• developing and deploying new user-centred systems to support the new
processes, using advanced software techniques
• managing the complex distributed system and its environment, and then, as
the system matures, returning to the first point above, maximising the
effectiveness of the existing system.
Cap Gemini’s IT services offering is increasingly integrated with its management
consulting service. Clearly, the connection is at the process transformation stage
in the cycle. Cap Gemini says that it expects this integration or ‘convergence’ to
increase.
In Ovum’s terminology, Cap Gemini carries out all types of computing services
except maintenance and disaster recovery. It reports on five main areas:
consulting, project services, information system management, education &
training and software products.

Consulting
Cap Gemini’s definition of consulting is quite wide, extending into strategic
business planning and operational improvement, as well as IT consulting. It
emphasises improving clients’ businesses.
The management consulting practice also carries out a small amount of systems
consultancy.
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Systems integration
Project services
This area covers all project work for customers, except for work carried out under
information systems management contracts. This includes custom software
development, systems integration and contract staff. Its definition also includes
the value of any product re-sales that are part of projects.
Cap Gemini invests heavily in methods and tools to increase the productivity of
development teams. In particular, it uses rapid application development (RAD)
techniques to generate user feedback immediately on systems function and
interfaces. However, it does not rely on RAD alone for systems development and
continues to invest in tools such as Process Weaver, an increasing use of objectoriented programming and tools that enable the re-use of, and communication
with, existing custom applications.
Cap Gemini has also developed its integrated package, or Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP), skills – not just in SAP R/3, but also in other suppliers’ integrated
packages. ERP business constitutes approximately 20% of the Group’s turnover.

Customer care
Cap Gemini provides a package of services (called ‘face2face’) specifically targeted
to the customer care market. The package comprises an implementation
methodology, software tools and consultancy to fit the needs of the particular
client.

Outsourcing
Outsourcing, referred to as Information Systems Management (ISM) is an
important growth area for Cap Gemini. It includes services such as software
maintenance and other services that an in-house IT department would manage.
The Information Systems Management offering is broken down into five major
‘families’:
• Applications Management (AM), where Cap Gemini will take over the
maintenance of specific applications; another term for this service is software
maintenance. This service allows the client’s IT staff to develop new systems.
Each application included is covered by a service level agreement
• Distributed Computing Services (DCS) that support users with desktop or
laptop PCs, either standalone, on PC LANs or clients in client-server
architectures. This service covers software, training, technical support and
management of the distributed resources and underlying infrastructure

• Central Computing Services (CCS), taking charge of a client’s centralised
(mainframe) systems

• Network Management Services, running a client’s Local Area Networks (LANs)
and/or Wide Area Networks (WANs)

• Business Process Management (BPM), taking charge of a complete business
process on behalf of a client.

The Cap Gemini outsourcing business is increasingly moving toward a service
model, which is based on the use of tools that facilitate the delivery of services
remotely. The ultimate goal of remote delivery is to enable Cap Gemini to provide
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a consistent and flexible service to all Cap Gemini customers worldwide,
irrespective of where the expertise is based. Customers can choose which services
are to be delivered remotely and which will be delivered locally. The new model
enables Cap Gemini to realise the economies of scale and make efficient use of
skilled resources.
EARS (the Extended Action Request System) is Cap Gemini’s own service desk
and problem management tool. EARS enables staff to log and progress calls from
many different customers, each according to their own Service Level Agreements
(SLAs). EARS has been developed from the Action Request System toolset
supplied by Remedy. Cap Gemini has a team based in London to develop and
support this product.
In order that EARS can be accessed by all support staff (including those working
at customer sites), each customer network must be connected to EARS at the
support centre. EARS is also integrated with other components of Cap Gemini’s
Remote Delivery Infrastructure Toolset (including asset management, network
and systems management and software distribution applications).
Cap Gemini can also implement a service desk and associated toolset specifically
for an individual customer.
Cap Gemini continues to have most success with its outsourcing services in the
UK. Ovum estimates that more than half the company’s UK earnings are for
outsourcing, whereas it is less than a quarter of the company’s revenue in other
markets.

Staff
Cap Gemini has its own ‘university’, based at Béhoust, outside Paris. It was
opened in October 1991 to act as a centre for continuing education (for all
managers of the group) in technical, financial professional, commercial and
human issues. It is designed to play a central role in the company’s aim of
utilising more of the company’s internal resources, especially the available skills
among its staff.

Use of software
Cap Gemini uses Remedy’s Action Request System internally for its outsourcing
operation.

Contact details
Cap Gemini Group corporate headquarters
Place d'Etoile - 11 rue de Tilsitt
75017 Paris
France
Tel:
Fax:

+33 1 47 54 50 00
+33 1 47 27 32 11

Worldwide Web: http://www.capgemini.co.uk
Cap Gemini has offices in France, The Netherlands, the UK, Ireland, Brazil, the
US, South Africa, Sweden, Italy, Germany, Spain, Norway, Belgium, Finland,
Denmark, Switzerland, Austria, Portugal, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan.
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Digital
Summary
Digital was one of the earliest computing companies, and like others, has
significantly grown its services business in recent years. Digital’s Services
Division, including its multivendor services business, is a major attraction to
Compaq in the current merger, as well as Digital’s 64bit Alpha technology.
Services are provided via three business units: Multivendor Customer Services
(MCS), Network & System Integration Services (NSIS) and Operations
Management Services (OMS).
Digital provides help desk services as part of its outsourcing service (OMS), but
also as traditional telephone-based software support through MCS. Digital has
alliances with Clarify and Computer Associates specifically for help desk.

Company background
History
Digital Equipment Corporation was founded in 1957 by Ken Olsen.
In 1992, Robert Palmer, a vice president, launched two major restructurings.
In July 1997, Digital implemented a new structure, with three main elements of
change:
• a single sales force, representing all of the corporation’s products and services
to the customer. Digital continues to have product and service sales specialists
• a unified solutions marketing organisation. This organisation defines the
solutions for each of the targeted market segments, based on an integrated and
tested set of Digital and partner products and services
• integrated corporate-wide partner management, including strategic alliances,
ISVs and channels.
Digital is now benefiting from some of the decisions it took in the early 1990s. Its
Alpha product line is gaining recognition as a cost-effective 64bit computing
platform. Digital risked its future on the success of NT, and that gamble seems to
have been worthwhile.
In January 1998, Compaq Computer Corporation and Digital Equipment
Corporation announced a definitive merger agreement (this is yet to be ratified by
the FTC and shareholders). This transaction will be the largest acquisition in the
history of the computer industry, valued at $9.6 billion. It will create the world’s
second-largest computing company, with more than $37 billion in 1997 revenues.

Commercial
In the 1997 fiscal year, total operating revenues were $13.1 billion, a decrease of
$1.5 billion (10%). This followed increases of $750 million (5%) and $362 million
(3%) in 1996 and 1995, respectively. Non-US revenues accounted for 67% of total
operating revenues in fiscal 1997, up from 66% and 65% in 1996 and 1995,
respectively.
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Revenues from product sales for fiscal 1997 were $7.2 billion, compared with $8.4
billion and $7.6 billion in fiscal 1996 and 1995, respectively.
In fiscal 1997, service revenues were $5.9 billion, down from $6.2 billion for both
fiscal 1996 and 1995. The decline in service revenues was principally due to the
adverse effects of currency rate movements, an anticipated decline in the Digital
products maintenance business, and the strategic refocusing of the Corporation’s
systems integration business; this was partially offset by growth in multivendor
services and operations management services.
The total number of employees decreased by 4,200 during fiscal 1997 to
approximately 54,900. The Corporation had approximately 59,100 and 61,700
employees at the end of fiscal 1996 and 1995, respectively.

Structure
Geographic
Digital operates in three areas:

• the Americas
• Europe – including Africa and the Middle East
• Asia-Pacific.
Historically, Europe has contributed approximately 50% of Digital’s revenue.
However, growing sales in the Asia-Pacific region has led to the proportion of
European sales falling to 43%, although this is still significantly larger than US
sales.
Business units
Digital has three main divisions:
• Products
• Sales and Marketing
• Services.
The Services Division comprises Multivendor Customer Services (MCS), Network
& System Integration Services (NSIS) and Operations Management Services
(OMS).

Vendor positioning
Vertical
Digital addresses a number of selected vertical markets and has established
several expertise centres in:

• manufacturing, meaning discrete and process manufacturing, where it offers
expertise in planning, control and operations management

• telecommunications, including media and entertainment industries. Digital

offers its expertise in intelligent networks, network operations, and customer
care and billing (in the last segment, particularly in wireless communications)

• finance, where Digital has expertise in retail branch applications, trading
systems and claims processing.
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Competitors
Digital’s direct competitors include HP, IBM and Sun.
Alliances
Digital has alliances with Microsoft, Oracle, Computer Associates and MCI.
Digital also works with the ‘Big Six’ consulting firms and major systems
integrators in strategic relationships.
Microsoft alliance
Digital and Microsoft first set up their alliance in 1992. In August 1995, and again
in January 1998 (including Compaq), the two companies announced an extension
of this alliance. The alliance covers sales activity, research & development, and
services. With regard to services, the alliance means that Digital continues to
increase its deployment of services and support on Microsoft products, with staff
training funded by Microsoft. Digital is the only company accredited as a
Microsoft worldwide service partner, although some other companies have
regional accreditation (for example, ICL in Europe).
Oracle alliance
The Digital/Oracle alliance is principally concerned with products. These include
Very Large Memory/Very Large Database for data warehousing solutions. Digital
and Oracle work together to develop servers optimised to run Oracle8.
MCI/Microsoft alliance
This three-way alliance was formed to offer packaged intranet services, including
hardware, software, networks and support. This alliance builds on the
Microsoft/Digital alliance and the MCI/Microsoft partnership for the Microsoft
network.
Computer Associates alliance
This alliance is focused on Unicenter TNG, where Digital provides services and
support for a company’s IT infrastructure management based on the Unicenter
TNG suite.
Digital is a charter member of Computer Associates’ Preferred Service Provider
Program.
SAP alliance
The Digital SAP alliance was initiated in 1987. Digital offers SAP services
including: technology planning and deployment services, R/3 ‘Sure-Start’ services,
systems implementation services, technology planning workshops and global
customer support services. Digital and SAP work together on deploying ready-toinstall SAP applications on Windows NT and Unix platforms.
Other alliances
In the help desk arena, Digital has strategic alliances with Andersen Consulting,
Ernst & Young, Price Waterhouse and British Telecom. Digital also has alliances
with Tally Systems and Clarify. Digital has more NT certified engineers than any
other organisation, including Microsoft, as well as high concentrations of
engineers certified for Cisco, Bay Networks, Cabletron, 3Com, Novell, and HP
among others.
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Market strategy
Digital recognises that it cannot be all things to all customers, and has set
aggressive criteria for the markets in which it competes. The company is targeting
markets with rapid growth and the potential to generate substantial operating
profit. In each market, Digital must also have the potential to earn significant
market share.
Based on these criteria, Digital has identified nine high-growth market segments
to pursue through a set of industry and cross-industry initiatives.
Application solutions
• Visual computing.
• Enterprise applications.
• Data warehousing.
• High Performance Technical Computing (HPTC).
• ISPs.
Internet infrastructure solutions
• Intranets.
• Internet commerce.
• Mail and messaging.
• Windows NT Integration.
Digital has three technologies underlying these initiatives:
• 64bit Unix computing
• Windows NT
• the Internet.
Digital’s systems architecture is currently based on Alpha and Intel X86, although
this will move to Alpha and Intel IA 64 microprocessor technologies in the future.
Digital services
Digital aims to be one of the top three providers of services for targeted segments
of industry and cross-industry solutions. The most emphasised area is in providing
IT services for networked systems based on Windows NT, Internet and Unix
platforms.
Digital specialises in:
• the integration of Windows NT-based infrastructure and software
• Internet infrastructure implementation, support and operation
• the integration of legacy systems with new business applications and highperformance systems
• multi-vendor support services
• business-critical support services
• the outsourcing of distributed systems and infrastructure.
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Services
Digital’s strategy for growth in services is to provide:
• integrated global lifecycle service capabilities, including multi-vendor support,
operations management, and network and systems integration
• strong linkage of Digital services with products in the targeted market
segments
• focused investment on building industry-leading expertise in NT and the
Internet.
A complete spectrum of lifecycle services are provided by the Digital Services
Division, a worldwide organization of 23,000 employees located at 450 locations in
100 countries.
Services are provided by three sub-divisions: Multivendor Customer Services
(MCS), Network & System Integration Services (NSIS), and Operations
Management Services (OMS).

Consulting
Within Digital’s systems integration stream, there is a strong IT operational
consultancy practice. This advises clients about purely IT issues. Digital has
decided against over-extending itself into more general consultancy. On SAP
projects, it will partner with a consultancy company that specialises in redesigning business processes in the client’s industry.

Systems integration
Systems integration is primarily performed by the NSIS division.
Network and Systems Integration Services (NSIS) specialises in NT integration
and migration, Internet/intranet configurations and electronic commerce,
information management, mail and messaging, application development and
integration, enterprise applications, EDI, communications industry solutions and,
of course, network services, including network & systems management and highperformance networks.

Outsourcing
Digital derives a substantial portion of its income from outsourcing or facilities
management. Outsourcing is carried out by Operations Management Services
(OMS), a business unit within the Digital Services Division.
OMS uses a concept called FutureSourcing, which is the management of the IT
infrastructure that the client does not manage, or does not yet manage to
expectations.
OMS enables outsourcing services to be contracted singly, in combinations or
together as an FM arrangement. Services provided include: desktop operations
management, distributed systems management, application operations
management and Internet operations management. Capabilities used to create
custom solutions in these four areas include: asset management, business recovery
services, power protection and site services, global enterprise help desk,
information commerce management, Internet exchange plus services,
Internet/intranet security and network security management, mail and messaging
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management, mixed media management, monetary commerce management,
network management, PC utility and systems management.
MCS is responsible for all aspects of servicing and supporting multi-vendor
environments, including mission-critical services, hardware and software
installation and support, warranty enhancements, system services, enterprise
service management (help desk), training, services for network products and PC
service. Multi-vendor services may be delivered under an outsourcing
arrangement, or on a case-by-case service basis.
Help desk
Help desk services are provided by two units within the Digital Services Division:
• Operations Management Services – Global Enterprise Help Desk, custom
designed and delivered outsourced help desk solutions
• Multivendor Customer Services – traditional telephone software support.
Focus areas for Global Enterprise Help Desk include desktop applications, NT and
BackOffice, Windows 95, Internet applications and enterprise resource
applications.
Under Global Enterprise Help Desk, Digital will design, implement and manage a
customised single point of contact for a global, multi-vendor enterprise. The
services provided may include:
• around-the-clock service
• call tracking, resolution and escalation
• handling remedial or tutorial support for proprietary legacy applications,
enterprise applications and shrink-wrap software
• order capability for new systems, hardware and upgrades
• remedial hardware support
• administrative assistance with passwords, log-in procedures and network
services
• moves, adds and changes.
Digital can provide Global Enterprise Help Desk at the client site or from
centralised locations. Centralised support is offered by 18 Operations Management
Centres (OMC) worldwide, 26 Customer Support Centres, 29 Microsoft Authorised
Support Centres and 400 additional service and support locations. This structure
enables ‘follow-the-sun’ service to Global Help Desk customers.

Staff
Each employee has a review at least once per year. A personal development plan,
including training and experience, is established for the next year.

Use of software
In consulting, Digital uses software from a variety of vendors, as appropriate.
Digital has an alliance with Clarify.
The OMCs have standardised on software: Clarify’s ClearSupport call handling
system, Microsoft SMS for asset management, Microsoft Commercial Internet
System for reporting and CA Unicenter TNG.
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Contact details
Corporate headquarters

European headquarters

Digital Equipment Corporation
111 Powdermill Road
Maynard,
MA 01754
US

Digital Equipment Corporation
International (Europe)
C.P. 176, 12 Avenue des Morgines
1213 Petit-Lancy-1
Geneva, Switzerland

Tel: +1 508 493 5111
Fax: +1 508 493 8780

Tel: +41 22 709 4111
Fax: +41 22 709 4140

Worldwide Web: http://www.digital.com
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Groupe Bull
Summary
Bull is one of Europe’s largest systems vendors; the company develops,
manufactures and sells a comprehensive line of information technology products
and services in the global framework of its Distributed Computing Model (DCM).
Only 35% of revenue comes from France, its country of origin, with the rest
coming from Europe excluding France (47%) and the rest of world (18%).
Bull’s strategy is to provide (with the help of partners) worldwide coverage for its
products, with a primary (though not exclusive) focus on services in Europe. The
company restructured in February 1998 and implemented a dual organisation
based on decentralised business divisions. These are focused on individual
markets (such as open systems or systems integration) and geographical sales
divisions, which ensures overall account management.

Company background
History
Groupe Bull was formed in 1919, when Frederick Rosing Bull, an engineer at a
Norwegian insurance company, invented a counting and sorting machine to
automate the processing of the company’s actuarial data.
In 1964, General Electric acquired a controlling interest in the company, which
became Bull General Electric. In 1970, Honeywell acquired most of General
Electric’s data processing business, and the name of the company became
Honeywell Bull. In 1976, Honeywell Bull merged with Compagnie Internationale
pour l'Informatique to create CII Honeywell Bull, jointly controlled by the French
state and Honeywell.
In 1983, the French state acquired a majority interest. In 1987, Honeywell Bull
was jointly created by Bull (42.5%), Honeywell (42.5%) and NEC (15%). In 1989,
Honeywell Bull changed its name to Bull HN Information Systems (the H is for
Honeywell, the N for NEC). By April 1991, Honeywell had sold its share in Bull
HN to Compagnie des Machines Bull, the parent company. The company is now
known either as Groupe Bull or simply Bull.
In October 1994, Wang agreed to pay Bull $160 million and a 4.6% share of its
capital for Bull’s US activities in the fields of: workflow/imaging, multivendor field
maintenance and systems integration in the US defence sector.
The privatisation of Bull officially began in March 1994 and was completed in
February 1997. Bull is still partly owned by the French state (17.4%). The rest is
owned by Motorola (17.7%), NEC (17.7%), France Telecom (17.7%), Dai Nippon
Printing (5.5%), with the biggest proportion held by public shareholders (24%).

Commercial
Bull is an international IT group based in Europe, with 21,200 staff and
operations in more than 82 countries.
In 1997, Bull earned revenues of FFr24.6 billion ($1.4 billion), an increase of 5%
from 1996, of which the greatest increase was in services (7.2%).
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In 1996, Bull earned revenues of $1.3 billion, over 60% of which came from outside
France, its country of origin.
The company has reported profits since 1995, although before that the company
had not made a net profit since 1988, and had reported very heavy losses since
1990. To return to profitability, Bull has spent more than FFr10 billion ($577
million) on restructuring since 1990. From a peak of 44,700 at the end of 1990,
Bull has reduced staff levels to 21,267. It has also reduced its manufacturing sites:
from 13 to 5 worldwide.
Service divisions generated 43% of Bull’s total revenues in 1997. However, a large
proportion of this revenue comes from hardware, software maintenance and the
maintenance of Bull’s products.

Structure
The company’s business operations are structured as a ‘dual’ division/network
organisation, with:
• three products and two services divisions in charge of Bull businesses
worldwide – servers, software, smart cards & terminals for products, and
integration services (systems integration, networking & Internet services and
outsourcing) and customer services (systems support & maintenance, desktop
services, smart card, EFT and POS services)
• three geographic networks: Bull Europe, Bull North & South America and Bull
Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe.
Headquarters operations correspond to three functions (people, business and
finance), serving the divisions and geographical networks.
Each geographical network has dedicated teams for each product/service division.
At a worldwide and national level, these divisions and their subsidiaries are profit
and loss centres for their own particular business activity.

Vendor positioning
Vertical
Bull’s total revenue comes principally from government (43%) and banking &
insurance (15%). The rest is more evenly spread across manufacturing,
distribution, services, transport and energy (28% in total). A further 14% is
generated through indirect sales.
Geographical
Revenue from France is 35% of total revenue.
In services, Europe accounts for almost 90% of the systems integration and
services division’s overall revenue.
The US accounted for 7% of Bull’s total revenue in 1997, with South America
accounting for 5%.
Bull also has a variety of subsidiaries and technological and commercial partners
in the Asia/India/Pacific zone.
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Competitors
Bull competes with other hardware vendors and those service providers that are
developing a strong technical focus, particularly in client-server solutions. Its
main competitors are therefore IBM, Digital and Hewlett-Packard.
Some large- and medium-sized services companies, such as CGS, EDS and Logica,
can be partners and competitors on large systems integration projects.
Alliances
Bull is actively developing a network of partnerships on worldwide, European and
country levels. Along with increased geographical coverage, this strategy allows
the company to gain skill and technology at a low cost, optimise its cost structure
and gain market share in specific market segments. Its numerous local and
international partners (such as independent software vendors or value-added
resellers) not only help in the building of solutions adapted to the local working
environment, but also contribute real added value to local development.
Major strategic partners include:
• NEC
• Packard Bell
• IBM – another of Bull’s minor shareholders
• Hewlett-Packard (along with IBM) for the joint development of object-oriented
technologies
• Motorola Computer Group for the joint development of PowerPC-based
products, especially in the symmetrical multiprocessing area
• SAP
• Oracle
• Baan.
Bull also has extensive worldwide experience of working in consortia with large
management consultancy firms, including Andersen Consulting, Coopers &
Lybrand and KPMG.

Market strategy
In contrast with many other large players in the services market, Bull is pursuing
a technological marketing strategy. It has identified certain technical areas (such
as the availability of data centres and fault management in distributed computing)
that it sees as central to addressing user needs; principal among these needs is
client-server technology. It then works with ISVs and other service providers that
are willing to work with its distributed computing model.
Bull is moving from being a generalist to becoming a multi-specialist (a specialist
in multiple chosen fields). It is aiming to:
• be in the top three worldwide for its new products – software (management,
security, e-commerce and the Internet) and smart cards
• achieve a strong position within focused service activities in Europe
• remain an acknowledged player with first-tier partners in the high-end
enterprise server market.
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Bull believes the appropriate product/service mix to be an even split, and is close
to achieving this.

Products

Areas of growth

Core

Smart cards &
terminals

Servers – GCOS

Software

Open high end
Contract manufacturing
Printers

Services

Systems
integration

System services
Desktop users

Network and
Internet integration
Outsourcing

Also in contrast with other vendors, Bull is making little effort to reorganise
customers’ businesses for them. It recognises that it is not qualified to do this sort
of work, and is happy to work with management consultants that can.

Services
Bull services are now grouped into two divisions:
• Integration Services division, which covers systems integration, networking &
Internet services and operational services (outsourcing)
• Customer Services division, which covers systems services & maintenance
(multivendor services), desktop services, packaged services (around smart
cards) and EFT/POS terminals.
Bull has increased its services business significantly, and it now represents 43% of
total revenues. In 1997, Bull recorded services revenue of FFr12.34 billion ($712
million) from the two services divisions.

Consulting
Bull does not perform ‘pure’ consulting, preferring a more ‘hands-on’ role, offering
technical or IT consulting. Bull works with management consultant firms to
provide this expertise, as required.

Systems integration
In 1997, the integration services group grew by 23.3% to FFr1,614 million ($0.26
million).
The Integration Services division provides systems integration (in major contracts
as the prime contractor), and professional services, which are hardware and
software independent. This category includes systems integration, systems
consultancy, software development and training. In this business, Bull works as
the prime contractor with partners.
Bull sees distributed computing as a continuing growth area, and intends to
implement not only new systems and technologies aimed at this market, but also
© Ovum Ltd 1998. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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solutions based on existing systems, such as desktop integration and networking.
The company states that more than one third of its customers use a mix of Bull’s
proprietary operating systems, Unix and Windows, and have used DCM for client
server applications.
Bull utilises its own trademarked methodology, MOSIC (Management Of Systems
Integration Contracts), to enable the teams involved to manage their systems
integration projects to a consistent standard. MOSIC is backed by a complete set
of tools. In addition, Bull has evolved MOSIC to manage systems operations
(outsourcing) contracts.
Along with DCM, Bull also uses integrated systems development tools for clientserver systems from CASE vendors Andersen Consulting, CGI, IBSI, Cincom and
Magna.

Outsourcing
Customer Services
The Customer Services division is one of Bull’s largest revenue generators. Bull
has 167 after-sales centres worldwide, four remote maintenance and support
centres, and one European spare parts logistic centre. The Customer Services
division is staffed with more than 4,700 services specialists (including field
engineers, technical experts, logistics specialists and account & project managers).
Revenue from proprietary system mainframes and mid-range services is still the
majority portion. However, this is declining while mid-range Unix and desktop
network revenues are increasing rapidly. To profit from this trend, Bull is
increasingly orienting its customer services towards multivendor systems and
what it terms ‘added-value services’ for distributed IT infrastructure (including
networked PCs, LANs and Unix servers). Ovum estimates that approximately 30%
of Bull’s customer service revenue now comes from non-Bull hardware.
Under the brand name TotalCare, Bull’s customer services comprises:
• implementation services, ranging from installation to deployment, hot staging
and migration services
• support and maintenance, from around-the-clock support to regular
preventative maintenance of hardware, operating systems and applications. In
addition to supporting end-users, Bull has also developed partnerships with
selected IT vendors for maintenance delivery
• operation support services that cover system services (such as tuning,
performance management and ‘how to use’ advice) to optimise customer
operations.
The ability to ensure continuity of business operations for customers is the
cornerstone of Bull’s Customer Services division’s marketing strategy, which has
based its competitive edge on:
• the availability of services for data centres
• fault management for inter-networking in a distributed computing
environment. Bull combines network control centres to supervise, detect and
analyse the network; engineering and consultancy teams that operate at in all
levels (from pre-sales to support); and a field service organisation to provide onsite service.
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In 1997, the Customer Services division launched its international service offer
‘ServiceDesk’, which provides multi-vendor support for customer-facing end users.
Systems operations (outsourcing)
Bull entered the outsourcing market in 1993. Bull’s outsourcing activity (systems
operations) employs more than 2,800 service specialists and has a network of 23
data and support centres. Systems operations is part of the Integration Services
division. Customers can choose to outsource all, or part, of their IT.
Systems operations provides:
• data centre management – FM of mainframes, decentralised environments and
company networks, managed at the customer’s or Bull’s specialist data centres
• applications management, which includes integrating new versions, upgrades
and tuning, custom application development and maintenance
• transitional outsourcing to help customers manage evolution to new IT
infrastructure
• business continuity services, including back-up and disaster recovery
• year 2000 project support, in conjunction with the Integration Services
division, to provide extra capacity for millennium renovation work.

Staff
Training programs available to Bull staff include certification programs from
suppliers such as Novell, 3Com and Microsoft, in addition to the courses run inhouse by Bull at its ISO9000 certified training centres.
This attention to staff skills enables the company to provide a level of quality
considered as a strategic lever. Formal ISO9000 service standards were
introduced into the company during the mid-1980s. Since then, Australia,
Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Norway, the UK, Ireland and the worldwide
logistics centre at Paris Nord 2 (Paris, France) have all received ISO9000
certification, followed by Denmark, Spain and Sweden in 1994.

Use of software
Bull itself uses the Dispatch1 customer service package from ASTEA.

Contact details
Groupe Bull
68, Route de Versailles
78430 Louveciennes
France
Tel: +331 3966 6060
Fax: +331 3966 6062
Worldwide Web: http://www.bull.com
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Hewlett-Packard
Summary
HP provides services via its Software and Services Group. This group has three
divisions: Professional Services (consultancy and outsourcing), Customer Services
(hardware and software support) and Finance Services (specialised for the finance
industry).
HP also sells IT management software, including OpenView and TopTools, under
the HP OpenView family. HP OpenView integrates with HP’s own help desk
product, ITSM, offered by its subsidiary Prolin, and most others (including
Remedy, Vantive and Software Artistry).

Company background
History
Hewlett-Packard originated in the US in 1939 as a partnership between William
Hewlett and Dave Packard. Their first product, built in the archetypal Palo Alto
garage, was an audio oscillator (an electronics test instrument), and one of their
first customers was Walt Disney studios. From these small beginnings, the
company grew into the world’s leading manufacturer of test and measuring
instruments for electronic, analytic and medical use. Its growth was built on a
unique mixture of product innovation, manufacturing skills and a drive for
quality. HP has always been a technology-led company, and has invested heavily
in research & development.
Hewlett Packard was incorporated in 1947, and expanded into Europe in 1959.
Since 1961, shares have been traded on the New York and Pacific stock
exchanges. By 1988, when orders had surpassed $10 billion, HP was listed on the
Tokyo stock exchange, followed by London, Zürich, Paris and Frankfurt in 1989.
In 1989, HP made a friendly acquisition of Apollo Computers, making it a leading
supplier of workstations. In 1991, it took a 5% share in the supercomputer
manufacturer, Convex. In 1995, HP completed the acquisition of Convex
Computers. In April 1997, it acquired Verifone for approximately $1.18 billion.
Verifone, founded in 1981, had 1996 net revenues of $472.5 million.

Commercial
In the 1997 fiscal year, net income and revenue went up 20.6% to $3.1 billion and
11.7% to $42.9 billion respectively, HP’s lowest performance in the past four years.
Net revenue from product sales increased 22%, compared with 27% in1995. Net
revenue from services grew 21%, compared with 22% in 1995. For the year ending
July 1997, revenue from product sales grew 9% against a 19% increase for
services.
During 1996 and 1995, growth slowed in all of HP’s businesses. Revenue from
computer products and services generate approximately 79% of revenue. Software
products represent around 8% of revenue against 13% for services and 80% for
hardware.
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The company employs 98,400 staff worldwide. It spends 10% of its revenues on
research and development work. It has typically adhered to a policy of financing
its growth internally.

Structure
In May 1997, HP created new business groups based on a renewed marketing
drive. It left its Test And Measurement division (20% of revenue) alone, and
created five new divisions.
The Consumer Products Group (Ovum estimates 4% of revenue) manages HP’s
consumer products for the home (for example, printers, cameras, scanners and
associated consumables) around a new concept of home appliances that plug into
the Internet. It competes with new companies, as well as established consumer
electronics suppliers such as Sony.
The LaserJet Solutions Group (responsible for 20% of revenue) assumes a new
responsibility for the peripheral network-connection activities previously housed
in the Personal Information Products Group.
The Enterprise Servers Group (24% of revenue) manages Unix servers, Xterminals and storage products. It manages the co-development project with Intel.
Its main competitor is Sun.
The Personal Systems Group (12% revenue) handles all PC products (such as
palmtops, notebooks, desktop, workstations and servers), as well as Unix
workstations and networking products. It competes with companies such as
Compaq and Dell, as well as IBM.
The Software and Services Group (20% revenue) combines some of HP’s old
divisions: Enterprise Solutions Organisation, Worldwide Customer Support
Operations (WCSO) and Professional Services Organisation. It competes with
IBM’s successful services business, and intends to become the ‘trusted advisor of
choice’, with a neutral OS and software view.
HP also operates Advanced Technology Centres – ‘virtual organisations’ that can
draw on a range of expertise spanning lab teams, factory consultants and
marketing resources. HP is aiming to build a flexible structure whereby, for
example, a specialist hardware engineer could be seconded on to a professional
services assignment that requires in-depth hardware expertise.

Vendor positioning
Vertical industry markets
Although HP’s services activities are principally structured by service type, it has
also set up business units in three key vertical markets, with practice managers
for each country market that understand the specific needs of that industry. These
units work with, but are separate from, the service groups.
HP has a traditional strength in manufacturing, particularly in real-time control
systems, Ovum estimates that the manufacturing sector accounts for almost one
third of its services business. Much of its manufacturing work involves SAP
software, and HP has a SAP practice offering specific expertise in this area.
The government sector is HP’s second-strongest area, particularly in Europe,
where it has been boosted by the move to open systems in many central and local
government installations.
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Finance is the third-largest vertical market for HP, at around 16% of revenues,
but HP estimates that its finance business is growing at approximately 40%,
compared with total market growth of 15%.
The telecoms market is also of rapidly increasing importance for HP.
Geographic markets
In the 1997 fiscal year, net revenue increased by 12% in the US and 11%
internationally – to $19.1 billion and $23.8 billion respectively, following increases
of 22% at both levels in 1996. Approximately two-thirds of HP’s international
orders in the last three fiscal years were derived from Europe, with most of the
balance coming from Japan, other countries in Asia-Pacific, Latin America and
Canada.

Competitors
HP’s competitors vary depending on the specific types of work involved. IBM and
Digital are frequent competitors in all HP’s markets. Although HP’s outsourcing
strategy is distinct from that of established outsourcing providers (such as EDS,
CGS and CSC), its entry into this market will nevertheless bring it into conflict
with both these established players, as well as companies entering the market
from the desktop services arena.

Alliances
Microsoft
In 1997, HP strongly reinforced the joint development, marketing and sales
alliance that it signed in May 1995 with Microsoft. In March 1997, the two
partners focused on Microsoft’s ‘total cost of ownership’ (TCO) marketing
campaign against network computer supporters. Initiatives included joint delivery
of TCO assessment services and the incorporation of Microsoft’s Zero
Administration Windows initiative into HP’s overall enterprise-computing
management efforts. HP also announced its intention to launch a NetPC. HP
agreed to integrate Windows NT and Microsoft BackOffice into existing enterprise
environments, and to promote Microsoft Exchange Server as its NT messaging
solution of choice. Also in March, HP launched the HP-UX/NT integration ‘coalliance programme’, which includes consulting, systems integration and
education services.

Other
Within HP’s services activity, most alliances are at a local level. However, on
different projects, Andersen Consulting and Cap Gemini Sogeti are frequent
partners for HP, besides sometimes being competitors. KPMG is also a regular
partner.
Among software suppliers, SAP is a frequent partner. HP also has a worldwide
partnership with Comdisco for Comdisco’s network modelling tool.

Market strategy
HP has more than doubled in size in the last five years, without resorting to
external growth. The first reason for this achievement is its focus on hardware (to
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which software products and services are entirely subordinated) and on key
vertical and horizontal markets.
Secondly, HP is based on a decentralised culture, united by strong values (grass
roots decisions, employee ‘empowerment’ and teamwork). For example, the
decision to enter the computer printer market was made at the division level, not
the board level. The printer division now generates one third of HP’s revenues.
Thirdly, the company manages a successful combination of strong R&D, cost
control, marketing and channels. Unlike IBM and Xerox, HP has succeeded in
turning research into profitable products. Two thirds of its orders are for products
introduced within the last two years.
HP intends to maintain its momentum by diversifying its activities worldwide. It
has found a new assertiveness and intends to compete strongly with Compaq/Dell
(in the PC market), IBM (at systems integration), Sony (with Internet appliances)
and Sun (Unix servers), among others, all in one attempt. At the computing level,
this assertiveness resulted in a new global vision, with a strong focus on Internet
technology in general, and electronic business in particular, as demonstrated by
its $1.2 billion acquisition of Verifone in 1997.

Services
HP entered the computer services arena along the hardware vendor’s usual route:
integration and maintenance of its own systems, and training on HP products.
Post-purchase services were performed by the customer support section, along
with maintenance.
HP has more than 25,000 support professionals and consultants worldwide, which
provide a comprehensive set of services, including support, training and
computing. There are four main divisions in services:
• Professional Services Business Unit (PSBU), which provides consultancy and
outsourcing. It employs 5,000 staff
• Customer Services Business Unit (CSBU), which provides hardware and
software support. It employs 18,000 staff
• Finance Business Unit (FBU), which provides specialised services to the
finance industry. It employs 1,000 staff
• Open Business Unit (OBU), which provides systems integration services. It
employs 2,000 staff.
In the last two years, HP has renewed its traditional support services and added a
new range of services, especially in the areas of high availability and disaster
recovery.
In late 1996/early 1997, HP focused its support effort on desktop management,
NT, OpenView and Internet services.

Consulting
HP offers a range of services, which it groups together as support and
management of applications, systems, networks and users. The aim of these
services is to support the customer after the completion of projects. They include
services such as system audits, optimisation and security checks, disaster
recovery, and maintenance and technical training for programmers and systems
administrators.
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Systems integration
Systems integration is still HP’s main service activity. As a systems manufacturer,
its solutions usually incorporate a significant amount of its own products, but HP
also uses other manufacturers’ components in the systems it builds. It does not
rule out incorporating proprietary operating system components, although its
policy is to prioritise open solutions. Among system vendors, HP believes it has
better than average experience in working with other vendors’ products. It also
has strengths in linking CICS/SNA to open environments.
As well as using its own system software products (such as OpenView) in
solutions, HP has good relationships with third-party software suppliers. Its own
software packages do not try to address specific application areas such as
financials or manufacturing, so the company often has to ‘glue’ together different
third-party applications to build a complete solution.
Project management services are often an element of HP’s systems integration
offering. It has its own set of tools for project management work, including tools
for overall project management, process modelling, rapid prototyping,
performance management and capacity planning, as well as network planning,
design and simulation.
Systems consultancy is an increasingly important part of HP’s service offering,
although it is rarely offered in isolation. Beginning with customer business
objectives (possibly interfacing with a business re-engineering process), HP uses a
structured approach that generates a tested system model, from which detailed
plans of the final system can be drawn up, including architecture, strategies and
intermediary goals in the development process. The final phase of the consultancy
process is transition planning. During 1994, HP added re-engineering the IT
environment to its portfolio of architecture services.
HP does very little of its own custom software development, preferring to subcontract this part of the process to partners with different cost structures.
However, it is becoming increasingly involved in developing object-oriented
systems, using third-party development tools together with its own. HP also
customises software packages itself, including customising and installing SAP
packages and HP’s own software, particularly OpenView. SAP customers are an
important market for HP; it estimates that 50% of SAP’s worldwide sales are on
HP hardware.

Outsourcing
HP has been vigorous in the outsourcing field since 1994, when it announced the
formation of its Operations Services Organisation. OSO’s mission is to offer what
HP calls ‘selective outsourcing’, focusing on HP’s key areas of expertise: open,
distributed and client-server systems. HP also performs global and FM-style
outsourcing contracts.
In September 1996, HP launched the Enterprise Desktop Management Services
outsourcing offering, based on its own internal Common Operating Environment
(COE) program. HP claims that the COE services and tools support more than
120,000 heterogeneous clients and helped it reduce its desktop computing costs by
$200 million per year.
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HP extended its support offering to the server side in May 1997, with the HP
Personalised Systems Support for PC Servers program, which extends the same
support available for HP-UX or MPE/iX environments to Windows NT and Novell
NetWare. The initiative includes system-security reviews, performance-analysis
reviews and change planning.
HP also works with third parties to offer broader support. Its SupportPack
initiative encompasses 125 separate systems, network and enterprise desktop
management offerings available through distributors and channel partners. In
January 1996, CSBU started sub-contracting PC and peripheral support (which
represents approximately 25% of its activity) to HP’s channel partners via a new
reseller service network. Resellers and VARs were already providing maintenance
services, but not in large direct HP-UX Unix and MPE/iX minicomputer accounts.
The programme, launched in the US, was then rolled out worldwide on a countryby-country basis. In 1997, the company allowed its partners to re-market its highend outsourcing services. The only service left that cannot be re-sold is
professional consulting.

Staff
HP has consultants specialising in the use of IT in specific vertical industries, IT
architecture, technology and education. All consultants have to undergo a rigorous
training programme, following certification by a review board.

Use of software
HP has its own help desk product, ITSM, via its subsidiary Prolin. HP OpenView
integrates with a variety of other help desk products, including those from
Remedy, Software Artistry, Vantive and others (See the Appendix).

Contact details
Corporate headquarters

European headquarters

Hewlett Packard Company
3000 Hanover Street
Palo Alto
CA 94304
USA

Hewlett-Packard SA
150 route du Nant-d'Avril
CH-1217 Meyrin 2
Geneva
Switzerland

Tel: +1 415 857 1501
Fax: +1 415 857 5518

Tel: +41 22 780 8111
Fax: +41 22 780 8542
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Appendix – software and networks
IT Management software
After years of relative silence, HP is going for the software market as a business in
its own right, with a new software division. It intends not to count on services
revenue to make software profitable, although, when pressed, it admits there are
interesting ‘leverage’ opportunities. It picked three areas of interest, where it aims
to be among the top three providers in the world within two years: electronic
business, payments and IT service management.

OpenView
In IT Service management, HP’s most important contribution is OpenView, a
standards-based network management solution.
OpenView is a suite of utilities that manage networks, systems, applications and
databases. MPE and HP-UX rely on it for features such as automated installation
and software distribution. In 1997, HP expanded it towards LANs (with the
acquisition of Symantec technology) and telecom networks, NT and the Internet.
It also combined it with outsourcing and consulting services, and launched the
OpenView Ready program.
The program enables vendors of Windows NT and Unix servers and systems to
bundle a lightweight version of OpenView with their offering. The first third-party
participants in the program are Dell, Silicon Graphics and Stratus Computer, in
addition to HP itself, which now bundles software with HP-UX. In parallel, it
agreed to participate in a similar initiative from Computer Associates (CA) and to
bundle CA’s Unicenter framework with its Unix HP9000 and NT NetServers. The
framework is a limited version of the Unicenter TNG (‘the next generation’)
product. HP also became a reseller of the complete Unicenter offering. HP jumped
on the Unicenter bandwagon to benefit from CA’s presence at data centre level.
ClusterView belongs to HP’s OpenView management tool suite. It provides a
single point of control for distributed clusters via a map-based interface. In 1997,
HP added drag-and-drop capabilities to move applications to other nodes of the
cluster, and integrated ClusterView with its performance monitoring tools,
GlancePlus and PerfView. In 1997, it also introduced the Network Connection
Policy Manager load-balancing utility. The tool allows systems administrators to
choose the appropriate ‘policies’ to be used for balancing end-user client
connections within a cluster.

TopTools
TopTools is a web browser-based suite of management utilities pre-installed on all
HP PCs (soon to include its Windows CE Handheld ones). It is one of the best
implementations of the Desktop Management Interface (DMI) specification, which
allows you to inventory a PC’s components and settings. It provides
administration, configuration and monitoring facilities for both PC and network
switches. HP has optimised its hardware for TopTools. For example, only HP
hardware can take advantage of TopTools’ NightDirector to be switched-on
remotely for management tasks to be performed out-of-hours.
TopTools is part of OpenView Professional Suite 2.0 and integrates with a range of
outside tools, including CA and Tivoli’s offering. It provides less in-depth
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inventory capabilities than the other monitoring tools from McAfee and Symantec
integrated with OpenView. On the other hand, it provides more real-time
feedback. HP has no plans to license the TopTools to third parties, although it
does license OpenView to outside parties.
In addition to automatic alert and web-based monitoring, HP is providing an
increasing amount of remote-support services.
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IBM Global Services
Summary
IBM Global Services is the largest service provider worldwide. Indeed, it is so big
that it can be difficult to understand which division performs what services. IBM
is trying to address this, and make its service offerings easier to understand.
Service offerings include consultancy, systems integration and outsourcing. IBM
Global Services has a customer relationship management division that provides
products in this area – these are described in Appendix – software products.

Company background
History
IBM is the largest computer system supplier in the world, still several times the
size of the next largest company. It supplies a huge range of hardware, software
and telecommunications products and services.
Via its services arm, IBM Global Services, IBM is also the largest computing
services supplier in the world, by a wide margin. IBM’s services revenue is
increasing rapidly. The company has an unmatched geographic spread in services
across Europe.
IBM has been through the same difficulties as the other hardware manufacturers,
but on a far larger scale. Under the leadership of Lou Gerstner, IBM has rapidly
changed its way of doing business. It has radically re-structured its business
units, and this has had a profound effect on the way that its services are
organised.
IBM’s geographic balance remains remarkably unchanged: Europe is the
company’s second-largest market by a small margin, after the US. IBM’s other two
geographic markets (Asia-Pacific and the Americas excluding the US) are some
way behind. However, ‘Europe’ also includes Africa and the Middle East, which
make up approximately 5% of European revenues.

Commercial
IBM has maintained its position as leader in the computing industry, in size if not
necessarily vision. While IBM spent the early 1990s in considerable difficulty, the
efforts to restore its potency appear to have worked. IBM has re-emerged from the
crisis with an understated strength, in that few outside the industry are aware
that IBM remains the largest computing company by a comfortable margin.
In 1997, revenues were $78.5 billion, an increase of 3% from 1996 revenues of
$75.9 billion.
Service revenues (which contribute 24.5% of total revenues) grew 21.6% from
$15.8 billion to $19.3 billion. Services have remained strong and are increasingly
viewed as central to IBM’s business.
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Structure
IBM’s organisation has three dimensions:

• vertical market. IBM has 12 industry solution units (ISUs), which are vertical

market units targeted at large end-user customers. The company has a general
business marketing (GBM) unit for small- to medium-sized businesses, and
units concentrating on business partners (distributors), OEMs and consumers

• type of business. IBM has separate divisions selling different types of services,
software and its different ranges of hardware. Internally, the marketing of
these units is organised along vertical markets, mirroring the ISU structure.
They have responsibility for the research, development and manufacture of
IBM’s product and services worldwide. One of these units is the Customer
Relationship Solutions (CRS) unit

• geography. In pre-Gerstner IBM, geography was the most important dimension
in this matrix, particularly in Europe where IBM Europe often found itself
sidelined by the direct link from country hierarchies into IBM’s corporate
headquarters.

IBM’s intention is to build a structure that delivers global strategy (and global
process models), but local implementation. The company’s aim is that no single
dimension will dominate its new structure. The top levels of marketing, support
and services, which were formerly left up to the geographic businesses, are
becoming centralised.
IBM describes its new structure as a cube. However, this is not strictly accurate.
The vertical market ISUs have two reporting lines: to the country that they are
part of, and to the worldwide ISU organisation. Similarly, the divisions have a
dual reporting line, country and worldwide within their divisional structure.
IBM’s three-dimensional structure may seem over-complicated, but it is important
to remember the size of the individual business units. IBM is still almost four
times the size of the next largest computer vendor; its software business earns
more revenue than Microsoft, and it is the largest services provider worldwide.
Vertical markets
IBM’s 12 industry sectors are:

• banking and finance
• distribution, covering wholesale, consumer packaged goods, distribution and
retail

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

government
healthcare
insurance
manufacturing
petroleum
process manufacturing
education
transportation and travel
telecommunications and media
utilities, including the water, gas and electricity industries.
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The ISUs (industry solution units) that address these markets are the principal
sales and marketing arm of IBM. They are also responsible for the development of
specific solutions for their vertical markets. They have additional technical
capabilities of their own, but they use IBM’s product and services businesses (and
the products or services from outside companies) to fulfil customer needs.
Subsidiaries
IBM is increasingly using subsidiaries for greater flexibility. Approximately half
IBM Europe’s services workforce are employed by a subsidiary rather than IBM.
Most of the subsidiaries function as a full part of IBM; in particular they will use
IBM’s terms and conditions for staff and customers. However, an increasing
proportion of subsidiaries are separate from IBM; for example, CGI in France and
Lotus in the US are 100% owned by IBM, but remain largely independent.
In most European countries, local employment law does not permit the workforce
flexibility that IBM has in the US. The flexibility is not just the ability to ‘hire and
fire’, but to move staff from one area to another. Keeping staff in separate
subsidiaries is one way that IBM can try to make up for this lack of flexibility, and
allow it to follow the needs of the market place more efficiently.

Vendor positioning
Vertical industry markets
IBM’s services business remains strongest where it has an historically wellestablished presence and a strong installed hardware base, in areas such as
banking, insurance, airlines and other transportation providers, and
telecommunications.
IBM has to make its installed base work to its maximum advantage, but move this
advantage into the multi-vendor arena. Some sectors are less concerned with
maintaining proprietary systems than others (for example, banking, where
reliability and security considerations are paramount).
Geographic markets
One of IBM’s priorities is to try to bring the services streams of its geographic
subsidiaries up to comparable levels of revenue in all service lines.
Germany in particular is very important to IBM, as one of its largest overseas
markets, along with Canada and Japan. However, in the services area, the UK is
the most developed country in Europe, followed by France. Although IBM’s
services business in Italy is strong, the market is some way behind France and the
UK.
Competitive positioning
IBM seeks to position itself as a seamless supplier of services. This ‘seamlessness’
has two dimensions:

• capabilities – IBM can supply any type of service a customer requires
• geography – IBM can supply these services to an equal level worldwide.
In addition, IBM has unmatched reach and coverage in its services, as with all its
other businesses.
As the largest supplier of services in the world, IBM has a genuine claim to these
qualifications. The principal difficulty is making customers realise that IBM is
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such a significant player – customers still tend to think of Andersen Consulting,
CGS, EDS and a range of local competitors first.
Competitors
Due to the size of its business, there are few surprises among the competitors that
IBM faces:

• EDS is the most serious competitor, across a range of different business areas
• Andersen Consulting is important in systems integration and consulting, and
beginning to make its presence felt in outsourcing

• Sema Group is an important competitor in France and the UK
• Cap Gemini Sogeti is an important competitor, especially now that it is
resolving its organisational issues

• debis Systemhaus is an important player in the German market
• Computer Sciences Corporation is scoring some successes at winning business
in IBM’s market.

Among the other hardware vendors, HP is the key competitor. Digital has not
been a major competitor, although its recent acquisition by Compaq is likely to
improve its ability to gain market share.
Alliances
IBM is an SAP ‘global logo partner’, which is the highest level of partnership
conferred by SAP. It means that SAP recognises that IBM has the capability to
provide the full range of SAP-related services, from business consulting through to
final implementation and training, in all major countries on all continents. In
addition, IBM has ‘national logo partner’ status in all the major European
countries. IBM has a number of agreements with SAP, including agreements
covering systems integration and outsourcing based on SAP (although the
outsourcing agreement is only for certain countries).
A large share of IBM’s SAP resource is based in Europe. The company expects to
continue to increase its SAP base rapidly. Some SAP consultants are in the IBM
Consulting Group, but most are in the Systems Integration Division, within the
SAP Service Line (or SAP SL, in IBM terminology).

Market strategy
IBM has set itself six strategic imperatives, to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

exploit IBM’s technology
increase its share of the client-server computing market
establish leadership in the emerging world of network-centric computing
realign the way it delivers value to customers
rapidly expand its position in important geographic markets
build upon its size and scale to achieve cost and market advantages.
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Services
Consulting
The IBM Consulting Group was founded in the early 1990s in response to IBM’s
perceived need for improved representation at the top of the consulting market. It
has taken over (and extended) IBM’s top level consulting from the professional
services organisation.
The IBM Consulting Group is run as a worldwide business. It remains a relatively
small unit, and is able to be selective about the work it bids for. In Europe, its
staffing ranges from a few tens in smaller countries to perhaps one hundred
people in larger countries. IBM believes that it is comfortably inside the top ten
consultancy businesses in Europe, due to the small size of most European
consultancies.
The aim of this group is to occupy the high ground in the consulting market. It
has been made substantially autonomous. It operates through a system of
‘franchising’: the head office of the consulting group franchises individuals in the
different countries to manage its business there, and this individual then
franchises others to carry out consultancy work.
IBM offers strategic consultancy to determine customer service objectives. IBM
offers operational consultancy to identify ways of improving existing customer
service operations, using processes, technology and people.

Systems integration
The systems integration unit has six service lines:

• systems management, which improves customers’ management of their

systems. This service deals with security, configuration, software distribution,
system problem fixing and performance enhancement

• redevelopment – IBM will deal with all aspects of replacing or upgrading

legacy computer programs, including language migration, compiler changes,
databases, end-user interfaces, application changes due to platform migration,
and changes required by the year 2000

• application development effectiveness – most of IBM’s customers have their

own application development shops, so IBM has a set of services that assists
these customers to improve their effectiveness. These include design and
implementation of changes in the customers’ ‘software factory’, transaction
processing systems, information management, CASE tools, and testing
methods and tools

• workgroup services – a set of services aimed at systems for workgroups,

including workflow management, decision support, group communication and
e-mail, and image and document management

• SAP – IBM offers services aimed at implementing SAP, discussed under
Vendor positioning, Alliances

• Internet – IBM offers a range of services for customers that want to make use

of the Internet in their businesses, including home-page design and
implementation, Worldwide Web server design and implementation,
management processes of the Worldwide Web server and development of clientserver applications. IBM has a broad range of Internet products that back-up
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its services offering, including server software for its platforms. Also, the IBM
Global Network offers enhanced dial and leased line Internet access.
IBM offers systems integration to install, integrate, run and maintain customer
service applications, including telephony integration if required.
Services development
IBM has spent considerable time improving its own internal processes,
establishing common offerings, methodologies and tools worldwide. This enables
smoother cross-border working within IBM itself. Four areas in particular have
received most attention:

• the business process and tools that IBM uses to manage its customer
relationships

• intellectual capital management
• skill management
• methodologies, in project management, end-to-end system design, and solution
design and development.

IBM uses customer satisfaction as one of its key performance measures. It also
uses the Baldridge quality assessment throughout its European systems
integration units (the Baldridge quality measures are the result of a US
government initiative).

Outsourcing
Availability services
Availability services consists of those services that customers need to keep their
systems up and running, in all circumstances. IBM’s intention is to capture a
wider customer base, particularly through its offering of multi-vendor availability
services (MAS).
Availability services comprise:

• maintenance
• operational services
• disaster recovery.
All three elements of this service require similar skills, so this grouping is
sensible. The largest element is maintenance, and approximately 90% or more of
this (according to Ovum estimates) is from IBM proprietary systems.
IBM faces the problem that proprietary maintenance revenue is declining. This is
a problem it shares with the other hardware vendors, but IBM’s proprietary is the
largest by a considerable margin.
In the long term, IBM's customer base ought to ensure it has a strong presence in
the multi-vendor maintenance market.
Traditional outsourcing
IBM began offering IT outsourcing services in Europe in 1992, based on its own
internal IT services. By the end of 1994, it had over 7,000 staff in Europe, 26 data
centres (with over 150 processors between them), 13,400 mainframe MIPs and 61
terabytes of storage. It has two extremely large data centres, or ‘megacentres’,
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based in Germany and the UK. More than 50% of its work now comes from
customers outside IBM.
The country operations have dual reporting lines, geographically and to the
worldwide outsourcing organisation via a European general manager.
Also within IBM Global Services is the IBM Global Network, which offers
communications services and provides the communications infrastructure needed
by IBM itself. IGN is part of the outsourcing subsidiary, but it operates
autonomously. (IBM sometimes divides its outsourcing services between network
operations, provided by IGN and systems operations.) There are increasingly close
connections between networking services and IT outsourcing, as systems become
increasingly network-centred.
IBM Global Services has a large and increasing list of clients, although IBM
remains its largest customer, at approximately 30% of revenue worldwide and
(according to Ovum estimates) more than 50% in Europe.
Desktop outsourcing
IBM’s network station management is an extension of its availability services
targeted at the desktop. This is outside IBM’s traditional ‘glasshouse’ domain of
expertise. IBM has been offering this service since the beginning of 1995, and says
that the service has produced strong growth.

Staff
IBM staff come from a variety of backgrounds; the company uses a graduate
intake program as well as hiring experienced personnel. IBM has a particular
culture, which it ensures its recruits are educated in.

Use of software
See Appendix – software products.

Contact details
International headquarters

European headquarters

IBM
Old Orchard Road
Armonk
New York 10504
USA

IBM Europe
Tour Descartes, Cedex
F-92066 Paris La Défense
France

Tel: +1 914 765 1900
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Appendix – software products
IBM has product strategies for customer service and help desk areas, which are
treated separately.

Customer relations
IBM believes that ‘customer relationship management’ (CRM) is of critical
significance to its market, and intends to offer the full range of software to support
‘customer relations’ functions. In 1995, IBM formed the Customer Relationship
Solutions (CRS) organisation to provide consulting, systems integration services
and software applications in the CRM market. CRS is based in Bethesda,
Maryland, led by PJ Mitchell, and is a unit of IBM Global Services.
IBM has developed a map of how it perceives this space, depicting important
technologies required at different points in managing customer relationships. This
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 IBM’s vision of the CRS market
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At each point, the aim is to provide an IBM product. IBM services some of these
segments as a reseller of other products, or in partnership with chosen vendors.
IBM will continue to maintain relationships with other vendors to service this
sector – indeed IBM will work with any vendor to fulfil a particular customer’s
requirements. However, IBM customers should be aware that IBM products are
likely to be the preferred offering.

Customer access
Customers may contact a company by a myriad of channels, including the
telephone, fax, the Internet, kiosks or via a sales representative in person. It is
IBM’s aim to support access by all these channels.
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IBM supports access via the telephone with:
• CallPath – CTI middleware for call centres. This includes a family of related
products for call routing, call blending and reporting (including Call Center
Manager)
• CallPath Enterprise Option – a toolkit for developing CTI capability (using
CallPath)
• DirectTalk – voice processing, which enables customers to complete
transactions by voice over the telephone
• other products, including IVR, voice mail, integrated messaging, parts of Lotus
Domino and Ebusiness (IBM’s unit for Internet-based products).
CallPath is the IBM proprietary standard for CTI and competes with Microsoft
standard TAPI and Novell’s standard TSAPI. CallPath is widely used, in contrast
with its low brand recognition. It is also incorporated into Call Center Manager.
Call Center Manager is an application that performs call routing, screen popping
and integration to existing systems using telephony information, hence use of
CallPath.
IBM includes the sales force as a customer channel. At present, IBM has only the
Overquota sales automation product (Lotus Notes-based). However, Tivoli, a
subsidiary of IBM, is in the process of acquiring a company that may provide a
fast track to a product offering here – Software Artistry (which has recently
acquired Sirius, a sales force automation software vendor).

Customer call/transaction processing
The applications evaluated in Ovum Evaluates: Help Desk and Customer Service
Systems (1997) fall into this category in IBM’s schema. IBM has its own offerings,
as well as products offered via subsidiaries. IBM will supply any product on
request by its customers.
Call Center Direct
This is a call centre application, including CallPath and some call tracking
functionality. This is an IBM product deploying on the AS/400 platform.
CallFlow
CallFlow is a toolkit for building call centre functionality as part of a customer’s
existing application, or for building a complete call centre application. CallFlow
was acquired with the purchase of Early, Cloud & Co at the end of 1995. The
software operates on IBM mainframes and is geared to very large call centre
environments. This software has not been evaluated by Ovum.
SA-CRM
Tivoli is an IBM subsidiary in the process of acquiring Software Artistry. Software
Artistry is the vendor of SA-ERM, an internal IT help desk suite. It is this suite
that is attractive to Tivoli. Software Artistry has also launched SA-CRM, a
customer service application suite that is likely to be more attractive to IBM as
part of their overall strategy than to Tivoli.
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Campaign management
IBM does not have an offering in this space. IBM argues that its coverage includes
CallPath’s capabilities to enable telemarketing, but Ovum considers this capability
to already be defined by customer access.

Customer analysis/data mining
IBM has a separate business unit for data mining applications, products from
which will be utilised to fill this space.

Integration with other parts of the business
IBM considers it vital that customer relationship management integrates with
other functions in an organisation. Correspondingly, CRM technology is required
to integrate with ‘back office’ software, including ERP and accounting.
IBM’s product MDp is a middleware component that can be used to integrate data
from existing systems and the existing systems themselves using screen-scraping
techniques, with CRS systems. MDp was originally part of the Early, Cloud & Co
aquisition.

Help desk
Help desk continues to be of strategic importance to IBM. Of the vendors of help
desk applications, IBM is well placed to be one of the market leaders, given its
dominant role in the network and systems management applications market via
its subsidiary, Tivoli. Whether IBM manages to take advantage of its position is
yet to be determined.

InfoMan
IBM has a long association with help desk and help desk software; InfoMan, a
mainframe-based asset management application, was probably the first product
that attempted help desk application functionality. IBM continues to support
InfoMan and it is widely known as a legacy help desk application – help desk
applications are often required to integrate with InfoMan. More surprisingly,
companies continue to buy it as a new help desk application.

Tivoli
Tivoli is a full subsidiary of IBM. It is one of the dominant vendors of network and
systems management applications in that market. Tivoli works with many of the
help desk application vendors, including Remedy. Tivoli is in the process of
acquiring Software Artistry (whose product Expert Advisor is evaluated in Ovum
Evaluates: Help Desk Software), which will round out its offering in the IT
infrastructure management domain.
Software Artistry
Software Artistry is attractive to Tivoli because of its SA-ERM product suite,
which is positioned in the Internal IT help desk application market. However,
Software Artistry also has the SA-CRM suite, which is useful to IBM as part of its
customer relationship strategy. The acquisition is not yet complete.
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Remedy
IBM acts as a re-seller of Action Request System (Remedy’s help desk application),
particularly in Europe. IBM will continue to have a relationship with Remedy
beyond IBM’s acquisition of Software Artistry, a competing product, although the
nature of these relationships is not yet clear.
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ICL
Summary
ICL offers consulting, systems integration and outsourcing services in Europe,
principally in the UK.
ICL uses its own software in its help desk operation, but will use the software of
its clients’ choice in outsourcing situations.

Company background
History
ICL began as ‘Tabulator’ in 1904, renamed in 1907 as ‘British Tabulating
Machine’ (BTM), importing punched-card tabulators from IBM’s predecessors.
In 1959, BTM merged with Power-Samas Accounting Machines and emerged as
International Computers and Tabulators (ICT). ICT then entered another merger
in 1968 with computer company English Electric and formed International
Computers Ltd. (ICL).
In 1990, Fujitsu, the leading Japanese mainframe manufacturer, acquired an 80%
stake in ICL, leaving 20% in the control of Nortel. Following a rights issue
towards the end of 1993, which Fujitsu subscribed to but Nortel did not, Fujitsu’s
share of ICL rose to 84%. In 1991, ICL acquired computer manufacturer Nokia
Data for $400 million to increase its presence in the Nordic market and to extend
its skills in the PC and groupware area.
In its latest rights issue (June 1996) Fujitsu’s share of ICL rose to 90.1%, leaving
Nortel with 9.9% of ICL’s shares.
ICL operates in more than 80 countries, and is based in the UK. Recently, ICL has
been in the process of transforming itself from a vertically integrated computer
manufacturer and systems operation to a total solutions supplier. Software and
services represent half of total revenues, with the other half from products.
ICL is hoping to re-float on the London International Stock Exchange by 2000.
ICL’s relationship with Fujitsu
Fujitsu is the largest shareholder in ICL, with 90.1%. ICL operates at a distance
from Fujitsu and its headquarters; the vast majority of its employees, production
and development are in Europe. However, ICL shares resources with Fujitsu for
R&D, technological expertise, marketing and the promotion of open systems. The
two companies are increasingly working together to deliver global solutions.

Commercial
ICL has 19,000 employees.
In 1997, revenues were £2.5 billion ($4.2 billion). This represents a decrease of
15% on 1996 revenues (£2.9 billion), which were also down from 1995 revenues of
£3.1 billion.
While revenues have decreased, profitability has improved, with losses of £188.3
million in 1995, improving to a £2.5 million loss in 1996 and finally a profit of
£32.5 million in 1997.
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Software and services are increasing as a percentage of total revenues, now
representing almost half of total revenues.

Structure
ICL’s divisions are structured by sales and capability.
ICL has six market-facing businesses, which are sales organisations: retail
systems, financial services, public sector, travel, utilities and telecoms.
The capability businesses are: services, system services, high-performance
systems and multi-vendor computing.
Corporate functions are performed centrally.

Vendor positioning
Vertical
Slightly more than half of ICL’s business is with retail, financial services and
government clients. ICL’s other important vertical markets are travel and
transport, media and utilities (including telecoms).
Geographical
More than 50% of ICL’s revenue is generated in the UK, with the rest of Europe
contributing a significant proportion. ICL also has business in the US, Africa and
the Middle East.
Competitors
ICL competes with CSC, Hoskyns, Sema Group, EDS and Logica for UK public
sector contracts. Sun, HP, and IBM are among the significant competitors in
cross-industry systems, as is Andersen in the consulting area.
ICL’s outsourcing business competes with IBM Global Services, Cap Gemini, and
EDS. In multi-vendor services, ICL competes with Digital, Olivetti (now Wang)
and what was once Granada Computer Services.
Alliances
ICL’s support facility has several partnerships; it is a: Microsoft Solution Provider,
Novell Support Partner, IBM BesTEAM Partner, pan-European SCO Authorised
Support Partner and a CA Premier Business Partner.
ICL is one of two European Support Partners for Microsoft.

Market strategy
In the late 1980s, the company decided to develop its services business,
introducing a portfolio of ‘higher value’ services. In addition to the traditional
areas of maintenance and customer support, ICL began building up services such
as consultancy and systems integration.
ICL aims to be the ‘best global systems and services company’. ICL divested its PC
business in July 1996 – to Fujitsu ICL Computers (a separate company in which
ICL owns a minority stake).
ICL targets businesses that are consumer-centric.
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ICL made an early commitment to open systems; all its products, systems and
services now conform to OPENframework, its comprehensive methodology for
solution engineering.

Services
In essence, ICL is now a services company. It offers a broad range of services,
including application services, technical consultancy, systems integration, system
services, help desks, electronic business services, training services and
outsourcing for servers, networking and desktop systems.
ICL’s system services business was formed in 1995 by the merger of ICL’s
Customer Services division and Sorbus Business Systems. It offers a full range of
multi-vendor services and operates from more than 250 service centres across
Europe. Its primary markets are OEMs, multinationals and outsourcers, to which
ICL delivers service elements around its core competencies of multi-vendor system
services, software support and help desk/call centres.
ICL’s training services business, previously known as Peritas, is the leading
provider of IT training in the UK marketplace.
ICL’s electronic business services operation provides business applications for ecommerce and Internet-based network services. It completes design, development
and service operations as an Internet Service Provider in Europe and worldwide,
with centres in the UK and Germany. It includes the Munich-based ECRC
operation and offers specialist skills in these new media areas.
ICL delivers the following help desk services:
• OEM help desk services, offering a range of help desk services to OEMs
(hardware and software)
• consumer help desk services, offering software advice and guidance services to
home users
• software support help desk services, offering a range of remote software
support services for desktop and server environments, including advice,
guidance and technical support
• dedicated help desk services, offering a range of IT support services, acting as a
remote call centre and offering management of any third parties
• managed service help desk services, offering on-site support covering all areas
of IT and management of any third parties, with a dedicated management team
• consultancy services, offering a service review, business and IT requirements
capture, solution design and project management
• total solutions, including capture requirements, solution design,
implementation, project management and ongoing operation.

Consulting
ICL offers consultancy on specific business issues such as business process reengineering. This is a small part (5–8% of services revenues in Europe) of overall
business.
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Systems integration
ICL provides implementation and management as a prime contractor on large,
often international projects in a wide range of industrial, commercial and
government sectors, covering skills to design, pilot, deliver and support multivendor integrated application solutions.

Outsourcing
ICL’s outsourcing business was formed by bringing together its interests in
desktop-managed services, network outsourcing and the data centre facilities
management business developed by the wholly-owned CFM Group. This business
has the largest number of outsourcing clients in the UK.
Outsourcing services include:
• data centre
• software services
• network services
• help desk and service management
• desktop services
• managed services
• professional services.

Staff
ICL staff maintain a personal learning plan – including planning career
progression and training.
ICL recruits a mixture of graduates and experienced staff. All new graduate
recruits undergo an induction process.

Use of software
ICL has developed its own suite of knowledge-based help desk systems to identify,
verify and switch calls, manage SLAs and perform reporting. ICL uses this in its
outsourcing engagements, unless the client already has its own help desk system,
in which case ICL runs this on behalf of the client.

Contact details
ICL
Observatory House
Windsor Road
Slough, SL1 2EY
UK
Tel: +44 1753 516000
Fax: +44 1753 604800
Worldwide Web:http://www.icl.co.uk
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Knowledge Networks
Summary
Knowledge Networks is one of a myriad of ‘boutique’ consultancies that specialise
in the customer service market. It offers consultancy and implementation services.
Knowledge Networks operates primarily on the west coast of the US.
The company works with software from vendors such as: Vantive, Scopus, Clarify,
Quintus, Utopia Technology, Active Software and ServiceWare.

Company background
History
Knowledge Networks was established in 1991, with the goal of providing expertise
in call centre automation. The first major software automation implementation
project was completed in 1993.

Commercial
Knowledge Networks is a privately-owned company, so financial information is
not available. Ovum estimates revenues of $4 million for 1997.
The company has three partners, Merra Lee Moffitt (a technologist), Coby Dunn
(business development) and Mikael Blaisdell (strategic operations). The
management team also includes Tom Haifley (sales) and Carl Fusch (professional
services). The consulting team comprises 12–16 full-time systems integrators,
augmented by 5–10 contract associates as needed.

Vendor positioning
Vertical
Knowledge Networks does not specialise on a vertical industry basis.
Geographical
Knowledge Networks is based in the US, on the west coast.
While the bulk of the company’s clients have been located on the west coast of the
US, in the past couple of years, Knowledge Networks has also done work for
clients in other parts of the US, Canada and Europe.
Competitors
Knowledge Networks competes at the lower end of the market, with companies
including The Bentley Group.
Alliances
Knowledge Networks has formal partner relationships and certified implementor
status with Vantive, Scopus, Clarify, Quintus, Utopia Technology, Active Software
and ServiceWare. Similar status with Remedy is in process.
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Market strategy
The primary source of new sales is via referrals from existing customers or
introductions from vendor sales teams.
The core of the company’s practice involves the identification, assessment,
selection and implementation of various technologies to assist the customer’s
service and support effort, as well as organisational development and
optimisation. Knowledge Networks also works with the manufacturers of support
technologies to refine their product offerings and marketing programs.

Services
Knowledge Networks specialises in services related to sales and service
automation:

•
•
•
•
•
•

systems for call tracking and bug tracking
knowledge management systems
web-based software
Computer Telephony Integration (CTI), and e-mail, IVR and fax integration
legacy systems conversions
systems implementation including data and process flow modelling,
geographically distributed client-server implementations, system testing and
assurance, performance tuning and user training.

Consulting
Knowledge Networks provides advisory services:

• assessing current capabilities (through separate OnCourse programs for help
desks and call centres)

• defining business and technical requirements
• evaluating service automation tools and applications (RapidSelect for small
help desks and VendorSelect for larger or more complex help desks/call
centres)

• analysing new product development plans; the competitive marketplace;
industry trends; users’ expectations, perceptions and experiences.

Systems integration
Knowledge Networks provides systems integration services in
implementing/integrating call tracking, knowledge management, sales force
automation, CTI and web-based problem resolution systems.

Outsourcing
Not applicable.
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Staff
The members of the consulting staff have call-centre or help desk backgrounds, in
addition to their specific product expertise and experience.

Use of software
Knowledge Networks works with all vendors on Oracle, Sybase and Informix
platforms. Partners include Vantive, Clarify, Scopus, ServiceWare, Active
Software, BroadQuest, Quintus, Portal and Utopia.
Knowledge Networks is experienced in implementing products from:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advantage
Scopus Technology
Clarify
ServiceWare
Molloy Group
Vantive
Quintus.

Contact details
Knowledge Networks
476E Campbell Avenue #200
Campbell, CA 95008
USA
Tel: +1 408 364 9160
Worldwide Web: www.knownet.com
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Siemens Nixdorf
Summary
Siemens Nixdorf (SNI) has a full range of lifecycle service offerings, including
specialty help desk services and outsourcing. The company will work with any
help desk or customer service software packages, on request.

Company background
History
Siemens Nixdorf was created in 1990 by the merger between the Data and
Information Technology Group of Siemens AG in Munich and Nixdorf Computer
AG in Paderborn.
Siemens AG, SNI’s parent company, is an old established German public company
active in most areas of electrical and electronic engineering.
The other partner in the merger, Nixdorf Computer AG, was founded in 1952 and
became the largest independent German computer company, specialising in
general office systems and vertical market solutions. In 1988, profits plummeted,
and in 1989 it made heavy losses, leading to the October 1990 merger to form SNI.
In March 1992, SNI became a 100% subsidiary of Siemens AG.

Commercial
In the 1997 fiscal year, Siemens Nixdorf’s 35,850 employees worldwide achieved
sales of DM15.4 billion ($8.32 billion). This represents a 14% increase on DM13.6
billion ($7.34 billion) in fiscal 1996.
Siemens Nixdorf continues to do most business in Germany (60%), although this is
gradually changing.
Siemens Nixdorf is the largest European-based supplier of information technology,
with offices on every continent, in a total of 58 countries.

Structure
Siemens Nixdorf has vastly simplified its structure. There are two primary
divisions: products and technology services, and solutions and business services.
Within these two divisions there are 12 autonomous lines of business.
In products and technology services:
• open enterprise computing
• personal computers
• self-service products
• retail systems
• application software
• IT services
• IT networks.
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In solutions and business services:
• Siemens group
• industry
• financial services
• public sector
• telecoms, transportation and utilities.
Systems integration services and operation services (outsourcing) are offered via
solutions and business systems.
These lines of businesses operate via 250 independent geographical units.
Corporate functions operate centrally.

Vendor positioning
Vertical industry markets
SNI’s vertical market sales division covers:
• public sector and communications
• banking and insurance
• industry, trade and services.
A fourth division deals with small businesses in all sectors, through a newly
licensed group of 26 resellers.
Geographic markets
SNI is strong in German-speaking countries (Austria and Switzerland). It has
performed particularly well in the UK, which (from being one of the smaller
markets) has now grown to be one of its largest subsidiaries. SNI is also strong in
Belgium, France, Italy, and Spain. The company is also tackling the Eastern
European market with some success.
Competitors
SNI’s main competitor in the German market and in its main country markets is
IBM, whose systems and services offering is very similar. Hewlett-Packard and
Digital are also significant competitors. SNI has the advantage of its large
established customer base when competing with the mainstream computing
services suppliers. Also, its home market is relatively undeveloped in terms of
service suppliers.
Alliances
Siemens Nixdorf has a number of alliances and partnerships, most notably with
SAP, Microsoft, EMC, Baan and Oracle.

Market strategy
Siemens Nixdorf is the largest IT service company in Germany, and the thirdlargest in Europe.
The company operates in numerous product markets, including: hardware,
database systems, software (including IT management systems), data
warehousing and Internet/intranet products.
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In IT Services, SNI offers consultation, system development, systems
implementation and the operation of IT facilities – outsourcing).
SNI operates centres of excellence to deal with the single European currency, the
year 2000, R/3, data warehousing, electronic banking and smart card solutions.
Siemens Nixdorf operates systems management centres in 15 countries for remote
on-site service worldwide.

Service strategy
SNI services are provided by 8,000 specialists in 800 service locations worldwide.
SNI offers the following services:
•

consulting

•

installation/initial operation

•

hardware and software services (including multi-vendor)

•

operational services (outsourcing)

•

R/3 services

•

logistics/materials management

•

repair/maintenance.

Consulting
Consulting is available for: supply technology, ergonomics, relocation procedures,
integration services, refurbishment, networks, operational service projects
including help desk (productivity and efficiency), network management, system
management, processes, backup and security, software distribution and migration.

Systems integration
Systems integration services are provided by technical consulting. Multi-vendor
projects, where SNI acts as a reseller, are also performed.
In addition, Siemens Nixdorf offers a range of standard SAP R/3 services,
including:
• R/3-Service Basic – monitoring, performance and capacity management
• R/3-Service Plus, which includes basic + configuration management, backup,
adminstration and update
• R/3-Service User Support – all the above, plus user support.

Outsourcing
Siemens Nixdorf offers outsourcing services via operational services. Outsourced
functions can be bought modularly, in combinations or as a complete FM set.
Functions offered are:
• end-user support/help desk
• system monitoring – to prevent errors and problems
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• problem management – to prevent malfunctions from becoming serious
problems
• application support – specific help in handling programs
• administrative services – tasks ranging from purchasing to administration of
contracts and cost accounting
• change management – planning and co-ordination of change processes
• contract management – for service contracts
• accounting – for the cost allocation of IT resources
• procurement support – for customised IT technology
• security management
• configuration services – systems configuration and management
• inventory management – asset tracking, recording
• data services
• print management – for the management and maintenance of printers
• database management
• backup management
• optimisation services
• performance management
• capacity management
• software management
• software administration and distribution
• licence metering (for software licences).

Staff
No information supplied.

Use of software
Siemens Nixdorf acts as a reseller and implementor of a variety of help desk and
customer service software packages. SNI will work with any package on request.

Contact details
Corporate head offices
SNI AG
Heinz-Nixdorf-Ring 1
D-33106 Paderborn
Germany

SNI AG
Otto-Hahn-Ring
D-81739 München
Germany

Tel: +49 5251 8-0
Fax: +49 5251 8 111 05

Tel: +49 89 636-01
Fax: +49 89 636 52000

Worldwide Web: http://www.siemensnixdorf.com
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Unisys
Summary
Unisys is a company that has had to re-invent itself to survive. Initially a
hardware manufacturer and supplier, Unisys fell on hard times with the decline of
the mainframe. Since its successful re-positioning as a services provider, Unisys’s
fortunes now appear to be looking up. Unisys has been known for full outsourcing
FM services, but is also a provider of the new style one-stop multi-vendor desktop
services, help desk and network services.
Unisys is one of the clutch of hardware suppliers for which broadening service
offerings will enable not only survival, but the ability to maintain size and
influence in the IT market.

Company background
History
In 1986, Unisys (derived from United Information Systems) emerged out of one of
the biggest ever computer merger deals in the industry (at that time), between
Sperry and Burroughs. Combining both companies enabled Unisys to realise
economies of scale in research & development and manufacturing.
Unisys’s president, Michael Blumenthal (formerly the head of Burroughs),
immediately disposed of $1.8 billion in assets (Sperry’s aerospace and marine
divisions), closed plants and cut the combined workforce of 120,000 by 24,000. The
second half of the 1980s proved to be difficult times for non-IBM mainframecentred vendors; IBM was at its zenith at the high-end of the market, and the
strongly-emerging minicomputer suppliers were becoming successful at the lower
end. To escape from its dependence on the mainframe, Unisys decided to expand
its operations by acquiring Timeplex (voice and data networks) for $650 million
and Convergent (Unix-based workstations) in 1988. The following year, it
equipped its U-line of servers with the open Unix operating system, sponsored
4GL to connect its new 2200 and A-series of mainframes, and moved to smaller
networked systems.
The company’s fortunes were shaken in 1989, when the demand for mainframe
collapsed, affecting all mainframe manufacturers badly. For Unisys, this was the
start of a downturn, leading to heavy losses over the next few years. A succession
of lawsuits kept Unisys in the headlines and, combined with the succession of
losses, led to Blumenthal’s departure. His successor, James Unruh, attempted to
rescue the situation by making another round of redundancies, closing down
seven of the 15 manufacturing plants and shedding non-core assets. Revenues
kept dwindling over the next four years, although profitability began to recover in
1992 and 1993.
In 1995 Unisys formed a subsidiary, USoft, dedicated entirely to delivering open
systems software for the client-server market, principally by acquiring smaller
players. USoft is funded with $50 million.
In 1997, Lawrence Weinbach was named Unisys Chairman and CEO. Weinbach
was formerly a managing partner at Andersen Consulting and CEO of Andersen
Worldwide. Weinbach is important to Unisys for two reasons:
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• his background with an eminent services provider is a significant asset to a
company re-positioning itself in such a role
• his track record in expansion and growth is important to a company that needs
to grow vigorously to maintain its new focus.
Under Weinbach, Andersen quadrupled revenues. Since Weinbach joined Unisys,
he has reduced debt ahead of schedule, which has resulted in significant cuts in
interest expense.

Commercial
Revenue for 1997 rose 4% to $6.64 billion (from $6.37 billion in 1996). Excluding
the negative impact of foreign currency fluctuations, primarily in Europe, the
company’s revenue in 1997 rose 7%. In 1997, Unisys’s net income (before one-time
charges) more than tripled to $199 million, from a net income of $61.8 million
(before one-time charges) in 1996.
The company’s strongest growth areas were information services, distributed
computing support services and software. Services account for 60% of revenues,
substantiating the claim that Unisys is primarily a services company.
Since its creation, Unisys has experienced turbulent financial performance. Its
initial results were satisfactory, with $7.4 billion revenues, representing a 48%
increase on its original companies’ combined previous year’s result; it made a
small loss of $43 million. However, the company’s fortunes were shaken when the
demand for mainframe collapsed in 1989 and 1990, leading to plummeting income.
In 1990, sales were at $10 billion, with losses of $639 million.
Over this period, Unisys amassed crippling debts; its goal is now to reduce debt by
$1 billion by 2000. At the end of 1997, as a result of initiatives by both Unruh and
Weinbach, the company is 80% towards its goal. Results for 1997 indicate that
Unisys is capable of recovering and continuing to be a force in the IT industry.

Structure
Unisys’s worldwide corporate organisation came into place on 2 January 1996.
Whereas Unisys’s service and technology businesses once shared a pool of
resources to enable them to market and sell their offerings, the company is now
organised into three business groups at the corporate level, each having its own
marketing and sales force and research & development budget; this is described as
‘three businesses/one company’. The three businesses contribute approximately
one third in revenue each.The three businesses are:
• Information Services Group (ISG). This designs, integrates and builds information
management solutions that help clients to apply technology more effectively by
offering four major services: management consulting, systems integration,
outsourcing and industry-specific software solutions
• Computer Systems Group (CSG). This group provides hardware and software
solutions. CSG’s lines of service are enterprise systems and servers, departmental
servers and desktop systems, system software and development tools, parallel
processing systems, imaging, document management and payment processing
systems, data communication and information storage solutions (see Products for
more details)
• Global Customer Services Group (GCS). GCS offers a portfolio of support services
ranging from network design and integration (which is provided by ‘Network
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Solutions’), life-cycle desktop support (offered by ‘OneCALL’) and maintenance and
disaster recovery services (supplied by ‘Maintenance’) to the reselling of consumables
from varied manufacturers through ‘Unisys DIRECT’.
Certain functions (such as accounting, corporate marketing, collection and
disbursements, and telemarketing) are provided for the whole organisation by
‘Common Services’, which charges the three business groups as and when they
require its services.
The Federal Systems Division, the former Government Systems Group, sells
solutions to the US Federal Government. It operates separately to the three
businesses described above.

Vendor positioning
Vertical
Worldwide, Unisys specialises in five vertical markets, all of which can be characterised
by the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

having the need for high-speed transaction processing
including major buyers of systems integration services
facing structural changes that can be better met by intelligent use of IT
markets in which Unisys has established a visible competitive position.

The five sectors are:
• finance. Worldwide, Unisys serves 41 of the top 100 banks. In Europe, this
includes projects for Barclays Bank and Lloyds Bank for systems integration;
TSB Bank for multivendor desktop and networking maintenance services (for
12,000 workstations and 2,200 ATMs); and Abbey National for detecting
cheque, debit and credit card fraud. In Europe, Unisys has specialised sales
teams for retail banking, payment systems, retail delivery, international
banking and insurance
• the public sector. Having a traditionally strong footing in the US, Unisys is also
moving into the European government sector. Unisys’s public sector areas
include central and local government, postal services, defence and legal
systems
• communications. In the telecoms sector, Unisys has teams covering enhanced
and operational support services. It has provided services or systems for 35 of
the world’s largest telecommunications companies. The telecommunications
sector represents a growth area – it has considerable spending power. Unisys
claims that it provides 18% of the world’s voice messaging services
• transport. This is a very important income source for Unisys. It has 14 of the
world’s top 25 airlines as clients
• commercial. This is a sector that has recently been heavily invested in. The
cash raised through the sales of Unisys’s defence arm was put into the
development of this sector.
Unisys decided to withdraw from the defence sector by selling its defence business
for $862 million to Loral.
Geographic markets
Unisys is present in over 100 countries, serving more than 50,000 clients.
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Each of the three businesses (CSG, GCS and ISG) operate regionally – the
Americas, Europe and Asia.
Since Unisys’s operations outside North America, Europe and Africa are not yet
large enough to run the three businesses separately, the businesses are managed
jointly, with the offices acting as distribution outlets and value-added resellers.
Unisys runs three geographic divisions:
• Latin America and the Caribbean
• South Pacific
• Asia.
Competitors
Unisys’s competitors vary according to the markets it operates in. Overall,
Unisys’s main competitors are IBM, NCR and the large systems vendors such as
Bull, Compaq, SNI and Olivetti. On the services side, it competes with EDS, CSC,
and Hewlett-Packard.
For the GCS Group, IBM, Digital, ICL and Bull are the major competitors.
For ISG, the main competitors are Andersen Consulting, Cap Gemini, Computer
Sciences, EDS, IBM Global Services and SHL Systemhouse; there are also
numerous industry-specific players.
Alliances
Unisys has entered numerous alliances with prestigious companies, ranging from
hardware and software to consulting and research, as well as networking
companies. Unisys partnerships are formed by each business independently.
ISG has formed partnerships with many leading consultancies, including Mercer
Management Consulting, the Monitor company and Kaiser Associates. It also has
alliances with Hewlett-Packard, Lotus, Oracle, PeopleSoft, Sun Microsystems and
Tandem.
The Computer Systems Group has formed partnerships with Cadence (chip
manufacturing), Chorus Systems (microkernel operating environment),
CompuLink, EMC, Founders, Informix, Oracle (relational database software),
Intel (in 1993, with the aim of developing a parallel processing computer using
Intel’s Pentium chip), Motorola, Red Brick (database software), Seagate, Storage
Technology and Tech Data.
As a result of its multi-vendor support service, the Global Customer Services
Group has many partnerships. Major alliances are with Microsoft (as a certified
Microsoft Solutions Provider and Solution Partner, also acting as a Microsoft
authorised support centre in Europe), Cisco Systems (Unisys GCS was its global
partner of the year in 1995 and 1996), Bay Networks (Unisys is an authorised
Technology Partner, authorised Maintainer and authorised Trainer) and Novell
(Unisys is among the top five of certified NetWare engineers).
GCS provides warranties and outsourced customer service for all major
desktop/network products, including those from IBM, HP, Compaq, Dell, Toshiba
(exclusively in Europe) and Bay Networks (also exclusively in Europe).
Unisys also has partnerships with Attachmate, MCI (for the implementation and
maintenance of frame relay networks at the customer site) and Motorola.
Furthermore, it has formed industry-specific alliances with companies such as
ALLTEL, Symix, Siebel Systems and Delta Management to provide application
solutions.
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Market strategy
Unisys has shifted its focus from being principally a hardware and software
vendor to being a services supplier. In line with this, there has been a
corresponding shift in revenue stream from pure hardware and software sales and
maintenance towards consulting, systems integration, software development and
outsourcing. However, the company is still in the hardware business and Unisys
intends to continue investing in R&D activities for new products.

Services
Main services activities
Unisys provides a full range of services, including business and technical
consulting, total solutions development and delivery, operational support and
outsourcing – covering all aspects of Ovum’s services definition and more. The
largest share of services revenue (although declining) still comes from
maintenance, which includes proprietary Unisys systems and (to a lesser extent)
non-Unisys hardware maintenance.
The type of services defined by Ovum as ‘computing services’ are provided by
either ISG or the GCS Group, and in many cases by both of them.

Consultancy
Unisys offers IT and management consultancy. It has four distinct services that
fall into Ovum’s categories of management and IT consultancy. These are:
• business process redesign (re-engineering); including process redesign,
procurement, integration and roll-out. This offering usually incorporates the
expertise of the information research and strategic services listed below
• information research services, provided through referral partners (Mercer
Management Consulting and Kaiser Associates) and including market,
competitor and technology analysis
• strategic services, which are also available through a referral partner, Monitor
Company. This service is designed to help customers develop a strategy to cope
with changes in their selected markets
• information technology planning, which helps clients to understand their
information requirements by looking at their current systems and competitive
positions.
Consultancy services are offered by both ISG and the GCS Group; the first three
categories are primarily the responsibility of ISG, with information technology planning
under GCS. GCS is also looking into opportunities to translate its expertise into more
value-added consulting assignments, where it can apply its existing skill sets.
ISG provides consultancy services to help desk and customer service areas.

Systems integration
This service is mainly provided by ISG. Some systems integration activities are
also performed under GCS’s Network Enable portfolio, but GCS is more likely to
perform network integration than systems integration.
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Each country has a systems integration ‘practice’, targeted at specific vertical
markets. Strategies and business directions for the subsidiaries in each country
are set by regional headquarters.

Outsourcing
All full outsourcing activities (as defined by Ovum) are managed by ISG. They
account for an estimated 6% of the group’s European revenue, comprising data
centre consolidation, systems and facilities management and business process
management.
However, selective outsourcing services are also offered by GCS. GCS has
gathered all its practices under the Network Enable brand, except core
maintenance. The Network Enable brand has good market recognition and allows
GCS to simplify its service offering.
The Network Enable brand encompasses Network Solutions, NetWORKS,
Deskside Support, OneCALL and a consulting practice that operates across all
these areas.
Network Solutions, and NetWORKS services include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

worldwide network design
implementation and management services
distributed systems management
network and server support
capacity management
network monitoring
network problem resolution.

Deskside Support includes services for the on-site maintenance of hardware, asset
management, project management and maintenance for printers, terminals and
power supplies.
The OneCALL service provides end-user help desk for packaged software,
although a custom OneCALL service can also provide support for a customer’s
own software. It provides a single point of contact for a customer’s employees, and
can be the means by which customers access other Network Enable services, such
as asset and network management.
OneCALL services are offered in packages ranging from a starter pack (help desk
for PC applications for a short period of time) to custom solutions, where the
customer can specify which services are to be provided and whether they are to be
local or remote.
The consulting arm of Network Enable is new and aims to build on the GCS skills
now used to provide integration and implementation services, migration and
program management.
Core maintenance services provide support for Unisys proprietary hardware and
software – it is Unisys’s own customer service operation for customers that have
bought Unisys products from CSG.
Unisys has its own help desk system that it uses internally to provide customer
service to Unisys customers (maintenance), and to provide outsourced help desk
support (OneCALL). Unisys’s help desk system is called the Service Request
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Management System, and is a customisation of Action Request System by
Remedy.
Unisys outsources front-line support of its help desk service to Sykes, although
this is seamless to its customers: customers always call one number for help desk
support. Unisys also works with other partners in providing its outsourced
desktop services, including Microsoft, Cisco, Bay Networks, Compaq, Novell and
Toshiba on a ‘best of breed’ basis (note that the Compaq/Digital merger has not yet
affected the Compaq/Unisys relationship).

Use of software
Unisys uses Remedy software in its own help desk businesses. Unisys will work
with other vendors on request in its systems integration projects.

Contact details
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Corporate headquarters

European headquarters

Unisys Corporation
PO Box 500
Blue Bell
PA 19424-0001
USA

Unisys Europe-Africa Limited
Bakers Court
Bakers Road
Uxbridge UB8 1RG
UK

Tel: +1 215 542 4011
Fax: +1 215 542 3170

Tel: +44 1895 862066
Fax: +44 1895 862807
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Outsourcing and the
virtual company
Summary
IT outsourcing has soared in popularity over the last decade. Since 1989, more
than 60 outsourcing contracts (in excess of $200 million) have been awarded
worldwide, contributing to an outsourcing market approaching $100 billion by
the end of 1998. (Source: US International Trade Commission report.)
The areas of high demand within the IT segment are desktops, help desks,
networks, Internet/corporate intranets and Year 2000 conversion projects, but
the big deals continue to be made in full outsourcing contracts.

The big deals are getting bigger – in 1997, giant deals generated $40 billion. In
1996, the top ten biggest deals generated $20 billion, which is the same size as
the entire market in 1995.
Organisations are attracted to outsourcing by the prospect of saving costs and
being able to concentrate on their core competencies. However, many deals
collapse in the often long-winded negotiation prior to any contract being signed;
other deals end up with a high level of dissatisfaction, often on both sides, and
even before the law courts. A recent Dataquest study showed that nearly a third
of all re-negotiations were initiated less than six months after first being signed.
Undertaking an outsourcing arrangement solely to cut costs is questionable.
Outsourcing can save money and bring all the other benefits touted (including
focus, competitive advantage and access to skills), but outsourcing an operation
is not an excuse to forget about it. Most companies are aware of the need to pay
careful attention to drawing up the outsourcing arrangement, but attention
must continue to be paid to the relationship for it to operate successfully.

What is outsourcing?
What form does it take?
Ovum defines IT outsourcing as ‘the provision of computer processing and
associated services by an outside supplier’. The processing can be batch, on-line
or a combination of the two. Outsourced services can be provided locally,
remotely or both.
There are three main types of outsourcing service:
• full IT outsourcing: the supplier takes responsibility for managing a broad
range of computer processing and other services. Application development
responsibility may also be handed over. The supplier takes over its client’s
existing mainframe, servers and/or PC network. The supplier often acquires
the client’s system outright and rents or buys floor space. This service is
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often referred to as facilities management (FM), but this term tends to
exclude custom applications development. In many contracts, the supplier
often takes on (permanently) some or all of its client’s IT staff
• partial outsourcing: the supplier takes over a specific part of the IT function.
Partial outsourcing can cover many different aspects of a company’s IT
operations, for example help desk, central systems or desktop systems (in a
distributed environment) or a specific set of applications
• business-function outsourcing: the supplier takes over an IT-intensive
business function, and also other aspects of the customer’s business. This
idea is not new – payroll and payment processing services are longestablished examples. However, suppliers are now targeting an ever wider
range of IT-intensive functions, such as accounting departments, logistics
operations and shareholder registration offices. These services take suppliers
outside the IT domain altogether.
An outsourcing supplier can achieve lower costs than its customers by sharing
facilities, staff and expertise among many customers. To gain maximum
economies, the supplier needs the flexibility to locate staff and facilities where
they are most cost-effective. The wider the scope of outsourcing, the greater the
flexibility of the supplier will be, and the greater the potential savings for
customers.
Ovum’s definition includes all continuing support services except maintenance
and disaster recovery services, which are not usually handled in-house. It
specifically excludes one-off project services, such as systems consultancy,
software development and systems integration. Some suppliers include this sort
of work in their outsourcing category, arguing that any work performed by
outside suppliers must, logically, be defined as outsourced. However, this is not
helpful because it makes the term ‘outsourcing’ too broad to have any useful
meaning.
The market for full IT outsourcing remains buoyant, but the growth areas are
in partial outsourcing, in particular for desktop/end-user support, network
management and business function outsourcing.

What areas does it cover?
The potential to outsource IT and non-IT activities is vast. The most popular
forms are:
• desktop outsourcing: where the supplier is responsible for managing the PCs
and servers on a local area network. The desktop outsourcing market is
growing rapidly, at approximately 40% per year
• help desk outsourcing: almost 40% of US companies have already done this;
European companies are following. The primary attraction is that
organisations do not necessarily have the knowledge to support products
from multiple vendors. Outsourced multi-vendor support saves a company
from adding people and training to an already complex computing operation.
Multi-vendor support is principally provided for packaged software –
although package suppliers provide free help lines, they are frequently
congested. Package vendors have limited experience in using their products
with other vendor’s products, and therefore cannot always solve problems
that arise from interaction between several products
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• network (data and/or voice) outsourcing: where the supplier provides
maintenance and support for internal networks, and/or access to external
networks
• applications FM: where the supplier provides both help desk and software
maintenance for a particular application or portfolio of applications
• software maintenance: where the supplier provides bug fixes and routine
updates to software. This was originally confined to custom software, but
customers are increasingly turning to third parties to support standard
software; a correspondingly increasing number of package software suppliers
nominate service agents
• system management: where the supplier manages the system on behalf of
the customer, but the customer continues to employ the staff and own the
system
• transitional outsourcing: where the supplier manages old and/or new
systems while the customer transfers from one to the other. However, the
customer retains control over the project
• services for small- to medium-sized companies. Traditionally, small- to
medium-sized companies are not catered for by outsourcing. However,
smaller IT departments are just as likely (if not more) than larger ones to be
subject to cost pressures and staff & skill shortages – all the usual
motivations for outsourcing. The supplier can achieve economies of scale and
offer a range of expertise unavailable to the smaller IT department by
providing a service (for example, desktop and help desk outsourcing) to a
large number of small customers. The supplier can then provide such
services at a reasonable cost to individual customers.
In contrast, bureau services – where the supplier processes a customer’s data
remotely, but has no role in managing the customer’s on-site facilities – is
increasingly seen as a ‘legacy service’. Nowadays, bureau services are confined
to specialist applications, such as the bureau run by Datev in Germany for tax
accountants, and the many small agencies that process and analyse market
research data.
There are three areas that may be counted as outsourcing by some suppliers,
but which Ovum excludes from its definitions for research purposes:
• network services: where the network is the service, such as electronic data
interchange (EDI) or managed network services
• on-line information services: Ovum considers this a publishing and not a
computing service
• direct marketing services: while this is an IT-intensive function, Ovum does
not count it as computing services because companies in this market use
their own data on behalf of clients, rather than processing clients’ data.

Benefits associated with outsourcing
Companies decide to outsource for a number of reasons:
• financial; companies seek to control, and possibly reduce, their spending on
computing through outsourcing. Economic conditions in most countries are
pressurising companies into reducing staff numbers. Companies often use
FM to avoid the capital cost of systems upgrades. Companies claim to cut
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costs by 15–40% via outsourcing. A survey of attendees at The Outsourcing
Institute’s second annual outsourcing leadership forum (1997) said that
reducing cost was the primary reason for outsourcing
• a shortage of skills; to buy-in expertise not available in-house. Some
organisations are outsourcing their strategic applications, running and
maintaining legacy systems themselves. This is contrary to the usual trend
of keeping strategic operations in-house, and is prompted by the view that
companies do not have the newer skills and technology required to develop
strategic systems. Moreover, since technology is continually changing, it is
expensive and time-consuming to continually update in-house staff skills, not
to mention the difficulties of keeping staff with newly-acquired highlymarketable skills. Hence, staff are employed at what they do best, which is
keeping existing applications running in the environment that they know
and understand, while new and idiosyncratic skills are outsourced
• strategic; the current management trend is towards concentrating on the
business ‘focus’ (which used to be known as the ‘core business’). BP, for
example, has outsourced virtually every element of its business that is not
immediately concerned with oil. However, management thinking is always
subject to fashion – some observers proclaim that only core IT functions
should be outsourced; others cite only non-core IT. Strategic decisions are
best made according to the realities of an individual company. It is possible
for one company to make a strategic decision to outsource operational IT and
for another to decide to outsource strategic applications – and for both
companies to be ‘right’ according to their situation at the time
• competitive advantage; companies outsource business functions because they
believe outsourcing that operation will improve it. Customer service is
outsourced to companies that make it their business to provide the best
customer service available. Outsourcing an operation may enable a company
to reduce the time it takes for its new products to reach the market
• technological; outsourcing allows users to keep abreast of the rapid changes
in the IT sector and to run the IT operation more efficiently. This may
remove the need for the company to understand the intricacies of the
technology. For example, help desks are being outsourced because companies
do not have the internal resources to support multiple products from
multiple vendors. However, outsourcing does not remove the need for users
to understand how IT is used in their business
• managerial; companies look to outsourcing to reduce the complexity of their
corporate structure
• taxation; in some regions, tax regulations encourage outsourcing. For
example, in the UK, tax relief on capital expenditure is low, while service
fees are directly tax deductible. In other regions (such as Germany), tax
allowance on capital expenditure is very high, which favours ownership.
There are other, indirect, benefits that companies can realise through
outsourcing. One of these benefits is that using an outside provider requires the
company to become more organised and cost-conscious with regard to the IT
department or business department outsourced, simply because costs are
directly attributed to it.
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Problems associated with outsourcing
Associated with such a potentially large change, user organisations have a wide
range of concerns over outsourcing. Many of these concerns are in the same
areas as those where the organisations are looking to achieve benefit:
• control of strategic IT; after the initial honeymoon period, some companies
report growing disparity between business strategies and the IT department.
The performance of certain IT systems is central to the organisation’s
business performance, and it should therefore retain tight control. However,
the strategic-IT argument has been over-used in the past, damaging its
credibility among non-IT managers. The test of a strategic system is whether
it significantly enhances business advantage, for example by contributing
strongly to customer value. Some genuinely strategic systems do exist, but
most fail this test. If the outsourcing relationship is correct, it should not
diminish the customer’s control, make it easier for competitors to copy
products or services offered, or diminish security
• managerial; the growing trend of companies to outsource other business
processes as well as their IT functions can potentially harm the overall
management of the organisation – it can be difficult to manage processes
that cut across functions that are outsourced, possibly to different vendors
• failure to save costs; a 1996 study on the causes for failed outsourcing deals
in the US and the UK came to the conclusion that two thirds of deals do not
deliver the original cost-saving objectives, principally due to poorly
negotiated contracts
• staff issues; dealing with staff when an outsourcing contract begins can be
very problematic. This is much less of an issue when the IT market is
growing. If staff are transferred from the company to the supplier of
outsourced services, the supplier can deploy any staff not needed to service
its other customers. However, when the market is in decline, redundancies
are likely. Many service suppliers have different, more market-oriented
working terms and conditions than their customers (such as large
manufacturing, financial or government organisations). Thus, staff in IT
departments often fear outsourcing, and their colleagues in other
departments can lose morale as a result of their friends’ treatment; this
presents a considerable barrier to success in outsourcing
• continuity; having a core of experienced staff that understand the technology
(and the environment in which it is deployed) is very important to the
success of IT. Continuity may be threatened within the scope of an
outsourcing arrangement, as well as within a company’s own IT department.
Losing experienced staff is a problem that can also be faced by outsourcing
firms. Outsourcing firms may also move staff from one customer to another.
Experienced staff have not been ‘lost’ to the outsourcing firm, but may as
well be from the customer’s point of view
• inability to change; although it is possible to change suppliers, in reality
contracts are usually re-let to the same supplier. Re-letting or cancelling a
contract typically requires at least a year of preparation. Complexity in renegotiation can be a real disincentive to change.
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The changing nature of outsourcing
In the 1980s, decisions in favour of outsourcing were primarily motivated by the
urge to save costs. Though cost cutting is still paramount, other aspects have
become important. These include the need to use IT operations as a competitive
tool, to concentrate on a company’s core business and re-direct management
attention away from non-core activities. In recent years, the nature of
outsourcing contracts has changed, principally around the issues listed below.

Growing contract sizes
The typical size of contracts has expanded, reflecting the increasing confidence
in outsourcing. In 1997, giant deals generated $40 billion. In 1996, the top ten
biggest deals generated $20 billion, which is the same size as the entire market
in 1995.

New contract types
Traditional outsourcing contracts revolved around outsourcers paying up-front
for their computer assets in exchange for a long-term service contract.
Increasingly, the supplier is expected to understand and contribute to the
business outcome as opposed to (or as well as) business inputs. Reward is
directly related to the responsibility or risk taken by the supplier.
The supplier is expected to meet targets, usually to reduce costs by a specified
amount, but in some cases to also increase revenues. The supplier’s fee is
directly tied to its achievement of these goals. In these contracts, the supplier
shares the risk with the company; in return the supplier’s fee can be greatly
increased.
Companies such as EDS have been central in shaping new forms of co-operation
between the outsourcer and the external service provider. EDS calls the concept
of sharing risks and rewards as ‘co-sourcing’. Other companies also use this
concept.
However, the rewards of being mutually involved in the deal may be offset by a
backlash of feeling that the partnership approach is a way for suppliers to lock
the customer in and achieve higher margins.
Deriving from the system integration area, the concept of ‘gain-sharing’ is then
a way for the customer to benefit from the partnership style, while giving the
supplier an opportunity to ‘put his money where his mouth is’. The incentive for
the outsourcing provider to operate cost consciously is created by putting each
positive difference between quoted costs and the actual costs in a contingency
pool, which is then shared evenly between the outsourcer and provider at the
end of a project.

Wider scope
Traditionally, outsourcing was focused around data processing activities. It has
now become popular to outsource other IT functions as well as non-IT functions,
including manufacturing, warehousing, logistics, transportation and
procurement, many of which are IT intensive.
Outsourcing suppliers are keen to increase the scope of outsourcing contracts in
order to increase their value. Contracts for low-end data centres are almost
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commodities – added value (and correspondingly higher margins) comes from
the inclusion of systems integration, application development and even business
process re-engineering in the outsourcing contract.

Increasing acceptance
The acceptance of outsourcing has risen over the last decade. Outsourcing is no
longer seen as a confession of weakness, but as a legitimate business alternative
for achieving business goals. In 1997, 67% of organisations in the US and
Europe had outsourced all or part of their IT activities, compared to 44% in
1994.

Contract management leads to fewer suppliers
The rising number of outsourcing contracts results in a growing amount of
supervision. In order to keep management at a minimum and to negotiate better
conditions, companies have started to use fewer outsourcing providers. As the
number of contracts is reduced and the size of each individual deal increases,
companies are more likely to require the supplier to take a share of the risk.

Reducing contract times
The average length of outsourcing deals has been coming down. In the days of
mainframes, contracts were often in the region of ten or more years; a period of
three to five years is now more common. Specified targets might become
obsolete due to new technological developments and/or changes in business
goals, or suppliers’ work might prove unsatisfactory. With IT hardware and
other costs tumbling, long-term contracts that seem cheap today may look
exorbitant next year. Contract terms have reduced to reflect the fast pace of
change in technology, but principally because nervous outsourcers see shorter
term contracts as a means of maintaining control over the supplier.
An outsourcing arrangement may be short term, to cover a defined activity. For
example, during migration from one system to another, a supplier may be hired
to run either the existing system or the new system in parallel with internal
staff running the other system. However, short term contracts can also be made
because the company is expecting a non-sustained surge in activity – similar to
the retail practice of hiring extra staff for the Christmas peak sales period.

A project basis
Outsourcing is no longer an ‘all or nothing’ proposition. Outsourcing has become
modular, giving companies the option to source activities from the most
appropriate ‘supplier’ (whether internal or external) at project as well as
department level. ‘Most appropriate’ may be determined by criteria including
cost effectiveness, competitive advantage, access to skills and technology. Since
every business is different, each one can choose which activities to perform inhouse and which to outsource (based on its own particular requirements).
At the extreme, the company’s IT staff can be seen as account managers or
professional project managers that look for business within the organisation,
then contract to the best supplier (whether internal or external) for the project
work to be done.
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Sub-contracting
Increasingly, relationships between the outsourcer and service provider become
multi-layered, inasmuch as outsourcing providers have started to sub-contract
parts of the original assignment themselves.
Sub-contracting may even be specified as a condition by the company itself, as
illustrated by the recently-signed JP Morgan contract. JP Morgan has an
outsourcing relationship with Computer Science (CSC), Andersen Consulting,
AT&T and Bell Atlantic; it is worth $2 billion for seven years. JP Morgan chose
the four suppliers, putting one, CSC, as the prime contractor for managerial
reasons. Each of the four suppliers are contracted to receive a share of rewards.

Examples
Examples of deals illustrating the evolving nature of outsourcing include Swiss
Banking (SBC), CNA insurance and Hyatt International.
As part of the worldwide outsourcing arrangement between Swiss Banking and
Perot Systems, SBC took a 24.9% stake in Perot to jointly offer systems and
services to financial services companies. SBC turned over the management
(though none of the physical assets) of its global data centres and distributed
computing to Perot for $250 million per annum over the next 25 years. SBC has
retained some control to ensure the confidentiality of data by remaining solely
in charge of security. CSC is working with CNA Insurance, one of its
outsourcing clients, to create a new business entity that will sell business
process consulting to other insurance companies.
Hyatt has outsourced its IT operation to Sabre Decision Technologies, a joint
venture between CSC and AMR. The decision to sign a five-year, $72 million
contract in June 1996 was not motivated by cost saving, rather the company
wanted to commercialise its internally-developed, Unix-based reservation
software via an independent third-party because it was unable to sell it directly
to its competitors.

Which operation, when and for how long?
Function independence
Whether any function is ‘core’ may be a misleading premise. It may be more
critical to understand to what degree the function can be performed
independently to the rest of the organisation. Cleaning passes the independence
test – it can easily be outsourced because it can usually be performed without
interaction with other organisational functions. Payroll also comes under this
category, as well as other successfully outsourced operations.
Applying the independence test should not be the only way to judge whether a
function can be outsourced. However, if a function requires interaction between
different units to be completed, and one of those units is under consideration for
outsourcing, then the responsibility and the limits of the relationship will need
to be carefully considered and defined in order for the function to be performed
successfully.
For example, help desk is a function that is often outsourced. However, whether
it can operate independently or not depends on what is meant by ‘help desk’. A
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help desk for standard desktop applications requires little interaction with other
units in the organisation. However, a help desk for the organisation’s own
applications and infrastructure requires interaction with the units in the
organisation responsible for their maintenance. Splitting the responsibility for
maintenance and for the help desk between internal and external sources
requires careful negotiation and should be avoided.

A mix is best
No one criteria is the ‘best’ or only guide to which functions should be performed
by which party. While cost remains the key consideration for most companies
considering outsourcing, the lack of cost reduction is also the most common
reason for disappointment in results.
The common sense approach to outsourcing is to use it as a yardstick. For every
task the organisation undertakes, it should ask ‘what is the most cost-effective
way to resource this?’. The answer may sometimes be outsourcing, but the
organisation should remember that it could also be internal management.
Whether in-house or outsourced, the resulting function is more likely to be costeffective for having gone through the process of being examined and quantified.

The outsourcing process
Pre-outsourcing
Before embarking on an outsourcing decision, conduct an outsourcing
assessment. This involves determining why it is being considered, what
activities are intended to be outsourced, for how long and on what terms.
This sounds straightforward, but can be surprisingly complex. Particularly,
determining what activities will be outsourced is more difficult than it sounds,
since it should include good descriptions of processes at a detailed level, rather
than the more vague and general ‘IT operations’. Few organisations have
thought about, or documented, what they do at the lower level of detail.
For the activities under consideration, determine what the corresponding costs
of sourcing the activities in-house are. It is important to include all costs and all
benefits, and also to evaluate each activity on a basis that will make it possible
to compare corresponding cost/benefits with a supplier’s quote. It has been
estimated that up to 25 people for every one help desk operator can be involved
in resolving just one incident. Therefore, the cost of resolving problems at help
desk is not restricted to the cost of staff on the help desk, but should also include
technicians’ and engineers’ time (which is also likely to be more expensive).
At this stage, many of the benefits of outsourcing may already have been gained
– the organisation has a clear knowledge of what it costs to perform the
activities necessary to its goals. If the organisation throws in some process
improvement at this stage (to weed out unnecessary activities and to reduce
costs) it might not even be necessary to go any further.
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Procurement
At procurement, the company develops a request for proposal (RFP) stating
what the chosen supplier would be expected to do. The outsourcing assessment
completed at pre-outsourcing phase is invaluable as a source for the RFP. The
RFP is developed together with a target contract – the company should have a
good idea of what it thinks the activities are worth and what terms it wishes to
operate under. Again, this should be straightforward if the outsourcing
assessment has been performed.
In evaluating responses to the RFP, it is important to understand which
specifications are most important. Weighting systems can neglect the fact that
some specifications are mandatory – since these will have been noted in the
RFP, none of the respondents should have neglected to include them, but it is
worth checking.

Negotiation and signing
Having selected a short list of suppliers based on their response to your
requirements, it is important to spend more time looking at the suppliers
themselves – which of these companies do you feel most comfortable with and
confident of? Price and score on the response are not the only factors that
should be considered in a deal of size and significance.
It is at this stage that references from suppliers should be gained. Spend as
much time as possible talking with existing customers; their feedback on the
supplier, as well as outsourcing relationships in general, is invaluable.
Although there is a certain benefit to be gained in playing off one supplier
against another, remember that you will be establishing a relationship with the
winner. It does not pay to cripple your future partner, either financially or by
establishing a competitive rather than collaborative mood.
It is important to establish measurement criteria, contingency plans and
financial arrangements in advance of signing the contract. Spend money on
experts here rather than on lawyers later.

Management
Management of the outsourcing relationship is an ongoing and continuous
process. Performance needs to be monitored and day-to-day issues dealt with.
This sounds straightforward, but companies actually do neglect to monitor
performance, which causes problems in payment and re-negotiation.
However, part of management is also refining the outsourcing relationship. If
the contract is flexible, the relationship can be improved continuously, rather
than having to compile a wish list of changes and waiting for consideration at
re-negotiation. Some advise that the customer is best served by developing a
deep, open and trusting relationship with their supplier. Others suggest the
customer keeps its options open, periodically testing whether the supplier is a
‘better’ option than other suppliers, or even in-house provision. As with all
management theory, ‘somewhere in between’ is where most companies should
be.
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Ten golden rules for outsourcers
A number of problems have crystallised in outsourcing relationships. In order to
minimise the risk of failure of an outsourcing agreement, the following are
Ovum’s ten golden rules for companies considering outsourcing.
1. Work on the contract
Spend time and effort getting the contract right. It is important to specify
exactly what is expected of both parties in all contingencies. In 1989, in one of
the first of the ‘megadeals’, Kodak’s outsourcing agreement with IBM was 12
pages long (with appendices). Compare this with Sonoco Products (a $2.8 billion
packaging company in Hartsville, NC), which negotiated a deal with Entex
Information Services in 1997 to provide desktop services. Sonoco added a 400page document to a ten-page agreement to list exact business objectives,
technology goals, terms and conditions. Kodak argues that although its
relationship with IBM has been successful, it was only possible within the terms
of its minimal contract, because as one of the first megadeals (and therefore a
necessary reference site), IBM was committed to Kodak’s success.
2. Understand measurement
Metrics for performance, pricing and reward should be well understood by both
parties before signing contracts. The metrics should be goal-driven rather than
process-driven, closely tied to the critical elements of the customer’s business –
specific rather than general. However, when being specific, be wary of
undesirable side-effects. For example, by measuring the ‘number of calls’, a
supplier may be encouraged to increase the number of calls logged at the
expense of resolving problems with one call – an undesirable consequence.
End-user satisfaction is probably the best measure of how well the supplier
performs; however, it is also one of the most difficult to gauge. It is certainly
useful to include some kind of satisfaction measure with services such as help
desk. If a measure of satisfaction is to be used, it is doubly important that
expectations are managed at a reasonable level.
The best all round view of the supplier’s performance will not come from any
one measure. However, in order to have a complete view, it is necessary to use a
number of different measures.
3. Plan action for all contingencies
‘Plan B’ is required for a number of different contingencies, but will be different
for each. It is important to specify all scenarios for mishap, not just the worstcase, and what action to take for each.
A ‘get-out’ clause is necessary for worst-case situations, such as working
relations between the supplier and the customer completely breaking down or
the supplier going bust. For example, the 50-year agreement (negotiated in
1995) between Delta Airlines and AT&T failed with the break-up of AT&T in
1996. It is imperative that this clause includes action not just for the dissolution
of the outsourcing relationship, but also for business continuity – where will
hardware, software and staff be found to keep the IT department going when
the supplier moves out? When can a new arrangement be made? This process
can take months, even years – many companies are threatened if they are
without IT for a day.
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While including clauses for worst case or critical scenarios, it is also important
to include action in case of non-critical events. If the supplier is consistently late
with status reports, then the customer does not necessarily want to terminate
the relationship, but would like to have an appropriate penalty at its disposal to
encourage action on the part of the supplier. These action plans prevent the
supplier from skimping – doing the bare minimum to keep the contract legally
enforceable, yet not allocating enough resources to fully meet the customer’s
requirements.
Contingency is also important at the negotiating stage. Often, all contractual
terms cannot be finalised before signing the contract, so an ‘agreement to agree’
when the details can be finalised is made. Ensure contingency is included for
situations where parties cannot agree at that later stage.
4. Enable flexibility
It is necessary to balance the need to specify in clear terms what is required and
the need for flexibility. Flexibility does not mean not specifying detail. It means
building-in the capacity for change. For example, where requirements are
technology dependent, include a provision for change in requirements as (not if)
the technology changes; or, as Lucent did with IBM, requiring a yearly check-up
on equipment and services provided to see if they have become outdated. If
pricing is dependent on volumes, include a clause to enable re-negotiation on
documented sustained changes in volume (up or down).
It is also worthwhile to include provision for continuous improvement in service
level agreements, that is, to enable the customer to raise the standard as
standards are achieved. This needs to be balanced with the return on improving
standards – if, for example, response time is ten minutes, then there may be
little incremental advantage to requiring a response time of five minutes; the
cost of achieving a quicker response time may be higher than the benefit gained.
This needs to be taken into account.
In the past, flexibility was catered for by negotiating short term contracts. The
customer was encouraged to take these re-negotiations as an opportunity to
check up on the supplier. In reality however, this is not the most cost-effective
option, nor does it aid the establishment of a good partnership between the
customer and supplier to be continuously at the negotiating table. It makes
more sense for both parties to negotiate longer contracts, the ability to change
parts of it, enabling longevity. The customer can continue to ensure that the
supplier does a good job by tying remuneration to results, and including
contingency options for non-compliance.
Remember, for technology products, prices are likely to go down rather than up,
so building-in price increases according to inflation is not being flexible, but
being fleeced.
5. Make it a partnership
The customer should look for a supplier that provides as close a fit as possible.
The supplier should understand the customer’s business, and its corresponding
needs. The customer should look for a supplier that has a similar culture and
philosophy to itself, with complementary strengths. For multinational
corporations, it is important that the supplier has a similar global presence.
All eyes should be open before entering such a relationship; having entered it, it
is up to both supplier and customer to make it work. A supplier can be
motivated by sharing risk and reward. The customer should involve the supplier
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in planning activities as much as possible, being open about its future
requirements. Likewise, it is the supplier’s responsibility to be open with the
customer about its situation, any glitches that arise and to give as much notice
as possible if needs cannot be met.
It is worth considering including a ‘no fault’ option for dissolution, whereby the
customer does not have to show breach of contract by the supplier to dissolve
the relationship. This enables flexibility on both sides should the fit between the
customer and supplier no longer be optimal. Analogous to the no fault divorce, it
enables dissolution at the point where the relationship has broken down,
without recrimination at what is already a painful time.
6. Use the experts
Experts are useful for both negotiating and managing an outsourcing
relationship. A company negotiating an outsourcing relationship with a supplier
is a beginner, but the supplier is a professional. There is a burgeoning mass of
consultants that can help a customer at any or all stages of a relationship with a
supplier – from negotiation, through management and performance evaluation,
to termination.
7. Start from a position of strength
Where knowledge is power, strength can be gained by knowing where you stand
before starting to negotiate an outsourcing arrangement. Outsourcing is often
considered the means to ending confusion – and it can be. However, without
knowing what it costs you to run your own IT processes, then it is impossible to
understand the cost/benefit of a relationship with a supplier. Start by specifying
procedures and processes, and quantifying the costs and benefits of delivering
these processes in-house. Only by knowing the cost of in-house services is it
possible to get a good idea of the differences between internal and outsourced
services – compare like with like.
One of the biggest benefits to outsourcing is actually gained here – in forcing a
company to know and understand its own processes and costs.
As part of this exercise, prepare software and other inventories to check the
transferability of software licences and other assets.
8. Plan and manage
The customer should understand what it expects from the relationship and how
that relates to its core business. The outsourcing decision needs to be made,
subscribed to and championed at a high level within an organisation. The
customer needs to take a long-term view of how the outsourcing relationship
will help it meet its business goals.
Many organisations are good at all of the above at the contract negotiating
stage. However, the relationship needs to be planned and managed throughout
its life.
9. Get references from existing customers of the supplier
It is vital to understand how the supplier operates in day-to-day outsourcing
relationships. The deal makers are not the best indicator of the strengths or
otherwise of the people that will actually perform the work. References are a
good way to find out what the supplier is really like to work with. A good
supplier should not find it difficult to supply references – be wary of the supplier
that dodges this requirement.
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10. Stay involved
Outsourcing an operation is not an excuse to forget about it. Outsourcing
contracts are more likely to be successful where the client takes an active role,
both in managing the outsourcing relationship (as above) and in managing the
outsourced operation. The operation is still essential to the company’s business,
even if it is non-core, and should be managed as such.
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‘Think global, act local’ –
international support
What is international support?
International support refers to an organisation that supports its customers and/or
employees in a different country to its home market. In this context, support is
direct interaction – by telephone, e-mail or on-site visit – to answer queries,
provide instructions and solve problems associated with the products that the
organisation has sold.

Why is it important?
International support is important because supporting customers and employees
is important and, in a global economy, customers and employees are as likely to be
in foreign markets as in your home market.
Support is customer-facing; it is an organisational function that requires an
understanding of the customer’s situation, including their language and culture.
Organisations are likely to have an international support requirement due to two
paradoxical forces:
•

the economics of growth

•

the shrinking world.

These two forces mean that organisations are more likely to do business outside
their home market which, in turn, means that organisations must support not
only their customers, but also their employees abroad.

The economics of growth
Economies of scale are achieved when an organisation decreases costs by
producing and/or selling greater volumes of product. The fixed costs of production
may be high (such as the cost of building and outfitting a factory), but are the
same whether one car is produced or one thousand cars are produced. The fixed
cost attributed per product decreases when more are made; profits increase and
fuel the growth of the organisation.
Increasingly, to produce or sell in the kind of volume that results in economies of
scale, means that the home market (even where this is the US – the world’s
largest open economy) is not big enough to support growth. Organisations must
look to other markets in order to increase sales, hence the increasing globalisation
of business.
To survive as an organisation it is increasingly necessary to operate globally. If
you are not a multinational operator, then you may not be as ‘big’ as your
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competitors and cannot, therefore, compete as effectively in your own home
market.

The shrinking world
In the 20th century there have been dramatic changes in the way people do
business.
Innovation and competition mean that products can be transported relatively
cheaply between countries, increasing the volume of trade. More recently, the
advent of electronic products has made sales and distribution costs almost trivial –
certainly no barrier to international trade.
More importantly, the free (and increasingly fast) flow of information means that
buyers and sellers are no longer limited to trading with the people in their
neighbourhood, city, state or country. A buyer can put out a tender to ‘market’,
where the market can be anybody with access to the Internet.
Customers with a surfeit of information about suppliers and products can choose
between them, and are no longer limited by the suppliers’ location. Business is not
geographically constrained.
Interestingly, the free flow of information also means that a vendor is never free of
its reputation. Organisations that provide shoddy post-sales support can no longer
survive by moving into new markets where prospective customers are unaware of
their reputations for poor service.
The shrinking world (in contrast to the economies of growth) encourages small
businesses, because they are able to act fast and change direction quickly.
Customers with an abundance of information can beat a path to the door of an
innovative vendor, regardless of its size or location. Even start-up businesses can
now have international customers.

Why is international support difficult?
Support is customer-facing
Support is one of the customer-facing functions of an organisation. While
‘customer-facing’ does not have to mean literally face-to-face, it does mean that the
support organisation interacts with customers.
To the organisation, it may be important to have sales departments situated
locally – the organisation understands that it has to go to the customer.
However, it is less well understood that, to the customer, it is more important to
have post-sales support available locally – the customer wants to be sure that if
something goes wrong, the organisation is available to fix the problem. How
‘available’ the organisation has to be depends on the complexity of the product and
its importance to the customer. Will lives be lost if the product fails? Will the
customer continue to do business? Or will the customer ‘merely’ be
inconvenienced?
Providing local support to customers in other countries is an on-going and
significant cost.
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Support is a ‘human-dependent’ function
Support is generally required when something has gone wrong – whether it is as
simple as customers not having information or instructions that they require, or
the product is broken or causing damage.
Support is an art – a good support analyst can make a customer glad they need
support. Support is not just about solving problems, it is also about making the
customer feel that they are important to the vendor and that the vendor is a
responsible, professional, easy-to-deal-with organisation with which the customer
wishes to do business again.
To do all this (and also solve problems quickly), a good support analyst needs to be
able to understand and respond to a customer’s requests and problems in the
context of the customer’s environment.
The need to understand the customer means that language and culture are
important in support. The organisation’s production department does not need to
speak the customer’s language, but the support department must.

When should international support be considered?
Always!
It is increasingly likely that organisations will have international customers in
order to survive and grow. Organisations should recognise that supporting
international customers is as important as selling to them.
Where organisations have international customers, they may also have
international employees. The issues considered in this article are as relevant to
internal support, as to external customer support.
The question of internationalising products is a separate – although related – one.
An excellent guide to the internationalisation of products is provided by
Globalisation: Creating New Markets with Translation Technology (Ovum, 1995).
However, like the process of internationalising products, the process of
internationalising support is likely to be more successful (and more efficient) the
earlier it is considered within the process of setting up a support operation.

Language
The most obvious requirement when supporting customers in another country is
to speak their language.
In this article we discuss language in the context of support – the language of the
product supported is related, but beyond our scope.

Providing support in your language
Pros
Where products are available only in the original language, then support only in
that language may be acceptable.
It might be the case that users of the product have an international language,
therefore, it is not onerous to expect the customer to speak and understand it; for
example, in aviation.
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It is inexpensive to provide this support, since no extra activity (such as
translation) or expense (such as hiring multi-linguists) are required.
Cons
Some products are not language-dependent, but support always is. Generally,
support is a ‘dialogue-intensive’ function, involving diagnosing a problem and
communicating a solution, which is all language-dependent.
In a competitive market, speaking the customer’s language for support provides
an advantage – if you do not do it, your competitors will.
Even dialects can make a difference: for example, US English may be
unacceptable in the UK; Canadian, Swiss or Belgian French may be unacceptable
in France. A support organisation recently set-up a call centre in Switzerland
using tri-lingual staff to provide support to France, Germany and Italy, but found
that Parisians were distinctly unimpressed by the Swiss French accent and had to
set-up an additional facility in Paris.

Providing support in local languages
Pros
Providing support in the customer’s local language shows commitment to the
customer and their market. It demonstrates not only willingness, but also the
ability to understand the customer’s local conditions.
Providing support in a local language is cost-effective – where support analysts
can understand the language, they spend their time and effort diagnosing the
customer’s problem and devising a solution, rather than trying to understand
what the customer is saying.
Cons
There is an upfront cost associated with local language support. Depending on the
level to which local language is supported, costs can be as high as 2% of revenues.
Complexity is increased for the organisation providing support, since a language
gap now exists inside the company. Where problems can occur more than once,
and efficiency is gained by ‘sharing knowledge’ between analysts in the support
operation, support staff who speak more than one language lose the benefit of
shared knowledge, or must work harder to continue to take advantage of it.

Staffing
Many organisations understand that local language support is important, and
duly hire support staff who speak the local language, usually as fluently as their
own language. Hiring staff who speak foreign languages is a relatively simple,
though non-trivial, solution.
Consider the ease with which the following job advertisement might be filled:
must speak two languages [probably three or four in a regional support centre],
must have a thorough knowledge of Caterpillar products, including tractors,
trucks and tools [substitute your product here], an attention to detail and
problem-solving ability, good communication skills, and should wish to work in
a call centre answering telephone calls all day in a stressful environment. Shift
work may be required. Pay and prestige: minimal.
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It is not easy to hire staff who have good knowledge of products and good people
skills, and who are willing and able to work in a support environment. Adding
language skills increases the difficulty of recruitment.

How does the support system support more than one language?
Organisations rely on support systems, such as the ones evaluated in this service,
to aid their support operation. These systems benefit the organisation, because
they help to manage and improve the quality of support. It is therefore reasonable
to expect that the organisation will want to use its support system in whichever
markets and regions it supports.
There are several issues to consider when looking at a support system’s ability to
support operations in different languages. We look at the following options for
implementing the support system:
•

use one common language

•

full segmentation – autonomous support centres

•

partial segmentation – autonomous local, shared central

•

use one multi-lingual implementation.

The ability of the vendor to implement a system in different languages, and more
than one language in one implementation, is considered under
Internationalisation and localisation.
The system is in one language
Where the system is operated by staff using more than one language, the most
common implementation is to use a single language in the system.
The advantage of this approach is that it is relatively inexpensive and
straightforward. Only one version of the system needs to be maintained and all
content entered can be used by all the support staff.
However, it requires support staff to use two languages at once – the language
they use with the customer, and the language of the system. Depending on the
support centre’s processes and the amount of interaction with the system, this
may or may not work.
Rank Xerox found that this approach did not work for it. It was not possible for
the analysts to communicate with customers in one language and with the system
in another language simultaneously, since the system guided them through a
dialogue. Analysts had to read their cues in English, translate them into the
customer’s language immediately, ask the question, translate the answer in order
to answer the question in the system, and repeat the process for the next question.
It is a tremendous advertisement for knowledge bases that Rank Xerox now
develops its own in English, translates it into six languages, and still saves money
in its support operation by using it.
Full segmentation – autonomous support centres
Many globally-available support systems are initially developed in English. More
than half of these are available in foreign language implementations.
Where support operations are autonomous, organisations can implement separate
or segmented systems, one for each foreign language required.
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The advantage of this approach is that every support analyst has their own
language interface and can store and retrieve information in that language.
However, this approach makes it difficult to share information in the support
operation. A problem that arises in France may also occur in Japan, but without a
facility for sharing knowledge between the two support operations, the second
analyst to encounter the problem must solve it as if it is the first time – thus the
opportunity to increase productivity by re-using knowledge is reduced (see our
article, De-mystifying problem resolution for a discussion of efficiency gains from
re-use of solutions).
There should be some process for sharing knowledge and solutions between
autonomous support centres. This is likely to require dedicated multi-lingual,
technically-skilled staff.
Separate front line, shared second line
In this configuration, front line support centres operate autonomously, using a
static shared knowledge base (translated) to aid problem resolution, with recourse
to a common second line support centre (which may also be responsible for the
development of the knowledge base).
The knowledge base is developed and maintained off-line, as a means of sharing
solutions between support operations. Developing knowledge bases and
translating them into foreign languages is a time-consuming and costly exercise,
which may or may not be cost-effective (depending on the support operation).
When calls have to be referred to a centralised second line support, the language
question arises. If some problem resolution is performed at the front line, the
number of calls being referred to the second line is smaller than the number of
calls at the front line. Depending on the number of calls referred, the overhead
associated with the front line analyst acting as a translator between caller and
problem-solver may not be high. Again, it depends on the size of the organisation
and its support operation as to whether this is a feasible arrangement.
The system is multi-language
The most complicated solution is to implement a multi-lingual system. That is, a
system that enables users to enter information in their own language, using their
own local language interface. This allows other users to view and use that
information in their language, using their own local language interface.
So far this has not been achieved in the support market without manual
intervention for translation.
Where multi-lingual systems have been implemented in industries other than
support, they have been achieved by standardising language. In these cases,
system users can select options, or use standard terms, but cannot enter free-form
text. If the content needs to be viewed in another language, the system translates
the standard terms using its predefined table of standard translations.
It has proved impossible, using current technology, to translate free-form text
(such as a description of a problem in a support system) dynamically. The
accuracy of translation systems is at best around 92% – too low to be useful for
free-form text. To illustrate this point, compare it to voice translation systems,
which do similar work in that they accept input in one form, decipher it and
present it in another. Accuracy rates for such systems are currently between 95
and 97% – high enough to be considered reasonably useful for individual
applications (such as the TalkWriter from IBM), but not high enough for
widespread use.
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Internationalisation and localisation
The need to implement any information system (not just support systems) in more
than one language has become more urgent for three reasons:
•

the use of information systems has become ubiquitous and mandatory (over a
relatively short period of time)

•

trade and business-related use of information systems has become more global

•

users of information systems can no longer be assumed to be skilled, multilingual professionals, but may be ‘ordinary’, mono-lingual people. This is
particularly important for consumer-focused applications, as opposed to
commercially-focused applications, and has especial importance for ‘self-help’
applications.

There is an entire industry devoted to the implementation and use of systems in
languages other than the language in which they were written. In this industry,
‘internationalisation’ refers to the process of enabling a system to handle several
different locales (whether separately or at the same time). ‘Localisation’ refers to
the process of enabling a system to run in a particular locale. For example, UK
English is one locale, and US English is another, because although they use the
same language, there are differences in spelling, grammar, date/time formats and
currency.
Internationalisation and localisation can be related, but do not need to be. It
makes sense to internationalise systems, since this makes localisation cheaper and
easier. Internationalisation must be considered at the early stages of product
design; it cannot be ‘added’ later when the vendor decides to approach foreign
markets. Despite the rationality of making systems internationalised, few vendors
do it.
For example, a vendor starts a business selling a system that it has designed and
built. This system is successful, so the vendor decides to expand by entering
foreign markets. The system vendor may choose to localise its system by rewriting
it in another language, since it is not already internationalised.
Why? Faced with a choice of rewriting a system to internationalise it, or
‘localising’ it back to both the original locale and the new locale (making three
iterations), it may seem sensible to just rewrite for the new locale (one iteration).
It is only later, when the vendor wants to upgrade the system (and now has to do
so twice for each upgrade – with all the difficulties involved with keeping two
systems synchronised) and/or add a new locale (with its correspondent and
exponential effect on the difficulty of implementing upgrades) that the benefits of
internationalisation become obvious.
It is worth noting that many support systems are localised by local resellers and
distributors. You should check with your vendor how the processes of
internationalisation and localisation are synchronised between two organisations:
vendor (which should perform internationalisation, but may not) and reseller
(which performs localisation).
In this section, we briefly consider the issues that internationalisation and
localisation need to address, namely:
•

conventions

•

textual interface

•

textual content.
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Conventions
When a system is multi-lingual, text is just one aspect of language that needs to
be considered for both the interface and content. The system must also be able to
take into account the fact that different languages (and countries) have different
conventions for representing the following:
•

numbers

•

time

•

date

•

currency

•

weights

•

measures

•

addresses and telephone numbers

•

name and title formats

•

list separators, punctuation marks (swapping decimal point for decimal
comma)

•

temperatures

•

paper sizes.

Source: Richard Ishida, Internationalization – More than just character sets,
Tenth International Unicode Conference, March 1997.
These differences mean that no assumptions can be made about the format, size
and representation of any of the data viewed, used and entered in the system; for
example, currency. Simple enough, just change the symbol to represent dollars,
pounds, lira, francs, yen, shekels, Deutsch marks. But for each of these currencies:
•

the currency symbol may appear at the beginning or the end of the amount

•

each currency may have different punctuation ($30,000.00 or FFr30.000,00)

•

each currency may have a different size requirement. To compare pounds,
dollars and Turkish lira: £30 = $50 = TL7,000,000.

Few systems are flexible enough to enable straightforward mixing and matching
of currency, let alone enabling multi-currency calculations.
Textual interface
There are two aspects to multi-lingual text:
•

interface

•

content.

Many vendors of support systems can provide a multi-lingual interface – in some
parts of the world this is a requirement; for example, in Canada. A multi-lingual
interface is similarly provided for the partitioned–segmented system.
Beware! Interface localisation is not trivial. It is not just a matter of changing the
text labels for each field – every error message, every help file, every button label,
window message, menu bar and icon label needs to be changed. Such changes may
well require changes to the layout of screens, as some languages have ‘longer’
labels than others (German being the most renowned language for long words).
For a system such as R/3 from SAP, there are millions of lines of interface code. A
support system is an interface-intensive application.
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Textual content
Support for multi-lingual content is the difficult bit. There are two ways it can be
done:
•

language in = language out.
Where content is always retrieved in the language in which it is entered, the
requirement on the system is to ‘know’ what that language is, and represent it
with the correct symbols

•

language in translates to language out.
Where content can be entered in one language and retrieved in another some
translation must be done, either off-line or on-the-fly. Real-time translation is
more difficult (to the extent that it can only be achieved by using standardised
language) and more costly than any other method of implementing multilingual support.

Text translation issues
Translation must handle vocabulary, and also sentence structure, grammar,
ambiguous words, use of variables, obscure text and text in graphics.
Other text issues include the direction of text and the positioning of variables
within text. For example, a message might be composed as: ‘there were <X>
customers with problem <Y> last week’ in English, but as ‘problem <Y> ist letzte
woche bei <X> Kunden aufgetreten’ in German, where <X> and <Y> are variables.
Text direction is not just a question of which way to read (left to right or right to
left), but may also indicate a preference for direction of processing. For example,
English speakers read left to right, start at the top left hand corner of a page (or
form or window) and prefer to read menus that cascade from top to bottom, left to
right. Arabic speakers read right to left (and bottom to top), and prefer to read
menus and dialogue boxes that cascade right to left. Chinese speakers start at the
bottom right hand corner to read a page (or fill in a form).
Processes may also need to be different according to language. Consider simple
functions used frequently within support systems: for example, search and sort.
What is the correct sequence for non-English characters such as é and so on? How
can a search on content across languages be specified?
The Java programming language uses a class to specify how searches and sorts
should be ordered in different languages; for example, in Spanish it treats ‘ch’ as
one letter that comes between ‘c’ and ‘d’.

The Tower of Babel – character representation
Different languages have different symbols, characters and sometimes fonts.
Character sets are represented by codes in software – depending on the code used,
it is sometimes possible to think a code ‘means’ a letter in one character set, where
it is actually intended to mean another letter in another character set. This is
because it is possible to represent letters in more than one way.
To illustrate, ASCII is the code set used by most US and UK PC software. ASCII
uses seven parts in different combinations – each different combination is a
different ‘code’, which means a different letter or symbol. The number of different
combinations possible is 256 – more than enough to include the English language’s
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26 letter alphabet in upper and lower case, its numbers, and symbols such as $, £,
% and &.
ASCII can be extended to 8-bit representation (under the ISO standard series ISO
5589), which enables character sets including Cyrillic, Arabic, Hebrew and Greek
to be represented, including enough extra combinations to represent additional
characters such as é, è, ç and so on.
While it might seem sensible for all vendors to use one standard, neither Microsoft
nor Apple support the ISO eastern European character set in their eastern
European applications (although Apple provides a translation between its code
pages and the ISO standard code pages). Things get even more complicated when
Asian languages are considered. These languages often use ideographs (pictures),
rather than letters, to compose text. There are many more combinations that need
to be represented than 256 – the number of combinations possible with 7-bit (or 8bit) encoding. Hence, the double-byte character set (DBCS) was invented. DBCS
uses 16-bit codes, enabling more combinations and providing ‘space’ to represent a
working set of ideographs.
DBCS is beneficial to programmers, enabling them to represent Asian languages
in software applications. Unless there is a requirement to use ASCII and DBCS for
the same application. Where the program considers a set of codes to be ‘ASCII’,
which should really be ‘DBCS’ (and vice versa), the application produces garbage.
This occurs because the DBCS is mapped on top of ASCII – so if ASCII and DBCS
are used in the same application, for every 8-bit combination there may be more
than one possible interpretation.
Unicode and other contenders
The Unicode Consortium was founded to find a better solution to this situation.
‘Unicode’ was created, a 16-bit encoding system for characters, letters and
ideographs, whereby the number of combinations available means that for each
combination there is only one interpretation.
This is extremely important, because it means that more than one language can
be used by an application, without the application needing to know what language
(or character set) is being used in order to interpret symbols correctly.
In comparison to the 256 combinations possible in 8-bit representations, Unicode
contains 38,885 distinct coded characters derived from 25 supported scripts.
Unicode – the mythical silver bullet?
Surely such a wonderful system for character representation should be used for
every application – so why not?
The disadvantage to Unicode is that 16-bit encoding needs a lot of space.
Therefore, application designers sometimes make the decision not to use it, on the
basis that the prevalent character set is ASCII and the extra space taken by
Unicode is not warranted.
There are utilities and standards to address this. For example, UTF-8 enables a
reduction in space requirement for transmission and storage of Unicode
characters (where the prevalent character set is ASCII).
Unicode is also PC-biased – Unix vendors, and vendors of Unix-based applications
tend to favour the UCS (universal character set) as specified by ISO10646. UCS
uses 2- or 4-byte (16- or 32-bit) encoding. It is similar to Unicode and best
described as a ‘superset’. The main difference is in the handling of ideographs –
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Unicode uses one set of Han characters for Chinese, Korean, Japanese and
Vietnamese, whereas UCS uses four separate sets.
ISO10646 has now adopted Unicode (ISO10646 is now essentially Unicode with an
optional extra 2-bytes for expansion), which means that convergence between
Unicode and UCS should eventually be possible. This inclusion is commonly
known as UCS-2.
With regard to the Web, although HTML does not currently support Unicode
(proposed extensions to HTML would), Java and common browsers do.
Like all IT standards, Unicode is only as useful as the number of adopters allows.
Unicode is supported internally by the Windows NT operating system only. Some
Unix vendors plan to support Unicode with a Unicode type by the end of 1997
(AIX already has a Unicode type). Windows 95 can be made to support Unicode
with the use of some Microsoft utilities. Apple Macintosh does not support Unicode
or UCS-2.
The database world
All support systems store and retrieve data using databases. When content is
multi-lingual, therefore, it is as important to understand what the database
vendors are doing as what the support system vendors do.
Database vendors, historically, were only able to support foreign languages by
localisation – that is, they had different versions of their products for each major
locale supported. However, distributed databases and database gateways (which
enable databases from different vendors to work together) have acted to increase
the complexity of maintaining different localised products and the demand for
implementation of cross-border databases.
Database vendors and application development tool vendors are in the process of
building enabling technology for multi-lingual applications. However, much more
work needs to be done by operating system vendors and GUI providers to make
multi-lingual applications practically possible for live applications, as well as
‘theoretically’ or painstakingly possible (that is, possible for small projects).
Of the major database vendors, Adabas D (distributed version of Adabas) supports
Unicode; DB2 supports UCS-2 (includes Unicode); Sybase and Oracle are planning
to implement a UCS-2 datatype; Microsoft SQL Server is in the process of
implementing a UCS-2 datatype. While JDBC has native Unicode support, ODBC
provides support via a Unicode datatype. Information about Informix and Ingres
is not available.
SQL
SQL initially supported English and ASCII, as well as EBCDIC (a code set for
IBM mainframes). The most recent standardisation of SQL (SQL3) provides a full
set of features for language support in databases. This means that the following
functions can be performed:
•

tables can be created with SQL statements that specify storage of character
sets other than ASCII

•

strings can be translated from one character set to another

•

table names and variable names can be specified in character sets other than
ASCII

•

sorts can be performed by specifying the language for which the order should
be used.
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Culture
While it may be obvious that the question of language would feature in any
discussion of international support, the question of culture is less obviously
important. However, organisations implementing multinational support often cite
culture as one of the key issues that they have had to come to terms with.
Culture is, in this context, a system of beliefs, assumptions and customs that make
up a person’s background. Culture includes slang terms, gestures and symbolism
that communicate as much meaning as written or spoken language.
Culture is important to understand for:
•

interpersonal communication

•

implementing the support system.

Interpersonal communication
All of us have basic, unconsciously-held beliefs. For example, Australians think of
Christmas Day as a hot day, when one might consume watermelon, go to the
beach, and when there will probably be some major bush fires (‘forest fires’ in US
English) somewhere. The British have a somewhat different understanding, and
Arabians do not have a Christmas.
What relevance does this have to a support operation? More than you might think.
Underlying assumptions and beliefs affect the way people interact and do
business.
The concept of ‘service’ itself has different connotations from one culture to
another; for example, in the US, the customer is always right. People who provide
service there, such as waiters and shop assistants, can go to extraordinary lengths
to satisfy the customer. Whereas, in the UK, expectations of service are generally
lower.
The structure of organisations is dependent on culture. In the UK and the US, a
person’s rank or position determines who is in charge and makes decisions. In
Korea, while there is a hierarchy of positions, the real decision maker is the oldest
person in the department. Therefore, asking to speak to the manager will not
automatically signify that you expect someone important to deal with your
problem.
The way people talk to each other is also culturally-dependent. In Germany it
would be offensive to address a service representative by their first name – and in
fact there are privacy laws there that would prevent you from knowing the name
of your service representative. In the US, service representatives give customers
their names, partly as an indication of their personal dedication to satisfying
customers’ needs.
Culture means that it is often not enough to have local language-speaking staff at
a support centre, since staff must also understand how to address customers, how
to express sympathy for a problem having occurred (or whether that is
appropriate), and how to assure the customer that the problem is regarded as
important and is being addressed according to their expectations.
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Implementation of the support system
Since culture underlies our beliefs in a way that we do not even think about
consciously, there are many ways in which culture can be prevalent in
information systems, without us even realising it.
When implementing global use of a support system, it is important to consider the
implications of non-text content, and whether unintended meanings are being
conveyed.
Support systems, by their nature, often use graphics and colour to convey
information. But the information content of graphics and colour is also determined
by culture. In the west, red signifies ‘danger’ and is often used as a warning colour
to show high priority calls in a support system. In China, red signifies ‘luck’ or
‘happiness’ – so the support system using colour to prioritise calls transported to
China now indicates ‘lucky’ calls?
Sometimes the differences are not so harmless. Not only can symbols not have
their intended meaning, they can also be unintentionally offensive. Stars have
religious significance in Muslim countries, so a system that uses stars to indicate
‘take note’ for high priority calls, or for special customers, may be problematic.

Location
In an electronic age, the question of location is not simply a matter of being
physically close to customers. In setting up an international support operation, an
organisation must consider cost and effectiveness for each of the following
configurations:
•

one central support centre

•

local support centres

•

‘follow the sun’ – interdependent local support centres

•

Internet support.

One central support centre
Organisations branching into foreign markets may do so using their home market
support facilities – in the short term. This is a reasonable and inexpensive
strategy, provided it is possible to provide support remotely.
Where support is provided locally, on a 24-hour basis, it is considerably easier to
make this support available globally. Otherwise, in order to service the new
market, it may be necessary for support analysts to work outside normal local
business hours (depending on the locations and time zones of the home market
and the foreign market/s).
This is quite common for the support of technology products – software in
particular. It is ‘normal’ for technical support analysts to carry pagers to enable
contact beyond business hours. However, when the new market is consistently
generating at least five ‘out of hours’ calls a week, offering support from the home
market is no longer feasible.
Where there is one central support centre, there is no special requirement on the
support system.
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Local support centres
It may be necessary to offer local support for logistic reasons, or simply to signal
that there is a real commitment to the foreign market, even before the local
support requirement is significant.
Local support centres may operate independently, which means that knowledge is
not shared across centres and the opportunity to gain productivity from re-use of
knowledge is reduced.
Where local support centres share information and knowledge, there is an
opportunity to increase productivity – however, procedures for ensuring that
information can be shared across centres, and across support systems, may be
unwieldy.
Where there is more than one support operation in different locations and time
zones, there are a number of options for implementing support systems.
One support system
Where there is one support system, but more than one support centre, there is a
requirement to support remote access. This can be achieved via a WAN, which is
expensive unless it already exists for another purpose. Performance may be an
issue – tuning and tweaking will almost certainly be required to achieve
acceptable levels. There will be a requirement to implement more than one set of
calendars (for escalation and contract enforcement) where support centres are in
different time zones.
Separate support systems
Each support centre has its own support system. This means that there are no
special requirements for different time zones; however, it is not possible to share
knowledge and workload between the systems and support operations.
Separate support systems – one static source of knowledge
Where each support operation has its own support system, knowledge can be
shared by maintaining one static knowledge base, developed centrally with or
without feedback from all of the support centres. The disadvantage is that
knowledge is added to the knowledge base ‘off-line’, rather than as the knowledge
arises – there is a delay before the knowledge can be shared.

Follow the sun
The ‘follow the sun’ approach is particularly popular in the support of information
technology or software products. ‘Follow the sun’ is where each local support
centre agrees to service out-of-hours calls from other locations during its local
business hours. It enables problems to be worked on 24-hours a day, since analysts
at one centre can hand over the problems they are working on at the end of their
day to analysts at another centre when their day begins.
The advantage of ‘follow the sun’ support is that 24-hour support can be provided,
without incurring significant extra cost – the support centre that takes the ‘out of
hours’ calls will be open for business anyway. It will have access to a fully working
office and will be able to perform required functions ‘on the spot’, whereas the
support analyst working in the middle of the night may need to wait until
morning to implement a solution. Where 24-hour support is required and there
are local support operations in different time zones worldwide, this is a good way
to provide good service at a low cost.
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‘Follow the sun’ can be implemented explicitly, where customers are given
instructions to call a support centre in another part of the world should they
require out of local hours support.
‘Follow the sun’ can also be implemented without the customer necessarily being
aware of it, using telephony to redirect calls to the call centre open for business.
Implementing support systems to support ‘follow the sun’ operation can be done
using one support system, or using interdependent support systems.
Where one system is used, there are performance issues to consider (see One
central support centre, One support system).
Interdependent support systems
Where separate, but interdependent, support systems are used, there is a
requirement to replicate or pass data from system to system – particularly where
support analysts from one centre pick up and continue to work on problems at the
beginning of their day that have been initiated and passed from another centre.
Decisions need to be made as to what data needs to be replicated or passed
between systems – enough so that all necessary information is available, but not
so much that the daily update process becomes too time-consuming and expensive.
Where conflicts arise between two sources of data (for example, the ‘same’ problem
is solved separately in different ways), rules must be implemented to state which
data source takes precedence in what circumstances.
Management of processes such as escalation and monitoring of contracts or
service-level agreements requires complicated time and date processing.
These are non-trivial technology requirements. However, what is generally most
difficult in ‘follow the sun’ operations is the work processes performed by support
analysts. For analysts to work on the same problem, enough information has to be
passed on for work to continue seamlessly, without spending too much time on the
handover. Even for analysts to take a call from a different location requires at
least a rudimentary understanding of conditions local to the caller. Ownership
becomes an issue: whose responsibility is it to see that a customer’s problem is
solved – the analyst who takes the call, the analyst who is working on the
problem, or the analyst in the same location as the customer?

Internet
The Internet might be the universal answer. It has been suggested that the
Internet makes local sales and support operations irrelevant – all such operations
can be performed ‘virtually’.
This may be partly true for some markets – but not for all. Before moving all your
support operations to the Web, consider whether your customers wish to perform
(or are capable of performing) self-help via the Internet. Web-based direct support
is appropriate where customers are willing and able to support themselves – but
must always be backed up by some kind of direct access (for example, by
telephone).
Provide Web-based support when it is appropriate for your customers, not because
you think it will solve your foreign support problem.
Cassandra Millhouse
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Demystifying problem resolution
What is it?
Why problem resolution?
Problem resolution is considered important for support systems; moreover, this
importance is increasing. Despite this, perhaps as a result of its association with
artificial intelligence (AI), problem resolution is also considered to be something of
a religious issue, even a ‘black art’.
In fact, choosing the problem resolution processes and tools you need is no more
difficult than choosing the call management processes you wish to implement –
once the hype is stripped away.
In this article we define problems, resolution and the resolution process as key to
understanding which technology is most appropriate to your environment. We
look at what makes the problem resolution process more efficient. Part of this is
choosing a problem resolution technology – we look at the factors to consider in
this decision so that you choose the technique most appropriate for your problems
and processes.
Finally, we look at what software can be expected to deliver, and the different
techniques employed by problem resolution products, considering the strengths
and weaknesses of each.

What is a problem?
In the world of support, a problem is anything that results in a call to the help
desk.
We define problems according to these characteristics:

• nature – describes the type of question, and therefore the form the answer

should take. We classify these as queries (requests for information), how to
(asking for instructions) and fix it (asking for something to be repaired)

• knowledge gap – describes the difficulty of problems relative to the support
desk staff’s knowledge and experience

• domain – what the problem is about. The domain of the problem defines what
information is required to solve it

• distribution – refers to the number and variety of problems. The variety of

problems is as important as the number of problems. If every problem is unique
then the scope for re-use of solutions decreases.
Future distribution must also be considered.

See also Guide to evaluation criteria, Problem resolution.
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These characteristics are important in determining which problem resolution
technique is most appropriate to each support operation (see How to choose a
problem resolution technique).

What is resolution?
Resolution means satisfying the caller’s reason for calling. If they called to ask for
information, it is delivering that information; if they called to ask how to change a
tyre, it means giving instructions that the caller can use. If the caller asks for
something to be fixed, then it may mean telling them how to fix it themselves, or
arranging for a specialist to fix it.
However, defining resolution does not explain how it is done, or what help the
software provides.

What is the resolution process?
In the context of support, resolution may require:

• discovering the ‘real’ problem
• accessing information to find or create a solution
• passing the problem on
• applying the solution.
Figure 1 illustrates this process.

Discovering the ‘real’ problem
This is most obvious in terms of ‘fix it’ problems – before you fix something you
need to know what is broken. There may also be some element of this in queries
and ‘how to’ type problems; for example, why are you asking me how to push start
your car – the real problem is that the battery is flat.

Accessing and using information to find or create a solution
When the problem is defined, it is necessary to use information to provide an
answer – even if the answer is simply ‘we will send an engineer to fix it’. Either
the information is directly useful to the caller or it is used by the analyst to create
and provide an answer.
The information that is useful depends on the domain of the problem. It may be
documents, manuals, diagrams, maps or data from other systems. For example, in
the IT support arena, information from network management systems and remote
control software is immensely useful to the analyst.

Passing the problem on
It may be that the analyst knows the resolution to the problem, but cannot
instruct the caller or solve it directly for procedural reasons, or because neither
has the necessary skills or equipment to execute the solution. For example, the
flat car battery cannot be fixed by the caller because they do not have jump leads,
or by the analyst because they are in a different location. It is necessary to send
someone with the required skills and equipment to the caller’s location.
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Figure 1 The problem resolution process
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It may also be that the ‘real’ problem is not discovered, based on the symptoms
described and the resources available to the analyst – in which case, the problem
is passed on to a specialist for more analysis. At this stage, the specialist will also
access information and use it to create a solution, although the information used
may be different to what the analyst at the first line would use and is more likely
to be derived direct from source.

Applying the solution
It may be possible for the caller to apply the solution themselves; for example,
plug in the machine. Otherwise, a specialist must apply the solution and may
need to be sent to the caller’s location to do so.
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Efficient problem resolution processes
Why worry about efficiency?
Solving problems is the job of the support operation; as with all jobs, there is
pressure to do the same one more efficiently.

•

In the support operation, this means solving problems more quickly:

•

solving the problem on the first call, for the majority of calls

•

within that one call, the solution should be given quickly.

Solving problems more quickly directly affects the cost of support. Where
problems are not solved at the first line, and must be referred to second line, third
line or perhaps even requiring that a specialist be sent on site, the cost of solving
that problem increases exponentially – research by HDI in 1993 indicates it
increases by a factor of four. Therefore, the cost of solving a problem at the second
line is four times that of solving a problem at the first line; at the third line it is
sixteen times more, and so on (see Figure 2).

How is efficiency improved?
There are two aspects to more efficient problem solving considered by problem
resolution software:

• pre-solving problems
• re-use of solutions.
To illustrate this, two examples are provided. Example one illustrates the problem
resolution process without these measures; example two illustrates their use.
Example one – standard process
An analyst receives a call from a caller who says that their photocopier ‘does not
work’. The analyst can ask questions to discover some symptoms: did it work
before? Does it work in some situations, but not others? Is there a paper jam? Is
the replace toner cartridge light on? Armed with the answers to these questions,
the analyst can check the manual or other documents. The analyst may then
pursue more than one line of questioning in order to discover the ‘real’ problem.
The analyst may have to call the caller back if information sources are not readily
available or if a diagnosis cannot be made immediately, or even refer the call to
the second line for more analysis, eventually perhaps sending a technician on site.
On discovering the ‘real’ problem, a solution is proposed to the caller, which
includes not only the answer to the problem, but also instructions on how to
implement it.
Example two – improved process
A group of analysts is supporting photocopiers, so they make a list of all the
problems that they can foresee. They draw up their list based on problems they
have encountered in the past, and also through consultation with the
manufacturers, which can forecast what problems might occur based on their
knowledge of the photocopier’s construction. For all these common problems, they
construct solutions so that they are complete and easy to use. Finally, they
construct an index to the list of solutions, which includes the names of the
problems, symptoms, synonyms and associated keywords.
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Figure 2 The cost of problem solving increases exponentially by a factor of 4
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Whenever a new problem is encountered, it is added to the list.
Now, when a caller says the photocopier ‘does not work’, the analyst can check the
list. If a solution is found that solves the caller’s problem, then that is it – note
that the analyst may not need to understand the ‘real’ problem before finding a
solution.
Note also that a solution may not be found for every call – in which case, the
analyst will pass the problem on for someone else to solve, who uses information
to create a solution. However, the number of times that this occurs is significantly
less than when it occurs for every call.

Lessons from the examples
These examples illustrate that perhaps the biggest benefit of problem resolution
software is that it requires support operations to think about the problems that
they will be expected to solve, do some planning to enable these problems to be
solved when they occur, and engage the principle of re-use. That is, the benefit
arises principally from a change in process, although automation may be
employed.
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Figure 3 The problem resolution process – improved
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Efficiency from re-use
Efficiency overall is improved since each problem is solved only once, rather than
every time it is encountered. Once a solution is created it is used many times. This
is improving productivity through re-use.
In the improved process, if a problem has been solved once, then the solution to
the problem is accessible by any other analyst who encounters that problem again.
In the standard process, every analyst must solve the problem from first
principles every time the problem arises. The process of discovering the problem
and creating a solution may take some time and may not be deliverable during the
one telephone call, or even by the one analyst, as first one avenue and then
another is explored.
Even if the analyst has encountered the problem before, if another caller has a
similar problem, the analyst may not remember the solution, or even how it was
derived or what materials were used, and therefore has to go through the process
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again. If other analysts encounter the same problem, then they also have to go
through the process, not knowing that an analyst has already solved a similar
problem.
Efficiency from pre-solving problems
In the improved process, analysis still occurs to create a solution for a problem.
However, this activity occurs ‘off-line’, improving efficiency at the front line.
In the improved process, a caller notifies the analyst of a problem and a solution is
found for the problem, but the order in which the necessary work is done is
changed. This means that it is more likely that an analyst can solve the problem
during one telephone call – the problems are ‘pre-solved’, solutions are simply
applied as necessary.
A solution may not always be found, resulting in the feedback loop to creating
solutions in Figure 3. However, depending on how good the collection of previous
solutions is, this should occur less often, making the ‘normal’ number of processes
the analyst has to perform at the front line two, rather than three.
What the improved process does not show is that time and effort are required to
make a list of ‘pre-solved’ problems, and to keep it current. Overall, the time taken
to solve problems may not be dramatically reduced from pre-solving problems
alone, just redistributed. If it is particularly important to be able to solve a
problem on the first call, then the required gain in efficiency has been made.
However, efficiency gains from re-use of pre-solved problems may still be
necessary to justify a change in working practice.
The improved process does not show the different ways to construct a ‘list’ of presolved problems and gain access to it. This is deliberate, showing that there are
gains in productivity to be made simply by changing the process, without
considering further gains via the relative merits of each technique.

How to choose a problem resolution technique
In problem resolution it is fundamental that the technique employed is
appropriate to your support environment. Do not let the vendors confuse you with
obscure terms. Problem resolution software can save you large amounts of time
and money – it can also completely disrupt your support organisation if you
choose the wrong one. ‘Choosing the wrong one’ often has more to do with the
wrong technique than the wrong product or the wrong vendor – although a
vendor that will happily sell you a technique that is inappropriate for your
environment is probably not a great choice anyway.

Golden rules
Whatever problem resolution software is considered and chosen as most
appropriate to your environment, consider the following issues:
Best technique comes from best fit
The ‘best’ technique is the one that is most appropriate to your support
organisation – not the flashiest, not the most expensive, and not necessarily the
most ‘user-friendly’ – depending on who your users are and which users the
software is friendly to. Where problem resolution software fails it is often due, not
to poor software, but to one of two reasons. Inappropriate fit between organisation
and software is one of these reasons.
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Best usage comes from best support
Whichever approach and software you choose, you must do some ‘work’ to create
and maintain solutions/knowledge. Poor usage (that is, a failure to do the
associated tasks required to create and maintain solutions) is the ‘other’ reason
referred to above.
Best software comes from planning
Why not decide what problem resolution software/technique to use first, and what
call management software to use second? Typically, support organisations get
their call management processes first (using call management software) and then
think about further supporting the help desk by ‘automating’ problem resolution.
Problem resolution is fundamental to the work that the support organisation does.
Even if it is not implemented first, at least consider what might be appropriate, as
this may affect your choice of call management software.

Define your own problem profile
It is imperative that you understand your own support environment, and what
techniques are appropriate to it.
In your own support environment, the subject of support and complexity will aid
your understanding of what techniques are suitable. The following provides a
general guide to what techniques are appropriate in which environments.

What is the subject of your support?
The subject of support is determined by the combination of nature, domain and
distribution of problems, as defined in What is a problem?
The subject of support can be static or dynamic.
Static
Static means that the problems encountered can be well predicted. Predictability
can be described in terms of the domain, distribution and nature of problems.

• Nature of problems is likely to consist of ‘how to’ or queries. Where ‘fix it’

problems arise, they have the same solution every time, since the problems
generally occur in isolation, rather than arising from interaction between
several factors. Where there is interaction, the factors involved and the
resulting solution are definable in advance of the problem occurring.

• Domain being supported is well known.
• Distribution of problems consists of a small or well-defined variety that are
likely to occur more than once.

Where the domain is static, large (sometimes astonishingly so) gains in
productivity can be made by pre-solving problems and re-using solutions.
Techniques that enforce this behaviour work well. Techniques that do not enforce
this behaviour (such as using a text-based search engine and constructing your
own knowledge base) can work where there is a good understanding of the
supporting tasks that must be performed (managing the knowledge) and where
analysts/knowledge engineers perform these.
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The subject of support is more often static in a customer service environment than
in an IT support environment. This is because the organisation that is selling
products and services, and therefore supporting them, can predict problems (both
‘how to’ and ‘fix it’) from their knowledge of the construction of the products or
how the services are provided, and what their capabilities are.
Some parts of IT support may also be static (for example, the ‘how to’ questions,
such as ‘how do I format columns in Word?).
The parts of IT support that are static are starting to be supported by the product
vendors themselves; for example, Microsoft Office now comes complete with a
knowledge base of frequently asked questions and predicted problems. Vendors,
such as ServiceWare, also address the more static aspects of IT support with
knowledge bases derived from IT support experience.
Dynamic
Dynamic means that the range of problems that can occur is wide and
unpredictable or unknown. A dynamic environment can be characterised by its
distribution, domain and nature:

• nature of problems is usually ‘fix it’, sometimes ‘how to’, but rarely queries
• domain is undefined, that is, the support organisation has a brief to support
‘any’ problems that occur (that is, the subject is not necessarily known or
predictable)

• distribution of problems includes a wide variety of seldom repeated problems.
Many problems are unique – that is, they arise as a result of factors and
interactions that rarely occur the same way twice.

Where the domain is dynamic, productivity is more likely to be enhanced by
providing help to diagnosis via access to information, than access to previous
solutions.
In an IT support environment, beyond the simple, oft-repeated problems (such as
the infamous forgotten password), the best support for problem resolution of ‘fix it’
problems comes from information – about the infrastructure, about how it is
currently performing and about what has changed recently. This information
comes from asset management, network management, systems management,
change management, defect tracking, automatic detection and remote control
systems.
It is certainly worth keeping track of previous solutions in an IT support
environment – what if your valued systems administrators/help desk analysts
leave and take all their knowledge of your system and its quirks with them?
However, in IT support, while access to previous solutions is useful, it may not be
imperative to implement large-scale and expensive infrastructure designed solely
to improve prospects for pre-solving and re-using solutions.
In this environment, look for excellent integration with supporting systems
(rather than ‘problem resolution’) as the key to support for problem solving.

Knowledge gap
What is the skill level of your support staff?
Problem resolution software aims to make knowledge available to all support staff
and enable them to solve problems as easily as your best qualified, most
knowledgeable and experienced analyst.
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Problem resolution software aims to reduce the ‘subject’ expertise required of the
support analyst. This makes hiring support staff easier, since traditionally the
‘best’ support analysts (people with subject skills and ‘people’ skills) are rare – and
expensive. Problem resolution software enables staff with primarily ‘people’ skills
to be hired, since the software takes care of the subject expertise.
If your support organisation is small, and the analysts do skilled work as well as
run the support desk, then this is a less important consideration. In fact, analysts
with subject skills may well become impatient with a system that, by virtue of its
‘user-friendly’ dialogue-based access to information, requires them to work more
slowly than they are capable of.

Mapping your problem profile
Using the definitions above to define the subject and complexity of problems,
Figure 4 provides a guide to the most useful techniques. This map shows what
support is required by analysts at all levels of support, since analysts at second
and third line may be reasonably assumed to have greater subject knowledge than
those at first line. A mix of techniques is appropriate for the organisation as a
whole.
A mix of techniques may also be appropriate at the front line where the
environment is non-homogeneous; that is, your environment may encompass both
static and dynamic subject areas.

What do we expect software to do in resolution?
In the past
Problem resolution was closely associated with artificial intelligence. In the mid1980s, artificial intelligence (AI) was expected to be able to mimic human
intelligence within a decade. As well as performing routine tasks, machines would
execute ‘thinking’ tasks, making decisions and solving problems. People talked
about science fiction becoming reality, with intelligent machines ruling the world.
The commercial implications of such technology did not go unnoticed. AI
technology became the latest craze in the craze-obsessed IT industry.
Reality has fallen far short of these claims. Artificial intelligence is now one of the
pariahs of the IT industry (along with other once popular, now unfashionable,
technologies), seen as a quick way to throw a substantial amount of money down a
bottomless pit and alienate both management and staff.
However, as well as the sometimes spectacular failures, AI produced some real
successes with quantitative benefits in the commercial world.
The lesson learnt, both technically and culturally, was that problem solving and
decision-making technology could be best used to aid individuals to perform
specific tasks, rather than replacing them. In the commercial world, it is
necessary for AI technology (or any technology) to be profitably relevant to a
business-oriented task to succeed.
Artificial intelligence remains a taboo term in commercial applications, but some
AI techniques and approaches can be used with impunity in different guises – as
long as they address real business tasks with real benefits.
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Figure 4 Mapping techniques to your problem profile
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Source: Adapted from Software Artistry

In the present
Problem resolution requires the use of several different techniques, not all of
which are specialist. However, ‘problem resolution software’ has a particular
meaning in the support industry.
It refers to systems or techniques that provide a means whereby entering the
problem itself, or its symptoms, will retrieve a solution. This is automating the
problem resolution process, since it means that analysts on the first line do not
necessarily need to discover the real problem (only the symptoms are required) or
find relevant information to provide an answer. Problem resolution software is
about storing solutions in such a way that it is easy to retrieve the right one
quickly.
While ‘passing the problem on’ may be a legitimate, necessary part of problem
resolution, within the world of support software it is considered to be routing or
escalation – a call management, rather than problem resolution, activity. Also,
while software can be used to apply a solution directly (by downloading software
and instigating programs), this is not considered to be ‘problem resolution
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software’. Automatic detection of problems and application of solutions is
discussed under In the future.
Problem resolution software can make the problem resolution process more
efficient, just because it changes the process (see How can the process be made
more efficient?).
Techniques employed by problem resolution software are discussed in more detail
in Problem resolution techniques in software.

In the future
Automated support
Can software detect and solve problems directly without intervention?
In the problem resolution process that we outlined above, software can be used, in
some cases, to detect problems, use information to find a solution and apply the
solution directly. This is particularly relevant to the IT help desk, and support for
IT products.
In fact, help desks already use information from network management systems,
systems management systems, detection or census software (to find out what
hardware is connected to a network, and what software is loaded there) and
remote control software to aid problem solving. In this sense, ‘automation’ means
taking and using the information generated by these systems proactively.
This level of automation is in its early stages. However, systems management and
network management system vendors (and also hardware vendors) are putting
more effort into proactively preparing for problems that might arise within the
applications and machines themselves. Efforts in this arena have in some part
been prompted by the ‘total cost of ownership’ discussions.
Vendors putting effort into proactive problem solving include Microsoft, Intel,
Cisco and HP. Intel offers a hardware monitoring chip that gathers information,
including temperature and voltage, and sends it to a LANDesk application. It is a
small further step for integration to the support system to generate a ‘call’ when
the system is overheated, search for a solution, which, when found, triggers a
notification to maintenance to turn up the air conditioning – or even sends a
trigger to the air conditioning system itself.
Efforts by these vendors are currently limited in practicability, since most systems
environments carry a range of platforms (hardware, software, operating systems,
networks and routers), which do not communicate with products from other
vendors. The above example can be used where both Intel chips and a LANDesk
application are installed – this is not always the case. Intel and other vendors
intend to partner with each other to address this problem.
The relationship of support systems to other systems depends on the extent of
automation, integration and process required. An integrated system can simply
notify the support system that a problem occurred. The integrated system can also
notify the support system that a problem has occurred, giving relevant
information and symptoms (for example, the error codes returned, the PC’s
configuration and installation settings, the applications installed), even initiating
a search for a solution based on these symptoms. The support system could
‘recognise’ a problem as reported, find a solution and initiate processes to
implement the solution by itself, automatically.
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This level of automation is not yet commonplace – and it may well be ‘automatic’,
but there is plenty to do on the side to make sure it works.
Self-help
Problem solving is becoming more important to organisations (as opposed to call
management), because, provided that time and effort has been put into presolving problems and enabling solutions to be re-used, customers and users can
help themselves.
Self-help can be enabled by IVR, e-mail and, most commonly, the Worldwide Web.
In the same way that supermarkets make shoppers into shop assistants (asking
an assistant for help as the last resort), the Worldwide Web can make callers into
analysts.
In this scenario it is necessary that the organisation proactively creates solutions
for re-use. The caller can only be their own analyst if an interface is provided
through which they can find solutions – in the same way that the front line
analyst does in the improved process (see Efficient problem resolution processes,
How is efficiency improved?). What must be remembered in this scenario is that
analysts are still responsible for the rest of the problem resolution cycle; that is,
proactively creating and managing solutions as well as providing second line and
field support.
Self-help is also limited by the willingness of callers to help themselves. Some
industries are more appropriate than others. If support is for IT products, then
callers may be sophisticated IT users, already well accustomed to using the Web to
find information. However, in supporting general consumer goods, Web-based
support may only be attractive to a small (although growing) number of callers.
Self-help augments the arsenal of the support organisation – it does not replace
the support centre.

Resolution techniques
Current specialist problem resolution software focuses on storing solutions and
making it easy to retrieve the right solution(s) for the current problem. This
entails a new set of questions – the way in which different vendors choose to
answer these questions determines the ‘process’ for their software.
The questions are:

• where do the solutions come from?
Must the solutions be handcrafted as a separate exercise or can they be derived
from existing materials and previous answers given to other callers? What
support is given to the process of creating solutions, when a solution does not
exist?

• how are the solutions stored?
This may depend on:

• how are solutions accessed?
How does the software choose the most appropriate solution for the current
problem from the set of solutions stored? How much information must be
entered to find a solution? How precise does the information entered have to
be? Can a solution be retrieved directly (when analysts know what they need)
as well as indirectly (based on symptoms and known information, can the
system find a solution that is relevant)?
© Ovum Ltd 1997. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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• how are the solutions maintained?
How are the solutions kept up to date? How are they checked for correctness?
Are solutions removed if they are never used, or are not useful?
Techniques used by vendors include:

• text-based search and retrieval engines
• case-based reasoning
• neural networks
• decision trees
• proprietary techniques
• combinations of the above.
For each of these techniques, the answers to the above questions are explored.

Text-based search and retrieval engines
Where support systems use text-based search and retrieval engines, only the
method for accessing solutions is provided. The other questions above must be
answered by the manual implementation of infrastructure.
Typically the search engine is used to search a database of records of past calls.
The question of where solutions come from is answered easily – from the answers
to previous calls. No special or extra work is required to create solutions or store
them– since they are already stored in the support system database. New
‘solutions’ are added every time a call is answered.
However, this approach will only work if, when answering previous calls, analysts
went to the trouble of recording their solutions in a readable, usable manner.
Without motivation to do so, analysts usually find themselves far too busy
answering calls to make time to record information. Hence, similar calls may be
found by the search engine – but the free-text ‘solution’ field will commonly read
‘solved problem’ or ‘re-boot machine’, than anything more useful.
Moreover, this approach assumes that all past calls are useful indicators of
problems, whereas, in fact, it would be more useful to have one record per
problem. For example, there may be hundreds of calls in the database relating to
one common problem – a forgotten password. If a simple text search is performed,
every instance of a call about a forgotten password can be retrieved (as well as a
few irrelevant ones), resulting in a search result of hundreds of matches. This is
no use to an analyst who is trying to find a solution quickly.
This approach is also dependent on search expressions being well-constructed –
since semantic match means that the terms used must match exactly. More
sophisticated search engines deal with this by enabling searches based on
synonyms, stem matches and Boolean operators to refine the search criteria. This
difficulty can also be addressed by the categorisation of problems. The analyst
does not then need to worry whether to enter ‘PC’, ‘desktop’ or ‘computer’ in the
search criteria, since they have a list of pre-set categories to guide them to the
right subset of solutions.
Of course, given the appropriate infrastructure, a search engine may well be
useful in problem resolution. Where analysts use past calls to find a subset of
representative problems for use in an optimised set of past calls, where analysts
are motivated to enter real, usable solutions (or these are checked and made
usable), and where categorisation of problems acts as a useful index for the
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search, the humble search engine can help to provide real aid to problem-solving
analysts.

Case-based reasoning
Case-based reasoning systems are a kind of expert system. Expert systems are a
branch of artificial intelligence that focus on performing ‘thinking’ tasks; that is,
tasks that require judgement and experience to come to a decision or to provide
advice. Expert systems embed this ‘knowledge’ in different forms.
Case-based reasoning is a technique based on the premise that knowledge is
intuitively stored as ‘cases’ – experts often describe their expertise in terms of
examples. Case-based reasoning systems can store solutions as ‘cases’ and retrieve
cases on the basis of the similarity of the current problem or its symptoms, to
symptoms associated with each case in the case base.
In case-based reasoning the solutions come from a knowledge engineer who
defines solutions based on past experience or knowledge of the thing being
supported.
Case-based reasoning requires these solutions to be stored as ‘cases’, so that they
can be retrieved by the reasoning engine. Retrieval is based on finding cases that
most closely match a set of criteria. Typically, these criteria are derived through a
question and answer session, whereby the questions asked are relevant to the
answers given to previous questions, narrowing down the field of search.
However, the question and answer session is not a condition of case-based
reasoning, just a common implementation feature.
Solutions are maintained by the knowledge engineer, who checks that the cases
are complete (no gaps between cases where problems occur to which there is no
solution or case provided), representative (no overlap between cases; each case is
unique) and correct.
The implemented case-based reasoning system may include utilities to aid the
knowledge engineer in the creation and maintenance of cases. Some case-based
reasoning systems enable analysts to generate cases from existing records of calls,
or other electronic materials (manuals, training notes). These utilities aid
knowledge engineers, rather than replace them.
Due to the time and effort required to construct cases, this approach may only be
appropriate where the support environment is reasonably stable – that is, where
the distribution of calls is such that there are many calls on a small range of
problems, or a range of known problems. In environments which change rapidly
(where few problems are encountered more than once), case-based reasoning is
not appropriate.
This means that case-based reasoning is more likely to be appropriate in a
customer support organisation than in an internal IT support organisation.
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Neural networks
Neural networks are a branch of artificial intelligence that focus on decision
making problems. They are a kind of algorithm that use the analogy of the human
brain’s neural processing; that is, they find information by making associations.
Neural networks are currently mostly applied to statistical-type applications:
prediction, classification and clustering.
Neural networks solve problems by looking for patterns in data and determining
how close the current situation is to an existing pattern. For example, in deciding
whether to give credit, a predictive neural network would determine which
characteristics are associated with default – perhaps people who have defaulted
on other credit payments are more likely to default again. It would then
determine how closely the current applicant fits the profile of a defaulter and
decide not to grant credit if the match was too close.
Neural networks (or similar) can be used at one of two stages by problem
resolution software:

• stage one – to create and maintain solutions. A neural network does this by
creating a set of solutions on-the-fly every time a search for a solution is
conducted, using answers to previous calls.

• stage two – to obtain and rank solutions (from a set of pre-prepared solutions),
based on their usefulness in solving the current problem.

When a neural network is used to create a set of solutions, based on previous
answers to calls, creating and maintaining solutions does not have to be
performed. The issue remains that the previous answers may not contain
anything useful.
When neural networks are used to access and rank the solutions, solutions can be
ranked according to factors besides semantic match, including recency (newer
solutions are more relevant) and usage (more commonly used solutions are more
likely to be useful). The issue here is that the solutions must still be proactively
created and maintained.
Neural networks are a technique that can be used within problem resolution
software, but they are never used as the complete problem resolution approach.
Where neural networks are used, it is necessary to understand what stage of
problem resolution they are used to address, and what techniques are used to
address other parts of the problem resolution process (see Proprietary techniques).

Decision trees
Decision trees are a decision support technique that can be used for diagnosis by
support organisations (see Figure 5). Decision trees can be built, or derived using
software, on the basis of past experience by a knowledge engineer. Decision trees
support decisions by branching logic, that is, at each point in the decision process,
the answer to a question determines which question to ask next. In a support
organisation, decision trees can aid diagnosis, guiding the analyst through a series
of questions that lead to the ‘real’ problem and its solution.
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Figure 5 A decision tree
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Decision trees are useful because they enable analysts to step through the process
of analysis with a caller in a natural manner, guiding questions in a logical
sequence.
However, decision trees can be difficult to construct, and even more difficult to
maintain. For this reason, they are not useful in a changing environment, since
the decision tree cannot keep up with the range of problems encountered. Decision
trees take some time and effort to construct, and are maintenance intensive, since
any change that might be made can have far-reaching consequences; for example,
making a change at question one will have to be propagated all the way through
the tree.
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Decision trees are useful in environments where the distribution of problems is
relatively static and the problem domain is well understood. Decision trees are
probably most cost-effective in supporting non-technical analysts, that is, analysts
who do not necessarily have in-depth understanding of the products they are
supporting (and therefore do not know what questions to ask callers).

Proprietary and hybrid techniques
Vendors specialising in problem resolution software use variations on the above
themes to provide their own ‘new’ techniques. It is important to understand what
parts of problem resolution their technique is designed to address and, just as
importantly, what support is provided for other parts of problem resolution.
Vendors design their software with an idea of what constitutes the ‘best’ way to
solve a problem – it is important that this idea is compatible with your own
support organisation’s idea, and your own support organisation’s environment –
that is, whether the domain is static or dynamic, the skills of your analysts, and
what kinds of problems your callers have.
Ask your vendor about its approach to the above questions – sometimes ‘shiny
new’ techniques are simply a new take on an existing technique. This may well be
an advantage, but understand the advantage for what it is – an incremental
improvement, rather than a whole new approach.
Cassandra Millhouse
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Overview
Since Ovum first reported on the year 2000 issue a lot of progress has been made,
although not enough. There is still too much uncertainty about the extent of the
problem, and too little urgency in the approach of governments, organisations,
and key individuals.
The help desk is accustomed to being held accountable for problems that are not of
its own making. Despite efforts in motion, incidents will occur leading to 1
January 2000 (and afterwards) that are related to the year 2000 problem. The
help desk will be the first point of call.
It is vital that the help desk plans for this predicted surge in activity, and
implements a range of measures for immediate survival so that problems are
effectively addressed. Whether fair or not, the help desk will be the face of year
2000 problems in an organisation. In dealing efficiently and effectively with this
highly visible issue, the help desk has the opportunity to elevate its status in the
organisation. Unfortunately, in dealing poorly with year 2000 issues, the help
desk will merely confirm worst suspicions of its incompetence.
We look at the situation as indicative of the need for contingency planning. Help
desks have a major role to play in contingency plans.

Where are we now?
It is two years since Ovum’s first report on the year 2000 problem, and only 12
months remain before the big day. Two years ago there was a significant amount
of scepticism about whether such a logically trivial issue could really pose a major
threat to our computer systems and to our economies. Now there is general
acceptance in the industry, and in the boardrooms of most large organisations,
that this is a problem which must be addressed.

Awareness
When we first reported on the year 2000 problem, the main task was to
understand the scope and nature of the problem, and to get senior executives to
buy in to the need for action. Awareness of the existence of the problem is high
throughout the western world, but there is still a long way to go in fixing it. There
is still an alarming underestimate of the amount of work needed in many
organisations.
As more organisations start working on their own code remediation, attention is
moving towards checking external dependencies, and in particular the readiness
of suppliers and customers. This is highlighting the problem of assessing the
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readiness of other organisations and the state of compliance of their products. For
the most part we have no information beyond a company’s self-assessment of its
readiness.
Some progress has been made on statutory enforcement to make companies reveal
their preparedness for 2000. In the US, the Securities and Exchange Commission
has ruled that publicly held companies must reveal the cost of fixing their date
bugs, the risks that year 2000 glitches pose, and their contingency plans. We
doubt how effective these measures will be, because the cost of year 2000 fixes is
often hidden within other budgets (either deliberately or otherwise), and most of
the risk associated with 2000 emanates from our lack of knowledge regarding the
extent of the problem. In the US, the Year 2000 Information Disclosure Act to
Congress was passed, providing immunity from prosecution when an organisation
provides information about year 2000 repairs in good faith.

The cost of the year 2000 problem
Although there is still a wide variation in the estimates of the overall cost of the
problem, the 1996 estimate of $400–$600 billion has come to be regarded as a
lower limit. The actual cost will never be known because many organisations do
not explicitly account for it, and frequently complete year 2000 remediation work
as part of their system upgrading.

The global problem
The state of awareness and the level of remediation activity vary around the
world. This in itself poses a major threat to world trade, which is also directly
vulnerable to disruption of transport and, especially, shipping.
At the G8 group sub-committee meeting in June 1998, particular concern was
expressed about industrial infrastructure and the nuclear industry (civil and
military). The last issue – and specifically the threat to early warning missile
alarms – was of most concern to the United Nations, where the year 2000 issue
went to the General Assembly in November 1998. The UN advocates that member
states should strive to be fully compliant by June 1999, to allow some time for
testing and to avoid disruption to international trade. Given the level of
awareness in many states, this is an ambitious target.

Business preparedness
The level of confidence among CEOs is now rising, but is this justified? In the UK,
a survey from the IT Directors’ Forum (representing larger enterprises) produced
237 responses. Of these, 30% had started testing and 80% had passed beyond
assessment and into code remediation by June 1998. However, looked at the other
way, 70% were not yet testing and 20% were not yet updating their code. Most
organisations need to be compliant by the end of 1998 to avoid operational
problems. Hence we can deduce that even large enterprises were not likely to
meet this target.
Small- and medium-sized enterprises are even less well prepared. This has a
multiplie effect, because as well as general economic destabilisation arising from
disruption to these businesses, small- and medium-sized enterprises are likely to
disrupt larger ones through the supply chain.
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Furthermore, even applications that have been corrected, and are working
normally in 1999 in their processing of dates in the early 2000s, are not
guaranteed to work in the new millennium. The program logic, which will be
exercised when the ‘present’ date is in the twenty-first century, is separate from
the logic that handles forward dates in the application’s data.

Embedded systems
Even at this late stage, the extent of the problem concerning embedded systems
remains unknown. Embedded systems now constitute the most serious and
troublesome part of the whole problem. Failure to rectify embedded systems will
render the effort that has gone into remediating data processing systems, useless.
For example, Shell (the petrochemical company) estimates its total remediation
costs will be $300 million to $450 million. Shell regards its embedded chips as its
worst headache and expects them to take up to 85% of its year 2000 budget. In the
UK, the Health & Safety Executive has recently identified year 2000 problems in
safety monitoring systems at nuclear power stations, indicating that other
industrial control systems are likely to share similar date dependencies. Across
the board, the HSE estimates that there is a 5% chance of a simple safety related
system failing with a year 2000 problem, but for sophisticated systems, the risk of
failure rises to 50%–80%.

Assurance of year 2000 fixes
A major problem is that we do not know how successful the completed remediation
activities have been. In the UK, the government agency Action 2000 is considering
external audits of basic utilities (starting with water companies), mainly driven by
the need to reassure the public.
The need for assessing the quality of remediation work is greater when the work
is outsourced to a third-party company, which will have little application
knowledge. This assurance can be given by comprehensive testing (provided it is
properly documented), but suitable test sites rarely exist in advance of the year
2000 code remediation projects.

Year 2000 testing tools
There is no shortage of tools on the market, but the overwhelming majority of
them are for IBM mainframe applications running Cobol and PL/I. Support is
much thinner for other languages such as C. In Ovum Evaluates: Software
Testing Tools we have tried to redress the balance to include tools which cover as
many languages as possible.
To test corrected code, we need tools that can produce test data sets for all
combinations of typical input dates from all the date-input channels. This need
has been partially satisfied by two new categories of tool which provide ‘date
ageing’ and system clock simulation for mainframes. Date ageing tools allow you
to advance or retard all dates in a test data collection by a specified period. The
better tools automatically modify dates to meet business rules, such as scheduling
transactions to working days. These are the only new tool categories that have
been needed for year 2000 remediation projects. The rest of the tool requirements
have been met by refocusing and repackaging existing types of tools to satisfy –
and exploit – the year 2000 market.
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Nearly all of the year 2000 tool technology is potentially applicable to other
‘conversion’ projects (such as those which adapt applications for European
Monetary Union), for social security number changes, or telephone dialling code
changes. These projects will be easier to handle, because they do not involve the
complexity of handling the system clock or non-compliant system level software.

Statements of compliance
In the case of software suppliers, we are starting to see statements of compliance
from some suppliers. We shall be looking at Microsoft later in this briefing paper,
in view of its key role in the software industry.
Given the number of suppliers that most organisations use, the task of getting
statements of compliance from each one is a heavy burden both for consuming
organisations and the companies that are being asked for the statements. A large
organisation is likely to use approximately 2,000 products, for which it needs to
collect compliance data. The problem is aggravated by fear that such statements
may lead either to litigation or to commercial loss. Companies such as Data
Dimensions have stepped in to provide commercial services addressing this need.
Data Dimensions

Data Dimensions maintains an extensive database of year 2000 compliance data
relating to over 30,000 products, covering hardware, software and embedded
systems (over one-third of the products in the database are embedded systems).
You can subscribe to this service, called Interactive Vendor Review, for $125 per
product. The information is quite detailed, and includes the product vendor’s
definition of year 2000 compliance. Data Dimensions will provide this information
within six weeks (if the product is not already in its database) and will keep you
informed of any changes to the status of your selected products. Authorised named
users can access this information at any time over the Internet. In many cases the
service covers different versions of the same product within one subscription. The
product vendor, limiting the service to those products where the vendor is able to
supply this information, supplies the raw information. Nevertheless this service
offers the potential for substantial cost and time saving.
Data Dimensions also markets a year 2000 project management product called
Ardes 2k. This comes in two parts:
• a front-end on CD-ROM which provides a comprehensive manual describing
what to do on a year 2000 project
• a back-end on the Internet (updated every week), describing how to do it.
Ardes 2k allows you to produce a project plan incorporating best practice and
selecting the sub-processes which are appropriate for your situation. This will be
particularly useful where you have to satisfy external auditors or regulatory
bodies. It covers both IT and non-IT perspectives within its 250 project templates.
Once your project is underway, it provides graphical progress reporting. The
project plan itself is structured hierarchically, and contains hyperlinks, metrics,
diagnostic aids and suggestions for tools to use on the project. Add-ons assist you
in assigning staff to tasks, and the product can interact with Microsoft Project for
planning. It estimates the budget and effort required using data from hundreds of
Data Dimensions’ own projects. Its advisory features can be used to mentor new
staff and get them proficient at their tasks.
Data Dimensions can be contacted on +1 425 688 1000, or can be found at
www.data-dimensions.com.
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Definitions of compliance
Several organisations have produced definitions of year 2000 compliance for
software products. The existence of so many different definitions renders any
bland assurances of the year 2000 compatibility of a product meaningless, unless
they are qualified by referring to a specific standard. The assurance is usually
based on the organisation’s own definition, which might be very limited. We
illustrate the point by comparing two important standards: those of the British
Standards Institution and those of Microsoft.
British Standards Institution definition

[Note that the BSI has imposed the copyright condition that the following
definition can only be copied if it is reproduced in full, the source is acknowledged
and the reference number of the document is quoted.]
DISC PD2000-1 A definition of year 2000 conformity requirements

‘The Definition:
Year 2000 conformity shall mean that neither performance nor
functionality is affected by dates prior to, during and after the year 2000.
In particular:
Rule 1. No value for current date will cause any interruption in
operation.
Rule 2. Date-based functionality must behave consistently for dates
prior to, during and after year 2000.
Rule 3. In all interfaces and data storage, the century in any date
must be specified either explicitly or by unambiguous algorithms or
inferencing rules.
Rule 4. Year 2000 must be recognised as a leap year.’
Microsoft’s definition

‘A Year 2000 Compliant product from Microsoft will not produce
errors processing date data in connection with the year change from
December 31, 1999 to January 1, 2000 when used with accurate date
data in accordance with its documentation and the recommendations
and exceptions set forth in the Microsoft Year 2000 Product Guide,
provided all other products (e.g., other software, firmware and
hardware) used with it properly exchange date data with the
Microsoft product. A Year 2000 Compliant product from Microsoft will
recognise the Year 2000 as a leap year.’
Ovum’s comment

There is a wide gap between these two definitions. Both are serious attempts to
provide a workable basis for year 2000 projects. We have selected these two
definitions because of the prominence of their sponsoring organisations, not
because they represent extremes in the spectrum of year 2000 compliance.
Nevertheless, the first is rarely going to be achieved, and the second promises
virtually nothing.
In the British Standards Institute definition, rule 1 will not be satisfied by many
organisations; most of us would be happy to accept restrictions to years beyond
© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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9999 or 32767, if this will facilitate the process. The BSI amplifies rule 3 to allow
different date windows to be applied to different datasets. However, rule 3 may
not be satisfied by remediation tools that either allow the date window to change
dynamically or allow different windows to be used for different data fields.
By comparison, Microsoft uses a much more limited definition. In particular, it
provides no guarantees about how far into the next century a compliant product
will continue to work correctly. Presumably Microsoft foresees such products
continuing to operate for at least two months, since it tests the leap year
functions. However, its definition will pass software which has a date
discontinuity at 2016, or which fails to recognise that 2001 is not a leap year, for
example.

Microsoft
Microsoft can be congratulated for producing a comprehensive website devoted to
its year 2000 compliance status. This can be found at
www.microsoft.com/year2000. It provides an up-to-date report on the compliance
status of specific Microsoft products, guidance on the year 2000 problem for those
not familiar with it, and a Microsoft directory of third-party services and tools.
Unfortunately this page has now lost its prominent link from the main Microsoft
homepage.
Microsoft has shown one of the major changes of attitude in the IT world since we
started to report on this problem. In 1996 it said, ‘it is really a mainframe
problem’; in 1997 it said, ‘Microsoft products will not be affected’. On 15 April 1998
it opened its website dedicated to giving information about the year 2000
compliance of its products. The information in the site is clear and detailed;
however, we would like to have seen this information much earlier. Indeed, users
of Windows NT version 3.51 are still waiting for the results of Microsoft’s tests.
Microsoft has split its products into five groups, products that:
• are fully compliant
• contain minor compliance issues
• have not yet been tested
• are not, and will not be made, compliant
• will not be tested for compliance.
Microsoft’s website lists the tools in the first four categories, but does not list those
in the fifth category – you are left to deduce whether your tool is in this group by
its omission from the first four.
The judgement about whether non-compliance is major or minor is obviously
subjective. We are generally happy to accept Microsoft’s definition of a minor issue
as one where the non-compliance is confined to peripheral functions and the
product’s core operations are compliant. However, it is still possible that the noncompliance may affect your applications. This group of products includes many of
the prominent Microsoft products, including most of its operating systems. Very
few products belong to the ‘tested and found to be non-compatible’ category, and
Word 5 for DOS is probably the most significant. We are disappointed to see that
so many products are not going to be tested, including many that have been
delivered within the last two years. For example, Microsoft will not be testing any
versions of Visual C++ before version 5.
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We list some of Microsoft’s most popular products showing their status in
November 1998. However, you are advised to visit the Microsoft web site for up-todate information.
Compliant

Minor issues

Non-compliant

Internet Explorer,
NT Server version 3.51, 4.0
version 4.0, 4.01(32-bit)

Access 2.0

Office 97

Internet Explorer,
version 3.x (32 bit)

Word 5 for DOS

Windows 95

Office 4.x, professional

Outlook 8.03

The importance of testing
It is essential to test everything and not to treat year 2000 code changes as a
formality. Any code changing exercise will introduce new errors in proportion to
the number of lines of code which are changed. We would expect that the
repetitive nature of year 2000 code changes, and the logical simplicity of date code
changes, would reduce this proportion when compared with routine application
development. Conversely, however, the large volumes of code being processed, the
boredom factor, and the year 2000 programmer’s lack of familiarity with the code
will raise the error rate.
One of the first major multi-organisation year 2000 tests has been completed and
judged, by its sponsors, to be a success. The important message to other
organisations is that it shows how simple it is to introduce errors into code while
making year 2000 changes. An exercise lasting several days from 13 July, between
Wall Street and the New York stock exchange, has given reassurance that in this
case, outstanding problems can be fixed and that the stock exchange will be able
to trade successfully in 2000. Although the number of participants in the test was
limited, it included the Depository Trust Corporation, Leeds, Kellogg, Merrill
Lynch and Nasdaq. Ninety percent of transactions in the test suite were
completed correctly, while 10% failed for reasons that were not directly dependent
on date processing. In this case all the participants had successfully completed
their internal test programmes before entering the joint exercise.
It is disconcerting that a survey of 15,000 companies, conducted by the Gartner
Group, found that half of them were not planning to test their changes. If they do
not change their policy, there will be a lot of companies with non-functioning
systems in January 2000. Using the test results of the NYSE, few companies could
continue to trade if 10% of their transactions were executed incorrectly.
Dates enter into applications from three sources:
• external sources such as the user interface or another system
• the system clock on the host processor
• data held in files and databases.
It is essential to test corrected applications using all combinations of twentieth
and twenty-first century dates from all three sources. A corrected application may
be put back into service now, and work faultlessly handling data that includes
dates beyond 1 January 2000. However, much of its date processing logic will
© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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remain unexercised until midnight on 31 December 1999. It will not experience a
system clock date from the twenty-first century until the clock ticks over, and it
will not see any twenty-first century dates in those date fields that record present,
or past, events.
We expect to see failures in all applications that have not been thoroughly tested
using all combinations of dates, even when the corrected versions are apparently
functioning properly in everyday use throughout 1999.

Contingency planning
The importance of contingency planning is gaining wide recognition, although it is
still at an early stage of evolution. One problem is that contingency planning
involves switching resources from either the remediation task itself or from
revenue earning activities. No contingency plan is painless or cost free. It is also
difficult to plan against an unidentified threat and the year 2000 problem is
potentially so pervasive that a failure could occur in almost any dependency.
Contingency plans that may be considered include switching essential processing
to manual methods, or relocating work to a site (probably in a different country)
which is not affected by a failure in a basic service such as a utility.
It is essential that the help desk be involved in contingency planning, since it will
be the help desk which instigates contingency action in most cases.

Year 2000 strategies for the help desk
In dealing with the year 2000 problem, the help desk has two main roles:
• to act as a central point of contact
• to track and report on year 2000 related issues as they arise.

Central point of contact
The help desk is the most logical central point of contact for year 2000 related
incidents. The help desk already deals with a myriad of unexpected (as well as
likely or common) problems and has the resources in place to do it. However, the
help desk cannot be expected to deal with year 2000 problems as well as the usual
mixed bag of incidents without some changes. To quote the famous, ‘for too long,
the too few have been expected to do too much with too little’, if year 2000
awareness enables the help desk to acquire the tools and staff that it needs, then
year 2000 problems may be a blessing in disguise for the help desk.
The help desk can make its job easier by determining what problems are likely to
occur. Some organisations do not want to acknowledge issues that may arise, if it
cannot or will not address them in time. However, as far as the help desk is
concerned, this knowledge is invaluable. For example, there may be knowledge in
the organisation about incomplete or unaddressed year 2000 issues, which provide
a good starting point for solving incidents as they occur. This may come from a
change management component of a help desk system (if this has been used with
project manage year 2000 projects), as well as integration to configuration
management or testing software.
The help desk needs to decide whether year 2000 related incidents will be treated
differently to other incidents, and if so, determine processes that will be in place
over critical periods to manage this. In all cases, the help desk should play an
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active role in contingency planning for 2000, since it will be the help desk itself
which instigates contingency action.

Track and report on year 2000 related issues
Many organisations are explicitly and legally obliged to report on year 2000
issues. Courts may interpret this to include ongoing support as well as premillennium preparation and testing activity. In any case, all organisations may be
shown to have a duty of care with respect to the year 2000 problem.
Help desk software has reporting mechanisms that can help to fulfil this duty.
However, customisation of the help desk software now in use will probably be
needed to meet this requirement. Customisation might be as slight as adding a
field in order to signify whether a particular incident is year 2000 related or not.
At the other extreme, processes specific to the year 2000 problem, and incidents
arising in relation to them, may be implemented.
There are two opposite (but mutually unsatisfactory) occurrences to be avoided in
reporting year 2000 incidents. These are under and over reporting. The help desk
needs to be vigilant to avoid both under and over stating year 2000 issues.
Under reporting

Under reporting occurs where an issue which is caused by the year 2000 date
change is not classified as such. For example, there may be pressure to only
classify specific date issues as year 2000 problems. This ignores the potentially
larger problems caused by logic issues, related to use of dates to signify something
else (such as end of file).
Over reporting

Over reporting occurs where ‘all’ incidents after 1 January 2000 are automatically
assumed to be caused by the year 2000 problem. This can easily occur, especially
where classifying an incident as ‘year 2000’ enables overworked help desk
analysts to put the incident in somebody else’s work queue, at least temporarily.

Help desk involvement
Help desk is involved in year 2000 projects at three stages.
Phase zero: lead up

Year 2000 related problems have already arisen in systems that deal with future
dates, such as those used in the insurance/finance industries (for example, credit
card expiry dates, pension maturity dates, interest calculations). These are being
dealt with on a rolling basis. Further issues can be expected to arise between now
and 1 January 2000.
It is important to realise that incidents related to future dates will not disappear
as of 1 January 2000, and may be difficult to detect. For example:
Interest calculations are normally based on the number of days
between two given dates. If the span between two dates goes over
the millennium and the dates have been stored in the DD/MM/YY
format, then the calculated results may be a large negative figure.
For example, the number of days between 20/7/1999 and 3/4/2000
should be 258 but you may get the unexpected result of –36267. A
significant difference – and yet, if the program stores the result as
© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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a three digit positive field then you would be told that the
difference was 267. Since this is very close to the correct result
would you notice the error?
Source: The year 2000: A practical guide for professionals and
business managers, The British Computer Society
For this phase, help desk software is useful in determining the inventory which
needs to be checked (hardware and software) via asset management capabilities,
and in managing projects to check for year 2000 compliance, via change
management functionality.
Help desk is also involved in tracking and reporting on problems as year 2000
related.
Phase one: January 2000

The extent to which incidents will occur – at or around 1 January 2000 – that are
related to the year 2000 problem is unknown. What is known is that it is likely to
be large, even if, as in the example in The importance of testing, just 10% of data
processing is affected.
Help desk involvement at the changeover phase is primarily as a central point of
contact, but also in tracking and reporting year 2000 related incidents.
Phase two: ongoing

The help desk should expect further surges of incident activity at three points: 29
February 2000, end of financial year 2000 and 1 January 2001.
The help desk needs to be aware of dates that are potentially problematic, and be
ready to take more calls than usual at those dates. The help desk needs to
continue to track issues that are year 2000 related as opposed to general everyday
problems.
Due to errors introduced during remediation work, it is probable that the number
of incidents reported to the help desk after 1 January 2000 will not revert from a
peak to pre-millennium levels, but to a higher level. Therefore the help desk
should consider expanding permanently as well as temporarily for expected crisis
periods.

Your help desk system
Is it compliant?

The latest version of products that we evaluate is said to be ‘year 2000 compliant’.
The true extent of compliance is likely to depend on the database and operating
system in use, as well as the definition of compliance that the vendor has used.
Previous versions may not be compliant in any sense.
Using it for year 2000 projects

This depends on the responsibilities of the help desk within each organisation.
Those help desks that are also responsible for asset management will be actively
involved in checking those assets for compliance, using the asset management and
change management capabilities of help desk software.
Change management capabilities can be used to manage a ‘change request’ which
is ‘update all IT infrastructure to year 2000 compliant state’. This parent record
spawns lower level or child change requests such as ‘to update all PCs to year
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2000 compliant state’, which in turn spawns specific tasks and actions which are
scheduled, implemented and managed by the software.
Some of the help desk software vendors are selling year 2000 specific add-ons for
their change management components. These are essentially template project
plans that suggest activities and tasks that are likely to be undertaken. These
add-ons are opportunistic and not essential. For each organisation, its own staff is
likely to have a better idea of what needs to be done. On the other hand, at the
right price, such an add-on provides starting structure and data, and this is often
easier than starting with nothing.
Asset management capability – in association with systems management software,
asset detection software and other often-integrated tools – can be used to
determine which assets need to be checked for compliance, and to record their
compliance or otherwise. This requires some minor customisation.
Help desk software is often used in managing and supporting non-IT assets. The
same principles apply.
Customisation for 2000

It is probable that your help desk system will require customisation to implement:
• year 2000 specific SLAs – will there be SLAs for year 2000 specific issues? How
do you intend to treat existing SLAs?
• broadcast functionality – a mechanism for broadcasting broad-impact problems
(that is, to inform everyone when there is a problem and let them know what to
do until it is fixed) to all help desk staff, or alternatively all staff
• a hierarchy of problems/multiple classification of problems – to implement a
way to classify a problem along functional lines (this is a hardware problem, so
the hardware support group needs to fix it) as well as reporting lines (this is a
hardware problem caused by the year 2000 problem).
In terms of prioritisation, if customisation to the help desk system is required in
order to deal with year 2000, organisations are advised to complete this as soon as
possible. Year 2000 problems will occur, regardless of how much prior fixing and
testing has been performed. Although it is important to prevent as many problems
as possible through earlier work, it is essential to have resources in place to deal
with problems as they arise.

Long term effects of the year 2000 issue
It is impossible to say how the year 2000 issue will appear in January 2000. The
long-term consequences will depend entirely on whether it is successfully
accommodated or not. It is now inevitable that there will be some degree of
disruption to normal economic activity. We will consider that the entire year 2000
episode has been handled successfully if disruption can be localised to small
pockets of activity by the end of January 2000.

The optimistic scenario
Taking the optimistic scenario, the IT industry can expect some busy and
prosperous years, as work which has been delayed to cope with the year 2000
emergency gets the go-ahead.
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IT departments will be in a healthier state. The position of automated testing, and
of organised testing generally, will be much strengthened by the large base of IT
developers who will be experienced in using it. Most organisations will benefit
from having an accurate inventory of their software systems for the first time. In
many cases, having asset tracking and management systems and configuration
management systems in place will reinforce this. These will be invaluable for
other ‘conversion’ projects, such as for European Monetary Union, social security
number updating and telephone number upgrading projects. These new methods
and processes will lead to higher quality application development in future.
The downside of the picture is that the corrected applications will be less reliable
than the current versions because, even with solid testing processes in place, new
errors will be introduced during remediation. This reliability deficit will persist
until most of the existing applications have been replaced. The increase in
workload on the help desk as the year 2000 approaches will not abate soon;
related problems will continue to occur well into the next decade.
There will be calls for more regulation of the industry, but with its fragmented
structure these are unlikely to have any effect.

Useful websites
The following websites contain useful information:
•

www.s390.ibm.com – IBM’s site, including many outside references

•

www.microsoft.com/year2000 – Microsoft’s year 2000 site

•

www.itaa.org – the US IT industry trade association

•

www.taskforce2000.co.uk – Taskforce 2000 is a British private sector body
which works to raise awareness of the year 2000 problem, and is headed by
Robin Guenier

•

www.year2000.com – site co-sponsored by Peter Jager, a leading consultant
and commentator on year 2000.

Graham Titterington/Cassandra Millhouse
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Appendix A – conversion issues
Overview
The problem of ensuring that your systems will continue to operate correctly in
the new millennium is now urgent. Year 2000 tools and services are
mushrooming. Several vendors offer ‘silver bullets’, and nearly all offer a solution.
Our advice is that you treat all such claims with suspicion, whether the vendor is
offering tools or services. There are no silver bullets for the year 2000 problem,
just a lot of hard work. Tools can only partially automate the task. Consultancy
services vary substantially between providers, but all will ultimately need some
knowledge of your business – which only you are likely to possess.

Project management
The problem is primarily one of management. We will not dwell on the
political/financial difficulties of getting board level buy-in to a solution. Once you
have the go-ahead, you encounter a problem that is intrinsically very simple;
however, it is on an enormous scale, with tight, rigid deadlines and complex interdependencies. While all the conversion work is going on, you have to find a way of
living with the routine parallel development of your applications, which is still
necessary to meet the changing needs of your organisation. Solid configuration
management and version control is essential.
You are likely to have a major task in simply compiling an inventory of your
active systems, determining which need to be refurbished, finding their source
code and documentation, determining what they are used for, and working out
program and data dependencies. If your programs are written in an obsolete
language or obsolete dialect of a language, you have a significant extra hurdle in
bringing them up to a current language. (In particular, many Cobol programs
were not updated because of incompatibilities between dialects that were deemed
to involve too much work at the time.)
Users of embedded systems have a far harder job. In many cases these are
installed in locations where they cannot be physically accessed or tested.

Code modification
Of course, the purpose of your year 2000 projects is to update your code and data,
even if most of your budget will be spent on the overhead activities of
management and testing. Code conversion is supported by a plethora of tools, at
least for Cobol applications on IBM mainframe systems. However, no code
conversion tool is 100% effective; they cannot be. We have no 100% reliable rules
for recognising dates that they can follow. With languages other than Cobol – such
as Fortran or C – the problem is much worse, because there are no tell-tale
formats to look for, and you may have to resort to looking for hard-coded constants
such 31, 30, 28, 29, 12, 7, 4 or 365 and 366. Good tools follow data and control flow
through the code to determine which statements need to be changed as a
consequence of the alterations you make, and this may uncover further daterelated variables. It may also lead you to places where dates are held in files and
databases.
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Refurbishing code
So, how do you solve the problem? The two main approaches are widening and
windowing. Widening increases the size of the year field from two digits to four
digits. Windowing retains the two-digit representation, but changes the way in
which it is interpreted. At the moment, a value of yy is interpreted as the year
19yy. For example, you could say that in future, values over 70 would continue to
be interpreted as 19yy, while values below 70 will be interpreted as 20yy.
Widening has four advantages:
•

it is a permanent solution to the problem

•

it is a requirement for some US inter-company data transmission standards

•

it is logically simple

•

it is the only solution for applications that retain long-term historical data,
such as pensions and life insurance systems.

On the other hand, windowing:
•

typically involves changing only 10% of the number of lines of code

•

is much quicker and cheaper to implement

•

continues to give the economies in data entry speed that you had with the old
application.

Usually, the urgency of the problem leads to choosing windowing wherever
possible.
Fundamentally, programs use dates in three ways:
•

they input and output dates to human interfaces, or to other systems

•

they store dates

•

they perform calculations based on dates.

You do not have to adopt the same format for all three situations, provided that
you have reliable and efficient mechanisms for converting between them.
However, whatever approach you select, you should aim to centralise date
manipulation code as much as possible, ideally into a single library of well-tested
routines. In this way you will minimise any future problems with date
dependencies. This is particularly important if you adopt a windowing solution,
because it will ensure that all your windowing conventions and assumptions are
consistently applied across your systems, and can be easily changed when you
next need to move your window.

Testing
When you come to test your converted code, you need suitable test data. Dates
enter programs from three sources:
•

data held in files and databases

•

external interfaces, particularly the user interface

•

the hardware clock.

When you are doing automated testing, one of your external interfaces is the test
script. All these date sources pose problems for testers. Resetting the hardware
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clock is particularly difficult on a mainframe. You may be sharing the machine
with production applications. Changing the clock may cause software licences to
expire – and simply restoring the clock to its old value may not resuscitate them.
Clock changes can also trigger the deletion of back-up data that is deemed to be
obsolete. We list several tools that can simulate the hardware clock for the
application under test, without affecting the other applications on the machine.
They also allow you to progress with testing even if you have not yet got a
complete 2000-compatible set of system software. However, if you use one of these
tools, you must remember that you are not testing the actual configuration that
you will have for real on 1 January 2000.
If you choose to generate test data by simply advancing all the dates in your tests
by a few years, you will break some of your business rules. In particular,
weekends will not fall on the correct dates and you may have problems with 29
February 2000. Some of the more sophisticated tools can adjust dates to reflect
business rules. This is, however, a mixed blessing, as the adjustments to dates
may invalidate interest calculations, for example. If your test data spans a
sufficiently long period, the simple expedient of advancing all dates by 28 years is
your best strategy as (ignoring refinements such as public holidays) the calendar
repeats itself every 28 years between 1901 and 2099.
A large number of programs share data resources. Since it is not practical to
convert them all simultaneously, you may find it useful to adopt a bridging tool,
which can convert between two-digit and four-digit formats as dates are read into
(or written out of) programs.
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Term

Description

Case

A structure for storing knowledge, consisting of
identifiers for the case (problem description and
symptoms), associated question objects and
action(s) (solution(s) to the described problem)

Case base

A database of case objects covering one or
multiple domains (subject areas). This is
commonly referred to as a knowledge base

Case based reasoning

The process of interacting with the case base via
natural language dialogue to diagnose and
resolve a problem or query

Content

Knowledge and/or information

Knowledge

A specialised kind of information that is often
derived from experience and has a focused
purpose

CBR Content Navigator

The name of Inference’s suite of products for
authoring, managing and accessing knowledge
stored within case bases

CBR3

An alternative name for CBR Content Navigator

CBR2

The previous version of CBR Content Navigator

CBR Express Professional Author

For authoring and managing cases

CBR Express Generator

For automatically generating cases from
electronic text, including Microsoft Word
documents, database text fields, ASCII files,
Windows help files, HTML, sgml, Lotus Notes
databases and rtf files

CBR Express Harvester

For allowing users to dynamically capture new
knowledge on-the-fly (via a simple point-and-click
template interface) so that it can be shared
immediately with other users

CasePoint for the Web

A version of CasePoint for use on the Worldwide
Web or over corporate intranets

CasePoint

Inference’s product for searching and accessing
case bases
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Ovum’s opinion
CBR Content Navigator is a specialist problem resolution product, utilising casebased reasoning technology. CBR Content Navigator (or the search component
CasePoint) is synonymous with problem resolution in the support systems market,
but it is not without competitors; both those that use the same technology as CBR
Content Navigator and those that use different resolution techniques.
CBR Content Navigator is well adapted to some problem resolution environments,
but not all. CBR Content Navigator provides best support for problem resolution
where the problems that might occur are known in advance; this tends to be when
an organisation supports its own products for external customer support. The
investment in building case bases is not insignificant and represents an ongoing
commitment.
CBR Content Navigator can also be used to access packaged knowledge bases,
which is useful in an IT support environment, since most content providers focus
on this market (including Knowledge Brokers, ServiceWare, Ziff Davis and
Inference itself).
CBR Content Navigator has faced competition from search engines in this internal
help desk market, whose ability to access a large number of sources of information
meets the demands of a dynamic environment.
CBR Content Navigator is best deployed where there are clear cost savings to
solving problems on the first call, rather than escalating to second-line support or
sending support staff on site. These savings outweigh the investment of time and
money in the technology.
CBR Content Navigator’s problem resolution technology complements offerings by
call management-focused vendors that provide rudimentary search and the ability
to use standard responses, but do not tend to support diagnosis.
CBR Content Navigator provides reasonable scalability and good integration
(which are vital for use within other products). However, CBR Content Navigator
can be – and is – used by support organisations without using call management
products.

Typical usage
Between 60% and 70% of users in Europe are call centres.
Technology (IT) support call centres represent 53%; non-technology support call
centres represent 43%.
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Product overview
Product positioning
Inference’s products are primarily problem solving tools, and are focused on the
support system market. Inference uses case-based reasoning techniques. This is
most useful for ‘static’ situations – where the questions asked tend to be repetitive.
Case-based reasoning is most economical in situations where high volume
outweighs the cost and effort involved in creating and maintaining cases.
However, where packaged knowledge bases are used, the initial cost can be
reduced.
Its suitability to high-volume, static environments makes CBR Content Navigator
attractive to call centres that service many customers. This tends to occur when
supporting external customers, rather than internal IT users.

Product capability
CBR Content Navigator is dedicated to problem resolution; however, it is a
particular type of problem resolution, most suited to repeat problems or where the
domain is well understood. It takes a diagnostic approach, which is well suited for
use by less experienced analysts, although it also enables more experienced
analysts to move quickly and directly through the questions.
CBR Content Navigator requires dedicated staff to build and maintain the
knowledge base offline; the addition of CBR ExpressHarvester partly addresses
the time delays this entails.

Standard response
CBR Content Navigator does not support standard responses. However, if it is
integrated with call management software that does support standard responses,
the CBR Content Navigator knowledge base can be used to suggest new standard
responses, because it can indicate which problems occur most frequently.

Information access
CasePoint Professional provides access to an optimised set of previous responses –
cases that are built using CBR Express Professional Author, and packaged
solution sets from KBI. However, it can also be used (via CBR Express Generator)
to provide guided dialogue-based access to electronic documents. Using
attachments widens the scope of materials that are accessible; for example,
documents, spreadsheets, images and video clips.
CBR Express Generator creates cases using documents (or Lotus Notes databases)
as sources. A single document can be used to create multiple cases by using
heading styles (or sections, paragraphs, page breaks, bookmarks and separators)
as de facto tags. Inference advises that if a document, as a source of information
for the case base, changes frequently, the user may choose to split the document
into different files. Therefore each part of the document that changes can be reindexed separately from the others.
Call details from an integrated call tracking system can be used to trigger use of
CasePoint. It can initiate a diagnosis dialogue using call details entered, and any
other relevant information from the call tracking system, as a starting point for a
search (Figure 1 shows a CasePoint search).
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Figure 1 CasePoint search

CasePoint for Web can be used to provide direct ‘self-help’ access to the knowledge
base for callers across a corporate intranet, for example.

Information use
CasePoint performs searching (Figure 2 shows folder searching), by using a
variety of techniques to achieve an ‘intelligent’ search. By default, these include
noise word elimination, word and phrase association, stemming, fuzzy matching
algorithms for keywords (compensating for spelling mistakes), to the symptoms
and description fields of cases. Cases can be ranked by relevancy and/or the
number of times they have been used, by cost (time or financial), but not by age.
The search can be narrowed positively, negatively or by brute force. Choosing the
‘relevant search’ button for a case means that this case is close to the solution and
will correspondingly affect the search. Choosing the ‘reject case’ button for a case
will mean that the case is not relevant and will also affect the search. A user can
narrow the search by selecting which folder to search (brute force).
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Search results are ranked in several ways:
• match score – the closer the score is to 100, the better the match. Although it is
unlikely to score 100, it is best to look for a case with a score significantly
better than others
• icon – arrows pointing up or down, and their colour, indicate the strength of the
match. Green means it is likely to be a solution, amber means it needs further
refinement, and red means it is not likely to be a solution. Potential is indicated
by the direction of the arrow
• activity – the user can choose to sort results by the number of times cases have
been used. This option may not be available (depend on implementation)
• cost – is an implementation specific variable and may be related to time or
money. You may want the ‘least’ expensive solution, or the ‘most’ expensive
solution listed first.

Figure 2 Folder search

Diagnosis
CBR Content Navigator aids in diagnoses. The question and answer process is
designed to determine the most relevant cases; each question either confirms a
closer match with a case, or reveals that it is not relevant. The sessions can be
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configured to ask one question at a time or to display all questions (questions can
be answered in any desired order), enabling the analyst to navigate more quickly
if they have more information.
By performing some customisation, ‘rules’ can be defined using CBR Express
Professional Author to automatically answer questions if a more sophisticated
interface is required.
The CasePoint interface takes information from the call tracking software it is
integrated with to populate the first search argument. CBR CasePoint performs a
search on the case base, using these arguments, and starts allocating weights to
different cases based on the match. A question and answer dialogue further
refines the search; as each question is answered, the weights against each of the
cases are appropriately adjusted. The questions are ordered by their proximity to
a solution, that is, the question that is most likely to resolve a case quickly is
asked first.
The process continues until either the user selects a case, or the case base
determines that a case is the best match by breaking the acceptance threshold
(signified by a trophy graphic). If CasePoint cannot find a close enough match,
then no case is signified to be the ‘best’ match and the analyst is informed that the
case base was unable to resolve the match via a dialogue message box. The user is
then given the option of searching for a solution in the ‘harvested’ partition of the
case base, where solutions have been captured in realtime from other users.
If no appropriate solution is found, then one of two main approaches may be
taken: if the user is confident that they know the solution to the problem, then
they are able to submit this in real time so that it is immediately accessible by
other users via the CBR Express Harvester option; alternatively, CasePoint will
prompt the user for feedback so that the unsuccessful query is trapped, date and
time stamped with any comments and flagged up to a case base administrator as
an unresolved case. This is then used as the basis to convert the unresolved case
into a new solution in the case base.
The user may browse any of the cases without selecting one, and return to the call
tracking software at any time. If the user selects a case and decides to use it, then
it is linked to the trouble ticket in the integrated call tracking software.

Solutions management
Where the support organisation builds its own case base, it takes time and effort
and generally requires at least one member of staff to be dedicated to knowledge
engineering.
When creating a case base, all cases, questions and answers are represented as
objects. To construct a case with associated dialogue, it is possible in the author
environment to select objects for re-use. An explorer tree-like interface can be used
to see the flow of questions and answers known as Case Tree Authoring, or the
traditional case-centric script-like interface can be used. Each of these interfaces
for authoring cases is a representation – the cases are stored as a case base,
regardless of how they are represented for authoring or for access. In addition to
this, cases can also be authored in third-party products such as Visio and
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets if desired.
CBR Express Author can also ‘suggest’ new cases by re-using question and action
objects from similar cases, based on a partial description.
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CasePoint Express Harvester will enable new cases to be added as they arise by
experienced, designated analysts. These are added as draft cases, which then go
through a quality checking process, before being promoted to the case base. A
draft case must be manually deleted from the draft cases folder after promotion;
this is because one draft case may spawn the creation of many production cases in
the case base. Once a new version of the case base is released, CBR Express
Professional Author will automatically clear the draft cases folder.
CBR Express Reports does some integrity checking on case authoring, by checking
that each case is accessible and is filling a gap in the knowledge. The reports that
aid in managing the case base are:
• statistics report – what problems are identified by a simple statistical survey of
the case base?
• dynamic test report – identifies any dynamic problems with the case base by
simulating an end user searching the case base
• question reuse report – how are questions used to partition this case base?
• question utility report – which questions are being answered and which are
being ignored?
• question structure report – what are the question pathways used in this case
base?
• case utility report – how often have users confirmed that this is a useful case?
• action utility report – how often have users confirmed that this is a useful
action?
It is necessary to convert CBR2 case bases to the new format for the current
version. Inference supplies a utility to do this.
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Product architecture
CBR Content Navigator is the name of Inference’s suite of products. These are
best categorised as knowledge acquisition and knowledge search products.
The knowledge acquisition products are:
• CBR Express Professional Author – for building and managing case bases. It
provides a series of templates for ‘authoring’ cases and information stored in
documents into a format accessible by the CasePoint viewer. It has a fully
object-oriented authoring environment with visual content management
techniques
• CBR Express Reports – for managing, testing and reporting on consistency and
validity of content in a case base. Provides static and dynamic analysis of case
bases
• CBR Express Generator – for generating cases from electronic text, including
Word documents, database text fields, ASCII files, help files, HTML, sgml,
Microsoft Lotus and rtf files
• CBR Express Harvester – for users to add knowledge dynamically to the case
base.
The knowledge search products are:
• CasePoint Standard – for searching and gaining access to the case base (16-bit
version)
• CasePoint Professional – for searching and gaining access to the case base (32bit version)
• CasePoint for Web – provides a browser-based interface in HTML to access
case bases over the World Wide Web or corporate intranets. This is based in
XML
• CasePoint SDK – allows standard CasePoint functionality to be integrated with
existing or new applications. It is run under program control and has no user
interface of its own but instead has a developer kit (SDK) providing a set of API
functions
• Folderizer – a utility that provides folder structure conversion, meaning that a
‘flat’ CBR2 case base can be converted into a CBR3 folder structure. It can also
convert a case base into a question-centric case tree format for Case Tree
Authoring.
Inference also resells Verity’s Topic Search Engine as part of the CBR Content
Navigator strategy for accessing content (knowledge and information) – this is in
line with evolution into knowledge management markets (see Vendor positioning).

Platforms
Operating system (application server)

Windows NT, Windows 95 and Windows 98.
Operating system (database server)

Unix, Windows NT, Windows 95, Windows 98 and OS/2.
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Operating system (client)

Windows 95, Windows 98 and Windows NT.
Hardware (server)

Support is provided for any server platform that supports the above server
operating systems; for example, Sun, IBM, HP, Compaq (including Digital).
Databases supported

Oracle, Sybase, Informix, MS SQLServer, DB2 and Raima.
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Company background
History
Inference was founded in 1979 as Systems Cognition Group. It started out
developing and selling a LISP-based AI software development tool called ART. It
then diversified into applications (developed using ART), one of these was CBR for
the help desk market. The company split in 1995, with the software development
tools division becoming Brightware, and Inference focusing on its product suite
now known as CBR Content Navigator (formerly CBR, CBR2 or CBR3).
The best-known component of CBR Content Navigator is CasePoint – the search
or access component for cases. CBR Content Navigator includes case authoring
and generating tools, a web-based interface and a web-based search interface for
web-based materials.
CBR was first released in 1991, with CBR2 arriving in 1995. CBR3 (aka CBR
Content Navigator) followed in February 1997. CBR Content Navigator is the first
release of the product that was not built using ART; it was developed using C.
In January 1997, Inference received three patents for its case-based reasoning
technology.

Commercial
Inference is listed on the Nasdaq exchange (symbol: INFR).
Fiscal 1998 revenues were $28 million, down by 22% from $36 million in fiscal
1997. Inference made a net income of $624,000, down from net income for 1997 of
$2.4 million.
Product sales account for 46% of revenues, with services comprising the other
54%. International revenues (primarily European) account for 41% of total
revenues.
Surprisingly, given its long list of partners, Inference derives most (90%) of its
product revenues from direct sales, rather than via its channel partners.
Inference has 500 customers, estimates that it has500,000 licensed users and
employs 174 staff worldwide.
Inference is an active member of the DMTF and the CSC.

Vendor positioning
Inference is strongly identified with the help desk market. After an early
preferential partnership with Vycor (now owned by McAfee) to provide call
management, Inference has maintained its position in the market by nonpreferential partnering with all major call management vendors since 1995.
Inference appears to be committed to the support market (for the time being), with
emphasis on the call centre and large help desk sectors.
Inference is a company well known for its ability to re-invent itself. It survived,
when other AI companies floundered, by focusing on the application of AI
techniques. Now, with the influence of the Web and competition from cheap search
engines in the help desk market, Inference looks set to evolve again – this time in
the direction of knowledge management.
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The CBR Content Navigator family of products, as well as gaining a new name,
gains a new focus. Content is categorised according to how focused it is, and how
likely it is to be useful, whereby more focused content is more useful. A case is
highly focused; manuals and training notes are less so, and web-based material is
the least focused. Accordingly, Inference provides a range of products that enable
access appropriate to these different sources of content.
This strategy, as well as providing cohesion to a range of products, provides an
approach to finding the most appropriate content at the most appropriate level.
This is the basis of knowledge management.
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Services and support
Training
Inference offers a variety of training courses which can be tailored to customer
needs. Generally customers select standard three one-day courses to develop
authoring skills as well as ten to 20 days of skills transfer on-site with senior
consultants.
The training courses Inference offers to its customers are :
• CBR Express Professional Author Introductory Course – three days
• customising and integrating using the CasePoint SDK (Software Developers
Kit) – three days
• configuring and implementing CasePoint for the Web – three days
• advanced case base authoring – three days
• Case base design workshop – two days
• Inference sells computer-based training for CasePoint and includes tutorials as
part of the standard product.

Consulting
Inference has approximately 30 consultants in the UK; they assist customers with
case base design, review and audit, and also provide technology transfer by
working with a customer’s in-house staff to establish procedures for developing
case bases. In addition, Inference provides in-depth integration services to enable
CBR Content Navigator as a central problem resolution tool, integrating with help
desk systems, call management software and other data sources.
Consulting services are typically priced on a daily basis.

Support
Customers can contact Inference’s support centres (one in the UK and one in the
US) by telephone, fax, e-mail and the Worldwide Web. Multilingual technical
support is provided in French, German and Spanish. Inference provides secondline support for customers of VARs, systems integrators and OEMs.
Customers pay an annual support fee that includes new software releases,
upgrades, maintenance releases and support. There are three levels of support,
basic, gold and platinum, ranging in price from 12% to 22% of the current list
price for the licensed products.
There are two user groups, one US-based and one international. Conferences are
held annually for each. An in-house magazine, Infermation, is regularly sent to
customers.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
Pricing usually starts at around $2,000 per user. Usually there will be only one or
two licensees for the authoring software, which starts at around $20,000 per user.
The CasePoint WebServer product costs around $4,000 per concurrent user.

Distribution
Content Navigator is available from Inference offices and from channel partners
worldwide. The Asia-Pacific region is serviced from the UK office.
North America

Europe

Inference
100 Rowland Way
Novato
CA 94945
USA

Inference
258 Bath Road
Slough
Berkshire SL1 4DX
UK

Tel: +1 415 893 7200
Fax: +1 415 899 9080

Tel: +44 1753 771100
Fax: +44 1753 771101

E-mail: info@inference.com
Web: www.inference.com
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Term

Description

Knowledge kiosk

web-based interface to Knowledge Bridge

Cognitive processor

the knowledge processing component

Concept

a basic unit of information

Concept type

logical grouping of concepts – a knowledge
category

Task

action requiring knowledge

Experience

a complete knowledge set (corresponds to a
solution)

Activation

display concepts likely to solve the problem
outlined in the natural language text box

Experience matches

deliver stored knowledge (colour-coded green)

Fuzzy matches

deliver knowledge-based similar experiences
(colour-coded blue)

Text matches

deliver concepts with words and synonyms
contained in the natural language textbox
(colour coded yellow)

Facets

links to external documents (URLs, Docs,
spreadsheets, AVIs) that further document
concepts
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Ovum’s opinion
Knowledge Bridge is a specialist problem-resolution software system which is
generally used integrated with a help desk package (such as those produced by
Remedy or Clarify).
Problem resolution is well supported, enabling a range of materials to be searched
for relevance to the current problem. These materials include solutions to previous
problems, electronic documents and optionally-supplied packaged solution sets.
Solution materials are ranked; not only by semantic match, but also by age and
the number of times that the material has been used before – this gives a value to
the material, which is useful to the analyst. Knowledge Bridge is easy to use,
using colour to convey an intuitive interpretation of search results.
The web client is important for Knowledge Bridge as it enables callers to
undertake some meaningful self-help. It makes the problem resolution technology
directly accessible to callers rather than merely an alternative way of contacting
the help desk.
The Molloy Group has recently re-designed the Knowledge Bridge for scalability,
giving it a ‘three-tier’ architecture. However, there are no native facilities for data
replication. A mobile client is simply a client that has its own database instead of
being connected to the file server.
The integration facilities offered by Knowledge Bridge are straightforward; tight
integration to help desk software is possible, enabling a search to be constructed
and performed as trouble ticket details are entered. Integration avenues include
COM, DCOM and MAPI (by e-mail). All database access is via ODBC.
Customisation of the interface and data access is possible to a certain extent, but
is ultimately limited by the nature of the application. The management of
customisation is supported, although a history of customisation must be
maintained manually.
The Molloy Group provides clear, easy-to-read documentation. It is possible to use
Knowledge Bridge in different languages; however, it is delivered using English.
Multi-lingual support is possible.
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Product overview
Product positioning
The Molloy Group started out with Top Of Mind, a help desk application which
included specialist problem resolution capability. It is this problem resolution
capability which is now sold separately as Knowledge Bridge. It is still possible to
buy Top Of Mind, but Knowledge Bridge is Molloy Group’s flagship product.
Knowledge Bridge uses a kind of neural network to find and group resolutions to
problems. The problem-solving algorithm (otherwise known as the ‘cognitive
processor’) is tied into whichever call-tracking product that Knowledge Bridge is
integrated with; as details are recorded, the cognitive processor starts searching
and ranking solutions. Adding more details refines the search and ranking,
providing a tighter subset of probable solutions.
The Molloy Group does not develop knowledge content. Content can be optionally
supplied, sourced from Support On Site, under a relationship with MicroHouse.
Language support
When a concept is created, the hypertext can be written in several languages – the
user’s login ID determines which of these languages the user sees Knowledge in. A
user in Amsterdam, for example, can tell the system (via the login profile) to only
show English or Dutch content.

The associations that determine how the knowledge base behaves are the same. It
does not matter who created them or in what language they were created in,
because concepts are platonic entities that mean the same thing in any language.

Product capability
Knowledge Bridge focuses on problem resolution using its cognitive processor. The
cognitive processor enables the analyst to enter information (that is, concepts)
about a problem either in a free text/natural language or in a structured format;
the processor then retrieves solutions that have been used to address that
combination of concepts before. Knowledge Bridge is particularly strong in
obtaining relevant information from a variety of sources. Knowledge Bridge’s
search is enhanced by its ranking of solutions by age and number of times used, as
well as by relevance (or semantic match).

Information access
The knowledge base is primarily constructed of solutions to previous problems. It
can be started or ‘seeded’ by using packaged knowledge bases.
In addition, the knowledge base can be made up of assorted electronic documents
(indexed). In this way, electronic documents can be used as source for ‘solutions’.
This is in contrast to the ability to access related materials via a HTML link. For
example, a solution might say ‘the toner cartridge needs to be changed’, with a
hypertext link to a document, video, URL or another electronic reference that
describes or demonstrates how to do this.
One search can be used to access all available material, as long as that material is
within the knowledge base. Knowledge Bridge’s search is initiated as details for
the trouble ticket are entered into the help desk software package.
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A useful feature of Knowledge Bridge is that the interface used by analysts at the
help desk can also be used by callers directly. This means that all problem
resolution information is accessible directly to users as it is entered, making selfhelp achievable.

Information use
Problems and solutions are categorised by ‘concepts’. Each solution is associated
with problems it has been used to solve – the concepts are the basis of the
association.
Concepts are defined by the organisation to reflect the supported operation.
Knowledge Bridge is supplied with the default concept groups Application,
Symptoms, Diagnosis and Resolution. Most operations, however, define their own
concept types; for example, the caller can be defined as a ‘concept’, meaning that
associations can be built with a history of problems for each particular caller. This
could help if callers have recurrent problems or types of problems.
In order to access the knowledge base, the user can either enter a natural
language statement (such as ‘Cannot connect to the network’) or enter information
in the concept groups outlined above. Knowledge Bridge parses natural language
input and uses significant words as ‘problem’ arguments. As more information is
entered, the order of suggested solutions changes – putting more likely matches
first. There is no definition and execution of search terms as such; the set of likely
solutions is refined as more information is entered dynamically.
For each concept, associations within the knowledge base are detected with
various strengths – a strong association would mean that the associated solution
is probably highly relevant. The strength of each association is determined by the
following factors:
• the closeness of content match with both the free text description and contexts
• the number of times the context appears in the associated material within a
given space
• the age of the material – older material is less relevant than newer material
• the number of times the ‘solution’ (or material) has been used in that context.
When relevant material is selected, it can be displayed via the hypertext part of
the screen. Here, associated materials can also be attached (a ‘screen cam’, for
example, to show you what to do, manual entry, and so on).
When a solution is selected and used, the associated link is strengthened and
influences how quickly a solution can be found next time a similar problem occurs.
It should be noted that it is not possible to define the scope of search manually –
all available material is always included.
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Figure 1 Problem resolution screen in Knowledge Bridge

Diagnosis
Knowledge Bridge aids diagnosis via its sequence of concepts (see Figure 1). The
analyst is guided by the strength of the cognitive processor’s response – as each
concept is added to the call record, it affects the ranking of solutions that are most
appropriate to the problem.
Knowledge Bridge can keep track of questions asked and their responses by
making the ‘Diagnosis’ field a part of the audit trail. In this way, all responses and
changes in diagnosis that occur are recorded and can be accessed by analysts
performing second-line support. However, this approach depends on analysts
saving the record both before and after changes are made to record the fact that
different avenues were tried and did not solve the problem.
Knowledge Bridge’s field ‘Root cause’ is used to aid diagnosis of long-term or
underlying problems.
It is possible to provide a different interface for different types of users of the
system; either by providing them with access to different forms or via one form to
different sets of tabs.
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Solutions management
The Molloy Group advises its customers to create a ‘knowledge administrator’ role
to manage the knowledge base. It has its own methodology for building knowledge.
As Knowledge Bridge has a neural network-based approach, the optimisation of
solutions is performed dynamically, whenever the knowledge base is searched.
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Product architecture
Knowledge Bridge is newly re-architected as a three-tier client-server application.
This means that the help desk software client integrates with the Knowledge
Bridge client, which then communicates with its own server to perform processing
(search for solution).

Platforms
Operating system (server)

Windows NT.
Operating system (client)

Windows NT, Windows 95 and OS/2.
Hardware (server)

PC.
Databases supported

Oracle, Sybase, MS SQLServer (via ODBC) and MS-Access (direct).
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Company background
History
The founder of the Molloy Group, Bruce Molloy, developed his own approach to
information retrieval and re-use through experience gained when he was
developing custom salesforce automation and expert systems in consultancy.
The Molloy Group was founded in 1990, with a contract to develop a help desk
using neural network technology and Bruce Molloy’s own neural network-based
associative algorithm. This work was the basis for the (DOS-based) cognitive
processor, which eventually evolved into 1992’s Windows-based product Top Of
Mind. In 1994, a client-server version was introduced. In 1997, a 32-bit, three-tier
architecture was implemented. In 1997, the cognitive processor was used as the
foundation for a new specialist problem-resolution product called Knowledge
Bridge.

Commercial
The Molloy Group is a private company that does not publish its financial results.
Revenues are estimated at $18 million; an average sale is approximately $40,000.
The company has 70 employees.
The Molloy Group has a marketing relationship with Dialogic, as well as
Knowledge Alliance Partners, including Ernst & Young, Knowledge Networks,
Tritech and Coretech Consulting. It also has relationships with help desk software
vendors Clarify, Remedy and Vantive.
The Molloy Group is a member of HDI, CSC and DMTF. The company is
interested in the knowledge-standardising activities of DMTF.

Vendor positioning
The Molloy Group has been a successful, though niched, player in the small-tomedium help desk market – that is, up to 100 concurrent users – with its Top Of
Mind product. Its diagnostic technology is the most valuable part of the product
set; in recognition of this, the Molloy Group’s new product, Knowledge Bridge,
enables this technology to be used separately with other call management
systems. The Molloy Group will continue to develop, sell and support Top Of Mind.
Knowledge Bridge gives the Molloy Group the ability to play at the high end of the
market. Here, the company’s success is dependent on its relationships with highend help desk and customer-facing software applications vendors. These vendors
traditionally prefer to partner with specialists for problem resolution than to
provide it directly. However, these vendors tend not to push any of the problemresolution software that they provide integration to, meaning that the Molloy
Group needs to do its own marketing to achieve market recognition and share at
the high end.
The Molloy Group could use its diagnostic technology for other application areas
(including the fashionable Knowledge Management sector) but, at present, focuses
on help desk and customer facing applications.
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Services and support
Training
The Molloy Group normally constructs a course according to the client’s
requirements, usually over a minimum of three days. A standard course includes:

• systems overview
• knowledge engineering
• customisation.
The company also offers a one-day course teaching its methodology for knowledge
engineering.
Training costs $1,600 per day (plus expenses if conducted at your own site).

Consulting
The Molloy Group has a Professional Services Group that performs:

• training
• installations (for Kiosk and client-server products)
• knowledge engineering
• business process re-engineering.
Consulting is not a major part of the company’s business and is provided only to
support the products. Consulting is also available from Knowledge Alliance
Partners such as Ernst & Young.

Support
Support is provided at a cost of 15% of the licence fee per year. This includes
technical support by telephone and/or modem between 08:30 and 20:30 EST, plus
access to a round-the-clock ‘bulletin board’.
Outside North America, support is provided by integrators and partners.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
‘Retail’ pricing for the Knowledge Bridge is $3,000 per concurrent seat, with
volume discounts above 50 seats. There are no ‘read-only’ licences.

Distribution
Knowledge Bridge is available from the Molloy Group’s offices and distributors.
North America
Molloy Group
Four Century Drive
Parsippany
New Jersey 07054
USA

Asia-Pacific
Intellisol International
Level 6, 14 Queens Road
Melbourne
Victoria 3004
Australia

Tel: +1 973 540 1212
Fax:+1 973 292 9407

Tel: +61 3 9820 9200
Fax: +61 3 9820 9409

E-mail: info@molloy.com
Web: www.molloy.com
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Term
Concept
phrases

Description
a distinct unit of information – key words or

Statement

a collection of concepts and other words

Solution

a collection of statements

Role

describes the type of statement

Goal

a statement role – the aim of the solution

Fact

a statement role – information which is known

Symptom

a statement role – information about the effects
of a problem

Change

a statement role – information that is pertinent if
a problem arises after a change (that is, it
worked on Friday and does not work on
Monday – probably because something
changed over the weekend)

Fix

a statement role – describes how to solve a
problem (or meet a goal)

Cause

a statement role – describes the reason the
problem occurred

Negation

a statement attribute – used to indicate a
statement is not applicable.
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Ovum’s opinion
The SolutionSeries products from Primus provide good support for problem
resolution in the support environment. The product suite has been developed
following a knowledge elicitation process; that is, in order to develop the
SolutionSeries products, Primus observed what analysts at the help desk did and
how they classified and solved problems. Consequently, the product is highly
geared towards technical support (although it can be customised for use in other
environments).
SolutionSeries has a three-tier architecture which enables scalable deployment in
a single-site configuration. Integration with call-tracking systems can be
performed at either the client tier or the application server tiers. It does not have
its own data replication capabilities, which may be limiting in multi-site
deployments. However, this assumes that different sites have different knowledge
bases, which is not always the case – SolutionExplorer is ideally suited for global
implementations using the same knowledge base.
If multi-site implementation does involve multiple knowledge bases,
SolutionSeries software includes SolutionX, a data utility that facilitates datasharing across distributed locations. SolutionSeries conforms with the SES
standard for solution exchange from CSC/DMTF, which enables interaction
between support centres, both within and between companies.
Mobile, disconnected users and end users are all catered for by SolutionPublisher
and SolutionExplorer, the web interface products. SolutionPublisher is a read-only
HTML-based interface designed for self help. It is not recommended for intensive
use and is best deployed for ad hoc enquiries. SolutionExplorer is a web-based
interface that does allow support professionals to author solutions, though it does
not include the quality management features that SolutionBuilder does.
SolutionExplorer is best used by level one or frontline analysts that search a great
deal for existing solutions but discover little solution-creation – intensive or
dedicated users use the SolutionBuilder interface. SolutionBuilder is designed for
level two support professionals, who create a large number of solutions and are
charged with managing overall quality of the solution knowledge base.
The problem resolution approach itself presents a straightforward interface to the
knowledge base. The search-and-retrieval algorithm relies on the categorisation of
solution components, meaning that solutions must be stored in a special format for
use – presenting the classic problem that solution creation becomes a bottleneck.
Primus addresses this by using categories that correspond to the problem
resolution process – facts, symptoms, cause, fix – and by enabling solutions to be
added to the knowledge base as part of this process (rather than requiring it to be
performed offline). That is, a specialist knowledge engineer is not required –
although a knowledge manager still is.
The other difficulty that a special format solution usually presents is that it means
that all useful material cannot be searched in one hit. Primus addresses this by
enabling integration with text-search engines such as Verity or Fulcrum,
document retrieval systems and Microsoft’s Site Server (which can be configured
to be activated at the same time as the knowledge base search). This means that
non-solution sources of information can simultaneously be drawn on – although
this implies that there is a corresponding impact on performance. Primus does not
supply text-search engines or other software that is referred to above as standard
with SolutionSeries – it merely enables the integration.
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Product overview
Product positioning
SolutionSeries is Primus’ offering in the support market. Primus’ products
specialise in problem resolution, using an associative algorithm to order and
search solutions.
The complete SolutionSeries product set consists of:
• SolutionSeries Server – includes the database, search technology, web server
• SolutionBuilder – interface for PC clients
• SolutionExplorer – interface for web clients
• SolutionPublisher – read-only interface for web clients
• SolutionAdmin – for administering and maintaining the solution set
• SolutionX – for data download, replication and integration with other products.
Replication is based on using the Solution Exchange Standard SES (as defined
by DMTF and CSC)
• SolutionReports – for tracking solution and analyst activity.
SolutionBuilder, SolutionExplorer and SolutionPublisher are all ‘client’ products
which can be bought either individually or in combination. The base server
product, SolutionSeries Server, is required with any and all of the clients.
SolutionBuilder is the original and more robust product, used to create and search
solutions in a client-server environment. SolutionExplorer is its web-based
equivalent. SolutionPublisher is a read-only client, which can be deployed directly
for self-help.
SolutionSeries is pitched toward larger customer service and support
organisations. It is usually used in conjunction with call-management systems.

Product capability
SolutionSeries is specialist problem-resolution software for the support industry.
It requires storage of information in proprietary format to be retrievable using the
Primus proprietary search algorithm. Access to multiple-knowledge sources
during a single session is possible, although this requires acquisition of a textsearch engine, to be implemented by the organisation requiring this functionality.
SolutionSeries is most useful in an external customer support context, but has
also been used for internal support and external customer service.

Information access
Each module in the SolutionSeries product suite accesses the single knowledge
base of solutions. Solutions are stored in specialised format, with different types of
statements to classify pieces of information for each solution (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Classifying information in the SolutionSeries product suite
Goal:

To print a clean printout

Symptom:

Streaks on the printout

Fact:

HP printer

Fact:

MS-Office Word document

Fix:

Take out and shake the toner cartridge.
Click here to see a video showing where the toner cartridge is.
Click here to see the HP printer manuals.

Cause:

Toner ink is distributed unevenly in the cartridge

In order to access information using the SolutionSeries’ search interfaces, it is
necessary to store solutions in this format. It is worth noting that it is possible to
include hyperlinks to access related documents, files web pages.
It is possible to access knowledge in other formats by clicking on the tab to related
knowledge. This can be set up to use Verity or Fulcrum (or other) search engines
to access and search predefined sets of information. It is possible to set it up so
that a text search can be executed at the same time as the solution search –
although results are displayed on a separate interface.
Solution packages can be accessed using SolutionSeries – however, it is necessary
to convert the data to Solution format. Primus has, therefore, written utilities to
do this for the most well-known packages. Filters are currently available for
translating and importing data from Micro House Support On Site and
ServiceWare .kpf and HTML. Primus writes filters for other data formats as
needed by customers.

Information use
SolutionSeries is usually used in conjunction with call-tracking and management
software. The normal process for using it is to fill in the trouble ticket as usual,
and then to click on a link – a button, hyperlink or menu selection, as
implemented – to SolutionSeries.
This instigates a SolutionSeries session. All (predefined) pertinent information is
transferred to the SolutionSeries interface as a type of statement. If, for example,
the trouble ticket interface captures the platform where the problem occurred,
then this becomes a ‘fact’ in the SolutionSeries interface; the problem description
becomes a ‘symptom’.
The user’s aim is to enter as much information as possible (yet as little as
required) to find a good match in the solution knowledge base. The SolutionSeries
interface prompts the user to refine concepts and statements to match existing
ones more closely, since this will give a closer match. For example, if the user
enters a symptom ‘connection failed’, then he/she might be prompted to change
‘connection’ to ‘server connection’ or ‘LAN connection’ and ‘failed’ to ‘fail’.
The algorithm SolutionSeries uses is an associative one, meaning that solutions or
search results are clustered according to how similar they are. It looks in the
solution knowledge base for concepts that match the concepts entered and then
weights the results according to what kind of statement the concept occurs in,
matching statement lengths and suchlike. Each word is used in a search, although
more frequently-used words – such as ‘and’, ‘a’ or ‘the’ – are assigned a lower
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weighting. Words (or defined ‘terms’) can be related to each other. ‘PC’ and
‘desktop’, for example, would be ‘strongly related’; ‘HP’ and ‘printer’ would be
‘somewhat related’; ‘Microsoft Word’ and ‘Macintosh Word’ would be ‘not related’.
Primus defines which statement types are most similar, allowing it to weight
search results; there is some limited capability for each site to adjust weights for
concepts used. Solution searches may be constrained by the Solution status or
type; for example, only ‘published’ status solutions.
Solutions are not ordered by age or number of times used or any other variable
than a semantic match and their relationship to existing solution objects. Primus
asserts that this is the ‘best’ indicator.
It is possible to ‘bookmark’ solutions – each user of this system can do this as a
surrogate for most common problems.
As well as the SolutionSeries proprietary search algorithm, SolutionSeries
provides an integration point to enable access to text-search engines, document
retrieval systems or Microsoft Site Server for searching other materials.
Once a solution is found, it can either be linked back to the trouble ticket, or
results can be written back into the trouble ticket (as predefined by the support
organisation).
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Figure 2 Problem resolution screen in SolutionBuilder

Diagnosis
SolutionSeries does not aid diagnosis via a question-and-answer or script
interface. Diagnosis is supported; namely, search results can be used to prompt
the user to ask more questions in order to diagnose the problem. For example, the
symptom/fact combination entered is:
• printer does not work
• HP printer.
Retrieving solutions with this symptom/fact combination, with each solution
having the following symptoms:
• error message ‘2503: call technician’
• streaking
• power off.
By asking further questions – ‘Is the power turned on?’, for example – the support
analyst can determine which solution is appropriate.
This product is not suitable where support analysts require more guidance as to
which questions to ask and which order to ask them.
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Solutions management
When SolutionSeries is first acquired, it is necessary to put information into
solution format in order for it to be retrievable. Primus provides a utility to aid
this – SolutionX – although where information is unstructured, it becomes more
difficult to do translation automatically.
Solutions can be added to the knowledge base as part of the normal problem
resolution process, provided that the author of the solution has permission to write
and update solutions. Each solution has a status which enables organisations to
implement a quality review process; for example, new solutions have a ‘draft’
status, solutions being checked have a ‘pending’ process, and solutions having
been checked have a ‘published’ status. It is possible to restrict the search
according to status or according to the group that the user belongs to. These status
levels can be customised as required.
Solutions are not deleted or assumed to have outgrown their usefulness if they are
not used over a period in time – if the organisation wishes to do this, then it must
be done manually. SolutionX can be used to archive, back up and replicate
solutions across sites as required.
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Product
SolutionSeries is developed using object-oriented techniques. It uses Versant, an
object-oriented database. SolutionSeries products can be deployed in different
configurations, depending on the organisation’s requirements for scalability. The
client always provides an interface. Processes (such as search or retrieval) can be
hosted at one server, and at the same server or separately to the database. Most
customers deploy using either two or three server machines – database separate
and one or two application servers. A server process is started and run for each
client as it is initiated.
For integration with call-tracking and management products, SolutionSeries’
interfaces can be launched directly from the tracking product’s client. The
SolutionSeries client then communicates directly and independently of the
tracking product with the SolutionSeries Server. Alternatively, integration with
call-tracking and management products can be performed at the server side using
SQL Call Manager.
For reporting, it is necessary to download data from the SolutionSeries database
to an ODBC-compliant database. Primus provides some template reports for use
with Microsoft Access.
For customisation, it is necessary to use a programming interface.

Platforms
Operating system (server)

Windows NT, Solaris.
Operating system (client)

Windows 95, Windows NT, Netscape Browser, Internet Explorer.
Hardware (server)

PC, Sun Sparc.
Databases supported

Own internal (Versant).
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Company background
History
Primus was founded (initially as Symbologic) in 1987 to develop AI software
products by a group including Steve Sperry. In 1991, the company changed its
name to Primus Knowledge Solutions and started to address the support market.
Primus remains privately owned, with venture capital funding of $32 million by
Encompass, Oak Investment Partners, Norwest Venture Capital, Nevis Capital
Management and Trans Cosmos.
In 1992, Primus founded the Customer Support Consortium (CSC), perceived by
many to ‘belong’ to Primus. When the company stepped down from running the
group, the CSC became more popular with Primus’ competitors and, as a
consequence, more useful as an independent forum for the support industry.

Commercial
Primus is a private company that does not publish its financial results. Revenues
are estimated at $18 million; an average sale is approximately $200,000.
Primus has 120 employees.
Partners include tracking and management vendors, such as Remedy, Vantive,
Clarify and Bendata. Primus also has relationships with the service provider
Cambridge Technology Partners and is in the process of building relationships
with other consulting firms. MCI is currently a Primus Value-Added Reseller and
relationships with resellers are under development.
Primus is a member of HDI, CSC, SSPA, AFSMI and DMTF.

Vendor positioning
Primus is a vendor of problem-resolution software for the support industry – a
small but growing niche. Primus does not provide products for any other
application, although as the market for ‘front office’ or ‘customer relationship
management’ software grows, there is scope to extend the product set to support
related knowledge management applications.
This portion of the market has been popular in the past. However, it has recently
suffered because of the difficulty of achieving success with problem-resolution
products compared to the relatively ‘quick wins’ companies can achieve by buying
tracking and management support software. The concept of ‘self-help’ itself is not
new, although the Web has given it new impetus and prompted renewed interest
in vendors like Primus.
Primus believes that any problem-resolution technique which relies on storage
and retrieval of solutions must be easily incorporated into the support operation’s
processes in order to be successful. Hence, Primus’ emphasis has been on making
the ‘creation’ of solutions a part of normal problem-resolution process. It is
possible to include management processes – to quality-check solutions, for
example – but the aim is to minimise the need for a specialist knowledge engineer
or a knowledge manager.
Primus has developed a ROI model which it uses to support its sales process. This
model is based on statistics gathered from existing customer sites. This model is
important in a market that finds it hard to believe that something as nebulous as
problem resolution can be justified on cost savings alone. Other vendors in this
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market, including Inference, have been forced to concentrate on hard cost-savings
and benefits in their sales cycle.
Primus tends to compete at the high end of the market, with SolutionSeries
products being used in conjunction with enterprise-level tracking tools. In this
part of the market, partnerships are important; Primus could do more to raise its
profile with partners.
Primus is also starting the somewhat ambitious ‘application outsourcing’ for its
SolutionSeries products. This is heavily services-dependent, and Primus is
primarily a product seller rather than a service provider. Primus would be welladvised to shift this business to one of its service provider partners.
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Services and support
Training
Primus provides training as part of its standard implementation services.
Customers can choose between either Primus providing all training for users of
their products, or for the company to ‘train the trainer’.
Primus also provides training in developing reports and in administration of the
products.

Consulting
Primus provides services including:

• training and coaching
• implementation planning, installation and integration
• ‘best practice’ consulting in the area of content standards and solution quality
management.
Consulting is not a major part of Primus’ business, and is provided to support the
products only. Consulting is also available from Cambridge Technology Partners.

Support
Support is provided at a cost of 18% of the list licence fee per year. This includes
standard telephone-based support during weekday business hours (6:00–18:00
PST). Added to this, 24×7 support can be provided if required.
Outside the US, support is provided to European customers by a support specialist
based in the UK. All customers can access the (English language) Primus website
for self support.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
All products can be bought separately –the server product, however, is always
required:
• SolutionBuilder – $2,395 per workstation
• SolutionExplorer – $1,995 per named user
• SolutionPublisher – $47,375 per concurrent user pack (25 user)
• SolutionSeries Server – $25,000 per server.
SolutionX and SolutionAdministrator are included with the SolutionSeries Server.

Distribution
SolutionSeries is available from Primus offices in Seattle, Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco, Washington DC, London and Tokyo.
SolutionSeries is also available via resellers including MCI.
North America

Europe

Asia-Pacific

Primus
1601 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1900
Seattle
Washington 98101
USA

Primus
Regus House
268 Bath Road, Slough
Berkshire SL1 4DX
UK

Primus
Ebisu Prime Square Tower
1-1-39 Hiroo, Shibuya-ku
Tokyo, Japan 150
Japan

Tel: +1 206 292 1000
Fax:+1 206 292 1825

Tel: +44 1753 708 411
Fax: +44 1753 708856

Tel: +81 3 5469 3001
Fax: +81 3 5469 3005

E-mail: info@primus.com, info.europe@primus.com, info.asia@primus.com
www.primus.com
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At a glance
Developer
Applix, Westboro, MA, USA

Versions evaluated
Applix HelpDesk, version 7.4

Key points
Base data
• For medium-sized help desk operations
• Runs on Oracle, Sybase, Informix, MS SQL Server and MS-Access via ODBC
access
• Runs on NT, Unix and OS/2 server platforms
Strengths
• Ease of customisation for highly flexible interface and data access
• Good support for usability, including support for local languages
• Good support for distributed users with the Java client and the mobile client
Points to watch
• Applix provides little asset tracking functionality beyond detection and
recording
• Problem resolution search results are not easy to use
• Minimal change management capability

Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability
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Price points
We give a price point for 10, 50 and 200 concurrent analysts, based on the
detailed price information given below.
Prices are given in thousands of US dollars.
$000
1
2
4
8
15
30
60
é
10
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Term

Description

Contact

The individual working for the organisation that
requests support

Customer

The organisation requiring support

Executive Information Center

Applix’s component to enable limited access to the
application for management purposes

Helpdesk Anyware

Web HTML-based client

Incident

Applix’s terminology for a trouble ticket

LifeLine

A back-up for unscheduled disconnections to the
database server, to maintain records at the client.
Performs synchronisation after disconnection

MobileLink

Applix’s mobile client

QuikLog

Used to record and solve common problems
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Verdict
Applix HelpDesk is a good solution for a medium-sized help desk operation that
requires flexible recording, routing and notification facilities.
With good support for workflow, yet separate facilities for problem resolution,
Applix HelpDesk operates best on the premise that the first line of support acts as
a central collector and distributor of calls – and problems are solved by the second
or third line of support. Applix HelpDesk provides excellent support for reporting.
Applix HelpDesk has an easy-to-use interface, which can be customised to
virtually any display – the Forms Designer provides a significant level of
flexibility. Applix HelpDesk has been localised for French, German, Italian,
Spanish, Dutch, Japanese and Finnish support.
Applix HelpDesk has a scalable architecture enabling it to serve large numbers of
users. Its Java-developed web client is important, since it operates as a fully
functional client, acting not only as a means of direct access for an organisation’s
customers, but also as a fully functional application interface for analysts.
However, Applix HelpDesk does not provide independent data replication
capability and is therefore weak where support is required for more than one
support centre operating together; for example, in ‘follow the sun’ operations.
Applix HelpDesk relies on integration via data – all integration is enabled at
database level. There is a command line interface to enable external processes to
be started from within Applix HelpDesk and there is also a DDE interface. Applix
HelpDesk is provided with a small number of packaged integrations – to HP
OpenView, Microsoft SMS and Tally NetCensus.
Processes are customised using SQL or guided dialogues to compose SQL – so
knowledge of SQL is necessary. While SQL is reasonably flexible and enables
‘any’ process to be performed, it can rapidly become complex and difficult to
manage. Applix provides a facility to help compose SQL, but nothing to manage
it.

Typical usage
The number of analysts supported is between ten and 150, most typically 20–50.
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Product overview
Product positioning
Applix Enterprise is the base technology (including forms, data access and work
management) on which Applix HelpDesk, Applix Service and Applix Sales
applications are built.
Applix HelpDesk is Applix’s offering in the internal help desk market.
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Applix puts most emphasis on the sales and service (front-office) markets, with
HelpDesk an important, but legacy, product. Applix continues to make 36% of its
revenues from the HelpDesk product, mostly outside of the US.

Business support
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Product architecture
Applix Enterprise is built according to a three-tier architecture. Applix has three
clients: one developed in C++, one in Java, and a HTML-based web client. It is
intended to eventually consolidate these.
The Applix Enterprise suite is built in layers. The technical layer is built in C++
and forms the core building blocks. These comprise:
• work management
• forms management
• application design.
Each of the Applix Enterprise applications are thus composed, rather than
developed, using these core components as required.
The Applix Enterprise applications available are:
• Applix HelpDesk
• Applix Asset
• Applix Network (to perform integration to network and systems management
software)
• Applix Service
• Applix Sales
• Applix Quality (which can be used to provide rudimentary change
management capability)
• Applix Training.
In fact, when any Applix product is shipped, the customer receives the entire
Applix Enterprise suite. Thus, functionality specific to Applix Sales, for example,
can be used within Applix HelpDesk through customisation.
Each Applix Enterprise package includes ServiceWare KnowledgePaks and
Fulcrum Text Search.
The following products are optional extras:
• Applix SupportLink
• Applix Lifeline
• Applix MobileLink.
Applix MobileLink is included in this evaluation.

Platforms
Operating system (server)
Windows NT, Unix and OS/2.
Operating system (client)
Windows 3.x, Windows 95, Windows NT and Motif/XWindows. Any for the Java
client.
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Hardware (server)
Sun, IBM, HP and PC.
Databases supported
Oracle, Sybase, Informix, MS SQL Server and MS-Access, all via ODBC.
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Usage
Typical application
IDS Prof. Scheer GmbH was founded in 1985 and is a provider of business process
engineering tools, industry solutions, and company management services. IDS
Scheer provides services to customers through branch offices and a global
network of 150 partners. From August 1998, IDS employed 670 people worldwide.
IDS installed Applix Enterprise CIS 7.0 at their office in Saarbruecken. During
the first project phase, there were 10 concurrent users, however, this will grow to
40 users. IDS plans to use the Java client for the company’s Intranet and Internet
connections. As the implementation is still going on, IDS estimates the number of
calls per day will increase to more than 150. During the implementation project,
IDS and Applix used the ARIS Toolset to implement the Applix Enterprise
Software. Applix Workflows, database schema, authorization concept, and
interface to SAP R/3 have been documented using ARIS Toolset.
IDS plans to use the Applix Enterprise software at all its offices to provide 24hour
support, seven days a week. The two main reasons why IDS chose Applix
Enterprise were that Applix provided an out-of-the-box solution with minimum
time for customisation, and that it provided a Java client, which could be used via
the company’s Intranet and Internet connections.

Very large application
New Holland (located in Pennsylvania, US) designs, manufactures and sells large
industrial equipment. New Holland has been using Applix Enterprise to support
1,500 dealerships (throughout the US and Canada) with four separate support
groups: Dealer Parts Support Group, Inventory Locator Group, Tractor Service
Group, and the Dealer Communications Support Group. All four groups have
real-time access to each other’s information through a common database. All
queries can be logged, reports can be written, and enquiries can be made.
Approximate call volume at New Holland is 20,000 per month.
New Holland chose Applix because of the tight integration of the Applix
Enterprise customer interaction software (CIS) solution. New Holland has been
using Applix Enterprise running on Windows NT with a Microsoft SQL Serverbased database since early 1997.
Technically challenging application
Brite Voice Systems provides information and communications products for the
telecommunications market, including interactive voice response and computer
telephony integration, financial telemanagement assistance and audiotext
information content. Brite Voice customers are primarily wireless carriers,
financial and healthcare institutions, public utilities and telephone companies.
Brite’s support centre has 70 engineers handling customer service for all
products. Brite’s engineers all use Java clients on the company’s Intranet. Brite’s
customers have also been given access to its customer service system via the
Internet, using Java clients.
A significant factor in Brite’s adoption of Applix Service is the availability of full
functionality via the web client, as well as its ease of use and deployment.
There are two main reasons why Brite chose to use Java for delivering the Applix
Service support application over the Intranet. Firstly, Brite needed a cost-
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effective and expedient mechanism for rolling out the Applix Service application
on a global basis to remote offices and, secondly, it was looking to provide large
customer sites with direct access to Applix Service.
As a result of its successful deployment of Applix Service, Brite Voice claims the
following results:
• $1.6 million saved in implementation
• $1,200 saved per desktop, per year
• 70% increase in international sales
• improved customer satisfaction.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
We have not evaluated Applix HelpDesk previously. However, we have evaluated
Applix Service – the sister product for the external customer support
environment.
When we last evaluated Applix Service, the future enhancements planned for
Applix Enterprise (the base technology common to Applix Service and Applix
HelpDesk) which have since been implemented are:
• a meeting management component integrated for use in workflow
• tight integration with CTI middleware products.
Other enhancements implemented include:
• introduction of migration tools to ease upgrade
• improvements to user interface.
Future enhancements that were planned, but are not yet implemented are:
• integration with the product TM1 (an OLAP package)
• expanded platform offerings – including more Unix and NT variants, along
with more supported databases
• content-enriched application segments for casual users (those who access the
system, but are not analysts using the system all the time). For each job
function there will be specific management ‘dashboards’ enabling different
perspectives on the service system as appropriate to the different casual users’
needs
• defined integration templates to popular ERP systems.

Future enhancements
Future enhancements planned for release in November 1998 are mainly
architectural and include:
• integration with TM1 for Enterprise
• ‘servlets’.
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Company background
History
Target Systems developed Service Delivery Tools in 1986. In October 1995,
Target was looking for funding from venture capital or via merger/acquisition.
Applix (a public company since 1994) had products, including Applixware, which
were unrelated to help desk or customer support markets.
Applix acquired Target in the final quarter of 1995 and the two major business
lines were formed – CIS and DSS.
Applix acquired Salcom in the final quarter of 1996. Salcom had a product called
RoyalSupport (which performs change management).
Applix also acquired Sinper in the final quarter of 1996. Sinper has a product
called TM1, which does OLAP. TM1 is the engine for products such as Hyperion.

Commercial
Applix is a public company quoted on Nasdaq (symbol: APLX). The company has
two divisions: Decision Support Systems (DSS) and Customer Interaction
Software (CIS). In 1997, approximately 82% of revenues were from Applixware
sales (DSS), 17% were from Applix Enterprise (CIS) and 1% were generated by
TM1 (DSS).
In 1997, revenues were $48.5 million, compared to $51.2 million in 1996,
representing a decrease of 5%. Applix incurred a net loss for 1997 of $0.4 million,
compared to a net loss of $2.6 million in 1996. Applix’s revenues are split 70:30
between products, and maintenance and services.
Revenues for the first quarter of 1998 were $12.6 million, an increase of 14% on
revenues of $11.1 million for the same quarter in 1997.
Applix has technical partnerships with Sun, Microsoft, Digital, IBM, HP, Oracle,
Netscape and JavaSoft. It also has an ‘alliance partnership programme’ with
partners, including Cabletron Systems, Crystal, Digital Equipment, Distributed
Technology, Informix, Intersolv, Knowledge Brokers, ServiceWare, Stac, Symon,
Sybase, Tally Systems and Zylabs.

Vendor positioning
Applix’s range of products includes:
• Applixware (integrated family of products for real-time decision support)
• TM1 (OLAP)
• Anyware (a Java client for accessing Applixware, TM1 and Enterprise
applications over the Internet)
• Applix Enterprise (includes Applix Service for customer support, Applix
HelpDesk for internal IT support, and Applix Sales for sales and marketing
support).
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Applix Enterprise provides the ‘front-office’ or customer management suite, which
represents 17% of Applix’s revenues (of which Applix HelpDesk generates 36%).
Applix used to subscribe to the CIS vision (Aberdeen Group), which suggested
that applications for help desk, customer service and sales automation belonged
together in one suite – and designed its Applix Enterprise suite accordingly.
However, Applix has sensibly realised that help desk is not a logical component of
the front-office suite. Applix HelpDesk remains an important product for Applix,
particularly in Europe. However, Applix intends to split off HelpDesk from the
other applications, to develop it as a separate application area (from late 1998).
This is good news for Applix’s overall vision, and will make its front-office offering
stronger.
There is a risk that such a move will mean that development of Applix HelpDesk
will stall. However, Applix points out that Applix HelpDesk is important – half of
its CIS revenues come from outside the US, and most of these are for Applix
HelpDesk.
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Services and support
Training
Applix offers training courses at local sites or at its headquarters.

Consulting
Applix has implementation services in the US, the UK, France, The Netherlands,
Germany and Singapore, as well as those supplied by distributors (50 worldwide).
Consulting includes application design, performance tuning and site-specific
issues.

Support
Applix provides round-the-clock global support via telephone, e-mail, fax and the
Web.
Applix sometimes runs user-focused events in conjunction with other industry
events (such as HDI’s conferences). However, there is no formal user group.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
A standard Starter Kit (costing $25,000) includes:
• an application server
• five clients
• one designer kit, including Application Designer and Form Designer
• one server kit, including one notification server, one escalation server, one
Fulcrum index server and one Crystal Report Pro server
• one Crystal Report Pro Author licence
• documentation.
Additional client access licences and servers can be purchased.
Sync Server (for data transfer to mobile users) costs $4,995.

Distribution
Applix HelpDesk is available from Applix offices worldwide.
North America

Europe

Asia-Pacific

Applix
112 Turnpike Road
Westboro MA #01581
USA

Applix (UK)
114 Middlesex Street
London E1 7HY
UK

Applix
9 Raffles Place #27-01
Republic Plaza
Singapore 048619

Tel:

Tel: +44 1234 567 890

Tel: +65 435 0490

1 508 870 0300
1-800-8-APPLIX

Fax: 1 508 366 0995

0800 515 450
Fax: +44 171 426 0916

Fax: +65 536 4315

E-mail: applixinfo@applix.com
Web: www.applix.com
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Applix HelpDesk provides excellent process management capability for recording
and managing trouble tickets, enabling most functions either directly or through
straightforward customisation. Business processes escalation and notification are
defined via an interface using SQL statements. Reporting is excellent, with a
variety of reports supplied. Multi-processes are supported. There is no support for
change management (although change tracking can be performed using Applix
Quality) and one point is deducted accordingly.

Logging
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 16 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5
points.
Applix HelpDesk can only log trouble tickets, not change requests. Applix Quality
can log change requests if required.
Trouble tickets are logged by accessing or entering the caller’s details and then
entering the details for the incident. Caller details must be entered first as the
product is delivered. You can change the order of details to be entered only by
changing the order of fields on the screen via customisation.
The logging screen displays caller details, incident details and details of
supported assets.
An audit trail is provided for 12 ‘standard’ actions, such as changes to the status
field, resolution field, SLA timings and contact details. You can choose to audit
other fields and events as required.
Callers can be given access to trouble tickets logged for them (or by them) via
SupportLink. This enables callers to log trouble tickets and display their own
details (including previous calls), but not to change or delete records.
Callers can also access Applix HelpDesk direct via the web client: Helpdesk
Anyware (HTML-based).
CTI integration is possible via a DDE link. Integration with other systems is
possible via SNMP messaging, or via mail messages.
Applix HelpDesk automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
ü allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket, change request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
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Applix HelpDesk automatically:
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets/change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered records and caller-entered ones
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered trouble tickets and caller-entered ones.
Applix HelpDesk supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
ü SNMP and/or DMI events
ü web browsers.

Figure 1 Logging screen in Applix

Maintaining dependencies
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 1 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.07 out of 0.5
points.
Applix HelpDesk does not enable change management, and therefore
relationships between trouble tickets and change requests are not possible.
If Applix Quality is also used, then relationships between Quality records and
HelpDesk records can be established.
It is possible to create a parent–child relationship between incidents; changes
made to the parent record cascade to related records. It is also possible to drill
both up and down to view dependencies.
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Relationships between tasks can be established and used by customisation to
access functionality provided in Applix Sales. However, this is not available as
standard.
Applix HelpDesk can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
û between combinations of problems and changes
û between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
Applix HelpDesk enables:
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be set
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket/change request to be performed by independent
parties in parallel
û an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
û
an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests, trouble
tickets intermingled in the same queue.

Routing
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Routing can be performed manually or automatically. It can be performed based
on the categorisation of problems.
Automatic assignment and call balancing can be done based on skills and analyst
calendars, this is set up through minor customisation.
Applix HelpDesk has ‘owner service rep’ and ‘current service rep’ fields, which
enable more than one analyst to work on the same trouble ticket.
Applix HelpDesk:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
ü maintains a calendar of analyst availability
ü supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
ü spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
ü assigns a trouble ticket/change request to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 13 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Notification is implemented by the notification server. This is set to poll rules at
defined intervals to determine whether a notification needs to be activated.
Notification can be sent by each notified party’s preferred method (stored with
each profile) – via e-mail, fax, pager and the Executive Information Center (which
can be deployed and run separately to Applix HelpDesk).
Alerts are sent when a contract expires and on other events as defined.
There is a ‘whiteboard’ for sending alerts and newsflashes to all analysts, which
can be used to send alerts to users as well, or instead.
Applix HelpDesk:
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sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
sends alerts by e-mail
alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
runs alerter separately from main support system
deploys alerter separately from main support system
allows paging of key personnel
alerts analysts on receipt of events
notifies callers of change in status
notifies callers of impending problem
alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
alerts supervisor on change of status (for instance, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 3 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.3 out of 0.5 points.
Applix HelpDesk maintains one configurable measure of priority, which comes
with default values ‘high’, ‘medium’ and ‘low’. This field automatically increases a
trouble ticket’s urgency over time, via escalation.
It is possible to add a ‘severity’ field by one of two methods:
• adding extra values to the call ‘status’ field (which is site-definable)
• using the data dictionary and Form Designer to add in a site-specific urgency
field.
The second approach requires no knowledge of SQL or any other programming
language.
Applix HelpDesk:
û maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
ü has configurable levels of urgency
û has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
All escalation rules are defined using SQL on values in the database. Escalation
rules are set and run by an escalation server, which polls at regular intervals to
see if a rule should be activated.
Different response targets for problem resolution and closure can be implemented
via the configurable status field.
Applix HelpDesk allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and closure
ü routing of event to other analyst on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
ü definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
ü modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour, flashing).
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Contract support
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Service contracts can be maintained for assets, with suppliers. Service contracts
can be implemented for customers through customisation.
Applix HelpDesk has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
ü support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
ü multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
ü multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
ü budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 6 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Applix HelpDesk can provide multi-process support through customisation.
Applix HelpDesk allows:
ü definition of multiple trouble ticket, change request types
ü differentiation of type at call time
ü logical segmentation of database (for example, contact numbers for each type)
ü multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
ü dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (of routing,
escalation, and so on).
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Reporting
Figure 3 Monitoring a group inquiry in Applix Enterprise

Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 21 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5
points.
Applix HelpDesk provides excellent reporting through supplied integration with
Crystal Reports. There are over 100 predefined queries, 45 charts and 50 reports
provided as standard.
Applix HelpDesk:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies pre-defined reports
ü supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports ‘query by example’ (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products/services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so
on).
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Applix HelpDesk reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
ü pictorial charts
ü 3-D surface.
Applix HelpDesk:
ü has real-time monitoring
ü monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a standalone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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Applix HelpDesk provides basic asset tracking capability, whereby asset
information can be captured and updated. This is supported by integration with
SMS. More sophisticated functionality, enabling assets to be managed financially,
according to the processes they are used for is not provided. Supplier information
can be stored and used to manage an asset for maintenance and repair processes.

Capture asset information
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 5 out of 10 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 3 points.
Applix HelpDesk can enable data capture via its integration with Microsoft SMS
or with Tally Netcensus.
Customisation is required to set up fields in Applix HelpDesk to receive
information gathered for asset performance and software distribution.
Applix HelpDesk can automatically:
ü detect hardware and software assets
û collect asset performance statistics
ü receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
û capture software usage information (software metering)
û generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
û record information from, and generate, software distribution
û update assets as required by a task.
Applix HelpDesk can achieve:
ü remote access to files on a networked PC
ü remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
ü remote start-up and shutdown of networked PCs.

Maintain asset information
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 7 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.46 out of 2.5
points.
Asset information is stored in an exact data mapping to SMS. This means that
Applix HelpDesk does not duplicate asset information if there is integration with
SMS, but accesses SMS asset information directly. It is possible to store asset
information associated with an asset that is not direct from SMS. Theoretically,
you could therefore customise the product to include functionality that is not
present as standard.
Where integration with SMS is not undertaken, Applix HelpDesk can store asset
information – this is kept with the same data structure for assets that SMS uses.
SMS makes the assumption that ‘assets’ are PCs on a network – with related
software, peripherals installed. Within this structure it is possible to store
information about different types of assets. However, all information is specific to
each instance of each asset – there is no asset type, and therefore no collection of
information at a type level.
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Applix HelpDesk can:
ü keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
ü for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
ü check software licences are up to date
û check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
û record information at asset and asset type level enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset, and per type of asset
ü maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
ü maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
ü issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life; for example, warranty
expires
û record more than one service level agreement / warranty against each asset type
û monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price, replacement value
û enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning, purchasing.

Maintain asset links
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 6 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.15 out of 2.5
points.
Applix HelpDesk maintains basic asset links. More sophisticated functionality is
not provided.
Applix HelpDesk can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in this PC)
ü maintain peer-to-peer asset dependencies (for example, PC connected to
network)
û provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
û provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
û maintain occasional links (sometimes this laptop is connected to the network)
ü link people and their assets
û show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
ü have an asset without an owner
û have an asset with more than one owner
ü enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
û enforce rules about the configuration of assets, for example, check software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on
ü record site level information
û display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.

Maintain supplier information
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 3 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1 point.
Applix HelpDesk enables supplier information to be stored and linked directly to
assets (with just one contact point).
Supplier details can be linked to each specific asset they supply, but not via an
asset type. This means that maintaining such information is unwieldy and
therefore unlikely to be performed.
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Applix HelpDesk can:
ü keep a record of suppliers, with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
û link supplier to asset type it supplies
ü enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
ü maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
û enable processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
û enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier as well as internally.
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Applix HelpDesk’s problem resolution technology includes the ability to access a
range of materials, such as past solutions that have been useful – with the search
triggered automatically by data as it is entered in the call logging screen. This is
useful technology. However, search results are presented in a format that requires
direct examination of each piece of material returned, in order to understand
what the material is – this is unwieldy.
Material can also be accessed directly by traversing the datatree – note that
packaged knowledge can only be accessed this way (not by search). Diagnosis
capability can be improved through integration with CBR3.

Standard response
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 3 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.
QuikLog can be used to record standard trouble tickets. Its primary purpose is to
record trouble tickets, rather than function as an aid to resolution.
Standard call responses can be made available to callers via web integration;
however, since it aids recording (rather than resolution) it is difficult to see what
motivation a user has for using it.
Applix HelpDesk can:
ü add and update standard responses
ü access standard responses by one key or option
û suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
ü make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 10 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2.5 out of 2.5
points.
Applix has four ways to access and search information for problem resolution:
• search – using Fulcrum’s search engine to access all past solutions and
reference material that has been useful. The search can be automatically
triggered when information is entered in the call logging screen
• hierarchical decision tree – gives access to KnowledgePaks and other solution
sets, including your organisation’s own
• simple solutions – re-use of solutions as developed by analysts – called
QuikLog, for common problems
• external data – can be accessed via OLE from within the support system; for
example, Lotus Notes, electronic documents, all past calls and CD-ROMs.
Multimedia and hypertext can be used within the solution; for example, a
screencam, video or jump to a document to show how to implement a solution.
Callers can access information directly to solve their own problems.
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Figure 4 The data tree

Applix HelpDesk can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
ü provide integrated access to web-based information (intranet/Internet)
ü use existing call details to search information directly without entering a separate
search
ü perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge and previous responses)
in a configurable or optimised order
ü add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
ü add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.

Information use
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 11 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.12 out of 2.5
points.
Applix HelpDesk indexes records from databases, as well as other defined
materials, and then searches the index using the search arguments to find a
match, modified by the number of times these indexed materials have been used
before and/or by the indexed material’s age. As Applix HelpDesk uses this
approach, it is possible to search all sources of information at one time.
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Material can be accessed by a search dialogue, or directly, by accessing a data
tree. Incidents are stored by category in the data tree, as items are added
proactively. To find relevant information, the analyst can traverse the tree,
looking in the categories that they believe to be relevant.
Where material is accessed by search, the results of the search are listed in a
table. The type of material is noted (for example, ‘incident’ would refer to a
similar previous incident), plus the material’s identification number (not useful).
To see if any of this material is useful to solving the current problem, it is
necessary to scroll through the list, examining each piece of material – there is no
short description, summary or header to describe the content of each piece.
Solutions are ranked by ‘usefulness’, which can be based on semantic match,
number of times the information has been used to solve problems before, and/or
the age of the record.
Applix HelpDesk can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
ü perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
ü enable refinement of search criteria during search
ü perform natural language queries, eliminating non-key words ‘and’ ‘the’ ‘a’
û define the scope of the search; for example, only search headers, summary,
abstract
ü regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
û enable multi-lingual search.
Applix HelpDesk ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
ü based on semantic similarity to query
ü based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
ü by number of times they have been used
ü by age
ü by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 2 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.57 out of 2 points.
Applix provides support for diagnosis via its decision trees. These include
ServiceWare KnowledgePaks.
Support for different dialogue styles (for example, user, advanced user or analyst)
can only be provided by generating multiple decision trees, which are difficult to
maintain – so no credit is given.
Applix HelpDesk can:
ü help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
ü help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
û keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
û support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
û provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
û start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
û detect deeper problems by analysis on current problems.
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Solutions management
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 3 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.43 out of 1 point.
Applix HelpDesk enables new solutions to be added, both offline and in real time.
It does not assist you with solutions management.
Applix HelpDesk uses Fulcrum search technology, which performs real-time
indexing on resources.
Applix HelpDesk can:
ü add new problem-solution pairs to solution set by administrator
ü optionally add a new problem-solution pair to solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
û suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to solution set
û select and add problem-solution pairs to solution set automatically
û aid in organising solutions to optimise search
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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Applix HelpDesk enables integration at data and metadata level. Data can be
accessed direct from other databases. External applications can access Applix
HelpDesk data at database level. An API is exposed with this latest version; at
this stage primarily for CTI. There are few packaged interfaces. A command line
interface enables Applix HelpDesk to start external processes from within the
application.

Data access
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Applix has good facilities for integration via data access at field level.
All data is accessed via ODBC.
Applix HelpDesk:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
ü allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
Applix HelpDesk defines external sources for data at field level by using:
ü ODBC.

Application programming interface (API)
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 3 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.86 out of 2 points.
Applix HelpDesk has, in the most recent version, exposed some functionality via a
programmatic API. This is principally for CTI integration, although the intention
is to expand this.
Applix functions can be accessed via DDE to initiate workflow and escalation
processes.
Applix HelpDesk’s API:
û initiates a function
ü retrieves data about the status of a function
ü returns error codes to initiating system
ü retrieves data from Applix HelpDesk
û modifies data in Applix HelpDesk
û deletes data in Applix HelpDesk
û creates data in Applix HelpDesk.
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Packaged interfaces
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 5 out of a maximum 12 üs , normalised to 0.83
out of 2 points.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
Applix HelpDesk has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü Lotus Notes.

Integrated suite of applications
Applix HelpDesk is part of Applix Enterprise, but the other parts of the suite are
irrelevant in an internal help desk situation.

Integration with common management systems
Applix HelpDesk is integrated with
Network management systems:
ü HP OpenView
û Sun Solstice
ü Cabletron Spectrum.
Inventory management systems
ü Tally Systems NetCensus
û Intel LANDesk
û IBM Info/Man.

Systems management systems:
ü
Microsoft SMS
û
CA UniCenter
û
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems
û
Funk Proxy
û
Wanderlink
û
Timbuktu.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 6 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.6 out of 1.5
points.
Integration with CTI, which complies with CTI standards, is performed by
middleware.
Applix HelpDesk is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
û TAPI
ü MAPI
û TSAPI
ü VIM
û CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü
HTML
ü
CGI
û
NSAPI
û ISAPI.

Information exchange
û DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
û DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
û DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
û ITU X.790
ü SNMP.

Component architecture fit
Applix HelpDesk scores 0 points for one or more üs.
Applix HelpDesk has no compliance with distributed component architectures.
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Applix HelpDesk is compliant with:
û Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft Java Beans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
Applix HelpDesk scores 0.5 points for one or more üs.
A command line interface exists for
û Unix
û DOS
û OS/2
ü Win95/Win NT
û other.
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Scalability
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Applix HelpDesk has a scalable three-tier architecture and enables support for
large numbers of users in one location. However, there is no independent data
replication capability, which limits scalability for distributed support operations.
Scalability for remote or disconnected usage is well supported by both MobileLink
(Applix HelpDesk’s mobile client) and Applix’s web clients – one in HTML and the
other in Java.
Applix HelpDesk boosts scalability by its availability for use with scalable
platforms.

Technical architecture
Applix HelpDesk scores 4 out of 7 üs, normalised to 2.86 out of 5 points.
Applix’s architecture includes a program that controls all the application server
programs, which can be run on one machine or on separate machines. This
controller can dynamically determine whether another instance of a server
process needs to be initiated, if there is heavy usage of that process.
Each client initiates a ‘session’ at the server, which performs workflow processes,
and accesses other server processes. The client is thin, meaning that no
processing occurs at the client end. Even validation occurs at the server.
Web clients currently access the application server via web servers (although this
is scheduled to be changed in September 1998, so that web servers will no longer
be needed).
The server processes Applix uses are escalation, notification, VIP (a messagebased interface using mail protocols VIM, MAPI and SMTP – which also
processes SNMP messages), reporting and Fulcrum (for text indexing).
Applix can provide guidelines as to how many application servers are required
per user.
Applix uses ODBC to communicate to the database.
Applix HelpDesk:
ü can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
û uses a high level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
ü can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
ü can support multiple application servers
ü can launch multiple application processes dynamically
û can change partitioning of processing between client and server
û is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
Applix HelpDesk scores 1 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.17 out of 1 point.
Applix HelpDesk does not have independent data replication capabilities.
Applix supports multiple DBMS servers using DataLink – a proprietary protocol.
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Applix HelpDesk:
ü can support multiple DBMS servers.
Applix HelpDesk’s data replication capabilities:
û are independent of native DBMS replication
û are configured in a logical master–slave topology
û ensure that selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
û cater for flexible reconciliation of data conflicts
û enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.

Web application
Applix HelpDesk scores 11 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.38 out of 1.5 points.
Applix has real advantage with its web client. Applix treats the web client as just
another client interface. It is developed in Java and runs as a distributed
application, indistinguishable from a standard client.
Applix also has a HTML-based client, which is useful for distribution to users
who have security restrictions on downloading Java applications.
The web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user/customer application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
ü distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The web server offers:
ü data retrieval (for problem, change tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of trouble ticket, change request)
ü data modification (for updating existing records)
ü ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü secure method of access to trouble tickets, change requests
ü
secure method of access to solutions.
û automated web client generation derived from the standard application.

Mobile client
Applix HelpDesk scores 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5 points.
Applix has a mobile client called MobileLink, available with Microsoft Access. It
uses FTP for the synchronisation process, not mail.
Data is transferred between a mobile client and the server using a MobileLink
update and synchronisation facilities (asynchronous and bi-directional).
Applix HelpDesk is available in a:
ü mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
ü has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
ü has a mobile database with small system requirements
ü has data update synchronisation.
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Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available 0.5 point.
All data is accessed by ODBC.
Applix HelpDesk offers direct support for one or more of:
û Informix version 7+
û CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
û MS SQL Server version 6.5+
û Oracle version 7+
û Sybase version 11+
û DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available 0.5 point.
Ovum’s server platforms:
ü OS/2 Warp
û OS400
ü Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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Applix HelpDesk has an excellent interface for customisation of the interface, and
good facilities for customisation and management of data access. Business
processes are flexible, but not as well supported with utilities for ease of
customisation.
Applix experienced difficulties in migrating customers from version 6.0 to version
7.0, since there were no facilities to maintain customisation. Flexibility meant that
customers had performed lots of customisation, which they then faced losing, in
order to upgrade to version 7.0. Applix has introduced upgrade and migration
utilities with this release, which promise to overcome this issue. However, these
utilities still require the customer to do lots of manual checking to ensure that all
references remain valid.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Applix operates with the philosophy that customisation should mean that its
customers can change and remove things, rather than add them. Applix therefore
aims to include more functionality than each customer requires – a difficult goal
to achieve, given that there will probably always be a customer with
requirements that have not yet been thought of.
An application is created by choosing which forms, reports and data are to be
included, since these are discrete components.
The Forms Designer is the mechanism for customising the interface. It is a
‘collection mechanism’, meaning that different elements can be selected and used
as required. It is extremely flexible, enabling any forms to be created and
formatted using a variety of resources (including colour, borders, tab sections,
context-sensitive help, drop-down and list boxes).
QuickForm enables a form to be put together quickly by selecting the different
fields to be added.
Applix HelpDesk may be customised by:
ü allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing/removing fields
ü adding fields
ü adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 14 out of 14 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
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Applix HelpDesk is a data-centric application – as such the facilities provided to
customise, maintain and manage data are excellent, with an easy-to-use
interface.
The data dictionary has a graphical interface to enable change to data. Each
column can be defined in terms of its physical attributes (alpha numeric, case
type and so on). Validation rules can be entered and maintained against each
column in the data dictionary.
Applix HelpDesk has:
ü a logical data model independent to implementation
ü a map of the logical model to physical data.
Applix HelpDesk may be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
ü using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
ü using columns from external databases as source of data for a field, process
ü adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field, process
ü removing columns
ü adding/removing tables
ü changing a relationship between tables
ü adding/removing a relationship between tables
ü changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
ü changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 9 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.08 out of 3
points.
Each process has definable business rules. Notification and escalation are
business process that are defined with default rules for Applix HelpDesk;
however, these processes can be changed, and other processes built, using these
workflow rule types:
• autoset – to load fields with specified values when the analyst uses the field
• load – to load fields with specified values when the analyst saves the record
• require – to specify that fields must be filled
• attachment – to enable display of forms or execution of programs or rules
• SQL – to enable SQL statements to be executed
• read-only– to make fields read-only on occurrence of specified events.
There are two levels of customisation for processes:
• form-level processes (these tend to be validation rules)
• general-level processes – for business processes, such as escalation,
notification and routing. Novice mode and advanced mode are available for
creating the SQL to build processes, where novice mode enables SQL to be
selected, rather than coded directly.
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Applix HelpDesk may be customised by:
ü changing existing events
ü defining new events
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
ü defining and adding new business processes
ü removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
Applix HelpDesk:
û enables definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than one
process
û uses templates for processes, enabling just specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
ü a scripting environment
û API through which custom code components can be used.

Management of customisation
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 4 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1.33 out of 2 points.
Since Applix Enterprise is comprised of technology and the application, if the
technology is upgraded, the application is maintained.
When the application is upgraded, you need to choose which customisation you
wish to keep through a migration process. Migration tools essentially list
differences between your current application and the ‘standard’. In some cases
the migration tools will enable you to keep your customisation through upgrade.
However, in most cases it is then up to you to keep track of these, and reimplement them after upgrade. In any case, it is necessary to check what has
been left, since if your customisation references fields that are in a re-named
table for example, you need to correct it yourself.
All fields and forms are stored as tables. Customisation can be rolled out to all
clients from the server, since clients ‘check’ the tables to see if any changes have
been made when they log on.
The Applix Migration Toolkit new with version 7.4 includes:
• Enterprise Application Analyzer
• Applix Migrator (from KitchenSync)
• Application Element Exporter
• KitchenSync upgrade program
• Applix Data Rules Server for Applix Migrator.
Applix HelpDesk supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
û maintenance of history of implementation and change
ü maintenance of information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer customisation from one point
û upgrade without re-doing customisation.
Applix offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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Applix HelpDesk is generally easy to use (with the exception of problem
resolution), with information clearly displayed and accessible. Documentation is
good. Local language support is provided for French, German, Italian, Dutch,
Spanish, Japanese and Finnish (although only French and German are
supported directly by Applix – the others are provided by resellers and
distributors).

Interfaces
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 7 out of 9 üs, normalised to 2.33 out of 3 points.
Applix’s interface is clear and easy to understand, using tabs to logically group
information and provide access to related screens.
Applix HelpDesk has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
û common identification of threads, that is, all related open dialogues
ü use of graphics to convey information
û use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
ü diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests,
assets (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2.63 out of 3 points.
Applix provides some functionality to aid usage of functions.
The analyst can:
ü work on more than one record at the same time
û start at any point with a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (extension number, last name)
ü switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link related records
ü navigate by more than one method, including menu, tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks, drill-down metaphors
ü clone an existing record, for ease of use.

Documentation
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 15 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.94 out of 1
point.
Documentation also includes a Concepts and Planning Guide, which is designed
for use by the implementor of the system. It provides skeleton project plans,
process flows and space to design screens.
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Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide/user’s guide
ü getting started guide
ü tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
ü CD-ROM
û Acrobat (.PDF) files
ü HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

On-line help
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Applix HelpDesk has:
ü an online tutorial
ü online documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
ü configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
ü wizards to aid use of the system.

Multi-lingual support
Applix HelpDesk scores a total of 10 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.71 out of 1
point.
Applix HelpDesk is localised for French and German by Applix – other languages
are provided by local distributors and resellers.
Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
û locality-specific currency formats
ü swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
ü translation tables for literal strings
û right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
ü 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
û Unicode support
û multiple language versions in same installation.
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We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü French
ü German
ü Japanese
ü Dutch
ü Spanish
ü Italian
ü Finnish.
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System administration
Set-up
Applix recommends that you implement the product with few or basic
customisations, use it, then undertake further customisation as required.
Implementation of Applix HelpDesk takes two weeks, plus five days of training.

Administration
Applix provides facilities for importing data.
Applix has a LifeLine client, which can be used if the server is unavailable – it is
essentially a client, which also performs application processing with a local
database.

Security
Access is specified for system users at form level, enabling view, edit, add and
delete privileges.
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At a glance
Developer
Bendata International, Colorado Springs, CO, USA

Version evaluated
Heat version 5.0, with NCR Asset Explorer 1.30 and Knowlix iKnow 4.11

Key points
Base data

• Suited to small to medium-sized help desks and customer service operations
• Supports MS Access, MS SQL Server, Oracle, Sybase SQL Anywhere, Sybase
Adaptive Server Anywhere and Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise via ODBC
• Runs on Windows 95, Windows 98 and Windows NT processing platforms
Strengths

• Ease of customisation is good
• Escalation and notification features are strong
• Reporting is excellent
Points to watch

• Poor scalability limits the number of analysts supported
• Integration is limited
• Asset management and problem resolution is basic without the use of thirdparty products

Scores
1
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Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability

Price points
Prices are given in thousands of US dollars for Heat, Asset Explorer and iKnow.
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Product glossary
Term

Description

Answer Wizard

Bendata’s facility to aid managers to build reports.

Auto escalation

A module that can escalate calls based on date and time
duration. Often used to provide SLA management and
automation of standard functions such as e-mail
notification of problem updates.

Auto ticket generation

A module that allows end users to create, update and
query call or problem records within the Heat system via
e-mail.

Call map

A tree structure which gives an overview of the calls,
customers and assignments associated with the current
call record.

Call record

An alternative term for ‘call ticket’.

Call ticket transfer

A facility enabling calls or problem records to be
transferred from one desk (or application) to another via
e-mail, web pages or directly between Heat systems.

First Level Support (FLS)

A tree-based knowledge base for management of
previous calls and responses. Can be searched
automatically.

HeatAlert

Heat’s notification component.

HeatBoard

The facility to define and alert analysts to ‘issues’ that
will affect many users. Related calls can then be linked
to an issue.

HeatMail

Heat’s independent e-mail facility.

Hot List

A manually-created group of calls.

Industry wizards

A series of predefined templates enabling you to use the
system out-of-the-box. Industries include: finance,
education, medical, internal/external support and
software.

LoadHeat

A facility that takes a copy of an existing Heat system
and loads it into a different database engine without
having to re-apply customisation.

Manager’s Console

Allows users to define and set thresholds for metrics,
and establish notification methods whenever a threshold
is crossed. The metric log stores data about when a
problem occurred, how long it lasted, and allows
managers to automate the corrective action they need to
put in place if it happens again.

MobileHeat

A mobile client version of Heat.

Signature Series

Bendata’s product for defining processes.
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Verdict
Heat is a well-established help desk package, and provides good coverage for the
core process management side of running a help desk operation. Despite several
changes of ownership, Bendata has retained that focus. It continues to
concentrate on ensuring small and medium-sized help desks have a basic system
up and running quickly.
Heat’s usability and well-laid out user interface means that analysts can work
productively after minimal training.
The facilities for problem resolution in First Level Support (FLS) reflect the needs
of the less ambitious help desk operation. There are no real deficiencies in base
functionality, but FLS ranks as average in the market because of its lack of
advanced features. Bendata addresses this by offering Knowlix iKnow, a more
advanced system for storing and retrieving knowledge, as an option.
Integration is also weak by general standards, but many smaller help desks are
content to manage their processes and answer enquiries with a standalone
system.
Bendata’s move into other markets through the merger with Goldmine, a
company of similar size to itself, indicates a shift in priorities. Heat’s functionality
is stable, which suggests that development effort will be concentrated on the
customer relationship management (CRM) side, where there is plenty of market
share to fight over. Purchasers of Heat for internal IT support should ensure that
current functionality is adequate for their foreseeable needs, since we do not
expect dramatic upgrades in the future.

Typical usage
Heat’s core market is help desks of 10–20 seats, although it has been used to
support more than 200. It is therefore most applicable in small to medium-sized
support operations. It is mostly used for internal IT help desk functions, although
a significant proportion of customers also use it for providing external customer
service.
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Product overview
Product positioning
Heat is a capable product in most areas of support operation, especially when
used in conjunction with Asset Explorer and iKnow. However, its contribution to
the market is not a visionary one.
Bendata issues industry-specific templates where vertical market commonality
exists. Templates are available for the following sectors: healthcare, education,
finance, software, internal support and external support.
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Heat is aimed at the IT help desk market. It can be customised for use in the
external customer service domain, but lacks integration with other systems in
that area.

Business support
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Product architecture
Heat is written in Microsoft’s Visual C++. It can run as a client-centric or cooperative processing architecture. The client-centric implementation has a
Microsoft Access file system on the server. The co-operative processing
implementation uses Sybase client software to interface with an Adaptive Server
Anywhere database, or via ODBC to other databases.
Heat has a modular implementation, and individual modules can be deployed
separately across the organisation. For example, users could receive just the
reports module, or only the First Level Support facility. This flexibility of
deployment is important where help desk information is distributed to other
departments, but control of access is also required.
HeatAlert, the notification module, can be distributed without limit; there is no
licence fee.
Customers can extend Heat’s asset tracking, management and problem resolution
functionality by purchasing Asset Explorer (developed by Asset Software
International, recently acquired by NCR) and iKnow respectively. These products
are part of a standard Heat sale and are supported directly by Bendata, so their
functionality is credited in this evaluation.

Platforms
Operating system (server)

Novell Netware and Windows NT.
Operating system (client)

Windows 95, Windows 98 and Windows NT.
Server hardware

PC.
Databases supported

Via ODBC: MS-Access, Sybase Adaptive Server Anywhere, Sybase Adaptive
Server Enterprise, MS SQL Server and Oracle.
Note: Heat version 3.6 is still available for 16-bit Windows platforms.
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Usage
Bendata was unable to supply details of customers and their use of Heat.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
We evaluated version 3.6 of Heat in 1998. The main changes since then are as
follows:
• the Call Map tree structure for call record information
• integration with Intel LANDesk
• some customisation can be performed without users having to log out
• optional start-up menus at log-on, which direct users to common tasks
• a wizard for adding new fields to the system
• a new approach to security based on teams and roles
• AutoTask, a feature to automate common processes
• HeatBoard, for linking call records to make ‘issues’
• the Quick Start Wizard, which walks new customers through the installation
process
• customisable toolbars
• Workgroup Asset Manager, previously bundled with Heat, is now sold as an
option (under the name Asset Explorer)
• Asset Explorer now supports MS SQL server, and has new software inventory
features.
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Future enhancements
Bendata is working on providing an open API for Heat. The first phase of this is
set to be released in the third quarter of 1999.
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Company background
History
Bendata was founded in 1982. It released Heat (Helpdesk Expert Automation
Tool) in 1990. In 1989, the company moved from Dallas, US, to Colorado Springs.
It was acquired by Ziff Communications in 1992 and benefited from Ziff’s
extensive sales and marketing divisions. In 1994, Ron Muns and Randall Casto
bought the company, and it remained under private ownership until 1996.
In February 1996, Astea International acquired Bendata for $38 million, a move
which represented a pooling of interests between the two companies. Astea
benefited from Bendata’s market share in the internal help desk market, and
Bendata benefited from Astea’s international distribution and higher
capitalisation. Astea was already present in the support systems market with
PowerHelp, introduced in 1995.
Astea then bought Stockholm-based Abalon in June 1996. Abalon was the
developer of SellPlan, a corporation sales and marketing automation tool. It was
re-launched globally as Astea’s Abalon.
However, both acquisitions were disposed of in 1998. Abalon was sold to IndustriMatematik International, based in Sweden. The sale of Bendata to South African
holdings company, Ixchange, was announced in late 1998, a deal valued at $43
million.
In April 1999, Ixchange announced that it would acquire the California-based
salesforce automation (SFA) provider, Goldmine Software, and merge it with
Bendata. The cash and stock purchase cost was put at $33 million. The stated
rationale for the merger was that the new entity would build on the respective
mid-market strengths of Bendata, in support of Goldmine in SFA, and produce a
total CRM solution for that market. Bendata would also benefit from Goldmine’s
profile in the IT user community and from its international sales channels.

Commercial
In 1997, the only full year that Bendata was part of Astea, support automation
(Heat and PowerHelp) accounted for $22.2 million of total revenues of $60.9
million. This represented a modest 8% increase on the previous year’s service and
support revenues. No official figures are available for 1998, as Ixchange does not
break down its results; but Ovum estimates that revenues from Bendata were $25
million in 1998.
When the Goldmine merger was announced, Goldmine had around 130 staff and
Bendata around 170.
Heat has more than 4,000 customers worldwide and supports over 50,000
analysts.

Vendor positioning
Bendata’s time under the ownership of Astea did it no favours in the help desk
market. Attempts to integrate Astea’s newly expanded product range and produce
a single customer interaction system failed, and distracted attention from
improving the product to suit changing user needs. Astea recognised this and
made Bendata a wholly-owned subsidiary.
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Bendata has continued to focus on providing ‘a manager’s toolkit’ to manage and
improve the help desk process, supplemented by its Support Management
Signature Series (a help desk process-management system). These features
consolidate Bendata’s focus on the mid-market, where help desk managers want
to implement best practices as far as possible without lengthy and expensive
consultancy.
Bendata’s Goldmine acquisition is the latest example of a help desk vendor
recognising that other, less mature markets offer more scope for growth than
internal IT support. Moving into salesforce automation means such vendors can
attempt to exploit current interest in customer relationship management.
However, the expense and organisational disruption of the acquisition means
there is some risk of Bendata’s help desk customers slipping down the priority
list.

© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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Services and support
Training
Bendata and all its distribution channels offer full training services. The range of
training available extends not only to Bendata’s entire product range, but also to
other third-party products such as Crystal Reports. A solid foundation course
covering Heat’s capabilities is provided as part of the overall solution purchased
by its customers.
Most customers take additional training along with the course provided.

Consulting
Bendata provides systems design consultancy for analysing requirements during
implementation. Consultancy is also available from Bendata’s distributors. The
level of involvement ranges from providing only the system design through to full
project management of the entire implementation.

Support
All support is provided locally by Bendata for its UK customers. Bendata’s
distribution channels provide local first-line support to customers.
The maintenance fee is 17.5% of the price of the software. This fee covers:
• telephone support
• major upgrades and releases of the software
• access to Bendata’s bulletin board and secure website
• invitations to the Bendata user forum, which includes product briefings
• subscription to Bendata’s quarterly newsletter
• access to virtual user groups via Bendata’s website.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
Bendata prices Heat from one to 100 concurrent user licences, with interim break
points showing a reduction in seat price as the number of concurrent users
increases. All sales of more than 100 seats are negotiated individually.
Heat
Within US
$

International
£

10 concurrent users

21,745

17,970

50 concurrent users

65,745

57,770

100 concurrent users

106,995

107,000

Within US
$

International
£

4,800

3,600

1,500 assets

10,500

7,875

3,000 assets

18,000

13,500

Within US
$

International
£

1–10 users, per user

895

615

11–24 users, per user

875

602

25–49 users, per user

825

567

50–99 users, per user

750

516

100–249 users, per user

675

464

Asset Explorer

600 assets

iKnow

Heat includes all the basic help desk functionality, plus:
• MobileHeat – the mobile client
• HeatMail and mail integration
• First Level Support – Bendata’s own problem resolution software
• Crystal Reports Professional Edition, version 7
• Manager’s Console – an application for the graphical display of help desk
performance data
• Answer Wizard – a query and reporting tool
• Heat Web – the web client.
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Distribution
Heat is available from Bendata offices and from channel partners worldwide.
North America

Europe

Asia-Pacific

Bendata
Suite 100
1125 Kelly Johnson Bvd
Colorado Springs
CO 80920
USA

Bendata (Europe)
Churchward House
Kemble Drive
Churchward
Swindon SN2 2TA
UK

Bendata (Asia Pacific)
Level 2, 51–53 Chandos St
St Leonards
New South Wales 2065
Australia

Tel: +1 719 531 5007
Fax: +1 719 536 9623

Tel: +44 1793 428200 Tel: +61 29 436 0855
Fax: +44 1793 428222 Fax: +61 29 436 0823

sales@bendata.com;
sales@bendata-europe.com
http:// www.bendata.com
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Heat continues to provide excellent support for notification, escalation and
contract support. Reporting, using the Crystal engine, is also excellent. It has no
significant failings.

Logging
Heat scores a total of 16 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
Help desk analysts can record call tickets as duplicate problems: this is a
manually-invoked process. Duplicate occurrences of a problem are identified by a
counter, which adds up the number of calls associated with a problem.
The Auto Ticket Generator module allows external customers to send a message
from a remote PC (via e-mail) to the Call Logging module (Figure 1 shows an
example of the call logging screen). The message is logged and a call record is
opened.
The audit trail, called the ‘journal’ in Heat, is updated with events and actions.
The activity log enables a choice of which details should be audited or not
audited.
Heat automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on the system
ü allows selection of specific details to be audited or not audited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps the date and time on receipt and closure of the trouble ticket or change
request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows a search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
Heat automatically:
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets or change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered and caller-entered records
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered and caller-entered trouble tickets.
Heat supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
ü SNMP and/or DMI events
ü web browsers.
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Figure 1 Heat’s call logging screen

Maintaining dependencies
Heat scores a total of 3 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.21 out of 0.5 points.
A call record can be assigned to individuals or groups. If it is assigned to more
than one individual or group, the ‘Comments’ field, filled in for each assignment,
can be used to give different instructions to different parties.
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Heat can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships between:
ü combinations of problems and changes
û tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
Heat enables:
û dependencies between tasks in a change request or trouble ticket to be set
û dependencies between tasks in a change request or trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket or change request to be performed by independent
parties
ü an analyst to switch between lists of all (or only) their own assigned tasks
û an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests and trouble tickets
intermingled in the same queue.

Routing
Heat scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 1 point.
An underpinning concept of Heat’s workflow capabilities is the use of multiple
calendars. These consist of supplied standard templates; but customised
calendars can be created by the systems administrator.
Skills-based routing can be done, although this is not a standard feature. A
‘bounce count’ can be implemented to monitor routing via customisation.
Calls that are routed are placed in a queue for each group (for example, PC
support or network support) – which can be ordered by priority – from which
analysts pick up calls to work on. The system does not automatically allocate calls
between analysts in a group, but it is possible to choose to allocate calls
automatically: the system will check individuals’ availability and will not allocate
tasks to them if they are not available. The system will also place the call back in
the queue if it has not been acknowledged within 15 minutes of being allocated.
Heat:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
ü maintains a calendar of analyst availability
ü supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
û spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
ü assigns a trouble ticket or change request to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
Heat scores a total of 13 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
HeatAlert is an independent application that resides on a PC and will cause an
alert if a call is sent to the logged-on user. Alerts can be in the form of a sound, an
e-mail message, triggering a pager or running another program, and analysts can
be alerted in different ways depending on whether or not they are at their desks.
HeatAlert does not require the Heat application to be running.
Double-clicking on a notification in HeatAlert will open Heat and the associated
call.
© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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Notification of callers can be implemented via customisation.
Heat:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of a call, by graphical or auditory means
ü runs the alerter separately from the main support system
ü deploys the alerter separately from the main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
ü notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts the supervisor or management to approaching or passed deadlines
ü alerts the supervisor on any change of status (for instance, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
ü defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
Heat scores a total of 2 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.2 out of 0.5 points.
As supplied, the system has a single measure of priority, rather than separate
values for tracking urgency and severity.
Heat:
û maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
û has configurable levels of urgency
û has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
Heat scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Auto Escalation is the module controlling the escalation of calls. Escalation is
based on predefined criteria, and can modify the record (for example, change the
priority), launch another program or invoke an e-mail message to identified
recipients. The journal is also updated.
Heat allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and trouble ticket closure
ü routing of event or task to other analysts on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
ü definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
ü modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour or flashing).

Contract support
Heat scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 1 point.
Heat has no named contract support. However, SLAs and contracts are set up via
the Auto Escalation module.
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Time spent by analysts with a particular call record open is monitored by the
stopwatch facility. It can be started and stopped manually or automatically, when
events such as opening a new record occur.
Heat has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
ü support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
ü multiple, differentiated and/or variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
ü multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
û budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
Heat scores a total of 6 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
The call logging screen differentiates between ‘customer types’, a mechanism that
allows multiple call logging processes to be defined. This makes Heat suitable for
receiving calls from several sources.
The Heat database can be configured so that it supports multiple autonomous
help desk operations; each help desk would only view its own call tickets and
problems. FLS (see Problem resolution) can also be divided, by creating a
different tree in the knowledge base for each autonomous help desk operation.
Heat allows:
ü definition of multiple trouble tickets and change request types
ü differentiation of type at call time
ü logical segmentation of database (for example, trouble ticket numbers for each
trouble ticket type)
ü multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
ü dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (of routing,
escalation, and so on).
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Reporting
Heat scores a total of 21 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
Reporting uses Crystal Reports version 6, which is fully integrated with the
delivered product. Heat is supplied with over 240 predefined reports.
The Manager’s Console may be used for viewing the loading of calls on analysts;
or users can compile a query search to derive this information.
Bendata also supplies Answer Wizard, a wizard for helping managers to develop
their own reports.
Heat:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies predefined reports
ü supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports query by example (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail or activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products or services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so
on).
Heat reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
ü pictorial charts
ü 3-D surface.
Heat:
ü has realtime monitoring
ü monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a standalone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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Bendata’s asset tracking and management functionality is provided jointly by
Heat and Asset Explorer products – both are included in this section.
Bendata provides adequate asset tracking and management capability.
Integration with systems management provides functionality to capture asset
information – and Asset Explorer includes AssetRadar for monitoring software
usage. A lot of information on assets and asset relationships can be held, with the
exception of ‘business process’ views of assets. However, there are few facilities for
aiding the maintenance of asset information. There is no workflow associated
with assets.

Capture asset information
Heat scores a total of 4 out of 10 üs, normalised to 1.2 out of 3 points.
Heat can use external facilities from other software packages to detect hardware
and software assets to populate the asset register automatically. However,
neither further statistics nor remote control facilities are provided.
Information from a self-diagnosing asset can be received if the asset generates an
e-mail – this can be sent to Heat and turned into a trouble ticket as normal.
Asset Explorer includes AssetRadar, which measures how much time the end
user is using the software application. It measures actual (not concurrent) usage
of the software that is receiving focus (that is, mouse clicks and key strokes).
Heat/Asset Explorer can automatically:
ü detect hardware and software assets
û collect asset performance statistics
ü receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
ü capture software usage information (software metering)
û generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
û record information from, and generate, software distribution
û update assets as required by a task.
Heat/Asset Explorer can achieve:
ü remote access to files on a networked PC
û remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
û remote start up and shutdown of networked PCs.

Maintain asset information
Heat scores a total of 8 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.67 out of 2.5 points.
Heat records asset information specifically per asset – the features to be tracked
can be changed by customisation.
It is possible to track types of assets and specific assets. However, although an
asset type and a specific asset are related, there are few advantages taken of this
kind of relationship.
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Heat/Asset Explorer can:
ü keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
ü keep a record of upgrades and patches installed for software
û check software licences are up-to-date
û check software licences are necessary and sufficient
û record information at asset and asset-type level, enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset, and per type of asset
ü maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
ü keep up maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
û issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life (for example, when
warranty expires)
ü record more than one service-level agreement or warranty against each asset
type
ü monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price and replacement value
ü enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning and purchasing.

Maintain asset links
Heat scores a total of 5 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.96 out of 2.5 points.
Heat provides the ability to link an asset to its location and owner, as well as to
record dependencies between assets, both hierarchically and peer-to-peer. It is not
possible to link an asset to its business use, or to show a diagram of asset
relationships and configuration.
Heat/Asset Explorer can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in a PC)
ü maintain peer-to-peer asset dependencies (for example, PC connected to
network)
û provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
û provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
û maintain occasional links (sometimes a laptop is connected to the network)
ü link people and their assets
û show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
ü have an asset without an owner
ü have an asset with more than one owner
û enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
û enforce rules about the configuration of assets; for example, check software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on
û record site-level information
û display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.

Maintain supplier information
Heat scores a total of 4 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.67 out of 1 point.
Heat enables base supplier details to be kept, and SLAs for the supplier to be
defined and monitored. The supplier is linked to the asset type it supplies.
However, events in the asset’s life (such as warranty expiration and service call
due) are not alerted.
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Heat/Asset Explorer can:
ü keep a record of suppliers with more than one contact point (accounts or service)
ü link the supplier to the asset type it supplies
ü enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
û maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
û enable processes (escalation or routing) to be implemented for the supplier as
part of the support operation
ü enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier (as well as internally).
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First Level Support, Heat’s problem resolution facility, offers good management of
previous problems, and navigation of solutions is easy. More advanced solution
searching is provided by iKnow from Knowlix, activated from the Heat call
logging toolbar.

Standard response
Heat scores a total of 2 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1 point.
Heat has a feature called QuickCall, which enables standard responses to be
recorded and used. When a common query is received, the analyst selects call
type ‘quick call’ and then one of the standard responses from a drop-down list; for
example, change password or re-initiate mainframe session. The rest of the call is
filled in with a description of the problem and solution – all the analyst needs to
do is close the call.
Standard responses are not directly accessible by callers.
It is possible to determine common queries by using reports to group calls, but
this needs to be developed.
Heat/iKnow can:
ü add and update standard responses
ü access standard responses by one key or option
û suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
û make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
Heat/iKnow scores a total of 9 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2.25 out of 2.5 points.
First Level Support is Heat’s problem resolution facility, a knowledge base that is
presented in a Win95 Explorer paradigm. Drill-down navigation of past responses
helps to locate information. Alternatively, automated searching can be used.
Heat allows access to reference material by displaying files as attachments (such
as Word and Excel files). Attachments can be made globally, to individual calls
and to First Level Support branches. However, this pre-supposes that analysts
know where the information they require is. It is not possible to search external
materials directly – an external search engine must be used.
iKnow can access any information which has been converted into its proprietary
file format. Some information (such as ServiceWare KnowledgePaks) can be
supplied in this format. Otherwise, iKnow Builder converts files created by word
processors, spreadsheets, databases and other applications. It can also convert
HTML files, and preserves the hyperlinks during the conversion. External
information – for example, held at websites specified by the administrator – is
located using a separate ‘advanced search’.
The ‘auto find/post’ function provides integration between Heat and First Level
Support, which enables the user to automatically search any number of
knowledge bases for relevant solutions. When an appropriate solution has been
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found, this solution can be automatically posted back into the call/problem record.
This integration is also provided for iKnow.
Heat/iKnow can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
ü provide integrated access to web-based information (intranet/Internet)
ü use existing trouble ticket details to search information directly without entering a
separate search
û perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge and previous responses)
in a configurable or optimised order
ü add or change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
ü add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses and other solutions.

Information use
Heat/iKnow scores a total of 11 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.12 out of 2.5 points.
First Level Support performs basic searches, and results are displayed in order,
based on the number of times a resolution has been used, or on matches against
the search criteria – but not both at the same time. Results are not ranked by age.
iKnow provides much more advanced information use functionality, and performs
a natural language search as standard. A natural language search can be refined
by entering a further search term into the ‘must contain’ field of the search
screen.
Additional synonyms can be added by the administrator.
Heat/iKnow can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
ü perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms and
specialised dictionaries
ü enable refinement of search criteria during search
ü perform natural language queries, eliminating non-key words ‘and’, ‘the’, ‘a’
û define the scope of the search; for example, only search headers, summary or
abstract
ü regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
ü enable multilingual search.
Heat ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
ü based on semantic similarity to query
ü based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
ü by the number of times they have been used
ü by age
û by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
Heat/iKnow scores a total of 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 1.43 out of 2 points.
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Scripts can be created in the call detail area of the Heat screen. Call detail is
dependent on call type. For example, different scripts could be created for
different types of problems, or according to different assets. Responses are
maintained for future reference.
Analysts can enter a First Level Support knowledge tree at a point appropriate to
their skills and experience, and based on their log-in ID and group permissions.
Alternatively, first-level and second-level analyst groups can have separate
knowledge trees.
Answer Wizard is used to detect deeper problems by analysis of current problems.
Heat/iKnow can:
û help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
ü help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
ü keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
ü support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
û provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
ü start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
ü detect deeper problems by analysis of current problems.

Solutions management
Heat/iKnow scores a total of 6 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.86 out of 1 point.
Solutions can be created in realtime by the help desk analyst. They are either
filed directly in the First Level Support tree structure, or are sent to an interim
area for approval by a designated knowledge engineer.
The ‘auto populate’ function can be used to add the new solution to the knowledge
base if there is no existing solution for a problem.
In iKnow, designated analysts have a checkbox that lets them put forward new
problem–solution pairs as a possible addition to the knowledge base. These pairs
only become part of the main knowledge base when approved by an
administrator. The approval process is manual, except for assistance from a tool
to check for duplicate solutions already stored. Solutions yet to be approved can
still be accessed in the meantime; if one is retrieved, it is flagged as ‘unofficial
knowledge’.
Heat/iKnow can:
ü add new problem–solution pairs to the solution set by the administrator
ü optionally add a new problem–solution pair to solution set as it arises
ü perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to the solution set
û suggest which problem–solution pairs should be added to the solution set
ü select and add problem–solution pairs to the solution set automatically
ü aid in organising solutions to optimise search
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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Heat has no particular strengths here, except for specific packaged solutions. It
can access external data using ODBC for display, but not for write access.

Data access
Heat scores a total of 1 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 2 points.
Heat can access external data for display purposes, using ODBC, but not for write
access.
There is no published data dictionary. The database schema can be determined by
using a Heat utility that produces a chart showing tables and relationships.
Heat:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
û allows write access to an external source of data at field level
û
publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
Heat defines external sources for data at field level by using:
û ODBC, and/or proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six common
DBMSs.

Application programming interface (API)
Heat scores a total of 0 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0 out of 2 points.
Heat has no API.
Heat’s API:
û initiates a function
û retrieves data about the status of a function
û returns error codes to initiating system
û retrieves data from Heat
û modifies data in Heat
û deletes data in Heat
û creates data in Heat
û provides a list of API functions and IDs for the initiating system.

Packaged interfaces
Heat scores a total of 13 üs , normalised to 2 out of a maximum of 2 points.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
Our last evaluation detailed HeatLink to IBM 3270, HeatLink to Symon and
HeatLink to Lotus Notes. These products have now been withdrawn, and
technical support for them was discontinued in April 1999.
Heat Telephony Manager utility provides integration with Mitel and Northern
Telecom PBXs. Other interactive voice response interfaces are also available.
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Heat has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü CTI integration with Mitel
ü CTI integration with Northern Telecom
ü CTI integration with SDX
ü IVR integration with InterVoice
ü IVR integration with AT&T.

Integrated suite of applications
Heat is part of an integrated suite including:
ü Asset Explorer
ü iKnow.

Integration with common management systems
Heat is integrated with
Network management systems:
ü HP OpenView
û Sun Solstice
û Cabletron Spectrum.
Inventory management systems:
û Tally Systems NetCensus
ü Intel LANDesk
û IBM Info/Man.

Systems management systems:
ü
Microsoft SMS
û
CA UniCenter
ü
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems:
ü
Funk Proxy
ü
Wanderlink
û
Timbuktu.

Integration with OpenView, LANDesk, SMS and Tivoli comes as standard, while
Funk Proxy and Wanderlink integration is optional.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
Heat scores a total of 7 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.7 out of 1.5 points.
Both VIM and MAPI are supported, but Heat also has its own mail system called
HeatMail. The help desk operation can use this to divide specific help desk mail
messages from the corporate mail system.
Heat is compliant with:
CTI
ü TAPI
ü
û TSAPI
ü
û CallPath.
û

E-mail
MAPI
VIM
SMTP.

Web
ü
ü
û
ü

HTML
CGI
NSAPI
ISAPI.

Information exchange
û DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
û DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
û DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
û ITU X.790
ü SNMP.

Component architecture fit
Heat has no compliance with distributed component architectures.
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Heat is compliant with:
û Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft Java Beans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
Heat scores 0.5 points for one or more üs.
Heat has command line interfaces for the PC environment.
A command line interface exists for:
û Unix
û DOS
û OS/2
ü Win95/Win NT
û other.
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Scalability
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The technical architecture limits Heat’s scalability. It has a mobile client version
available, and some data replication facility, but it is not suitable for a large
number of users.

Technical architecture
Heat scores 0 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0 out of 5 points.
Heat has a client-centric or co-operative processing architecture. Neither
architecture has scalable features.
Heat:
û can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
û uses a high level protocol to communicate between the user interface and
database
û can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
û can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
û can change partitioning of processing between the client and server
û is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
Heat scores 2 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.33 out of 1 point.
Call Ticket Transfer is a peer-to-peer help desk communication function via email, which allows tickets to be transferred between help desk operations.
More sophisticated data replication is available by using native DBMS facilities.
Heat maintains a ‘time zone offset’ field, which reconciles international time
differences.
Heat:
û can support multiple DBMS servers.
Heat’s data replication capabilities:
ü are independent of native DBMS replication
û are configured in a logical master–slave topology
û selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
û flexible reconciliation of data conflicts is catered for
ü enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.

Web application
Heat scores 10 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.25 out of 1.5 points.
HeatWeb is an interface between the Heat system and a Microsoft Internet
Information Server. Web pages are designed using HTML templates and a
wizard. Customers can open, view, modify and close their own call records.
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The web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
û interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
û distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The web server offers:
ü automated web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for trouble ticket, change tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of trouble tickets, change requests)
ü data modification (for updating existing records)
ü ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü secure method of access to trouble tickets and change requests
ü secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
Heat scores 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5 points.
MobileHeat, the portable PC version of Heat, uses Call Ticket Transfer to copy
tickets from the central system onto single computers, then copy back updated
tickets at a later date. Possible conflicts in ticket status (through updating both
the source and the copy ticket) are handled by assuming the most recent changes
are correct.
MobileHeat stores its data in a Microsoft Access database.
Call Ticket Transfer selects only the calls assigned to the mobile analysts. Data
synchronisation is performed using the capabilities of the DBMS.
Heat is available in:
ü a mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
ü has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution (based on log-on
identity)
ü has a mobile database with small system requirements (MS Access)
ü has data update synchronisation (internal Heat function).

Native DBMS support
There is no native support for our scalable DBMSs.
Heat accesses all its supported databases via ODBC. Bendata accepts the tradeoff between this portability and increased scalability through native DBMS
support.
Bendata certifies support for MS SQL Server, Oracle and Sybase – which means
that it has selected an ODBC driver suitable for each database. Other databases
can be accessed via ODBC, but have not been tested.
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Heat offers direct support for one or more of:
û Informix version 7+
û CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
û MS SQL Server version 6.5+
û Oracle version 7+
û Sybase version 11+
û DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Ovum’s server platforms:
û OS/2 Warp
û OS400
û Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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The range and ease of customisation is a strength in Heat, but there is no version
control management of customisations.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
Heat scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
The supplied forms painter allows definition of field validation rules and data
input masks. The drag-and-drop editor is easy to use. Some customisation which
does not involve changes to the data structure, such as form design, can be done
without users having to log out of the system.
It is not possible to change the names of system table fields. They appear as
designed (in readable English) in table views of data.
Heat may be customised by:
ü allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing or removing fields
ü adding fields
ü adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
Heat scores a total of 11 out of 14 üs, normalised to 1.57 out of 2 points.
Heat stores data definitions as metadata; however, these are identical to the
physical implementation of the database. User-defined definitions are identified
as separated from the system tables, so that customisation need not be re-applied
after an upgrade.
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Heat has:
û a logical data model independent to implementation
û a map of the logical model to physical data.
Heat may be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as sources of data for a field
ü using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
ü using columns from external databases as sources of data for a field, process
ü adding columns to be used as a source for a new or existing field, process
ü removing columns
ü adding or removing tables
ü changing a relationship between tables
ü adding or removing a relationship between tables
û changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
ü changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
Heat scores a total of 7 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.62 out of 3 points.
There is no scripting or coding environment in Heat. All process customisation is
done via the drag-and-drop editor.
The lack of an API and scripting environment means that new processes and
events cannot be created. However, existing actions can be copied and modified to
create additional functionality.
The editor for processes has a ‘Boolean’ button, which enables the administrator
to check rules as they are being written.
Heat can be customised by:
ü changing existing events and tasks
û defining new events and tasks
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
û defining and adding new business processes
û removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
The product:
û enables definition of tasks independently, so they can be used by more than one
process
ü uses templates for processes, enabling only specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
û a scripting environment
û an API through which custom code components can be used.
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Management of customisation
Heat scores a total of 5 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1.67 out of 2 points.
Customisation updates to the system are downloaded automatically when the
analyst re-enters the system.
Information about which users have access to what version is maintained by
default, since access to particular versions is defined by the team to which the
analyst belongs.
When customisation is performed, the system suggests that the customiser backs
up the existing system. Back-ups are numbered and date-stamped, so it is
possible to rollback to an earlier version of the system if the back-up has been
kept. However, no information is available to help quickly identify which version
has what features. Therefore, if rollback is performed, the administrator will have
to rollback each version to determine which is the one required, or always keep a
manual record of which customisation was performed in each version.
Heat supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
û maintenance of history of implementation and change
ü maintenance of information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer customisation from one point
ü upgrade without re-doing customisation.
Bendata offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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Heat has a good user interface, enhanced by the new Call Map tree structure.
Graphics and drill-down metaphors are used effectively in the Manager’s Console.
Documentation is minimal. Multilingual support is very good.

Interfaces
Heat scores a total of 9 out of 9 üs, normalised to 3 out of 3 points.
There is good use of colour and a logical layout of information in Heat. The main
call logging screen allows users to navigate information relating to the call (such
as customer and asset information) using the Call Map, and also employs tabbed
forms to avoid cluttering screens with unnecessary details. Customised toolbars
can be created to make each analyst or group’s most commonly-used functionality
easily available.
Heat has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
ü common identification of all related open dialogues
ü use of graphics to convey information
ü use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes or window panes
ü dynamic display of context-sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets or buttons
ü diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests,
assets (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
Heat scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2.63 out of 3 points.
Analysts can only work on one record at a time. They can, however, work around
this by placing one call ‘on hold’ before opening another. The first call is placed in
the ‘calls on hold’ call group until it is retrieved and saved.
Related records can be linked by associating them with a HeatBoard issue,
placing them on a hot list, or defining an appropriate call group.
The analyst can:
û work on more than one record at the same time
ü start at any point within a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (extension number, last name)
ü switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link related records
ü navigate by more than one method, including menu and tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks, ‘drill-down’ metaphors
ü clone an existing record for ease of use.

Documentation
Heat scores a total of 14 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 1 point.
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CD-ROM documentation is included as standard; an extra charge is made for
paper manuals.
Documentation includes:
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide or user’s guide
ü getting started guide
ü tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
ü CD-ROM
ü Acrobat (.PDF) files
û HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
û include a complete glossary and index.

Online help
Heat scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
All screens have associated help text in the standard Windows style. It is possible
for users to add and delete annotated help without the knowledge or control of
the systems administrator, necessitating the enforcement of manual procedures.
Heat has:
ü an online tutorial
ü online documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
ü configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
ü wizards to aid use of the system.
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Multilingual support
Heat scores a total of 9 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.64 out of 1 point.
Heat is available in localised versions for France, Germany, and both Spanish
and Portuguese-speaking Latin American countries.
Bendata supplies a resource file to distributors, for them to provide system
translation into local languages.
Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
û locality-specific currency formats
ü swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
ü translation tables for literal strings
û right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
û 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
û
Unicode support
ü multiple language versions in the same installation.

We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü French
ü German
ü Spanish
ü Portuguese.
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Systems administration
Set-up
Bendata’s new Quick Start Wizard makes it possible for administrators new to
Heat to set up a simple system. It offers several sets of options, allowing the
administrator to choose the screens and security settings most appropriate to the
application environment. Further customisation may be carried out after this
point. The Quick Start Wizard can only be used to create blank databases – it
cannot be used to modify the system after customer data has been entered.
In more complex cases, Bendata consultants can assist in the implementation
process. For the system design phase, customers are provided with a booklet of
system-design concepts, to be completed before a Bendata consultant arrives. An
overview of the system is provided to enable the user to answer questions raised
by the consultant. From this, a consultancy report will be formulated and issued
to the customer, though it is made clear that this is not a definitive document and
there will be scope for change within the implementation days.
Systems implementation spans a minimum of three days. Using the consultancy
report as a guideline, a consultant will build the system locally (not on the
network) and take user input on the systems design to meet customer needs.
Once the system has been built and agreed, any legacy data is then imported. The
length of time required for this operation depends on the format of the data to be
imported. The finished system is then transferred to the customer’s network.

Administration
The Heat Administrator module contains tools for customising, maintaining and
controlling the Heat system.
Customisation is performed offline in an edit set, which is a working copy of the
screens, fields and tables within the live system.
Additional features of the Heat Administration module include:
• setting the overall operation of the system with default settings
• maintaining the information within the database through data import and
export, as well as global changes to data within the database
• setting and maintaining system security
• automatic global changes of user-defined terms by the systems administrator
• creation of a Heat-formatted file for porting to larger databases.

Security
Heat’s security features are based on three concepts relating to employees:
•

user – an analyst who uses the Heat system

•

role – a user’s primary function in the Heat system. Each user must have a
role, and can have no more than one

•

team – a collection of users working together. Users can be in one team,
several teams (in which case one team may be their ‘primary’ team) or no team
at all.
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Teams are created purely to document organisational structures – the only data
associated with them is a name, a description and a list of members.
Functionality and data access is controlled through roles: for each role, access to
each module (for example, call logging or Heat Alert) is granted or denied. Data
access is controlled at the table level: roles are granted or denied read, append,
update and delete access for each table.
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At a glance
Developer
Clarify, San Jose, California, USA

Versions evaluated
ClearHelpdesk version 6.0

Key points
Base data
•

Suited for large help desk operations

•

Runs on Oracle, Sybase and Microsoft SQL Server

•

Runs on HP, Sun, IBM RS/6000 and Windows NT server platforms

Strengths
•

Excellent customisation capability, especially in managing multiple versions

•

Solid process management features

•

Good range of packaged integration options, especially CTI

Points to watch
•

Weak functionality in web product

•

Weak support for asset-tracking and management

•

Weak support for languages other than English

Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability

Price points
Prices are shown in thousands of US dollars.
1

2

4

8

15
n/a
10
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Term

Description

Activity log

Clarify’s term for ClearHelpdesk’s audit trail

Case

ClearHelpdesk’s term for a contact

ClearLogistics

A field service support system

ClearQuality

A defect tracking and change management system

ClearSales

A sales force automation system, added to the suite
through the acquisition of Metropolis Software

Diagnosis Engine

Clarify’s case-based reasoning tool
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Ovum’s opinion
ClearHelpdesk is a strong, technically sound product. Its strength is in
customisation, while the ability to create ClearBasic code may, in some
organisations, compensate for the weaker integration capability.
Process management is generally good, with excellent support for logging, routing,
prioritisation and escalation. Reporting is improved in this version, with the
Actuate reporting software included as standard.
Problem resolution is good: the use of Diagnosis Engine and Clarify FTS is
important (and hence included in our score). There is no automated support for
identifying common problem-solution pairs or adding these to the knowledge base.
Integration suffers from weak API functionality and the inability to access
external data directly. The product does have a good range of packaged interfaces,
including five separate CTI options.
Scalability of the basic application is good, as expected of a product targeted at the
high end of the market. However, the web application lacks advanced
functionality.
Consideration of the management of customisation – including distribution control
– contributes to the high customisation score. Clarify provides a customisation
environment, enabling basic changes to be made simply; it also provides tools to
perform more complex customisation, meaning that both our requirements for
range and ease of customisation are met.
For ease of use and multilingual support, usability has been improved in this
version. Documentation needs some work, however.

Typical usage
The average number of analysts per installation for ClearHelpdesk is 200. Most
organisations perform customisation (which can be complex), although the
majority do not use consultancy.
Customisation can entail adding new fields or tables to the environment, changing
the look and feel of the screen forms, or defining new business rules. Clarify’s
training classes – as well as the advice of technical account managers and product
support staff – help users to perform these customisations.
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Product overview
Product positioning
Clarify operates in the internal (IT and business support) and external support
markets. ClearHelpdesk is Clarify’s product for the help desk market,
ClearSupport is its product for the customer service market. There are no plans
for the products to diverge significantly; the core technology will remain the same.
Differences are centred on UI forms and terminology.
Clarify intends to continue to operate in the help desk market, albeit primarily at
the high end and the more fashionable customer-facing (sales and service)
markets. Clarify does not see the need to choose between the two, believing that
operating in both gives it an advantage when customers want some integration
between their service and help desk operations.
ClearHelpdesk is a product targeted at large support operations that could be
operated internally or by outsourcing operations. Consequently, outsourcers are of
interest to Clarify as a key target sector (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 ClearHelpdesk’s product positioning

Business support
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Product architecture
Clarify has a base architecture on which all of its products are developed. Clarify
sells this base with all its products; code is enabled according to which licences
have been bought.
Clarify’s suite is a three-tier client-server product developed mainly in C and C++
(migrating over this and future releases to a component-based architecture). This
means that presentation, application and data access layers are abstracted from
each other. The data access layer, which manages the interaction between the
application and the database, is called POMS (persistent object management
system). The data access layer is independent of the database platform and SQL is
generated for each database platform by POMS. ClearHelpdesk can use databasespecific features of each DBMS, such as stored procedures and triggers.
POMS manages the data dictionary in ClearHelpdesk (including customisation
details) and handles other DBMS tasks such as transaction rollback in system
failures and deadlock prevention.
The latest version of Clarify has introduced Tuxedo for Unix and NT versions to
provide messaging services, thread-safe transaction control and mechanisms for
legacy integration. The use of Tuxedo makes ClearHelpdesk a more robust option
for large-scale implementation.

Platforms
Operating system (server)

Unix and Windows NT.
Operating system (client)

Windows 3.x, 95, 98 and NT, Unix.
Hardware (server)

HP, Compaq (Alpha), Sun, PC (for Windows NT) and RS/6000.
Databases supported

Oracle, Sybase and Microsoft SQL Server.
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Usage
Typical application
Georgia-Pacific, one of the world’s leading forest products companies, uses
ClearHelpdesk to manage a corporate-level help desk as well as 12 division help
desks. More than 200 service providers use Clarify to handle 15,000 cases – 30,000
phone calls each month.
Georgia-Pacific’s help desk provides 24×7 support for computer systems users at
more than 100 facilities in the US and Canada, providing support for the
company’s network infrastructure (including a WAN that covers more than 300
Georgia-Pacific sites throughout the US). This installation has a server running
Windows NT 3.51 with Microsoft SQL Server 6.0 with Windows 3.1 and Windows
95 clients.

Very large application
Microsoft’s enterprise technical support organisation comprises over 4,500
engineers in seven countries, servicing 120,000 cases a month. It provides 24×7
support on a worldwide basis, with three global support centres using one system.
Clarify’s system has been in use since February 1996.
Microsoft has achieved a 30% faster problem resolution time since implementing
Clarify, with the number of ‘very satisfied’ customers increasing by 20% and a 15%
improvement in employee productivity. The ClearSupport application runs on a
single Compaq Proliant server with four Pentium processors running Windows NT
4.0 using an SQL Server 6.5 RDBMS. The clients run Windows 95 and Windows
NT. There are more than 1,500 concurrent users. The database is 36 gigabytes.

Technically challenging application
Xerox’s multi-vendor help desk despatches over 400 Xerox field service engineers
to service computer hardware and software on a contract basis for other
manufacturers and resellers. Approximately 90% of the incoming cases come into
Xerox’s ClearSupport systems via electronic transfer from two primary interfaces:
these were designed and built by a Xerox/Clarify joint implementation team. This
electronic case capture method allows Xerox to service approximately 8,000 cases
per month. This system was implemented in the first quarter of 1996. The server
is a Sun Solaris using Oracle 7.2.2. The clients run Windows NT. There are
approximately 200 analysts using the system concurrently.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
We have not evaluated ClearHelpdesk before; we have, however, evaluated
ClearSupport. Changes to the base technology since our evaluation of version 4.5
of ClearSupport include:
•

year 2000 compliance

•

introduction of e-link (to implement SIS 1.0)

•

introduction of task manager for setting up templates for commonly performed
changes (such as ‘new employee’)

•

mobile client

•

UI Editor is now 32-bit enabled

•

support for ActiveX

•

integration via Tuxedo.

Future enhancements
Clarify has several future enhancements planned. Those due for release by early
1999 are:
•

implementation of multiple currency support (including the euro)

•

a common interface for web and client-server clients.
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Company background
History
Clarify was founded in August 1990 as a developer of support and service
solutions. It released its first product in September 1992, aimed at both external
customer service and internal help desks.
Since then, the product set has grown to target both support and sales, centred
around ClearSupport as the flagship product for external customer support
functions. ClearHelpdesk, first released in December 1995, is a version of
ClearSupport tailored for large internal IT support organisations.
ClearSales, a salesforce automation system, was added in March 1996 through the
acquisition of Metropolis Software for the cost of $1.1 million. Full integration
between ClearSales and other products was achieved in the final quarter of 1997.
In 1998, Clarify released a call centre product called ClearCallCenter, as well as
targeting technical support in the telecommunications vertical market with
ClearSupport CommCenter.

Commercial
Clarify is quoted on the Nasdaq market (symbol: CLFY). In 1997, it reported
revenues of $88.2 million, an increase of 57% on revenues of $57 million in 1996.
Profits were $3.9 million, compared to $8.9 million in 1996, a decrease of 56%.
For the six months ending 30 June 1998, Clarify’s revenues were $54.7 million, up
41% over revenues of $38.8 million in the same period a year before. Net income
for the first six months of the 1998 fiscal year was $1.8 million, compared with net
income of $3.0 million in the same period the previous year.
Revenue is derived from both product sales and services: the ratio between these
two is approximately 70:30. Clarify spends 18% of its revenue on its R&D division.
Clarify employs 640 staff worldwide. It has branch offices in the UK, Germany,
France, Japan and Australia. The company’s products are used by 650 customers.
Of these, 111 are specifically for ClearHelpdesk customers, with approximately
20,000 registered (though not concurrent) analyst users.
Clarify products are resold by Compaq, Hewlett-Packard, Fujitsu and NEC.

Vendor positioning
Clarify uses the term ‘FrontOffice 98’ to describe its set of products: this collection
of businesses comprises sales, service, marketing, field service, inventory
management, quality assurance, contract support, change management and help
desk. Components of the FrontOffice suite can be bought separately or together –
in practice, most customers would start with one or two, adding others in time.
Clarify is positioning itself aggressively and solely in the customer relationship
management market, primarily competing against Vantive and Siebel. Ovum does
not consider help desk to be part of the customer relationship management vision,
although it is sometimes included in these suites – particularly by Clarify and
Vantive. Indeed most of the CRM vendors agree. There is a possibility, therefore,
that companies such as Clarify that include help desk as part of their CRM suite
will in future drop this in favour of further developing the sales, service and
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marketing components in order to compete more effectively with the companies
poised to make a big impact on the CRM market – Oracle, SAP and Baan.
The difficulty for Clarify is that, at present, sales to the help desk sector make up
a sizeable proportion of revenues – it is not easy (or indeed desirable) to leave a
revenue-generating market. Of course, it is worth remembering that it makes
perfect sense for a vendor at the high end of the market to sell large help desk
systems as well as large customer service ones – for example, to outsourcers –
because they are actually more similar than large help desk systems are to small
ones.
Sales for the purpose of ClearHelpdesk (including sales of related components)
make up 12–18% of Clarify’s revenues. Clarify hopes help desk revenues continue
to grow, but does not foresee an increase beyond one-third of revenues in future
due to its greater emphasis on the ‘classic’ CRM applications.
Clarify’s target vertical industries are:
•

high technology companies

•

telecommunications companies

•

financial services.

Sales to the telecommunications sector constitute approximately one-quarter of
Clarify’s revenues.
Clarify primarily operates in North America; sales to Europe comprise around
15% of its revenues, although Clarify is increasing its presence in Europe and
hopes to increase this proportion. Sales to Asia-Pacific are an even smaller
proportion: Clarify is attempting to increase its share here via relationships with
resellers such as NEC and Fujitsu.
Clarify is the only support software vendor so far to have implemented support for
the CSC/DMTF standard for exchanging trouble tickets (SIS version 1.0).
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Services and support
Training
Courses available include system familiarisation, customisation and problem
resolution.
Clarify does not offer analyst training; organisations are encouraged to run their
own training courses for analysts.

Consulting
As Clarify targets large accounts, it seeks to build direct relationships with
customers – even when a systems integrator is leading the account management.
Consulting services include implementation guidance, project management,
analysis and design, customisation, tuning, documentation and auditing.
Clarify also has relationships with many systems integrators, including
Cambridge Technology Partners, Ernst & Young, EDS, IBM and Digital.

Support
In addition to its product documentation, Clarify produces several white papers
such as template project plans and customisation guides.
Clarify offers a range of support services charged at 15–21% of costs.
Clarify offers an after-sale monthly ‘health check’ to its direct customers – this is
included within the maintenance fee for the premium rate.
Clarify states that its upgrade releases can be implemented within two hours:
given the extent and complexity of its installed base, this presents a significant
challenge. The ‘upgrade’ utility preserves customisation. The two hours is for the
physical upgrade of the production system (production downtime) and does not
include testing in a development environment prior to rollout.
Clarify operates user groups throughout the US, which meet on a regular basis. It
also presents an annual international user group conference every autumn.
There are no user groups in Europe or Asia-Pacific.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
US ($)

International
(UK£)

Per server

Per server

ClearHelpdesk & WebHelpdesk applications

20,000

14,800

Task manager

20,000

14,800

Full text search engine and WebFTS

20,000

14,800

Diagnosis Engine

20,000

14,800

ClearExpress

20,000

14,800

ClearReport tools

20,000

14,800

ClearExtensions API toolkit

20,000

14,800

ClearEnterprise replication engine, including
ClearHelpdesk rule pack

20,000

14,800

ClearCustomize tools

20,000

14,800

Script manager

20,000

14,800

Full universal user licence (concurrent)

4,000

3,000

Full universal user licence (mobile)

2,000

1,500

Restricted universal licence

500

370

Customers can purchase a licence for servers used for warm back-up or as a report
server. The price for this is $2,500 (£1,950).

Distribution
ClearHelpdesk is available direct through regional offices, or through SI partners.
Headquarters

Europe

Asia-Pacific

Clarify
2125 O’Nel Drive
San Jose
CA 95131
USA

Clarify
Wyvols Court
Swallowfield
Reading RG7 1PY
UK

Clarify (Asia-Pacific)
Level 6
122 Walker Street
North Sydney, NSW 2060
Australia

Tel: +1 888 252 7439 Tel: +44 1189 880213 Tel: +61 29923 0111
Fax: +1 408 573 3001 Fax: +44 1189 880360 Fax: +61 29955 2224
E-mail: info@clarify.com
http://www.clarify.com
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ClearHelpdesk has excellent support for logging, routing and escalation, and solid
contract support using its contract management module (included in our score).
Multi-process support is available by customisation. Supplied reporting is
generally weak.

Logging
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of 15 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.41 out of 1.5
points.
The activity log provides an audit trail of actions and events performed in
ClearHelpdesk. A case history log is also kept, tracking actions against a specific
case.
Callers can be identified using a phonetic search; for example, entering ‘Smith’
retrieves instances of ‘Smith’, ‘Smyth’ and ‘Smithe’.
Calls are placed in queues, general areas sub-divided as appropriate (by call type,
SLA and so on). From queues, work is assigned to specific analysts and the call is
transferred to a ‘work in progress’ (WIP) bin. Analysts can maintain multiple WIP
bins, including one that lists ‘all’ tasks.
ClearHelpdesk does not support SNMP or DMI directly. Events are detected by
the network or systems management system in use; this can, in turn, send
information to the ClearHelpdesk system via integration.
ClearHelpdesk automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
ü allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket, change request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets/change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered and caller-entered records
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered trouble tickets and caller-entered.
ClearHelpdesk supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
û SNMP and/or DMI events
ü web browsers.
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Maintaining dependencies
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of five out of seven üs, normalised to 0.36 out of 0.5
points.
Incidents can be related to each other as peers, or in a parent-child hierarchy.
Change requests are related to incidents (when a change is necessary to provide a
fix) or vice versa (when a change causes an incident). Individual tasks can be
defined and performed separately for each incident and change request; however,
there is no mechanism for setting dependencies between these tasks or using them
for scheduling.
ClearHelpdesk can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
ü between combinations of problems and changes
ü between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
ClearHelpdesk enables:
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be set
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket/change request to be performed by independent
parties in parallel
ü an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
ü an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests and trouble tickets intermingled
in the same queue.

Routing
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of seven out of eight üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 1
point.
Trouble tickets can be manually or automatically dispatched (assigned) to a queue
– this workflow is either enforced by the system, or it can simply suggest and be
overridden by an analyst or supervisor.
Assignment of a call to several analysts is performed by dividing the case (that is,
a contact) into sub-cases.
Call distribution can be performed via customisation to create ‘auto-destination
rules’ to queues according to call type, or via business rules that could monitor the
loading of queues and route calls accordingly. Likewise, business rules can be
defined to monitor the number of times a contact is routed and can send a
notification when a threshold is reached.
Customisation is required to implement the use of skills-based routing – this is
straightforward.
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ClearHelpdesk:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
ü maintains a calendar of analyst availability
ü supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
û spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
ü assigns a trouble ticket/change request to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of 12 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.92 out of 1 point.
Notification and alerts are defined through business rules.
Receipt of a contact is platform-dependent, but can be signalled by a pop-up and/or
by a sound event.
Clarify’s Notifier Engine can be run separately from the ClearSupport application.
It can also be deployed separately.
Clarify’s ‘flashes’ are used to provide prior notification of issues before escalation.
They communicate contact-specific information to an analyst immediately upon
receipt of a call and identification of the caller. Flashes are useful for advising
analysts of up-to-date information on callers.
It is possible to set up rules so that callers are notified of change in status over the
lifecycle of an incident. This requires notification information to be maintained for
each caller.
In order to notify callers of an impending event – that maintenance will be
performed on server a overnight, for example – then ClearHelpdesk enables an
analyst to list all affected parties via the asset records for the affected part. In
order to notify them, the analyst would then need to construct an e-mail.
ClearHelpdesk:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
ü runs alerter separately from main support system
ü deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
û notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (for instance, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
ü defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.
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Prioritisation
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of 5 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5 points.
ClearHelpdesk can assign a ‘priority’ code to a case – the significance and
terminology of this is configurable, but it usually indicates the severity of the
problem. A ‘severity’ code is also assigned, which is used typically to document the
customer’s perceived urgency.
ClearHelpdesk:
ü maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
ü has configurable levels of urgency
ü has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of seven out of seven üs, normalised to 1 out of 1
point.
Escalations are defined through business rules.
A case is either ‘open’ or ‘closed’; however, codes can be attached to designate the
status of a case, such as ‘resolved but not yet accepted by the customer’.
ClearHelpdesk allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and trouble ticket closure
ü routing of event, tasking to other analysts on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
ü definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
ü modification of presentation of escalated call (for example, flashing).

Contract support
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of seven out of eight üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 1
point.
Clarify’s Contract Manager is a utility embedded within ClearHelpdesk. It is used
to define and maintain information on SLAs, contracts and other agreements.
Clarify does not support supplier contracts – there is no concept of ‘supplier’ in
Clarify.
A ClearContracts module is also available as an option (not included in our
scores). This was developed in partnership with, and funded by, five Clarify
customers. It has advanced contract management functions.
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ClearHelpdesk has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
û support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
ü multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
ü multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
ü budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of six out of six üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
ClearHelpdesk can be customised to provide multiprocess support. Much of the
required functionality can be defined in the ‘policies and customer manager’ utility
(see Customisation).
ClearHelpdesk allows:
ü definition of multiple trouble ticket/change request types
ü differentiation of type at call time
ü logical segmentation of database (for example, trouble ticket numbers for each
trouble ticket type)
ü multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
ü dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (of routing,
escalation, and so on).

Reporting
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of 15 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.07 out of 1.5
points.
Reporting is supplied by integration with Actuate, as standard however, it is also
possible for the customer to use any reporting tool they wish.
Eleven standard reports are supplied; these can be modified through parameters.
Query Builder is the supplied monitoring tool. Queries can be built for personal or
public use – typically, the system administrator defines standard queries and
distributes these to analysts. The tool is also used for trend analysis. Graphical
reporting features are supplied by integration with ActiveX controls.
There is no dynamic monitoring.
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ClearHelpdesk:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies predefined reports
û supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports ‘query by example’ (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products/services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so
on).
ClearHelpdesk reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
û pictorial charts
û 3-D surface.
ClearHelpdesk:
û has real-time monitoring
û produces monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a standalone machine
û allows definition of refresh period.
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ClearHelpdesk does not score well mainly because of the approach to help desk that
Clarify takes – that is, primarily for supporting external customers rather than
internal IT support. While it is certainly possible to provide better asset tracking
and management capability by customisation and integration (in which Clarify is
strong), asset management is not one of ClearHelpdesk’s strengths.

Capture asset information
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of zero out of ten üs, normalised to 0 out of 3 points.
ClearHelpdesk has no facilities for directly capturing asset information, relying on
integrated systems management functionality.
In order to access this functionality, it is necessary to integrate and customise.
Clarify does not supply ready interfaces and hence credit is not given here.
ClearHelpdesk can automatically:
û detect hardware and software assets
û collect asset performance statistics
û receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
û capture software usage information (software metering)
û generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset-tagging mechanism
û record information from and generate software distribution
û update assets as required by a task.
ClearHelpdesk can achieve:
û remote access to files on a networked PC
û remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
û remote start-up and shutdown of networked PCs.

Maintain asset information
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of five out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.04 out of 2.5
points.
ClearHelpdesk enables basic asset information to be stored and maintained. More
extensive asset information may be kept by performing customisation.
Basic classification of assets can be performed by using the defaults ‘hardware’
and ‘software’ – these enable some specific details to be maintained; for example,
version number for ‘software’ types.
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ClearHelpdesk can:
ü keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
û for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
û check software licences are up to date
û check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
ü record information at asset and asset type level enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset, and per type of asset
ü maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
û maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
û issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life; for example, if a warranty
expires
ü record more than one service level agreement/warranty against each asset type
û monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price and replacement value
û enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning and purchasing.

Maintain asset links
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of eight out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.54 out of 2.5
points.
Asset relationships can be maintained: a distinction is made between component
relationships and connection relationships, which are treated distinctly.
A business process view of assets can be maintained by using the ‘service’
classification, meaning that a service can be defined according to a business
process – ‘payroll’, for example – and then each asset used in that process is
defined as part of that service. This is not a standard implementation.
ClearHelpdesk can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in this PC)
ü maintain peer-to-peer asset dependencies (for example, a PC connected to the
network)
ü provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
û provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
ü maintain occasional links (if a laptop is sometimes connected to the network, for
example)
ü link people and their assets
ü show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
û have an asset without an owner
û have an asset with more than one owner
ü enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
û enforce rules about the configuration of assets, (for example, checking software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on)
ü record site-level information
û display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.
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Maintain supplier information
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of zero out of six üs, normalised to 0 out of 1 points.
Clarify does not provide any supplier-based functionality since there is no concept
of supplier in the Clarify suite.
ClearHelpdesk can:
û keep a record of suppliers, with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
û link supplier to asset type it supplies
û enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
û maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
û enable processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
û enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier as well as internally.
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ClearHelpdesk performs well in our criteria, despite the fact that it has poor
support for standard responses and a lack of automated problem-solution pair
analysis. Our score includes use of the Diagnosis Engine and Clarify FTS, which
contribute to the score extensively.

Standard response
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of one out of four üs, normalised to 0.25 out of 1
point.
Standard responses can be implemented using the case type by defining a case
type of ‘standard’ and then using a new drop-down field to designate the type of
standard response. Such customisation is not complex to implement.
It is possible to develop a report to list the most common problems encountered;
however, this is not supplied as standard.
To make standard responses directly accessible to callers requires that the above
customisation is applied to the web interface.
ClearHelpdesk can:
ü add and update standard responses
û access standard response by one key or option
û suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
û make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of ten out of ten üs, normalised to 2.5 out of 2.5
points.
The knowledge base utility provides the interface to KnowledgeBroker and
ServiceWare products.
A full text search engine is available from Clarify. ClearExpress WebSupport
allows access to the ClearHelpdesk database for self-diagnosis and is
supplemented by WebFTS (a full text search engine component). As well as
creating and tracking cases, customers can search the knowledge base and
download solutions (as attachments if necessary).
Fulcrum SearchServer version 3.5 is embedded within Clarify FTS. This provides
a high degree of information access capability.
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ClearHelpdesk can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
ü provide integrated access to web-based information (intranet/Internet)
ü use existing trouble ticket details to search information directly without entering a
separate search
ü perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
ü add/change links to new reference documents by option rather than
customisation
ü add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.

Information use
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of nine out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.73 out of 2.5
points.
The use of Clarify FTS provides good information use functionality.
FTS allows rankings to be based upon:
•

hit count – the total number of occurrences of individual words

•

terms count – the total number of search terms matched

•

terms ordered – which combines hit count, terms count and factors in
commonality of term in keyword index

•

rare terms – where emphasis is placed upon terms occurring in fewer sources;
especially useful for intuitive searches.

ClearHelpdesk can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
ü perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
ü enable refinement of search criteria during search
ü perform natural language queries, eliminating non-keywords ‘and’ ‘the’ and ‘a’
ü define the scope of the search (for example, only search headers, summary,
abstract)
ü regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
enable multilingual search.
ClearHelpdesk ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
ü based on semantic similarity to query
û based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
ü by number of times they have been used
û by age
û
by a combination of rules.
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Diagnosis
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of seven out of seven üs, normalised to 2 out of 2
points.
Diagnosis Engine (DE) is Clarify’s case-based deductive reasoning problem
resolution tool. DE is an optional module in ClearSupport; customers can also opt
to use Fulcrum’s SearchServer version 3.5 via Clarify FTS. In addition, Inference’s
CasePoint now integrates with ClearSupport. We include the use of DE and
Clarify FTS in our scores.
Diagnosis Engine is designed to exploit the accumulated knowledge of an
organisation, allowing novice analysts to provide solutions based upon the
expertise of more experienced staff. It is aimed at problems that are static in
nature. This focus is due to the DE being directly dependent on product
information held in the ClearSupport database. The investment in time and effort
in gathering and maintaining accurate product details means that the costeffectiveness of DE is gained over a long period.
DE returns solutions based on the number of times that a solution has been used.
Expertise levels of callers can be recorded and used to drive DE scripts.
Diagnosis Engine can start the analysis process at an appropriate point using
scanning algorithms to provide a subset of solutions based upon the results of its
scan.
Lists of past cases can be built dynamically from trend analysis. This list is
presented to the analyst as an aid to solving first-level problems.
ClearHelpdesk can:
ü help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
ü help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
ü keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
ü support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
ü provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
ü start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
ü detect deeper problems by analysis of current problems.

Solutions management
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of two out of seven üs, normalised to 0.29 out of 1
point.
A ‘solution’ is a workflow object, and can therefore be managed as any other object
within the Clarify environment, including an approval process, for example.
However, facilities for managing the content of solutions are not available.
ClearHelpdesk can:
ü add new problem-solution pairs to solution set by administrator
û optionally add a new problem-solution pair to solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
û suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to solution set
û select and add problem-solution pairs to solution set automatically
û aid organising solutions to optimise search
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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ClearHelpdesk has good packaged interfaces; however, external data can only be
accessed in realtime if the external database is of the same type as the database
being used for ClearHelpdesk. Clarify provides compliance with a range of common
or proprietary standards – in particular, the SIS from DMTF/CSC.

Data access
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of four out of four üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Clarify publishes a data dictionary with descriptions of each table, relationship
and column.
Real-time external data access is achievable via the API. Batch and near-real-time
interfaces are available via the ‘data exchange’ utility. External databases can be
read from and written to directly (using ClearBasic code), provided that the
database being accessed is of the same type as the database being used by
ClearHelpdesk – for example, a Sybase external database can be accessed if the
ClearHelpdesk application is using Sybase.
Clarify allows read-only access to the ClearHelpdesk database by any third-party
tool. Updates to the database are performed through APIs to ensure system-wide
data integrity.
ClearHelpdesk:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
ü allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
ClearHelpdesk defines external sources for data at field level by using:
ü ODBC and proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six common
DBMSs: MS SQL Server version 6.5+
Oracle version 7+
Sybase version 11+.

Application programming interface (API)
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of five out of seven üs, normalised to 1.43 out of 2
points.
The API is a set of C library functions. Knowledge of C programming is required to
use the API.
Data deletion is handled by a separate purge/delete function.
ClearHelpdesk’s API:
ü initiates a function
û retrieves data about the status of a function
ü returns error codes to initiating system
ü retrieves data from ClearHelpdesk
ü modifies data in ClearHelpdesk
û deletes data in ClearHelpdesk
ü creates data in ClearHelpdesk.
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Packaged interfaces
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of 20 out of 27 üs, normalised to 1.48 out of a
maximum of two points.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
Clarify usually uses partners to provide packaged proprietary interfaces.
ClearExtension’s Notes Agent is an application that runs on a Windows NT Notes
server and exchanges information between Notes and ClearHelpdesk. It can
operate over a WAN, LAN or dial-up line, and the data transfer period is
configurable. Clarify also offers a packaged interface to SAP.
ClearHelpdesk has a wide range of CTI interfaces.
ClearHelpdesk has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü Lotus Notes
ü SAP
ü Aspect CallCenter CTI
ü Lucent G3 CTI
ü Intecom CTI
ü NorTel Meridian CTI
ü Toshiba CTI
ü PureAtria.

Integrated suite of applications
ClearHelpdesk is part of an integrated suite of applications.
ClearHelpdesk is part of an integrated suite including:
ü ClearSales
ü ClearSupport
ü Quality management
ü Logistics/field service
ü ClearContracts
ü ClearEnterprise Traveller (mobile)
ü ClearCallCentre.

Integration with common management systems
Integration with network management systems and Info/Man is achieved using
Diplomat from Sterling Software. Integration with SMS, PureAtria and other
systems is available by using FirstChoice.
ClearHelpdesk is integrated with...
Network management systems:
ü HP OpenView
ü Sun NetManager
û Cabletron Spectrum.
Inventory management systems:
û Tally Systems NetCensus
û Intel LANDesk
ü IBM Info/Man.
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Systems management systems:
ü
Microsoft SMS
û
CA UniCenter
ü
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems:
û
Funk Proxy
û
Wanderlink
û
Timbuktu.
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Compliance with common/standard APIs
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of eight out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.8 out of 1.5
points.
Clarify’s mechanism for exchanging information with third-party systems via
DMI/DDTP and ITU X.790 is ‘e.link’ (formerly known as service link).
ClearHelpdesk is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
ü TAPI
ü MAPI
ü TSAPI
û VIM
û CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü
ü
û
û

HTML
CGI
NSAPI
ISAPI.

Information exchange
ü DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
û DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
û DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
ü ITU X.790
û SNMP.

Component architecture fit
Any one tick gets the available half-point. ClearHelpdesk has no compliance with
distributed component architectures.
However, the client for ClearHelpdesk supports both the ActiveX and the
JavaBeans interface – meaning that Clarify objects can be used by other
compliant software.
ClearHelpdesk is compliant with:
û Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft JavaBeans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
Any one tick gets the available half-point.
There are no command line interfaces.
A command line interface exists for:
û Unix
û DOS
û OS/2
û Win95/Win NT
û other.
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Scalability
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ClearHelpdesk’s architecture is technically advanced, enabling large numbers of
users to be supported from a single server. Distributed operations are supported in
two ways – data replication technology for distributed call centres, and mobile
clients for field engineers. Scalability is underlined by availability on scalable
platforms and databases.
Clarify provides two different clients on the Web to support end users and analysts:
WebSupport allows end users to create trouble tickets, search the public solutions in
the knowledge base and search for their trouble tickets. WebUser allows the support
staff to access ClearHelpdesk using a Java client.

Technical architecture
ClearHelpdesk scores five out of seven üs, normalised to 3.57 out of 5 points.
Clarify has overhauled its architecture and is moving towards a business object, or
component-based architecture.
Clarify abstracts data from processing, and processing from presentation.
Construction of ClearHelpdesk (and therefore customsiation) is based on a logical
object model, with mapping to the physical database at a separate level.
There is no mechanism for splitting core components of the application; however,
it is possible to determine the location of customised processes. This is performed
using ClearBasic (Clarify’s Visual Basic-type language), which allows the creation
of new functionality without modifying source code. ClearBasic is an interpreted
language, executed by a platform-independent process called CB Engine. Clarify
uses Tuxedo, which can determine the resource loading on the client-server
dynamically and execute ClearBasic processes on the appropriate machine.
Use of caching and DBMS-stored procedures helps to optimise network
performance.
ClearHelpdesk:
ü can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
ü uses a high-level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
ü can remove resource-intensive tasks (such as searching or printing) to
specialised servers asynchronously
ü can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
ü can change partitioning of processing between client and server
û is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
ClearHelpdesk scores five out of six üs, normalised to 0.83 out of 1 point.
Data replication is provided by ClearEnterprise’s Replication Engine, working in a
peer-to-peer fashion. However, each case is owned by a specific server – this
enables conflicts to be resolved. The Replication Engine works asynchronously and
controls data flow to the field level.
(Please note: the Replication Engine is available for the Sybase platform only.)
© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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ClearHelpdesk:
ü can support multiple DBMS servers.
ClearHelpdesk’s data replication capabilities:
ü are independent of native DBMS replication
ü are configured in a logical master-slave topology
ü ensure the selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
ü ensure that flexible reconciliation of data conflicts is catered for
û enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.

Web application
ClearHelpdesk scores nine out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.13 out of 1.5 points.
WebSupport allows end users to create trouble tickets, search the public solutions
in the knowledge base and search for their trouble tickets. WebUser allows the
support staff to access ClearHelpdesk using a Java client.
Neither of the web interfaces is linked to, or generated from, the usual client forms
and functionality. The HTML supplied out-of-the-box is modifiable using a thirdparty web-authoring tool.
An existing case can be updated via the Web, but only by adding a comment or
‘note’. Cases can also be closed.
The Web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user application.
The Web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
û distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The Web server offers:
û automated web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for problem, change tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of trouble tickets/change requests)
û data modification (for updating existing records)
ü ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü secure method of access to trouble tickets, change requests
ü secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
ClearHelpdesk scores three out of four üs, normalised to 0.38 out of 0.5 points.
ClearHelpdesk is not available directly as a mobile client version. However, it is
possible to configure a mobile client reasonably easily using the technology
supplied for mobile ClearSales clients.
Data synchronisation is performed by ‘Traveller’. The mobile database is usually
Microsoft Access, but will, in future, be Personal SQL Server (when SQL Server
7.0 is released).
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ClearHelpdesk is available in a:
û mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
ü has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
ü has a mobile database with small system requirements
ü has data update synchronisation.

Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available half-point.
ClearHelpdesk offers direct support for one or more of:
û Informix version 7+
û CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
ü MS SQL Server version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
ü Sybase version 11+
û DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available half-point.
Ovum’s server platforms
û OS/2 Warp
û OS400
ü Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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ClearCustomize is ClearSupport’s customisation toolset. It has an excellent range of
customisation features and is fairly easy to use. ClearBasic gives good functionality
but does require programming skills. We are particularly impressed by the
customisation management ability in ClearHelpdesk.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of eight out of eight üs, normalised to 2 out of 2
points.
Interface customisation is performed through the User Interface Editor, a forms
editor tool. New fields and tables to be used must first be created using the ‘data
dictionary editor’ (DDEditor). Multiple revisions of the same form can be saved in
resource configurations. This advanced feature allows the support of
multiplatform environments and also differentiates multiple analyst communities
(such as by geographic location, functional responsibility, time zone and so on).
System administrator-created fields are identified as such via an automatically
generated prefix.
ClearHelpdesk may be customised by:
ü allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing or removing fields
ü adding fields
ü adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of 14 out of 14 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Data access customisation is done using the DDEditor – this allows the creation of
database columns and tables. The logical data model is held as metadata in the
ClearHelpdesk database.
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ClearHelpdesk has:
ü a logical data model independent to implementation
ü a map of the logical model to physical data.
ClearHelpdesk may be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
ü using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
ü using columns from external databases as source of data for a field or process
ü adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field or process
ü removing columns
ü adding or removing tables
ü changing a relationship between tables
ü adding or removing a relationship between tables
ü changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
ü changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of 12 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.77 out of 3 points.
There are two ways to view business process customisation in ClearHelpdesk:
•

changes that can be performed using the option-driven dialogue boxes enable
changes to be made to existing business processes. This is easy to use and does
not require knowledge of programming languages. The fact that data access is
abstracted means that data elements can be dealt with without needing to
understand the underlying physical structure

•

more complex change can be implemented using more complex tools, including
ClearBasic (the 4GL based on Visual Basic) and the API.

Business process customisation has been simplified since our last evaluation. Ease
of use has been improved, with option-driven dialogue boxes, for more common
changes.
ClearHelpdesk can be customised by:
ü changing existing events and tasks
ü defining new events and tasks
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
ü defining and adding new business processes
ü removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
ClearHelpdesk:
ü enables definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than one
process
ü uses templates for processes, enabling just specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
ü a scripting environment
ü providing an API through which custom code components can be used.
© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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Management of customisation
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of six out of six üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Compatibility of customisation with software upgrades is guaranteed by Clarify.
Clarify quotes a two-hour timescale for system upgrades. All customisation to the
system is performed against a metadata definition, not the source code.
ClearHelpdesk provides a customisation management system that enables the
system administrator to track analysts and the customisations they use. This not
only allows multiprocess support, but also ensures traceability of customisation for
upgrade ease.
Customisations can be defined and maintained from a single administrator’s
desktop. When the user interface is customised, all changes, additions or deletions
are stored in tables as metadata. These customisations can be defined as specific
to a single user or set of users, or can be global, based upon the definition of user
privilege classes.
When a user logs on to ClearHelpdesk, Clarify compares the existing form
definitions held in the user’s local cache to the metadata on the server. If a newer
form definition is detected, that definition is loaded onto the user’s desktop for
immediate use.
ClearHelpdesk supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
ü maintenance of history of implementation and change
ü maintenance of information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer customisation from one point
ü upgrade without re-doing customisation.
Clarify offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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The user interface in ClearHelpdesk is reasonably well designed, with some
facilities to aid the analyst to perform common functions. Documentation and
online help lack a tutorial. Multilingual support is minimal as supplied, but can be
improved because there is support for Unicode.

Interfaces
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of eight out of nine üs, normalised to 2.67 out of 3
points.
Individual analysts can configure their desktop preferences. This configuration is
stored on the server; analysts can log on to any client machine and be presented
with their personal environment.
Clarify’s Account Manager features a context-sensitive display of data and widgets
based upon user interaction (that is, the point-and-click selection of filtering
criteria data).
Good use is made of tabbed screens.
ClearHelpdesk has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
ü common identification of all related open dialogues
û use of graphics to convey information
ü use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
ü diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests,
assets (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of six out of eight üs, normalised to 2.25 out of 3
points.
Clarify provides utilities that help an analyst to perform common functions.
The analyst can:
ü work on more than one record at the same time
ü start at any point with a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (extension number or last name, for
example)
ü switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link-related records
ü navigate by more than one method including menu, tabs
û navigate by hyperlinks, ‘drill-down’ metaphors
û clone an existing record, for ease of use.
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Documentation
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of 13 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.81 out of 1 point.
The documentation for ClearHelpdesk is extensive. It is available on paper or
electronic media.
Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide/user’s guide
û ‘getting started’ guide
û tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
ü CD-ROM
ü Acrobat (.PDF) files
û HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

Online help
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of two out of eight üs, normalised to 0.25 out of 1
point.
The online help is not customisable, although it can be supplemented.
ClearHelpdesk has:
û an online tutorial
û online documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
û context-sensitive help
û keyword searching
û configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
û wizards to aid use of the system.
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Multilingual support
ClearHelpdesk scores a total of five out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.36 out of 1 point.
Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
û locality-specific currency formats
û swapping ‘point’ and ‘comma’ as separators for decimals or thousands
û translation tables for literal strings
û right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew or Arabic)
ü two-byte characters (such as Kanji or Mandarin)
ü Unicode support
û
multiple language versions in same installation.
We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü Kanji.
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System administration
Set-up
The initial set-up and implementation can take from one week to 120 days – it is
typically around 60–120 days. The amount of time required is dependent on the
availability of an organisation’s staff and their time, and the complexity of the
installation; for example, whether a company will need multiple products, legacy
data conversion or connection to external data sources.

Administration
Clarify provides several system administration features.

Set-up
•

Country and time zone setting.

•

Defining date and time settings.

•

Importing legacy data via data exchange utility.

•

User privilege class set-up and maintenance.

•

Establishment of data-driven security.

•

MAPI e-mail messaging support.

•

Configuring your Clarify application environment.

•

Set-up and customisation of reports.

•

Online help set-up.

•

Auto-destination rule definition and maintenance.

Configuration

Ongoing maintenance
•

Management of business rule properties and recipient aliases.

•

Purging and archiving cases, sites and contacts.

•

Management and use of Clarify’s server scripts (such as the database tuning
script or database schema update script).

•

Optimising performance of Clarify’s Notifier server.

•

Schedule tracker set-up and maintenance.

•

Licence management.

Clarify’s Autoconnect feature reconnects clients to the application server in the
event of a server and/or network failure.
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Security
Clarify provides the following security and access control mechanisms:
•

assign multiple security levels (administrator, manager and so on)

•

set access control

•

set and verify passwords

•

allow managers to add, change and delete passwords

•

provide audit trails

•

provide console independence (log in to any console)

•

locking at record, field and format level.
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At a glance
Developer
Computer Associates, Islandia, New York, USA

Versions evaluated
Paradigm aka AHD, version 4.0

Key points
Base data
• Targeted at large and/or complex internal IT support operations
• Runs on Oracle, Sybase, Open Ingres, Informix, and MS SQL Server
• Server runs on Unix (HP-UX, Sun Solaris, IBM AIX) and Windows NT
Strengths
• Process management good as supplied
• Can support large numbers of users in distributed locations
• ‘Scratch pad’ interface enables flexibility in working practice at the front line
Points to watch
• Customisation requires programming skills
• There are few facilities for proactive asset management
• Problem resolution needs to be supplemented by integration

Scores
1

2
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9

10

Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability
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Price points
We give a price point for 10, 50 and 200 concurrent analysts, based on the detailed
price information given below.
Prices are shown in thousands of US dollars.
1
2
4
8
15
30
60
é
10
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Product glossary
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Term

Description

AHD

Advanced Help Desk – integrated with Unicenter-TNG.
Targeted to internal IT help desk

Incident report

Produced when an event of interest has occurred (can
be associated with a problem – may be repeated
incidents of one problem)

Paradigm

Standalone version of AHD (available without UnicenterTNG, but bundled with the Unicenter framework)

Request

CA’s terminology for a trouble ticket. Used to track
interactions with customers and problems

Trouble ticket

CA’s terminology for a problem. Used with legacy
problem management module

Unicenter-TNG

CA’s network and systems management suite

Work folder

A standard category of request; for example, when a
new employee starts there are standard things to do
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Verdict
Paradigm is part of Computer Associates’ approach to managing the internal IT
infrastructure of an organisation.
The emphasis for Paradigm is to provide a console for managing problems and
changes, regardless of their source. It is consequently strong in process
management, the functionality that Paradigm contributes to Unicenter, as well as
bi-directional integration within the Unicenter family. However, CA expects that
functionality for asset management would be acquired by integration with CA’s
asset management product (AimIT); consequently, what is provided within
Paradigm is basic. We have included functionality from AimIT in our evaluation.
The ease with which customisation can be performed has improved with the
release of the Graphical Forms Editor, which provides option-driven interfaces to
customise interfaces and data access. However, some coding is still required.
Customisation of business processes is more complex than customisation of the
interface and data access, and must be performed using programming skills.
Advanced customisation is usually performed by Computer Associates.
Paradigm is scalable to large numbers of concurrent users by virtue of its
architecture, with the ability to support multiple data servers via its own data
replication capabilities. Paradigm has two web interfaces: one for users and the
other for analysts. Paradigm does not have a mobile client.
Problem resolution is basic as supplied, but can be vastly improved by integrating
with products from Verity, ServiceSoft, ServiceWare and Inference. CA provides
this integration as standard, but the products themselves must be acquired
separately.
Paradigm presents a straightforward, though plain, interface. It has been much
improved in this latest release by the introduction of tabs, which enable access to
related information from each form.
Paradigm is available in English, French and German languages.

Typical usage
Paradigm is typically used by between ten and 20 analysts in an internal IT
support environment, although there are several installations with hundreds of
analysts.
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Product overview
Product positioning
CA sells three flavours of help desk products. Paradigm is the standalone help
desk product targeted at large organisations. AHD is the equivalent of Paradigm
within the Unicenter TNG suite. ServiceIT is a separate product (unrelated to
Paradigm/AHD) sold as a workgroup product.
Paradigm is targeted at the IT help desk market. It provides strong integration
with network and systems management systems as a key part of problem
resolution – problems can be detected and solved, and solutions implemented via
this integration (depending on implementation).
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Asset management and change management are key to Computer Associates’
vision of the IT help desk, and play a significant role in problem resolution.

Business Support
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Product architecture
Paradigm is developed as a client-server application with a three-tier architecture.
Application development is based on an object-oriented scripting language.
Paradigm includes components for request management, change management,
problem management (although this has been superseded by request management
and change management, problem management continues to be maintained for
existing customers) and knowledge management.
Paradigm can be integrated with other CA products, including AimIT (for asset
management), ControlIT (remote PC control), ShipIT (software delivery) and
Unicenter-TNG Framework.
Unicenter-TNG Advanced Help Desk (AHD) is CA’s equivalent to Paradigm when
it is sold as part of the Unicenter-TNG suite. It can be integrated with TNG’s
Asset Management Option (for asset management), Remote Control Option
(remote PC control) and Software Distribution Option among other UnicenterTNG options.
Note that the corresponding standalone products and integrated suite options are
effectively the same products, with different names for marketing purposes.

Platforms
Operating system (server)
HP-UX, Sun Solaris, IBM AIX and Windows NT.
Operating system (client)
Windows 95, Windows NT and Motif/XWindows.
Hardware (server)
Sun, IBM, HP and PC.
Databases supported
A proprietary relational database is supplied as part of Paradigm. If required,
support is also provided for Oracle, Sybase, Informix, Ingres and MS SQL Server.
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Usage
Typical application
RAM Mobile Data is in the wireless communications industry. It uses Paradigm
for internal IT support. RAM Mobile Data has been using Paradigm since 1994,
with 20 concurrent analysts, installed on a Solaris server. RAM Mobile Data uses
its own Microsoft Access reporting tools to report on data in the support database.
Very large application
Allstate is an insurance company using Paradigm for consolidated support
(including IT). Paradigm was first installed in 1996. Allstate has over 45,000
employees worldwide, with 14,500 field agents using the support system, of which
approximately 100 are concurrent. Allstate’s IT environment is complex with a
variety of platforms, hardware and software. The company has installed Paradigm
on Solaris and AIX servers in four data centres in the US.
Technically challenging application
Excel Communications, a telecommunications provider, installed Advanced Help
Desk in 1997. AHD is being used for supporting those customers using the longdistance network. Customers call in to report problems and submit service
requests. AHD has been extensively customised for use in Excel’s environment,
and integrated with the company’s existing Sybase customer databases. AHD is
used by 25 concurrent analysts, installed on HP/UX and NT machines.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
We evaluated Paradigm version 3.5 in 1997. All changes planned at that time
have been implemented. Changes introduced with version 4.0 include:
• Analyst Web – a web-based interface for analysts, enabling full functionality
with customisable template forms in HTML
• enhanced asset information services capability, including the ability to
populate and maintain asset attributes using automatic discovery tools and
manual methods
• new component for change management, to manage processes and
authorisation associated with change requests
• both asset information services and change management make use of new
features: domains and delegation
• data partitions provide enhanced security by allowing data access to be set
according to the content of the data
• delegation is based on open gateway technology and facilitates the exchange of
trouble tickets across physical domain servers, using the NMF’s ‘smart ticket’
exchange standard, with three options:
ticket is assigned to another server, but original server retains ownership
ticket is assigned with transfer of ownership, maintaining a shadow copy on the
original server
ticket is assigned with transfer of ownership, leaving no copy on the original
server
• streamlined business process
• parent/child requests
• enhanced escalation/notification
• Unicenter-TNG and request management interface
• request and change templates
• knowledge tool enhancements
• enhanced assignment groups (to define members and managers of a group)
• service types
• improved time-zone management (uses time zone of caller)
• enhanced reporting using Microsoft Access as a reporting mechanism
• CTI integration
• remote control interface
• AMO interface (Asset Management Option)
• FAXServe interface (for notification).
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Future enhancements
The next release, version 4.1, is due for release in 1999. No details are available at
this time.
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Company background
History
Paradigm was first developed in 1992 by Networx. Networx was acquired by
Legent in 1993. CA acquired Legent in 1995.
Paradigm became part of the Unicenter family of products, and named AHD.
Paradigm can also be bought separately, under its own name.
CA was founded in 1976, and registered as a public company in 1981.
In May 1998, CA bought Professional Help Desk, another help desk software
vendor. CA is positioning PHD’s product at the low-end workgroup level, while
AHD/Paradigm remains a high-end (‘enterprise’) product. PHD’s product, formerly
known as PHD, will henceforth be known as ServiceIT. The Unicenter-TNG
framework will be bundled with ServiceIT.

Commercial
Computer Associates is a public company, listed on the New York stock exchange
(symbol: CA).
In fiscal year 1998 (ended March 1998), revenues were $4,719 million, an increase
of 14% over revenues of $4,040 million in fiscal year 1997. Net income was $1,169
million, an improvement of 219% from a net income of $366 million in fiscal 1997.
A breakdown of accounts per product is not available. Ovum estimates that
revenues for the Unicenter family of products (including Paradigm/AHD) account
for one-third of all revenues.
There are 800 installed Paradigm/AHD customers. Two out of every three
purchases of Unicenter-TNG include AHD – the Unicenter-integrated version of
Paradigm.
Computer Associates has a development partner programme. Partners include
ServiceSoft, Inference, ServiceWare, Aspect Telecommunications, IET-Intelligent
Electronics and Ziff-Davis.
Computer Associates employs 10,000 people in 160 offices in 40 countries
worldwide.

Vendor positioning
It is Computer Associates’ mission to ‘provide mission-critical systems and
support’. Computer Associates develops, licenses and supports more than 500
integrated products, including enterprise computing and information
management, application development, manufacturing and financial applications.
Computer Associates concentrates heavily on the IT infrastructure sector,
providing not just software, but a ‘framework’ to manage the IT environment. This
framework provides a vision of how the IT environment should be managed and
an approach to implementing it through integration between products that
perform each of the tasks within the framework.
Unicenter-TNG is the flagship product at the centre of Computer Associates’
framework. It has gained wide acceptance in the market, to the extent that
Computer Associates has managed to persuade its competitors in the network and
systems management market (including HP) to subscribe to its framework,
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including commitment to providing software that will work as a component with
other software components.
Paradigm was acquired as part of Computer Associate’s vision for a complete
range of products to support the IT infrastructure of an organisation. PHD was
acquired to enable CA to move down to smaller IT departments, as well as
catering for larger ones.
Computer Associates sells hundreds of products, including Jasmine, OpenIngres,
OpenRoad, CA-Endevor, Opal and CA-Discovery 2000.
Computer Associates has entered other markets through a diverse collection of
subsidiaries, including ACCPAC International, Cheyenne, Acacia Technologies,
DistribuPro, Enterprise Financial, Infresco, MK Group and NetHaven.
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Services and support
Training
Computer Associates (CA) provides training for product implementation and use,
as well as advanced instruction on how to use the product efficiently. Training is
conducted on-site or at CA’s regional learning centres.

Consulting
CA’s Professional Services group provides consultancy, including implementation
and more complex customisation.
Consulting services are offered in the areas of conversion, planning, design,
assessment, instruction and implementation.
CA’s help desk solutions are also distributed globally via VARs, systems
integrators, distributors and OEMs.

Support
CA has a ‘total client care programme’ (CA-TCC). CA-TCC is a comprehensive
service and support programme to enable users to co-ordinate and control their
software management activities. CA-TCC users can use the Web to gain real-time
access to support information, download fixes, communicate with technical
support on existing issues and to initiate new issues.
Services are available on CompuServe to access public forums, as well as press
releases and information bulletins. The CA Ombudsman Desk provides service to
clients if required.
Licences include usage and maintenance for fixed periods, which can be extended
beyond the contract terms for an annual fee (negotiated with CA).
Both the International Paradigm Service Desk and Unicenter-TNG Advanced
Help Desk user groups are supported by CA.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
A Unicenter TNG Advanced Help Desk (AHD) Option power licence begins at
approximately $6,400 (the licence fee depends on machine configuration). A
Paradigm Enterprise Edition five-seat licence also begins at approximately $6,400
(again, the licence fee depends on machine configuration).

Distribution
Paradigm is available from Computer Associates’ offices, and from channel
partners worldwide.
North America

Europe

Asia-Pacific

Computer Associates
1 Computer Associates Plaza
Islandia
NY 11788-7000
USA

Computer Associates
CA House
183–187 Bath Road
Slough
UK

Computer Associates
9 Temasek Blvd, #1001
Suntec City Tower 2
Singapore 038989

Tel: 1 516 225 5224
Tel: 1 800 CALL CAI
Fax: 1 516 342 5734

Tel: +44 1753 577 733

Tel: +65 337 2822

Fax: +44 1753 825 464

Fax: +65 337 4822

E-mail: info@cai.com
Web: www.cai.com
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Paradigm provides good process management capability as standard. Paradigm
has particularly strong support for allowing integrated systems to log calls directly.
Multi-processes are supported. Reporting is much improved in this release.

Logging
Paradigm scores a total of 16 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
Details can be auto-filled by entering either a name, the caller identification
number, telephone number, organisation or location.
Paradigm has a ‘scratch pad’ screen, which is a useful starting point for all calls. It
enables information to be taken down, before deciding whether the caller is calling
with a query, problem or change request. Once the appropriate form is decided
and selected, the details entered in the scratch pad are transferred automatically.
‘Caller profile’ maintains information about callers, their assets, the organisation
they belong to and a history of trouble tickets and change requests.
Trouble tickets can be logged directly by integrated systems. CA’s view of the help
desk is that ‘service’ is maintained by ensuring that the IT is available to help
people do their jobs. Information about faults in IT may come from several
sources, only one of which is people calling the help desk.
It is possible to log trouble tickets by e-mail, by sending an e-mail to the ‘Paradigm
user’. The body of the e-mail must define the aspects of the trouble ticket using
fields – which means that callers may find this a difficult medium to use. Existing
trouble tickets may also be queried via e-mail; these must use the unique
identification number to identify the query object.
Paradigm automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
ü allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket, change request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
Paradigm automatically:
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets/change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered records and caller-entered ones
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered trouble tickets and caller-entered ones.
Paradigm supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
ü SNMP and/or DMI events
ü web browsers.
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Figure 2 Logging

Maintaining dependencies
Paradigm scores a total of 6 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.43 out of 0.5 points.
Paradigm enables relationships to be maintained between trouble tickets, change
requests and service requests. A trouble ticket may have a worklog (a change
request always does), enabling tasks to be hierarchically related to its parent or
generating request.
Task co-ordination capability is available for change orders only; not for trouble
tickets.
All assigned tasks, change requests, trouble tickets and service requests can be
listed in one queue, by performing a trivial customisation.
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Paradigm can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
ü between combinations of problems and changes
ü between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
Paradigm enables:
ü dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be set
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket/change request to be performed by independent
parties in parallel
ü an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
ü an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests and trouble tickets intermingled
in the same queue.

Routing
Paradigm scores a total of 5 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.63 out of 1 point.
Routing is known as ‘transfer’ in Paradigm.
Paradigm enables manual routing to dispatch call requests and trouble tickets to
individuals or groups. However, automatic routing is not performed.
Analysts and management can use the scoreboard and custom call counts to
manage their routing; however, this is still a manual process.
Actions associated with a trouble ticket (problem) can be assigned to multiple
analysts concurrently.
Paradigm stores analysts’ skills differently than other products do. Analysts are
associated with subject areas, rather than subject areas being associated with
analysts. Paradigm can be configured to automatically route requests to the
analyst who specialises in the requested subject area.
The disadvantage to this approach is that analysts can be associated with one skill
set only, so if there is a requirement to store multiple skills, it must be done by
setting up a matrix of groups for analysts. For example, to signify that an analyst
has technical skills and language skills requires an exponential number of groups
– MS Office and French, MS Office and German, MS Office and Swedish, e-mail
and French, e-mail and German, e-mail and Swedish, MS Office and e-mail and
French – and so on, to the extreme where each analyst belongs to a group of one in
order to accurately and completely cover skill sets. While credit has been given for
this capability, because it is possible, we note that it is likely to be unwieldy where
skill sets are diverse.
Routing calls to the most available analyst is usually handled by the telephony
system.
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Paradigm:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
û maintains a calendar of analyst availability
û
supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
û spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
ü assigns a trouble ticket/change request to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
Paradigm scores a total of 13 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Notifications are set to occur automatically depending on events. Predefined
activity types are: callback, close, dispatch, escalate, event occurred, field update,
initial, log, manual notify, re-open, research, status change, transfer (routing).
Callers can be notified of impending events via the web interface and ‘message of
the day’.
Notifications can be set at different urgency levels; for example: emergency, high,
low or normal.
Notification can now also be performed by fax, via new integration with
FAXServe.
Paradigm:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
ü runs alerter separately from main support system
ü deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
ü notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (for instance, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
ü defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
Paradigm scores a total of 5 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5 points.
Paradigm maintains four measures of priority: priority, impact, severity and
urgency.
Priority measures the importance of the problem. Calls are escalated based on
priority, within which there are also escalation levels – so two calls with the same
priority, but with different escalation levels are not of the same ‘importance’.
Severity measures according to how many people are affected and refers to the
degree to which the call request affects the network. Urgency measures the
timeliness required for the solution and the importance of the business tasks
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affected by the call request. Urgency refers to severity. Impact identifies the
caller’s perception of the significance of the call request.
Paradigm:
ü maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
ü has configurable levels of urgency
ü has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
Paradigm scores a total of 6 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.86 out of 1 point.
Each priority has escalation levels within it. A call therefore always has the same
priority, but the escalation level changes over time as the call is escalated.
For each priority, the escalation level can start at a different point, so highpriority calls start at escalation level three, while low-priority calls start at
escalation level zero.
Escalation rules are defined to the event monitor using SQL, enabling complex
rules to be used.
Paradigm allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and closure
ü routing of event to other analyst on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
ü definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
û modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour, flashing).

Contract support
Paradigm scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Paradigm provides support for contracts (called service level agreements, or
SLAs). SLAs can now be set both for the company or group providing services, as
well as for the group (users) that service is being supplied to. SLAs for users is
new in version 4.0.
For each SLA, the service, and the organisation providing the service, is defined
and a calendar (for example, business hours Monday to Friday, plus Saturday
morning) and checkpoints are set. Notifications can be defined to occur when
checkpoints are breached.
Budget and cost monitoring can be performed, although currently this is a manual
process, not explicitly linked to contracts.
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Paradigm has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
ü support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
ü multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
ü multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
ü budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
Paradigm scores a total of 6 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Paradigm enables multi-process support through customisation.
Paradigm allows:
ü definition of multiple trouble tickets, change request types
ü differentiation of type at call time
ü logical segmentation of database (for example, contact numbers for each type)
ü multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
ü dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (of routing,
escalation, and so on).

Reporting
Paradigm scores a total of 18 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.29 out of 1.5 points.
Computer Associates has improved on reporting capability since our last
evaluation. CA now supplies a runtime version of MS Access as standard, to
enable use of its supplied report templates by all of its customers, as well as the
creation of new or custom reports.
Paradigm performs monitoring, in that the call management window maintains
‘counts’ of calls, according to defined criteria. This main window always maintains
at least a count of calls that are open and closed – assigned and unassigned.
Paradigm:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies predefined reports
ü supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports ‘query by example’ (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products/services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
û allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so
on).
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Paradigm reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
û pictorial charts
û 3-D surface.
Paradigm:
ü has real-time monitoring
ü monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a stand-alone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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Paradigm can store asset information; however, little functionality is available
through Paradigm for using asset information to proactively manage assets – this
is provided through integration with other CA products: AimIT, ShipIT and
ControlIT. This functionality has been included in this evaluation, though this
increases the cost of such a solution, since required functionality must be purchased
separately. A business process view of assets is possible, but you cannot view all
assets used in a particular process.

Capture asset information
Paradigm scores a total of 8 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2.4 out of 3 points.
Integration with Unicenter enables assets to be detected automatically, and for
information to be received from a self-diagnosing asset. Software distribution is
achieved by integration with ShipIT (for Paradigm) or with Software Delivery
Option (for AHD).
Software usage information is generated and passed to Paradigm by integration
with AimIT (for Paradigm) or with Asset Management Option (AMO) for AHD.
Remote operation is achieved through integration with ControlIT for Paradigm,
and with Remote Control Option for AHD.
Asset IDs are generated automatically for each asset, and can be integrated with
asset-tagging mechanisms via the Paradigm API. This requires customisation and
therefore credit is not given.
Paradigm can automatically:
ü detect hardware and software assets
û collect asset performance statistics
ü receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
ü capture software usage information (software metering)
û generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
ü record information from, and generate software distribution
ü update assets as required by a task.
Paradigm can achieve:
ü remote access to files on a networked PC
ü remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
ü remote start-up and shutdown of networked PCs.

Maintain asset information
Paradigm scores a total of 9 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.88 out of 2.5 points.
Each asset is a ‘system component’. These can be classified using Paradigm’s four
asset families: computer, hardware, software and service. The asset families
enable asset-specific information to be tracked.
A manufacturer code can be defined for each asset (for example, Dell or Compaq),
which further aids the grouping and classification of assets.
‘Service status codes’ are used to define the status of each asset – whether it is
discontinued, in repair, in service or spare. This is extremely useful, since it
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acknowledges that not all assets are in use at all times, yet there remains a need
to keep track of where they are.
It is possible to check that there are enough software licences, since the parent–
child structure enables a check to be maintained against the number of licences
bought for a package (the parent) whenever a new instance (child) is installed.
However, within Paradigm there is no way of checking whether too many licences
have been bought. Checking software licensing is performed by integration with
AimIT (or AMO). Financial information is not maintained directly in Paradigm,
although there is a field to store a financial reference, to correspond with the
reference number used in an accounting package, for example.
Maintenance notes can be entered into the asset log. Service information is also
captured as part of the service information displayed on the service tab; that is
expense code, responsible organisation, maintenance organisation, maintenance
vendor and responsible vendor. It is possible to set up a service type that defines
maintenance points and associated notifications for assets. These service types are
then associated with ‘permanently open’ requests.
Paradigm can:
ü keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
ü for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
ü check software licences are up to date
ü check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
ü record information at asset and asset type level enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset, and per type of asset
ü maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
ü maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
ü issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life; for example, warranty
expires
û
record more than one service level agreement/warranty against each asset type
û monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price, replacement value
û enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning, and purchasing.

Maintain asset links
Paradigm scores a total of 10 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.92 out of 2.5 points.
Business process views are enabled by the ‘organisation’ device. Organisation is
specified for each asset and it states what the asset is used for; for example,
payroll.
AMO (or AimIT) provides functionality to display asset configuration graphically,
and to enforce rules about the configuration of assets; this functionality has been
included in this evaluation.
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Paradigm can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in this PC)
ü maintain peer to peer asset dependencies (for example, PC connected to
network)
û
provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
ü provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
û
maintain occasional links (sometimes this laptop is connected to the network)
ü link people and their assets
ü show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
ü have an asset without an owner
ü have an asset with more than one owner
û enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
ü enforce rules about the configuration of assets, for example, check software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on
ü record site level information
ü display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.

Maintain supplier information
Paradigm scores a total of 5 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.83 out of 1 point.
Information about suppliers is detailed, including type of supplier, provider
(service provider) or vendor. Model and manufacturer information is also stored,
as is warranty information. However, this information cannot be used in workflow,
since events and notifications can only be set against change requests or service
requests – not assets.
However, a request for preventative maintenance on the asset with the proper
service type could be used for this purpose. The service type could schedule service
notifications to the vendor years in advance. This requires manual intervention in
what should be easily automated. Credit is given because it is possible, but it is
unwieldy.
Paradigm can:
ü keep a record of suppliers, with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
ü link supplier to asset type it supplies
ü enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
ü maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
û enable processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
ü enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier as well as internally.
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Paradigm provides adequate support for information access and use in problem
resolution. Problem resolution can be vastly improved by integration to products
from Verity, ServiceSoft, ServiceWare and Inference. CA provides this integration
as standard; however, the products themselves must be acquired separately.

Standard response
Paradigm scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
New with this version is a ‘quick ticket’, which enables standard service requests
to be recorded, complete with solution.
The knowledge base can rank solutions by how many times they have been used.
This can be used to determine candidates for quick tickets.
Paradigm can:
ü add and update standard responses
ü access standard responses by one key or option
ü suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
ü make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
Paradigm scores a total of 6 out of 10 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 2.5 points.
With this version, the new component ‘knowledge management’ provides creation
and storage of, and access to, solutions. Either storage or access can be
supplemented or replaced by integration with other packages, such as those sold
by Verity, ServiceWare (for access) and MS TechNet (for stored solutions).
CA provides optional integration to WebAdvisor software by ServiceSoft as part of
Paradigm. It provides three access methods: text retrieval, CBR and a decision
tree, all accessing one source of knowledge. Access to previous problems within
Paradigm is given via a QBE search interface to trouble tickets and call requests.
Paradigm can:
û provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
ü provide integrated access to web-based information (intranet/Internet)
ü use existing call details to search information directly without entering a separate
search
û perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
û add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
û add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.
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Information use
Paradigm scores a total of 5 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.96 out of 2.5 points.
Paradigm enables a search on past trouble tickets, which ranks results based on
keyword match, and the number of times the trouble ticket solution has been
used.
Paradigm uses a ‘self-learning’ search algorithm, which improves the ranking of
responses over time, as it ‘learns’ which responses are better matches.
Paradigm can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
û perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
û enable refinement of search criteria during search
û perform natural language queries, eliminating non-key words ‘and’ ‘the’ ‘a’
û define the scope of the search; for example, only search headers, summary,
abstract
ü regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
û enable multi-lingual search.
Paradigm ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
û based on semantic similarity to query
ü based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
ü by number of times they have been used
û by age
û by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
Paradigm scores a total of 1 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.29 out of 2 points.
Paradigm can be bi-directionally integrated with CBR (from Inference) and
ServiceSoft’s product to support diagnosis.
Paradigm can:
û help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
û help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
û keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
û support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
û provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
û start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
ü detect deeper problems by analysis of current problems and calls.
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Solutions management
Paradigm scores a total of 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.71 out of 1 point.
Since Paradigm accesses all past trouble tickets, new ‘solutions’ are added as they
arise.
Paradigm can:
ü add new problem-solution pairs to solution set by administrator
ü optionally add a new problem-solution pair to solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
û suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to solution set
ü select and add problem-solution pairs to solution set automatically
ü aid in organising solutions to optimise search
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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Paradigm’s integration capability focuses on providing good integration with
network and systems management systems. External data access and an API
enable open data and functional integration with external systems. A wide range of
common proprietary APIs are complied with.

Data access
Paradigm scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Paradigm publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
Access to external databases is accomplished using ‘smart-hook’.
Paradigm:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
ü allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
Paradigm defines external sources for data at field level by using:
ü proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six common DBMSs:
Informix version 7+
CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
MS SQL Server version 6.5+
Oracle version 7+
Sybase version 11+.

Application programming interface (API)
Paradigm scores a total of 6 out of 7 üs, normalised to 1.71 out of 2 points.
Paradigm has a C language externally-exposed API. This enables external
applications to create, modify and query trouble tickets, incident reports, actions,
contacts and network resources.
Paradigm enables data to be ‘deleted’ (archived) via the API; however, this is not
recommended.
Paradigm’s API:
û initiates a function
ü retrieves data about the status of a function
ü returns error codes to initiating system
ü retrieves data from Paradigm
ü modifies data in Paradigm
ü deletes data in Paradigm
ü creates data in Paradigm.

Packaged interfaces
Paradigm scores a total of 7 out of a maximum 12 üs, normalised to 1.17 out of 2
points.
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Packaged proprietary interfaces
None.

Integrated suite of applications
Paradigm is not part of an integrated suite. Its Unicenter counterpart, AHD, is
part of the Unicenter suite, which includes TNG’s Asset Management Option (for
asset management), Remote Control Option (remote PC control), Software
Distribution Option and Unicenter-TNG (credit for this is given in the next
section).
Paradigm is part of an integrated suite including:
ü Asset Management Option
ü Remote Control Option
ü Software Distribution Option.

Integration with common management systems
Paradigm is integrated with
Network management systems
ü HP OpenView
û Sun Solstice
ü Cabletron Spectrum.
Inventory management systems
û Tally Systems NetCensus
û Intel LANDesk
ü IBM Info/Man.

Systems management systems
û
Microsoft SMS
ü
CA UniCenter
û
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems
û
Funk Proxy
û
Wanderlink
û
Timbuktu.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
Paradigm scores a total of 12 out of 15 üs, normalised to 1.2 out of 1.5 points.
Paradigm is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
ü TAPI
ü MAPI
ü TSAPI
û VIM
ü CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü
ü
ü
ü

HTML
CGI
NSAPI
ISAPI.

Information exchange
û DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
û DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
ü DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
ü ITU X.790
ü SNMP.

Component architecture fit
Paradigm scores 0 points for one or more üs.
Paradigm has no compliance with distributed component architectures.
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Paradigm is compliant with:
û Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft Java Beans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
Paradigm scores 0.5 points for one or more üs.
A command line interface exists for:
ü Unix
û DOS
û OS/2
ü Win95/Win NT
û other.
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Paradigm can be used by large numbers of users in multiple locations as a result of
its scalable architecture and data replication capabilities. Paradigm’s scalability is
further boosted by being available with scalable platforms and databases.
However, there is no mobile client. Paradigm has two web interfaces: one for users
and one for analysts.

Technical architecture
Paradigm scores 6 out of 7 üs normalised to 4.29 out of 5 points.
Paradigm is designed with a three-tier architecture, with domain servers at the
application layer able to spawn new domain servers to service high demand.
Paradigm:
ü can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
ü uses a high level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
ü can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
ü can support multiple application servers
ü can launch multiple application processes dynamically
ü can change partitioning of processing between client and server
û is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
Paradigm scores 6 out of 6 üs normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Delegation is Paradigm’s data replication capability. It enables replication to be
accomplished in one of three ways:
• ticket with ownership and responsibility transferred
• ticket with ownership, but not responsibility for closure, transferred
• ticket with ownership and responsibility transferred, originator retains
observational rights.
Delegation is currently available for problem resolution only, although the
intention is to extend its functionality for other records used in Paradigm.
Data replication can also be provided by the component CA-Paradigm Open
Gateway, which has the ability to replicate tickets on a ticket-by-ticket basis
with InfoMan. Open Gateway detects and resolves collisions.
Paradigm:
ü can support multiple DBMS servers.
Paradigm’s data replication capabilities:
ü are independent of native DBMS replication
ü are configured in a logical master–slave topology
ü selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
ü cater for flexible reconciliation of data conflicts
ü

enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.
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Web application
Paradigm scores 10 out of 12 üs normalised to 1.25 out of 1.5 points.
There are two web interfaces, the self-service interface for end users, and the
analyst interface, which is new with version 4.0.
The web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user/customer application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
û distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The web server offers:
û automated web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for problem, change tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of trouble ticket, change request)
ü data modification (for updating existing records)
ü ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü secure method of access to trouble tickets, change requests
ü secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
Paradigm scores 0 out of 4 üs normalised to 0 out of 0.5 points.
Paradigm is available in a:
û mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
û has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
û has a mobile database with small system requirements
û has data update synchronisation.

Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available 0.5 point.
Paradigm offers direct support for one or more of:
ü Informix version 7+
ü CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
ü MS SQL Server version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
ü Sybase version 11+
û DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available 0.5 point.
Ovum’s server platforms:
û OS/2 Warp
û OS400
ü Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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Paradigm is provided as an application with the expectation that little, if any,
customisation will be required. However, Paradigm provides good customisation
facilities, improved by the Graphical Forms Editor to aid ease of customisation for
the interface and data access. However, customisation of business processes is still
performed programmatically, with few facilities to ease this process.
Excellent support for management of customisation is provided.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
Paradigm scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
CA has recently released the Graphical Forms Editor (GFE), which makes all
customisation activity much simpler. Previously, customisation was performed via
a script language, which was tedious and difficult.
Fields can be added using a small number of supplied ‘user-defined’ fields. If the
extent of change is large, however, there may not be enough of these spare fields
to implement the required functionality.
Paradigm may be customised by:
ü allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing/removing fields
ü adding fields
ü adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
Paradigm scores a total of 12 out of 14 üs, normalised to 1.71 out of 2 points.
Changes can be made to data sources by making changes to the data dictionary
and then regenerating the database. Changes are made using the Graphical
Forms Editor, which has option-driven dialogue boxes for making changes to data
access.
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Paradigm has:
ü a logical data model independent of implementation
ü a map of the logical model to physical data.
Paradigm may be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
û using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
ü using columns from external databases as source of data for a field, process
ü adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field, process
ü removing columns
ü adding/removing tables
ü changing a relationship between tables
ü adding/removing a relationship between tables
ü changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
ü changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
Paradigm scores a total of 10 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.31 out of 3 points.
Existing business processes, such as notification and escalation, can be modified.
However, even making straightforward changes requires programming skills.
More complex changes should be made by Computer Associates.
Templates can be created for change processes.
Paradigm may be customised by:
ü changing existing events
ü defining new events
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
ü defining and adding new business processes
ü removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
Paradigm:
û enables definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than one
process
ü uses templates for processes, enabling just specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
û option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
ü a scripting environment
ü API through which custom code components can be used.

Management of customisation
Paradigm scores a total of 6 out of 6 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Paradigm provides facilities to enable different interfaces for different users, and
for these to be deployed from the central database.
Customisation information is held in files that may be maintained and kept when
upgrades to the application occur.
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Paradigm supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
ü maintained history of implementation and change
ü maintained information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer customisation from one point
ü upgrade without re-doing customisation.
Computer Associates offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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Paradigm provides functional, if plain, interfaces, with some facilities to aid usage.
Documentation is complete, but not always clear. Multi-lingual support is provided
for French and German. Internationalisation is provided by Unicode, but local time
and currency formats are not supported. Support is planned for additional
languages.

Interfaces
Paradigm scores a total of 6 out of 9 üs, normalised to 2 out of 3 points.
Paradigm has a straightforward, if plain, interface that shows its Unix heritage.
Paradigm has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
û common identification of threads, that is, all related open dialogues
û use of graphics to convey information
ü use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
û diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests,
assets (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
Paradigm scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 3 out of 3 points.
Paradigm provides some features to aid usage; however, the product has been
designed to follow logical relationships, rather than to enable the analyst to jump
from one point to another.
The analyst can:
ü work on more than one record at the same time
ü start at any point with a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (ext. number, last name)
ü switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link related records
ü navigate by more than one method, including menu, tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks, drill-down metaphors
ü clone an existing record, for ease of use.

Documentation
Paradigm scores a total of 14 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 1 point.
Documentation is adequate; however, descriptions can be confusing and appear
incomplete.
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Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide/user’s guide
ü getting started guide
ü tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
û
CD-ROM
ü Acrobat (.PDF) files
û HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

On-line help
Paradigm scores a total of 6 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.
Paradigm has:
û an online tutorial
ü online documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
ü configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
û wizards to aid use of the system.

Multi-lingual support
Paradigm scores a total of 9 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.64 out of 1 point.
Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
û locality-specific currency formats
û swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
ü translation tables for literal strings
ü right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
ü 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
ü Unicode support
ü multiple language versions in same installation.
We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü French
ü German.
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System administration
Set-up
Set-up can take from two weeks to two months, depending on the extent of
customisation and integration required.

Administration
Paradigm has functions for loading data to the Paradigm database – these could
also be used for back-up and archiving procedures.

Security
Users are assigned to groups, which determine their access privileges. Users may
belong to more than one group. Privileges are assigned as ‘view’, ‘modify’ or ‘none’
for incident reports, trouble tickets, call manager, inventory, reference data, notify
(to set notification rules) and administration.
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At a glance
Developer
HP, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Versions evaluated
ITSM, version 5.5

Key points
Base data
•

Enterprise IT support system

•

Oracle-based software – the only database supported directly is Oracle

•

Runs on all Unix and Windows platforms (all Oracle supported platforms)

Strengths
•

Excellent support for base functionality

•

Good support for flexibility in business processes

•

Provision of analysis tools to detect long-term or deeper problems

Points to watch
•

Integration must usually be done by HP – external data must be duplicated in
the support system database to be accessible by ITSM

•

API is not published – complex customisation must be performed by HP

•

Scalability is limited by two-tier architecture for base product and lack of
internal facilities for data replication

Scores
1
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10

Process management
Asset-tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability
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Price points
Pricing is not dependent on the number of seats. A typical start-up project
includes the Helpdesk/Configuration/Change Manager components for five
concurrent users.
Prices are given in thousands of US dollars.
1

2

4

8

15

30

60

125

250

500

é
start point
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Product glossary
Term

Description

Dispatch

Routing

Specialist

Analyst – the person who takes a call

Desktop Beeper

An alert that runs separately to ITSM and notifies the
analyst of events

Service calls

Calls that are made to request information, make a
complaint, report an incident or request an action

Problems

Root causes that are detected through incident analysis,
or may be registered directly where problems are made
known; for example, the Pentium chip problem

Configuration item

An asset about which information is stored. A
configuration item can be composed of configuration
items; for example, a PC is a configuration item with
configuration items modem and mouse

ITIL

The IT infrastructure library, which has been developed
by CCTA to provide guidance on IT service provision. It
covers topics including change management, software
control and distribution, cost management and help desk
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Ovum’s opinion
ITSM is an integrated suite of applications that supports the IT environment of an
organisation (see Product architecture for the list of components).
ITSM provides excellent support for process management as supplied, with good
support for reporting. Processes that are not supported can be implemented via
options and menus.
Trouble tickets for incidents and problem reports for problems are recorded
separately, in the Helpdesk Manager and Problem Manager components
respectively. Making a distinction between incidents and problems (which could be
related to more than one incident) is recommended; however, this implementation
requires analysts to make this distinction – the software does not do this for them.
While customisation is well facilitated for business processes, it is poorly
supported for interfaces and data access. The provided database, data access and
interface are assumed to be all that would be required – a rather inflexible
arrangement.
ITSM integrates with common management systems to provide seamless support
in the IT arena. Mostly this relates to the OpenView suite of products, although
integration with other management systems (including Tivoli TME10 and
Microsoft SMS) is also available. More intriguingly, integration to Remedy’s
Action Request System is provided – many of HP’s OpenView customers are also
Remedy customers.
Since ITSM is developed using Oracle development tools, it is not surprising that
ITSM relies on the Oracle database and platforms to provide scalability.

Typical usage
ITSM is used for IT support as part of the HP infrastructure management suite.
However, it can also be used separately.
The number of users of ITSM ranges from 10 to 500 (concurrent). Typical
installations have 100 users.
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Product overview
Product positioning
IT Service Manager is targeted at the internal help desk market. HP’s Helpdesk
Manager is only one component of its integrated approach to IT environment and
systems management: as well as solving problems, the company aims to support
IT by preventing problems through rigorous change management and analysis.
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Asset management is provided by definition of ‘configuration items’, their
attributes and their relationships. Each configuration item is categorised by three
levels; dependencies between different configuration items are managed. If there
is a problem with a particular configuration item, therefore, all dependent
configuration items are also affected. The system can thus proactively notify users
that a problem has occurred and which related pieces of equipment are also
involved.

Business Support
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Product architecture
ITSM is developed using Oracle development tools in a client-centric two-tier
architecture. The suite ITSM is made up of various components:
•

Helpdesk Manager – to register service calls: its object is to restore service as
quickly as possible

•

Configuration Manager – to record and manage IT assets (each asset is a
‘configuration item’) and the relationships between them

•

Barcode Manager – to generate barcode labels for configuration items, which
can be used to reconcile physical assets with configuration items in the
database

•

Problem Manager – to register problems and determine the underlying cause of
failure

•

Change Manager – to register change requests

•

Work Manager – for managing and scheduling activities. It can be used to pool
and display all tasks generated from the different modules above

•

Organisation Manager – to record and manage information about callers

•

System Manager – basic module

•

Service Level Manager – to register, measure and enforce contracts (service
level agreements)

•

Software Control and Distribution Manager – for developing and implementing
software releases

•

WebConnect – provides web access to customers, personnel and external
organisations

•

Visual Service Monitor – provides graphical interface for current history
service levels.

These components can be sold separately. In this evaluation we include all
components.
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Platforms
Operating system (server)

Unix (all flavours supported by Oracle) and Windows NT.
Operating system (client)

Motif/XWindows, Windows 3.x, Windows 95 and Windows NT.
Hardware (server)

Sun, IBM, HP, PC, NCR and SGI – all Oracle-supported platforms.
Databases supported

Oracle.
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Usage
No information was supplied.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
We evaluated ITSM version 5.1.2.4 in 1997. Changes since then include:
•

integration with Oracle ConText (CTX) – a search engine for data stored in
Oracle databases

•

integration with Tivoli TME10, Microsoft SMS, OpenView IT/Operations,
OpenView Network Node Manager, OpenView PerfView, Remedy Action
Request System and Inference CBR

•

introduction of Work Management and Inventory Reconciliation Manager
components

•

introduction of a published API

•

introduction of the Cost Manager, Visual Service Monitor, Software Control
and Distribution Manager products

•

SmartQueries, to prevent users performing queries against the database which
would adversely affect performance

•

SmartLinks, to launch applications from within ITSM, and to enable the use of
ITSM data in other applications

•

configuration pictures and graphical maps of configuration items

•

multiple update capability, to update more than one configuration item at once.

Enhancements planned at the time of our last evaluation but not yet performed
include:
•

redevelopment of the product architecture from two-tier to three-tier

•

further integration of CBR – to be used by analysts as well as users

•

integration with software distribution tools

•

integration with CC Harvest and PVCS (for version control)

•

integration with ServiceWare KnowledgePaks.

Future enhancements
Future enhancements scheduled for release as version 6.0 in early 1999 include a
complete rebuild of the product to address scalability issues.
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Company background
History
Prolin was founded in 1987 as an outsource operation, providing IT support for
Ingres. This experience provided the basis for developing support system software.
HP acquired Prolin in May 1997. ITSM is managed within HP’s independent
business unit for OpenView. The OpenView division also manages other
OpenView products, such as OpenView Network Node Manager, OpenView
AssetView and OpenView DeskTop Manager.

Commercial
HP does not provide revenue by product breakdowns. Ovum estimates that
revenues attributable to ITSM were $18 million in 1997.
Development for ITSM is still based in The Netherlands.
HP has 120 staff that are directly associated with the ITSM product.

Vendor positioning
HP is a manufacturer of hardware (such as workstations, PCs and printers), a
developer of software, and a provider of services.
ITSM falls within the OpenView family of software products. OpenView is HP’s
family of software concerned with the management of IT operations and
infrastructure within an organisation, including AssetView, Desktop
Administrator, ITSM, IT/Administrator, IT/Operations, ManageX, NetMetrix,
Network Node Manager, OmniBack II, OmniStorage, PerfView, MeasureWare,
GlancePlus and Software Distributor.
HP aims to deliver the ‘complete solution’ to the problem of managing an
organisation’s information technology. ITSM provides the help desk and change
management parts of this vision.
Despite HP’s presence in the network management market, its other IT
management products – including ITSM – are not market-leaders. The company’s
ITSM division has been quiet since acquisition last year and the application is not
well-known as HP’s help desk product; however, this is expected to change with
the next major release, version 6.0, in early 1999.
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Services and support
Training
Training can take place at the customer site or can be held by one of HP’s
implementation partners. The courses available are:
•

workshop for application administrators – training in maintenance of the
application. This is a three-day course

•

workshop for end users – training in use of the components. Duration depends
on the user’s background and the number of components to be used; it lasts
between half a day and one day per component.

Consulting
A HP-certified project manager may be part of the project group for the
implementation, helping with requirements analysis.
Certification requires ITIL (see Product glossary) accreditation; this is gained by
attending the ITIL course (the duration of which is two weeks). Accreditation by
HP is also required; this is gained by attendance at a HP course (which lasts one
week). HP offers technical implementation support and start-up consultancy for
installation including:
•

installation

•

set-up of parameters and application

•

requirements analysis – advising on what information needs to be stored (that
is, configuration management).

HP also offers pre-sales consulting and preliminary investigation.

Support
HP provides support via its worldwide network of support operations and
partners. Third-line support is provided from development headquarters in
Amsterdam.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
None supplied.

Distribution
ITSM is available from HP, Digital Equipment Corporation and Logica.
North America

Europe

Asia-Pacific

HP
208 Harbor Drive
Stamford
CT 06902
USA

HP
Van Diemenstraat 200
1013 CP
Amsterdam
The Netherlands

HP
437 Tanjong Road
BLK A #17-04
King’s Mansion 437147
Singapore

Tel: +1 203 406 1236
Fax: +1 203 406 1239

Tel: +31 20 530 1600
Fax: +31 20 530 1611

Tel: +65 290 7880
Fax: +65 344 6572

E-mail: info@hp.com
http://www.hp.com
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ITSM provides excellent process management – business processes that are not
supported can be implemented via customisation. Reporting is well supported, with
over 100 standard reports supplied. ITSM can receive calls via analyst, e-mail, web
or other systems using the simple network management protocol (SNMP).

Logging
ITSM scores a total of 16 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
ITSM provides good call logging. Callers’ details can be generated from one piece
of information – an extension number, for example. Callers’ details, information
about ‘configuration items’ (assets), the reason for calling and resolution are all
stored.
HP has two web server products based on Oracle’s two web browser tools:
WebConnect (intranet and Internet) and WebForms (Internet). Callers can look at
work orders, log calls and search past calls. Analysts can access the system via the
web interface when they are off-site.
ITSM automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
ü allows selection of specific details to be audited or unaudited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket or change request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
ITSM automatically:
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets or change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered and caller-entered records
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered and caller-entered trouble tickets.
ITSM supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
ü SNMP and/or DMI events
ü web browsers.

Maintaining dependencies
ITSM scores a total of 4 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.29 out of 0.5 points.
The new work order structure enables multiple tasks to be performed for a single
trouble ticket or change request by different individuals in parallel.
The Work Management component enables all tasks, trouble tickets and change
requests assigned to an individual to be listed in one queue; otherwise, these are
listed separately in their respective queues.
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ITSM can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
ü between combinations of problems and changes
ü between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
ITSM enables:
û dependencies between tasks in a change request or trouble ticket to be set
û dependencies between tasks in a change request or trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket or change request to be performed by independent
parties in parallel
û an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
ü an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests or trouble tickets intermingled
in the same queue.

Routing
ITSM scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 71 point.
Routing is known as ‘dispatch’ within IT Service Manager. Trouble tickets and
change requests can be routed to ‘specialists’ and/or groups. To do this
automatically, you need to create some processes using Task Manager.
The Service Level Manager component can be used to provide automated dispatch.
Task Manager can be used to track the number of routings per problem and alert
if a threshold is passed.
ITSM:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
ü maintains a calendar of analyst availability
ü supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
û spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
ü assigns a trouble ticket or change request to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
ITSM scores a total of 13 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Task Manager performs notification, including escalation and routing, as part of
business processes.
Alerting callers and supervisors can be configured as an additional task for
escalation using the Task Manager.
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ITSM:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
ü runs alerter separately from main support system
ü deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
ü notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (such as ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
ü defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
ITSM scores a total of 5 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5 points.
ITSM has two fields that relate to urgency: priority and severity. Priority is the
measure of severity and is entered by the analyst, unless a SLA (service-level
agreement) is in force. Severity is determined by the SLA, which uses two
measures: the business importance level and the impact (that is, to what extent
the service is disrupted). Urgency can be automatically increased over time by
using the Progress Monitor (which is configurable).
ITSM:
ü maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
ü has configurable levels of urgency
ü has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
ITSM scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Escalation is a process governed by service-level agreements. There are tables
through which the criteria for, and action on, escalation can be defined.
Different response targets and multiple time dependencies can be supported by
the Progress Monitor.
ITSM allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and trouble ticket closure
ü routing of event, task to other analyst on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
ü definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
ü modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour or flashing).

Contract support
ITSM scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Contracts are governed by the component Service Level Manager within ITSM.
© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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A contract is defined for the department and service affected, according to the
organisational impact that a problem would have.
A contract can be to customers and/or suppliers. There is some integrity checking
on contracts: if more than one contract is applicable to a call, the more rigorous
contract prevails.
Contracts can now be created using a wizard.
ITSM has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
ü support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
ü multiple, differentiated and variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
ü multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
ü budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
ITSM scores a total of 5 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.83 out of 1 point.
ITSM provides multiprocess support via the pool facility, which is used to logically
separate data held in the database. Other aspects of multiprocess support (such as
differentiation of call type at call time and multiple analyst queues) are possible
via customisation.
ITSM allows:
ü definition of multiple trouble ticket, change request types
ü differentiation of type at call time
ü logical segmentation of database (for example, trouble ticket numbers for each
trouble ticket type)
ü multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
û dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (of routing,
escalation, and so on).

Reporting
ITSM scores a total of 21 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
Reporting is provided by integration with Business Objects – supplied as
standard.
ITSM has over 100 standard reports. Reporting is crucial to the product, because
HP OpenView puts emphasis on analysis to detect causes of problems and prevent
them in the long term.
The new Visual Services Manager provides good support for online monitoring.
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ITSM:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies predefined reports
ü supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports query by example (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products and services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so
on).
ITSM reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
ü pictorial charts
ü three-dimensional surface.
ITSM:
ü has real-time monitoring
ü produces monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a standalone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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ITSM provides good asset-tracking and management capability, both directly and
via integration with OpenView.

Capture asset information
ITSM scores a total of 10 out of 10 üs, normalised to 3 out of 3 points.
ITSM provides integration to HP OpenView to capture asset information directly.
This integration is built-in to the product and hence full credit is given; however,
OpenView itself must be acquired separately.
ITSM can automatically:
ü detect hardware and software assets
ü collect asset performance statistics
ü receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
ü capture software usage information (software metering)
ü generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
ü record information from and generate software distribution
ü update assets as required by a task.
ITSM can achieve:
ü remote access to files on a networked PC
ü remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
ü remote start-up and shutdown of networked PCs.

Maintain asset information
ITSM scores a total of 5 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.04 out of 2.5 points.
Each configuration item is maintained as an asset type, with instances recorded as
children.
It is possible to maintain price and warranty information, although these features
are not incorporated into workflow.
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ITSM can:
û keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
ü for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
ü check software licences are up-to-date
û check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
û record information at asset and asset-type level, enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset and per type of asset
ü maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
û maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
û issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life (for example, if the
warranty expires)
ü record more than one service level agreement/warranty against each asset type
û monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price and replacement value
û enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning, purchasing.

Maintain asset links
ITSM scores a total of 5 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.96 out of 2.5 points.
When a problem occurs with a particular configuration item, it is possible to list
all associated services – that is, all services that have been related to that
configuration item.
ITSM can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (for example, whether a modem is
installed in a PC)
ü maintain peer-to-peer asset dependencies (for example, a PC connected to
network)
û provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
û provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
û maintain occasional links (for example, if a laptop is sometimes connected to the
network)
ü link people and their assets
ü show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
ü have an asset without an owner
û have an asset with more than one owner
û enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
û enforce rules about the configuration of assets (for example, checking software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on)
û record site-level information
û display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.
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Maintain supplier information
ITSM scores a total of 3 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1 point.
ITSM can:
ü keep a record of suppliers, with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
û link supplier to asset type it supplies
ü enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
ü maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
û enable processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
û enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier as well as internally.
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ITSM provides excellent facilities to perform offline analysis, determining trends
and problems indicated by the nature of service calls and problems. However,
offline analysis is the main tool for problem solving.
Problem-solving is given basic support at the front-line, with structured dialogues
for diagnosis. There are basic facilities to perform searches on previous calls and
problems. The management of problems and solutions must be done manually –
there is little the software does to support this process. CBR is used for direct access
by users, providing support for use of past responses, diagnosis and standard
responses.

Standard response
ITSM scores a total of 3 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.
ITSM may include standard responses by using a specific service call category.
Standard responses are directly accessible to callers via WebConnect’s ‘solution
query’ function.
ITSM can:
ü add and update standard responses
ü access standard response by one key or option
û suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
ü make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
ITSM scores a total of 6 out of 10 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 2.5 points.
ITSM can integrate electronic documents using OLE. New documents can also be
added and annotated via OLE.
ITSM provides rudimentary access to previous responses; that is, they can be
searched. However, there are no facilities to aid the process of re-use.
HP uses CBR2 (from Inference) on its website to utilise past responses. This
interface is separate from the one that analysts use.
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ITSM can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
û provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
û provide integrated access to web-based information (intranet/Internet)
û use existing call details to search information directly without entering a separate
search
û perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge and previous responses)
in a configurable or optimised order
ü add/change links to new reference documents by option rather than
customisation
ü add to and annotate reference documents from within the support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses and other solutions.

Information use
ITSM scores a total of 6 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.15 out of 2.5 points.
Advanced searches are possible through WebConnect using Oracle ConText.
Past calls can be retrieved based on who the caller is, whether the calls are open
or not and how long ago calls were made for a maximum (specified) number of
records.
ITSM can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination and Boolean operators
ü perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms and
specialised dictionaries
û enable refinement of search criteria during search
û perform natural language queries, eliminating non-keywords ‘and’ ‘the’ ‘a’
û define the scope of the search (for example, only search headers, summary, or
abstract)
û regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
û enable multilingual search.
ITSM ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
ü based on semantic similarity to query
û based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
û by the number of times they have been used
ü by age
ü by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
ITSM scores a total of 3 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.86 out of 2 points.
ITSM integrates with Business Objects (version 3 for Windows 3.1, version 4.05
for Windows 95/NT) to perform analysis functions.
ITSM provides excellent facilities to support offline analysis – this is the focus of
problem solving. Diagnosis is also supported at the front-line by standard
dialogues based on topics or services within the SLA context.
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ITSM can:
ü help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
ü help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
û keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
û support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
û provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
û start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
ü detect deeper problems by analysis on current problems.

Solutions management
ITSM scores a total of 1 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.14 out of 1 point.
ITSM provides differentiation between calls and problems through Helpdesk
Manager and Problem Manager. Calls are recorded via the Helpdesk Manager and
problems are recorded using Problem Manager. Many calls are related to the one
relevant problem.
However, the distinction between calls and problems is maintained manually. If a
call is recorded about a new problem, that problem must also be entered manually
in the Problem Manager component.
ITSM can:
ü add new problem-solution pairs to solution set by administrator
û optionally add a new problem-solution pair to a solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity-checking on new solutions added to solution set
û suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to a solution set
û select and add problem-solution pairs to a solution set automatically
û aid in organising solutions to optimise search
û load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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ITSM provides no data access enabling data from other databases to be used
within ITSM – this is a serious flaw. However, the API is now published, which has
improved ITSM’s score. ITSM provides packaged integration to common network
and systems management packages, as well as to HP OpenView products.

Data access
ITSM scores a total of 1 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 2 points.
ITSM does not enable external data sources to be directly accessed – external data
must be duplicated within the ITSM database.
Data can be duplicated using the Inventory Reconciliation Manager product,
which enables extracts from external databases to be defined and used.
ITSM will be usable with other databases when the next version of Oracle
Developer 2000 is released.
ITSM:
û allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
û allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary allowing access from another system.
ITSM defines external sources for data at field level by using:
û ODBC and/or proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six common
DBMSs.

Application programming interface (API)
ITSM scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Two programmable interfaces are now made available by ITSM.
The Event Interface Developers’ Kit (EIDK) enables implementation of ITSM
functionality by external programs, including generating new service calls,
updating existing service calls and adding a progress line to a service call. The
EIDK can also initiate business processes such as notification.
The API enables retrieve, insert, modify or prevent access to data in the ITSM
database.
ITSM’s API:
ü initiates a function
ü retrieves data about the status of a function
ü returns error codes to initiating system
ü retrieves data from ITSM
ü modifies data in ITSM
ü deletes data in ITSM
ü creates data in ITSM.
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Packaged interfaces
ITSM scores a total of 10 out of 17 üs, normalised to 1.18 out of a maximum of 2
points.
ITSM is an integrated suite of applications, with packaged proprietary interfaces.
It integrates with common management systems with the aim of managing and
controlling the IT environment of an organisation.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
ITSM has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü Betex (for CTI)
ü Telamon/TelAlert
ü HP OpenView AssetView
ü HP OpenView IT/Operations
ü Remedy Action Request System.

Integrated suite of applications
ITSM is given credit for all of its components within this evaluation – therefore, no
further credit is given here.

Integration with common management systems
ITSM integrates with network management systems, systems management
systems and inventory management systems to receive and record information
about IT components in an organisation. There is no integration with remote
diagnosis systems.
ITSM is integrated with...
Network management systems:
ü HP OpenView
û Sun Solstice
ü Cabletron Spectrum.

Systems management systems:
ü Microsoft SMS
û CA UniCenter
ü Tivoli.

Inventory management systems:
ü Tally Systems NetCensus
û Intel LANDesk
û IBM InfoMan.

Remote diagnosis systems:
û Funk Proxy
û Wanderlink
û Timbuktu.
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Compliance with common/standard APIs
ITSM scores a total of 7 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.7 out of 1.5 points.
ITSM can receive SNMP events. ITSM complies with common e-mail APIs, but not
with common CTI APIs. The web interface, WebConnect, is provided with
compliance to HTML, CGI, NSAPI and ISAPI.
ITSM is compliant with...
CTI:
E-mail:
û TAPI
ü MAPI
û TSAPI
ü VIM
û CallPath.
û SMTP.

Web:
ü HTML
ü CGI
ü NSAPI
ü ISAPI.

Information exchange:
û DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
û DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
û DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
û ITU X.790
ü SNMP.

Component architecture fit
ITSM scores 0 points.
ITSM has no compliance with distributed component architectures.
ITSM is compliant with:
û Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft JavaBeans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
ITSM scores 0.5 points for one or more üs.
ITSM has a command line interface for Unix and Windows NT.
A command line interface exists for:
ü Unix
û DOS
û OS/2
ü Windows 95/ NT
û other.
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ITSM provides good support via the Web with two clients: WebConnect for users
and ITSM for the Web for analysts. ITSM for the Web has a three-tier architecture.
ITSM Classic provides adequate scalability with its client-centric architecture.
ITSM is dependent on Oracle databases and Oracle-supported platforms for data
replication and mobile clients.

Technical architecture
ITSM scores 2 out of 7 üs, normalised to a score of 1.43 out of 5 points.
ITSM has a two-tier client-centric architecture for its ITSM Classic products.
WebConnect (for users) is server-centric with application logic stored in the
database. ITSM for the Web (for analysts using ITSM via an intranet) is threetier, with application logic located on an application server.
We have scored the architecture for ITSM Classic only.
ITSM uses SQL*Net, providing asynchronous communication between clients and
the database server.
ITSM:
û can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
ü uses a high-level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
ü can remove resource-intensive tasks (such as searching or printing) to
specialised servers asynchronously
û can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
û can change partitioning of processing between client and server
û is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
ITSM scores 2 out of 6 üs, normalised to a score of 0.33 out of 1 point.
ITSM has no independent data replication capabilities, using the underlying
database’s (Oracle) facilities instead.
Time zone differences can be reconciled for most of the components, but not for the
Organisation Module, SC&D Module or CMDB Module. Credit is given here –
however, be aware that this functionality is optional and costs extra.
ITSM:
ü can support multiple DBMS servers.
ITSM’s data replication capabilities:
û are independent of native DBMS replication
û are configured in a logical master-slave topology
û ensure selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
û ensure flexible reconciliation of data conflicts is catered for
ü enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.
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Web client
ITSM scores 11 out of 11 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
ITSM has two web clients. WebConnect is for users; ITSM for the Web is for
analysts working on an intranet.
Security of access to the database is provided by a log-on procedure (as for ITSM).
The web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user/customer application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
ü distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The web server offers:
ü automated web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for problem- and change-tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of trouble tickets and change requests)
ü data modification (for updating existing records)
û ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü secure method of access to trouble tickets and change requests
ü secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
ITSM scores 2 out of 4 üs, normalised to a score of 0.25 out of 0.5 points.
ITSM is available in a mobile client version using Personal Oracle. Data
replication and synchronisation is performed using Oracle tools and is not credited
here.
ITSM is available in a:
ü mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
û has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
ü has a mobile database with small system requirements
û
has data update synchronisation.N

Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available half-point.
ITSM offers direct support for one or more of:
û Informix version 7+
û CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
û MS SQL Server version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
û Sybase version 11+
û DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available half-point.
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Ovum’s server platforms:
ü OS/2 Warp
ü OS400
ü Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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ITSM’s customisation facilities are frustrating: difficult customisation is ‘easy’,
while easier customisation is impossible. Customisation of processes is very well
supported, as complex processes can be added and changed with significant ease.
Customisation is well managed. However, you cannot change the layout of screens,
and new fields can only be added by putting them on a separate screen. This is
clumsy and hinders usability.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
ITSM scores a total of 5 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1.25 out of 2 points.
Changes to the interface can only be made to colours and field labels. The layout
and appearance of screens cannot be altered; new screens cannot be added. A
separate new screen is created for a new field, but you have no control over this
process.
ITSM can be customised by:
ü allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
û changing/removing fields
û adding fields
û adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
ITSM scores a total of 6 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.86 out of 2 points.
The database and access are both largely inflexible; fields can be added, but none
can be removed. Columns and/or tables can be added for variable fields – these
must be displayed on a separate screen. Most of the data and their relationships
are rigid: even in a niche such as IT support, more flexibility with regard to data
should be available.
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ITSM has:
û a logical data model independent to implementation
û a map of the logical model to physical data.
ITSM may be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
û using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
û using columns from external databases as source of data for a field or process
ü adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field or process
û removing columns
ü adding or removing tables
û changing a relationship between tables
û adding or removing a relationship between tables
û changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
ü changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
ITSM scores a total of 10 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.31 out of 3 points.
ITSM supports flexibility of business processes well, allowing processes to be
defined and changed through option-driven dialogue boxes.
ITSM can be customised by:
ü changing existing events
ü defining new events
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
ü defining and adding new business processes
ü removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
ITSM:
û enables definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than one
process
û uses templates for processes, enabling only specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
ü a scripting environment
û providing API through which custom code components can be used.
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Management of customisation
ITSM scores a total of 5 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1.67 out of 2 points.
Changes that can be made can be managed well.
ITSM supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
û maintenance of history of implementation and change
ü maintenance of information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer customisation from one point
ü upgrade without re-doing customisation.
HP offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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Usability
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ITSM has good multilingual support, which is provided via translation tables:
theoretically, therefore, it could be provided for any language that uses single-byte
characters. Documentation and online help are also translated for foreign-language
versions. Multilanguage implementation in one installation is possible.
ITSM is not particularly difficult to use, but it does not provide features that
enhance usability. Documentation has been much improved.

Interfaces
ITSM scores a total of 6 out of 9 üs, normalised to 2 out of 3 points.
ITSM’s interface is quite clear and plainly laid out. Symbols and graphics are not
exploited and there is little help provided to map the sequence of a call. There is
only one view of data at a time, with no visual cues to tie one piece of information
to another.
ITSM has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment or error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified (and highlighted when necessary)
ü common identification of threads (that is, all related open dialogues)
û use of graphics to convey information
ü use of colour to convey information
û screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context-sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
û diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests and
assets (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
ITSM scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 3 out of 3 points.
ITSM is not difficult to use: flexibility in working practices is supported.
The analyst can:
ü work on more than one record at the same time
ü start at any point with a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (for example, extension number or last
name)
ü switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link related records
ü navigate by more than one method including menu, tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks or ‘drill-down’ metaphors
ü clone an existing record for ease of use.
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Documentation
ITSM scores a total of 12 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.
The documentation for ITSM is much improved since our last evaluation.
Documentation includes (or the equivalents of):
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide/user’s guide
û getting started guide
ü tutorial
ü installation guide
û customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
ü CD-ROM
ü Acrobat (.PDF) files
û HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
û provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

Online help
ITSM scores a total of 6 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.
ITSM has:
û an online tutorial
ü online documentation complementing the paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
ü configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
û wizards to aid use of the system.
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Multilingual support
ITSM scores a total of 10 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.71 out of 1 point.
ITSM provides good multilingual support. Since multilingual support is offered via
translation tables, new language versions can be implemented quickly – HP will, if
required, do this in one month and include documentation.
Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
û locality-specific currency formats
ü swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
ü translation tables for literal strings
ü right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew and Arabic)
ü two-byte characters (such as Kanji and Mandarin)
û
Unicode support
û
multiple-language versions in same installation.
We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü Dutch
ü French
ü German
ü Czech.
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System administration
Set-up
Set-up takes approximately one to two weeks for an organisation supporting
1,000–1,500 end users. It may take five to six weeks for more complex
installations.
Set-up depends on the size and complexity of the environment. More important,
however, is the maturity of your organisation’s processes; if it follows documented
procedures, then the implementation will be quicker.
A standard implementation of ITSM starts with analysis of the current
environment and processes. The standard implementation plan is then tailored to
your organisation’s requirements.

Administration
ITSM comes with standard system administration settings for common user
groups such as help desk employees, analysts and managers.

Security
ITSM has multiple levels of access control. Access can be controlled at record level
(by the pool facility, status domains and responsibility) and at function level.
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At a glance
Developer
Network Associates, Santa Clara, USA

Versions evaluated
Magic Total Service Desk (TSD) – Enterprise Edition Suite version 5.02, released
July 1999

Key points
Base data
•

Web-based support system, based on Microsoft DNA (Distributed interNet
Applications)

•

Native access to Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle databases

•

Integrated suite including help desk, asset management and remote control

Strengths
•

Good process management, with most functionality provided as standard

•

Analyst interface is clearly presented and highly usable

•

Set-up, maintenance and basic configuration are straightforward

Points to watch
•

Asset data navigation is awkward, as there are two separate viewers

•

There is no multi-process support

•

Any substantial customisation of processes requires custom coding

Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability
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Price points
We give a price point for 10, 50 and 200 concurrent analysts, based on the detailed
price information given below.
1

2

4

8

15

30

60

125

250

500

é

é

é

10

50

200

Prices are given in thousands of US dollars for two-year subscription licences.
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Product glossary

4

Term

Description

Action

A telephone interaction between the help desk analyst
and the user, or a function performed by the analyst
within the system (or by the system itself) to process a
call. Contrast with Work order.

Configuration

A relationship between a person and the set of inventory
items used by that person.

Desktop

A set of user-interface screens assigned to a particular
user group.

Escalation scheme

A set of rules governing who will be alerted, how and
when, if a problem remains unresolved.

Inventory catalog

A collection of all inventory item types.

Inventory category

A general term for a type of IT asset, such as a printer.
Inventory catalogs are sub-types of inventory categories.

Inventory item

An individual IT asset in the supported organisation, such
as a PC.

SIR engine

Statistical Information Retrieval engine. Network
Associates’ search engine for retrieving past solutions.

Subject

A type of problem; for example, printer problems or
Internet problems.

Subassembly

A constituent part of an inventory item; for example, a
modem or CPU.

White board

A crisis management tool.

Work order

A step to resolve a problem, involving support personnel
visiting the user desktop.

Work schedule

A calendar recording support staff availability.
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Verdict
Network Associates has developed Magic TSD Enterprise by amalgamating Magic
Solutions’ SupportMagic with its existing McAfee Service Desk product. It has
also taken the step of redesigning its product to run on Microsoft Transaction
Server with a web front end, in accordance with Microsoft DNA. This work has
resulted in a product that has a sound platform, but does not include the extra
features and refinements required for top performance against our evaluation
criteria.
Process management is sound, allowing analysts, users and other systems to log
calls directly to the help desk, but the lack of separate severity and urgency
measures is a concern. Within asset management, good discovery functionality is
provided by Zero Administration Client (ZAC) 2001. However, working with asset
data is made difficult by the fact that certain data can only be accessed from the
help desk’s asset management screens, while other data can only be accessed from
ZAC 2001’s own front end.
Although the Statistical Information Retrieval (SIR) engine was a key attraction
for Network Associates when purchasing Magic Solutions, its search processes are
unsophisticated by current standards and contribute to the product’s modest
showing on the problem–solution dimension. Solutions are retrieved on a keyword
basis, which is not a guarantee of relevant results, especially as, by default, new
problem–solution pairs are added to the solution base without any validation
procedure.
Surface-level customisation and general analyst usability are good, with drag-anddrop user-interface customisation and automation to help the analyst perform
common tasks. However, custom programming is required to make more
fundamental changes to the support process model.
This combination of strengths and weaknesses defines a product that is well
suited to medium-sized support operations running standard business processes.
These organisations will also be attracted by the product’s easy set-up and highly
usable out-of-the-box functionality. As saturation threatens the high end of the
market, Network Associates is well placed to exploit the middle tier.

Typical usage
Although the most basic configuration supports one to five analysts, Magic TSD
Enterprise is targeted at help desks with 20 or more concurrent analysts,
supporting from 2,000 to over 10,000 desktop machines.
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Product overview
Product positioning
Magic TSD Enterprise is positioned in the internal IT help desk market, but some
organisations also use it for external support. Desktop and network management
functionality can be provided by other products in the Net Tools family.
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Product architecture
Magic TSD Enterprise includes the Enterprise edition of Magic Help Desk, which
provides the core help desk functionality and:
•

Zero Administration Client (ZAC) 2001 – for scanning, gathering and viewing
the hardware and software inventory, system files of Windows NT and
Netware servers, and DOS and Windows workstations. It also advises on the
year 2000 compatibility of these assets, including application data such as
spreadsheet files

•

Event Orchestrator – receives event notifications from integrated IT systems
and logs them to Magic Help Desk

•

Remote Desktop 32 – allows analysts to remotely control and communicate
with servers and end users’ PCs

•

PC Medic – resides on desktop machines and alerts the user when the PC is in
danger of crashing

•

Rescue – allows users to send data on the health of the PC to the help desk
when they notice a problem.

Network Associates also includes Magic TSD Enterprise in larger bundles: it
includes Net Tools Manager and the Sniffer Total Network Visibility network
monitoring suite; Net Tools includes both of these plus Dr Solomon’s Total Virus
Defense and PGP Total Network Security.
Magic Help Desk is designed according to the principles of Microsoft’s Distributed
interNet Applications (DNA). All help desk analyst functions are performed from
web clients; ‘rich’ clients are only required for administration tasks. Web browsers
must support the World Wide Web Consortium’s Document Object Model (DOM) –
for example, Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.01 or higher.
Application logic is performed by Microsoft Transaction Server, which can be run
on several machines for scalability. Business rules are built up from components,
each executing simple functionality with the aim of locking database tables for the
minimum time. Custom components can be added by writing code in Visual Basic.
Network Associates also sells a SupportMagic edition of Magic Help Desk. This is
an entry-level package for support operations with only a few analysts and is a
point release of Magic Solutions’ SupportMagic using that product’s original
architecture.

Platforms
Operating system (server)

Windows NT with Microsoft Transaction Server.
Operating system (client)

DOM-compliant web browser (analysts); Windows 95 or NT (administrators).
Hardware (server)

PC.
Databases supported

MS SQL Server 6.5 and 7.0 and Oracle 8i.
© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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Usage
Network Associates did not supply case studies illustrating the usage of the
product.

8
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
Magic TSD Enterprise draws on the functionality of Network Associates’ McAfee
Service Desk and Magic Solutions’ SupportMagic, which have both been evaluated
as a part of this service. However, we treat it as a new product for the purpose of
this evaluation.

Future enhancements
Network Associates did not supply details of planned enhancements.
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Company background
History
In December 1997, a merger between Network General and McAfee Associates
was completed, giving rise to a new company – Network Associates. This company
went on to acquire Magic Solutions for $110 million in cash in March 1998.
Network Associates also acquired several non-help desk companies in 1998,
including firewall specialists Trusted Information Systems for $300 million in
stock in April, UK anti-virus vendor Dr Solomon’s Group for $650 million in stock
in June and desktop security utilities provider Cybermedia for $131 million in
cash in September. At the end of 1998, the company had approximately 2,700
employees.
McAfee Associates

Vycor first developed and released DP Umbrella in 1990. In the second quarter of
1996, McAfee Associates acquired Vycor for $9 million.
McAfee Associates was founded in 1989. It was formed on the basis of its antivirus software, to which buyers subscribe. It also has interests in network security
and encryption software (acquired in August 1996).
DP Umbrella was obtained to enhance McAfee’s set of offerings (which is targeted
at the network administrator) and to provide tools for merged help desk and LAN
management groups.
Network General

Network General specialised in fault and performance (also known as analysis
and monitoring) solutions for managing computer networks. Network General’s
products consisted of portable tools and centralised systems incorporating a
proprietary technology, which linked advanced protocol decodes with expert
analysis capabilities to enable realtime identification, diagnosis and resolution of
network problems.
Magic Solutions

Magic Solutions was formed in 1988 when the founder, Igal Lichtman, saw an
opportunity to make a business out of selling the support systems he had started
to develop. The first release of SupportMagic (in 1988) was DOS-based. In 1992,
the product was still DOS-based, but had a Windows front end. The first Windows
version was released in 1994.

Commercial
Network Associates was formed by the merger of McAfee Associates (74.3%) and
Network General (25.7%). It is a public company listed on the Nasdaq Exchange
(symbol: NETA). McAfee Associates and Network General were both public
companies, listed on the Nasdaq Exchange (symbols: MCAF and NETG,
respectively); Magic Solutions was privately held.
The merged company’s first annual report for the year ended December 1998,
showed revenue of $990 million and net income of $36.4 million. Thirty-six per
cent of revenues were achieved in non-US markets.

10
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Vendor positioning
Network Associates aims to be a single source for help desk, desktop management
and network management software for Windows NT-based enterprises. The single
source strategy is illustrated by the various bundles of IT operations software it
markets. Early adoption of the DNA architecture and advocacy of Microsoft’s SQL
Server database demonstrates Network Associates’ strong support for Microsoft
platforms.
Before the Magic Solutions acquisition, Network Associates could offer strong
anti-virus software (from McAfee) and a range of IT infrastructure management
products (from Network General and Vycor). Network Associates bought Magic to
strengthen its help desk offering because of SupportMagic’s customisation and
usability features and because acquiring that product’s SIR (Statistical
Information Retrieval) engine meant it could stop paying royalties for third-party
information retrieval technology.
Network Associates saw usability and ease of customisation as McAfee Service
Desk’s significant weaknesses. Addressing these issues in the latest product
should win favour with its core market of medium-sized NT shops that want good
out-of-the-box functionality and a quick rollout.
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Services and support
Training
Network Associates has combined the training organisations of the companies it
has absorbed, including McAfee University, Sniffer University, Trusted
Information Systems and Dr Solomon’s Software. It maintains its own training
facilities in the US, the UK, The Netherlands and Germany; partners operate
Certified Education Centres in Europe, the Middle East and South Africa.
New customers receive a three-day course to introduce them to the product.
During implementation, one-day user training and two-day administrator training
courses are provided.

Consulting
Most consultancy is for installation and upgrade of the product.
Network Associates offers packaged consultancy for some Magic TSD Enterprise
installations. The full package takes 12 days on-site, charged in the UK at £1,000
per day, and consists of:
•

ten days to implement Magic Help Desk and ZAC 2001 (without ZAC 2001 this
would take around five days)

•

one day to implement Event Orchestrator

•

one day of Crystal Reports training.

The total cost of £12,000 also includes one place on a three-day help desk course at
a Network Associates training facility.

Support
Network Associates’ support programme is called PrimeSupport. Four levels of
service are available, as described below.

PrimeSupport KnowledgeCenter
The entry-level support package includes:
•

unlimited access to Network Associates’ self-service technical resources

•

unlimited electronic query submission

•

software updates

•

response to support questions submitted by e-mail within one working day.

PrimeSupport Connect
PrimeSupport Connect offers the features of PrimeSupport KnowledgeCenter
plus:

12

•

telephone support from 09:00 to 18:00

•

calls are answered within three minutes and a response is provided within one
working day.
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PrimeSupport Connect 24-by-7
This level of support extends PrimeSupport Connect to offer 24×7 telephone access
and calls qualify for priority handling. Calls placed outside working hours are
answered within one hour.

PrimeSupport Enterprise
The Enterprise level of support enhances PrimeSupport Connect 24-by-7 to offer:
•

a specific support engineer assigned to the account

•

proactive support contact

•

30-minute response time to pages, one hour to voicemails and four hours to emails

•

beta participation

•

annual three-day on-site support audit.

Global support coverage is available.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
Crystal Reports from Seagate Software is included with the purchase of Magic
TSD Enterprise.
Magic TSD Enterprise is normally priced according to the number of supported
desktops. The prices shown here give the customer the right to use the product for
one or two years and include upgrades and support at the KnowledgeCenter level.
Perpetual licences are also available, but these do not include support.
Pricing on a concurrent analyst basis is available where it is more cost-effective or
where ‘per desktop’ pricing is inappropriate – customer service operations, for
example. Contact Network Associates for further information on this pricing
model or for pricing outside the UK.
Subscription pricing per supported desktop

One year (£)

Two years (£)

100–500 desktops

48

57

501–1,000 desktops

41

48

1,001–2,000 desktops

37

44

2,001–3,000 desktops

34

41

3,001–5,000 desktops

31

37

5,001–10,000 desktops

24

29

10,001 or more desktops

19

23

Pricing for support

PrimeSupport KnowledgeCenter – no charge
PrimeSupport Connect – 12% of licence price
PrimeSupport Connect 24-by-7 – 18% of licence price
PrimeSupport Enterprise – £20,000 per year

Distribution
Magic TSD Enterprise is mainly sold indirectly. It is available from resellers in 40
countries worldwide.
North America

Network Associates
3965 Freedom Circle
Santa Clara
CA 95054
USA
Tel: +1 408 988 3832
Fax: +1 408 970 9727

14
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Europe

Network Associates
Minton Place
Victoria Street, Windsor
Berkshire SL4 1EG
UK
Tel: +44 1753 827 500
Fax: +44 1753 827 520
Asia-Pacific

Network Associates
500 Pacific Highway
Level 1, St Leonards
Sydney, NSW 2065
Australia
Tel: +61 2 9437 5866
Fax: +61 2 9439 5166

http:// www.nai.com
E-mail: info@nai.com
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Process management
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Magic TSD Enterprise provides good call logging functionality to analysts, end
users and external systems. Contract support and escalation are good, but the lack
of separate severity and urgency measures limits the management of the call
resolution process. Reporting is good, but the standard analyst interface provides
no multi-process support.

Logging
Magic Help Desk Enterprise scores a total of 14 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.31
out of 1.5 points.
Most call logging functionality is provided as standard. Analysts are helped by
being able to choose values from lists in most cases.
Existing problem types (or ‘subjects’) are arranged in an expandable tree structure
– for example, printer problems are a subset of hardware problems. The leaf nodes
of this structure link directly to standard problem–solution pairs relevant to that
particular subject.
Callers can log tickets by e-mail or through a web interface, and integrated
systems do so via Event Orchestrator. These tickets are distinguished by
recording ‘self-service’ or ‘Event Orchestrator’ in the field that normally records
the analyst’s name.
An example call log screen is shown in Figure 1.
Magic TSD Enterprise automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
û allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
û prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket, change request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
Magic TSD Enterprise automatically:
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets/change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered records and caller-entered
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered trouble tickets and caller-entered.
Magic TSD Enterprise supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
ü SNMP and/or DMI events
ü Web browsers.

16
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Figure 1 Call log screen

Maintaining dependencies
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 4 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.29 out of 0.5
points.
The White Board, whose primary function is as a bulletin board for posting issues
affecting many users, can also be used to create relationships between calls,
whether they are concerned with problems or changes.
Tasks are divided into two categories: ‘actions’ refer to support that can be
performed over the telephone, while ‘work orders’ involve a visit to the user’s
location. Multiple work orders can be specified for one call and then assigned to
different support personnel.
To browse work orders or problems, analysts can open a window, which, by
default, lists all of them. To select those assigned to a particular analyst, the list
can be sorted or queried by the appropriate field. These lists are independent, so
an analyst cannot combine both in a single queue.
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Magic TSD Enterprise can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
ü between combinations of problems and changes
ü between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
Magic TSD Enterprise enables:
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be set
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket/change request to be performed by independent
parties in parallel
ü an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
û an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests, trouble tickets intermingled in
the same queue.

Routing
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 5 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.63 out of 1
point.
Analyst availability is tracked by a master holiday schedule for the company as a
whole, and individual work schedules, which detail availability at the analyst or
workgroup level.
Routing is performed manually.
Magic TSD Enterprise:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
ü maintains a calendar of analyst availability
û supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
û spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
ü assigns a trouble ticket/change request to multiple analysts concurrently
û tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 13 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1
point.
Alerts and notifications are set up as part of escalation schemes. They notify
analysts when a problem has been allocated to them, when contracts are soon to
be breached and when they are actually breached.
Alerts are generally sent within the system, although a standalone alerter, called
MagicSpy, can run in the background to receive alerts without the analyst being
logged-in to the help desk system. Alerts can also be sent by e-mail and to
alphanumeric pagers via WinBeep.

18
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Magic TSD Enterprise:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
ü runs alerter separately from main support system
ü deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
ü notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (for example, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
ü defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 1 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.1 out of 0.5
points.
Magic TSD Enterprise has no urgency or severity fields as supplied. Instead, a
call’s priority is decided by its associated escalation scheme, determined according
to the caller or the department the caller belongs to. An escalation scheme simply
states an expected resolution time; there is no distinction between urgency and
severity.
Magic TSD Enterprise:
û maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
û has configurable levels of urgency
û has configurable levels of severity
û has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.71 out of 1
point.
Escalation can be performed depending on rules related to the subject, caller,
client (company) or department. The escalation rules are associated with:
•

who should be notified

•

what should be done; that is, whether to send an alarm or send an escalated
object (a call or a work order)

•

when escalation should occur.

Ad hoc escalation rules can also be set for a particular call; for example, to notify
someone of progress every 15 minutes.
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Magic TSD Enterprise allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and trouble ticket closure
ü routing of event/task to other analyst on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
û definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
û modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour, flashing).

Contract support
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1
point.
Magic TSD Enterprise defines contracts as service-level agreements (SLAs)
between the help desk and its customers at the company and (optionally)
department level. The SLA can be of four types: unlimited calls, fixed cost per call,
fixed cost per hour and fixed number of calls. The system tracks the number and
length of calls, where appropriate, for charging purposes.
Each SLA is associated with a schedule, which defines when it is in operation.
Several contracts can be set up with the same customer group, allowing (for
example) different levels of service within and outside normal working hours.
‘Subjects’ are used to define and enforce SLAs. In this context, a subject consists of
a problem type (for example, ‘Internet problems’), the ID of an analyst to whom
this type of problem is assigned by default and an escalation scheme. Assigning
different escalation schemes to different problem types allows customers to give
priority to selected problems.
There is a separate set of screens for maintaining contracts with suppliers, which
is organised as part of the asset management section.
Magic TSD Enterprise has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
ü support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
ü multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
ü multiple configurable calendars for the support system and second parties
ü budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 1 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.17 out of 1
point.
Magic TSD Enterprise has no multi-process support within a single analyst log-in.
However, the administrator can create a separate set of screens for a particular
process and associate them with a new analyst group, so that they are available
when an analyst subsequently logs on as a member of that group.
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Magic TSD Enterprise allows:
ü definition of multiple trouble ticket and change request types
û differentiation of type at call time
û logical segmentation of database (for example, trouble ticket numbers for each
trouble ticket type)
û multiple analyst queues
û dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
û dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (of routing,
escalation and so on).

Reporting
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 21 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5
points.
Reporting is performed using Crystal Reports. Network Associates supplies 50
pre-written reports, although customers are encouraged to modify them to suit
their exact requirements.
Realtime monitoring is achieved by setting up an automatically updating report in
Crystal Reports, which is delivered to a web browser as HTML.
Magic TSD Enterprise:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies predefined reports
ü supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports ‘query by example’ (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products/services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so on).
Magic TSD Enterprise’s reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
ü pictorial charts
ü 3-D surface.
Magic TSD Enterprise:
ü has realtime monitoring
ü monitoring runs in a separate window or on a standalone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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The inclusion of Zero Administration Client (ZAC) 2001 gives Magic Help Desk
solid asset discovery functionality, although software distribution and metering
are lacking. Magic Help Desk’s asset management screen and the ZAC 2001 front
end give access to very detailed asset information, but analysts working with the
former cannot drill-down directly from the view of an asset in Magic Help Desk to
further details in ZAC 2001. The possibilities for asset links are average and there
is no support for maintenance plans.

Capture asset information
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 5 out of 10 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 3
points.
Magic TSD Enterprise’s asset discovery facilities are provided by ZAC 2001. It
gathers data on hardware, software and system files. It can receive DMI and MIB
information from self-diagnosing assets.
Data gathered by ZAC 2001 can be viewed either through that product’s own webbased front end or through Magic Help Desk’s asset management screens (these
are normally set up to read from the same database).
Software metering and distribution are not provided by ZAC 2001, but are
available in other products in the ZAC family.
Magic TSD Enterprise can automatically:
ü detect hardware and software assets
û collect asset performance statistics
ü receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
û capture software usage information (software metering)
û generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
û record information from, and generate software distribution
û update assets as required by a task.
Magic TSD Enterprise can achieve:
ü remote access to files on a networked PC
ü remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
ü remote start-up and shutdown of networked PCs.

Maintain asset information
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 8 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.67 out of 2.5
points.
The ZAC 2001 front end displays asset information as a tree structure, as shown
in Figure 2, and administrators can drill-down further to view asset-specific and,
where appropriate, year 2000 compatibility information.
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Figure 2 ZAC 2001 Inventory view

Analysts will mainly view Magic Help Desk Enterprise’s asset management
screens, however, which have the same look-and-feel as the call-logging screen.
‘Machines’ in ZAC 2001 correspond to ‘inventory items’ in Magic Help Desk, and
parts of machines (such as the CPU and network card) correspond to
‘subassemblies’. Common information for inventory items of the same make and
model is stored as an associated ‘inventory catalog’ record; generic information on
types of assets (for example, printers) is recorded as an ‘inventory category’.
Analysts must revert to the ZAC 2001 viewer to see asset-specific data.
ZAC 2001 cannot always provide all the data that Magic Help Desk’s asset
management can store and display; for example, warranty and depreciation data.
This can either be entered by the administrator or the system can be set up so
that the user is prompted by ‘screen-popping’ to fill in the missing information
when unknown assets are first connected to the network.
Service-level agreements are recorded against ‘subjects’ (for example, problem
types) and several agreements can be defined for each one. Setting up a subject
corresponding to each asset type allows these multiple agreements, albeit
indirectly, to be assigned to asset types.
Function-based views of assets can be created by customising the asset screens for
specific user groups.
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Magic TSD Enterprise can:
ü keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
ü for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
û check software licences are up to date
û check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
ü record information at asset and asset-type level enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset and per type of asset
ü maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
û maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
û issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life; for example, warranty
expires
ü record more than one service-level agreement/warranty against each asset type
ü monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price, replacement value
ü enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning, purchasing.

Maintain asset links
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 5 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.96 out of 2.5
points.
In Magic TSD Enterprise, people are linked to configurations, which are then
linked to inventory items. Both of these links are optional, so assets need not have
an owner. The link between people and configurations is many-to-many, so an
asset may have more than one owner.
Configuration records include ‘building’ and ‘room’ fields, which are optional, so
fixed-location and floating assets are possible.
ZAC 2001 allows assets to be grouped logically into sites, but does not allow
information (such as a contact point) to be stored against each site.
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Magic TSD Enterprise can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in this PC)
û maintain peer-to-peer asset dependencies (for example, PC connected to
network)
û provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
û provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
û maintain occasional links (sometimes this laptop is connected to the network)
ü link people and their assets
û show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
ü have an asset without an owner
ü have an asset with more than one owner
ü enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
û enforce rules about the configuration of assets, for example, checking software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on
û record site level information
û display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.

Maintain supplier information
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 4 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.67 out of 1
point.
Magic TSD Enterprise has a ‘vendors’ form for supplier information, which
includes sales and support contacts and links to appropriate asset types
(‘inventory catalogs’ in Network Associates terminology).
Supplier contracts record target response times for specific suppliers, but they do
not support maintenance plans. Since it is web-based, the system can be made
available to suppliers, so that escalation and contract monitoring can be
performed.
Magic TSD Enterprise:
ü keeps a record of suppliers, with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
ü links supplier to asset type it supplies
û enables direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
û maintains supplier contracts and sends alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
ü enables processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
ü enables monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier as well as internally.
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The Statistical Information Retrieval (SIR) engine is used for storing and
accessing known solutions. The range of information sources that can be used is a
strength, but the actual search mechanism is unsophisticated. There are no
diagnosis facilities and solutions management is poor.

Standard response
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 3 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1
point.
A list of standard descriptions and responses is shown when the analyst fills in the
‘subject’ field of the call ticket. The analyst selects a description and response pair,
and chooses one or both of them to populate the call ticket using checkboxes.
Magic TSD Enterprise can:
ü add and update standard responses
ü access standard responses by one key or option
û suggest new standard responses based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
ü make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 8 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2.5
points.
Magic TSD Enterprise uses the SIR (Statistical Information Retrieval) engine,
which was previously in SupportMagic. ServiceWare KnowledgePaks are also
included.
The SIR engine gives access to electronic documents, previous responses,
packaged solution sets and Excel spreadsheets. The search can be triggered
directly from call details; the administrator defines which fields should be used as
sources for the search arguments. Most commonly, SIR is used to access
description–resolution pairs from previous solutions (all previous calls).
A computer-based training ‘learnlet’ from Ziff-Davis can be e-mailed to a caller to
teach them how to perform a function.
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Magic TSD Enterprise can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
û provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
ü provide integrated access to Web-based information (intranet/Internet)
ü use existing trouble ticket details to search information directly without entering a
separate search
ü perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
ü add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
û add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.

Information use
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 6 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.15 out of 2.5
points.
Searching is performed by SIR, Magic TSD’s search engine. It uses an algorithm
that rates the match between the search criteria and search subjects (whatever
the source), based on how many times the search keywords are found in a
document, their proximity and the relationship between the search arguments.
Synonyms and homonyms can be defined using systems administration utilities.
Magic TSD Enterprise can:
û perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
ü perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
û enable refinement of search criteria during search
û perform natural language queries, eliminating non-keywords: ‘and’ ‘the’ ‘a’
û define the scope of the search; for example, only search headers, summary or
abstract
ü regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
ü enable multilingual search.
Magic TSD Enterprise ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
ü based on semantic similarity to query
ü based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
û by number of times they have been used
û by age
û
by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 0 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0 out of 2
points.
Magic TSD Enterprise does not include diagnosis facilities.
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Magic TSD Enterprise can:
û help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
û help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
û keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
û support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
û provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue for direct access by callers
û start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
û detect deeper problems by analysis of current problems.

Solutions management
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 2 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.29 out of 1
point.
The administrator defines which sources of information should be indexed for
availability to SIR.
Magic TSD Enterprise can:
ü add new problem–solution pairs to solution set by administrator
û optionally add a new problem–solution pair to solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
û suggest which problem–solution pairs should be added to solution set
û
select and add problem–solution pairs to solution set automatically
û aid in organising solutions to optimise search
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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Magic TSD Enterprise has a good range of packaged interfaces and is also
credited for being part of an integrated suite, providing functionality for most
aspects of supporting a medium-sized IT infrastructure. It has good support for
standard information interchange methods and is only let down by its lack of an
API.

Data access
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2
points.
Magic TSD Enterprise has read/write access to external databases via ODBC.
Magic TSD Enterprise:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
ü allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
Magic TSD Enterprise defines external sources for data at field level by using:
ü ODBC.

Application programming interface (API)
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 0 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0 out of 2
points.
Magic TSD Enterprise has no API.
Magic TSD Enterprise’s API:
û initiates a function
û retrieves data about the status of a function
û returns error codes to initiating system
û retrieves data from Magic TSD Enterprise
û modifies data in Magic TSD Enterprise
û deletes data in Magic TSD Enterprise
û creates data in Magic TSD Enterprise.

Packaged interfaces
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 12 üs , normalised to 2 out of 2 points.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
Magic TSD Enterprise has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü SynreVoice
ü PVCS Tracker.

Integrated suite of applications
Magic TSD Enterprise is part of the Net Tools family. Other products in the
family can log tickets in Magic TSD Enterprise.
© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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Magic TSD Enterprise is part of an integrated suite including:
ü Sniffer Total Network Visibility
ü PGP Total Network Security
ü Dr Solomon’s Total Virus Defense.

Integration with common management systems
Magic Help Desk Enterprise is integrated with
Network management systems:
Systems management systems:
ü HP OpenView
ü Microsoft SMS
û Sun Solstice
ü CA UniCenter
û Cabletron Spectrum.
ü Tivoli.
Inventory management systems:
Remote diagnosis systems:
ü Tally Systems NetCensus
û Funk Proxy
ü Intel LANDesk
û Wanderlink
ü IBM Info/Man.
û Timbuktu.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 9 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.9 out of 1.5
points.
Magic TSD Enterprise is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
ü TAPI
ü MAPI
û TSAPI
ü VIM
û CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü HTML
û CGI
û NSAPI
û

ISAPI.

Information exchange
ü DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
ü DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
ü DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
û ITU X.790
ü SNMP.

Component architecture fit
Magic TSD Enterprise is COM-compliant and therefore scores the available one
point.
Magic TSD Enterprise is compliant with:
ü Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft Java Beans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
Magic TSD Enterprise has no command line interface.
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A command line interface exists for:
û Unix
û DOS
û OS/2
û Win95/Win NT
û
other.
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By adopting Microsoft’s DNA, Network Associates has addressed the key
scalability issues of separating user interface, business logic and database, and
allowing the business logic tier to be distributed. However, the product has no
data replication facilities of its own.

Technical architecture
Magic TSD Enterprise scores 4 out of 7 üs, normalised to 2.86 out of 5 points.
Network Associates has based this product on Microsoft’s Distributed interNet
Applications (DNA) architecture. This is a three-tier architecture, consisting of
document object model- (DOM-) compliant browsers for presentation, one or more
application servers running Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS) for application
logic and the database tier.
Magic TSD Enterprise:
ü can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
ü uses a high level protocol to communicate between the user interface and
database
û can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
ü can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
û can change partitioning of processing between client and server
ü is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
Magic TSD Enterprise scores 1 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.17 out of 1 point.
Magic TSD Enterprise can support multiple DBMS servers via Microsoft
Transaction Server. However, it has no independent replication facilities.
Magic TSD Enterprise:
ü can support multiple DBMSs.
Magic TSD Enterprise’s data replication capabilities:
û are independent of native DBMS replication
û are configured in a logical master-slave topology
û selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
û flexible reconciliation of data conflicts is catered for
û enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.

Web application
Magic TSD Enterprise scores 12 out of 12 üs normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
All analyst functionality is accessed through a DOM-compliant web browser.
There is no native client interface for analysts or end users.
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The Web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user/customer application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages, which resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
ü distributed applications, indistinguishable from the standard application.
The web server offers:
ü automated Web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for problem, change tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of trouble tickets, change requests)
ü data modification (for updating existing records)
ü ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü a secure method of access to trouble tickets, change requests
ü a secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
Magic TSD Enterprise scores 0 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0 out of 0.5 points.
Magic TSD Enterprise is not available in a mobile client version.
The product is available in a:
û mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
û has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
û has a mobile database with small system requirements
û has data-update synchronisation.

Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Magic TSD Enterprise offers direct support for one or more of:
û Informix version 7+
û CA OpenIngres, version 1.1+
ü MS SQL Server, version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
û Sybase version 11+
û DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Ovum’s server platforms
û OS/2 Warp
û OS400
û Unix
ü Windows NT, version 4.0+.
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Magic TSD Enterprise provides good support for surface-level customisation, such
as providing tailored interfaces for user groups and making minor changes to
business processes. However, there is no specific support for major changes or
additions to the business process model; custom programming in Visual Basic is
required.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 6 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 2
points.
A ‘desktop’ in Magic TSD Enterprise is a set of screens for the use of one or more
analyst groups and the administrator can create as many as are needed. In each
case, any field that the group has permission to see can be added to or removed
from the screens. Colours, fonts and labels can all be changed, and extra label text
(not associated with any field) can also be added.
While whole screens cannot be added or removed (the screens making up a new
desktop are defined by the existing desktop the administrator bases it on), new
‘detail’ tabs at the bottom of each screen (see Figure 1) can be added.
Most customisation is performed using drag-and-drop, while dialogue boxes are
used to add new detail tabs.
Magic TSD Enterprise may be customised by:
ü allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing/removing fields
ü adding fields
û adding screens
û removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes/menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 11 out of 14 üs, normalised to 1.57 out of 2
points.
The product includes a Database Administration module for customising data
access.
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Magic TSD Enterprise has:
û a logical data model, independent to implementation
û a map of the logical model to physical data.
Magic TSD Enterprise may be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as sources of data for a field
ü using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
ü using columns from external databases as sources of data for a field, process
ü adding columns to be used as a source for a new or existing field, process
ü removing columns
ü adding/removing tables
ü changing a relationship between tables
ü adding/removing a relationship between tables
û changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
ü changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus/screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 8 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.85 out of 3
points.
Simple changes to business processes can be made in Magic TSD Enterprise by
setting up specialised escalation schemes. Any deeper customisation must be
implemented by custom coding.
Magic TSD Enterprise may be customised by:
ü changing existing events and tasks
ü defining new events and tasks
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
û defining and adding new business processes
ü removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
Magic TSD Enterprise:
ü enables the definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than
one process
û uses templates for processes, enabling just specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
û option-driven dialogue boxes, menus/screens to perform change
ü a scripting environment
û an API through which custom code components can be used.

Management of customisation
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 3 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 2
points.
The use of a web interface as standard means that there is no client application as
such, so administering several versions from a single point is straightforward. A
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view is provided that enables the administrator to see which users or groups have
access to which screens.
Magic TSD Enterprise supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
û version control – that is, it maintains a history of implementation and change
ü configuration control – that is, it maintains information about ‘who has what’
ü the ability to administer customisation from one point
û upgrade without re-doing customisation.
Network Associates offers support by:
û issuing upgrade plans.
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Network Associates has created a clear and uncluttered standard user interface
for web browsers. Users can find information easily and are assisted in performing
common functions. The range of European versions developed and supported by
Network Associates is broad, and Japanese, Korean and Mandarin versions are
under development. The main drawback in this section is the basic online help.

Interfaces
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 5 out of 9 üs, normalised to 1.67 out of 3
points.
Magic TSD Enterprise has an interface that is easy to interpret and use.
Information is clearly displayed and the extensive use of tabbed sub-forms for
details prevents the interface becoming cluttered.
Network Associates has recreated most of the standard Windows ease-of-use
facilities (such as drop-down menus and toolbars) in the web interface.
One disadvantage of the interface is that, after accessing various parts of the
system, the user can be left with a number of independent Internet Explorer
instances running. The system does not maintain links between these instances
and all of them must be closed manually before logging off.
Magic TSD Enterprise has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment/error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified or highlighted when necessary
û common identification of all related open dialogues
û
use of graphics to convey information
û use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context-sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
û diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets/change requests and
assets (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2.63 out of 3
points.
A caller’s details can be filled in by typing the caller’s ID into the appropriate field
box. Selecting a caller on another field can only be done indirectly: by opening up
another window listing callers and then choosing which field to sort on. Only then
can the analyst query by name, extension or other field.
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The analyst can:
ü work on more than one record at the same time
ü start at any point with a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (extension number or last name)
ü switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and the analyst
ü link related records
û navigate by more than one method, including menu and tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks or ‘drill-down’ metaphors
ü clone an existing record for ease of use.

Documentation
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 13 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.81 out of 1
point.
The documentation consists of three manuals: the System Administrator’s Guide,
the Installation & Configuration Guide and the Getting Started Guide.
Customisation is covered in the System Administrator’s Guide.
Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrator’s guide
û reference guide/user’s guide
ü getting started guide
û tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
û paper
ü CD-ROM
ü Acrobat (.PDF) files
ü HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

Online help
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 2 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.25 out of 1
point.
Online help in Magic TSD Enterprise is similar to Internet Explorer help, with a
tree structure to navigate the contents, supplemented by an alphabetical index.
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Magic TSD Enterprise has:
û an online tutorial
ü online documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
û context-sensitive help
û keyword searching
û configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
û capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
û wizards to aid use of the system.

Multilingual support
Magic TSD Enterprise scores a total of 11 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.79 out of 1
point.
Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
ü locality-specific currency formats
ü swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
û translation tables for literal strings
û right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew and Arabic)
ü two-byte characters (such as Kanji and Mandarin)
ü Unicode support
ü multiple language versions in same installation.

We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü French
ü German
ü Italian
ü Portuguese.
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System administration
Set up
As with McAfee Service Desk before it, Network Associates strives to provide an
out-of-the-box solution in Magic TSD Enterprise that can be set up and
implemented in a relatively short time, with minimal customisation. The set-up of
each component (application/web server, SIR engine and so on) is guided by a
wizard.
Network Associates suggests four standard configurations to suit different support
environments. The most basic supports one to five analysts, while the most
complex supports more than 100.

Administration
A Magic TSD Enterprise system will not require complex administration tasks
after set-up. The administrator tools cover topics such as setting up users and
groups, and maintaining holidays and work schedules.

Security
Magic TSD Enterprise provides security at group and individual levels;
nonetheless, all users have to belong to a group in order to be able to log-in. Each
security group is defined with table access rights (select, insert, update and delete)
for each of the tables in the database. There are three ‘miscellaneous permissions’
that individuals may have: create, modify & delete queries, close help desk calls
and close work orders.
Groups may each have a group administrator, who may have permissions in
addition to those provided for all group members. The escalation features
available to users are set at the group level.
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At a glance
Developer
Peregrine Systems, San Diego, USA

Versions evaluated
ServiceCenter, version 2.1

Key points
Base data

• Integrated suite to manage IT support, suitable for IT help desks in large
organisations

• Application server runs on OS/390, Unix and Windows NT
• Supports all major RDBMSs
Strengths

• Good, proactive support for infrastructure management via integration with
systems and network management systems

• Provides good integration across platforms and networks
• Excellent facilities for customisation
Points to watch

• No mobile client
• Facilities need to be augmented by customisation for implementation
• Integration between ServiceCenter and AssetCenter is via data replication

Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability

Price points
Prices are given in thousands of US dollars.
1

2

4

8

15

30

60
é
10
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Product glossary
Term

Description

SC Automate

For integration to external systems, including e-mail, fax,
pager, and major NSM products such as Tivoli TME 10.
Exposes the API for ServiceCenter.

IR Expert

Text retrieval engine for problem resolution.

Active Notes

The component used for notification. Can be deployed
and run separately from the main application.

P4

Peregrine’s proprietary ISAM file system. Used by
customers that do not wish to use a RDBMS.

RAD

Peregrine’s in-house 4GL for development and
customisation.

PRIM

Peregrine Repository Interface Manager – for replication
between databases.
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Verdict
ServiceCenter is targeted at supporting the IT environment of an organisation.
As such, it either provides components or integrates with software packages to
provide comprehensive support for the entire IT support function.
ServiceCenter operates with good integration, supported by open data access
across a wide range of databases. Scalability is provided both by a three-tier
architecture and by the range of platforms and databases supported. Distribution
is supported in this latest release by data replication facilities. However,
ServiceCenter does not provide a mobile client. Peregrine uses the Web to provide
support for mobile analysts and direct support to users, via two web clients – one
in HTML and the other in Java (version 1.1). The full-functionality Java client
can be used to provide support for client platforms which Peregrine Systems does
not support but which are supported by Java.
ServiceCenter provides good process management. It also provides good facilities
for customisation in areas where it does not provide functionality as standard.
ServiceCenter employs its own text search and retrieval engine, IR Expert, to
support problem solving. This can provide access to a wide range of information,
with reasonable search facilities. However, diagnosis should be better supported.
ServiceCenter is particularly impressive where it uses agents, in integration with
network and systems management software, to provide proactive support.
ServiceCenter’s strength lies in an integrated approach to IT management. This
philosophy was rare a year ago, but is more common amongst other vendors now.
Usability is improved in the current release. Multi-lingual support is provided,
including localised versions in French, German, Chinese and Japanese.

Typical usage
Installations are typically for enterprise IT help desks. Typical sites have around
100 concurrent users, with a range from three to 500.
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Product overview
Product positioning
Peregrine aims to deliver proactive support for the IT environment of an
organisation, including help desk. ServiceCenter does this by providing
components to perform IT-specific functions, such as inventory management, and
providing integration with network management systems. There is an emphasis
on problem discovery and resolution by the integrated systems, as well as
supporting more conventional problem management channels.
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ServiceCenter is designed to manage IT for large organisations and is portable
across almost all platforms, networks and databases, including the mainframe.

Business Support
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Product architecture
ServiceCenter has a three-tier client-server architecture. ServiceCenter is based
on C, but development is performed using an in-house developed language and
environment – RAD. Customisation is also performed using RAD.
ServiceCenter is available with a web-based interface, to be used by mobile
analysts. It can also be used directly by customers.
ServiceCenter consists of these components:

• Service Management – for recording each call received at the help desk
• Problem Management – for recording and tracking problems
• Change Management – for recording and tracking change requests
• Inventory and Configuration Management – for recording and tracking the IT
inventory of an organisation

• Request Management – for recording and tracking service requests for IT
products and services, orders, deliveries and distribution

• Problem Resolution– a text-based search and retrieval system to assist in the
discovery of problem solutions

•

Service Level Agreement Management – a repository for storing and tracking
availability and service response time data

•

Work Management – for creating a schedule for problem resolution requiring
a field technician or level 2 technician

AssetCenter is the new name for the product acquired with the acquisition of
Apsylog (which was known as Asset Manager). AssetCenter has a two-tier
architecture and is available on NT and Unix platforms. AssetCenter contains
functionality for:
• asset management – manages the complete asset lifecycle, including licence
tracking, contract compliance & management and detailed maintenance &
warranty management
• procurement management – manages the complete procurement cycle, from
acquisition request, complete multiple-bid process, to receipt and delivery to
end users
• lease management – for managing technology leasing, including master lease
information, lease and payment schedules, and lease associations at asset
levels
• cost management – provides financial controls for fixed asset reconciliation,
budget and cost centre management, and acquisition information.
AssetCenter and ServiceCenter maintain separate repositories of asset
information. Where AssetCenter and ServiceCenter are used together,
Peregrine’s data replication tool (PRIM) is used to keep the two repositories
synchronised. AssetCenter integrates with PC-based inventory management
software; so where this is required, information is transferred from (for example)
LANDesk to AssetCenter and then to ServiceCenter.
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Customisation and integration facilities and tools include:
• Database Manager – for adding, changing and deleting queries in the
ServiceCenter database
• Database Dictionary – for customising data access
• Forms Designer – for building and customising forms (screens)

• SC Automate – a bi-directional API providing integration to external systems
at database, TCP/IP socket or code level

• PRIM – data replication tool
• Distributed Services – for replicating trouble tickets and change requests to
multiple servers.

Platforms
Operating system (server)
MVS, Unix and Windows NT.
Operating system (client)
Windows 3.x, OS/2, Windows NT, Windows 95, Macintosh, Motif/Xwindows, 3270
terminals, Java and HTML web clients.
Hardware (server)
Sun, IBM, HP, PC and NCR.
Databases supported
DB2, Oracle, Sybase, Informix, Ingres, Microsoft SQLServer and its own
proprietary database – P4.
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Usage
Peregrine did not supply any information about example installations.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
All enhancements promised in Ovum’s previous evaluation have been delivered.
Enhancements over version 1.4 include:
•

SC Distributed Services – for replication of information to multiple locations

•

support for SLAs

•

support for KnowledgePaks

•

a component for managing calls separately to problems and change requests
(Service management)

•

Report Center – using Crystal reporting engine, for improved reports

•

integration with Tivoli TME

•

integration with Microsoft SMS

•

integration with InfoMan, using SCXtract

•

integration with CTI

•

enhanced user interface

•

user definable status

•

IBM CallPath support.

Future enhancements
Enhancements intended for release by the end of 1998 include:
•

Java client

•

OLE Container

•

DB2 Universal Server

•

SAP R/3 Purchasing integration

•

SAP R/3 Management integration

•

ServiceCenter/2000 – a year 2000 project management tool.
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Company background
History
Peregrine Systems was formed in 1981 by three ex-IBM staff, primarily to provide
consulting services for IT management software. The first product, PNMS, was
released in 1987 to manage and monitor complex mainframe computer networks.
During 1996, Peregrine acquired XVT Software. XVT built software development
tools. However, Peregrine soon determined that this business was not consistent
with its strategy and discontinued operations (incurring losses of $1 million).
Peregrine became a public company quoted on the Nasdaq stock exchange in
April 1997 (symbol: PRGN).
In late 1997, Peregrine acquired Apsylog. This French company primarily
produced asset-management software, but also produced help desk software – this
is no longer developed. R&D for asset management for Peregrine Systems is now
based in France.
In May 1998, Peregrine acquired Innovative Tech Systems for $77 million.
Innovative Tech systems develops facilities-management software and remote
data-collection systems.
ServiceCenter is loosely based on Peregrine’s earlier PNMS product. The product
was renamed, refocused and repositioned in 1990 to emphasise support for the
client-server Unix environment, rather than support for the mainframe
environment. In 1995, Peregrine again repositioned, this time for the NT
environment. As Peregrine has picked up platforms it has not discarded older
ones, so that Peregrine is now the only support system vendor to provide software
for the mainframe, Unix and NT.

Commercial
Revenues have grown steadily since 1992, reaching $24 million in 1996 and $35
million in 1997. After becoming a public company in 1997, revenues grew by 77%
in fiscal 1998 to $61.9 million.
Peregrine has recorded cumulative net losses of approximately $19.2 million
through to 1996, including a net loss of approximately $4.5 million before tax in
1996. However, since Peregrine’s IPO in April 1997, it has been debt-free, with a
net income in fiscal 1997 of $5.8 million (after a non-recurring tax benefit of $1.6
million), and net income in fiscal 1998 of $9.1 million.Peregrine sells mainly
directly (85% of revenues); ‘direct’ sales includes sales to outsourcing operations.
Peregrine Systems employs 370 staff worldwide.
The company encourages workmanship, through the concept of ‘product authors’
who own the products that they develop. This extends to the point where
remuneration for product authors is dependent on the success of the products
developed.
Peregrine has 2,500 customers worldwide, including 1,100 it acquired with
Apsylog which are mainly based in Europe.
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Vendor positioning
Peregrine approaches help desk as part of the entire problem of managing the IT
infrastructure of a company. Peregrine argues that effectiveness is the primary
concern; that is, that IT equipment is working properly. This can be addressed
using a combination of asset tracking, change management and help desk
software.
After ensuring effectiveness, which should be gained at the best price, a company
ought to be concerned with efficiency. Efficiency is fairly complex, involving
monitoring asset performance, warranties to determine the most cost-effective
combination of owned and leased equipment, and services.
Peregrine estimates that 35% of revenues are for help desk sales, with the
remaining 65% classified as ‘infrastructure management’; that is, sales including
asset management, change management, and integration with network &
systems management.
With the acquisition of Apsylog, Peregrine significantly increased its European
presence. As Apsylog products were primarily low-end software, the number of
customers in Europe and North America is roughly equal, although value is
higher in the US.
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Services and support
Training
Peregrine has two training centres: one in San Diego, US, and one in the UK.
Training courses are held four to six times a year in the UK and two to three
times a month in San Diego. Initial purchase includes free attendance at one of
these sessions.
Peregrine performs regular executive briefings to keep its customers informed on
product plans and issues important to the industry.

Consulting
Initial purchase includes five days’ free consulting in Europe (not in the US).
Further consultancy may be required, since implementation can take up to three
months for complex enterprise installations (or as little as two weeks). Further
consultancy is available at any stage.
Basic consulting services include analysing requirements. Peregrine uses its own
advanced implementation methodology to provide turnkey implementations,
including requirements analysis, technical design and roll-out. Implementation
may include process re-engineering.

Support
Maintenance is 15–20% of the licensing cost, and includes round-the-clock online, telephone and on-site support, plus upgrades. Support is also available in
French and German.
Peregrine account managers also perform regular ‘health check’ visits.
There are user groups run by user organisations in the US and in the UK.
Peregrine uses its product to support its own help desk, and also its customer
service operation.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
Peregrine Systems does not provide pricing details.

Distribution
ServiceCenter is available from Peregrine Systems offices and from channel
partners worldwide.
Peregrine Systems has partnerships with HP, Tivoli and AT&T. Peregrine also
has a co-operative marketing relationship with Inference Corporation and a sales
and marketing relationship with ServiceWare.
Peregrine has offices in the US, UK, France, The Netherlands, Denmark and
Germany. There are also local arrangements with resellers in Africa, Middle
East, South America, Italy, Spain and Australia.
North America

Europe

Peregrine Systems
12670 High Bluff Drive
Del Mar
CA 92130
USA

Peregrine Systems
Ambassador House, 1st Floor
Paradisse Road
Richmond
Surrey TW9 1SQ
UK

Tel: +1 619 481 5000
Tel: +1 800 638 5231
Fax: +1 619 481 1751

Tel: +44 181 332 9666
Fax: +44 181 332 9533

E-mail: info@peregrine.com
Web: www.peregrine.com
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Process management
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ServiceCenter provides good process management, with most business processes
supported as standard. On-line reporting is good, through use of the Crystal
reporting engine, although provision of printed reports is basic.

Logging
ServiceCenter scores a total of 16 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
ServiceCenter performs good logging and enabling functions as standard.
Calls, trouble tickets and change requests are the basic kinds of records that can
be created and tracked. When a call is taken at the help desk, a call record is
created with caller details, analyst details, priority, status and asset ID. The help
desk analyst then determines whether the call is about a problem or a change,
and whether it is already recorded. If it is already recorded, then the call record is
linked to the existing trouble ticket or change request. Otherwise, a new trouble
ticket or change request is created.
Trouble tickets can be generated by telephone calls, by e-mail or automatically via
integration with network and systems-management systems, where problems can
be detected by using agents which periodically check for SNMP events. Callers
can also log trouble tickets and change requests directly using the web interface.
Change requests include functionality for an approval process.
ServiceCenter can send alerts and notifications via SMTP compliant e-mail
systems. However, to receive e-mail, SC Automate must be used. Users can log,
update and close their own trouble tickets via e-mail, but would have to do this
using ServiceCenter codes. It is expected that this facility would be used by field
service staff, rather than by users.
ServiceCenter includes four user profiles: for the help desk (first line), for
technical support (second line), for management and for the systems
administrator. Each profile has a different subset of tasks available, presented via
its own interface.
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ServiceCenter automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
ü allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket, change request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
ServiceCenter automatically:
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets/change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered records and caller-entered ones
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered trouble tickets and caller-entered ones.
ServiceCenter supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
ü SNMP and/or DMI events
ü web browsers.

Maintaining dependencies
ServiceCenter scores a total of 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.36 out of 0.5 points.
It is possible to create a relationship between a trouble ticket and a change
request. Each change request has a number of tasks. Each task can further be
sub-divided into phases and categories, so a phase is an administrative step
within the task and categories classify tasks. Categories are also used to tie
phases to a change. Dependencies between tasks (or phases) are not set or used.
An inbox can be created that merges lists of change requests and trouble tickets.
The default is separate lists.
The product can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
ü between combinations of problems and changes
ü between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
The product enables:
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be set
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket/change request to be performed by independent
parties in parallel
ü an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
ü an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests, trouble tickets intermingled in
the same queue.
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Routing
ServiceCenter scores a total of 5 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.63 out of 1 point.
Trouble tickets and change requests can be assigned to groups or individuals.
Analysts’ skills are recorded so that skills-based routing can be performed.
ServiceCenter uses bounce counting to control the number of times a trouble
ticket can be routed.
ServiceCenter:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
û maintains a calendar of analyst availability
ü supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
û spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
û assigns a trouble ticket/change request to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
ServiceCenter scores a total of 13 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
The problem category is set as the call is recorded and determines priority of the
call, which drives alerts. Alerts are sent to analysts and management via Active
Notes, Lotus Notes, e-mail, fax or pager. Alerts can also be sent to users via the
same mechanisms or through the ServiceInfo interface. Peregrine provides free
distribution of the ServiceInfo interface for user access to support system
information.
‘Active Notes’ can be deployed and run separately to the rest of the system.
Charts and marquees can also be used to notify escalation.
Notification before escalation occurs is not provided as standard. However, it can
be achieved through customisation.
ServiceCenter:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
ü runs alerter separately from main support system
ü deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
ü notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (’open’ to ’resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
ü defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.
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Prioritisation
ServiceCenter scores a total of 5 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5 points.
The problem category determines the priority of a call – there are ‘severity’ and
‘priority’ categories.
The problem category is set as the call is recorded and may depend on the
location, user, category, and/or equipment type. Different information can be
collected, based on the category of the problem.
ServiceCenter:
ü maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
ü has configurable levels of urgency
ü has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
ServiceCenter scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
There are four levels of escalation.
Escalation timing can be based on any combination of information collected in the
problem record (call), although usually it is driven by priority. Therefore, multiple
escalation clocks can be set.
ServiceCenter allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and trouble ticket closure
ü routing of events, tasks to other analysts on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
ü definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
ü modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour, flashing).

Contract support
ServiceCenter scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Support for SLAs is new with this release of ServiceCenter. The SLA component
can be bought separately, to define SLAs and monitor them (see Figure 1). The
SLA component would monitor availability – so if the SLA defined was for 98%
availability of the e-mail system, then the SLA component would take information
about availability to determine whether the SLA was being met or not. In this
case SLAs are not necessarily associated with a trouble ticket. However, note that
if availability was starting to challenge the SLA, the SLA component would open
a trouble ticket to warn the help desk that something must be done to ensure
availability.
SLAs can also be associated directly with a trouble ticket, a group of users, or
even systems; for example, ‘billing’, including all the hardware and software
required to run that system. The SLA component can then be linked to problem
management or change management, to drive escalation if a SLA is in danger of
being breached.
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Figure 1 SLAs

ServiceCenter has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
ü support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
ü multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
ü multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
ü budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
ServiceCenter scores a total of 6 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
ServiceCenter has no standard multi-process support. This facility can be given
by straightforward customisation to define call types based on category and/or
expertise of the analysts. Workflow can then be dynamically determined by the
call.
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ServiceCenter allows:
ü definition of multiple trouble ticket, change request types
ü differentiation of type at call time
ü logical segmentation of database (for example, trouble ticket numbers for each
trouble ticket type)
ü multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
ü dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (of routing,
escalation, and so on).

Reporting
ServiceCenter scores a total of 20 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.43 out of 1.5
points.
The interface for ServiceCenter automatically performs monitoring and presents
calls in graphs, with number of calls outstanding, resolved and unassigned.
The report writer for ServiceCenter uses the Crystal reports engine.
ServiceCenter includes 20 standard reports.
ServiceInfo client can be distributed free to all customers to provide access to
reports.
ServiceCenter:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies predefined reports
û supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports query by example (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products/services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so
on).
ServiceCenter reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
ü pictorial charts
ü 3-D surface.
ServiceCenter:
ü has real-time monitoring
ü produces monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a standalone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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ServiceCenter provides good asset tracking and management capability, with
excellent integration provided to network and systems management to gather
information required. AssetCenter provides good financial asset management
capability – although at present, integration between ServiceCenter and
AssetCenter requires data duplication.

Capture asset information
ServiceCenter scores a total of 7 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2.1 out of 3 points.
ServiceCenter has its own asset tracking and management capability (see Figure
2), via the Inventory/Configuration Management and Financial Management
components. Peregrine Systems also sells AssetCenter, which came from the
Apsylog acquisition.
At present, integration between ServiceCenter and AssetCenter is minimal, using
PRIM (Peregrine plans to improve this for the next release).
SCAuto is used to update inventory records automatically, using network agents.
Information can be fed directly to Inventory Management in ServiceCenter, or via
AssetCenter for the desktop-oriented tools. There are two databases of asset
information, which are replicated. This is meant to be a stage in the evolution of
these products, with a future release promised to contain one repository of asset
information.
The gateway that ServiceCenter provides has complete mapping functionality, so
that ServiceCenter can use any information about assets that detection software
can provide, including using information to generate a trouble ticket. AssetCenter
can detect most information that detection software generates; however, it cannot
generate a trouble ticket or any workflow directly.
AssetCenter can take information from bar-coding systems about assets which
have been tagged.
Since ServiceCenter provides excellent integration to detection software, full
credit is given here.
ServiceCenter can automatically:
ü detect hardware and software assets
ü collect asset performance statistics
ü receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
û capture software usage information (software metering)
ü generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
û record information from, and generate software distribution
ü update assets as required by a task.
ServiceCenter can achieve:
ü remote access to files on a networked PC
ü remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
û remote start-up and shutdown of networked PCs.
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Figure 2 List of assets

Maintain asset information
ServiceCenter scores a total of 11 out of 12 üs, normalised to 2.29 out of 2.5
points.
Both ServiceCenter and AssetCenter can keep and maintain asset information.
However, the convention adopted while these products are brought towards one
single repository for all asset information is that ServiceCenter maintains asset
configuration information, while AssetCenter maintains financial asset
information, including financing arrangements (leasing). The classes of
information stored by AssetCenter are usually referred to as portfolio and
contracts information.
In ServiceCenter, asset information is stored for each instance of an asset,
including its type. A separate ‘master’ record for each type of asset can also be
created, called ‘model’. For each asset, specific information can be recorded,
according to whether it is hardware or software. Other information maintained
includes: availability, contact, location, relationship (between assets), vendor
(including contract information) and status (installed, in test and so on).
For software assets it is possible to keep a record of when the last upgrade was
installed (and what the latest version is), but not a history of such upgrades. It is
possible to check which licences are up to date by running a query on the asset
database, using this information. It is possible to compare software installed with
software in the inventory database, to check that enough software licences (and
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not too many) have been purchased. There is still a strong manual element to this
exercise, and further follow up may be required; for example, to check whether
software installed is software used.
Asset values are monitored using AssetCenter.
Function-based views are available inasmuch as different information is stored in
different places. Peregrine plans to maintain function-based views when the two
sources of data are integrated into one during the next two years.
ServiceCenter can:
ü keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
ü for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
ü check software licences are uptodate
ü check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
ü record information at asset and asset type level enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset, and per type of asset
û maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
ü maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
ü issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life; for example, warranty
expires
ü record more than one service level agreement/warranty against each asset type
ü monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price, replacement value
ü enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning, purchasing.

Maintain asset links
ServiceCenter scores a total of 7 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.35 out of 2.5 points.
Asset relationships and configuration are maintained using the Inventory
Management component of ServiceCenter. Relationships between assets can be
maintained on a peer and hierarchical basis.
Assets can be shared under the AssetCenter product.
ServiceCenter can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in this PC)
ü maintain peer-to-peer asset dependencies (for example, PC connected to
network)
û provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
û provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
û maintain occasional links (sometimes this laptop is connected to the network)
ü link people and their assets
ü show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
ü have an asset without an owner
ü have an asset with more than one owner
û enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
û enforce rules about the configuration of assets, for example, check software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on
ü record site level information
û display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.
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Maintain supplier information
ServiceCenter scores a total of 3 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1 points.
Direct access to vendor details is enabled in Inventory Management. Supplier
details are maintained by an administrator.
ServiceCenter can:
ü keep a record of suppliers, with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
ü link supplier to asset type it supplies
ü enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
û maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
û enable processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
û enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier as well as internally.
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ServiceCenter provides good support for problem resolution and can access
documents and packaged knowledge as well as previous responses. Problem
resolution is well integrated and searches previous responses automatically when
a new problem is entered.

Standard response
ServiceCenter scores a total of 3 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.
ServiceCenter uses a table of ‘probable cause and resolution’, which enables
standard responses to be re-used.
ServiceCenter also provides support for easy recording of problems that were
solved quickly via the ‘fill’ button (which fills outstanding details) or by the use of
‘quick open’ – again allowing a minimum of information to be recorded.
Common problems could be broadcast using the marquee – however, this is more
likely to be used to broadcast statistics, such as the number of problems
outstanding.
All problem resolution technology is directly accessible to callers.
ServiceCenter can:
ü add and update standard responses
ü access standard response by one key or option
û suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
ü make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
ServiceCenter scores a total of 9 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2.25 out of 2.5 points.
ServiceCenter’s IR Expert is a text search-and-retrieval system that can be used
to access and search electronic reference material, as well as previous responses,
which is its primary role. Use of IR Expert is automatically triggered according to
call details as they are entered.
ServiceCenter supports integration with ServiceWare’s packaged solution sets.
Integration with CBR2 can be provided on request.
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ServiceCenter can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
û provide integrated access to external sources of knowledge (Web/Internet)
ü use existing trouble ticket details to search reference materials directly without
entering a separate search
ü perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
ü add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
ü add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.

Information use
ServiceCenter scores a total of 9 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.73 out of 2.5 points.
When a problem is recorded, ServiceCenter automatically checks to see if similar
information (including problems and documents) which has been recorded
previously can be re-used.
Queries are entered in natural language – the parser ignores words like ‘a’ and
‘the’. The user can determine whether to search just the first level (headers) or
the entire solution record.
ServiceCenter uses a pattern-based search, which means that searches can be
conducted for any language, provided the non-key word list has been localised.
For searches in double-byte languages, it is necessary first to parse the query to
determine terms (currently performed using technology from Mitsubishi).
ServiceCenter can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
û perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
û enable refinement of search criteria during search
ü perform natural language queries, eliminating non-key words ‘and’ ‘the’ ‘a’
ü define the scope of the search; for example, only search headers, summary,
abstract
ü regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
ü enable multi-lingual search.
ServiceCenter ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
ü based on semantic similarity to query
ü based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
ü by number of times they have been used
û by age
û by a combination of rules.
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Diagnosis
ServiceCenter scores a total of 3 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.86 out of 2 points.
ServiceCenter provides a scripting interface using decision tree logic, which can
be used to force a caller or analyst through a specific question and answer flow –
the content must be developed by the support organisation.
There is a process to follow to determine ‘probable cause’ of a problem, which can
be used for diagnosis.
Further support for diagnosis can be implemented by customisation.
ServiceCenter can:
ü provide a structure for the analyst to ask general questions
ü provide a structure for the analyst to ask specific questions for specific things
ü keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
û support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
û provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
û start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
û detect deeper problems by analysis of current problems.

Solutions management
ServiceCenter scores a total of 4 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.57 out of 1 point.
There is a distinction between problems and calls, which helps to determine what
problems and solutions should be managed (as opposed to records of calls).
Categorisation of problems helps to segment the solution space.
ServiceCenter can:
ü add new problem-solution pairs to solution set by administrator
ü optionally add a new problem-solution pair to solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
û suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to solution set
û select and add problem-solution pairs to solution set automatically
ü aid in organising solutions to optimise search
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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ServiceCenter provides excellent integration capabilities through its API-exposing
component SC Automate, as well as providing a range of packaged integrations to
common network and systems management applications. ServiceCenter is an
integrated suite. ServiceCenter is highly portable across databases and can access
data in existing databases, or provide facilities to duplicate data from existing
databases if required.

Data access
ServiceCenter scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
ServiceCenter scores well in data access. It provides direct support for all of
Ovum’s six DBMSs. ServiceCenter enables integration with other systems via
direct data access, or by replication if required.
ServiceCenter:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
ü allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary allowing access from another system.
ServiceCenter defines external sources for data at field level by using:
ü proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six common DBMSs:
Informix version 7+
CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
MS SQL Server version 6.5+
Oracle version 7+
Sybase version 11+
DB2.

Application programming interface (API)
ServiceCenter scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1.75 out of 2 points.
SC Automate provides bi-directional support to the ServiceCenter application. It
exposes APIs to support integration at the database, code or socket level.
ServiceCenter functions can also be accessed by external applications using SC
Automate. This standard interface is used by SCAuto for OpenView, the fax, email, submit and server applications (where the external application acts as a
client to the ServiceCenter server), for Windows NT in this release as well as
Unix and MVS platforms.
ServiceCenter’s API:
ü initiates a function
ü retrieves data about the status of a function
ü returns error codes to initiating system
ü retrieves data from ServiceCenter
ü modifies data in ServiceCenter
ü deletes data in ServiceCenter
ü creates data in ServiceCenter
û provides a list of API functions and IDs to initiating system.
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Packaged interfaces
ServiceCenter scores a total of 12 üs out of a maximum 12, normalised to 2 out of
2 points.
Both ServiceCenter and AssetCenter integrate with systems and network
management systems – at present they do this separately.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
ServiceCenter has a packaged proprietary interface with Lotus Notes for problem
submission, status and update.
ServiceCenter has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü Lotus Notes
ü Boole&Babbage CommandPost
ü AT&T OneVision
ü IBM NetView for AIX.

Integrated suite of applications
ServiceCenter is part of an integrated suite focused on the support of IT
management.
ServiceCenter is part of an integrated suite including:
ü Request Management.

Integration with common management systems
AssetCenter provides integration to Tally Systems NetCensus, Intel LANDesk
and Microsoft SMS only via an interface for copying data to the AssetCenter
database. The products checked all integrate with ServiceCenter directly.
ServiceCenter is integrated with
Network management systems:
ü HP OpenView
ü Sun Solstice
ü Cabletron Spectrum
Inventory management systems:
û Tally Systems NetCensus
û Intel LANDesk
ü IBM InfoMan.
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Systems management systems:
ü
Microsoft SMS
ü
CA UniCenter
ü
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems:
û
Funk Proxy
û
Wanderlink
û
Timbuktu.
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Compliance with common/standard APIs
ServiceCenter scores a total of 7 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.7 out of 1.5 points.
ServiceCenter integrates with SMTP-compliant e-mail systems and uses SNMP to
communicate with network management software. Its web interface is compliant
with CGI.
ServiceCenter is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
ü TAPI
ü MAPI
û TSAPI
û VIM
ü CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü
ü
û
û

HTML
CGI
NSAPI
ISAPI.

Information exchange
û DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
û DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
û DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
û ITU X.790
ü SNMP.

Component architecture fit
ServiceCenter scores 0.5 points.
ServiceCenter uses Java beans for the web interface.
ServiceCenter is compliant with:
û Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
ü JavaSoft Java beans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
ServiceCenter scores half a point for one or more üs.
ServiceCenter has a bi-directional command line interface.
A command line interface exists for:
ü Unix
ü DOS
ü OS/2
ü Win95/Win NT
ü other – MVS.
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ServiceCenter’s architecture is scalable, providing configurable division of
application logic between client and server. ServiceCenter’s web client is well
supported. In the latest release, ServiceCenter provides data replication facilities
enabling scalable distribution. ServiceCenter further enhances scalability by
being available on scalable platforms and databases – ServiceCenter is the only
product evaluated by Ovum which is available on a mainframe platform. The
most significant weakness affecting the product’s score is lack of a mobile client.

Technical architecture
ServiceCenter scores 4 out of 7 üs, normalised to a score of 2.85 out of 5 points.
ServiceCenter has a three-tier logical architecture. Processing can be performed
on both client and server. The system may run in environments ranging between
client-server in a LAN and a mainframe system, where no processing can occur at
the ‘client’. One of the web clients uses Java and JavaScript to perform processing
at the client end.
ServiceCenter:
ü can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
ü uses a high level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
ü can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
û can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
ü can change partitioning of processing between client and server
û is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
ServiceCenter scores 6 out of 6 üs, normalised to a score of 1 out of 1 point.
With this latest release, ServiceCenter introduces data replication capabilities.
The Distributed Services component distributes tickets (Distributed Ticketing
Services) and queries (Distributed Query Services).
Distributed Ticketing Services enables a ticket to be replicated to another or all
distributed databases. Shadow copies are kept at other sites. When more than one
copy is updated, there are rules to determine which changes should be kept (and
parameters to enable change to rules).
Distributed Query Services enables a user connected at one site to query another
database at another site.
Distributed Services is only available for Unix servers.
ServiceCenter has its own proprietary database called P4, which performs
replication. However, this is not separable from the database.
All times are stored as Greenwich Mean Time, which is how reconciliation of time
zone differences is managed.
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ServiceCenter:
ü can support multiple DBMS servers.
ServiceCenter’s data replication capabilities:
ü are independent of native DBMS replication
ü are configured in a logical master-slave topology
ü selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
ü flexible reconciliation of data conflicts is catered for
ü enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.

Web client
ServiceCenter scores 11 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.37 out of 1.5 points.
Peregrine provides excellent support for distributed access via the Web. There are
two web clients – one in HTML, using CGI, and the other in Java (version 1.1).
The web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
ü distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The web server offers:
ü automated Web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for problem, change tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of trouble tickets, change requests)
ü data modification (for updating existing records)
û ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü secure method of access to trouble tickets, change requests
ü secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
ServiceCenter scores 0 out of 4 üs, normalised to a score of 0 out of 0.5 points.
There is no mobile client.
ServiceCenter is available in a:
û mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
û has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
û has a mobile database with small system requirements
û has data update synchronisation.

Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available half point.
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ServiceCenter offers direct support for one or more of:
ü Informix version 7+
ü CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
ü MS SQL Server version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
ü Sybase version 11+
ü DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Ovum’s server platforms
û OS/2 Warp
û OS400
ü Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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ServiceCenter offers excellent support for customisation. It has facilities to
customise the interface (Forms Designer), data (Database Dictionary) and the
database itself (Database Manager). A wizard is provided to help make changes to
the database. A change to business process is enabled by a script language and
the ability to write sub-routines in the underlying 4GL – RAD. Customisation
facilities are powerful, but this is offset by more complexity in the customisation
process. Complex customisation should only be undertaken by people with good
programming skills.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
ServiceCenter scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
The interface may be customised using the Forms Designer, which uses drag-anddrop on templates to build screens.
ServiceCenter may be customised by:
ü allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing/removing fields
ü adding fields
ü adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
ServiceCenter scores a total of 13 out of 14 üs, normalised to 1.86 out of 2 points.
Data is defined by the data dictionary – changes to the underlying data source
must be defined here.
Data access is not easy to change. This is a complex product, with 150 data
elements.
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ServiceCenter has:
ü a logical data model independent to implementation
ü a map of the logical model to physical data.
ServiceCenter may be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
ü using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
ü using columns from external databases as source of data for a field, process
ü adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field, process
ü removing columns
ü adding/removing tables
ü changing a relationship between tables
ü adding/removing a relationship between tables
ü changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
ü changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
ServiceCenter scores a total of 12 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.77 out of 3 points.
ServiceCenter’s own 4GL, RAD, can be used to modify process flow, display new
screens and provide multi-process support.
RAD, the tool used by Peregrine Systems to construct ServiceCenter, is very
powerful, but also complex and requires programming skills. The power that RAD
provides must be offset by the skill required to utilise it properly – customisation
should not be attempted by inexperienced staff.
RAD can be used to create new functionality – on upgrade to a newer version of
ServiceCenter, this customisation remains. However, if RAD is used to change
existing functionality, then upon upgrade a list of conflicts is generated. The
support operation can decide whether or not to lose its own customisation in
favour of the newer functionality.
Peregrine Systems has just introduced two tools for customisation that are
simpler to use than RAD. These are Display and Format Control, which provide
option-driven dialogue boxes to implement small-scale change. The trade-off is
reduced scope; and indeed, Peregrine recommends that these tools should not be
over-used, to prevent degradation of performance.
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ServiceCenter can be customised by:
ü changing existing events and tasks
ü defining new events and tasks
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
ü defining and adding new business processes
ü removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
ServiceCenter:
ü enables definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than one
process
ü uses templates for processes, enabling just specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
ü a scripting environment
ü an API through which custom code components can be used.

Management of customisation
ServiceCenter scores a total of 6 out of 6 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
ServiceCenter allows different versions to be deployed to different users.
Application data is held centrally, so that when customisation occurs, the new
client software is downloaded to the client when the analyst next logs on. A
history of implementation and change is maintained for changes made using the
RAD layer. Peregrine promises to install upgrades in two days or less.
ServiceCenter supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
ü maintenance of history of implementation and change
ü maintenance of information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer customisation from one point
ü upgrade without re-doing customisation.
Peregrine Systems offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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ServiceCenter is not difficult to use, providing clear (though plain) interfaces.
Documentation is improved in this version, being easier to use and pared down.
Support is available in French, German, Japanese and Chinese. However, IR
Expert is only available in German and English versions, as supplied. Multilanguage implementations are possible.

Interfaces
ServiceCenter scores a total of 7 out of 9 üs, normalised to 2.33 out of 3 points.
ServiceCenter’s interface has good graphic capabilities, displaying graphs of
problems – outstanding, resolved, assigned and so on. It is limited by the need to
provide an interface that can also be generated for 3270 terminals; that is, textbased with no use of colour or screen division.
ServiceCenter has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
û common identification of all related open dialogues
ü use of graphics to convey information
ü use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context-sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
û diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests,
assets (trees, for example).

Ease of performing functions
ServiceCenter scores a total of 6 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2.25 out of 3 points.
ServiceCenter is straightforward to use, but does little to help the analyst capture
information. Navigation is aided by the use of graphic buttons and tabs.
The analyst can:
û work on more than one record at the same time
ü start at any point with a record, not necessarily the caller’s details.
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (extension number, last name)
û switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link related records
ü navigate by more than one method including menu, tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks, ‘drill-down’ metaphors
ü clone an existing record, for ease of use.

Documentation
ServiceCenter scores a total of 15 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.94 out of 1 point.
Documentation is extensive and clear.
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Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide/user’s guide
ü getting started guide
ü tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
ü CD-ROM
ü Acrobat (.PDF) files
û HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

On-line help
ServiceCenter scores a total of 6 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.
ServiceCenter has:
û an on-line tutorial
ü on-line documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
ü configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
û wizards to aid use of the system.

Multi-lingual support
ServiceCenter scores a total of 8 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.57 out of 1 point.
There are local language versions in French and German. The problem resolution
component, IR Expert, is only available in English and German, although it is
possible to localise it. Multi-language versions are possible.
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Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
û locality-specific currency formats
ü swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
û translation tables for literal strings
û right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
ü 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
û
Unicode support
û
multiple language versions in same installation.
We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü German
ü French
ü Japan
ü Chinese.
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System administration
Set-up
Set-up normally takes three months. The importance of analysis to determine
business processes is stressed, and takes two-and-a-half months of the three. Setup includes:

• installation
• set parameters
• populate/connect with databases
• determine business processes by analysis exercise
• perform customisation to support business processes.

Administration
Standard database administration is required to be performed. ServiceCenter
includes a variety of facilities. These include: import/export, for managing
customisation (comparing different versions and so on) for determining the
efficiency of queries and debugging customisation code.

Security
Access can be defined for each user at the field, form, database, application and
file level.
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At a glance
Developer
PHD, Stamford, Connecticut, USA

Versions evaluated
PHD Enterprise, version 4.4, released in the first quarter of 1998

Key points
Base data

• Targeted to either customer support for IT products or for internal IT support
• Accesses all DBMSs via ODBC
• Server processes run under Windows NT
Strengths

• Can deploy call management and problem resolution functions through other
applications

• Usable interfaces and documentation
• Component-based architecture, with a fully-functioned analyst’s web interface
Points to watch

• Not much supplied automation of call management processes
• No data replication capability
• Limited customisation of data access
Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Call management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability

Price points
We give a price point for 10, 50 and 200 concurrent analysts, based on the detailed
price information given below.
Prices are given in thousands of US dollars.
1

2

4

8

15

30
é
10
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Product glossary
Term

Description

ACE

For CTI to do ACD.

ClientView

End-user access to call tracking and problem resolution
via LAN/WAN/intranet.

ClientView Internet Access (CIA)

PHD’s web-based interface for callers.

EBR/X

PHD’s problem resolution as deployed as an ActiveX
control.

Natural Intelligence

PHD’s problem resolution technology.

PHD/CE

Full functionality of PHD running on Windows CE for
PDAs and handheld devices.

PHD Console

PHD’s internal monitoring, with customisable charts and
graphs.

PHD Expert

PHD’s engine for building decision trees/rulesets.

PHD Knowledge Integration Tool (KIT)

PHD’s tool for importing knowledge from other
knowledge bases, or for converting documents and
HTML pages to cases.

PHD Mail Server

PHD’s component for interpreting inbound e-mails.

PHD Message Sign Server

For sending banner notifications to a LED.

PHD Web

The full-function web interface to be used by analysts.

PreviewCall

PHD’s telephony module for CTI.

Screen Painter

For customising screens.

Trouble ticket

PHD’s term for a call.

Workflow Engine

For defining and automating business rules and
processes.
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Verdict
PHD Enterprise appeals to a range of application areas. This is because it
typically uses knowledge-based techniques, rather than providing access to
context by integration as a means of support for solving problems.
PHD sees support as an issue of providing the right information at the right time
to the person who has the problem. This means that resolution information has to
be accessible, digestible and available. PHD addresses this by enabling its problem
resolution technology to be deployed through applications, as well as via the
support application.
This is a strategy that no other vendor is taking. Its success hinges on PHD’s
ability to persuade applications vendors that this is useful functionality to
integrate with their applications.
PHD’s problem resolution technology is good at re-using previous solutions,
building the knowledge base over time using a combination of techniques,
including case-based reasoning.
As well as problem resolution, PHD Enterprise provides the ability to log and
manage calls, although automation of call processes (such as escalation and
routing) is limited.
As supplied, PHD Enterprise is suitable for deployment to medium-sized help
desks, unless advantage is taken of the ActiveX architecture to deploy parts of the
application more widely. Essentially, scalability then depends on the
organisation’s ability to take advantage of other applications to deploy call
management and problem resolution functionality.
Customisation is limited to the ability to change the interface and business
processes. Customisation capability for the interface and business processes (via
VBA scripting) is extensive. However, the ability to change data sources is limited.
Integration is aided by PHD Enterprise’s construction as ActiveX components
(enabling components to be integrated with other ActiveX components either
within the PHD Enterprise application or other applications). External data can
only be accessed by PHD Enterprise via ActiveX.

Typical usage
Typical usage is between 12 and 20 users, with a range from four to 100.
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Product overview
Product positioning
PHD sells two flavours of its product – PHD Premium and PHD Enterprise, the
difference arising in the databases supported.
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PHD Premium and PHD Enterprise are primarily targeted towards IT help desk,
but are also used for business process support and customer service. PHD’s
products emphasise problem resolution technology as key to support, although call
management is also important.

Business Support
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Figure 1 PHD’s ‘natural intelligence technology’

PHD Expert
Organisation-specific
problems

EBR
Advanced problems

Rapid resolution
Simple, often repeated problems

Source: PHD
Figure 1 illustrates PHD’s three stages to problem resolution, known collectively
as its ‘natural intelligence technology’:
• rapid resolution – to record a common, recurring problem for reference
• EBR – to find a similar problem so that the previous solution can be re-used
• PHD Expert – for building organisation-specific decision trees, where they are
required.
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Product architecture
PHD Enterprise is developed in Visual Basic and Java (with some C++). It uses
ActiveX component architecture.
The latest version is a true 32-bit application (previously 16-bit).
PHD Enterprise is a suite, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PHD – the core call management and problem resolution functionality

•
•
•
•

PHD Total Asset Management

PHD Console
PHD Expert System
PHD Knowledge Integration Tool (KIT)
PHD Mail Server
PHD Message Sign Manager
PHD Screen Painter
PHD Workflow Engine
EBR Administrator
ClientView.

Platforms
Operating system (application server)
Windows NT.
Operating system (client)
Windows 3.x, Windows 95, Windows NT, Windows CE and OS/2.
Hardware (application server)
PC.
Databases supported
All database access via ODBC.
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Usage
Typical application
The Microsoft Network (MSN) is a worldwide on-line service/Internet service
provider and is wholly-owned by Microsoft.
MSN chose Professional Help Desk in May 1997. Professional Help Desk is
deployed as a 40-analyst enterprise solution supplemented by PHD’s ClientView
Internet Access (CIA) and Automatic Call Executive (ACE).
Help desk is mission-critical for MSN, and for Microsoft as a whole. In their
decision process, MSN’s engineers looked for a robust, stable platform that would
integrate with their existing environment, which consisted primarily of MSN’s
own products.
Very large application
The United States Census Bureau has a mandate to acquire, maintain and
analyse detailed demographic information on the more than 260 million citizens
and foreign residents of the US. This enormous, never-ending task, now largely (if
not always efficiently) automated, means that the Census Bureau also requires a
large help desk solution.
The Census Bureau’s help desk operation has a two-tiered approach, with a
central help desk supporting three other specialised help desks. A total of 80 help
desk analysts use PHD products to deliver technical service and support to the
Bureau’s network client base. The Bureau estimates that, as it prepares for the
year 2000 census, its help desk needs will increase to 150 analysts.

When the Census Bureau selected Professional Help Desk, the following factors
were considered important: scalability, integration with existing legacy systems
(of which there was a large variety) and platform independence (which the Java
client PHD Web provides).
Technically challenging application
AIWA Data Products Services, based in Boca Raton, Florida, US, has built-in
technical problems that promised to make the process of installing and
implementing a help desk solution unusually difficult.
The heart of AIWA Data Products Services’ technical problems was the company’s
Returned Merchandise Authorisation (RMA) system. This proprietary database
environment, created in-house using FoxPro and a SQL database, was designed to
track merchandise returned for repair and service. It was an essential application
for AIWA Data Products Services, and any help desk system the company
installed had to be able to integrate with it.
AIWA Data Products Services chose Professional Help Desk for Windows 4.3 from
PHD. Professional Help Desk’s customisation facilities made it possible to create a
specialised interface for the company’s RMA system, allowing it to put its help
desk system into place without extensive retooling or replacement of existing
software.
Professional Help Desk has also been used to support aspects of production, sales,
inventory and shipping since July 1997, when Professional Help Desk was
deployed at AIWA Data Products Services as a ten-analyst enterprise solution.
AIWA plans to use PHD products to replace the problematical, but missioncritical, Returned Merchandise Authorisation system.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
We have not evaluated PHD Enterprise previously.

Future enhancements
Version 5.0 of PHD Enterprise is intended for release in the third quarter of 1998.
This release is scheduled to contain:
• Call/X – embeddable trouble tickets
• asset integration with LANDesk
• change management components
• integration with sales automation software.
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Company background
History
PHD was formed in 1994, based on the work of Isidore Sobkowski. The problem
resolution component is the basis of the application, seen to be the key to
sustaining support operations.
Isidore Sobkowski had previously built custom expert systems and neural
networks-based tools on a consultancy basis.
PHD is a subsidiary of a holding company DSSI (its other holdings include Tower
Semi-Conductor), which provides funding.
The first PHD product was released in 1994.

Commercial
PHD is a private company, so financial statements are not publicly available.
However, revenues are estimated to be $10 million for 1997.
PHD employs 100 staff and has 700 customers with PHD installed, at 1,200 sites.
PHD is a charter member of the DMTF.

Vendor positioning
Unlike others in the support market, PHD continues to focus on core functionality
for support – problem resolution – rather than a particular niche or market sector,
although primary sectors are government, software, manufacturing, education and
banking.
PHD aims to extend the role of support beyond (and including) a central help desk
function. Whereas the Internet enables software users to access knowledge via
another interface to perform self-help, PHD takes ‘self-help’ a step further by
enabling access to problem solving knowledge directly from applications, using
ActiveX controls to distribute this functionality. For example, a user with a
problem in a Word application can access an extended or special ‘help’ drop-down
menu on the toolbar, which will give the user direct dynamic access to the PHD
knowledge base – meaning that as the knowledge base grows, the user’s access to
problem solving information increases.
This approach is important in that PHD is attempting to make support for
applications a seamless part of using applications. The distribution of the support
application functions enables the user to access focused, up-to-date problem
solving information to perform self-help, without requiring them to open another
application or interface. This shows a real understanding of, and commitment to,
overcoming the barriers to self-help – users are happy to try and solve their own
problems, but if it requires too much work on their part, they would rather pick up
the telephone and call the help desk.
While this is an innovative and useful approach, it will require commitment from
the developers of applications in order to become widely available.
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Services and support
Training
Typically, two days of training are required – one for the systems administrator,
and the other for users of the application. Training is provided at the client’s site
at a cost of $1,400 per day.

Consulting
PHD provides professional services related to implementation of PHD Enterprise.
This includes process analysis, data conversion, customising reports, systems
implementation and configuration.

Support
Support is provided at 15% of licence list fee, and includes direct telephone
support, web and e-mail-based support, as well as on-site support if required.
There is a mid-Atlantic (region in the US) user group, with other groups in the
process of being formed. An international user group has just been created.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
A four seat licence for PHD running in an Access environment begins at $7,395
and rises to $10,995 for an ODBC database environment.
Installation costs vary based upon the number of seats. Additional seats are under
$1,000 per concurrent seat. Additional modules such as CIA, WEB and ACE are
server-priced, starting at $7,500 each (including installation).

Distribution
PHD Enterprise is available from PHD offices in the US and Canada, and from
VARs in the UK, Germany, The Netherlands, Brazil, Argentina, Israel and
Australia.
North America

Europe

Asia-Pacific

PHD
800 Summer Street, Suite 500
Stamford
CT 06901
USA

BrAite
Varenmos 30
3904 JX
Veenendall
The Netherlands

CRS Group
318 Mount Albert Road
Mount Albert
Victoria 3127
Australia

Tel: +1 203 356 7700
Fax: +1 203 356 7900

Tel: +31 318 550 878
Fax: +31 318 526 471

Tel: +61 3 9899 8055
Fax: +61 3 9899 8999

E-mail: info@phd.com
Worldwide Web: www.phd.com
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Call management
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PHD Enterprise provides basic call tracking capability. Business processes
escalation, notification and routing are supported. Routing is not automated. There
is no specific contract support; multi-process support can be implemented with
customisation.
Reporting capability is excellent.

Call logging
See Figure 2 for the call logging screen.
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 15 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.41 out of 1.5
points.
PHD enables calls to be logged according to caller and their equipment (see Figure
1). Calls may be entered by an analyst, or trapped directly from e-mail and voice
mail via the PreviewCall facility.
PHD Enterprise automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
û allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of call
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
PHD Enterprise automatically:
ü allows callers to log calls themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered calls and caller-entered
ü allows integrated systems to log calls themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered calls and caller-entered.
PHD Enterprise supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
ü SNMP events
ü web browsers.

Routing
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 4 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1.5 points.
PHD enables manual and automated skills-based routing (via the Workflow
Engine). Calls are generally routed to an analyst by name, or to a group.
There is no tracking of the number of routings. Calls cannot be routed based on
analyst availability. Figure 3 shows the call status screen.
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Figure 2 Call management in PHD Enterprise

PHD Enterprise:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
û maintains a calendar of analyst availability
û supports automatic call assignment (based on analyst skills and availability)
û spreads the load of events evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of the call to specific operator(s) by name
ü dispatches calls to groups
ü assigns a call to multiple analysts concurrently
û tracks number of routings per problem and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 11 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.85 out of 1 point.
Notification occurs at the desktop, with the analyst who is assigned to the call
given notification by changing colour of status when the call escalates.
PHD Ticker enables analysts to receive alerts without having PHD Enterprise
running or deployed.
All analysts can be notified of an event using the Message Sign Manager, to send
messages to a LED readout.
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PHD Enterprise:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
ü runs alerter separately from main support system
ü deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
û notifies callers of impending problem
û alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (for instance, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
ü defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 3 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.3 out of 0.5 points.
There are five levels of urgency – these cannot be changed. However, the rate at
which urgency increases over time is configurable. A separate value can be added
to track severity if required – this is a trivial customisation exercise.
PHD Enterprise:
ü maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
û has configurable levels of urgency
û has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by the supervisor.

Escalation
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.71 out of 1 point.
Escalation rules are set using the Workflow Engine. It is possible to define when a
call should change priority and to associate routing or notification with escalation.
PHD Enterprise allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
û different response targets for problem resolution and closure
ü routing of events to another analyst on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
û definition of an escalation rule based on other existing rules
ü modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour or flashing).

Contract support
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 0 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0 out of 1 point.
There is no specific contract support.
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PHD Enterprise has:
û support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
û support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
û support for agreements on individual items (for example, PCs)
û multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
û monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
û flexible monitoring of elapsed time
û multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
û budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 4 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.67 out of 1 point.
PHD Enterprise has no multi-process support as standard, although it can be
implemented via customisation.
PHD Enterprise allows:
ü definition of multiple call types
ü differentiation of call type at call time
ü logical segmentation of the database (for example, contact numbers for each call
type)
û multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of calls to appropriate analysts
û dynamic configuration of screens and call management process paths.

Reporting
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 20 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.43 out of 1.5
points.
PHD has an interface to Crystal Reports. PHD also has its own internal reporting
and graphic capability, which comes supplied with several report templates.
Refer to Figure 3 to see the call statistics screen.
PHD Enterprise:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies predefined reports
û supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports ‘query by example’ (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products/services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so
on).
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Figure 3 Call statistics in PHD Enterprise

PHD Enterprise reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
ü pictorial charts
ü 3-D surface.
PHD Enterprise:
ü has real-time monitoring
ü monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a standalone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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Problem resolution
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PHD has a three-tiered approach to problem resolution – where common problems
are solved by standard responses (‘rapid responses’), recurring and related
problems are solved by drawing on previous experience (‘experience-based
reasoning’) and idiosyncratic organisation-specific problems are handled using the
PHD Expert to build decision trees. The three tiers work together to provide an
intuitive interface to the user.

Standard response
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
PHD supports standard responses through ‘rapid resolution’ (RR). Users of PHD
decide which calls are candidates for standard responses; it is recommended that
only a few are chosen so that they really are very common problems.
The KIT product can read existing problems and their resolutions to advise which
are suitable candidates to be converted to RR.
PHD Enterprise can:
ü add and update standard responses
ü access standard responses by one key or option
ü suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous calls
ü make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 8 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2.5 points.
PHD enables access to an optimised set of previous responses by the experiencebased reasoning. Essentially, the user decides whether a call and its associated
problem and solution could be re-used in future problem resolution. If so, the user
selects it and the call is added to the knowledge base.
Knowledge is stored with subject, topic and root cause headings, as well as a
problem description and a resolution description.
The knowledge base keeps track of the number of times a solution is used, so that
if a solution is never re-used, the knowledge base ‘forgets’ it – that is, it does not
suggest it as a viable solution.
Packaged solution sets can be loaded into the knowledge base.
KIT can be used to create an index of ‘cases’ to electronic documents and HTML
pages, in order to give access to other sources of information.
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PHD Enterprise can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
ü provide integrated access to web-based information (intranet/Internet)
ü use existing call details to search information directly without entering a separate
search
ü perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
û add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
û add to and annotate reference documents from within the support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses and other solutions.

Information use
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 6 out of 7 üs, normalised to 2.14 out of 2.5 points.
The search engine used by PHD enables advanced, as well as basic, search
functions, and matches based on similarity of the search arguments to any text in
the solutions using natural language, fuzzy logic, SMM (Statistical Method Match)
and neural network techniques.
PHD Enterprise can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination and Boolean operators
ü perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms and
specialised dictionaries
ü suggest most relevant information, based on a ranking of information retrieved
ü rank information, based on similarity to current situation
ü rank information by number of times it has been used
ü rank information by age
û rank information by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
PHD has PHD Expert for building decision trees, if required.
Analysts can store information about what they believe the root cause of the
problem to be, as an input to a further diagnosis exercise (if the organisation
chooses to do so).
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PHD Enterprise can:
ü help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
ü help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
ü keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
ü support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
ü provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
ü start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
ü detect deeper problems by analysis on current problems and calls.

Solutions management
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 4 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.67 out of 1 point.
PHD requires that most of the management associated with solution sets (such as
deciding which solutions to add) be performed manually. However, PHD will not
suggest unused solutions automatically.
PHD Enterprise can:
ü add new problem–solution pairs to the solution set by administrator
ü optionally add a new problem–solution pair to the solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to the solution set
û suggest which problem–solution pairs should be added to the solution set
ü select and add problem–solution pairs to the solution set automatically
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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PHD provides the capability to integrate with existing applications via its API and
enables packaged integration for CTI, and integration to e-mail and the Web.
PHD’s new ActiveX structure enables PHD functions to be integrated with other
applications, as well as enabling other ActiveX application functions to be launched
from PHD.

Data access
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 3 out of 4 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 2 points.
PHD Enterprise enables external data to be accessed using VBA controls.
PHD Enterprise:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
ü allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
PHD Enterprise defines external sources for data at field level by using:
û ODBC, and/or proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six common
DBMSs:
Informix version 7+
CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
MS SQL Server version 6.5+
Oracle version 7+
Sybase version 11+
DB2.

Application programming interface (API)
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
PHD processes are implemented as ActiveX controls, therefore it is possible to
perform PHD processes by activating the component – PHD does not need to be
running.
VBA is the standard programming interface supported.
PHD Enterprise’s API:
ü initiates a function
ü retrieves data about the status of a function
ü returns error codes to initiating system
ü retrieves data from PHD Enterprise
ü modifies data in PHD Enterprise
ü deletes data in PHD Enterprise
ü creates data in PHD Enterprise
ü provides a list of API functions and IDs to initiating system.

Packaged interfaces
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 8 out of a maximum 12 üs , normalised to 1.33
out of 2 points.
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Packaged proprietary interfaces
PHD Enterprise has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü Nortel switch
ü Aspect switch
ü Spectrum (electronic message signs).

Integrated suite of applications
PHD Enterprise is part of an integrated suite including:
ü asset management.

Integration with common management systems
PHD Enterprise is integrated with:
Network management systems
ü HP OpenView
û IBM NetView
û Sun NetManager.
Inventory management systems
ü Tally Systems NetCensus
ü Intel LANDesk
û IBM Info/Man.

Systems management systems
ü
Microsoft SMS
û
IBM SystemView
û
CA UniCenter
û
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems
û
Funk Proxy
û
Wanderlink
û
Timbuktu.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 8 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.92 out of 1.5
points.
PHD Enterprise is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
ü TAPI
ü MAPI
ü TSAPI
ü VIM
û CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü
ü
û
û

HTML
CGI
NSAPI
ISAPI.

Information exchange
û DMI/DDTP
û ITU X.790
ü SNMP.

Component architecture fit
PHD Enterprise scores 1 point for one or more üs.
PHD Enterprise is DCOM/ActiveX-compliant. PHD Web is Java Beans-compliant.
PHD Enterprise is compliant with:
ü Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
ü JavaSoft Java Beans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.
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Command line interface
PHD Enterprise scores 0.5 points for one or more üs.
A command line interface exists for:
û Unix
ü DOS
û OS/2
ü Win95/Win NT
û other.
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Scalability
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PHD enables scalable distribution of functionality via its ActiveX components. Its
web interfaces for both analysts (a full Java client) and users (interactive pages)
also enable scalability. However, more traditional ways of ensuring scalability
(such as data replication) are not provided.

Technical architecture
PHD Enterprise scores 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 3.57 out of 5 points.
PHD Enterprise’s base configuration is as a server-centric client-server
architecture. However, its construction as ActiveX components means that the
configuration can be changed to maximise scalability. Parts of the application can
be deployed and used separately (each ActiveX control, for example).
PHD Enterprise:
ü can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
û uses a high-level protocol to communicate between the user interface and the
database
ü can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
ü can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
ü can change partitioning of processing between client and server
ü is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture – ActiveX.

Data replication
PHD Enterprise scores 1 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.17 out of 1 point.
PHD Enterprise has no independent data replication capabilities.
PHD Enterprise:
ü can support multiple DBMS servers.
PHD Enterprise’s data replication capabilities:
û are independent of native DBMS replication
û are configured in a logical master–slave topology
û selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
û caters for flexible reconciliation of data conflicts
û enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.

Web application
PHD Enterprise scores 11 out of 11 üs normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
There are two web interfaces. The web interface for callers (CIA) is composed of
interactive pages, and enables callers to access the knowledge base directly, query
their own call history and enter a call.
The web interface for analysts, PHD Web, is a Java client with full analyst
functionality.
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The web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user/customer application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
ü distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The web server offers:
ü automated web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for call tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of calls)
ü data modification (for updating existing call records)
ü secure method of access to calls
ü secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
PHD Enterprise scores 1 out of 4 üs normalised to 0.13 out of 0.5 points.
PHD Enterprise is available to be deployed on the Windows CE operating system
for PDAs.
PHD Enterprise is available in a:
ü mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
û has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
û has a mobile database with small system requirements
û has data update synchronisation.

Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available 0.5 points.
All database access is via ODBC. PHD optimises access to Oracle, by using the
Oracle ODBC driver with Oracle SQL.
PHD Enterprise offers direct support for one or more of:
û Informix version 7+
û CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
û MS SQL Server version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
û Sybase version 11+
û DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available 0.5 point.
Ovum’s server platforms
û OS/2 Warp
û OS400
û Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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Customisation
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PHD is intended to be used ‘as is’ – although there is significant flexibility for
changing the interface, and the way processes work. However, there is very limited
flexibility for changing data access.
Changes that can be made can be made easily using customisation facilities, and
managed from one point. Note that the interface is uniform for all users.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
PHD Enterprise’s interface can be customised using the Screen Painter. It enables
cosmetic level changes to be made easily, and fields can be added. However, any
fields added must be added using the ‘user defined’ fields provided with the
application.
PHD Enterprise may be customised by:
ü allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing/removing fields
ü adding fields
ü adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 3 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.46 out of 2 points.
The database and its access have limited customisability. Some flexibility is
provided by ‘user defined’ fields – these enable a small number of additional fields
to be added. However, the source for these fields already exists in the database.
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PHD Enterprise has:
û a logical data model independent to implementation
û a map of the logical model to physical data.
PHD Enterprise may be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
ü changing source of data for a field/process to another column in another table
û adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field, process
û removing columns
û adding/removing tables
û changing a relationship between tables
û adding/removing a relationship between tables
û changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
û changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
û option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 9 out of 11 üs, normalised to 2.45 out of 3 points.
Existing events and processes can be changed, and new events and processes can
be added using the Workflow engine, or VBA scripting.
PHD Enterprise may be customised by:
ü changing existing events
ü defining new events
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
ü defining and adding new business processes
û removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
ü a scripting environment
û provides API through which custom code components can be used.
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Management of customisation
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 3 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 2 points.
PHD enables little customisation, hence the management issue might be seen as
less relevant. It is not possible to have more than one version of the interface at
one time, and all interface information is held centrally to enable customisation to
be performed from one point.
Upgrades can be performed without re-doing customisation.
PHD Enterprise supports:
û deployment of different versions to different users
û maintain history of implementation and change
û maintain information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer customisation from one point
ü upgrade without re-doing customisation.
PHD offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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Usability
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PHD aids ease of use by providing a clear interface, and through functions that aid
use. Documentation and on-line support also aid usage. Localisation is performed
by local resellers – versions are available in Spanish, French, Portuguese, German
and Hebrew.

Interfaces
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 7 out of 9 üs, normalised to 2.33 out of 3 points.
PHD presents a clear and easy to understand interface.
PHD Enterprise has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
û common identification of threads, that is, all related open dialogues
ü use of graphics to convey information
ü use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
û diagrammatic display structure for calls (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 6 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2.25 out of 3 points.
PHD provides some functions to promote ease of use.
The analyst can:
ü work on more than one call at the same time
ü start at any point with a call, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (extension number, last name)
ü switch between lists of all calls assigned to the group and to the analyst
û link related calls
ü navigate by more than one method, including menu and tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks or ‘drill-down’ metaphors
û clone an existing call, for ease of use.

Documentation
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 14 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.93 out of 1 point.
Documentation provided is clear and easy to read.
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Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide/user’s guide
ü getting started guide
ü tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
ü CD-ROM
û HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

On-line help
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 1 point.
PHD Enterprise has:
û an on-line tutorial
ü on-line documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
ü configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
ü wizards to aid use of the system.

Multi-lingual support
PHD Enterprise scores a total of 10 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.77 out of 1 point.
PHD conforms to Microsoft and ISO9000 standards for internationalisation and
localisation. Additionally, EBR is language independent. Problem resolution can,
therefore, be performed in any language without changing anything.
Localisation is performed by local resellers.
Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
ü swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
ü translation tables for literal strings
ü right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew and Arabic)
û 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
û n-byte characters (several languages in one application)
û multiple language versions in same installation.
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We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü Spanish
ü French
ü Portuguese
ü Hebrew
ü German.
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System administration
Set up
Typical set up takes two weeks.

Administration
PHD Enterprise is supplied with utilities to aid maintenance and management of
the database.
These utilities include functionality for:

•
•
•
•

import, export and archiving data
upgrades
maintenance of knowledge (for EBR)
maintenance of users, and their secure access.

Security
There are five levels of security, which enable access to be specified to field level.

Cassandra Millhouse
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At a glance
Developer
Platinum Technology, San Jose, CA, USA

Versions evaluated
AutoAnswer, version 3.3

Key points
Base data

• Part of integrated approach to IT systems management, or can be sold
separately

• Oracle, Sybase, Informix and MS SQLServer
• Unix – Solaris, AIX and HP UX, Windows NT and Windows 95
Strengths

• Good flexibility
• Good process management capability
• Good usability
Points to watch

• No independent application-based data replication facilities
• Weak support for asset management
• Little packaged integration supplied

Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6
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8

9

10

Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability

Price points
Prices are given in thousands of US dollars.
1
2
4
8
15
30

60
é
10
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Product glossary
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Term

Description

QuickCall

A template for common or standard problems to enable
the analyst to enter the call and find a solution quickly

Focus

Defines workflow or a particular set of activities for an
application

Application

A set of focuses, modules and forms

Browser

A view on a table set by which fields have been filled in
on the displayed form (QBE). Can define which columns
will be displayed

Module

Defines relations and relation sets for a focus

RelationSet

Used to clarify relationships for query-by-example

WebQ

Web access

IndexQ

For indexing documents for use in problem resolution

Design Tool

Customisation interface

Agent

Term for ‘analyst’

Customer

Term for ‘caller’
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Ovum’s opinion
AutoAnswer is Platinum technology’s help desk product. It is actually based on
Quintus’ HelpQ, with Platinum’s own problem resolution and reporting
components.
AutoAnswer provides good process management functionality that can easily be
augmented by customisation. The interface is easy to use and presents a lot of
information without becoming confusing, due to the use of tabs.
Apriori Bubble-Up, Qsearch, and Fulcrum’s Full Text Search product provide
problem resolution capability. Apriori has useful problem resolution capability and
its problem resolution philosophy is pragmatic yet effective. It does not claim
complex technology; its strength lies in the ability to add new knowledge as part of
the process of solving a problem, and access the knowledge base in a variety of
ways, as suits the analyst and/or the problem being addressed. Integration with
CBR3 is also available if diagnosis facilities are required.
Integration and customisation are aided by a comprehensive script language –
QScript (a superset of Visual Basic), and exposed to external applications through
OLE, a C API and HTTP. Good integration with CTI middleware is available;
however, there are no other packaged interfaces.
AutoAnswer enables flexible customisation; because the application is datacentric, all customisation revolves around the physical database structure. Most
functionality can be provided for; however, some customisation exercises are
easier than others.
AutoAnswer’s architecture enables scalability in terms of the number of
concurrent analysts. However, there are no data replication facilities or a mobile
client. There are two web interfaces (WebQ and Apriori Plus) that are available
via password access to analysts and customers, providing the same presentation, a
subset of process management functionality and self-help capability.

Typical usage
AutoAnswer typically supports operations with 50 or more concurrent users.
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Product overview
Product positioning
AutoAnswer is squarely positioned in the internal IT help desk environment, as
part of Platinum Technology’s vision for systems management, called ProVision.
Quintus originally developed the product. Quintus uses the same base product to
develop for the external customer support market. Quintus has focused on
integration with CTI middleware to target the call centre market.
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By allocating sales and distribution of the help desk product to Platinum
Technology (and other partners), Quintus can concentrate its sales and marketing
effort on the customer care segment.

Business support
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Product architecture
AutoAnswer’s architecture puts some application processing components located
at the server, operating directly off the database (Event Server and Data Server),
presentation at the client and the database at another server. A database
abstraction layer models the database for use within the application – it is still
necessary to understand the structure of the database to perform customisation.
AutoAnswer is developed in C++. Visual Basic is generated dynamically for the
presentation layer at the client.
AutoAnswer includes:
• call management for help desks (AutoAnswer)
• web access – WebQ
• customisation – Design Tool
• asset management
• change management
• defect tracking
• Apriori – problem resolution tool
• IndexQ – for indexing external sources of problem resolution knowledge
• Hands Free Support – web user interface to the problem resolution system that
gives end users the ability to search for their own solutions or to submit trouble
tickets.

Platforms
Operating system (server)

Solaris 2.4 and 2.5, HP UX 10.x, AIX 4.1x, Windows NT 3.51 (with ServicePack)
and Windows NT 4.0 (with ServicePack).
Operating system (client)

Windows NT and Windows 95.
Hardware (server)

Sun, IBM, HP and PC.
Databases supported

Oracle, Sybase, Informix and Microsoft SQL Server.
Note that Design Tool only runs on Windows NT.
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Usage
Technically challenging application

The implementation of AutoAnswer, within Platinum’s internal and external
support organisations, was considered to be a technically challenging application.
Platinum already had a variety of systems in place to track products, customers,
contracts and employees. It is a requirement that the AutoAnswer system can
interface and share data with all of these separately maintained systems and any
new ones that might be introduced in the future.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
We have not evaluated AutoAnswer in the past. However, we evaluated HelpQ,
which is the base for AutoAnswer. Changes since our last evaluation in 1997
include:
• installation process simplified
• DiagnoseQ introduced – a utility to flag potential problems on installation
• migration utilities
• Internationalisation (support of I18N and DBCS)
• multiple concurrent database connections supported
• ODBC supported
• reporting capability improved
• letter generation feature
• support for integration with Nabnasset CTI and CallPath CTI
• WebQ NSAPI router
• improvements to the WebQ interface
• in-frame browsers – to display tabular information on the client-server
interface
• alerts and broadcasts – revamp, including use of filters
• Quintus Service Manager – a service administration program to manage
Quintus services on multiple NT servers
• DCO service provider API for COM/DCOM
• API is simplified and supplied with Visual C++ libraries
• MQSeries asynchronous integration with Rule Server.
Enhancements planned at our last evaluation that are still outstanding are:
• full integration with emerging distributed object standards, particularly
CORBA.

Future enhancements
Future AutoAnswer releases will include:
• new problem resolution
RDBMS knowledge base replaces Apriori proprietary database
format of choice for documents, including HTML (eventually XML)
Java implementation
• change management/service request extensions
expanded authorisation function
extensions to task management
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impact analysis
• third-party console integration
Tivoli
the ability to launch AutoAnswer from third-party consoles
to enable creation and correlation of trouble tickets based on third party alarms.
• service level agreements (SLA) extensions
enhanced escalation and reporting mechanisms
• task management focus
replace current task management functionality with advanced functionality.
visual scheduling module
advanced work assignment/feedback
advanced task capabilities
improved authorising capabilities.
• Hook-up to DEX (ProVision Inventory Database) for Inventory Data
use the AutoAnswer secondary data source capability to use the DEX directly for
inventory data.
•

ERP integrations
to provide console integrations for systems of choice
use the AutoAnswer secondary data source capability to access ERP system’s
database directly where appropriate (that is, PeopleSoft employee database)
use AutoAnswer PR as an extended, context-sensitive help system for ERP
system of choice
enable creation and correlation of trouble tickets based on ERP system
alarms/action messages.
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Company background
History
Platinum Technology was incorporated on 16 April 1987. In 1991, Platinum
became a publicly held company. Platinum Technology initially established a
presence in the IT industry by supplying database management tools for DB2 and
other relational database management systems (RDBMSs). The company has
grown from less than ten employees in 1987, to more than 3,800 employees at the
end of 1998 as a result of an aggressive takeover policy.
Apriori was originally developed by Answer Systems. The first product was
produced in 1990 as a problem resolution add-on to call tracking systems. The
technology for identifying common problems is called ‘Bubble-Up’, for which
Answer was awarded a patent in April 1994. Answer expanded the product to
perform call tracking and other functions for the help desk.
Answer Systems was acquired by Platinum Technology in 1995 for $40 m.
In 1997, Platinum Technology stopped selling Apriori as a help desk software
product. However, Platinum Technology still required help desk software as part
of its vision for systems management. Platinum Technology now resells HelpQ
(OEM: Quintus), with the problem resolution part of Apriori, as AutoAnswer.
Quintus was formed in 1984 in order to create software development tools for the
AI language, Prolog. In 1989, Quintus was acquired by Intergraph Corporation
and continued to operate in the tools market, as a subsidiary of Intergraph.
Quintus moved into the applications market in May 1991. In May 1995, with the
help of venture capital from the Sprout Group and Oak Investment, Quintus’s
management team led a buyout from Intergraph. Quintus has operated as an
independent company ever since.

Commercial
Platinum Technology is a publicly listed company on the Nasdaq exchange
(symbol: PLAT). The company’s revenues are derived from three sources:
•

licence and upgrade fees for licensing its proprietary and other parties’
software products and providing additional processing capacity on alreadylicensed products

•

maintenance and fees for maintaining, supporting and providing updates and
enhancements to software products

•

revenues from its professional business services. Total revenues for 1997 were
$624 million, an increase of $155 million (or 33%) compared to 1996 total
revenues of $468 million.

Software products revenues represented 57% (or $357 million) of total revenues in
1997. Maintenance and professional services accounted for 20% and 23%,
respectively, of total revenues in 1997.
AutoAnswer is part of the systems management business unit, which accounted
for 40% of total software revenues in 1997. A breakdown by individual products
within the business unit is not available.
Platinum’s ‘partners programme’ includes more than 500 relationships worldwide,
representing VARs, consultants, hardware OEMs, ISVs and systems integrators.
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Platinum Technology has formed partnerships with key hardware and software
companies including Hewlett-Packard, Microsoft, Intel, IBM, Oracle and SAP.
Quintus is a private company and does not release financial statements. Ovum
estimates revenues of $25 million. Customers working with Quintus can discuss
financial status with Quintus’s investors and senior managers under nondisclosure. Quintus is funded by the Sprout Group (part of DLJ – Donaldson,
Lufkin and Jenrette) and Oak Investment Partners.
Quintus has 200 employees.
Quintus has technical partnerships with AnswerSoft, Aspect Telecommunications,
Cognos Corporation, Fulcrum Technologies, Inference Corporation, Informix,
Oracle, Prospect Software, ServiceWare, Sybase and Telamon.

Vendor positioning
Platinum’s range of software products is developed and marketed in three
different ways:
• standalone point products – Platinum offers more than 150 standalone
software products, from database re-organisation tools, to relational OLAP
tools
• bundles of standalone point products – Platinum bundles tools that tackle
specific, yet related, needs together
• integrated suites – integrated suites of software tools help companies maintain
several business functions simultaneously
AutoAnswer is sold as part of Platinum Technology’s vision for systems
management, called ProVision.
Quintus’s focus is squarely on the call centre. The current arrangement with
Platinum Technology enables Quintus to focus almost exclusively on the external
customer relationship market, while maintaining revenues from help desk via the
Platinum Technology channel.
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Services and support
Training
Platinum offers training at its offices or on site for set-up and systems
administration and user training.
Quintus provides two five-day training classes that are scheduled every month at
its headquarters in California. On-site training can be arranged through Quintus;
training is also available from its distributors in Europe.

Consulting
Platinum offers consultancy through its Platinum Solutions division. Customers
are advised to use consultants for implementation and customisation involving
integration.
Quintus has a Professional Services Group that provides help with requirements
analysis, data modelling, custom business rule development, specialised
integration, custom extensions and assistance in deployment and systems
integration.

Support
Platinum offers 12- and 24-hour support options. Support includes software
enhancements.
Support is offered locally by Platinum offices worldwide.
Platinum offers free online and Internet support.
Platinum uses its own products to provide support.
Platinum has QA/support laboratories, so customers’ situations can be replicated
for debugging, including integration with third-party products.
Platinum AutoAnswer has an independent international user group (AUGment)
that meets annually, usually in the US.
Quintus offers support via distributors and also from its main office. Customers
can choose from:
• basic support – 06:00–18:00, Monday to Friday
• extended support – same as basic, but including holidays
• premium – round-the-clock support, including up to 800 pager services.
Quintus offers free online and Internet support.
Quintus uses its own products to provide support.
Quintus has a QA/support laboratory, so that any customer’s situation can be
replicated for debugging, including integration with third-party products.
Quintus has an international user group that meets annually, usually in the US.
Quintus meets quarterly with a customer advisory board to discuss customer,
product and service issues.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
US list prices are shown below.
AutoAnswer

$20,000 per server, $4,000 per concurrent user. These prices include:
• WebQ
• Design Tool
• Fulcrum
• Platinum INFOreports
• AutoAnswer Problem Resolution (Apriori PLUS)
• Hands Free Support
Access to WebQ is free, but check your database vendor’s licence for Internet
access terms. Full update access via WebQ is costed as a concurrent user.
AutoAnswer Advisor

$25,000 per server, $250 per client. Enterprise pricing for seats is available.

Distribution
AutoAnswer is available from Platinum Technology offices, and from channel
partners worldwide.
North America

Europe

Platinum Technology
2 North Second Street
San Jose
CA 95113
USA

Platinum Technology
Platinum House
North Second Street
Milton Keynes MK9 1BZ
UK

Tel: +1 800 890 7528
Fax: +1 408 280 1407

Tel: +44 1908 248 400
Fax: +44 1908 248 444

E-mail: sales@platinum.com
Web: www.platinum.com
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AutoAnswer provides good process management facilities, with good audit and
logging functionality. There is basic support for business processes – escalation,
notification and routing. More complex procedures can, in most cases, be catered for
through customisation.

Logging
AutoAnswer scores a total of 15 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.41 out of 1.5 points.
Logging in AutoAnswer is straightforward and takes place under the ‘call’ tab in
the AutoAnswer interface (see Figure 1 for the main logging screen).
To access caller details, any piece of caller information may be used. If surname is
used, the ‘sounds like’ option will find similar matches, meaning that ‘Smith’ will
also retrieve records for ‘Smyth’ ‘Smithe’ and ‘Smythe’.
Selection of which fields to audit can be performed using the ‘history’ field.
WebQ is a sophisticated web interface that allows callers to gain access to
AutoAnswer directly, with access to their own calls only.
In addition, the optional component ‘Hands Free Support’ takes either an e-mail or
web form as input, searches the solutions, and e-mails a solution to the caller,
without any intervention from a support analyst. That is, not only can logging be
automated, but also first-level response.
AutoAnswer automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
ü allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket, change request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
AutoAnswer automatically:
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets/change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered records and caller-entered ones
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered trouble tickets and caller-entered ones.
AutoAnswer supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
û SNMP and/or DMI events
ü web browsers.
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Figure 1 Main call logging screen in AutoAnswer

Maintaining dependencies
AutoAnswer scores a total of 4 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.29 out of 0.5 points.
Since a separate product provides change management, it is not possible to create
a relationship between change requests and trouble tickets.
It is possible to tie tasks to a change request, to set dependencies between them
and to use dependencies to perform scheduling. Different individuals can perform
tasks in parallel. It is not possible to create a mixed list of tasks, change requests
and trouble tickets.
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AutoAnswer can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
û between combinations of problems and changes
ü between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
AutoAnswer enables:
ü dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be set
ü dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket/change request to be performed by independent
parties in parallel
û an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
û an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests; trouble tickets intermingled in
the same queue.

Routing
AutoAnswer scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 1 point.
AutoAnswer automates the routing of calls to queues for groups – an analyst can
belong to one or more groups and groups may consist of one or more analysts. The
basis for recording skills is the name of the group that the analyst belongs to. For
example, all analysts with network skills belong to the Network Group.
Alternatively, skills-based routing can be performed directly via CTI.
An analyst can look at a call in a queue without taking ownership of it; to do so,
the analyst must ‘accept call’.
Tracking the number of routings and alerting if a threshold is passed must be
implemented by customisation.
Assigning a call to multiple analysts is achieved via sub-tasks – each sub-task can
be assigned to a different analyst.
AutoAnswer:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
ü maintains a calendar of analyst availability
ü supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
û spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
ü assigns a trouble ticket/change request to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
AutoAnswer scores a total of 10 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.77 out of 1 point.
Notification occurs as a result of certain escalation, routing and other business
rules being activated. All analysts have their preferred method of contact recorded
– hence analysts can be notified by e-mail, fax or pager. Alerts can also be viewed
and generated within AutoAnswer – for just one analyst via a message, or for all
analysts via the ‘broadcast’ mechanism.
Analysts can choose for their alerts not to be displayed immediately. This is not
recommended, although the analyst may desire it when alerts are used for trivial
(and frequent) messages as well as serious ones.
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The Event Server performs notification.
AutoAnswer:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
û runs alerter separately from main support system
û deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
ü notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (for instance, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
û
defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
AutoAnswer scores a total of 5 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5 points.
AutoAnswer maintains two measures of priority – called priority and business
impact. Priority measures the urgency of the call, whereas business impact
measures the severity.
There are three levels of business impact, although an extra level can be added.
AutoAnswer:
ü maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
ü has a configurable level of urgency
ü has a configurable level of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
AutoAnswer scores a total of 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.71 out of 1 point.
Escalation rules are driven by the data in the escalation table. The Event Server
implements escalation.
Escalation can be run according to a business hours calendar, but only for the first
escalation, not subsequently.
AutoAnswer allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and trouble ticket closure
ü routing of event, task to other analyst on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
û definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
û modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour, flashing).

Contract support
AutoAnswer scores a total of 6 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.
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AutoAnswer has an application module for performing contract support, called
Contract Management. This component allows the support organisation to record
contracts with customers, to check and maintain what support a customer is
entitled to. Contracts can be recorded in terms of time, number of calls or for
unlimited support.
Support for agreements on individual items can be given via a relationship
between the contract and serial numbers for items – this is ‘hidden’ in the
application, but can be surfaced if the relationship is required.
AutoAnswer’s calendar allows time to be recorded according to business hours for
the first level of support. However, once a call is escalated it is monitored
according to the 24-hour clock.
AutoAnswer has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
û support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
ü multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
û multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
ü budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multiprocess support
AutoAnswer scores a total of 5 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.83 out of 1 point.
Multiprocess support is possible through customisation, for creating several
different focuses within one application. Multiple analyst queues are achieved via
the workgroups. Since an analyst can belong to more than one workgroup, you
define the workgroups to which an analyst needs access – the queues for each
workgroup are separate.
AutoAnswer allows:
ü definition of multiple trouble ticket, change request types
ü differentiation of type at call time
û logical segmentation of database (for example, trouble ticket numbers for each
trouble ticket type)
ü multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
ü dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (for example,
of routing and escalation).

Reporting
AutoAnswer scores a total of 19 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.36 out of 1.5 points.
Reporting is provided by InfoReports – a Platinum Technology product.
Monitoring can be performed using QScript to create a query that can be set to
run at intervals. Monitoring information can be distributed using ImpaQ
(realtime). ImpaQ is an optional extra.
Reports can also be generated in the upper half of the interface, through query-byexample on fields in the tabbed forms. For example, if the analyst wishes to
display a list of all open calls, they enter ‘open’ in the field status and click on
‘search’. Lists of all open calls are displayed in a spreadsheet-like format.
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AutoAnswer:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
û supplies predefined reports
û supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports query-by-example (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products/services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so
on).
AutoAnswer reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
ü pictorial charts
ü 3-D surface.
AutoAnswer:
ü has real-time monitoring
ü monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a stand-alone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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AutoAnswer provides basic asset recording and tracking capability, however, falls
down when it comes to maintaining relationships that are important in an asset
lifecycle. It is likely that customisation will be required to implement asset
management.

Capture asset information
AutoAnswer scores a total of 6 out of 10 üs, normalised to 1.8 out of 3 points.
Asset capture is performed by integration with Intel LANDesk. Credit is given
accordingly.
AutoAnswer can automatically:
ü detect hardware and software assets
ü collect asset performance statistics
ü receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
û capture software usage information (software metering)
û generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
û record information from, and generate, software distribution
û update assets as required by a task.
AutoAnswer can achieve:
ü remote access to files on a networked PC
ü remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
ü remote startup and shutdown of networked PCs.

Maintain asset information
AutoAnswer scores a total of 6 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.25 out of 2.5 points.
AutoAnswer provides good functionality to support the maintenance of asset
information. Particular support is provided for maintaining the validity of
software licences, but not for providing a history of software upgrades, patches
and installations.
AutoAnswer does maintain warranty information. This could be used to check
software licences or to manage maintenance plan for assets – but this must be
implemented via customisation.
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AutoAnswer can:
ü keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
û for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
ü check software licences are up-to-date
ü check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
û record information at asset and asset type level enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset, and per type of asset
ü maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
û maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
û issue an alert when an event happens in an asset's life; for example, warranty
expires
û record more than one service level agreement / warranty against each asset type
ü monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price, replacement value
û enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning and purchasing.

Maintain asset links
AutoAnswer scores a total of 3 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.58 out of 2.5 points.
It is possible to maintain what is known as a component relationship (that is,
hierarchical). However, connection relationships are not maintained.
There are no graphical tools for showing asset dependencies and relationships,
and no way of specifying that particular assets are required to perform a
particular business process. This is necessary in order to set SLAs that are
business process-dependent.
AutoAnswer can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in this PC)
û maintain peer to peer asset dependencies (for example, PC connected to
network)
û provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
û provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
û maintain occasional links (sometimes this laptop is connected to the network)
ü link people and their assets
û show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
ü have an asset without an owner
û have an asset with more than one owner
û enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
û enforce rules about the configuration of assets, for example, check software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on
û record site level information
û display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.

Maintain supplier information
AutoAnswer scores a total of 1 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.17 out of 1 point.
There is little support for including the supplier of assets in asset management
processes.
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AutoAnswer can:
û keep a record of suppliers, with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
ü link supplier to asset type it supplies
û enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
û maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
û enable processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
û enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier as well as internally.
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The results for this section depend on which combination of tools the customer
chooses. AutoAnswer is provided as standard with the Apriori problem resolution
tool, and the Fulcrum Full Text Search mechanism – hence these are the options
evaluated.
Apriori has a number of techniques for accessing information from the knowledge
base, including its patented Bubble-up technology. Bubble-up is a means of
displaying the top ten problems (and their solutions) dynamically. Apriori provides
good support for accessing different sources of information through integration
with Fulcrum’s Full Text Search. Diagnosis can be provided via AutoAnswer’s
packaged integration with Inference’s CBR3 product.

Standard response
AutoAnswer scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Apriori provides support for common or standard responses via its patented
Bubble-up technology. Essentially, Bubble-up provides a dynamic list of the ten
most commonly used solutions that the support operation has experienced to date.
Time relevancy is inherent to this process, so if a new procedure has just been
implemented, causing an unforeseen problem, there will be many calls about it,
increasing the commonness of the solution to that problem and pushing it into the
top ten list. As time goes on, new situations, problems and their solutions will
supersede this solution.
The top ten list can also be constructed for each category of solutions; for example,
construct a list of the top ten hardware/laptop PC/keyboard problems.
AutoAnswer can:
ü add and update standard responses
ü access standard responses by one key or option
ü suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
ü make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
AutoAnswer scores a total of 9 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2.25 out of 2.5 points.
Apriori provides access to Solutions internally, which can contain hypertext links
to other files (text, graphic or video) which provide more information about solving
a problem.
Use of integration with Fulcrum provides access to external electronic documents.
Electronic documents can be indexed using IndexQ (optional, included here). It
indexes most formatted documents including Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, Ami
Pro, ASCII, rich text format (RTF) and HTML. Once documents are indexed, they
can be included in any search for a solution. IndexQ can also be used to index
database fields, including large text entries and BLOBs.
However, external sources are searched and maintained separately to the solution
set.
Solutions are separate sets of ‘documents’ that are optimised based on previous
responses. Solutions can also be added proactively. Solutions can be added to, and
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annotated, from within the support system. However, other sources cannot be
altered in this way.
Solutions and/or documents can be optionally searched at the same time (but
separately) by setting options. There is a substantial performance in activating
both search mechanisms at once and it is not recommended.
Packaged solution sets, such as KnowledgePaks from ServiceWare can be
integrated with the Apriori Solutions knowledge base.
Callers are given direct access to Apriori Solutions via the component called
Hands Free Support. This component can be used to provide suggested solutions
to e-mailed and web-entered problems automatically.

Figure 2 Apriori interface
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AutoAnswer can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
û provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
ü provide integrated access to web-based information (intranet/Internet)
ü use existing trouble ticket details to search information directly without entering a
separate search
ü perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
ü add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
ü add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.

Information use
AutoAnswer scores a total of 12 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.31 out of 2.5 points.
Apriori store solutions in a hierarchical knowledge base. Each solution can be
found logically in the hierarchy in more than one place (although, only stored
physically in one). Each solution has a header, description and detailed body
section.
The following techniques represent two or three different approaches to finding
information, the rest are just using different arguments to what is essentially the
same kind of search process. Apriori’s access methods include:
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•

Qsearch – Apriori scans all the relevant fields in the incident and uses
keywords (symptoms) found there to search the symptoms associated with
Solutions. The solutions with symptoms that have a good match with the
symptoms of the current problem are listed for the analyst

•

Bubble-up – Bubble-up results can be ordered by Bubble-up or age order

•

symptom search – the analyst can enter or select symptoms one by one from a
master list of symptoms to construct a search. This search then operates
against the symptoms for each solution, displaying a list of the solutions with
the best match rate.

•

new document list – displays a list of the most recently added solutions.
Useful when the analyst suspects that the problem (and therefore solution)
has only recently occurred for the first time

•

keyword search – an interface to enter keywords to search the titles of the
Solutions. This is useful when good referential information is contained in the
titles, for example, error codes

•

document ID – allows the analyst to access the document by its ID number –
useful when analysts already know which document they want to use

•

index structure list – allows the analyst to navigate through the hierarchy of
the solutions directly

•

hypertext – a related solution can be accessed by hypertext from the body of a
solution (this is a somewhat tenuous use of the phrase ‘problem resolution
technique’).
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In addition, AutoAnswer is integrated with Fulcrum’s Full Text Retrieval Search
product for searching on all material, whether past solutions or electronic
documents. All past solutions are automatically searched when a problem
description is entered. Entering extra keywords in the solution field can refine the
search.
All sources accessed (documents and web pages) can be displayed in their native
form. Information retrieved can be e-mailed or faxed directly to a caller and
automatically linked to the record of the call.
AutoAnswer can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination and Boolean operators
ü perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms and
specialised dictionaries
ü enable refinement of search criteria during search
ü perform natural language queries, eliminating non-key words ‘and’ ‘the’ ‘a’
ü define the scope of the search, for example, only search headers, summary,
abstract
ü regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
û enable multilingual search.
AutoAnswer ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
ü based on semantic similarity to query
ü based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
ü by number of times they have been used
ü by age
ü by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
AutoAnswer scores a total of 0 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0 out of 2 points.
Diagnosis is not directly supported. However, integration to Inference’s Content
Navigator products is available if required.
AutoAnswer can:
û help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
û help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
û keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
û support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
û provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
û start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
û detect deeper problems by analysis of current problems.

Solutions management
AutoAnswer scores a total of 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.71 out of 1 point.
Apriori allows solutions to be added for each problem as they are solved, or on an
ad hoc basis.
Administration tasks for the knowledge base include checking new solutions as
they are created, to ensure that they ‘make sense’ and do not duplicate existing
solutions. Apriori maintains a status variable that may be used to signify whether
the solution has just been created, checked and verified, and also whether the
solution is a ‘workaround’ or a complete solution to the problem.
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Solution records can be created in the database from existing calls and defects.
This is a manual process, not automatic, and is typically performed by second- or
third-level support staff. Solution records have authors and publication dates and
status, and can be managed through review processes.
AutoAnswer can:
ü add new problem-solution pairs to solution set by administrator
ü optionally add a new problem-solution pair to solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
ü suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to solution set
û select and add problem-solution pairs to solution set automatically
ü aid in organising solutions to optimise search
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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AutoAnswer can access external data directly and expose its API using C APIs,
HTTP, BatchQ (a command line interface) and OLE. Packaged integration is
provided, although it is limited to a few products. There is good coverage for
common or standard APIs.

Data access
AutoAnswer scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
AutoAnswer can access data from external databases via gateways in the DBMS
at table level. AutoAnswer can provide access at field level via OLE. Access to
external data for display can be provided via integration with a HTML browser,
used as a legacy access device.
AutoAnswer supports proprietary database access to Informix, MS SQL Server,
Oracle and Sybase. ODBC access is supported for secondary data sources, but not
as the gateway to the primary database.
AutoAnswer:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
ü allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
AutoAnswer defines external sources for data at field level by using:
ü ODBC and/or proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six common
DBMSs:
Informix version 7+
MS SQL Server version 6.5+
Oracle version 7+
Sybase version 11+.

Application programming interface (API)
AutoAnswer scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
The Rule Server provides programmatic interfaces, which allow other applications
to invoke QScript functions on the server through a C API, HTTP or a command
line tool, BatchQ.
Some of AutoAnswer’s internal functions in QScript (VBA compliant) are also
exposed through OLE, enabling some types of data (but not all) to be retrieved,
modified, deleted and created.
Integration using DDE is also possible.
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AutoAnswer’s API:
ü initiates a function
ü retrieves data about the status of a function
ü returns error codes to initiating system
ü retrieves data from AutoAnswer
ü modifies data in AutoAnswer
ü deletes data in AutoAnswer
ü creates data in AutoAnswer.

Packaged interfaces
AutoAnswer scores a total of 8 out of a maximum 12 üs, normalised to 1.33 out of
2 points.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
AutoAnswer has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü AnswerSoft (Sixth Sense)
ü Prospect (Call Insight)
ü Intel AutoConfigure.

Integrated suite of applications
AutoAnswer is part of an integrated suite including:
ü Asset management
ü Change management
ü CCC Harvest.

Integration with common management systems
AutoAnswer is integrated with...
Network management systems:
û HP OpenView
û Sun Solstice
û
Cabletron Spectrum.
Inventory management systems:
û Tally Systems NetCensus
ü Intel LANDesk
û IBM Info/Man.

Systems management systems:
û
Microsoft SMS
û
CA UniCenter
û
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems:
û
Funk Proxy
û
Wanderlink
ü
Timbuktu.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
AutoAnswer scores a total of 7 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.7 out of 1.5 points.
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AutoAnswer is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
ü TAPI
ü MAPI
ü TSAPI
û VIM
ü CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü
û
ü
û

HTML
CGI
NSAPI
ISAPI.

Information exchange
û DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
û DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
û DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
û ITU X.790
û SNMP.

Component architecture fit
AutoAnswer scores 0 points for one or more üs.
The Windows client is architected around Microsoft’s COM, OLE, OCX/ActiveX
standards.
AutoAnswer is compliant with:
û Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft Java Beans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
AutoAnswer scores 0.5 points for one or more üs.
AutoAnswer’s command line interface is called BatchQ.
A command line interface exists for:
ü Unix
û DOS
û OS/2
ü Win95/Win NT
û other.
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AutoAnswer provides reasonable scalability for concurrent users. The lack of data
replication and no mobile client limit scalability in the sense of distribution. The
web products, WebQ, Apriori and Hands Free Support provide secure functionality
to callers and analysts, including some good self-help capability. AutoAnswer adds
to its scalability score by running on scalable platforms and databases.

Technical architecture
AutoAnswer scores 3 out of 7 üs, normalised to 2.14 out of 5 points.
AutoAnswer separates business processes from the interface; however, they are
still tied to the database layer. There is a data model, but the data model maps
directly to the database, there is no data abstraction as such.
AutoAnswer provides support for a distributed computing environment by
enabling application servers to restart dynamically, and by (static) load balancing
of the data server.
AutoAnswer:
û can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
ü uses a high-level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
ü can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
ü can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
û can change partitioning of processing between client and server
û is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
AutoAnswer scores 1 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.17 out of 1 point.
AutoAnswer has no independent data replication capabilities.
AutoAnswer:
ü can support multiple DBMS servers.
AutoAnswer’s data replication capabilities:
û are independent of native DBMS replication
û are configured in a logical master–slave topology
û ensure selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
û ensure flexible reconciliation of data conflicts is catered for
û enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.

Web application
AutoAnswer scores 11 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.37 out of 1.5 points.
WebQ uses multi-thread HTTP application servers that authenticate users
manage secure sessions and database connections, and dynamically generate
HTML pages – automatically populating them with information from the
database. The WebQ Router load-balances log-in requests across WebQ servers,
monitoring and restarting the servers where necessary.
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Figure 3 AutoAnswer Web Client

Apriori and Hands Free Support offer self-help capability. These are offered via a
secure web access mechanism.
The web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages that resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
û distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The web server offers:
ü automated web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for problem, change tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of trouble tickets, change requests)
ü data modification (for updating existing records)
ü ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü secure method of access to trouble tickets, change requests
ü secure method of access to solutions.
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Mobile client
AutoAnswer scores 0 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0 out of 0.5 points.
AutoAnswer is not available in a mobile client version.
AutoAnswer is available in a:
û mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
û has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
û has a mobile database with small system requirements
û has data update synchronisation.

Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available 0.5 points.
AutoAnswer offers direct support for one or more of:
ü Informix version 7+
û CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
ü MS SQL Server version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
ü Sybase version 11+
û DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available 0.5 points.
Ovum’s server platforms:
û OS/2 Warp
û OS400
ü Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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Customisation
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AutoAnswer is flexible, enabling most changes to be made. Since data is strongly
tied to its presentation, it is difficult to make changes without thorough planning
and knowledge of the physical database structure. Although thorough planning is
always advisable, the way the Design Tool works demands it.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
AutoAnswer scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1.75 out of 2 points.
Customisation of the interface is performed using the Layout Editor within the
Design Tool. The Design Tool interface works on the Microsoft Explorer paradigm,
with a hierarchical structure of focuses comprising ‘forms’, ‘tables’ and ‘rules’.
Forms are organised in a hierarchy so that each ‘form’ contains ‘groups’ that link
to a primary ‘table’. A group can display fields from one or more tables. It is not
possible to make changes to the interface without understanding not only the
data, but also the underlying data structures and relationships.
Forms are generated in Visual Basic.
AutoAnswer may be customised by:
û allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing/removing fields
ü adding fields
ü adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
AutoAnswer scores a total of 12 out of 14 üs, normalised to 1.71 out of 2 points.
Data access and its modification is managed through the Design Tool.
AutoAnswer is a data-driven application; all functionality and presentation is
rooted in the data. To this end, the tools for customising data are extensive, which
brings its own overhead in terms of the depth of understanding required by an
administrator or customiser.
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AutoAnswer has:
ü a logical data model independent to implementation
ü a map of the logical model to physical data.
AutoAnswer may be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
û using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
ü using columns from external databases as source of data for a field, process
ü adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field, process
ü removing columns
ü adding/removing tables
ü changing a relationship between tables
ü adding/removing a relationship between tables
û changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
ü changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
AutoAnswer scores a total of 10 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.31 out of 3 points.
Business rules can also be changed using the Design Tool.
Business processes can be changed and added using QScript – a VBA-compliant
script language. QScript is a superset of Visual Basic for Applications (VBA).
Extensive changes can be made; however, the customiser must learn QScript
(unless they already know VBA) and understand programming principles.
Escalation rules are maintained as a table – these can be changed without using
QScript.
AutoAnswer may be customised by:
ü changing existing events and tasks
ü defining new events and tasks
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
ü defining and adding new business processes
ü removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
AutoAnswer:
û enables definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than one
process
û uses templates for processes, enabling just specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
ü a scripting environment
ü providing an API through which custom code components can be used.
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Management of customisation
AutoAnswer scores a total of 5 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1.67 out of 2 points.
When clients log-in, if there is a new version of the forms, these are downloaded;
hence customisation can be administered centrally and dynamically.
Source code can be controlled using source code library control tools.
AutoAnswer supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
û maintainance of history of implementation and change
ü maintainance of information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer customisation from one point
ü upgrade without re-doing customisation.
Platinum Technology offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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Usability
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AutoAnswer offers good usability, providing mechanisms to aid the use of volumes
of information. The documentation is reasonable and helps you to understand the
usage, administration and customisation of the system. AutoAnswer has been
localised by resellers, to provide versions in Kanji and German; however, the
product does not support Unicode, making further localisation difficult.

Interfaces
AutoAnswer scores a total of 7 out of 9 üs, normalised to 2.33 out of 3 points.
AutoAnswer has a clear interface. Links between different screens of information
are maintained through the use of tabs.
AutoAnswer has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
ü common identification of all related open dialogues
û use of graphics to convey information
ü use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context sensitive data
ü context- sensitive displays and use of widgets/buttons
û
diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests and
assets (trees, for example).

Ease of performing functions
AutoAnswer scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 3 out of 3 points.
AutoAnswer provides significant functionality to aid ease of use.
The analyst can:
ü work on more than one record at the same time
ü start at any point with a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (extension number, last name)
ü switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link related calls
ü navigate by more than one method, including menu, tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks, ‘drill-down’ metaphors
ü clone an existing record, for ease of use.

Documentation
AutoAnswer scores a total of 13 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.81 out of 1 point.
The documentation is generally very good and provides a clear understanding of
what can be done using AutoAnswer, and how to do it. Platinum Technology uses
pdf format for electronic distribution of all its documentation. Only WebQ
documentation is in HTML.
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Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide/user’s guide
ü getting started guide
û tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
û paper
ü CD-ROM
ü Acrobat (.PDF) files
û HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

On-line help
AutoAnswer scores a total of 6 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.
AutoAnswer has:
û an online tutorial
ü online documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
ü configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
û wizards to aid use of the system – design tool use wizards.

Multi-lingual support
AutoAnswer scores a total of 6 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.43 out of 1 point.
AutoAnswer supports double-byte and n-byte characters by compliance with
DBCS, not Unicode.
Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
û locality-specific currency formats
û swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
ü translation tables for literal strings
û right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
ü 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
û Unicode support
û multiple language versions in same installation.
We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
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Local language support for:
ü German
ü Kanji.
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System administration
Set-up
Installation generally takes between one and two days, but the time needed to
customise the product varies with the degree of customisation and the complexity
of the operation. Installations that do not require customisation can be up and
running in five days. A typical timeframe for customisation is eight weeks.
In version 4.0 Quintus introduced a single top-level install program that includes
pre-installation checks. New utilities, including DiagnoseQ (to flag potential
problems during installation) and migration utilities were introduced.

Administration
Quintus provides standard InstallShield installs for Windows and NT, and Unix
installation scripts for Unix server components. All NT-based server components
and services are configured through the NT registry, and have specific manager
applications provided by Quintus to configure and manage them. Unix servers use
configuration files, and standard Unix command-based administration. Typically,
NT servers are started automatically as part of the NT service start-up process;
Unix servers are started automatically by adding their start-up commands to
system boot files.
Quintus Service Manager, new with version 4.0, is an administration program for
managing Quintus services on multiple NT installations.

Security
Security properties of all focuses, tables and fields are set in the Design Tool,
which will generate all the necessary ‘grants’ in the database. The AutoAnswer
client enforces all these permissions, as well as the database. Users log-in using
standard database log-in accounts, with their access permissions controlled
through this. WebQ users are authorised through an authorisation table in the
database, which also allows constraints to be specified through particular
customer or agent records and relationships, so that certain users will only see
their own records.
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At a glance
Developer
Remedy Corporation, Mountain View, USA

Versions evaluated
Remedy Help Desk 4.0, which includes Asset Inventory and Change Tasking,
evaluated with Action Request System version 4.01, ARWeb version 3.01 and
Remedy Web. The optional Remedy Service Level Agreements 4.0 was also
evaluated.

Key points
Base data
•

Suitable for large to medium-sized internal IT help desks

•

Supports Oracle, Sybase, Informix, MS SQL Server and IBM DB2 databases

•

Runs on Sun, IBM, HP and PC server platforms

Strengths
•

Good customisation ability, which is easy to perform

•

Good integration facilities

•

Scalable architecture

Points to watch
•

Problem resolution (as supplied) is basic

•

Asset Inventory requires customisation to provide good functionality

•

Management of complex customisation is manual

Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability
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Price points
We give a price point for ten, 50 and 200 concurrent analysts based on the price
information given below.
Prices are shown in thousands of US dollars.
1

2

4

8
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Product glossary

4

Term

Description

Case

An instance of contact with the support desk.

Join

The database function that connects two tables together
to enable views of related information on one screen.

Priority

Remedy’s term for ‘severity’.

Form

A single database table definition, often used in Action
Request System to refer to a screen of information,
since there is a one-to-one relationship between tables
and screens.
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Verdict
Remedy Help Desk successfully combines the flexibility of the underlying Action
Request System (AR System) with usable out-of-the-box functionality. Help Desk
4.0 adequately addresses Ovum’s three broad areas of functionality, with
particular strength in process management. The product evaluation credits
features that can be implemented through trivial customisation, so it should be
remembered that the out-of-the-box product is not quite so strong.
The new release of AR System adds an improved user interface to the product’s
traditional strengths of scalability and ease of customisation. Many types of
workflow-based application can be built on it, and Remedy is taking advantage of
this by offering packaged customer relationship management and purchasing
applications based on AR System.
The product is particularly suited to the enterprise market, as it has good
integration facilities to complement the scalability. The product gains maximum
points for data access, its API and packaged interfaces, and is let down only by
lack of support for several standard APIs and interchange formats.
Within the asset tracking and management dimension, Asset Inventory and
Change Tasking are weak as supplied, but can be improved with customisation or
the addition of Remedy’s optional Asset Management and Change Management.
Problem resolution is also weak, requiring a third-party product to bolster
functionality.
Remedy’s market position is strong in terms of the number of customers,
international reach and blue-chip client base. Interesting developments will be
seen in 1999/2000, as Remedy branches out from its traditional internal IT help
desk constituency; Ovum hopes that the further development of Help Desk will
not suffer as a result.

Typical usage
Remedy Help Desk is used to support internal IT help desks.
Action Request System, the base architecture, is most commonly used in this
environment. However, some organisations use Action Request System for
purposes such as defect tracking, external customer service and project
management. Over 60% of user organisations use the product for supporting
other businesses, and this figure is set to rise as the new packaged applications
built on it become established (see Product positioning).
Most customers undertake some customisation to match their specific
requirements, which is typically performed by Remedy’s channel partners.
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Product overview
Product positioning
Remedy originally positioned its products exclusively in the internal IT help desk
market. It has since built on the range of internal IT management issues
addressed by the Help Desk application, by bundling it with best-of-breed
products (see Price details) and by offering Remedy Strategic Service Suite
(RSSS). RSSS adds Remedy Asset Management, Change Management and
Purchasing@Work to the functionality evaluated here, and includes links to SAP
and Oracle Applications.
Remedy has moved into providing out-of-the-box business services functionality,
by developing applications such as Remedy@Work and Purchasing@Work on the
AR System platform – indeed, customers have been developing a variety of
workflow-based applications on AR System for years. Remedy also offers
packaged CRM functionality through the BayStone products, which it took on
when it bought the company in 1998.
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Product architecture
Remedy’s product set is built on the base Action Request System, with product
applications constructed on top of, and using, the base functionality.
Applications for help desks include:
•

Help Desk 4.0, which includes Asset Inventory and Change Tasking

•

SLA 4.0

•

Flashboards 2.0

•

ARWeb 3.01

•

Remedy Web

•

Asset Management 2.0

•

Change Management 2.0.

We do not credit Asset Management and Change Management functionality here,
as they form part of a minority of Help Desk sales.
Action Request System is written in ANSI C. Flashboards and the user interface
are written in C++. ARWeb interfaces are written in HTML and JavaScript, while
the Remedy Web is implemented in Java.
Action Request System has been a three-tier client-server system since its first
release in 1990. Emphasis was placed on using a portable development
environment, so ANSI C and SQL were used, rather than platform-specific tools.
The system’s functionality and data are provided in physical database-centric
terms; that is, data used is defined by its position in a table via table views or
joins, rather than logically.

Platforms
Operating system (server)

Unix and Windows NT.
Operating system (client)

Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT and Motif/XWindows.
Hardware (server)

Sun, IBM, HP and PC.
Databases supported

Oracle (7.3.3 and 8.0.3c), Sybase (11.02 and 11.5), Informix (7.23), IBM DB2
Universal Database (5.0 and 5.2) and MS SQL Server (6.5 and 7).
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Usage
Typical application

The Employment Service is the government agency with the lead role in
developing and facilitating the labour market within the UK. Remedy Help Desk
has been deployed to support more than 300 staff and 30 front-line help desk
analysts serving a user community of 25,000 PCs distributed throughout 1,150
offices around the country.
Remedy Help Desk runs on a Sun Sparc server with Solaris 2.51 and a mixture of
Microsoft Windows 3.11 and Windows NT clients.
Very large application

No example was supplied.
Technically challenging application

British Telecom is a global provider of telecommunications products and services.
It implemented Action Request System in its call centre operation for BT
customers in 1996.
The technical installation involved integration with Nortel Meridian 1 PBX
systems and TACT (Tertio Applied Computer Telephony). The system supports
6,000 Meridian users within the UK.
Analysts use a mixture of user interface types including Unix, Windows and
Windows NT. The single Action Request System Server services 40 concurrent
call centre agents.

8
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
Ovum evaluated Remedy Help Desk 3.0 and Action Request System 3.2 in 1998.
The main changes since then are:
•

new 32-bit Windows and Java interfaces

•

the user interface is now role-based, providing different ‘service consoles’ to
end users, support staff and managers

•

client-side workflow

•

the Bulletin Board, allowing messages to be sent to groups of Remedy users

•

the Crystal Reports viewer and predefined reports are supplied as standard

•

a facility for agents to set up follow-up calls with users, and for one or both of
them to be reminded by e-mail when the call is due

•

a Flashboard to monitor the terms of a service-level agreement can be set up
from within the SLA module; it no longer has to be defined separately

•

the IBM DB2 Universal Database, on Windows NT, is now supported, as is
Microsoft SQL Server 7

•

the CA-Ingres database and the servers running AIX – NCR and SGI – are no
longer supported.

Future enhancements
Remedy does not release details of future products.
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Company background
History
Remedy Corporation was founded in November 1990 and released its first version
of Action Request System in December 1991. The company has been profitable
since 1992 and was floated on the Nasdaq stock market in 1995.
The product set was extended from Action Request System by the Flashboards
statistics monitor and ARWeb (the Internet interfacing option (March 1995)) and
through the addition of Change Management and Asset Management modules
(June 1996).
In November 1998, Remedy announced a definitive agreement to purchase
BayStone Software, a privately-held Remedy reseller, providing its own customer
support, quality assurance and opportunity management, and telesales
automation applications built on AR System. The cash value of the transaction
was approximately $10 million.

Commercial
Remedy is a public company quoted on the Nasdaq stock exchange (symbol:
RMDY). Its revenues for 1998 were $157.4 million, a 22% increase on the
previous year’s figure of $129.2 million. Approximately 38% of Remedy’s revenue
is derived from outside the US (mainly in Europe). Reported net income was
$19.0 million, a 30.5% decrease on income of $27.3 million in 1997. Some of this
decrease is accounted for by a non-recurring charge of $3.1 million associated
with the BayStone acquisition.
Of Remedy’s 1998 revenue, 64% came from software sales; the rest was generated
by maintenance fees and services. Around 44% of revenue comes from indirect
channels such as VARs, OEMs and SIs.
At the end of 1998, Remedy had over 6,800 sites serving 3,400 customers in 70
countries.
Remedy employs more than 800 staff worldwide.

Vendor positioning
When Remedy entered the internal IT help desk market, its strategy was to win
customers whose needs were not met by existing packages, which had little
customisation capability. Remedy sold AR System as a toolkit to allow user
organisations and resellers to build their own applications. Market opinion then
swung against this position, so Remedy began to supply out-of-the-box
functionality in 1997, first with ‘templates’ and then with the Help Desk
packaged application.
This strategy put Remedy in the position to gain the highest market share in
internal IT help desk software, by exploiting two markets: user organisations
requiring good out-of-the-box functionality and outsourcers and other service
providers, which are attracted by the freedom to customise Help Desk and build
their own applications on AR System. The use of established partners as a major
sales channel allowed Remedy to increase its revenues in many markets without

10
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having to set up a full-scale, international direct salesforce. Indeed, 96% of
European revenues still come through this channel.
Remedy experienced rapid year-on-year growth, until saturation in the internal
IT help desk market occurred in 1998. Remedy’s total costs grew by 47% from
1997 to 1998, while total revenues grew a mere 22% – within this, product sales
grew by less than 10%. Remedy is now looking elsewhere for growth, as shown by
its re-organisation of offerings into three categories:
•

IT Service Management, covering help desk, change management, asset
management, service level management, purchasing, year 2000 and Remedy
Strategic Service Suite

•

Customer Relationship Management (CRM), using the former BayStone
products to provide customer service, customer support, defect tracking and
salesforce automation functionality

•

Enterprise Resource Management (ERM), addressing everyday, non-core
business activities, such as purchase requisitions, facilities management,
employee set-up and moves & expenses management.

This strategy is certainly a risky one. At the time of the acquisition, BayStone
was a minor player in CRM, compared with companies such as Siebel, and it will
be difficult to rebrand Remedy as something other than a help desk vendor.
Furthermore, the CRM market is now becoming fiercely competitive, with giants
such as Oracle and SAP establishing ‘mindshare’ in this area. ERM, on the other
hand, is an unproven market: there is money to be made, but ERP vendors are
far better placed to capitalise than Remedy. Given the further risk of neglecting
its core market by pouring resources into new areas, Ovum does not consider this
strategy likely to return Remedy to its previous high growth and profitability.
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Services and support
Training
Remedy creates training courses for users and administrators. Training is offered
by Remedy at its US and UK offices and can also be conducted through selected
VARs.

Consulting
Remedy’s heavy use of VARs, SIs and OEMs means that most consultancy
support is performed by partners. However, it now maintains its own consultancy
group, which most commonly backs up partners rather than handling the full
implementation cycle.

Support
First-line support for Action Request System is provided by Remedy’s channel
partners. Remedy itself offers second- and third-line support from its US and UK
offices.

12
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
Remedy currently sells its help desk software as part of two bundles, composed as
shown in the table below:
Remedy Help Desk
Remedy Help Desk

Remedy ActionCenter Suite
Remedy Web Client
Remedy Help Desk

Remedy Desktop Integrator for Intel
LANDesk and Intel LANDesk Management
Suite 6.2 for ten users

Remedy Desktop Integrator for Intel
LANDesk and Intel LANDesk Management
Suite 6.2 for ten users

Symantec Norton AntiVirus and Norton
HelpDesk Assistant

Symantec Norton AntiVirus and Norton
HelpDesk Assistant

One Palm Computing Palm III and Remedy
Link for the Palm Computing Platform for
three users

One Palm Computing Palm III and Remedy
Link for the Palm Computing Platform for
three users

Telamon TelAlert

Telamon TelAlert

ServiceWare Knowledge-Pak Desktop Suite

ServiceWare Knowledge-Pak Desktop Suite
Remedy Trouble Ticket Integrations (RTTI),
including:
HP OpenView
Sun Solstice
IBM NetView

Action Request System pricing includes unlimited submit and query licences,
allowing non-support desk staff to use the system for submission of requests and
information.
Prices quoted below are Remedy’s international list prices. Figures quoted by
VARs, SIs and OEMs may vary. All prices are in US dollars.

Remedy Help Desk, with Asset Inventory and Change Tasking,
and AR System (three write licences and unlimited
submit and query licence)
11,875
Single additional fixed licence pack

1,250

Five additional fixed licences pack

5,000

50 additional fixed licences pack

50,000

Five additional floating licences pack

12,500

50 additional floating licences pack

125,000

Full Text Search and 25 fixed licences pack

6,250

Full Text Search and ten floating licences pack

6,250

Distributed server option
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ARWeb

15,000

Asset Management and 50 fixed licences

18,750

Change Management and 50 fixed licences

18,750

Flashboards server and client bundle

10,625

Distribution
Remedy products are available from Remedy offices and channel partners
worldwide – a full list is available on Remedy’s website.
North America

Remedy Corporation
1505 Salado Drive
Mountain View
CA 94043
USA
Tel: +1 415 903 5200
Fax: +1 415 903 9001
Europe

Remedy (UK)
Greenwood House
5 London Road, Bracknell
Berkshire, RG12 2UB
UK
Tel: +44 1344 866 600
Fax: +44 1344 866 601
Asia-Pacific

Remedy
12-01 Ngee Ann City
Tower A, 391A Orchard Road
Singapore 238873
Tel: +65 838 5212
Fax: +65 235 6321

http://www.remedy.com
E-mail: sales@remedy.com
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Logging, routing and escalation are all excellent in Remedy Help Desk. Several
features require definition through trivial customisation. The optional Service
Level Agreements (SLA) product provides contract support for end users.
Reporting is best done using third-party tools, but the Flashboards status monitor
is good.

Logging
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 16 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5
points.
Remedy Help Desk provides good logging capability for trouble tickets and
change requests.
The Help Desk request-logging screen is shown in Figure 1 and the screen for
modifying cases is shown in Figure 2.
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Remedy Help Desk automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
ü allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket, change request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller-event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
Remedy Help Desk automatically:
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets/change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered records and caller-entered
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered trouble tickets and caller-entered.
Remedy Help Desk supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
ü SNMP and/or DMI events
ü Web browsers.

Figure 1 Remedy Help Desk request-logging screen
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Figure 2 Remedy Help Desk case modification screen

Maintaining dependencies
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.36 out of 0.5
points.
As the products are delivered, there is no connection between Help Desk trouble
tickets and Change Tasking change requests. This is because it is assumed that
problems and changes require different processes and, frequently, involve
completely different personnel.
It is possible, however, to create a link between trouble tickets and change
requests, using a foreign key in the associated schemas.
Trouble tickets can be linked to each other, when they are actually recording the
same problem (duplicate) or when they are very similar (related).
Each change request can have several tasks associated with it, but it is not
possible to set or use dependencies between them. The interface for viewing all
tasks for a change request simply displays all task records; there is no list or
diagrammatic facility for showing tasks and their current status.
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Remedy Help Desk can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
ü between combinations of problems and changes
ü between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
Remedy Help Desk enables:
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be set
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket/change request to be performed by independent
parties in parallel
ü an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
ü an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests, trouble tickets intermingled in
the same queue.

Routing
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Out-of-the-box routing is defined for Remedy Help Desk. Assigning a contact to
multiple analysts concurrently and tracking the number of routings is possible
via trivial customisation.
Tasks can be spread across operators through straightforward customisation (by
making the length of the analysts’ queues a routing criterion).
Remedy Help Desk:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
ü maintains a calendar of analyst availability
ü supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
ü spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
ü assigns a trouble ticket/change request to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 13 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
The Notifier tool allows notifications to be sent to analysts’ desktops. It can cause
beeps, flashing text, colour changes and send windowed messages, and is
available for all the supported clients.
The Notifier is delivered as a separate executable and can be deployed
independently of the main application.
Defining a notification rule to occur before escalation is possible through trivial
customisation.
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Remedy Help Desk:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
ü runs alerter separately from main support system
ü deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
ü notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (for example, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
ü defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 5 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5
points.
Configuring the levels of urgency and severity is simple. Automatic increases in
urgency are defined using filters (see Customisation) or Direct SQL (see
Integration).
Remedy Help Desk:
ü maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
ü has configurable levels of urgency
ü has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 6 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.86 out of 1
point.
Remedy Help Desk offers a good selection of escalation features.
The data structure includes an Escalated field value, which can be used to modify
the presentation of escalated calls on call record forms and in query results.
However, changing their presentation in the standard view of the analysts’ queue
is not easy.
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Remedy Help Desk allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and trouble ticket closure
ü routing of event and task to other analysts on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
ü definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
û modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour, flashing).

Contract support
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 5 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.63 out of 1
point.
Remedy Help Desk has contract support for relationships with end users in the
optional Service Level Agreements module.
The main components of service-level agreements are:
•

terms and conditions – under which the SLA is effective

•

actions – proactive mechanisms for ensuring that the SLA is met

•

measurements – the metrics by which supervisors measure the support staff’s
ability to meet their commitments.

A SLA can be attached to any Action Request System application and be relevant
to assets, changes, tasks, trouble tickets or any AR System form, by using
configuration options.
Terms and conditions can be defined in terms of who the service is provided for,
time or calendar conditions and urgency of the service to be provided. There are
no means of defining multiple calendars; for example, ‘business hours’ or
‘business hours in France’.
More than one SLA can be relevant to a change request or trouble ticket. Where
more than one is relevant, the support staff manually select which SLA to apply.
A SLA can be created by selecting predefined terms and conditions or by creating
your own. There is a validation tool for checking SLAs if you modify an existing
one or create your own.
Flashboards, based on the specification of a SLA, can be created without reentering the SLA details.
Remedy Help Desk has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
û support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
ü multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
û multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
û budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 6 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
20
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Multi-process support is available only via customisation. Callers are identified as
internal or external: this capability is supplied out-of-the-box. Creating other call
types requires trivial customisation.
Data can be separated logically, but solutions are generally shared across the
help desk operation.
Support for multiple analyst queues is provided through query lists.
Remedy Help Desk allows:
ü definition of multiple trouble ticket, change request types
ü differentiation of type at call time
ü logical segmentation of database (for example, trouble ticket numbers for each
trouble ticket type)
ü multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
ü dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (of routing,
escalation, and so on).

Reporting
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 19 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.36 out of 1.5
points.
Remedy Help Desk’s own report writer is basic, allowing report information to be
extracted from the database and displayed on the screen. However, the product is
also supplied with the Crystal Reports reader and over 100 predefined reports for
it. Those wanting to produce custom, presentation-quality reports can either buy
the Crystal Reports writer or take advantage of integration with any of the
following:
•

Business Objects

•

Concentric R&R

•

IQ Software

•

MS Access

•

MS Excel Grapher

•

MS Word.

Flashboards is Remedy Help Desk’s online, realtime status monitor. It allows
realtime and historical display of statistics; graphs can be expanded to show more
detailed information. It is excellent in function and presentation (see Figure 3).
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Remedy Help Desk:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies predefined reports
ü supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports ‘query by example’ (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products/services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
û
enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing, and so
on).
Remedy Help Desk reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
ü pictorial charts
û 3-D surface.
Remedy Help Desk:
ü has realtime monitoring
ü monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a standalone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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Figure 3 Flashboards
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Asset Inventory provides basic asset recording facilities as standard. Asset
capture is enabled via integration with systems management software, using the
Discovery Service product from Remedy or an external query. As for all Action
Request System applications, it is possible to augment asset tracking and
management considerably via customisation – in this case, it is likely that
customisation would be required to provide good support for asset tracking and
management.

Capture asset information
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 10 out of 10 üs, normalised to 3 out of 3
points.
Remedy has a Discovery Service product that, in combination with integration to
a systems management product, enables asset discovery and population of the
asset inventory database. Discovery Service works with the supplied Intel
LANDesk or, alternatively, with Tally Systems NetCensus or Microsoft SMS.
Asset information can also be imported into Asset Inventory by querying the
systems management product’s database.
Remedy Help Desk can automatically:
ü detect hardware and software assets
ü collect asset performance statistics
ü receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
ü capture software usage information (software metering)
ü generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
ü record information from, and generate software distribution
ü update assets as required by a task.
Remedy Help Desk can achieve:
ü remote access to files on a networked PC
ü remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
ü remote startup and shutdown of networked PCs.

Maintain asset information
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 5 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.04 out of 2.5
points.
As Asset Inventory is supplied, facilities for recording assets are basic. There are
few functions implemented – although most of the functions below could be
implemented through customisation.
As supplied, it is not possible to maintain asset-specific information per asset
type. Each asset is stored individually; there is no grouping mechanism for types
of assets. It is possible to relate assets if they are componentised; for example, a
PC is an asset with the asset components screen, hard drive and keyboard.
It is possible to check the currency of all software licences by running a query.
However, there are no facilities for checking asset usage.
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In order to keep track of particular characteristics for certain types of assets (for
example, version numbers for software assets or baud rates for modem assets) it
is necessary to perform customisation.
Remedy Link for Oracle Applications integrates with Oracle Fixed Assets, where
more sophisticated functions (such as monitoring depreciation) can be carried out.
Remedy Help Desk can:
û keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
ü for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
ü check software licences are up to date
û check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
û record information at asset and asset-type level enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset and per type of asset
ü maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
û maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
û issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life; for example, warranty
expires
ü record more than one service level agreement/warranty against each asset type
û monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price, replacement value
û enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning, purchasing.

Maintain asset links
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 6 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.15 out of 2.5
points.
Assets can be linked at asset level and can be composed of asset components.
Further functionality is not supplied as standard. Some functionality can be
implemented by customisation; for example, to provide a view of business
processes requiring an asset, you need to create a field to record the ‘business
process’ associated with each asset, enabling queries on relationships between
assets and processes – but this would not allow more than one business process to
be associated with an asset. However, other functionality (such as displaying site
configuration graphically) cannot be implemented.
Remedy Help Desk’s asset record modification screen and an associated window
for editing asset components are shown in Figure 4.
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Remedy Help Desk can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in this PC)
ü maintain peer-to-peer asset dependencies (for example, PC connected to
network)
û provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
û provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
û maintain occasional links (sometimes this laptop is connected to the network)
ü link people and their assets
ü show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
ü have an asset without an owner
û have an asset with more than one owner
ü enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
û enforce rules about the configuration of assets, for example, check software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on
û record site-level information
û
display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.

Figure 4 Remedy Help Desk’s asset record modification screen

Maintain supplier information
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 0 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0 out of 1 point.
26
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Asset Inventory stores no supplier details, as supplied.
Remedy Help Desk can:
û keep a record of suppliers with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
û link the supplier to the asset type it supplies
û enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
û maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
û enable processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
û enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier as well as internally.
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Problem resolution capabilities in Remedy Help Desk are basic. Information
access and use are capable, but there is little diagnosis ability. Most users
customise the application to include better functionality. Integration with thirdparty problem resolution tools (such as ServiceWare’s KnowledgePaks and
Inference’s CBR range) is also common.

Standard response
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 2 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1 point.
Solutions are maintained in a solutions database. Standard responses can be
defined to include symptoms, causes and resolutions.
Frequently asked questions can be made available to callers by creating a subset
of the solutions database in a view and generating the HTML from that view.
Remedy Help Desk can:
ü add and update standard responses
û access standard responses by one key or option
û suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
ü make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
Remedy Help Desk scores 7 out of 10 üs, normalised to 1.75 out of 2.5 points.
External documents can be referenced by setting up ‘active links’ that use DDE to
integrate with other Windows documents (Microsoft Word and Excel, for
example).
Information stored in external databases can be accessed by Direct SQL (see
Integration).
Integration with knowledge bases by KnowledgeBroker and ServiceWare is also
possible.
Callers can gain access to the knowledge base using ARWeb or Remedy Web.
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Remedy Help Desk can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
û provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
û provide integrated access to Web-based information (intranet/Internet)
ü use existing trouble tickets details to search information directly without entering
a separate search
û perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
ü add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
ü add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.

Information use
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 8 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.54 out of 2.5
points.
There is a full text search option available, which we include in our evaluation,
that is limited to searching the internal Remedy Help Desk knowledge base.
Licences for the FTS must be bought separately and in addition to licences for
Remedy Help Desk.
The FTS engine searches an index that the administrator creates by specifying
which fields should be indexed from an AR System form; in this sense, the scope
of the search can be defined. However, we look for the ability to define scope to be
available to the user, so credit is not given. There is a list of ‘ignore’ words, such
as ‘a’ and ‘the’, which the administrator can add to. Search queries are still
entered in QBE-type statements, not as natural language queries.
Search results are ranked based on the frequency of the search arguments, but
not their proximity or position. It is also possible to choose to rank results by age
or by the number of times the search result has been used, but not both at the
same time.
Remedy Help Desk can be integrated with products from Advantage KBS,
Inference, ServiceSoft and Verity.
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Remedy Help Desk can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
ü perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
û enable refinement of search criteria during search
û perform natural language queries, eliminating non-key words: ‘and’ ‘the’ ‘a’
û define the scope of the search; for example, only search headers, summary or
abstract
ü regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
ü enable multilingual search.
Remedy Help Desk ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
ü based on semantic similarity to query
û based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
ü by number of times they have been used
ü by age
û by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 2 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.57 out of 2
points.
Remedy Help Desk has minimal diagnosis capability.
Remedy Help Desk can categorise problems by their type (for example, software
or hardware) and subsequently by sub-categories. This is done through dynamic
drop-down menus, which are updated depending on answers to previous
questions.
The data presented to the analyst can also depend on the user group they belong
to. For example, second-level support analysts may have more detailed
information presented to them than first-level support staff.
Remedy Help Desk can:
û help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
û help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
ü keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
ü support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
û provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
û start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
û detect deeper problems by analysis of current problems.

Solutions management
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.71 out of 1
point.
New problem–solution pairs can be added to the solution set by the administrator
or the analyst. Adding a new pair is done via the ‘create solution’ button.
The automatic creation of problem–solution pairs can be defined through trivial
customisation, using active links.
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Remedy Help Desk can:
ü add new problem–solution pairs to solution set by the administrator
ü optionally add a new problem–solution pair to solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
û suggest which problem–solution pairs should be added to solution set
ü select and add problem–solution pairs to solution set automatically
ü aid in organising solutions to optimise search
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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There are six mechanisms for integrating Remedy Help Desk with other systems
and technologies. We score each of these, demonstrating that Remedy Help Desk
has good integration capability. The Import tool is an additional graphical utility
for importing data into Remedy Help Desk in batch mode.

Data access
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Direct SQL allows Remedy Help Desk to access a third-party SQL database and
to read from, and write to, that database. It also allows other SQL-based systems
to access the Remedy Help Desk database, though writing to it may compromise
integrity.
Direct SQL is used to populate selected fields and to generate drop-down menu
boxes.
The optional Remedy Links for Oracle Applications and for SAP R/3 can be used
to exchange data relevant to both ERP and help desks, such as employee and
asset information.
Remedy Help Desk:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
ü allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
Remedy Help Desk defines external sources for data at field level by using:
ü proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six common DBMSs:
Informix version 7+
MS SQL Server version 6.5+
Oracle version 7+
Sybase version 11+
DB2.

Application programming interface (API)
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
The Remedy Help Desk API is the communications protocol between client and
application server in all Remedy products. Use of the API to integrate third-party
proprietary or bespoke systems allows full access to Remedy Help Desk functions.
Knowledge of C programming is required to create interfaces.
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Remedy Help Desk’s API:
ü initiates a function
ü retrieves data about the status of a function
ü returns error codes to initiating system
ü retrieves data from Remedy Help Desk
ü modifies data in Remedy Help Desk
ü deletes data in Remedy Help Desk
ü creates data in Remedy Help Desk.

Packaged interfaces
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 16 üs, normalised to 2 out of a maximum of 2
points.
Remedy has a partner programme to increase the number of third-party products
integrated with Remedy Help Desk. Many of these are not supported by Remedy
itself. We credit those interfaces that are documented and supported by Remedy.
A full list of integrated products is available on Remedy’s website at
http://www.remedy.com/partners.htm.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
Remedy Help Desk has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü ServiceSoft Web Advisor
ü Aspect CallCentre ACD system
ü Telamon TelAlert automated notification by pager
ü Phoenix legacy system integration (including Info/Man)
ü IBM NetView.

Integrated suite of applications
Remedy Help Desk is part of an integrated suite, including:
ü Change Management
ü Asset Management.

Integration with common management systems
Remedy Help Desk is integrated with
Network management systems:
ü HP OpenView
ü Sun Solstice
ü Cabletron Spectrum.
Inventory management systems:
ü Tally Systems NetCensus
ü Intel LANDesk
û IBM Info/Man.

Systems management systems:
ü
Microsoft SMS
ü
CA UniCenter
ü
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems:
û
Funk Proxy
û
Wanderlink
ü
Timbuktu.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 6 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.6 out of 1.5
points.
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Integration with SMTP and MAPI e-mail protocols enables Remedy Help Desk to
submit calls, query the status of calls and notify users of Remedy Help Desk
events. Templates are provided for call submission. The Remedy Help Desk
Windows client also supports DDE-client and server roles.
Remedy Help Desk is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
û TAPI
ü MAPI
û TSAPI
û VIM
û CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü
HTML
ü
CGI
û
NSAPI
û ISAPI.

Information exchange
û DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
û DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
û DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
ü ITU X.790
ü SNMP.

Component architecture fit
Remedy Help Desk has no compliance with distributed component architectures.
Remedy Help Desk is compliant with:
û Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft JavaBeans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
Remedy Help Desk scores 0.5 points for one or more üs.
Remedy Help Desk’s CLI allows third-party systems to start the Remedy Help
Desk and pass it start-up information, or to perform a single process and then
terminate. The system can thus be started from another application and within a
given context. It can also be invoked to perform a one-off task, such as printing a
report.
CLI is most useful in Motif client environments; a limited CLI exists for Win-32
clients and more functionality is provided by the NT RunMacro utility. The NT
RunMacro utility is a program that mimics CLI features in a Windows 32-bit
client environment.
Remedy Help Desk can invoke other applications’ processes in the same way that
it is invoked using the CLI.
Remedy Help Desk also enables integration with Windows applications using
DDE.
A command line interface exists for:
ü Unix
û DOS
û OS/2
ü Win95/Win NT
û other.
34
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Remedy Help Desk has strong support for scalability, both in terms of large
numbers of concurrent users and distribution. The three-tier client-server
architecture is well designed and includes several advanced options. The ARWeb
client is particularly easy to generate. Scalability is enhanced by the use of
scalable operating systems and databases.

Technical architecture
Remedy Help Desk scores 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 3.57 out of 5 points.
Remedy Help Desk has been a three-tier client-server system since its first
release in 1990.
Remedy’s ‘multi-process server’ option manages the creation of multiple copies of
the server logic.
Partitioning of logic can be determined to some extent by using filters and active
links (see Customisation). Filters operate on the server and active links perform
on each analyst’s computer. In addition, a DDE connection to another application
can be made from the analyst’s machine or (if larger quantities of data are being
transferred) from a server report process.
Remedy Help Desk:
ü can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
ü uses a high level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
ü can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
ü can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
ü can change partitioning of processing between client and server
û is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
Remedy Help Desk scores 6 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
The distributed server option (DSO) is the Remedy Help Desk data replication
facility. Multiple peer Remedy Help Desk servers can co-exist. Remedy Help Desk
data replication is configurable to field level and can replace native DBMS
replication if required.
Remedy Help Desk:
ü can support multiple DBMS servers.
Remedy Help Desk’s data replication capabilities:
ü are independent of native DBMS replication
ü are configured in a logical master–slave topology
ü make sure selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
ü cater for flexible reconciliation of data conflicts
ü enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.
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Web application
Remedy Help Desk scores 12 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
Remedy is pursuing a dual strategy on web clients for AR System, believing that
HTML-based and Java clients are both viable and that each can be most
appropriate in different situations.
ARWeb

ARWeb is the web server application for making Action Request System
applications across the Internet using HTML and Java Script on the browser.
HTML screens are automatically generated from AR System forms.
The same mechanism is used for web-based analysts and Internet customers.
Fields can be marked ‘not for web publishing’: this maintains control over what
self-help information users can access, in contrast to the wider selection of fields
available to help desk analysts.
An end-user web application can be generated by defining a specific view of
database information (through customisation). The view can then be translated
into HTML for web distribution.
It is possible to access and search solutions directly from AR Web.
Remedy Web

Remedy Web presents a Java-based user interface, offering virtually all client
functionality to browsers supporting the virtual machine defined in version 1.1 of
the JDK. The few differences in functionality – for example, Remedy Web users
have to type dates directly, rather than using a visual widget – do not
significantly inhibit the user.
The Remedy Web client is not ‘generated’ as such. Instead, a gateway acts as an
intermediary between AR System and the browser. The gateway serves up
applets on demand, based on the specification of objects within AR System.
The web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
ü distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The web server offers:
ü automated Web-client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for problem, change tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of trouble tickets, change requests)
ü data modification (for updating existing records)
ü ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü secure method of access to trouble tickets, change requests
ü secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
Remedy Help Desk scores 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5 points.
36
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Remedy Link for the Palm Computing Platform makes Help Desk forms and any
other AR System forms available to support personnel with handheld computers
in 3Com’s Palm series. It consists of administration tools that run on AR System
and a user application running on the Palm platform.
The administrator controls what forms and fields (on the specified forms) are
available to each Palm user. The criteria controlling which records are
transferred are constructed using a query builder. The Palm user can then select
which of the permitted fields will be visible in the mobile client application, and
can also further narrow the available records from the subset defined by the
administrator.
Data is stored locally using the Palm OS’s standard facilities; data update
synchronisation is performed by 3Com’s Hot Sync mechanism. Both support data
and mobile client configuration changes are updated each time the Palm user
invokes Hot Sync.
Events, such as closing a call or changes of status are timestamped by the Palm
application. This means that any relevant SLA will be policed according to the
actual time of the call being closed (for example, rather than the time the analyst
returns to base and updates the record).
Remedy Help Desk is available in a:
ü mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
ü has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
ü has a mobile database with small system requirements
ü has data update synchronisation.

Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Remedy Help Desk offers direct support for one or more of:
ü Informix version 7+
û CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
ü MS SQL Server version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
ü Sybase version 11+
ü DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Ovum’s server platforms
û OS/2 Warp
û OS400
ü Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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There is good all-round functionality in Remedy Help Desk. It is easy to perform
customisation through drag-and-drop editing and wizards. The key weakness is
in the management of customisation, where changes to the supplied help desk
template are not protected from software upgrades.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
The screen painter allows modification of menus, buttons, field masks,
update/access permissions, views of data and so on. It should be noted that each
form corresponds to a table in the database, so while forms can be added and
removed, this occurs in tandem with changes to data access.
Remedy Help Desk may be customised by:
ü allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing/removing fields
ü adding fields
ü adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 11 out of 14 üs, normalised to 1.57 out of 2
points.
Columns and tables can be created or deleted within Remedy Help Desk, or this
can be done by a DBA. Drop-down menus of valid values can also be created and
linked to columns.
In Remedy Help Desk, a screen is explicitly linked to a database table. There is no
independence between the logical definition of data and its physical
implementation. It is therefore difficult to create a screen with master-detail
properties. Database joins can be undertaken using drag-and-drop editing aided
by a help wizard.
Changing the source of data to another table is done using the ‘set field’ operation
within active links.
External data can be accessed using active links.
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Remedy Help Desk has:
û a logical data model independent to implementation
û a map of the logical model to physical data.
Remedy Help Desk can be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
ü using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
ü using columns from external databases as sources of data for a field, process
ü adding columns to be used as sources for a new or existing field, process
ü removing columns
ü adding/removing tables
ü changing a relationship between tables
ü adding/removing a relationship between tables
û changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
ü changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 12 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.77 out of 3
points.
Process customisation is based on modification of supplied templates. The Admin
tool, available for Windows and Motif clients only, allows the definition of
workflow templates using a drag-and-drop interface. There are three types of
object to customise:
•

filter, an event-based rule that runs on the Remedy Help Desk server

•

active link, an event-based rule that runs on a client (see Figure 5)

•

escalation, a time-based rule that runs on the server.

Filters are used for system-wide routing & notification and are triggered by
another event, such as the creation of a new contact log. Active links are
performed locally on the client and are specific to that machine (for example, a
button click may trigger a DDE connection to another desktop application).
An escalation can be triggered by time (for example, every day at noon) or in
relation to another event (for example, 24 hours after receipt of contact).
Actions resulting from filters, active links and escalations include:
•

‘screen pops’

•

filling fields with data

•

running an external process (see Integration)

•

changing drop-down menu values

•

invoking OLE commands

•

copying data from other screens.

Further customisation of processes in Remedy Help Desk can be performed using
the API.
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Remedy Help Desk may be customised by:
ü changing existing events and tasks
ü defining new events and tasks
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
ü defining and adding new business processes
ü removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
Remedy Help Desk:
ü enables definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than one
process
ü uses templates for processes, enabling just specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, and menus and screens to perform change
û a scripting environment
ü an API through which custom code components can be used.

Figure 5 Remedy Help Desk’s active link
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Management of customisation
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 4 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1.33 out of 2
points.
Remedy proposes that its evaluation copy (which is free) can be used to perform
customisations on a SA machine, then it can be tested and migrated to the live
environment.
Keeping track of customisation is an issue. There is no enforced configuration
management within Remedy Help Desk, although the ‘change history’ for each
object can be used as part of this task.
It is possible to maintain a list of ‘who has what’. This is a manual process and is
not credited in our score.
Although upgrades to the main Remedy Help Desk do not affect any previous
customisation, any changes made to Remedy Help Desk are not maintained. The
customer can export customised business processes on installation and then
import them over the top of the new application. However, changes to forms are
not kept.
Remedy Help Desk supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
ü version control – that is, it maintains a history of implementation and change
û configuration control – that is, it maintains information about ‘who has what’
ü the ability to administer customisation from one point
û upgrade without re-doing customisation.
Remedy offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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Action Request System 4.0 features completely new 32-bit Windows and web
interfaces. In each case, the interface is cleaner and less cluttered than before, and
includes client-side workflow to guide users through routine tasks. The web
interface offers the same functionality as the native client, and is very similar in
look-and-feel. Since it is implemented as Java applets, it is inevitably a little
slower than the native client.

Interfaces
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 6 out of 9 üs, normalised to 2 out of 3 points.
In previous versions, forms did not fit the standard screen size, requiring analysts
to scroll down and across them. This problem has been resolved through the
extensive use of tabbed forms in the latest version, to limit the number of fields
on display to a logical group at any one time. However, the system (as supplied)
makes no use of colour or graphics to convey information.
Remedy Help Desk has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
ü common identification of threads, that is, all related open dialogues
û use of graphics to convey information
û use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context-sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
û diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests and
assets (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 3 out of 3 points.
The analyst can:
ü work on more than one record at the same time
ü start at any point within a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (extension number, last name)
ü switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link related records
ü navigate by more than one method, including menu and tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks, ‘drill-down’ metaphors
ü clone an existing record for ease of use.

Documentation
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 15 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.94 out of 1
point.
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Documentation is excellent, with comprehensive manuals and indices for each
component of the product set. Remedy also produces Integration notes – detailed
descriptions of methods for implementing interfaces from Remedy Help Desk to
third party systems.
Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide/user’s guide
ü getting started guide
û tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
ü CD-ROM
ü Acrobat (.PDF) files
ü HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

Online help
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 1
point.
A lot of online help must be created by the administrator as part of the
customisation process.
Remedy Help Desk has:
û an on-line tutorial
ü on-line documentation, complementary to paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
ü configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
ü wizards to aid use of the system.

Multilingual support
Remedy Help Desk scores a total of 7 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1
point.
Right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew and Arabic) are not officially supported
by Remedy, although a Remedy partner has implemented a Hebrew version.
Several of Remedy’s partners have built local language versions. These are
supported by the partner, not Remedy itself. The only local language version
officially supported by Remedy is the German version.
© Ovum Ltd 1999. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
û locality-specific currency formats
ü swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
û translation tables for literal strings
û right–to–left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
ü two-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
û
Unicode support
ü multiple language versions in same installation.

We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü German.
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System administration
Set up
Remedy supplies detailed documentation to allow implementation of Remedy
Help Desk. System implementers should have knowledge of the operating system
environment; DBMS experience is also useful.
Remedy publishes up-to-date information on releases, system requirements and
technical support on its website.

Administration
The administration capabilities are well documented and cover all the major
functionality required by SAs.
Features include:
•

customising Remedy Help Desk

•

AR System form design considerations

•

designing new applications

•

filter, escalation and active link design

•

defining macros.

Knowledge of SQL is useful when performing database customisation.

Security
The Action Request System server uses the user authentication facilities of the
operating system rather than administering its own passwords.
All users of the system are assigned to one or more groups; these groups are
defined by security permissions to form (database table), record (database row)
and field (database column).
This granularity of access control means that certain forms, records (for example,
contact logs) and fields may not be displayed or can be read-only, depending on
the profile of the group permissions.
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Developer
Royalblue, Woking, UK

Versions evaluated
Helpdesk for Windows, version 4.0, May 1996

Key points
Base data

• Out-of-the-box product geared to small to medium-size IT help desks. Can be
customised to suit external and larger support organisations

• Runs on Windows 95 and Windows NT servers
• All databases accessible via ODBC
Strengths

• Easy-to-use interface
• Excellent call management; particularly support for service level agreements
• Customisation enables simple changes to be made simply
Points to watch

• Scalability achieved by optional ‘Monitor’ component
• No direct support for diagnosis
• Few delivered interfaces, although integration possible through use of API and
through common APIs

Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Call management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability

Price points
Prices are given in thousands of US dollars.
1
2
4
8
15
30

60

Ï

10
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Term

Description

Incident

A call – whatever the caller needs to call the support operation about.

Interchange

Information delivery platform – an optional component that provides integration to
external data sources, data replication, duplication and synchronisation.

ActionTracks

Method for recording actions that must be performed to solve problems; for example,
‘install new version of software’ may be an action.

Hot Topics

A method for distributing new or urgent information to analysts.

Call tree

A tree structure for displaying calls – analogous to the Windows file manager or
explorer concepts.
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HelpDesk for Windows is a good out-of-the-box solution for a small to medium-sized
support operation. It provides excellent call management facilities in an easy-to-use
package that can be implemented quickly and easily.
In particular, standard support processes, such as routing and escalation, are well
supported and can be adapted using parameters.
HelpDesk for Windows can also be customised to provide more complex and/or larger
scale implementations. The basic product is enhanced by optional components such as
the Monitor component; Interchange, and also by access to its API, which is not
normally distributed to customers.
Of the two dimensions of scalability that we consider, HelpDesk for Windows provides
scalable distribution through data replication facilities, a mobile client and a Web client.
To provide scalable access in terms of numbers of concurrent users, the optional
Monitor component needs to be included to provide a separate application processing
component. The out-of-the-box product is two-tier client-centric..
Integration capability is enabled by open data access and the existence of an API
(although this is not generally distributed to customers). While integration is facilitated
by compliance with Microsoft APIs, few packaged interfaces are provided as part of the
product.
HelpDesk for Windows uses ODBC 2.0 for all data access; this gives flexibility and
portability, although with possible performance issues.
Problem resolution is mainly supported by routing calls to specialists in the IT help
desk, by using the asset management component of the product. Past responses can
be re-used either by using the HelpDesk for Windows facilities to build a knowledge
base, or by directly searching the database of calls. Search capability can be improved
by integration with the Verity Topic Search Engine; standard inclusion is planned from
June 1997. Diagnosis is not directly supported although it can be improved through
integration with CasePoint.

Typical usage
Of Royalblue’s customers, 60% are using HelpDesk for Windows for internal IT
support.
Usage ranges from four to 125 concurrent users; a typical installation supports between
25 and 35 users.
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Product positioning
HelpDesk for Windows, as supplied, is targeted at the small-to-medium-sized support
operation, both internal and external facing. It is strongly aimed at Microsoft
installations.
Royalblue has components that can be used according to the customer’s focus
(internal or external support). The core product is essentially the same, regardless of
whether the product is focused at internal or external use.
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HelpDesk for Windows can either be supplied ‘as is’ with little customisation, or it can
be customised to provide integration and specialised functionality. As supplied,
HelpDesk for Windows is oriented to internal IT support.

Business Support
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HelpDesk for Windows is usually implemented as a two-tier client-centric system.
HelpDesk for Windows can be implemented as a three-tier system using the optional
Monitor component (included in this evaluation). It has been developed using Visual
C++ and Microsoft Foundation Classes.

Platforms
Operating system (server)
Windows NT.
Operating system (client)
Windows 3.x with Win32s, Windows 95 and Windows NT.
Hardware (server)
PC.
Databases supported
All database access is via ODBC. There are no interfaces for proprietary databases.
HelpDesk for Windows is supplied with its own Btrieve database.
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To give a concrete idea of the scope of HelpDesk for Windows, we ask the vendor to
name three up-and-running implementations of the product.
Typical application
HelpDesk for Windows is used by Pirelli Cables to provide support to 1,500 users. The
support operation is networked across six sites – from Aberdare to Southampton.
Support analysts in any of these locations log, progress and resolve issues.
HelpDesk for Windows is implemented using MS SQL server 6.5 on a Windows NT 4.0
server with Windows NT Workstation 4.0 clients.
In addition to traditional telephone support, the Pirelli support operation takes requests
from users and external systems such as SAP systems, via e-mail using Microsoft
Exchange Server. At Pirelli, HelpDesk for Windows is also integrated with Microsoft
System Management Server (SMS).
Very large application
HelpDesk for Windows is used by AEA Technology to manage internal IT resources at
sites throughout the UK. More than 100 support analysts at four different locations
provide support services for over 4,000 employees.
HelpDesk for Windows is accessed via MS Windows client PCs communicating to
back-end file servers operating in centralised data centres. Calls can be logged directly
by employees using e-mail.
AEA makes use of the reports and service level agreements within HelpDesk for
Windows to analyse trends and look for underlying causes to issues logged.
Technically challenging application
Marks & Spencer is using HelpDesk for Windows to provide support service to its retail
outlets. The support centre is based at Marks & Spencer’s operational offices in
Stockley Park, Uxbridge, but provides services to stores throughout Britain.
At Marks & Spencer, the HelpDesk for Windows implementation uses MS SQL Server
6.5 on a Windows NT 4.0 server, with Windows NT 4.0 clients.
Employees at branches log incidents relating to their cash registers with a support
analyst. If an analyst is not present, messages can be recorded by the interactive voice
response (IVR) system.
HelpDesk for Windows is integrated with the IVR system so that retail staff can log calls
directly and receive a call ID for future reference. HelpDesk for Windows automatically
assigns these calls to the relevant support analyst or group for action, or transfers them
to the appropriate help desk system. For example, calls relating to ICL hardware are
automatically transferred to the ICL help desk system, where an engineer will be
scheduled to call at the store in question.
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Changes since last evaluation
We have not evaluated HelpDesk for Windows previously.

Future enhancements
Royalblue is planning several future enhancements for the final quarter of 1997, which
will significantly improve HelpDesk for Windows’ integration and customisation facilities.
These include:

• compliance with ActiveX. Compliance facilitates an interactive Web-based interface,
and further supports Royalblue’s strategy to support the Microsoft market

• inclusion of rules engine. A rules engine for processes enables more complex rules
to govern workflow

• inclusion of a VB script language. A script language and environment enables
customisation of processes, to add and change existing rules

• foreign language versions and support for Unicode. Royalblue is planning to comply
with Unicode, to support double byte character sets. Some foreign language
versions (probably French and German initially) are also planned

• further integration with Verity. Verity is currently an add-on; Royalblue is including it
as standard for use both within the product’s proposed rule engine and to enable
better searching from June 1997.
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History
IDS was founded in 1983. IDS changed its name to Royalblue in 1996, since the name
IDS could not be used in the US. Royalblue is a UK-based software development
company.
Royalblue acquired the company Appleby Technologies in August 1996 to aid
expansion in the US.
Royalblue develops and sells four products in different markets:

• fidessa – financial services
• HelpDesk for Windows – Help desk and customer support
• ROSTRVM – CTI for call centres (profiled in the Ovum report Computer Telephony
Integration: from Call Centre to Desktop)

• Client-Server Solutions – provides consultancy, specialising in back-office systems
implementation. Client-Server Solutions was launched in 1996.
Royalblue’s support system software was initially developed for Unix/VMS platforms,
but was completely redeveloped and relaunched in 1994 as HelpDesk for Windows.

Commercial
Royalblue is a privately owned company. Royalblue’s revenues in 1996 were £11.679
million (approximately $18 million), of which 35% is attributable to HelpDesk for
Windows. Revenues for 1996 had increased by 62% from 1995. Previously, revenues
had grown steadily at rates of between 30% and 40%; this is slow to average in the
support system software market.
Royalblue has 500 customers in a range of industries; most are UK-based (80%).
Royalblue has about 140 staff, which it plans to increase in the coming year.

Vendor positioning
Royalblue aims ‘to be the recognised premier supplier of high quality software solutions
in (its) specialist markets worldwide’. ROSTRVM is complementary to HelpDesk for
Windows, being CTI software for call centres. Royalblue provides integration between
ROSTRVM and HelpDesk for Windows. Client-Server Solutions is also related since its
consultants work on HelpDesk for Windows implementation and customisation; fidessa
is unrelated to HelpDesk for Windows.
Royalblue’s philosophy in the support market is that the support function is integral to
profits rather than costs. That is, the support function impacts the performance of a
company by contributing to revenue, rather than saving money. Royalblue believes that
this is as important to internal as to external support; this is borne out by studies
including Putting the Service-Profit Chain to Work, HBR March-April 1994.
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Training
Training is offered for users and administrators of the system. For customisation,
Royalblue recommends that consultancy is used to facilitate ‘skills transfer’ when the
system is implemented.

Consulting
Royalblue recommends consultation to support implementation, which usually takes
two to three days, stretching to six to eight days if there is some customisation to
perform.
For larger customers, those who require significant customisation or complex
integration with existing systems, implementation can take between two and three
months.
Royalblue has 12 consultants in its own consultancy team. It is looking to develop
partnerships with SIs to support implementation and customisation further.

Support
Royalblue supports HelpDesk for Windows at an annual fee of 15% of the licence fee.
This may vary when arrangements include support for the database management
system.
Royalblue uses its product to support its own support operation.
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Price details
Royalblue does not publish its prices. Price points are estimates based on an entry
point of £9,000 for four seats.
Optional components of HelpDesk for Windows that are included in this evaluation are:

• Web Interface
• Interchange (information delivery platform)

• Monitor component
• Natural Language parser.
We have included a factor in the estimated pricing for these.
Optional components that have not been included are:

• Verity’s Topic Search Engine.

Distribution
HelpDesk for Windows is available from Royalblue offices.
N. America

Europe

Royalblue Technologies

Royalblue Technologies

1 Exchange Plaza

Kings Court

55 Broadway

Church Street East

New York NY10006-3008

Woking, Surrey GU21 1HA

USA

UK

Tel: +1 212 269 9000

Tel:

+44 1483 744 400

Fax: +1 212 785 4327

Fax:

+44 1483 729 131

E-mail: sales@Royalblue.com
Web: www.Royalblue.com
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HelpDesk for Windows provides excellent call management functions. Most
functionality is provided as standard; extra functionality can be provided via
straightforward customisation. Direct access by callers is available via Web and e-mail.

Call logging
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 15 out of 16
points.

9s, normalised to 1.41 out of 1.5

HelpDesk for Windows performs all basic call logging functions.
When a call is made, caller information may be pre-populated using CTI/CLI facilities
(optional). Callers may also be identified with partial information, so that if the operator
takes one piece of information (caller’s name, extension number) other details can be
populated.
Problems are classified by category and sub-category, for example, hardware/screen.
These categories are defined during implementation of the system. The problem may
also be described using a free format description field and a summary field.
Callers can log calls themselves where their level of access is determined by privileges.
Other systems can ‘log’ calls via customisation (not standard). Integrated system
access is enabled by Interchange (optional extra), which traps and interprets SNMP
events.
The Web client can be used by callers as well as analysts; there is a flag to identify
callers so that different information can be displayed for them and the analysts.
HelpDesk for Windows automatically:
9 maintains an audit trail of every event on system
8 allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
9 prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
9 stamps date and time on receipt and closure of call
9 assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
9 displays caller event histories
9 displays caller details on identification
9 allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
HelpDesk for Windows automatically:
9 allows callers to log calls themselves
9 can differentiate between analyst-entered calls and caller-entered
9 allows integrated systems to log calls themselves
9 can differentiate between system-entered calls and caller-entered.
HelpDesk for Windows supports automated logging by:
9 E-mail
9 CTI
9 SNMP events
9 Web browsers.

Routing
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 8 out of 8
points.

9s, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5

HelpDesk for Windows performs routing to individuals or groups. Calls allocated to a
group join a queue; members of the group can then select calls from the queue.
© Ovum Ltd 1997. Unauthorised reproduction prohibited.
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Rules for routing are fairly basic. For example, there is some spreading of calls across
operators, but this is limited to simple counts of calls compared with available analysts,
rather than including some processing to consider the complexity as well as the number
of calls. Although analysts’ skills can be recorded, these are not used to determine
routing.
HelpDesk for Windows keeps a bounce count to control the number of times a call is
passed before it is escalated – typically 10.
HelpDesk for Windows:
9 records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
9 maintains a calendar of analyst availability
9 supports automatic call assignment (based on analyst skills, availability)
9 spreads the load of events evenly across multiple operators
9 allows assignment of the call to specific operator(s) by name
9 dispatches calls to groups
9 assigns a call to multiple analysts concurrently
9 tracks number of routings per problem and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 13 out of 13

9s, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.

HelpDesk for Windows uses a ‘listener’ to alert operators when events occur and/or
calls are assigned to them. This is a substitute that is used only if your organisation
does not already have its own e-mail system. Urgent calls can be highlighted; however,
it is stressed that only truly urgent calls should cause an alarm, since analysts tend to
ignore alarms if they are too frequent.
Events that cause notifications and alerts need to be specified on implementation.
HelpDesk for Windows:
9 sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
9 sends alerts by e-mail
9 alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
9 runs alerter separately from main support system
9 deploys alerter separately from main support system
9 allows paging of key personnel
9 alerts analysts on receipt of events
9 notifies callers of change in status
9 notifies callers of impending problem
9 alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
9 alerts supervisor on change of status (for instance, ’open’ to ’resolved’)
9 defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
9 defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 5 out of 5
points.

9s, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5

Basic prioritisation is handled by the base product. Differentiation between urgency and
severity can be implemented via simple customisation. Overriding prioritisation can be
done by anyone with the appropriate privileges.
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HelpDesk for Windows:
9 maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
9 has configurable levels of urgency
9 has configurable levels of severity
9 has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
9 allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 7 out of 7

9s, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.

Rules for escalation can be based on just one of or combinations of: callers,
equipment, problem. Where different contracts exist for these and come into force on
the one call, the most severe rule takes precedence. A monitor runs on the server to
determine which calls should be escalated, and then generates necessary notifications,
changes in priority and routing.
HelpDesk for Windows allows:
9 multiple escalation levels
9 different response targets for problem resolution and closure
9 routing of event to other analyst on escalation
9 multiple escalation clocks
9 multiple time dependencies
9 definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
9 modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour, flashing).

Contract support
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 8 out of 8

9s, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.

Contracts can be supported with customers and/or suppliers. These can be multiple
and are set at implementation. Calendars can be multiple, depending on terms of
contract for each one. Budgets are supported by allowing costs to be entered for each
call, and not by automatic calculation, since the time a call is open is not necessarily the
same as the time that the call was worked on.
HelpDesk for Windows has:
9 support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
9 support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
9 support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
9 multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
9 monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
9 flexible monitoring of elapsed time
9 multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
9 budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 5 out of 6

9s, normalised to 0.83 out of 1 point.

Multi-process support is not provided as standard, although it can be achieved via
customisation.
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HelpDesk for Windows allows:
9 definition of multiple call types
9 differentiation of call type at call time
8 logical segmentation of database (for example, contact numbers for each call type)
9 multiple analyst queues
9 dynamic assignment of calls to appropriate analysts
9 dynamic configuration of screens and call management process paths.

Reporting
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 21 out of 21
points.

9s, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5

HelpDesk for Windows comes bundled with Crystal Reports version 4.5.
HelpDesk for Windows includes two comprehensive manuals for reporting: a
developer’s reference and a reporter user guide. There are 56 reports included as
standard, which can be presented graphically as well as in a tabular format.
Calculations for time taken to resolve a problem are based on business hours, as they
are defined. This becomes more complex if ‘follow the sun’ support is implemented.
HelpDesk for Windows:
9 allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
9 supplies predefined reports
9 supplies at least 50 reports as standard
9 produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
9 supports query by example (QBE) reporting
9 can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
9 reports on audit trail/activity log
9 saves previous queries for re-use
9 relates events to specific products/services for management information
9 tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
9 calculates time taken to resolve a problem
9 allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
9 enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so on).
HelpDesk for Windows reporting capability has:
9 line graphs
9 bar charts
9 pie charts
9 pictorial charts
9 3-D surface.
HelpDesk for Windows:
9 has real-time monitoring
9 monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a stand-alone machine
9 allows definition of refresh period.
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HelpDesk for Windows’ problem resolution facilities are adequate but labour-intensive.
HelpDesk for Windows offers support for standard responses and differentiation
between past calls and past problems. More sophisticated problem resolution can be
achieved by integrating with Verity’s Topic Search Engine or Inference’s CasePoint.
Royalblue plans to offer integration with Topic Search Engine as standard from June
1997.

Standard responses
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 3 out of 4

9s, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.

ActionTracks is HelpDesk for Windows’ method for recording actions that must be
performed for a call. Standard ActionTracks can be defined for common problems.
These standard procedures can be defined in text fields related to items defined within
the system and selected via a drop-down menu.
The ‘hot topics’ toolbar can be used to alert analysts to new or topical problems – for
example, if software has just been installed and it is likely that there will be many calls
about a particular ‘feature’.
Any analysis of calls must be performed manually using a separate analysis package –
there are no facilities within HelpDesk for Windows for analysis.
Standard responses can be made directly accessible to callers via customisation.
HelpDesk for Windows can:
9 add and update standard responses
9 access standard responses by one key or option
8 suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous calls
9 make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 7 out of 10
points.

9s, normalised to 1.75 out of 2.5

Reference material accessible from HelpDesk for Windows includes: Microsoft’s
TechNet, packaged solution sets from ServiceWare and KnowledgeBrokers, electronic
documents and previous responses (via proprietary functions knowledge base and
InfoMine).
Once integrated, TechNet can be accessed from within HelpDesk for Windows via a
command line; there is no facility for automatically generating a search in TechNet
based on call details.
With the inclusion of Verity’s Topic Search Engine, integrated search of Web-based
information is possible.
Previous responses may be used in HelpDesk for Windows via two routes.
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Knowledge base
The knowledge base is a file of problems, symptoms and solutions that must be built
separately to the database of past calls. The knowledge base can be used with a
Natural Language search option (optional extra), which automatically parses the
problem description field for the call, to determine search criteria. Otherwise, HelpDesk
for Windows parses the description field directly – so it is not clear what benefit the
Natural Language parser adds. Symptoms and problems are considered to be discrete,
though related.
InfoMine
InfoMine can be used to search past calls directly. It can be set running on one
machine to continuously update the index to past calls, otherwise running it on the
same server as the core software will slow the operation of HelpDesk for Windows. The
directory where past calls are stored must be defined to InfoMine. A directory
containing electronic documents can also be defined to InfoMine, which enables these
documents to be searched directly.
HelpDesk for Windows can:
9 provide integrated access to electronic documents
9 provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
9 provide integrated access to previous responses
9 provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
8 provide integrated access to Web-based information (intranet/Internet)
9 use existing call details to search information directly without entering a separate
search
8 perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
9 add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
8 add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
9 give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.

Information use
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 3 out of 7
points.

9s, normalised to 1.07 out of 2.5

HelpDesk for Windows can be integrated with Verity’s Topic Search Engine to perform
searching on past calls, the knowledge base and other reference material. TPS enables
advanced searches. HelpDesk for Windows can also be integrated with Inference’s
CasePoint (CasePoint replaces the native knowledge base).
HelpDesk for Windows can:
9 perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
8 perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
9 suggest most relevant information, based on a ranking of information retrieved
9 rank information, based on similarity to current situation
8 rank information by number of times it has been used
8 rank information by age
8 rank information by a combination of rules.
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Diagnosis
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 1 out of 7
points.

9s, normalised to 0.29 out of 2

HelpDesk for Windows does not provide explicit support for diagnosis. It does not
provide any real-time analysis facilities. However, support for diagnostic dialogues can
be provided via integratration with CBR – provision of a HelpDesk for Windows
interface to CBR is planned for future releases.
HelpDesk for Windows keeps track of questions asked and their responses via the
free-text problem description field – this is not enforced.
HelpDesk for Windows can:
8 help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
8 help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
9 keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
8 support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
8 provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
8 start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
8 detect deeper problems by analysis on current problems and calls.

Solutions management
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 4 out of 6

9s, normalised to 0.67 out of 1 point.

New problem/symptom/solution sets may be added to the knowledge base by the
analyst when they occur, if the analyst has the appropriate privileges and believes that
the situation is re-usable to solve other problems.
Common problems are ‘suggested’ by the standard report, which reports on the most
common problems over a period.
HelpDesk for Windows can:
9 add new problem-solution pairs to solution set by administrator
9 optionally add a new problem-solution pair to solution set as it arises
8 perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
9 suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to solution set
8 select and add problem-solution pairs to solution set automatically
9 load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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HelpDesk for Windows provides capability for integration via its use of common or
Microsoft APIs. In this sense the product is open, although there are few delivered or
‘productised’ integrations. All data access is via ODBC; external data can be updated
and viewed directly from within HelpDesk for Windows.
HelpDesk for Windows has a comprehensive API; however, this is currently for internal
use and is not generally distributed to customers.

Data access
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 4 out of 4

9s, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.

HelpDesk for Windows may access data from different sources using ODBC. This
provides portability, but may have performance implications. Royalblue uses the
Intersolv ODBC driver.
Data used by HelpDesk for Windows from external sources can be displayed and
updated directly. Otherwise, data can be duplicated within the HelpDesk for Windows
database. Duplication can be performed using Interchange (an information delivery
platform) – an optional extra.
HelpDesk for Windows:
9 allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
9 allows write access to an external source of data at field level
9 publishes its data dictionary allowing access from another system.
HelpDesk for Windows defines external sources for data at field level by using:
9 ODBC.

Application programming interface (API)
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 7 out of 8
points.

9s, normalised to 1.75 out of 2

Royalblue provides a comprehensive API for HelpDesk for Windows. These functions
provide programmatic access to the database as well as exposing some processes.
However, the API is not generally available to customers and is currently regarded as a
tool for internal use, rather than general distribution.
HelpDesk for Windows’ API:
9 initiates a function
9 retrieves data about the status of a function
9 returns error codes to initiating system
9 retrieves data from HelpDesk for Windows
9 modifies data in HelpDesk for Windows
9 deletes data in HelpDesk for Windows
9 creates data in HelpDesk for Windows
8 provides a list of API functions and IDs to initiating system.

Packaged interfaces
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 4
2 points.

9s, normalised to 0.67 out of a maximum of

HelpDesk for Windows has integration with network and systems management
systems, NetView and MaxM (part of MaxEnterprise).
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Packaged proprietary interfaces
HelpDesk for Windows has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
9 Max M – NMS.

Integrated suite of applications
HelpDesk for Windows is not part of an integrated suite; however the base product
includes an asset management component.
HelpDesk for Windows is part of an integrated suite including:
9 Asset management.

Integration with common management systems
HelpDesk for Windows has integration with the following common management
systems.
HelpDesk for Windows is integrated with
Network management systems:
Systems management systems:
8 HP OpenView
9
Microsoft SMS
9 IBM NetView
8
IBM SystemView
8 Sun NetManager.
8
CA UniCentre
8
Tivoli.
Inventory management systems:
Remote diagnosis systems:
8 Tally Systems NetCensus
8
Funk Proxy
8 Intel LANDesk
8
Wanderlink
8 IBM InfoMan.
8
Timbuktu.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 7 out of 13
points.

9s, normalised to 0.81 out of 1.5

HelpDesk for Windows allows integration with telephony and e-mail via the Microsoft
APIs, TAPI and MAPI. Web integration is newly available. SNMP events can be
accessed.
HelpDesk for Windows is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
Web
9 TAPI
9
9
MAPI
HTML
8 TSAPI
9
9
VIM
CGI
8 CallPath.
8
8
SMTP.
NSAPI
9
ISAPI.
Information exchange:
8 DMI/DDTP
8 ITU X.790
9 SNMP.

Component architecture fit
HelpDesk for Windows scores 0 points.
HelpDesk for Windows has no compliance with distributed component architectures.
Compliance with ActiveX is slated for the next release.
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HelpDesk for Windows is compliant with:
8 Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
8 Javasoft Java beans
8 OMG CORBA IDL
8 other.

Command line interface
HelpDesk for Windows scores 0.5 points for one or more 9s.
HelpDesk for Windows enables integration with applications using a command line
interface for DOS and Windows95/Windows NT (depending on whether it is the client
or server platform).
A command line interface exists for:
8 Unix
9 DOS
8 OS/2
9 Win95/Win NT
8 other.
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HelpDesk for Windows provides adequate scalability. Scalability for number of
concurrent users is achieved through the Monitor component, which allows processing
to be performed at either the client or server end, with the option to run more than one
Monitor component. The availability of data replication and a mobile client boost
scalability in the sense of distribution. HelpDesk for Windows has a Web client.

Technical architecture
HelpDesk for Windows scores 3 out of 7 9s, normalised to 2.14 out of 5 points.
HelpDesk for Windows can be installed in a two-tier or three-tier configuration, via the
optional Monitor component. (The Monitor component is included in this evaluation.)
Processing can be performed either by the client or by the Monitor component at the
server. In this sense, application logic is separate to the user interface and database,
since it can be instantiated on a separate machine. The Monitor component can be
instantiated on more than one application server.
Resource hungry tasks (such as searches) can be removed to specialised servers.
HelpDesk for Windows:
9 can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
8 uses a high level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
9 can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
9 can support multiple application servers
8 can launch multiple application processes dynamically
8 can change partitioning of processing between client and server
8 is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
HelpDesk for Windows scores 5 out of 6 9s, normalised to a score of 0.83 out of 1
point.
HelpDesk for Windows provides independent data replication capabilities via
Interchange (information delivery platform). This is an optional extra. It is used for data
replication for multiple DBMS servers, for data replication when data from external
systems is to be duplicated within the HelpDesk for Windows database and for the
mobile client version. Data conflicts can be resolved according to rules based on date
and time, user (owner) and location.
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HelpDesk for Windows:
9 can support multiple DBMS servers.
HelpDesk for Windows’ data replication capabilities:
9 are independent of native DBMS replication
9 are configured in a logical master-slave topology
9 selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
9 flexible reconciliation of data conflicts is catered for
8 enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.

Web client
HelpDesk for Windows scores 9 out of 11 9s, normalised to a score of 1.23 out of 1.5
points.
The Web version is available as:
9 a distributed analyst application
9 a distributed end-user/customer application.
The Web version can distribute:
9 non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
9 interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
8 distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The Web server offers:
8 automated Web client generation derived from the standard application
9 data retrieval (for call tracking)
9 data creation (for logging of calls)
9 data modification (for updating existing call records)
9 secure method of access to calls
9 secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
HelpDesk for Windows scores 4 out of 4 9s, normalised to a score of 0.5 out of 0.5
points.
HelpDesk for Windows has a mobile client version, which is essentially a normal client
version with cut-down database attached. Synchronisation of this mobile database and
the server database is achieved via Interchange. Calls to be distributed are selected on
the basis of which calls are allocated to the mobile analyst.
HelpDesk for Windows is available in a:
9 mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
9 has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution (Interchange)
9 has a mobile database with small system requirements (2Mb)
9 has data update synchronisation (Interchange).
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Native DBMS support
HelpDesk for Windows supports all database access via ODBC, hence this section is
not scored.
HelpDesk for Windows offers direct support for one or more of:
8 Informix version 7+
8 CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
8 MS SQL Server version 6.5+
8 Oracle version 7+
8 Sybase version 11+
8 DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Ovum’s server platforms
9 OS/2 Warp
9 OS400
9 Unix
9 Windows NT version 4.0+.
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Changes to the interface are made graphically, which provides significant ease of
customisation. Customisation of business processes requires writing custom code
components in C or VisualBasic.
Helpdesk for Windows has two customisation interfaces; the more extensive one is not
distributed to customers since it is possible that customers could accidentally damage
their system.

Range and ease of customisation

Interface customisation
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 8 out of 8

9s, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.

Screens can be completely re-arranged and fields can be added, changed and
removed at will. However, Royalblue prefers more radical changes to be performed by
its own consultants, since these could damage the system. Royalblue controls access
to the customisation facilities accordingly.
HelpDesk for Windows can be customised by:
9 allowing colours and fonts to be changed
9 changing field labels to be displayed
9 changing/removing fields
9 adding fields
9 adding screens
9 removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
9 a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
9 option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data source and access customisation
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 13 out of 13
points.

9s, normalised to 2 out of 2

Data can be changed, added and removed. Data can be accessed from heterogeneous
databases for use in the HelpDesk for Windows system.
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HelpDesk for Windows has:
9 a logical data model independent to implementation
9 a map of the logical model to physical data.
HelpDesk for Windows may be customised by:
9 changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
9 changing source of data for a field/process to another column in another table
9 adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field, process
9 removing columns
9 adding/removing tables
9 changing a relationship between tables
9 adding/removing a relationship between tables
9 changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
9 changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
9 a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
9 option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 7 out of 11
points.

9s, normalised to 1.91 out of 3

Existing processes within HelpDesk for Windows are well supported, with configuration
and changes to existing processes enabled via a point-and-click interface. To define
new events or define and add new processes it is possible to use external code
components. Processes can be removed.
HelpDesk for Windows may be customised by:
9 changing existing events
8 defining new events
9 changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
8 defining and adding new business processes
9 removing processes
9 allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
8 allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
9 a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
9 option driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
8 a scripting environment
9 provides API through which custom code components can be used.

Management of customisation
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 1 out of 6
points.

9s, normalised to 0.33 out of 2

Upgrades can be implemented without re-doing customisation. Upgrades are
accompanied by a conversion utility when the upgrade features change to the data
dictionary.
HelpDesk for Windows supports:
8 deployment of different versions to different users
8 maintain history of implementation and change
8 maintain information about ‘who has what’
8 ability to administer customisation from one point
9 upgrade without re-doing customisation.
Royalblue offers support by:
8 issuing upgrade plans.
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HelpDesk for Windows is easy to use, with intuitive controls and particularly good online help. HelpDesk for Windows has wizards to guide new users through common
processes, such as recording a call or using the knowledge base. Interfaces uses the
Windows regime, with the addition of colours to convey information. HelpDesk for
Windows does not yet provide standard multi-lingual support.

Interfaces
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 9 out of 9

9s, normalised to 3 out of 3 points.

In the Windows tradition, HelpDesk for Windows supports different levels of usage
and/or preferred methods of working by enabling access via keyboard and/or mouse for
most functions.
Navigation is straightforward. A ‘call tree’ enables an overview of calls, which makes it
easy to move from one aspect of a call to another, and from one call to another.
Colour is used to highlight mandatory fields. Customisation may be used to implement
stronger use of colour to convey severity.
HelpDesk for Windows has:
9 standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
9 clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
9 common identification of threads, that is, all related open dialogues
9 use of graphics to convey information
9 use of colour to convey information
9 screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
9 dynamic display of context-sensitive data
9 context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
9 diagrammatic display structure for calls (trees, for example).

Ease of performing functions
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 8 out of 8

9s, normalised to 3 out of 3 points.

Functionality is straightforward and enables the analyst to move from call to call, fill
caller’s details based on a single field and navigate between group and individual lists
of calls.
The analyst can:
9 work on more than one call at the same time
9 start at any point with a call, not necessarily the caller’s details
9 fill caller’s details based on a single field (ext. number, last name)
9 switch between lists of all calls assigned to the group and to the analyst
9 link related calls
9 navigate by more than one method, including menu, tabs
9 navigate by hyperlinks, ‘drill-down’ metaphors
9 clone an existing call, for ease of use.

Documentation
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 12 out of 15
point.
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Documentation also includes a comprehensive guide to using and developing reports, a
guide to what is new and a guide to the database – essentially a data dictionary.
Documentation includes (or equivalents):
9 system administrator’s guide
9 reference guide/user’s guide
9 getting started guide
8 tutorial
9 installation guide
9 customisation guide.
Available on:
9 paper
8 CD-ROM
8 HTML.
The documents:
9 reflect the system accurately
9 provide all information required to use the system
9 provide all information required to administer the system
9 provide all information required to customise the system
9 include examples of screens
9 include a complete glossary and index.

On-line help
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 8 out of 8

9s, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.

The on-line help of HelpDesk for Windows is good, operating on the philosophy that
analysts can find out everything they need to know without consulting paper-based
documentation. Wizards enable a new user of the system to step through the process
of creating calls, using the knowledge base and other common functions.
HelpDesk for Windows has:
9 an on-line tutorial
9 on-line documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
9 ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
9 context-sensitive help
9 keyword searching
9 configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
9 capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
9 wizards to aid use of the system.

Multi-lingual support
HelpDesk for Windows scores a total of 4 out of 13
point.

9s, normalised to 0.31 out of 1

HelpDesk for Windows utilises the facilities of the underlying operating system to
provide locality-specific date, time and currency formats. Since the client operating
system is always Windows, these are implicitly supported.
Foreign languages can be supported via translation tables; however, there are not yet
standard foreign language versions available. Foreign language versions may be
supported by customisation.
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Particular features credited are:
9 locality-specific date formats
9 locality-specific time formats
9 swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
9 translation tables for literal strings
8 right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
8 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
8 n-byte characters (several languages in one application).
8 multiple language versions in same installation.
We give one 9 per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
No local language versions are supported.
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Set-up
Set-up is simple, since the range of customisation that can be performed is small. Setup tasks are:

• install software
• connect to database
• populate database
• integrate with e-mail (optional)
• integrate with telephony (optional)
• customise interface (if required).

Administration
The administrator must determine which users have what access to the system, assign
new users and arrange training.
HelpDesk for Windows has utilities for back-up and archiving to be done automatically.
Archived calls can be restored using utilities within the package.
The knowledge base must be maintained manually.

Security
Security is facilitated by access permission at field level.

Cassandra Millhouse/Duncan Brown
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At a glance
Developer
Software Artistry division of Tivoli Systems (subsidiary of IBM), Indianapolis,
USA

Version evaluated
Tivoli Service Desk, version 5.0.2 (formerly known as Expert Advisor)

Key points
Base data
•

Internal medium – large IT help desk; also the help desk for the Tivoli suite

•

Supports databases: Oracle, Sybase, Informix, MS SQL Server and DB2/2

•

Server runs on Windows NT and Unix

Strengths
•

Range of problem-resolution techniques provided to enable most appropriate
technique for each user and problem; searching performed automatically using
data entered in call management

•

Ability to scale to support large numbers of concurrent users

•

Excellent integration with systems and network management systems

Points to watch
•

Integration with external databases at table-level only and implemented by
consultancy

•

API provides access to limited set of functions

•

Some maintenance overhead if you choose to use all available problemresolution techniques

Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability
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Price points
We give a price point for 10, 50 and 200 concurrent analysts.
Prices are given in thousands of US dollars.
$000
1
2
4
8
15
30

60

125
é
10
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Product glossary
Term

Description

Concept

A ‘subject’ for problems. Information is judged to be
relevant, based on its association with concepts that are
relevant to the problem being solved

Connection

Relationship between assets

Container

An asset that holds other assets in a hierarchical
structure

Distributed Data Manager

Manages distributed databases (in beta)

Expert Administrator

Core component for configuration of common Expertise
suite of applications and data

Expert Discovery

Decision support system component

Expert Evolution

Change management component

Expert Foundation Manager Asset management component
Expert Mail Agent

E-mail interface to problem resolution (without analyst
intervention)

Expert Quality

Defect tracking component

ExpertView

Gateway to network and systems management systems.
Enables network and system events to trigger:
• open a request
• add a news item
• initiate notification
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Expert Web

Worldwide Web interface for problem resolution

Interaction

Record of a trouble ticket. An interaction could take
place for several reasons, including to solve a problem,
to ask ‘how to’ or to request a service

Request

Record of a problem. Not all interactions are requests

Transfer

Call routing
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Verdict
Tivoli acquired Software Artistry to add to its vision of an organisation’s
management of its IT infrastructure. Tivoli has renamed Software Artistry’s help
desk product, Expert Advisor, and its associated products as Tivoli Service Desk.
Tivoli Service Desk is strong in functionality for problem, change and asset
management, as well as in problem resolution. It provides a robust interface for
integration, and a scalable architecture.
Tivoli Service Desk provides a full range of problem resolution techniques, with
the philosophy that different techniques are appropriate in different
circumstances for users with different skills. These different techniques all enable
you to gain access to the same knowledge base.
This philosophy is a good one, since it acknowledges that different problems and
different users require different tools. It does not suggest one technique is
universally ‘better’ than another, realising that suitability to the circumstances is
the first determinant of the quality of a technique.
Tivoli Service Desk provides the ability to implement seven techniques – but, as
with any problem resolution technique, for each one used, work must be performed
to implement and maintain the knowledge and access. For Tivoli Service Desk, the
knowledge is stored in one place only, which is good, but each access path used
must be maintained. For example, Tivoli Service Desk enables access to solutions
in the knowledge base by a decision tree, which must be designed and
implemented, as with any other decision tree-based support software.
Tivoli Service Desk provides good process management capability, to manage both
problems and changes, which is quite flexible. Beyond this configurability,
customisation is good, despite change being performed at source-code level.
Customisation at this level is not only complex (requiring programming skills), but
also limits the ability to upgrade and maintain the software – for this reason it is
generally not recommended. Tivoli Systems recommends that more complex
customisation is undertaken by its Professional Services Group.
Scalability is enabled for high numbers of concurrent users through a three-tier
implementation option. However, scalability of distribution is limited by the lack
of a mobile client. Some independent data replication facilities are available.
Integration with network and systems management systems is excellent, being bidirectional and configurable. However, integration is limited for access to external
data, since this generally needs to be implemented by Tivoli Systems, using a
limited, externally accessible API.
Tivoli Service Desk has good usability. Support is provided for French, German,
Spanish and Swedish language implementations, and Unicode is used to make
localisation simpler.

Typical usage
The average installation supports between 25 and 50 users, with large sites
supporting up to 10,000 calls per day.
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Product overview
Product positioning
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Tivoli Systems positions Tivoli Service Desk as part of its overall systems
management suite of products. As such, Tivoli Service Desk fulfils the help desk
component. It is possible to use Tivoli Service Desk with other systems
management software, and also to use other help desk products with Tivoli
TME10.

Business Support
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Product architecture
Tivoli Service Desk is a suite comprising:
• base help desk functionality (formerly Expert Advisor)
• Asset Management
• Change Management
• Expert Discovery
• Expert Mail Agent
• ExpertView (for integration with network and systems management systems)
• Expert Web.
Tivoli Service Desk can be deployed with a two-tier or three-tier client-server
architecture.
Optional components covered in this evaluation include:
• Workload Manager
• Distributed data manager
• Expert Web Plus.

Platforms
Operating system (server)
Windows NT and Unix.
Operating system (client)
Windows, Windows 95, Windows NT, OS/2, Unix and Java.
Hardware (server)
Platform-independent – it is a data server.
Databases supported
Oracle, Sybase, Informix, MS SQLServer, DB2/2 and DB2/6000.
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Usage
No information was supplied.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
We last evaluated version 3.5 of Expert Advisor. All future enhancements that
were stated in our last evaluation have been implemented as follows.
Technology changes:
• native 32-bit client
• new dialogue system
• sub-forms
• tab folders for the interface
• tool tips on menu bar
• bitmapped buttons
• auto fill for combo boxes
• Unicode support
• support for Unix (AIX, Solaris and HP/UX)
• Web-enabled client.
Functional changes:
• notify contacts on problem closure
• configurable ownership on problem routing
• simpler diagnostics display from call registration
• Make Aid wizard for solution re-use (to aid management of solutions lifecycle)
• notification methods for escalation
• improved integration with SA-Expert Evolution and SA-Expert Foundation
Manager.
Functional changes to the suite:
• integrated installation
• integrated build
• GUI event-level callouts for each product
• ActiveX calendar control for date selection
• DLL callouts
• Fulcrum upgrade
• upgrade to Adaptive Learning.
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Future enhancements
The next release is scheduled to contain:
• multi-customer service desk support
• Tivoli integration
• inventory
• software distribution
• enterprise console
• Global Enterprise Manager
• two-way interface with Tivoli Information/Management (Info/Man)
• Java-based clients for problem, change and asset management
• enhanced SLA module
• role-based configurable interface.
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Company background
History
Software Artistry was formed in 1988, as a company building artificial intelligence
(AI) development tools. In March 1995, it became a publicly quoted company. In
1991, Software Artistry changed its focus to the support market, enabled by a
venture capital injection, bringing out its first support product, ExpertAdviser
(DOS version), followed by an OS/2 version in 1993 and a Windows version in
1994.
In October 1996, Software Artistry divided into two divisions: one focused on
products for the IT support market, and the other focused on products for the
customer support market. There is a core technology (managed by a separate
group) that forms the basis for both ExpertAdviser (for help desks) and
ExpertSupport (for customer support).
In July 1997, Software Artistry acquired Sirius Systems (vendor of G2 sales
automation software) to expand its offering to the customer relationship
management market.
In January 1998, Software Artistry was acquired by Tivoli Systems, a division of
IBM. Software Artistry continues to operate independently as a division of Tivoli.
Tivoli Systems is the developer and vendor of TME10 systems management
software. Software Artistry was acquired to complete Tivoli’s vision of systems
management. The division of Software Artistry that is concerned with customer
facing software is more interesting to IBM Global Services than to Tivoli –
although its future location in the company structure is not yet determined.

Commercial
Software Artistry was acquired by Tivoli Systems, an independent business unit of
IBM for approximately $200 million in January 1998. Accordingly, accounts for
1997 for Software Artistry were not published. Ovum estimates revenues of $40
million.
In 1996, revenues were posted at $34.4 million showing growth over 1995 of 40%,
decreasing from 66% growth from 1994 to 1995.
In 1996, net income was $1.9 million, a decrease from the previous year’s $3.7
million.
The Software Artistry division of Tivoli Systems employs 275 staff and has 500
installations globally.
The Software Artistry division has a strategic partnership with
PriceWaterhouseCoopers, to co-operatively design, develop and market
applications and professional services. Other knowledge-related partners include
Apropos Technology, BDM Technologies, CompuCom, CoreTech, GMSI, Red Sky
Technologies, RFD & Associates, ServiceWare, SSDS, Synet Service Corporation
and XLConnect.
Software Artistry division’s business partners include Aurora Systems, Boole &
Babbage, Cabletron, Computer Associates, Seagate Software, Hewlett-Packard,
IBM, Interactive Intelligence, Informix, Microsoft, Oracle, Sun Microsystems,
Sybase, Tally Systems and Tivoli Systems.
Tivoli Systems is a member of DMTF.
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Vendor positioning
Tivoli Systems is an independent business unit of IBM. Tivoli acquired Software
Artistry to complete its offering in IT infrastructure management. Tivoli also has
products for systems management, applications management and security.
Prior to its acquisition, Software Artistry held a 10% share of the help desk
market. Acquisition is likely to positively affect Tivoli Service Desk’s market share
by increasing its ability to win new business. This will happen in two ways: firstly,
since the product is part of Tivoli’s suite, sales are made by default (when the
Tivoli suite is sold) and secondly, by increased market ability as part of the Tivoli,
IBM family.
Tivoli Systems competes with specialist vendors in each of its markets, as well as
a few vendors which also provide suites for IT infrastructure management, such as
Computer Associates and HP. Tivoli has a strong brand in this market, and holds
significant market share.
Tivoli Systems continues to integrate TME10 with other help desk products – and
Tivoli Service Desk continues to integrate with other systems management
products. However, the re-branding of ExpertAdvisor as Tivoli Service Desk shows
that Tivoli obviously intends for it to be the default help desk product, despite the
strength of some of its existing relationships with other help desk vendors.
As a division of Tivoli Systems, Software Artistry continues to be responsible for
developing Tivoli Service Desk, and has also been given responsibility for IBM’s
InfoMan product.
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Services and support
Training
Different levels of classes are available at Software Artistry division’s
headquarters in Indianapolis or on-site.
The Software Artistry division also offers training in best practice for help desk
processes.
All customers take some training.

Consulting
Client services offers skills in:
• project planning assistance
• implementation consulting
• data conversion and migration
• custom programming
• knowledge engineering.

Support
Tivoli Systems offers round-the-clock hotline support. A monthly customer
newsletter is included within the licence fee. There are regional user groups in the
US.
Tivoli Systems uses its own product in support.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
Full pricing details were not supplied.
Optional extras included in the evaluation are:
• Workload Manager – $7,500
• Distributed Data Manager – $12,500 per database.
Optional extras included from the Professional Services Group are:
• Expert Web Plus – $16,500.
Prices for elements of SA-Enterprise are in the ranges below:
• Expert Evolution – $40,000 for 50 users
• Expert Foundation Manager – $40,000 (five update licences, plus unlimited
read access).
ServiceWare KnowledgePaks are included with Tivoli Service Desk (in the US
only).

Distribution
Tivoli Service Desk is available from IBM and Tivoli Systems’ offices and
distributors worldwide.
North America

Europe

Tivoli Systems
9449 Priority Way West Drive
Indianapolis
IN 46240
USA

Tivoli Systems
Grenfell House
Grenfell Road
Maidenhead, SL6 1ES
UK

Tel: +1 317 843 1663
Fax: +1 317 574 5867

Tel: +44 1628 508 000
Fax: +44 1628 508 001

E-mail: sales@softart.com
Web: www.softart.com
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Tivoli Service Desk and Expert Evolution provide good process management, with
most basic functionality supported as standard. More sophisticated behaviour is
possible through customisation and the optional component, Workflow Manager
(included in our evaluation). Support for contracts and escalation is basic, but can
be augmented by additional functionality supplied by the Professional Services
Group (not included in our evaluation). Reporting is excellent.

Logging
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 16 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5
points.
Tivoli Systems refers to a call as an ‘interaction’. There is no recording of
interactions – an ‘interaction’ is the name for the group of problems logged at one
time by one caller. An interaction can consist of one or many problems. If more
than one problem is recorded per interaction, caller details only need to be entered
once; these then propagate through each adjoining problem as it is recorded (until
a new interaction is commenced).
Tivoli Service Desk has good support for automated logging, allowing logging of
calls by callers and by integrated systems. Callers can even open a call via e-mail,
which kicks off an Adaptive Learning search to find a solution. A set of possible
solutions, once found, is automatically e-mailed back to the caller without analyst
intervention (this is the Expert Mail Agent component, optional and included in
this evaluation). If one of these solutions does not solve the caller’s problem, then
the caller can send the e-mail back for an analyst’s attention.
Audit trails can be configured by customisation using SA-Script.
Tivoli Service Desk automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
ü allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket, change request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
Tivoli Service Desk automatically:
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets/change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered records and caller-entered ones
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered trouble tickets and caller-entered ones.
Tivoli Service Desk supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
ü SNMP and/or DMI events
ü web browsers.
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Figure 1 Call registration in Tivoli Service Desk

Maintaining dependencies
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.36 out of 0.5
points.
Tivoli Service Desk maintains relationships between problems and changes, and
also parent–child relationships for both problems and changes. Each change
request maintains tasks, which can be assigned and performed separately, in
parallel or sequentially, as defined by scheduling rules. Expert Evolution can also
integrate with Microsoft Project – so tasks from change requests can be managed
in the same way as other tasks in the organisation. Integration with other project
management software can be achieved via this interface, but this requires some
customisation.
Change requests are managed by the Expert Evolution product, and trouble
tickets and problems by Tivoli Service Desk – there is no interface which lists
combined changes and problems. Such a list can be produced via a report, but this
is static.
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Tivoli Service Desk can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
ü between combinations of problems and changes
ü between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
Tivoli Service Desk enables:
ü dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be set
ü dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket/change request to be performed by independent
parties in parallel
û an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
û an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests, trouble tickets intermingled in
the same queue.

Routing
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Routing is called ‘transfer call’ within Tivoli Service Desk. Analysts can decide to
transfer a call manually – there is no automated support for routing. However,
Workload Manager (an optional extra) can be used to record analyst skills and
knowledge and automatically route calls/problems and change requests.
Minor customisation is required to track the number of routings per problem, and
to balance load assignment.
Tivoli Service Desk:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
ü maintains a calendar of analyst availability
ü supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge, availability and so on)
ü spreads the load of events evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
ü assigns a trouble ticket/change request to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 13 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Notification and alerts are managed by the Notification Monitor – this can be
deployed and run independently of Tivoli Service Desk. Notifications can also be
sent via e-mail, fax or pager.
Notifications are sent on transfer, escalation or manually, on an ad hoc basis. To
set up notifications to be performed automatically on other events, customisation
is required.
The ‘hypertext’ feature can also be used to perform a notification via fax or pager.
Tivoli Service Desk also has an ‘alarm monitor’ – the utility for viewing,
forwarding, postponing and sending alarms.
A minor customisation is required to send notification on change of status.
To notify callers of an impending problem it is possible to set up an e-mail to go to
groups of employees.
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Tivoli Service Desk:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
ü runs alerter separately from main support system
ü deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
ü notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (for instance, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
ü defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 5 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5
points.
ExpertAdvisor uses two measures of prioritisation: severity and priority. Severity
is the measure of what the caller says (for example, ‘it is urgent’). Priority is the
measure of relative importance that the analyst assigns.
While these measures do not exactly overlap with our definitions of urgency and
severity, they do enable them (or any other definitions) to be implemented, since
they are configurable.
Tivoli Service Desk:
ü maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
ü has configurable levels of urgency
ü has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 4 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.57 out of 1 point.
Escalation within Tivoli Service Desk is basic. It can be configured to escalate calls
after a specified time has elapsed, or to consider the severity of the call or other
variables (for example, problem type). However, escalation does not change the
priority (severity) of the call, nor does it perform routing; it merely sends
notifications.
If more sophisticated escalation is required, it can be obtained through
consultancy from the Professional Services Group.
Tivoli Service Desk allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and closure
û routing of event to other analyst on escalation
û multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
ü definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
û modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour, flashing).
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Contract support
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 4 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1 point.
ExpertAdvisor supports the recording of contracts; however, to enforce contracts,
customisation must be performed.
Contract administration is performed within the Asset Management component,
since all contracts are linked to assets.
Tivoli Systems’ Professional Services Group can provide more functionality for
SLAs on request. This would include provision for agreements with customers and
suppliers, multiple differentiated levels of service, and flexible monitoring of time.
Budget and cost-monitoring is supported via reporting on information captured by
the Workload Manager (optional) component.
Tivoli Service Desk has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
û support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
û multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
û flexible monitoring of elapsed time
û multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
ü budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 3 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1 point.
Tivoli Service Desk can support multi-processes and gain access to different
knowledge bases dependent on the problems being solved. However, it cannot
support multi-processes with dynamic configuration of screens.
Tivoli Service Desk allows:
ü definition of multiple call types
ü differentiation of call type at call time
û logical segmentation of database (for example, contact numbers for each call
type)
ü multiple analyst queues
û dynamic assignment of calls to appropriate analysts
û dynamic configuration of screens and call management process paths.

Reporting
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 21 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5
points.
ExpertAdvisor is supplied with the Crystal Reports engine as standard. It has 120
defined reports.
Tivoli Service Desk is now supplied with the Expert Discovery reporting product,
and Expert Dashboard for online monitoring. Expert Discovery is developed by
Tivoli Systems using Cognos and Crystal software.
Expert Discovery is an excellent reporting tool, with an easy-to-use interface, and
a wide range of options available. In its latest release (version 2.0) it can be linked
to PointCast to ‘push’ reporting information.
Expert Dashboard provides graphical dynamic monitoring capability.
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Tivoli Service Desk:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies predefined reports
ü supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports Query By Example (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products/services for management information
ü tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so
on).
Tivoli Service Desk reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
ü pictorial charts
ü 3-D surface.
Tivoli Service Desk:
ü has real-time monitoring
ü monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a stand-alone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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Tivoli Service Desk provides good asset tracking and management capabilities,
enabling asset information to be captured (via integration), stored and related to
other assets. Supplier information is maintained, although workflow does not
extend to the supplier. Tivoli Service Desk does not provide a business processrelated view of assets.

Capture asset information
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 9 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2.7 out of 3
points.
Remote access and use facilities are possible through integration with TME10 and
other systems management software.
Tivoli Service Desk can automatically:
ü detect hardware and software assets
ü collect asset performance statistics
ü receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
û capture software usage information (software metering)
ü generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
ü record information from, and generate software distribution
ü update assets as required by a task.
Tivoli Service Desk can achieve:
ü remote access to files on a networked PC
ü remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
ü remote start-up and shutdown of networked PCs.

Maintain asset information
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 10 out of 12 üs, normalised to 2.08 out of 2.5
points.
Tivoli Service Desk maintains information about assets in the SCIM (System,
Component, Item, Module) structure. This structure can be used to describe all
kinds of assets; for example, a system can be a PC or a benefits package.
‘Component’ refers to basic building blocks of systems; for example, monitors,
CPUs and printers. An ‘item’ is a specific component – so for the ‘monitor’
component, there will be x specific items. A ‘module’ is a part of an item that can
experience a problem – for the above example this could be the power button on a
monitor. Note that there is not always a module level for an item.
Assets are also categorised using category and model. For example, ‘printer’ is the
category, and ‘HP’ and ‘Canon’ are models. Categories are hierarchical, so the root
category can be ‘software’, with next level categories ‘operating systems’,
‘applications’ and ‘utilities’. Then, at the next level under ‘applications’ – word
processors, spreadsheets and so on. This enables properties to be set at a high
level, and inherited throughout the hierarchy, making maintenance of asset
information simpler.
Tivoli Service Desk maintains general descriptive, location, users, connection,
vendor (supplier), financial and maintenance information for each asset. Financial
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information stored includes valuation, calculating current value against
acquisition date using a depreciation schedule; and whether the asset is leased or
owned.
Tivoli Service Desk can:
ü keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
ü for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
û check software licences are up to date
ü check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
ü record information at asset and asset type level enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset, and per type of asset
ü maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
ü maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
ü issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life; for example warranty
expires
ü record more than one service level agreement / warranty against each asset type
ü monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price, replacement value
û enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning, purchasing.

Maintain asset links
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 9 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.73 out of 2.5
points.
Locations and users are maintained for all Expertise products in the Expert
Administrator product. A location is any supported organisation, which might be
an entire company, a department within a company or a smaller group.
Geographic information and contacts are maintained for each location.
Tivoli Service Desk can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in this PC)
ü maintain peer to peer asset dependencies (for example, PC connected to
network)
û provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
û provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
û maintain occasional links (sometimes this laptop is connected to the network)
ü link people and their assets
ü show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
ü have an asset without an owner
ü have an asset with more than one owner
û enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
ü enforce rules about the configuration of assets, for example, check software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on
ü record site level information
ü display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.

Maintain supplier information
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 4 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.67 out of 1 point.
Tivoli Service Desk enables supplier information to be stored and linked directly
to assets. This is via the ‘vendor’ group of records.
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However, contractual information for suppliers while stored is not used in
workflow. It is possible to implement this via customisation.
Tivoli Service Desk can:
ü keep a record of suppliers, with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
ü link supplier to asset type it supplies
ü enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
ü maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
û enable processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
û enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier as well as internally.
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Tivoli Service Desk receives an excellent score in this section, because it provides a
large range of tools to support different ways of accessing information for solving
problems. Tivoli Service Desk is designed on the principle that the most
appropriate method can be used to access information by each analyst for each
problem.
Tivoli Service Desk provides a range of five search paths for accessing its Master
Solutions database. These enable a search to be conducted directly from the
characteristics of the call (whether component- or description field-based). In
addition, the HyperTree tool can be used for diagnosis.
Organisations can choose which of the problem resolution access techniques to use
– if all techniques are used then they must all be maintained. The overhead in
maintaining a range of access paths should not be underestimated.

Standard response
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
‘Quick solution’ is a way of registering a call when the problem (and solution) is
already known to the analyst. This simply enables the analyst to enter the
problem and description without invoking diagnosis.
A hypermedia link can be implemented to perform the response from the ‘quick
solution’ as well.
New standard responses are suggested off-line via reporting.
Callers can access standard responses via Expert Web and Expert Mail. Expert
Mail uses adaptive learning to scan the text of the e-mail, find the ten best
matches and mail them back.
Tivoli Service Desk can:
ü add and update standard responses
ü access standard responses by one key or option
ü suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
ü make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 9 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2.25 out of 2.5
points.
Tivoli Service Desk automatically conducts searches based on call details as they
are entered. Different techniques use different call detail fields as input (see
Information use).
Tivoli Service Desk enables access to documents, bitmaps, screen cams, web pages
and other reference material via hypermedia links within solutions.
Tivoli Service Desk provides Knowledge Paks from ServiceWare as standard, and
can also be used to access package knowledge from Ziff Davies.
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Tivoli Service Desk can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
ü provide integrated access to Web-based information (intranet/Internet)
ü use existing call details to search information directly without entering a separate
search
û perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
ü add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
ü add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.

Information use
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 9 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.73 out of 2.5
points.
Tivoli Service Desk uses five search paths – the philosophy being that different
tools are appropriate in different situations. All techniques access the same table
of master solutions, albeit via different routes.
Common problems
A record of common problems and their resolutions (hierarchically accessed, using
the component fields to drill-down; for example – hardware, printer and paper
jams).
‘Hot news’
Time-sensitive information that may be relevant; for example – ‘server B is down’.
Hot news can receive information from SNMP traps.
Error messages
A list of error messages that callers may encounter – this acts as an index to the
master solutions.
Adaptive learning
Uses the description of the problem to search for a solution – ‘learning’ how
queries are made to improve the query process (uses a neural net).
Solutions
Direct access to the master solutions table.
In ‘auto matching’, the default order in which the techniques are invoked is:
adaptive learning, hot news and common problems, but this can be configured to
suit your organisation.
All techniques can be accessed manually, as well as being triggered automatically
by the entering of call details.
Common problems, error messages and hot news use the same search mechanism
– pattern matching – although they concentrate on different search variables.
Case-based reasoning, HyperTrees and neural networks are distinct search
mechanisms. Tivoli Service Desk uses the Fulcrum Full Text Search engine in its
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pattern matching – the different techniques outlined above are different ways of
adding parameters to the search.
Tivoli Service Desk can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
ü perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
û enable refinement of search criteria during search
ü perform natural language queries, eliminating non-key words ‘and’ ‘the’ ‘a’
û define the scope of the search; for example, only search headers, summary,
abstract
ü regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
û enable multi-lingual search.
Tivoli Service Desk ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
ü based on semantic similarity to query
û based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
ü by number of times they have been used
ü by age
ü by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
HyperTree
The HyperTree module is a decision tree that helps the analyst to diagnose the
problem by providing questions to ask the caller that will narrow down the range
of possible causes. There are three modes in which to use the HyperTree:
• home screen mode – view of the decision tree
• sequential response mode – view and answer one question at a time
• case-based reasoning mode – (misnamed) view of all questions and answers at
one time, enabling the analyst to jump into the tree at the farthest point
possible.
The HyperTree must be built by a knowledge engineer (called a ‘diagnostics editor’
by Tivoli Systems).
Tivoli Systems provides different access mechanisms, depending on skill levels,
via its six different access techniques.
Deeper problems are detected offline, via standard reports provided with Tivoli
Service Desk.
Tivoli Service Desk can:
ü help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
ü help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
ü keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
ü support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
ü provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
ü start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
ü detect deeper problems by analysis on current problems.
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Solutions management
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 6 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.86 out of 1 point.
The HyperTree must be built by a knowledge engineer (called a ‘diagnostics editor’
by Tivoli Systems).
Automatic selection of content to add to the solution set is done by the Adaptive
Learning algorithm (see Figure 2).
The choice of techniques means that analysts and organisations can use the
method of searching for solutions that suits them best; however, the overhead
associated with maintaining several different methods of organising access is
significant.
Tivoli Service Desk can:
ü add new problem-solution pairs to solution set by administrator
ü optionally add a new problem-solution pair to solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
ü suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to solution set
ü select and add problem-solution pairs to solution set automatically
ü aid in organising solutions to optimise search
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.

Figure 2 Adaptive learning screen in Tivoli Service Desk
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Tivoli Service Desk provides a high level of integration (bi-directional) with
network and systems management systems through the Expert View component,
and can also integrate with CTI and e-mail. Tivoli Service Desk is part of a suite
that performs IT support functions, including change management, asset
management and defect tracking.
Tivoli Service Desk provides good support for integration via packaged interfaces.
However, while data from external databases can be accessed at table level, this is
generally implemented by Tivoli Systems. The API enables functionality to be
accessed from within Tivoli Service Desk; the scope of this increases with each
release.

Data access
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Tivoli Service Desk can enable data to be accessed from an external application at
table level. This level of integration is either provided or built by Tivoli Systems.
Tivoli Service Desk:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
ü allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
Tivoli Service Desk defines external sources for data at field level by using:
ü ODBC, and/or proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six common
DBMSs:
Informix version 7+
CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
MS SQL Server version 6.5+
Oracle version 7+
Sybase version 11+
DB2.

Application programming interface (API)
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 6 out of 7 üs, normalised to 1.71 out of 2
points.
Tivoli Service Desk exposes an API via ExpertView – this exposes functionality at
a business process-level: ‘open’, ‘close’, ‘notify’ and ‘escalate a call’.
CPIC (Common Programming Interface for Communications) provides an API for
application-to-application communication – this is a low-level interface.
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Tivoli Service Desk’s API:
ü initiates a function
ü retrieves data about the status of a function
ü returns error codes to initiating system
ü retrieves data from Tivoli Service Desk
ü modifies data in Tivoli Service Desk
û deletes data in Tivoli Service Desk
ü creates data in Tivoli Service Desk.

Packaged interfaces
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 14 out of a maximum 17 üs, normalised to 2
out of 2 points.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
Tivoli Service Desk has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü CallLink, Apropos
ü FastCall, Aurora
ü IBM NetView
ü Boole & Babbage COMMAND/Post.

Integrated suite of applications
Tivoli Service Desk is part of an integrated suite including:
ü Expert Quality (defect tracking).

Integration with common management systems
Tivoli Service Desk performs integration with network management systems via
Expert View. This is bi-directional integration.
Integration with Tivoli is achieved via a command line interface.
Integration with InfoMan is via Phoenix.
Integration with Timbuktu is achieved by launching Timbuktu from within the
Tivoli Service Desk application.
Tivoli Service Desk is integrated with:
Network management systems
ü HP OpenView
ü Sun Solstice
ü Cabletron Spectrum.

Systems management systems
û
Microsoft SMS
ü
CA UniCenter
ü
Tivoli.

Inventory management systems
ü Tally Systems NetCensus
ü Intel LANDesk
ü IBM Info/Man.

Remote diagnosis systems
û
Funk Proxy
û
Wanderlink
ü
Timbuktu.
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Compliance with common/standard APIs
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 7 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.7 out of 1.5
points.
Compliance with TAPI is provided via an optional existing component installed by
Professional Services.
TSAPI-compliant (middleware) components have been installed as custom
implementations.
Tivoli Service Desk is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
ü TAPI
ü MAPI
û TSAPI
ü VIM
û CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü
ü
û
û

HTML
CGI
NSAPI
ISAPI.

Information exchange
û DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
û DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
û DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
û ITU X.790
ü SNMP.

Component architecture fit
Tivoli Service Desk scores 0 points for no üs.
Tivoli Service Desk has no compliance with distributed component architectures.
Tivoli Service Desk is compliant with:
û Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft Java Beans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
Tivoli Service Desk scores 0.5 point for one or more üs.
A command line interface exists for:
ü Unix
ü DOS
ü OS/2
ü Win95/Win NT
û other.
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Tivoli Service Desk enables scalability for multiple concurrent users and, to some
extent, for multiple servers via its data replication capabilities. Tivoli Service Desk
has no mobile client. The product is available directly to callers via a web-based
interface and, with the optional component Expert Web Plus, to analysts as well.
Tivoli Service Desk uses scalable platforms and databases to enhance scalability.

Technical architecture
Tivoli Service Desk scores 5 out of 7 üs, normalised to 3.57 out of 5 points.
Tivoli Service Desk enables scalability through its three-tier architecture (since
version 3.5). More than one application server can be deployed.
While processes cannot be instigated dynamically, Tivoli Systems can advise as to
how many processes need to be run according to the number of users being served.
Load balancing of incoming requests to currently running processes is performed.
Tivoli Service Desk:
ü can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
ü uses a high level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
ü can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
ü can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
ü can change partitioning of processing between client and server
û is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
Tivoli Service Desk scores 5 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.83 out of 1 point.
Tivoli Service Desk has independent data replication capabilities via the optional
component Distributed Data Manager (included in this evaluation).
Reconciliation of time zone differences is enabled by using Greenwich Mean Time
to record all times, which are then displayed according to the local time of the
server.
Tivoli Service Desk:
ü can support multiple DBMS servers.
Tivoli Service Desk’s data replication capabilities:
ü are independent of native DBMS replication
û are configured in a logical master–slave topology
ü ensure selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
ü cater for flexible reconciliation of data conflicts
ü enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.
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Web application
Tivoli Service Desk scores 10 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.25 out of 1.5 points.
A distributed analyst application (Expert Web Plus) can be delivered by the
Professional Services Group at an additional cost. This is included in this
evaluation.
The web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user/customer application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
û distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The web server offers:
û automated web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for call tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of calls)
ü data modification (for updating existing call records)
ü ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü secure method of access to calls
ü secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
Tivoli Service Desk scores 0 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0 out of 0.5 points.
Tivoli Service Desk is not available in a mobile client version.
Tivoli Service Desk is available in a:
û mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
û has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
û has a mobile database with small system requirements
û has data update synchronisation.

Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Tivoli Service Desk offers direct support for one or more of:
ü Informix version 7+
ü CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
ü MS SQL Server version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
ü Sybase version 11+
ü DB2.
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Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Ovum’s server platforms:
ü OS/2 Warp
ü OS400
û Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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Tivoli Service Desk is quite flexible, enabling many changes to be made to data
access and business processes – however the interface is less easily changed. Tivoli
Systems makes a distinction between ‘configurability’ and ‘customisation’, where
configurability refers to the ability to make predictable changes through options,
and customisation refers to actual code changes. While we applaud the attitude to
configurability, customisation by changes at source-code level is frowned upon,
since it affects the ability to manage customisation, particularly implementing
upgrades without having to re-perform changes.
Tivoli Service Desk can be customised through SA-Script, a script language, and
also through Tivoli Systems’ ASE integrated development environment (IDE). ASE
is a proprietary 4GL used for the development of the product and customisation.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 6 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 2 points.
Tivoli Service Desk’s interface is customised using the Interface Designer. The
interface can be changed through a Windows-based interface, or directly by editing
the dialogue form file.
Tivoli Service Desk may be customised by:
û allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing/removing fields
ü adding fields
ü adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 11 out of 14 üs, normalised to 1.57 out of 2
points.
Fields can be populated using SQLManage.
SQLManage requires knowledge of SQL. Queries must be carefully constructed
writing SQL (rather than selecting column names and arguments from a dropdown list). If the name of the column entered is not exactly the same as the
column in the database, a new (erroneous) column will be added.
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Tivoli Service Desk has:
ü a logical data model independent to implementation
ü a map of the logical model to physical data.
Tivoli Service Desk may be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
ü using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
ü using columns from external databases as source of data for a field, process
ü adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field, process
ü removing columns
ü adding/removing tables
ü changing a relationship between tables
ü adding/removing a relationship between tables
ü changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
û changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
û option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 11 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.54 out of 3
points.
Tivoli Systems makes a distinction between ‘configurability’ and ‘customisability’.
Configurability is what can be achieved by point-and-click selective interfaces.
Customisation is changes at code level. Tivoli Systems aims for changes to occur
via ‘configuration’, rather than ‘customisation’, and supplies tools to enable this,
including options to ‘test’ rules before they become ‘live’.
Workflow can be changed via ‘configuration’.
Tivoli Service Desk’s business processes can also be changed using the proprietary
ASE language or SA-Script. This is complex and requires programming skills.
Tivoli Service Desk may be customised by:
ü changing existing events
ü defining new events
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
ü defining and adding new business processes
ü removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
Tivoli Service Desk:
û enables definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than one
process
ü uses templates for processes, enabling just specific details to be changed.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
ü a scripting environment
ü provides API through which custom code components can be used.
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Management of customisation
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 3 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 2 points.
Since customisation can enable change to the underlying source code, some
upgrades cannot be administered without re-doing customisation. However, if
customisation is performed without changing the source code, then an upgrade can
be performed without re-doing the customisation. These customisations are held
in the events.kb file, which can be maintained and reapplied after upgrade.
Tivoli Systems recommends the use of version control software, but does not
supply utilities to perform this function directly.
The customisation of interfaces is maintained as meta-data in the database, and
hence can be distributed from one central point.
Tivoli Service Desk supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
û maintenance of the history of implementation and change
û maintenance of information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer customisation from one point
û upgrade without re-doing customisation.
Tivoli Systems offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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Usability
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Tivoli Service Desk’s interface has improved in version 5.0, with the use of tabs to
aid navigation. It also provides features designed to aid use of the system.
Documentation is comprehensive. Foreign language support is provided by
distributors in French, German, Spanish and Swedish, while internationalisation
is supported by use of Unicode.

Interfaces
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 5 out of 9 üs, normalised to 1.67 out of 3
points.
The Tivoli Service Desk interface is clear, although plain, with no use of graphics
or colour to convey information.
Tivoli Service Desk has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
û common identification of threads, that is, all related open dialogues
û use of graphics to convey information
û use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context-sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
û diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests,
assets (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2.63 out of 3
points.
Tivoli Service Desk offers features to aid ease of use, although you cannot work on
more than one call at one time.
The analyst can:
û work on more than one record at the same time
ü start at any point with a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (ext. number, last name)
ü switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link related records
ü navigate by more than one method, including menu, tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks, drill-down metaphors
ü clone an existing record, for ease of use.

Documentation
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 15 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.94 out of 1
point.
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Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide/user’s guide
ü getting started guide
ü tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
ü CD-ROM
ü Acrobat (.PDF) files
û HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

On-line help
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 5 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.63 out of 1 point.
Tivoli Service Desk has an online tutorial called ‘fundamentals’.
Tivoli Service Desk has:
ü an online tutorial
ü online documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
ü ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
û configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
û capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
û wizards to aid use of the system.

Multi-lingual support
Tivoli Service Desk scores a total of 11 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.79 out of 1
point.
Tivoli Service Desk is provided in foreign languages by distributors.
Internationalisation is supported by Tivoli Systems by using Unicode.
The local currency can be set, but only one currency can be used at one time
throughout the application.
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Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
ü locality-specific currency formats
ü swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
ü translation tables for literal strings
û right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
û 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
ü Unicode support
ü multiple language versions in same installation.
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We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü French
ü German
ü Spanish
ü Swedish.
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System administration
Set-up
Set-up can take from three weeks to six months, depending on customisation and
options implemented.

Administration
No details supplied.

Security
Access can be specified at field level.
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At a glance
Developer
The Vantive Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA

Versions evaluated
Vantive HelpDesk, version 8.0

Key points
Base data
• Large internal IT help desk and business support operations
• Runs on Oracle, Sybase, MS SQLServer and Informix DBMSs
• Runs on HP, Sun, PC, IBM RS/6000, DEC Alpha, NCR and Intel server
platforms
Strengths
• Customisation functionality is excellent
• Packaged integration, and integration capability is extensive
• Proven scalability
Points to watch
• No on-line monitoring capability
• Does not have own data replication capability
• Documentation is poor

Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Process management
Asset tracking and management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability

Price points
Prices are shown in thousands of US dollars.
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Product glossary
Term

Description

Problem report

A unique problem.

Vantive FieldService

Aimed at field service management.

Vantive Quality

Product that includes defect tracking,
enhancement/change management, plus links to
software configuration management products.

Vantive Sales

A telesales and telemarketing product, including
campaign management.

Vantive Support

Application that targets external customer support
operations.

Vantive On-The-Go

The mobile architecture for Vantive products.

Relationship between records in Vantive HelpDesk
A Service Agreement (new in version 8.0) has ‘service levels’ and ‘services’. A
service level is the contractual arrangement to provide support within defined
times. Services are defined activities that are performed periodically, such as
maintenance checks.
The problem report/trouble ticket relationship has changed in this version;
‘problem report’ is now defined as the parent of a call and ‘trouble tickets’ are the
children of a problem report. This is shown in Figure 1. When a caller first
contacts the help desk, a problem report is created and a trouble ticket is
automatically generated by the system. Any subsequent calls related to the same
problem will become trouble tickets of the problem report. When the problem
report is closed, all the associated trouble tickets will be also be closed.
If the problem report is resolved by the first contact, it should be marked resolved
by first call. When a problem report is resolved, the user can also specify this,
thus helping the customer to make analysis on ROI on their system.

Figure 1 Relationships between records in Vantive HelpDesk
R e s o lution

T r o u b le tic k e t

P r o b le m

re p o r t

D e fect

T r o u b le tic k e t
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Verdict
Vantive has much improved the base architecture of its application set in version
8.0. While Vantive has always provided good customisation and scalability, these
improvements were necessary to keep up with changing technology.
Vantive’s strength in scalability is to provide support for a large number of users.
Our score is limited by the lack of proprietary data replication capability, and the
absence of a specific mobile client for HelpDesk (although by virtue of the
construction of Vantive applications, the mobile client for Vantive Sales can easily
be adapted for use by the HelpDesk application). VanWeb enables access by end
users.
Process management and asset management capability is good as supplied, and
can be supplemented through customisation to provide excellent support.
Reporting has been improved via integration with the Actuate reporting engine,
but there is still no graphical on-line monitoring.
Problem resolution is basic and aimed at first-level support. Integration with
other products is expected where advanced techniques are required. Vantive
offers integration with Inference’s CasePoint and Fulcrum’s SearchServer, plus
KnowledgeBroker and ServiceWare knowledge bases.
Integration is one of Vantive’s strengths. The API is robust and the range of
packaged interfaces is good. Compliance with Ovum’s common/standard APIs is
also good. Vantive HelpDesk is DCOM-compliant and uses ActiveX controls.
The range of customisation has always been wide, although the ease of
customisation is much improved by the addition of the VanDesign visual forms
customisation environment (from version 7.0). Usability of the product itself has
improved since our last review – the interface is plain but functional.
Documentation is poor.

Typical usage
The number of analysts supported ranges from five to 2,000, with typical entry
point 50 analysts, including first- and second-level support, and supervisors.
The majority of sites support more than 500 end users.
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Product overview
Product positioning
Vantive’s designated market positioning is in what it terms ‘customer asset
management’ (CAM). CAM comprises internal help desk, sales and marketing,
customer external support, field service, inventory management, procurement
and quality assurance. Vantive has products for each component, under the
umbrella term ‘Vantive Enterprise’.
Vantive HelpDesk is aimed at any organised employee support operation. This
includes internal IT, but also extends to human resources facilities.
Vantive sells to most vertical industry sectors, particularly the computer software
industry. Vantive’s presence in organisations providing outsourcing services is
also strong.
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Product architecture
The suite of Vantive applications are all provided with the base product – with
each of the applications turned ‘on’ or ‘off’ according to which applications have
been licensed. This means that functionality from each application is available to
all of the others, which is useful in customisation.
Vantive products include:
• Vantive Sales, for sales and marketing automation
• Vantive Support, for call centres and customer service
• Vantive FieldService, for field operation
• Vantive Inventory Management, for spare parts inventory management
• Vantive Procurement, for acquisition of assets and spare parts
• Vantive Quality, for quality assurance
• Vantive HelpDesk, for internal MIS/employee help desk.
The following products enable distributed access to all of the Vantive applications:
• VanWeb (web interface)
• Vantive On-The-Go (mobile interface)
• Vantive MiniVan (Internet-enabled cellular phone access).
The Vantive suite has had an object-oriented architecture since version 7.0.
Previously, it had a three-tier architecture, featuring a thin-client portion. Clients
communicate with the application server by remote procedure calls. Database
protocols and SQL queries are all handled by the application server.
Vantive HelpDesk is developed using Vantive’s own development environment, as
are all the Vantive applications. The development environment is based on Visual
Basic.
The Vantive HelpDesk application is composed of:
• Problem management
• Change management
• Network management (component provides integration to network
management systems)
• Asset Management.
Core functionality used by Vantive HelpDesk includes:
• application and database management
• desktop management.
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Platforms
Operating system (server)
Unix and Windows NT.
Operating system (client)
Windows 3.x, Windows NT, Windows 95, Macintosh and Unix.
Hardware (server)
HP, Sun, PC, IBM RS/6000, DEC Alpha, NCR and Intel.
Databases supported
Oracle, Sybase, MS SQLServer and Informix.
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Usage
Typical application
London Electricity is a provider of electricity to the London (UK) area. It chose
Vantive HelpDesk for its scalability and architecture. London Electricity’s parent
company is Entergy, based in New Orleans, US, which also uses Vantive
HelpDesk. Entergy chose Vantive HelpDesk to consolidate 15 help desks in its
organisation. At Entergy, first-line support handles a wide variety of problems,
attempting to solve most at first call.

Very large application
Swift is a bank-owned co-operative supplying secure messaging services and
interface software to over 5,800 financial institutions in 154 countries. Swift’s
global network carried 688 million messages in 1996.
Swift uses Vantive Support in its customer support operation, answering an
average of 1,000 calls a day. Swift also uses Vantive HelpDesk and Vantive
Quality. Swift chose Vantive Support, after testing it for one year, because it was
a safe and stable product compared to others it tried. It was also important to
Swift to be able to add its own change management products and procedures for
tracking cases and new installations, as well as the ability to handle large
numbers of incoming calls. Swift has three support centres worldwide, providing
round-the-clock support. In 1997, Swift handled over 130,000 cases.

Technically challenging application
Cathay Pacific Airways is an airline based in Singapore. Cathay Pacific selected
Vantive HelpDesk to provide support for its 11,000 employees to elect their
benefits packages, and also to eventually manage its entire HR operations. This
installation uses IVR (from Edify Electronic Workforce) and other CTI
functionality integrated with Vantive HelpDesk. In this installation, many tasks
and processes surrounding a case (both before and after a call) are automated,
such as information collection, processing and distribution. These used to be
performed by clerks.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
We previously evaluated version 6.0 of Vantive HelpDesk. The following
improvements were made to version 7.0 and version 8.0:
• improved user interface
• pro-active service management
• embedded reporting using the Actuate engine
• enabling use of ActiveX controls
• improved ease of customisation through VanDesign graphical development
environment
• re-written web server in Java, rather than in CGI
• improved migration between Vantive HelpDesk forms and HTML forms
• integrated push/pull broadcasting of information
• year-2000 compliancy
• internationalisation (so future localisation is easier).
All planned enhancements from our last evaluation have been implemented.

Future enhancements
Version 9 of Vantive HelpDesk is scheduled to contain:
• integration with SAP R/3
• integration with Oracle Financials
• CORBA compliance.
Improved multi-lingual support, including support for multiple languages in one
application, is intended for future releases.
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Company background
History
Vantive was founded in 1990 as ProActive Software by Roger Sippl and Steve
Goldsworthy, formerly of Informix. The company’s first support product release
was in 1992. The company name was changed to Vantive Corporation in 1993,
due to a name conflict in the UK.
The product set has grown organically; it includes sales, quality and field service.
All the products are based on the same database structure and, in fact, are
compiled together to a single executable file. The level of integration between
products is therefore very high.
Vantive was floated on the Nasdaq stock exchange in August 1995. Steve
Goldsworthy retired from the board in 1997; Roger Sippl remains on the board,
but stepped down as chairman in 1997, to be replaced by William Davidow.
Vantive acquired Innovative Computer Concepts (ICC) in the final quarter of
1997. ICC developed spare parts management software for field service
operations.

Commercial
Vantive is quoted on the Nasdaq stock exchange (symbol: VNTV).
Vantive’s revenues for 1997 were $117 million, an increase of 83% on revenues of
$64 million in 1996. Revenue is split 60:40 between software licences, and
maintenance and services. Vantive’s net profit was $14.2 million.
Vantive employs 530 staff worldwide. It has offices in the UK, France, The
Netherlands, Germany and Australia.
In 1997, Vantive HelpDesk accounted for 26% of the server licences. Vantive has
more than 580 customers, of which 30% are licensed to use Vantive HelpDesk.

Vendor positioning
Vantive continues to be a visionary company in the front-office applications
market. It has a strong philosophical commitment to the value of customer
relationships to a company and the use of automation to ensure best practice in
support relationships.
Vantive adheres strongly to the ‘service-profit chain’ school of thought; that is,
that good support for employees is essential for employees to provide good service
to customers, which in turn directly affects company revenues and profits.
Accordingly, HelpDesk continues to be an important part of Vantive’s vision for
front-office automation.
In the support automation space, many vendors used to provide both internal and
external support products. This was a technology-based decision – the technology
for providing call and process management for internal support is the same as for
providing them for external support operations. Most vendors have now decided
to follow one market or the other, since although the base technology is the same
or similar, supporting technology and integration required is different and, more
importantly, the buyer of and reasons for support products are different in
internal and external support environments.
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However, Vantive (among others) continues to supply help desk automation as
part of its vision for supporting front-office operations – as such, the service-profit
chain philosophy underpins Vantive’s entire product line.
Although Ovum believes that good support for employees is essential to
maintaining good customer relationships, and all that it entails for the company’s
bottom line, we argue that the software underpinning internal and external
support need not and should not be integrated. This is because most vendors find
it difficult to dedicate sufficient resources to providing the additional technology
and integration required for both operations. Therefore, the vendor will have a
good external support product and a weak internal support product, or vice versa.
Vantive has, however, been successful in developing strong applications for both.
Vantive has no plans to release specific vertical market versions of, or templates
for, its product set. It prefers to concentrate all its development resources on its
core products. Vertical market focus is achieved through partnering with VARs,
especially in healthcare and utilities sectors.
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Services and support
Training
Training courses are available in customisation and system administration.
Courses can be tailored for your organisation’s requirements.

Consulting
Vantive has several strategic relationships with consultancy organisations,
including Andersen Consulting, Deloitte & Touche, Price Waterhouse, Cambridge
Technology Partners, KPMG, Sema and SHL Systemhouse. Vantive usually
works in partnership with such organisations in the implementation of Vantive
HelpDesk. Vantive consultants provide the technical expertise in the
implementation project.
Vantive has produced an implementation methodology for installing Vantive
HelpDesk.

Support
Vantive offers technical support at 15% of the total list price of installed products.
This provides the basic level of support. Other support options are available,
including co-operative support and an e-mail and web-only service. Weekend
cover and a round-the-clock service are also offered.
There is an international user group that meets annually. There is also a
European user group.
Local product support is offered by Vantive offices in Australia, Canada, France,
Germany (Munich and Frankfurt), The Netherlands, the UK and the US.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
Vantive HelpDesk is an application within the suite known as Vantive
Enterprise. Pricing below is calculated for Vantive HelpDesk as a stand-alone
application.
Within US

International

US $

US $ – converted to
local currency at date of
purchase

1–20 users
21–50 users
51–150 users
151–500 users
500+ users

10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000

12,500
25,000
37,500
50,000
62,500

Additionally, each concurrent user

2,500

4,375

Each named user

1,200

1,500

Vantive Tools, per named user

2,500

3,125

VanAPI, per concurrent user

3,500

4,375

VanWeb
plus user fees

25,000

31,250

Vantive Replication System, one time fee

30,000

37,500

Vantive Encyclopaedia, server licence

12,800

16,000

440

550

per user licence

Distribution
Vantive HelpDesk is available direct through regional offices, or through SI
partners.
North America

Europe

Asia-Pacific

The Vantive Corporation
2455 Augustine Drive
Santa Clara
CA 95054
USA

Vantive Europe
PO Box 2030-2130
GE Hoofddorp
Polaris Ave 53
2132 JH Hoofddorp
The Netherlands

Vantive Asia
Level 21
201 Miller Street
North Sydney NSW 2060
Australia

Tel: +1 408 982 5700
Fax: +1 408 982 5710

Tel: +31 23 568 5964
Fax: +31 23 568 5981

Tel: +61 2 9959 2221
Fax: +61 2 9959 2244

E-mail: info@Vantive.com
Web: www.Vantive.com
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Process management
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Vantive HelpDesk provides good process management facilities and can be used
out-of-the-box, with more functionality achievable through customisation.
Contract support is limited, because contracts for SLAs to end users and external
suppliers cannot be maintained simultaneously. Reporting is much improved
since our last evaluation, now using the Actuate engine as standard. However, online monitoring is still weak.

Logging
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 16 out of 16 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5
points.
Vantive logging begins with a form that enables general information to be entered
– who has the problem or is requesting change, what the subject of the problem or
change request is, and conditions under which the query should be addressed (its
severity).
This is the trouble ticket. If this cannot be solved at first contact, it will also be
necessary to open a problem report, or link the trouble ticket to an existing
problem report.
Vantive’s interface for entering information has been vastly improved since
version 6.0 and this makes the logging screen easier to follow and use.
Information to be entered can be augmented by customisation.
Vantive HelpDesk automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on system
ü allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
ü prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of trouble ticket, change request
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
Vantive HelpDesk automatically:
ü allows callers to log trouble tickets/change requests themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered records and caller-entered ones
ü allows integrated systems to log trouble tickets themselves
ü differentiates between system-entered trouble tickets and caller-entered ones.
Vantive HelpDesk supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
ü CTI
ü SNMP and/or DMI events
ü web browsers.
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Figure 2 Create problem report

Maintaining dependencies
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 6 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.43 out of 0.5
points.
Vantive HelpDesk enables problems to be related to problems, and a problem to
be related to a change request. Where several problem records are related to the
same problem, resolution of that problem triggers notification to all those
affected.
Vantive has hierarchical relationships to describe groups of tasks within a change
request. At the highest level is a ‘life’, then ‘state’ and finally individual ‘tasks’. It
is up to the support organisation to decide how it wants to use these levels. It is
also possible to group change requests – so there is a lot of flexibility as to how
tasks can be organised.
At any level, a template can be created. For example, ‘new hire’ could be a
template life, which can be used by a new change request. Or a task ‘install new
hard drive’ can be defined once and used in any change request.
There is some ability to manage sequential and interdependent tasks, although
these relationships cannot be viewed diagrammatically. Each state has
dependencies, so dependencies between different work to be completed could be
maintained by using states.
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Problems are similarly classified by ‘type’, ‘area’ and ‘detail’.
Vantive HelpDesk can maintain peer and hierarchical relationships:
ü between combinations of problems and changes
ü between tasks for a single change request or trouble ticket.
Vantive HelpDesk enables:
ü dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be set
û dependencies between tasks in a change request/trouble ticket to be used for
scheduling
ü tasks for one trouble ticket/change request to be performed by independent
parties in parallel
ü an analyst to switch between lists of all or only their own assigned tasks
ü an analyst to list assigned tasks, change requests, trouble tickets intermingled in
the same queue.

Routing
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.88 out of 1 point
Problem reports can be automatically assigned to an analyst, based on a defined
relationship with the caller. Problem reports can only be assigned to one person
at a time.
By default, all problem reports are assigned to individuals, although with trivial
customisation, a group can be created, and problem reports can be assigned to a
group instead. Analysts can then pick up a problem report from the group queue,
and re-assign it to themselves. For more than one analyst to work on a problem
report concurrently, ‘child’ problem reports can be created.
More than one person can work on a change request at a time, using tasks. Each
task associated with a change request can be assigned individually.
A record is kept of the number of times that routing occurs – if an alert is
required then it needs to be defined. This is trivial customisation.
More routing functionality can be defined through customisation.
Vantive HelpDesk:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
ü maintains a calendar of analyst availability
ü supports automatic trouble ticket and change request assignment (based on
analyst skills, knowledge availability and so on)
û spreads the load of tasks evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of a trouble ticket, change request or task to specific
operator(s) by name
ü dispatches trouble tickets, change requests and tasks to groups
ü assigns a trouble ticket/change request to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per record and alerts if threshold is passed.

Notification and alerts
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 11 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.85 out of 1
point.
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Vantive provides good notification and alert functionality. Notification is sent to
an analyst’s inbox by default; external notification can also be provided by e-mail,
fax and pager.
There is no alerter program that runs independently of the Vantive client – if you
wish to send an alert to an occasional (licensed) user of Vantive HelpDesk, you
need to use external methods – such as e-mail or pager.
Integration with Microsoft Outlook is strong.
Vantive HelpDesk:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
û runs alerter separately from main support system
û deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
ü notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (for instance, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
ü defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 5 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 0.5
points.
Prioritisation is fairly good, but does not include separate values for urgency and
severity as standard. This can be added with minimal customisation.
Vantive HelpDesk:
ü maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
ü has configurable levels of urgency
ü has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increase in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.

Escalation
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Vantive HelpDesk has excellent escalation, although the use of colour to highlight
escalated calls is limited to text colour changes.
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Vantive HelpDesk allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and trouble ticket closure
ü routing of event, task to other analyst on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
ü definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
ü modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour, flashing).

Contract support
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 6 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 1 point.
Contract support is much improved in version 8.0. Contracts, called ‘agreements’,
are composed of service levels and services (see Product glossary). This means
that pro-active and preventive service can be contracted for. This is a unique
capability.
All contracts are defined with users (not suppliers). Contract support still lacks
the ability to track users and suppliers simultaneously.
Vantive HelpDesk has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
û support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (PCs, for example)
ü multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
û multiple configurable calendars for the support system and for second parties
ü budget and/or cost monitoring and control.

Multi-process support
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 6 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Vantive HelpDesk can support multiple processes via customisation.
Vantive HelpDesk allows:
ü definition of multiple trouble ticket, change request types
ü differentiation of type at call time
ü logical segmentation of database (for example, trouble ticket numbers for each
trouble ticket type)
ü multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of trouble tickets to appropriate analysts
ü dynamic configuration of screens and process management paths (of routing,
escalation, and so on).

Reporting
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 13 out of 21 üs, normalised to 0.93 out of 1.5
points.
Vantive supplies the Actuate report engine as standard. The Actuate package has
a three-tier architecture and sophisticated data design, such that changes to data
structure can be implemented once, and then rolled through each of the subset
report definitions.
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Twenty reports are supplied in Vantive HelpDesk. Each has parameters so that
some tailoring is possible. There are also a further 18 reports that can be used for
systems administration and customisation support.
Vantive HelpDesk:
ü allows bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supplies predefined reports
û supplies at least 50 reports as standard
ü produces reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü supports ‘query by example’ (QBE) reporting
ü can provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü reports on audit trail/activity log
ü saves previous queries for re-use
ü relates events to specific products/services for management information
û tracks frequent submitters and time taken up
û calculates time taken to resolve a problem
ü allows free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enables presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so
on).
Vantive HelpDesk reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
û pictorial charts
û 3-D surface.
Vantive HelpDesk:
û has real-time monitoring
û produces monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a stand-alone machine
û allows definition of refresh period.
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Vantive HelpDesk provides facilities for asset tracking. To implement asset
management it is necessary to perform customisation. As standard, there is little
workflow set up to manage an asset over its lifecycle. Integration to systems
management systems provides good functionality for capturing asset information.

Capture asset information
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 8 out of 10 üs, normalised to 2.4 out of 3
points.
Remote access and use facilities are possible through integration with Intel
LANDesk.
Vantive HelpDesk can automatically:
ü detect hardware and software assets
ü collect asset performance statistics
ü receive information from a self-diagnosing asset
û capture software usage information (software metering)
ü generate asset numbers and integrate with an asset tagging mechanism
û record information from, and generate software distribution
ü update assets as required by a task.
Vantive HelpDesk can achieve:
ü remote access to files on a networked PC
ü remote execution of scripts on a networked PC
ü remote start-up and shutdown of networked PCs.

Maintain asset information
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 9 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.88 out of 2.5
points.
Assets are tracked as either ‘hardware’ or ‘software’. These are types, and for
each type there is a tab of installed hardware or software to keep track of
instances.
Installed hardware and software are brought together in the amalgamated
computer system record.
The structure of the data enables a maintenance plan to be kept at systems level
explicitly. At hardware and software level, it is possible to implement this,
entering warranty or service information.
Problems are related to the asset for which they occurred. An event history can be
constructed using the audit trail – but this may be difficult to use.
As standard events in an asset’s life do not trigger alerts or workflow, however, it
is possible to implement this using standard Vantive customisation.
A record is kept of how many copies of each software licence are installed. To
check that licences are necessary and sufficient therefore requires minor
customisation to create a field to show how many licences were bought, and then
to compare the fields, and generate alerts if the comparison falls outside a defined
range.
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In version 8.0 it is possible to record more than one service level agreement
against each asset type.
No asset values are maintained as standard, although it is possible to create fields
and tables to record these details.
Vantive HelpDesk can:
ü keep asset-specific information for each asset to be tracked
ü for software, keep a record of upgrades and patches installed
û check software licences are up to date
ü check software licences are necessary and sufficient (not too few, not too many)
ü record information at asset and asset type level enabling common data to be
maintained once
ü list current problems and changes per asset, and per type of asset
ü maintain event history per asset and per type of asset
ü maintain maintenance plan per asset and per type of asset
ü issue an alert when an event happens in an asset’s life; for example, warranty
expires
ü record more than one service level agreement/warranty against each asset type
û monitor asset value according to more than one measure, including at least
current (depreciated) value, purchase price, replacement value
û enable function-based views of assets – different details for financial, help desk,
planning, purchasing.

Maintain asset links
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 9 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.73 out of 2.5
points.
The ‘computer system’ type enables hierarchical asset dependencies to be stored.
For the hardware type, all hardware belongs to a department, so you cannot
create hardware that does not belong to a location.
Vantive HelpDesk can:
ü maintain hierarchical asset dependencies (such as modem installed in this PC)
ü maintain peer to peer asset dependencies (for example, PC connected to
network)
û provide a view of all assets required to perform a business process
û provide a view of business processes requiring an asset
û maintain occasional links (sometimes this laptop is connected to the network)
ü link people and their assets
ü show asset user, location and responsibility (ownership) separately
ü have an asset without an owner
ü have an asset with more than one owner
ü enable an asset to be locked to a location, or floating
û enforce rules about the configuration of assets, for example, check software
installation requirements against platform to be installed on
ü record site level information
ü display the customer software, hardware and site configuration graphically.

Maintain supplier information
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 3 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1 points.
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Vantive HelpDesk enables supplier information to be stored and linked directly to
assets. However, stored contractual information for suppliers is not used in
workflow. It is possible to implement this via customisation.
Vantive HelpDesk can:
ü keep a record of suppliers, with more than one contact point (accounts, service)
ü link supplier to asset type it supplies
ü enable direct access from a specific asset to supplier details
û maintain supplier contracts and send alert when maintenance is due to be
performed
û enable processes (escalation, routing) to be implemented for the supplier as part
of the support operation
û enable monitoring and contracts to be enforced for tasks performed by the
supplier as well as internally.
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Standard responses are well supported in the most recent release. The Research
Agent tool is an optional component, which is of use to first-level support analysts,
provided the administrator sets good indexing rules. More sophisticated diagnosis
and searching is best supported through integration with third-party tools. There
are no facilities to aid the management of solution knowledge, beyond
categorisation of problems.

Standard response
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Standard responses are accessed via the ‘problem code’ in Vantive HelpDesk. The
user can select a common problem code and (depending on how this has been set
up) the trouble ticket is auto-populated, the solution is auto-populated, and a
macro can be launched to implement a solution (depending on the nature of the
problem).
Vantive HelpDesk includes a report to show the most used resolutions, which can
help you to determine new standard responses.
Vantive HelpDesk can:
ü add and update standard responses
ü access standard responses by one key or option
ü suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous trouble tickets
ü make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 7 out of 10 üs, normalised to 1.75 out of 2.5
points.
In its definition of ‘knowledge base’ cases and resolutions, Vantive includes
product documentation, training class information and technical white papers.
However, it is only possible to search Vantive HelpDesk records with the Vantive
Research Agent. Third-party search tools must be used to search beyond Vantive
HelpDesk records.
The Research Agent can be set up to search types of records in a particular order,
although if there is a requirement to search non-Vantive data, then more than
one search is required.
It is possible to use the Vantive Encyclopaedia as a search and access mechanism,
but this is not supplied as standard with Vantive HelpDesk (although it is with
other Vantive applications).
Both Fulcrum Search Server and Inference’s CasePoint can be integrated with
Vantive HelpDesk. (Advantage KBS and Primus Solution Builder have also been
integrated with Vantive HelpDesk at customers’ requests.)
The analyst has to type search text in appropriate fields, such as problem
description and call type. There are no drop-down menus.
The Win-32 version of Vantive HelpDesk supports OLE/2 attachments; 16-bit
versions can use OLE/1.
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Vantive HelpDesk can:
ü provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
û provide integrated access to web-based information (intranet/Internet)
û use existing trouble ticket details to search information directly without entering a
separate search
ü perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge, previous responses) in a
configurable or optimised order
û add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
ü add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
ü give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.

Figure 3 Search on Related Cases
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Information use
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 9 out of 13 üs, normalised to 1.73 out of 2.5
points.
The Research Agent is a tool that locates resolutions based on search criteria
entered by the analyst. Results are returned ranked by relevance, based on:

• number of matches with entered criteria
• number of times result was used previously
• age of result.
The administrator needs to perform optimisation on indexing in order for the
Research Agent to work to its best potential. There is a great deal of flexibility in
how indexing can be performed, definition of ‘noise’ words, important words and
use of synonyms. However, at search time, the Research Agent is inflexible.
Vantive HelpDesk can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches, wordstem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
û perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
ü enable refinement of search criteria during search
ü perform natural language queries, eliminating non-key words ‘and’ ‘the’ ‘a’
û define the scope of the search, eg. Only search headers, summary, abstract
ü regularly compile and use indexes to improve performance at search time
û enable multi-lingual search.
Vantive HelpDesk ranks search results:
ü and suggests them in order
ü based on semantic similarity to query
û based on search argument frequency, proximity and positioning
ü by number of times they have been used
ü by age
ü by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 3 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.86 out of 2
points.
‘Check list’ templates can be defined, which relate problem types, areas and
details (and which collectively define the domain of the problem). These templates
then appear when the information in an individual problem report matches the
template criteria.
The check list allows you to store between one and ten questions for each
template.
Answers to check list questions are entered in text.
The Research Agent includes a very useful feature, which lets you search for all
open problems, similar to the current problem, at the same time as searching for
a solution. This is an effective way of detecting deeper problems.
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Vantive HelpDesk can:
û help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
ü help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific items/situations
ü keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
û support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
û provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
û start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
ü detect deeper problems by analysis of current problems.

Solutions management
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 2 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.28 out of 1 point.
Solutions are categorised into three levels: type, area and detail. No other
facilities for managing solution information are provided.
Vantive HelpDesk can:
û add new problem-solution pairs to solution set by administrator
û optionally add a new problem-solution pair to solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
û suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to solution set
û select and add problem-solution pairs to solution set automatically
ü aid in organising solutions to optimise search
ü load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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Vantive provides excellent integration capability, as well as a range of packaged
integration options. The Vantive HelpDesk API is good. External data can be
accessed directly for both ‘display’ and ‘write’. Vantive HelpDesk is ActiveXcompliant, easing integration to compliant applications.

Data access
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 4 out of 4 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Vantive HelpDesk can access data directly from other databases for display and
write, via ODBC, proprietary access (for example, the Oracle Gateway) or using
its API.
Vantive HelpDesk:
ü allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
ü allows write access to an external source of data at field level
ü publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
Vantive HelpDesk defines external sources for data at field level by using:
ü ODBC.

Application programming interface (API)
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
VanAPI is the API for Vantive HelpDesk. VanAPI can be used to communicate
between Vantive HelpDesk and an external program written in C, C++, Perl or
Visual Basic. A knowledge of C and Visual Basic is required.
Vantive has experience of integration with many bespoke and proprietary
systems, utilising the API and consulting (often using third parties).
Vantive HelpDesk’s API:
ü initiates a function
ü retrieves data about the status of a function
ü returns error codes to initiating system
ü retrieves data from Vantive HelpDesk
ü modifies data in Vantive HelpDesk
ü deletes data in Vantive HelpDesk
ü creates data in Vantive HelpDesk.

Packaged interfaces
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 15 üs, normalised to 2 out of a maximum of 2
points.
Integration with Vantive HelpDesk is offered through Vantive OpenLinks, a
range of interface products that includes CTI and network management systems.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
Vantive offers OLAP capability through Arbor’s ESSBase product. Integration
with PeopleSoft’s range of ERP products is also available.
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In addition, a link is available to Crossroads, a third-party integration package,
although we do not count this indirect interface in our score.
Vantive HelpDesk has packaged proprietary interfaces with:
ü PeopleSoft
ü ESSBase
ü Lotus Notes
ü Edify
ü Aspect CallCentre ACD
ü Genesys ACD
ü IBM NetView.

Integrated suite of applications
Vantive HelpDesk is part of an integrated suite including:
ü Quality/defect tracking
ü Sales force automation
ü Field service management.

Integration with common management systems
Vantive HelpDesk is integrated with
Network management systems:
ü HP OpenView
ü Sun Solstice
û Cabletron Spectrum
Inventory management systems:
û Tally Systems NetCensus
ü Intel LANDesk
û IBM Info/Man.

Systems management systems:
ü
Microsoft SMS
û
CA UniCenter
ü
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems:
û
Funk Proxy
û
Wanderlink
û
Timbuktu.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 9 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.9 out of 1.5
points.
Vantive HelpDesk is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
ü TAPI
ü MAPI
ü TSAPI
ü VIM
û CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü
HTML
û
CGI
ü NSAPI
ü ISAPI.

Information exchange
û DMI/DDTP Service Incident Exchange Standard (SIS)
û DMI/DDTP Solution Exchange Standard (SES)
û DMI 2.0 (asset self-diagnosing)
û ITU X.790
ü SNMP.
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Component architecture fit
Vantive HelpDesk scores 0.5 points for one or more üs.
Vantive HelpDesk is compliant with:
ü Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft Java Beans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.

Command line interface
Vantive HelpDesk scores 0.5 points for one or more üs.
VanAPI functions can be utilised from a script or batch file in command line
instructions. Vantive HelpDesk cannot issue command line instructions itself, but
it can initiate external functions or programs using ActiveX or OLE/DDE links, or
run external scripts (for example, shell scripts in Unix, and batch files in OS/2 or
NT) and hence, credit is given here.
A command line interface exists for:
û Unix
û DOS
û OS/2
ü Win95/Win NT
û other.
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Vantive HelpDesk’s three-tier architecture supports scalability, allowing flexibility
in the distribution of application and database servers. Support for scalable
platforms and operating systems improves scalability. The web client, VanWeb,
provides good support for distributed access for logging and monitoring, but more
basic provision for self-help. It is possible to implement a mobile client, although
this is not set up as standard for Vantive HelpDesk (it is standard for Vantive
Sales).

Technical architecture
Vantive HelpDesk scores 6 out of 7 üs, normalised to 4.29 out of 5 points.
The Vantive architecture has been based on the three-tier model since its original
development. It has a small client component, relying on network and application
server for performance. Each client establishes its own session at the server.
The partitioning of processing on the client or application server can be
configured using the customisation tools.
Vantive HelpDesk:
ü can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
ü uses a high level protocol to communicate between user interface and database
ü can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised servers
asynchronously
ü can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
ü can change partitioning of processing between client and server
ü is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture – DCOM.

Data replication
Vantive HelpDesk scores 1 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.17 out of 1 point.
Vantive uses native replication technology offered by DBMS vendors, such as
Oracle and Sybase.
Vantive HelpDesk:
ü can support multiple DBMS servers.
Vantive HelpDesk’s data replication capabilities:
û are independent of native DBMS replication
û are configured in a logical master-slave topology
û enable the selection of data to be replicated to be granular to field level
û flexible reconciliation of data conflicts is catered for
û enable reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.

Web application
Vantive HelpDesk scores 11 out of 12 üs, normalised to 1.37 out of 1.5 points.
VanWeb allows an end user to access Vantive HelpDesk and to submit and view
information such as logged calls and resolutions. You can also search the
knowledge base and download reports for self-help.
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HTML is generated from the standard application screens; customisation
performed against a normal screen can be carried forward and applied to HTML
forms with no extra customisation. HTML templates are also supplied,
incorporating interactive Java, JavaScript and ActiveX components.
The web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user application.
The web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
ü interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
û distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The web server offers:
ü automated web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for problem, change tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of trouble ticket, change request)
ü data modification (for updating existing records)
ü ‘self-help’ problem resolution capability
ü secure method of access to trouble tickets, change requests
ü secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
Vantive HelpDesk scores 2 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.25 out of 0.5 points.
It is theoretically possible for all Vantive applications to use the Vantive On-TheGo mobile client. This uses the proprietary VanSync data synchronisation
facilities.
However, for Vantive HelpDesk to use the mobile client, the administrator must
perform extensive customisation (Vantive On-The-Go is set up for use with the
Vantive Sales application).
Credit is therefore given for a small-scale mobile database and replication
technology, but we cannot award points for the mobile client or for data selection,
since these are not available as standard for Vantive HelpDesk.
Vantive On-The-Go is a DLL implementation of the core application server code,
running on a SQL Anywhere database.
Vantive HelpDesk is available in a:
û

mobile client version.

The mobile client version:
û
ü
ü

has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
has a mobile database with small system requirements
has data update synchronisation.
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Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Vantive HelpDesk offers direct support for one or more of:
ü Informix version 7+
û CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
ü MS SQL Server version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
ü Sybase version 11+
û DB2.

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available half point.
Ovum’s server platforms
û OS/2 Warp
û OS400
ü Unix
ü Windows NT version 4.0+.
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Vantive’s customisation environment has improved tremendously since our last
evaluation. It now includes a visual environment for customising the interface,
and a visual navigational aid for customising data access and business processes.
Vantive VBA is used for specialised scripting. Vantive has a unique approach to
how data should be organised in its HelpDesk application, which takes some
getting used to.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2 out of 2 points.
Vantive’s customisation environment now has a visual editing environment called
VanDesign, which enables interfaces to be customised using standard visual
drag-and-drop facilities.
Vantive HelpDesk can be customised by:
ü allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing/removing fields
ü adding fields
ü adding screens
ü removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 12 out of 14 üs, normalised to 1.71 out of 2
points.
Only since version 7.0 has it been possible to use data from more than one table
on one form. Data can be accessed from external tables for display purposes only,
not for write access. The expectation is that all data will be accessed from the
Vantive database.
In-depth knowledge of SQL and the physical database structure is still required
to customise data access.
It is not possible to modify the underlying data structure of Vantive using Vantive
tools. Vantive views this as the DBA’s responsibility.
Database changes are described to Vantive HelpDesk by using Vantive
Transporter. The Transporter migrates metadata from one database instance to
another. This enables changes to be made and tested in separate environments to
the production environment.
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Vantive HelpDesk has:
ü a logical data model independent to implementation
ü a map of the logical model to physical data.
Vantive HelpDesk can be customised by:
ü changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
ü using columns from different tables as sources of data on one screen
ü using columns from external databases as source of data for a field, process
ü adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field, process
ü removing columns
ü adding/removing tables
ü changing a relationship between tables
ü adding/removing a relationship between tables
ü changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
û changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 11 out of 13 üs, normalised to 2.54 out of 3
points.
Customisation to business processes is performed using the development
environment used by Vantive to deliver applications. This is the Vantive Object
Studio (VOS).
Vantive VBA is a scripting tool compatible with Microsoft’s Visual Basic. It is
used to define specific process changes, such as launching external applications.
Vantive HelpDesk can be customised by:
ü changing existing events and tasks
ü defining new events and tasks
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
ü defining and adding new business processes
ü removing processes
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
ü allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
Vantive HelpDesk:
ü enables definition of tasks independently so they can be used by more than one
process
ü uses templates for processes, enabling just specific details to be changed
Changes to business processes can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
û option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
ü a scripting environment
ü an API through which custom code components can be used.

Management of customisation
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 5 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1.67 out of 2
points.
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The business rules that drive functionality are held as metadata in the database;
this ensures that the source code can be upgraded without compromising
customised workflow (only metadata objects are customisable).
New changes to the application through customisation are downloaded
automatically to the client machine when an analyst logs on.
Vantive HelpDesk supports:
ü deployment of different versions to different users
û ability to maintain history of implementation and change
ü ability to maintain information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer customisation from one point
ü upgrades without re-doing customisation.
Vantive offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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Usability
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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The Vantive HelpDesk user interface is clear, but plain. There is no use of
graphical navigation, although hyperlinks are in place. The range of languages
supported is good. Documentation is unclear and incomplete.

Interfaces
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 7 out of 9 üs, normalised to 2.33 out of 3
points.
The user interface is much improved since version 4.0. It uses tabbed windows to
good effect, and screen layout is clear and precise. The use of colour is limited to
outlining fields to signify mandatory input, read only and so on.
Vantive HelpDesk has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
ü common identification of all related open dialogues
û use of graphics to convey information
ü use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context sensitive data
ü context sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
û diagrammatic display structure for records – trouble tickets, change requests,
assets (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 7 out of 8 üs, normalised to 2.63 out of 3
points.
Analysts can navigate through the system via hyperlinks, which uncover deeper
levels of data. This means that only relevant data is displayed, and can be hidden
when desired.
The analyst can:
ü work on more than one record at the same time
ü start at any point with a record, not necessarily the caller’s details
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (ext. number, last name)
ü switch between lists of all records assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link related records
ü navigate by more than one method, including menu, tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks, drill-down metaphors
û clone an existing record, for ease of use.

Documentation
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 11 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.69 out of 1
point.
Manuals are in PDF format and can be viewed using Adobe Acrobat (supplied on
the CD).
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Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrator’s guide
ü reference guide/user’s guide
û getting started guide
û tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
ü CD-ROM
ü Acrobat (.PDF) files
û HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
û provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
û include a complete glossary and index.

On-line help
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 5 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.63 out of 1 point.
Vantive HelpDesk has:
û an on-line tutorial
ü on-line documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
û ‘balloon’ help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
ü configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
û wizards to aid use of the system.

Multi-lingual support
Vantive HelpDesk scores a total of 11 out of 14 üs, normalised to 0.79 out of 1
point.
Vantive is already being used in multi-lingual call centres that handle multiple
western European languages (French, Spanish, German, Italian, Swedish and
Portuguese). However, in all of these installations the system is implemented in
one language, usually English. Distributors in Latin America and Brazil have
localised the Vantive Enterprise 5.0 application for Spanish and Portuguese.
Vantive HelpDesk has also been adapted for the Japanese market.
Since metadata such as menu labels and field labels are stored in Vantive
HelpDesk’s data dictionary, application localisation consists of updating rows in
the database, rather than changing source code. Vantive client source code has
been internationalised, where text that used to be hard-coded has now been
moved to resource files, which can be localised using a text editor and the
appropriate local language version of Windows 95.
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Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
ü locality-specific currency formats
ü swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
ü translation tables for literal strings
û right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
ü 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
û
Unicode support
û
multiple language versions in same installation.
We give one ü per native language supported, up to a maximum of five.
Local language support for:
ü Kanji
ü French
ü Spanish
ü German
ü Italian
ü Swedish
ü Portuguese.
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System administration
Set-up
Vantive starts with a template – the extent of work that needs to be performed
varies from a few weeks to a few months, with an average of 75 days. The set-up
process includes the following:
• business process analysis
• business requirements definition
• project management
• systems requirements definition
• system design
• systems development
• systems deployment.
Software upgrades can be distributed to customers via Vantive’s FTP site.

Administration
Much of the administration effort for Vantive HelpDesk is concerned with
building and maintaining customised components. This, in turn, depends on the
amount of ongoing customisation the organisation requires. The remaining
administration tasks are minimal. They centre on the creation and maintenance
of users, groups and their permissions.

Security
Access can be controlled at application, object and field level using VanTools.
Access can be defined for viewing, inserting, deleting and updating data. Vantive
also uses DBMS tools to control access to the database, enforcing a log-in
procedure.
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At a glance
Developer
WorkGroup Systems, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire, UK

Versions evaluated
Quetzal for Windows, Version 4.0, released second quarter of 1996

Key points
Base data

• Basic internal help desk application
• Runs on MS-SQL Server, Oracle and xbase databases
• Client-based application, no processing at the server
Strengths

• User interface is intuitive and easy to use
• Asset management is detailed, and strongly oriented to internal IT
• Good call management capabilities
Points to watch

• Not customisable
• Scalability limits to around 150 concurrent users
• Limited integration
Scores
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Call management
Problem resolution
Integration
Scalability
Customisation
Usability

Price points
We give a price point for 10 and 50 concurrent analysts, based on the detailed
price information given below.
Prices are given in thousands of US dollars
1

2

4

8

15

30
é
10
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Product glossary
Term

Description

Q-Alert

A facility to visibly escalate calls. Q-Alert uses e-mail,
paging and fax mechanisms to alert support personnel
when calls are escalated.

Q-Browser

The web-based interface

Q-CM2000

A product for managing the process of ensuring Year
2000 compliance for all IT infrastructures in an
organisation.

Q-Flow

For definition and management of tasks to be performed
in a project – change management.

Q-Icon Plus

This is used for real-time call status notifications. Each
user can define how and when they wish to be notified of
an event; for example, the supervisor may wish to be
notified by a sound alarm when an SLA for response
time has been breached.

Q-Import for Windows

Works via ODBC. Enables the import of data from one
or more other databases. The software builds and
maintains links. Links must be updated specifically.
There is no facility to export data from Quetzal to other
databases.

Q-Mail

This can be linked with any e-mail system based on VIM
or MAPI protocols to:
• send and receive messages
• link two copies of Quetzal
• provide automatic call logging to the help desk
• automatically distribute call resolution details.

Q-View
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Verdict
Quetzal’s main focus is to address call management for internal IT help desks.
This is well satisfied, with good support supplied for most call management
processes, clear reporting and good support for service-level agreements.
The ease of use is the strongest aspect of the software, with clear, well laid out
screens that use colour and symbols to convey information. Local language
versions are available in French and German.
There is little problem-resolution capability, although this can be improved by
using CBR3 in conjunction with Quetzal. Although CBR3 can be launched from
Quetzal, it is not fully integrated, since any information found in CBR3’s
knowledge base must be manually cut-and-pasted back to Quetzal’s screens.
There is a significant lack of flexibility. Quetzal is designed to be used ‘as is’, with
no significant change; some user-defined information can be used, and existing
processes can be configured.
Quetzal provides cursory integration capability, limited to the launch of
applications from a command-line interface and duplication of data it requires
from other databases, rather than providing direct access. Information from other
applications can also be accessed via e-mail, but there is no provision of a
programmable or standard interface.
Quetzal has limited scalability, and relies on database and operating system
features to provide the scalability it has. Consultants have been used to stretch
scalability to 200 concurrent users, but the application is best suited to smaller
installations.

Typical usage
Quetzal is aimed at internal IT help desks with 1 to 10 analysts supporting up to
200 users, although larger installations have been made (up to 200 concurrent
users of Quetzal). It is designed to be installed and run with little or no
customisation.
Help desk applications account for 70% of WorkGroup Systems’ revenues, with
the other 30% made up of applications for customer support and business process
support including:

• personnel
• pensions
• arbitrage
• facilities management.
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Product overview
Product positioning
Quetzal is focused on the internal IT help desk market.
In keeping with this focus, Quetzal includes functionality for asset management
and change management.
The recently released Q-CM2000 product fits into this family as a point solution
for a specific problem, although Q-CM2000 could well be used for other major ITconfiguration and installation projects.
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Product architecture
Quetzal is a two-tier client-centric client-server application.
Quetzal is primarily developed using C++, using Delphi for some of the
components.
The database layer is in codebase.
The main product, Quetzal, includes components for call management, problem
resolution and asset management. Additional components included in this
evaluation are:

• Q-Browser – the web-based interface
• Q-Icon Plus – for real-time call status notifications
• Q-Alert – a facility to visibly escalate calls
• Q-Import for Windows – works via ODBC and enables import of data from one
or more other databases

• Q-Mail – for integration with VIM or MAPI e-mail systems
• Q-View – for management-level real-time monitoring
• Q-Flow – for definition and management of tasks to be performed in a project –
change management

• Q-Reports – an extended set of report templates.
Platforms
Operating system (server)
There is no processing at the server.
Operating system (client)
Windows 3.x, Windows 95 and Windows NT.
Hardware (server)
There is no processing at the server.
Databases supported
Oracle, MS SQLServer and dbase (supplied as standard with Quetzal).
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Usage
Typical application
Homebase is a UK-based DIY retailer and a subsidiary of J Sainsbury. Homebase
uses Quetzal to support its help desk and asset management. It chose Quetzal for
two reasons: to integrate the separate help desks for Homebase, Texas and its
head office in the UK, and to gather key statistics using a proven reporting
capability.
Very large application
Railtrack is a UK-based transportation company. Railtrack uses Quetzal
Client/Server to support its help desk and asset management. Quetzal was chosen
due to its priority-tiered service-level management functionality, comprehensive
inventory management and ease of use.
Originally, Railtrack had ten de-centralised help desks, but it decided to
centralise its support in Crewe and offer round the clock support (24 × 7). There
are 16 frontline operators using Quetzal every eight-hour shift to log calls. These
calls are then distributed to regional IT support teams for resolution. Quetzal is
used by 100 support analysts centrally and within the regions.
Railtrack uses Quetzal’s two-tiered service-level targets to outsource all hardware
maintenance to a third-party supplier without losing track of any calls.
Technically challenging application
No information was supplied.
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Changes
Changes since last evaluation
We evaluated version 3.31 of Quetzal in Ovum Evaluates: Help Desk Tools in
1995. The main changes since then are:

• Q-Icon Plus (see Glossary)
• Q-Alert (see Glossary)
• Q-View (see Glossary)
• Q-Flow (see Glossary)
• Q-Run – a separate program that enables execution of other programs from
within Quetzal, passing parameters as specified

• bookmarks – users can keep track of calls that are interesting to them but not
directly assigned to them by using bookmarks

• worktime – allows support analysts to record costs other than time (for
example, fixed costs and part costs) for each call

• multiple service-level targets – a secondary service-level agreement can be
made with a support group, as well as with an external group

• support group loading – provides a visual check on an analyst’s job queue,
detailing the status and number of outstanding calls

• automatic notification of related calls – automatically displays all related calls
as a new call is logged (for example, by individual, cost centre or equipment).

Future enhancements
There are plans to develop components to support functions such as configuration
management and integration with telephony (CTI).
Version 5.0 of Quetzal is planned for release in 1998. This release is scheduled to
contain:

• a re-design of the architecture to improve usability and performance
• CTI capability
• a change management component
• a configuration management component
• an integrated third-party knowledge base
• integrated systems management via Tivoli TME10
• data mining and legacy reporting via integration with Monarch.
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Company background
History
WorkGroup Systems was established in 1989 by a team of support centre
personnel. Quetzal was one of the early help desk products on the market.
Datawatch acquired WorkGroup Systems in March 1996 on a ‘pooling of interests’
basis. Datawatch was previously WorkGroup Systems’ US distributor.
Datawatch is a publicly-quoted corporation, based in Wilmington, Massachusetts.
Its origins are in producing the counter-intelligence hardware product, Tempest.
At the end of the Cold War, Datawatch acquired a mixed bag of products
including Monarch (a report extract tool), Virex (virus checking), NetOctopus
(network administration) and Quetzal (known as Q-Support in the US).
Datawatch has recently pared down its range of products to just two – Monarch
and Quetzal (Q-Support in the US). These products are managed and developed
at separate ‘centres of excellence’. Quetzal is based in the UK.

Commercial
Datawatch Corporation is a public company listed on the NASDAQ exchange
(symbol: DWCH). In 1996, its revenues were $32 million, of which 38% is
attributable to Quetzal.
Datawatch’s total revenues in 1995 were $16.6 million, with an operating profit of
$818,000. (Datawatch made losses in 1993 and 1994.) No financial information is
available for WorkGroup Systems, because it was a private company before
acquisition.
Datawatch employed 300 staff at the end of 1996, of which 130 were directly
associated with Quetzal. Datawatch has a substantial recruitment drive
underway for the Quetzal product line.
Quetzal has an installed base of around 3,000 customers worldwide.

Vendor positioning
Quetzal is focused on the internal IT help desk market; however, it also does well
in business process support.
The basic philosophy for the product is to provide a very usable way of managing
the help desk – hence the emphasis on SLAs and good reporting. Quetzal’s way of
managing SLAs is intuitive, and is geared towards enabling the help desk
manager to govern processes based on the goal of meeting SLA requirements.
WorkGroup Systems has recently brought out Q-CM2000, primarily to address
the year 2000 issue. This tool is to be used to manage projects that are checking
and implementing year 2000-compliance. Although this is an opportunistic
product, it will continue to be useful within the Quetzal family after 2000.
Quetzal is known as Q-Support in the US. This is potentially confusing in a global
marketplace.
Datawatch also has a division that develops and sells Monarch, a report extract
tool. There is no relationship between the two divisions.
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Services and support
Training
Training is available for users and administrators either on-site during
implementation, or off-site.

Consulting
Consultancy is mainly undertaken for implementation of Quetzal. Workgroup
Systems has also gained a reputation for providing good advice on the operation
of the help desk itself. Services provided include: scoping and feasibility studies,
business process re-engineering, implementation, training, improvement studies
and process audits, and upgrades.

Support
WorkGroup Systems offers support in three tiers: Gold, Silver and Bronze. Each
level offers telephone support from 09:00–17:30 Monday to Friday, regular
newsletters and maintenance releases. Gold and Silver support also offer regular
site visits and dedicated account managers.
WorkGroup Systems uses Quetzal internally to support its own support
operation.
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Pricing and distribution
Price details
Quetzal’s typical unit prices for 1996–1997 were:
Product

UK£

$ (at an
exchange
rate of 1.66)

Quetzal – Windows XBase (per person)

1,750

2,905

Quetzal – Client-Server (per person)

2,560

4,250

Q-Mail

1,100

1,826

Q-Alert

1,050

1,743

Q-Import

1,050

1,743

595

988

10,000

16,600

1,450

2,407

Netcensus

11

19

Centameter

10

17

Win install

9

15

22

37

Q-Reports
Q-Browser (per web server)
Q-View
These add-ons are not evaluated:

Cenergy

Distribution
Quetzal is available from WorkGroup Systems offices, and from channel partners
worldwide.
North America

Europe

Asia-Pacific

Datawatch Corporation WorkGroup Systems
234 Ballardvale Street Maple House

WorkGroup Systems
Level 2, South Tower
Chatswood Plaza
Potters Bar
1–5 Railway Street
Wilmington MA 01887 Hertfordshire EN6 5BS Chatswood NSW 2067
USA
UK
Australia
Tel: +1 508 988 9700
Fax: +1 508 988 0105

Tel: +44 1707 664 466
Fax: +44 1707 661 250

Tel: +61 2 9419 6211
Fax: +61 2 9412 4402

E-mail: QSupport_sales@datawatch.com or wgs_uk_sales@wgs.co.uk
www.datawatch.com
www.wgs.co.uk
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Call management
1

2
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Quetzal performs good call management, with excellent support for most business
processes provided as standard. Quetzal’s functionality revolves around the
monitoring and enforcing of service-level agreements. Calls cannot be logged
directly by integrated systems. There is no support for multi-processes. Reporting
is delivered via Crystal Reports.

Call logging
Quetzal scores a total of 10 out of 16 üs, normalised to 0.94 out of 1.5 points.
Quetzal performs all basic call logging functions. Call logging is well supported,
as long as needs are not significantly different to those that WorkGroup Systems
has decreed.
Caller details can be filled using one piece of information from the caller; for
example, given the caller’s name or extension number, all other details can be
populated automatically (see Figure 1).
As the application is delivered, each call is assumed to be related to an item,
although it does not have to be. The problem may be described using a free format
description field – there are no problem categorisation fields as standard.
Callers can log calls and query existing calls by e-mail or the Web.
Quetzal automatically:
ü maintains an audit trail of every event on the system
û allows selection of specific details to be audited/unaudited
û prevents unauthorised amendments to the audit trail
ü stamps date and time on receipt and closure of call
ü assigns a unique identifier to each event at call time
ü displays caller event histories
ü displays caller details on identification
ü allows search of events by caller organisations or individuals.
Quetzal automatically:
ü allows callers to log calls themselves
ü differentiates between analyst-entered and caller-entered calls
û allows integrated systems to log calls themselves
û differentiates between system-entered and caller-entered calls.
Quetzal supports automated logging by:
ü e-mail
û CTI
û SNMP events
ü web browsers.
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Routing
Quetzal scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1.5 out of 1.5 points.
Quetzal performs routing to individuals or groups. Calls allocated to a group join
a queue; members of the group may then select calls from the queue.
Rules for routing are generally based on the skills of the support analysts, as well
as the number of calls queued.
Quetzal:
ü records analyst skills and knowledge (technical skills, languages and so on)
ü maintains a calendar of analyst availability
ü supports automatic call assignment (based on analyst skills, availability)
ü spreads the load of events evenly across multiple operators
ü allows assignment of the call to specific operator(s) by name
ü dispatches calls to groups
ü assigns a call to multiple analysts concurrently
ü tracks number of routings per problem and alerts if threshold is passed.

Figure 1 Quetzal’s call screen
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Notification and alerts
Quetzal scores a total of 12 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.92 out of 1 point.
There are four facilities used by Quetzal to deliver notification and alerts.
Q-Icon Plus is used to deliver notifications to anyone who uses the system. Q-Icon
Plus does not require Quetzal to be running to deliver alerts. Q-Alert is used to
deliver notification external to the system, via pager or e-mail.
Quetzal implements a feature called ‘bookmarks’, whereby users of the system
can keep track of calls that are not directly assigned to them. Whenever
something happens to the call, the bookmarker is alerted.
Alerts can also be sent on the basis of rules defined in the workflow engine.
Quetzal:
ü sends alerts to an analyst’s queue
ü sends alerts by e-mail
ü alerts analysts on receipt of call, by graphical or auditory means
ü runs alerter separately from main support system
ü deploys alerter separately from main support system
ü allows paging of key personnel
ü alerts analysts on receipt of events
ü notifies callers of change in status
ü notifies callers of impending problem
ü alerts supervisor/management to approaching/passed deadlines
ü alerts supervisor on change of status (for example, ‘open’ to ‘resolved’)
ü defines a notification to occur after an existing escalation rule
û defines a notification to occur before an existing escalation rule.

Prioritisation
Quetzal scores a total of 3 out of 5 üs, normalised to 0.3 out of 0.5 points.
Quetzal is configured to use only one measure of urgency for calls; it is argued
that only one is needed, since the contract should specify how severe a problem in
a particular area would be. Hence, the urgency simply measures how much time
has passed, in comparison to how quickly that kind of problem should be fixed
(which is specified by a contract).
Quetzal:
û maintains separate values and/or tracking for urgency and severity
ü has configurable levels of urgency
û has configurable levels of severity
ü has configurable automatic increases in urgency over time
ü allows manual override of prioritisation by supervisor.
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Escalation
Quetzal scores a total of 7 out of 7 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
Calls can be escalated through ten levels for each service-level target (contract).
Escalation procedures can be set according to:

• the service-level target that has been set for the equipment
• the caller that the call relates to
• the problem type
• the support group
• combinations of the above.
Quetzal allows:
ü multiple escalation levels
ü different response targets for problem resolution and closure
ü routing of event to other analysts on escalation
ü multiple escalation clocks
ü multiple time dependencies
ü definition of escalation rule based on other existing rules
ü modifying presentation of escalated call (for example, by colour or flashing).

Contract support
Quetzal scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 1 out of 1 point.
The contracts specify time frames for response and resolution, and enforce them
using escalation, notification and routing.
Contracts are called SLTs (service-level targets) within Quetzal. SLTs are given
two parameters: the actual target and a warning level (used for notifying that a
call may breach its SLT). There are targets and warnings for response to, and
delivery of, a solution.
Contract support forms the basis of all business processes (escalation, notification
and routing), since the contract is defined using these processes to ensure the
contract is met.
Quetzal has:
ü support for agreements with customers or with suppliers
ü support for agreements with customers and with suppliers
ü support for agreements on individual items (for example, PCs)
ü multiple, differentiated, variable levels of service for each second party
ü monitoring and alerting of approaching and breached service levels
ü flexible monitoring of elapsed time
ü multiple configurable calendars for the support desk and for second parties
ü budget and/or cost monitoring and control.
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Multi-process support
Quetzal scores a total of 3 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1 point.
Quetzal enables calls of different types and for them to be processed by different
analysts. It does not support calls to be processed in different ways by each
analyst, since there is no support for dynamic configuration of screens and call
management process paths.
Quetzal allows:
ü definition of multiple call types
ü differentiation of call type at call time
û logical segmentation of database (for example, contact numbers for each call
type)
û multiple analyst queues
ü dynamic assignment of calls to appropriate analysts
û dynamic configuration of screens and call management process paths.

Reporting
Quetzal scores a total of 20 out of 21 üs, normalised to 1.43 out of 1.5 points.
Reporting uses Crystal Reports version 5.0, which is fully integrated with the
delivered product. Quetzal is supplied with defined functions for use within
Crystal and 34 predefined reports.
Quetzal has a component called Q-View, which can be used for real-time status
monitoring (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Real-time status monitoring with Q-view

We look for the ability in Quetzal to:
ü allow bespoke creation and/or customisation of reports
ü supply predefined reports
û supply at least 50 reports as standard
ü produce reports in graphical as well as textual format
ü support Query By Example (QBE) reporting
ü provide ‘trend analysis’ queries
ü report on audit trail/activity log
ü save previous queries for re-use
ü relate events to specific products/services for management information
ü track frequent submitters and time taken up
ü calculate time taken to resolve a problem
ü allow free distribution of compiled reports to other users
ü enable presentation quality reporting (variable fonts, box/line drawing and so on).
Quetzal reporting capability has:
ü line graphs
ü bar charts
ü pie charts
ü pictorial charts
ü 3-D surface.
Quetzal:
ü has real-time monitoring
ü monitoring runs in a separate window, or on a standalone machine
ü allows definition of refresh period.
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Quetzal has little native problem resolution capability, addressing problems
mainly by providing inventory/asset management information. Quetzal’s problem
resolution can be augmented by use of packaged solution sets, but integration is
poor, requiring information to be manually cut-and-pasted to Quetzal’s problem
description field.

Standard response
Quetzal scores a total of 1 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0.25 out of 1 point.
A ‘standard call’ can be defined for problems that occur regularly and can be fixed
easily with a standard solution. Help desk analysts may decide to set up a
standard call based on experience. Consultancy can be provided to aid help desks
decide which are good candidates for standard calls.
Quetzal can:
ü add and update standard responses
û access standard response by one key or option
û suggest new standard responses, based on analysis of previous calls
û make standard responses directly accessible to callers.

Information access
Quetzal scores a total of 3 out of 10 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 2.5 points.
There is no facility within Quetzal for automatically accessing and searching
external reference documents or web-based material.
Quetzal may be integrated with packaged solution sets from Knowledge Brokers
and ServiceWare; in the US, KnowledgePaks from ServiceWare are included as
standard. However, searches are performed external to Quetzal. If relevant
information is found, it must be manually cut-and-pasted back to the problem
description field.
Quetzal has an internal knowledge base to which previous responses can be
added. The knowledge base is not derived automatically from existing calls, but is
built by manually specifying that the current response should be added
(prompted). The knowledge base is simply a set of problems and solutions that
can be searched by defined keywords.
Alternatively, an option can be set to add all responses to the knowledge base as
they occur.
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Quetzal can:
û provide integrated access to electronic documents
ü provide integrated access to packaged solution sets
ü provide integrated access to previous responses
ü provide integrated access to an optimised set of previous responses
û provide integrated access to Web-based information (intranet/Internet)
û use existing call details to search information directly without entering a
separate search
û perform one search to access all available materials (including documents,
packaged solution sets, external sources of knowledge and previous
responses) in a configurable or optimised order
û add/change links to new reference documents by option not customisation
û add to and annotate reference documents from within support system
û give callers direct access to previous responses, other solutions.

Information use
Quetzal scores a total of 1 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0.36 out of 2.5 points.
Quetzal provides basic native search capability.
Quetzal can:
ü perform basic searches, including support for misspellings, near matches,
word-stem identification, common-word elimination, Boolean operators
û perform advanced searches, including support for synonyms, homonyms,
specialised dictionaries
û suggest most relevant information, based on a ranking of information
retrieved
û rank information, based on similarity to current situation
û rank information by number of times it has been used
û rank information by age
û rank information by a combination of rules.

Diagnosis
Quetzal scores a total of 0 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0 out of 2 points.
Diagnosis is not specifically supported by Quetzal, although it can be supported
by attaching notes to the comments field for equipment, to store the questions
that should be asked. Answers to these questions can be stored in the problem
description field, but this is not enforced.
Problems are entered as free text, meaning that they are not categorised. This
makes problem analysis difficult when trying to discover long-term trends and
measure the support desk function.
Diagnosis can be improved by integration with CBR3.
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Quetzal can:
û help the analyst to generally detect the cause of the problem
û help the analyst to detect the cause of the problem for specific
items/situations
û keep track of questions asked and their responses for further use
û support different levels of dialogue for different skill levels (analysts, callers)
û provide a caller-specific diagnostic dialogue, for direct access by callers
û start at a point in the dialogue appropriate to each call
û detect deeper problems by analysis on current problems and calls.

Solutions management
Quetzal scores a total of 2 out of 6 üs, normalised to 0.33 out of 1 point.
Quetzal has basic knowledge storage, retrieval and management capability.
Quetzal can:
ü add new problem-solution pairs to solutions set by administrator
ü optionally add a new problem-solution pair to solution set as it arises
û perform automatic integrity checking on new solutions added to solution set
û suggest which problem-solution pairs should be added to solution set
û select and add problem-solution pairs to solution set automatically
û load/translate solutions from existing knowledge bases.
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Quetzal offers little or no integration with other packages and technologies.
Integration is only possible via duplication of data from other systems for use
within Quetza, or via a command-line interface.

Data access
Quetzal scores a total of 0 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0 out of 2 points.
Quetzal has no direct real-time data access facilities. Q-Import enables data to be
bi-directionally duplicated between Quetzal and other systems, but the data must
still be stored twice.
Quetzal:
û allows definition of an external source for data at field level for display
û allows write-access to an external source of data at field level
û publishes its data dictionary, allowing access from another system.
Quetzal defines external sources for data at field level by using:
û ODBC, and/or proprietary DBMS access for at least three of Ovum’s six
common DBMSs:
Informix version 7+
CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
MS SQL Server version 6.5+
Oracle version 7+
Sybase version 11+
DB2.

Application programming interface (API)
Quetzal scores a total of 0 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0 out of 2 points.
Quetzal has no API.
Quetzal’s API:
û initiates a function
û retrieves data about the status of a function
û returns error codes to initiating system
û retrieves data from Quetzal
û modifies data in Quetzal
û deletes data in Quetzal
û creates data in Quetzal
û provides a list of API functions and IDs to initiating system.

Packaged interfaces
Quetzal scores a total of 2 out of a maximum 12 üs , normalised to 0.33 out of 2
points.

Packaged proprietary interfaces
Quetzal has no packaged proprietary interfaces.
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Integrated suite of applications
Quetzal is part of an integrated suite including:
ü asset management
ü change management.

Integration with common management systems
Quetzal has no direct integration with common management systems. Data from
these systems can be imported into Quetzal using Q-Import or, alternatively,
integration can be achieved using Q-Mail (the external system sends a formatted
e-mail to Quetzal, which Quetzal can translate into a call).
Quetzal is integrated with:
Network management systems
û HP OpenView
û IBM NetView
û Sun NetManager.
Inventory management systems
û Tally Systems NetCensus
û Intel LANDesk
û IBM Info/Man.

Systems management systems
û
Microsoft SMS
û
IBM SystemView
û
CA UniCenter
û
Tivoli.
Remote diagnosis systems
û
Funk Proxy
û
Wanderlink
û
Timbuktu.

Compliance with common/standard APIs
Quetzal scores a total of 5 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.58 out of 1.5 points.
Quetzal is compliant with:
CTI
E-mail
û TAPI
ü MAPI
û TSAPI
ü VIM
û CallPath.
ü SMTP.

Web
ü
ü
û
û

HTML
CGI
NSAPI
ISAPI.

Information exchange
û DMI/DDTP
û ITU X.790
û SNMP.

Component architecture fit
Quetzal scores 0 points for one or more üs.
Quetzal has no compliance with distributed component architectures.
Quetzal is compliant with:
û Microsoft DCOM/ActiveX
û JavaSoft Java Beans
û OMG CORBA IDL
û other.
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Command line interface
Quetzal scores 0.5 points for one or more üs.
Quetzal integrates with other applications by using a command line interface.
A command line interface exists for:
û Unix
ü DOS
û OS/2
ü Win95/Win NT
û other.
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Quetzal’s architecture provides limited scalability for supporting large numbers of
users. Quetzal has its own data replication capability. Distributed users are not
supported by a mobile client. A web client enables access by analysts and end
users via HTML pages for call logging, display and update. Quetzal relies on
database and operating system features to provide scalability.

Technical architecture
Quetzal scores 0 out of 7 üs, normalised to 0 out of 5 points.
Quetzal is a client-centric client-server application.
If large numbers of users (50–200) need to be supported, WorkGroup Systems’
consultants can improve scalability by using stored procedures at the server.
Consultants can also perform changes so that resource-intensive tasks are
removed to specialised servers.
Quetzal:
û can deploy application logic separately from the user interface and database
û uses a high level protocol to communicate between user interface and
database
û can remove resource-intensive tasks (searching, printing) to specialised
servers asynchronously
û can support multiple application servers
û can launch multiple application processes dynamically
û can change partitioning of processing between client and server
û is compliant with a distributed object computing architecture.

Data replication
Quetzal scores 3 out of 6 üs normalised to 0.5 out of 1 point.
Quetzal has its own replication capability, developed using PL SQL package. It
has four different scenarios for data replication:

• on-line – continuous, one-way
• on-line – continuous, bi-directional, with some time zone manipulation
• on-line – batch, one-way
• off-line – used for backup (one-way).
Time zone manipulation is performed using rules based on knowing what time
zone the call originated in.
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Quetzal:
û can support multiple DBMS servers.
Quetzal‘s data replication capabilities:
ü are independent of native DBMS replication
û are configured in a logical master–slave topology
ü selection of data to be replicated is granular to field level
û flexible reconciliation of data conflicts is catered for
ü enables reconciliation of time zone differences between servers.

Web application
Quetzal scores 7 out of 11 üs, normalised to 0.95 out of 1.5 points.
Quetzal provides a basic web interface, enabling calls to be logged and checked by
end users.
The Web version is available as:
ü a distributed analyst application
ü a distributed end-user/customer application.
The Web version can distribute:
ü non-interactive pages which resemble form filling
û interactive pages, controlled by a scripting language
û distributed applications, indistinguishable from standard application.
The Web server offers:
û automated Web client generation derived from the standard application
ü data retrieval (for call tracking)
ü data creation (for logging of calls)
ü data modification (for updating existing call records)
ü secure method of access to calls
û secure method of access to solutions.

Mobile client
Quetzal scores 0 out of 4 üs, normalised to 0 out of 0.5 points.
Quetzal is not available in a mobile client version.
Quetzal is available in a:
û mobile client version.
The mobile client version:
û has mechanisms for controlling selection of data for distribution
û has a mobile database with small system requirements
û has data update synchronisation.
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Native DBMS support
Any one tick gets the available 0.5 points.
Quetzal offers direct support for one or more of:
û Informix version 7+
û CA OpenIngres version 1.1+
ü MS SQL Server version 6.5+
ü Oracle version 7+
û Sybase version 11+
û DB2 .

Operating systems
Any one tick gets the available 0.5 points.
Ovum’s server platforms:
ü OS/2 Warp
û OS400
û Unix
û Windows NT version 4.0+.
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Quetzal has few customisation facilities. Basic cosmetic changes can be made to
change some field labels and sources, and some redundant fields are provided to
enable fields to be ‘added’. Business processes can be configured, but not changed
or added. Quetzal offers little support for the management of customisation;
although customisation can be maintained if an upgrade is installed and
customisation can be applied from one place.

Range and ease of customisation
Interface customisation
Quetzal scores a total of 3 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.75 out of 2 points.
Field labels may be changed, but there are a couple of field labels that are used by
the database and therefore cannot be changed. It is not possible to change the
names of system table fields and they appear as designed (in readable English) in
grid (table) views of data.
Whether fields are mandatory or optional may be changed.
Basic changes that cannot be made include changes to colours and fonts.
Although the colour of text can be changed, other colours cannot. Colours have
significance in Quetzal, because different colours denote statuses. Different sets
of colours denote call escalation, whether support is internal or external, and a
‘thread’ of enquiry (whereby every form associated with a call has the same colour
border).
Any customisation has to be re-done on upgrade.
Quetzal may be customised by:
û allowing colours and fonts to be changed
ü changing field labels to be displayed
ü changing/removing fields
û adding fields
û adding screens
û removing screens.
Changes to the interface can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
û option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Data access customisation
Quetzal scores a total of 1 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.15 out of 2 points.
WorkGroup Systems believes that it provides all the data that could ever be
required, and therefore customisation is not provided for. Fields can only be
added by changing the name of an existing field, so a quantity of redundant fields
are provided to cater for this.
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Quetzal has:
û a logical data model independent to implementation
û a map of the logical model to physical data.
Quetzal may be customised by:
û changing columns to be used as source of data for a field
û changing source of data for a field/process to another column in another table
ü adding columns to be used as source for a new or existing field, process
û removing columns
û adding/removing tables
û changing a relationship between tables
û adding/removing a relationship between tables
û changing the logical to physical map to reflect changes made to physical data
û changing the physical database directly through the support system utilities.
Changes to data access can be made by:
û a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
û option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change.

Business process customisation
Quetzal scores a total of 4 out of 11 üs, normalised to 1.09 out of 3 points.
Quetzal provides few facilities to change business processes – these can be
configured using point-and-click and option-driven dialogue boxes.
Quetzal may be customised by:
ü changing existing events
û defining new events
ü changing business processes to include new steps or remove steps
û defining and adding new business processes
û removing processes
û allowing processes to be defined and changed for all groups and individuals
û allowing processes to be defined and changed separately for multiple groups.
Changes to business processes can be made by:
ü a point-and-click/drag-and-drop style interface
ü option-driven dialogue boxes, menus and screens to perform change
û a scripting environment
û an API through which custom code components can be used.

Management of customisation
Quetzal scores a total of 3 out of 6 üs, normalised to 1 out of 2 points.
Few facilities are provided to aid management of customisation.
Quetzal supports:
û deployment of different versions to different users
û maintenance of history of implementation and change
û maintenance of information about ‘who has what’
ü ability to administer upgrade from one point
ü upgrade without re-doing customisation.
WorkGroup Systems offers support by:
ü issuing upgrade plans.
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Quetzal is easy to use, with clear, well laid out screens, using colour and symbols
to convey information. Navigation is intuitive, particularly through the asset
management screens, with a drill-down metaphor to access asset components.
Documentation is clear and complete. Local language versions are available for
French and German.

Interfaces
Quetzal scores a total of 9 out of 9 üs, normalised to 3 out of 3 points.
Icons are clear and easy to understand. Screens are clearly laid out, with logical
groupings of data provided by data pads. More detail and options can be accessed
by double-clicking on the data pads. Colour is used extensively to symbolise
workflow, priority and areas of responsibility. Threads are also identified by their
common colour.
Quetzal has:
ü standard positioning of messages (environment, error)
ü clarity of screens, with fields clearly identified, highlighted when necessary
ü common identification of threads; that is, all related open dialogues
ü use of graphics to convey information
ü use of colour to convey information
ü screens divided into different views of data with boxes/window panes
ü dynamic display of context-sensitive data
ü context-sensitive display and use of widgets/buttons
ü diagrammatic display structure for calls (for example, trees).

Ease of performing functions
Quetzal scores a total of 8 out of 8 üs, normalised to 3 out of 3 points.
Calls are well laid out. Quetzal allows the help desk analyst to choose whether to
enter problem details first, rather than customer details, which allows help desk
staff to deal with the customer more flexibly. The analyst can choose to start with
the client profile, the hardware profile or the software profile – depending on the
focus of the problem.
Quetzal is intuitive, with plenty of links to allow ease of navigation.
The analyst can:
ü work on more than one call at the same time
ü start at any point with a call, not necessarily the caller’s details.
ü fill caller’s details based on a single field (extension number, last name)
ü switch between lists of all calls assigned to the group and to the analyst
ü link related calls
ü navigate by more than one method including menu, tabs
ü navigate by hyperlinks, drill-down metaphors
ü clone an existing call, for ease of use.
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Documentation
Quetzal scores a total of 13 out of 15 üs, normalised to 0.87 out of 1 point.
Documentation is reasonably clear and easy to use. There is an emphasis on
management of the help desk function, as well as use of the software. Manuals for
the user and the supervisor are separate. All administration tasks are described
in the supervisors’ manual. The users’ manual describes functionality by task.
Documentation includes (or equivalents):
ü system administrators’ guide
ü reference guide/users’ guide
ü getting started guide
ü tutorial
ü installation guide
ü customisation guide.
Available on:
ü paper
û CD-ROM
û HTML.
The documents:
ü reflect the system accurately
ü provide all information required to use the system
ü provide all information required to administer the system
ü provide all information required to customise the system
ü include examples of screens
ü include a complete glossary and index.

On-line help
Quetzal scores a total of 4 out of 8 üs, normalised to 0.5 out of 1 point.
Context-specific on-line help is available, and can be annotated to provide sitespecific knowledge and procedures.
Quetzal has:
û an on-line tutorial
û on-line documentation complementary to paper-based documentation
û balloon help to describe icons
ü context-sensitive help
ü keyword searching
ü configurable help (to aid workflow or as a user guide)
ü capability to annotate text (to add site- or user-specific information)
û wizards to aid usage of the system.

Multi-lingual support
Quetzal scores a total of 6 out of 13 üs, normalised to 0.46 out of 1 point.
Quetzal supports foreign languages directly with specific foreign language
versions for French and German.
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Particular features credited are:
ü locality-specific date formats
ü locality-specific time formats
ü swapping point and comma as separators for decimals or thousands
ü translation tables for literal strings
û right-to-left languages (such as Hebrew, Arabic)
û 2-byte characters (such as Kanji, Mandarin)
û n-byte characters (several languages in one application)
û multiple language versions in same installation.
Local language support for:
ü French
ü German.
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Systems administration
Set up
Typical set up takes four to six weeks and involves ten days of consultancy from
WorkGroup Systems. Set-up procedures include:

• create inventory for use in Quetzal
• specifying users and groups of users, and their permissions/authorisations
• specifying parameters to service-level agreements, escalation and routing
• integration with e-mail/telephony if required
• integration and set up of CBR if required.
Administration
Back-up and archiving must be performed manually.
Knowledge base (if included) must be administered.
Since data within Quetzal must be duplicated, part of the administration is to
regularly update and resolve differences between the support desk database, and
the data owner’s database. Q-Import includes some facilities to aid this process.

Security
Access can be specified at field level.

Cassandra Millhouse
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